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STOCKHOLDERS INVESTMENT ACT OF 1974

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 5, 1074

U.S. SENATE,
SuBcoMMrrn E ON FINANCIAL MAREyS

OF THU CoxMrrrE oN FINANCz,
WTaehngton, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:85 a.m., in room
2221 Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Lloyd Bentsen (chair-
man) presiding.

Present: Senators Bentsen and Bennett.
Senator BENTsEN. Ladies and gentlemen, the committee hearings

will come to order.
We are obviously complying with the President's recommendations

on temperature controls, saving some energy this morning.
Our first witnesses will be Mr. Roy Sehotland and-Dr. Edward

Malca.
Mr. Schotland, Dr. Malca, would you gentlemen please come for-

ward and be seated there?
This morning the Financial Markets Subcommittee is going to re-

sume its hearings. We will receive testimony on S. 2842, the Stock-
holders Investment Act, which I introduced on December 20, 1978,
as a result of the hearings that we had preceding that.

Now, this bill would place some limits through our tax laws on the
degree to which managers of pension funds-and that is only totally
discretionary funds-can concentrate their investments; and, in ad-
dition, this bill would provide tax incentives to the small investor,
to hopefully encourage him to come into the stock market.

It is my feeling that this legislation is necessary for several rea-
sons. First, the limitations on pension fund managers such as I pro-
pose would result in greater diversification of pension investments. It
is my feeling that these are not onerous limitations. Subcommittee sur-
veys indicate that the majority of pension fund managers already
comply with limitations such as these. But there are aberrations on the
part of some managers that could lead to abuse and to serious
problems.

These kinds of limitations would spread available capital to a larger
number of corporations and in addition, provide safety to the future
retirement benefits of more than 30 million Americans who participate
In private pension plans.

Second, the tax incentives to encourage individual investment in
the stock market I feel are very much needed these days to help in-
dustry raise the capital that is needed for business expansion for the
future.

(1)
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We have read the reports in the paper quite recently of many in-
dustries that are haviga very difficult time in raising capital--the
steel industry for one. The steel industry says, in effect, it is going
to have to let part of the market go to foreign competitors because
of the difficulty in raising capital for additional production.

Due to the lack of capital accumulation and investment in the past,
our economy is therefore experiencing shortages in basic manufac-
turing capacity; and yet, at the same time this year we are seeing
growing unemployment.

Our tax laws give direction to our free enterprise system. And I
think it is essential to the economic well-being of every American that
our tax system encourages adequate capital formation necessary for
strong and continuous economic growth.

In addition to S. 2842, the subcommittee will receive testimony
on other tax proposals to encourage individuals to invest in the stock
market, for example, Senator Fannin's bill, S. 2787.

In conjunction with the resumption of these hearings, later this
week I am releasing the details of a survey of the investments made
by our Nation's leading bank trust departments. Last October I sent
a questionnaire to the 25 largest bank trust departments; 21 of these
banks have responded.

The results of this survey demonstrate the dramatic extent to which
large banks sometimes concentrate their investments in a few securi.
ties. One bank, for example, has invested 14 percent of its discretion-
ary assets in just one company, Avon. .

propose that no pension manager invest more than 5 percent of
its aggregate discretionary pension assets in one stock.

The results of my bank trust survey also illustrate the potential
exists for large institutions to control large portions of our economy.
For example, the United States Trust Company holds more than 10
percent of the stock of five different companies. The Bank of New York
holds more than 20 percent of the stock of two different companies.'

I propose that no pension manager own more than 10 percent of the
outstanding stock of a single large company with respect to the man-
ager's aggregate discretionary pension assets. Obviously we put a
grandfather clause in there to protect against any wholesale dumping
of stock where you have excesses already.

Many banks have voluntarily adopted limits of 10 percent or even
lower. And I certainly congratulate them for doing so. I think it is
prudent. I think it is wise management.

In previous hearings of the Financial Markets Subcommittee we
learned that the number of individual stock investors, a oup so
essential to a healthy economy, has been declining; and the rop has
been as much as 800,000 since early 1972.
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Two of the provisions in S. 2842, the graduated capital gains pro-

posal and the liberalized capital loss proposal, would help encourage
greater individual investment in the stock market.

The ability of our economy to create new jobs and to provide the
vast amounts of capital needed for economic expansion depends on a
large number of individuals investing in the stock markef--a multi--
plicity of decisionmakers, a free market.

We are fortunate to have this morning a wide variety of experts
who will address themselves to these issues and comment on the legis-
lation pending before the Subcommittee.

At this point I would like to insert a fact sheet and a statement
describing S. 2842.

[The press release announcing these hearings, the material refer-
red to by Senator Bentsen, and copies of S. 2787 and S. 2842, follow.
Hearing commences oti page 5(.]
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PRESS RELEASE

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
January 10, 1974 Subcommittee on Financial Markets

2227 Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.

SENATOR BENTSEN ANNOUNCES HEARINGS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON FINANCIAL MARKETS. FEBRUARY 5 and 6, 1974

Senator Lloyd Bentsen (D-Texas), Chairman of the Subcommittee
on Financial Markets, announced today that the Subcommittee will hold
hearings February 5 and 6 on the Stockholders Investment Act.

The bill, S. 2842, would provide tax incentives to encourage small
investors to invest in the stock market and would limit future acquisitions
of stocks by managers of pension funds, through tax laws.

In addition to this legislation, introduced by Senator Bentsen, the
Subcommittee will receive testimony on other proposals to encourage in-
dividuals to invest in the stock market, such as Senator Fannin's bill,
S. 2787.

"Two series of Subcommittee hearings conducted last summer and
fall clearly demonstrate the need for Congressional action to reverse
several dangerous trends in our stock markets," Bentsen said in announcing
the hearings.

Senator Bentsen cited three of these trends.

"First, there has been an increasing dominance of our securities
markets by large institutional investors. In 1963, 35 percent of the trading
on the New York Stock Exchange was attributable to institutions. Today
that figure is 70 percent -- just double.

Second, institutional investments have become alarmingly con-

centrated in a small number of select stocks. As examples, one large bank

trust has concentrated more than 20 percent of its discretionary stock market

investments in just two issues. Another has concentrated more than 15

percent of its discretionary stock market investments in just two issues.

Third, the number of individual stock investors, who are so essential
to a healthy economy, has been declining. It is estimated that the number

of individual shareholders in the United States has declined by as many as

800, 000 since early 1972."

Senator Bentsen stated that "these trends are having an adverse

impact on the level of competition in our economy, and also on the ability

of our economy to create new jobs and to provide the vast amounts of capital
needed to meet such pressing challenges as our energy crisis."

Written requests to testify at the Subcommittee's hearings should be

directed to Robert A, Best, Chief Economist, Senate Committee on Finance,

Room 2227 Dirksen Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C., before
January 10.

Due to the shortness of time available for these hearings not all
requests will be honored. However, those people who are not able to testify
in person will be given a oppoetsinity to submit wi en statements for the
record.



FACT SHEET S. 2842 a
SENATOR LLOYD BENTSEN'S. PROPOSED

"STOCIKIOLDERS I NVESTHENT
ACT OF -1973",

1. LIMITATIONS ON THE STOCK HOLDINGS OF PENSION MANAGERS -- No pension fund could qualify
for favorable tax treatment unless the assets of the fund were placed In the hands of
a manager who Invests no more than 5 of Its aggregate discretionary pension assets In any
one equity security and, In addition, who acquires no more than 10% of any equity security
of any one company with respect to the aggregate discretionary pension accounts. This
limitation would not apply retroactlvely. Managers of pension accounts would not be
forced to dispose of current stock holdings to meet these limitations, but theycould not
acquire additional shares of any security in which the pension manager had reached the
limitation.

If any manager of tax-exempt pension funds exceeds these limitations (for example, by
purchasIng an additional 1% of the total equity securities of a company In which It already
holds 100 , a penalty tax equal to 5% of the excess holdings would be Imposed on the
manager by the eternal Revenue Service. In the event that the manager falls to dispose
of the excess holdings within 180 days, IRS will Impose an additional penalty of 100%
of the excess on the manager.

Excess holdings that result exclusively from fluctuations in market values willI not be
subject to a penalty tax. These limitations will not apply to Investments In companies
with a capital account of less than $25 million. These limitations apply only to pension
plans and not profit-sharing plans.

Limits on Institutional holdings are necessary to protect the more than 30 million private
pension plan participants from excessive concentration of pension Investments In only a
few select stocks,and to encourage greater Institutional Interest In well-managed small
and medium-size companies. In addition, these limits would help prevent a small number
of large Institutional Investors from achieving too much control over our economy.

2. VENTURE CAPITAL FROM PENSION FUNDS -- Pension managers would be given leeway to Invest
.,1% of the assets of any pension plan In companies with capital accounts of less than
$25 million. This would be an exemption from any prudent man rule for I$ of the
pension assets. However, the "leeway clause" would not relieve fiduciaries from any pro-
hibitlons against self-dealing or fraudulent transactions. The "leeway clause" would
relieve a fiduciary from liability with respect to the risk of an Investmont.

This provision would fecilitate the flow of pension Investments to new and expanding
smaller companies that are Ii great need of equity capital and which present a higher
than normal risk but offer the possibility of a higher than normal return.

3. GRADUATED CAPITAL GAINS TAX -- Under present law, the maximum capital gains rate Is 35%
without regard to the special minimum tax provisions or any other provision. This legis-
lation would decrease the maximum rate annually over the holding period of a capital asset
until the maximum rate was reduced to about 14% for assets held fifteen years. Capital
losses would be provided comparable sliding-scale treatment over the holding period of the
asset. The present six month holding period for capital gains treatment would be.extended
to twelve months. This would be phased In by one month per year.

This provision would help reduce the "lock-In" of long-term assets and provide greater
liquidity In our capital markets. A graduated capital gains rate would also encourage the
risk-taking spirit In America which has been so Important to economic growth and the
creation of new jobs.

4. LIBERALIZED CAPITAL LOSS TREATMENT -- Today, If an Individual's capital losses exceed his
capital gains, he can deduct up to $1,000 against his ordinary Income each year. This hasn't
changed sin'e 1942, yet per capital disposable Income has risen over 400% since then. This
bill would81ow the Individual to deduct up to $4,000 of capital losses against ordinary
Incomei It would also allow a three-year carryback of capital losses against capital gains.

Liberalized loss treatment would encourage more risk Investment which Is so Important In
starting new businesses and creating new jobs. It would also encourage Investors to take
their losses, thus providing greater liquidity In our capital markets.
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FLOOR STATEMENT OF SENATOR LLOYD BENTSEN
December 20, 1973

S. 2842 -- STOCKHOLDERS INVESTMENT ACT OF 1973

Mr. President, one of the foundations of our competitive, free

enterprise system has been the existence of broad-based stock markets

which serve as a source of capital for persons striving to go Into

business or to expand an existing business.

Our securities markets have provided the capital that enabled

companies like IBM and Xerox -- which at one time were very small --

to grow, provide thousands of jobs, offer Innovative and competitive

products and make a major contribution to our economic expansion.

The maintenance of strong and viable capital markets Is

essential to the economic well-being of every single American.

However, over the past several years we have been witnessing some

very disturbing trends In our securities markets -- trends that have

a major Impact on our economy.

Mr. President, these trends are having an adverse Impact on the

level of competition In our economy, and also on the ability of our

economy to create new jobs and to provide the vast amounts of capital

needed to meet such pressing challenges as our energy crisis.
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-- First, there has been an Increasing dominance of our securities

markets by large Institutional Irestor's. In 1963, 35% of the trading

on the New York Stock Exchange was attributable to Institutions. To-

day that figure is 70% -- Just double. Theeaght.man Investment

committee of the largest bank trust department -- these eight men

alone -- manage $21 billion worth of common stocks.

-- Furthermore, Institutional Investments have become alarmingly

concentrated In a small number of select stocks. As examples, one

large bank trust department has Invested more than 60% of its total

common stocks In Just 20 issues. Another bank trust has concentrated

more than 20% of Its discretionary stock market Investments In Just

two Issues. Still another has concentrated more than 15% of its

discretionary stock market Investments In Just two Issues.

-- Meanwhile, the number of Individual stock Investors, who are

so essential to a healthy economy, has been declining. It Is esti-

mated that the number of Individual shareholders In the United

States has declined by as many as 800,000 since early 1972.

Our stock markets have exhibited other disturbing characteristics

in recent years.

A decade ago, few of us would have thought that America's

securities markets would one day be compared to a well known bird

named Jolnathan Livingston Seagull.
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Yet one member of the Investment community has said: "if you

want to -understand the stock market, read Jonathan Livingston Seagull.

It's all there. Just like the believers in high multiple stocks,

Jonathan Livingston Seagull came to believe It was possible to fly

as no gull ever had before. He schooled and disciplined himself to

find was to do It and he found them."

How similar to a small number of large institutional Investors

who came to believe that at one point the stock of a cosmetics firm

was valued higher than the entire U.S. steel Industry. The very actions

of these Institutions succeeded, at least for a while, In making these

dreams come true--in short, a self-fulfilling prophecy, an act of

will rather than a Judgment value, Just like Jonathan Livingston

Seagull's.

Or compare today's Inltitutional market activity to that old

parlor game favorite, Monopoly. Once all of the pieces of property

are taken up, there may be nobody to sell to, and the limited market on

the Monopoly board loses Its liquidity. The game ends. In the real

Investment world, we must assure that our capital markets maintain

adequate llquIdity--that there will always be a sufficient number of

buyers and sellers--so that our markets will price securities In

accordance with their true value.
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To Investigate these disturbing questions, the Subcommittee on

Financial Markets, of which I am Chairman, has conducted two

series of public hearings at which a broad spectrum of witnesses

presented their views. Their testimony clearly demonstrated the need

for Congressional action to reverse these dangerous trends.

As a result, I am today Introducingtax legislation which would

help reverse these trends by imposing reasonable limits on stock

holdings of any single institution and by offering incentives to

encourage individual Investors to return to the market.

The problems our Subcommittee is studying are very difficult

and complex. There are no easy solutions. My proposed legislation

will not provide all of the answers to the many problems plaguing our

financial markets. Further study may produce additional remedies.

However, I hope that the Introduction of this bill, followed by

additional Subcommittee hearings early next year, will"create a

meaningful dialogue among all Interested parties and lead to constructive

solutions.

This legislation is a follow-up to the comprehensive pension

reform bill, S. 1179, that I Introduced last tarch, which was

favorably reported by the Senate Finance Committee in July. That

bill was merged with the Labor Committee's pension bill and was

approved by the full Senate in September.
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The pension reform bill focused on the Impact of our private

pension system on tho Individual American worker and established

minimum standards of vesting, funding, eligibility and termination

Insurance to Insure that every worker receives his earned retirement

benefits. The bill I am now Introducing focuses on the enormous

Impact that the more than $150 billion of assets In private retire-

ment plans has on our entire economy.

The tax legislation I am introducing today contains four

major provisions.

First, pension plans would be required to comply with a new

qualification for favorable tax treatment. Tax-exempt pension funds

would be required to be placed In the hands of a pension manager

(either an outside management like an Insurance company or bank

trust department or "In house" management) that compiled with

reasonable limitations on.the amount of shares In any one company

that could be acquired. Acquisitions In excess of this limitation

would subject the manager to a penalty tax.

This provision is necessary to protect the more than 30 million private

pension plan participants from excessive concentration of pension

Investments in only a few select securities and to encourage

greater Institutional intrest in well-managed small ahd medium-size

companies.
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In addition, these limits would help prevent a small number of

large institutional Investors from achieving too much control over our

economy.

Second, investments of one percent of the assets in any pension

fund would be exempt from the "prudent man rule." This would facilitate

the flow of a limited amount of pension investments to new or expanding

companies which present greater than normal risks but offer the

opportunity for greater than normal returns.

Third, a graduated capital gains tax would be enacted to decrease

the capital gains rate for an asset as the holding period increased.

This provision would help reduce the present "lock-in" of long-term

assets and provide greater liquidity in our capital markets. A

graduated capital gains rate would also encourage the risk-taking

spirit in America which has been so important to economic growth.

Fourth, the amount of ordinary income against which capital

losses may be deducted-would be Increased. This would also encourage

greater individual investment in our markets and result in greater

turnover of securities.

Mr. President, I would now like to discuss these provisions in

greater detail.
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DIVERSIFICATION REQUIREMENTS FOR PENSION MANAGERS

A very disturbing trend in our economy is the extent to which

tens of billions of dollars of pension Investments are being concentrated

in a small number of select stocks. Extensive data presented to the

Financial Markets Subcommittee clearly demonstrates the tendency of

large Institutions to invest enormous amounts of money in a very few

Issues.

To help curb this excessive concentration, I am today proposing an

amendment to the Internal Revenue Code which would Impose reasonable

limitations on the amount of shares in any company that a pension

manager can hold. Under this legislation, a pension plan could not

receive favorable tax treatment unless the assets of the plan were

placed with a pension manager who Invested no more than 5% of his

total discretionary pension assets In on -an , In addition,

acquired no more than 10% of ..I. T,4 6". - ,

company with respect to his aggregate discretionary pension assets.

However, this limitation would not apply retroactively. Managers

of pension accounts would not be forced to dispose of current

stock holdings to meet these limitations.
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A number
of our Nation's largest bank trust departments recognize the wisdom of

theselimits and, in fact, have already adopted these limits on a

voluntary basis. The purpose of putting these limits Into law is

simply to Insure that all pension managers follow the example that

some of the best banks have established on their own.

Decades ago Congress enacted tax Incentives to encourage the growth

of pension plans. Under current tax laws, qualified pension plans

receive tree tax benefits. First, employers are given a tax deduc-

tion for all contributions made to a qualified plan. Second, the

Investment earnings of assets In the plan are tax exempt. Third,

employer contributions are not taxable to the employee at the time of

contribution. Rather, the Income tax Is deferred until the money Is

actually distributed to the employee after his retirement -- at

which time he Is usually In a much lower tax bracket.

Tax-qualified pension plans today receive an estimated tax

subsidy of $4 billion annually. Inasmuch as the Federal Government

encourages the creation of pension plans through our tax laws, these

tax laws must Include safeguards to prevent excessive concentration of

pension investments.

Our tax laws already Include investment limitations for

foundations and mutual funds as well as pension plans. The Internal

29-146 0 - 74 - 2
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Revenue Service has had years of experience administering these tax

restrictions, particularly with respect to the prohibited transactions

and investments of pension assets.

For example, under present tax law, the assets of a tax-exempt

pension fund may be used only for the exclusive benefit of the em-

ployees or their beneficiaries. Under I.R.S. rulings, an investment
complies

generallyA with the "exclusive benefit" requirement If it meets

the following standards: the cost of the investment does not

exceed fair market value, a fair return cormensurate with the pre-

vailing rate is provided, sufficient Iliqu~dIty is maintained to permit

distributions, and the safeguards and diversity to which a prudent

Investor would adhere are present.

Tax restrictions on excessive concentration of pension Invest-

ment would simply be an extension of existing tax rulings on diversity

and liquklity for pension assets.

There Is substantial precedent under both state and Federal law

for limitations on the amount of stock in one company that an institutional

investor can hold. Insurance companies are so limited in practically

every state. Mutual funds are subject to holding limits established

by Federal law. Yet no such limits apply to banks wich are the

largest Institutional Investors and also the biggest managers of

pension assets.
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Insurance statutes in almost every state impose limitations on

the Investments of insurance company assets. Although the rules

and the percentages vary from state to state, many states restrict

insurance companies from holding more than 10% of the outstanding

stock of a company or from investing more than 5% of the insurance

company's separate or general accounts in one stock. These per-

centages are often applied to all of the accounts of an insurance

company, In the aggregate.

Under Federal law, diversified mutual funds are restricted from

holding more than 10% of the outstanding shares of any company or from

investing more than 5% of the assets of the mutual fund in one securi-ty.

(However, this limitation applies only to 75% of the total assets in

a mutual fund.)

There are five essential reasons for imposing these limitations:

First, the extent to which institutions concentrate their pension

Investments In a few select stocks raises disturbing questions with

respect to the safety of the enormous amounts of pension money that

these Institutions manage. In testimony before our Conmittee, one

trust department argued that those of us who advocate limits on their

holdings are ignoring their fiduciary responsibility for these funds.

Quite the contrary. Prior to coming to the Senate, I was involved in

the management of an insurance company, a mutual fund, and a savings

and loan association, as well as several banks--all of which

involved fiduciary relationships. It is precisely because of the

fiduciary responsibility that limitations are needed.
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Today more than 30 million Americans participate in our private

retirement system. The retirement incomes of these Americans depend

directly upon the safety of the pension Investments. Excessive

concentration of investments in only a few stocks jeopardizes the safety

of these assets since a major decline in value of only two or three

of these select stocks will substantially reduce the value of the

pension assets.

This was dramatically illustrated by a recent anti-trust decision

against IBM. Some of our largest bank trust departments are concentrating

close to 10% of their total assets in this stock which lost $5.5 billion

in two days of trading. Another of our largest bank trust departments

has concentrated more than twenty percent of the assets over which it

has complete Investment discretion in just two securities--IBM and

Avon. Little do the pension plan participants, who depend on this

bank to manage their pension funds, realize that their future

retirement benefits are so closely tied to the fate of one cosmetics

firm and one manufacturer of computers. A high degree of concentration

in any stock severely limits the ability of the manager to protect

individual accounts in the event the stock gets into serious trouble.

A pension fund manager simply is in no position to protect his

individual accounts through orderly selling If he has a large percentage

of his total assets in a stock or if his assets represent a large

percentage of the company's outstanding shares.
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Second, limitations on the investments of pension managers will

prevent a small number of large institutions from achieving too much

control over our entire economy.

We must never allow our institutions to control American business

to the extent that Institutions control German business. One of

Germany's banks owns 25% of no less than 20 non-financial companies.

The largest German bank owns one-quarter of the country's largest shipping

company. Even these Impressive shares of direct ownership do not

reflect the true power of German financial institutions. Some observers

estimate that as much as 60% of German industry is now effectively

controlled by banks.

The Financial Markets Subcommittee has obtained data indicating

the frequency with which American institutions hold large portions of

the outstanding shares, of a company. Earlier this year, one bank trust

department held more than 14% of the outstanding shares of Walt Disney,

almost 12% of Schlumberger, and over 10% of Polaroid. The aggregate

discretionary accounts of another large bank include more than 18% of

one company, close to 18% of the outstanding shares of a second company,

and over 10% of a third.

When a single institution owns more than 10% of a company, it no

longer is just an investor -it is an owner. Continued Institutional

acquisition of large portions of American corporations will lead to

too few individuals possessing too much economic control over the entire

economy. Limitations on Institutional holdings will halt this trend.

Third, limits on the stock that one pension manager can hold in

one company will limit the money this manager can pour into the market
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to bolster the price of any particular stocks. This will limit the

ability to create self-fulfilling prophecies. The ability of pension

managers to channel billions of dollars of new pension money every

year into a few select stocks can have a very distorting effect on

our stock market and our economy. The Morgan Guaranty Trust Company

alone receives over $800 million of new pension money each year, and

over 70% of Morgan's pension assets are invested in stocks. The

Committee has received reports of foreign institutions purchasing only

those stocks found on a few New York banks' investment lists because
believed

they those stocks would be supported.

Fourth, holding limitations could help provide greater liquidity

in the market. Thousands of individual Investment decision occurring

hour after hour, are necessary to allow our capital markets to price

securities in a manner which reflects their true value and to provide

the liquidity that has made our capital markets unique in the world.

One of the factors that detracts from liquidity of the markets

is the holding by a few institutions of a substantial amount of the

stock of a limited number of companies.

Finally, these limitations on concentration will encourage greater

institutional Interest In the many well-ma-aged small and medium-size

companies that have strong historical earnings records, good growth

prospects, and whose current access to our nation's capital markets is

seriously limited. Diversification of pension Investments into these

smaller companies will substantially increase competition in our

economy at the same time the diversity provides greater safety for the

funds.
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Under the legislation I am introducing today, no pension fund could

qualify for favorable tax treatment unless the assets of the fund were

placed in the hands of a manager who invests no more than 5% of its

aggregate discretionary pension assets in just ongse urity and,

in addition, who acquires no more than 10% of V

of any~company with respect to the aggregate discretionary pension

accounts.

If any manager of tax-exempt pension funds exceeds these limitations-

for example, by purchasing an additional 1% of the total outstanding

shares of a company in which it already holds O%--,a penalty tax equal

to 5% of the excess holdings would be Imposed on the manager by the

Internal Revenue Service. Then if the manager falls to dispose of the

excess holdings within a specified time period, IRS will Impose an

additional penalty tax of 100% of the excess.

Excess holdings that result exclusively from fluctuations in

market values will not be subject to a penalty tax.

These limitations will not apply to Investments In companies

with a capital account of less than $25 million. To limit investments

in small companies would discourage institutional Investors from

looking for opportunities among smaller companies. The Institutional

investor wants a position large enough to have a real efffect upon the

portfolio. In addition, the cost of analyzing a company relative to the
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potential dollar investment must be recognized. By excluding smaller

companies from these restrictions, institutions would be encouraged to

take the time to analyze the smaller companies.

In addition, the holding limitations would apply only to pension

plans and not to profit-sharing plans.

Before drafting this legislation, I sent detailed questionnaires

to the twenty-five largest bank trust departments. Their replies

enabled me to select the most reasonable percentage limits for holdings.

Many of the leading bank trust officers, themselves, indicated that

no more than 5% of the aggregate discretionary assets should be

Invested in any one security. It Is estimated that as much as two-thirds

of the aggregate discretionary assets of our nation's leading bank trust

departments are represented-by pension assets.

One bank executive said, "In no case do we hold more than 5% of'our

aggregate discretionary accounts In one security . . . it would be

unusual to make an initial
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i- lstmont In a security with a market value in excess of 5% of the

value of a portfolio and I would be inclined to fee khat this might

be a prudent limit on an original investment. However, In the event

that over a period of time, the value of the Investment in relation

to the size of the portfolio grows to a percentage in excess (possibly

substantially in excess) of 5%, which is relatively common, I would

be opposed to a policy that would require selling off a portion of a

good Investment for no other reason than to bring it within a per-

centage limitation."

Still another bank trust executive said, "While we do not

have a limit on how much of aggregate discretionary accounts will be

allowed In one security, in order to insure liquidity for tHe individual

accounts we would prefer not to have significantly more than 5%

In any one common stock."

Many of the Nation's leading banks said that It would not be

prudent for a trust department to hold more than 10% of the out-

standing shares of one company.

In fact, some banks have Indicated that a bank should hold no

more than 5% of a company's shares.
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Last year, Mr. Thomas C. Theobald, Executive Vice President

of the First National City Bank,stated: "If we held more than 5%

of a company's stock, we'd be concerned that we could become locked

in. That 5% limit Is our working rule for good market IIqLJIty."

Another bank has stated, "In the event tha our total trust

department holdings approach 5% of the aggregate market value of the

individual company's common shares outstanding, we review the company

and the nature of our holdings quite closely to determine whether any

further purchases should be-allowed. Only in rare Instances do we

permit additional acquisitions, and in no cases do our purely dis-

cretionary holdings exceed this limit."

Another bank said that as a general rule, it does not want

Its aggregate discretionary holdings to represent more than 5% of

a company's outstanding shares. This bank pointed out that if a trust

department holds more than 10% of a company's outstanding shares, the

Comptroller of the Currency will routinely raise questions of

"appropriateness."

Some argue that holding limits cannot be applied to the aggregate

holdings of bank trust departments since banks -- unlike mutual

funds -- do not deal with a common pool of funds but Instead deal with

many different Individual accounts which must be treated separately.
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However, a great number of state insurance statutes already

Impose holding limits on the aggregate of the Insurance company's

separate accounts. In testimony before the Financial Markets

Subcommittee, representatives of insurance companies clearly

stated that aggregate holding limits do not Impose additional problems.

One must reme"ker that bank trust departments presently must make

allocations between the various accounts held by the bank. As

examples, large banks must allocate purchases of the shares of small

and new companies among the various accounts.

In addition, bank trusts now must allocate promising new issues

among their various accounts.

Several banks have indicated that they have one investment

committee which makes the final decision as to what stocks to buy

or sell. Clearly, such a system requires an allocation of the purchases

and sales among accounts with the same investment goals.

There Is no reason why banks cannot adopt an allocation policy

to comply with aggregate holding limitations since they now must have

an allocation policy anyway.
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VENTURE CAPITAL FRCI PENSION TRUSTS

The second major provision of my bill would facilitate the flow

of institutional money to small and medium-size companies.

A great deal of the recent growth of institutional Investments

has been due to the inflow of private pension funds. The assets In

prIvatc pension funds currently exceed $150 billion, and the figure

is rising by over $14 billion a year, most of it

invested In common stocks. This year the Senate enacted a major pension

reform measure and this bill is expected to promote the additional

flow of funds Into professional management. Judging from past

performance, most of it will go into bank trust departments.

The pension bill Includes a "prudent man" rule which exposes the

managers and trustees of pension plans to liability for losses

resulting from unreasonable Investments. Certainly, this is necessary

to protect pension assets against highly risky investments but It

could also have an undesirable effect. It might lead to even greater

concentration of Investments In companies whlcl 
4 ave been thoroughly

analyzed and stamped with the approval of giant bank trust departments.

Trustees will be very reluctant to reach out beyond successful, solid,
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well-researched companies toward those which are newer, attractive

but less completely tried. Yet we must not forget that at one time

IBM, Xerox, and Polaroid were new and untried companies.

Legislation is desirable to provide pension managers with leeway

to Invest 1% of the assets of any pension plan in companies with paid-in

capital of less than $25 million. iThis would be an exemption from any

prudent man rule for 1% of the pension assets. However, the "leeway

clause" would in absolutely no way relieve fiduciaries from any prohibitions

against self-dealing or fraudulent transactions. The "leeway clause"

would relieve a fiduciary from liability only wlth respect to the

riskiness of an Investment. Nor would the "leeway clause" Imply that

Investment In all companies of less than $25 million are high risk

Investment. Many are not. This provision would allow a limited amount

of pension assets to be Invested In a small company which presents a

higher than normal risk but offers what might be a higher than normal

return.

The exit of the individual Investor from the market has denied

new businesses a traditional source of equity capital. New businesses

have had a particularly difficult time raising equity capital this year.

New Issue Outlook, Inc., which publishes weekly reports of the new

issue market, reports that In the first ten months of 1973, only 96 initial

offerings began trading compared to 491 in the comparable period of 1972.

Even if individual Investments in the market increase, institutions

should be given the opportunity to make greater investments in unseasoned

companies so as.to Insure an adequate source of equity
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capital for good new business ventures. A "leeway clause" which

allows the investment of a small portion of the assets of each

pension plan In new Issues of somewhat higher risk would help

maintain a viable equity

market for these new Issues.

A "leeway clause" would be similar to the so-called "basket

clauses" found in a great many state Insurance laws.

Many states permit life Insurance companies to Invest a small

portion of their assets in companies which otherwise would not qualify

as acceptable Investments. A "leeway clause" for pension funds

would be an exemption from any state or Federal "prudent man rule".

It would help assure a ready source of risk capital for the new

Xerox and the new IBM. The vitality of capitalism In this country

demands an easier flow of capital Into good, growing concerns

which may not yet be as big or as familiar to Investors as the

institutional favorites.

An exemption from the prudent man rule for only 1% of the assets

of a pension trust would certainly not jeopardize the safety of the

pension assets. The "leeway clause" applies only to 1% of the

assets of a pension trust and investments In unseasoned companies can

be very profitable.
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GRADUATED CAPITAL GAINS TAX

Nbw let's turn to an equally important need: How do we get

greater Investment by Individuals in the market? Rbr the first

time since 1952, when record-keeping began, we find a decline In

the actual number of individual stockholders in the U. S. Un-

fortunately, the decline of the Individual Investors active

participation in the market has been going on for some time. The

Individual Investor has been selling more than he has been purchasing

for the last 1O years. That selling has been accelerati'ng since 1967.

This decline Is alarming because individuals contribute the great

variety of opinions and Judgements that make a free market place.

It is the individual Investor who has traditionally Invested in the

new and smaller companies, and the exit of the individual Investor

from the market poses some very serious problems.

If well-managed companies with good growth prospects cannot

raise equity capital, these companies may have to sell out to ones

that can raise money. The smaller companies will be confronted with

the choice of merging voluntarily or becoming the target of a takeover.

If smaller companies can't raise the capital required to grow, and

If new companies lack the capital to get started, how are we going

to generate the employment opportunities we need to create In the years

ahead? I think we can do It by reasonable incentives to encourage

more Individual Investment in securities.
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Encouraging new Investment In the stock market Is -ot only im-

portant to Investors and brokerage firms, It is important to the

economic well-being of all Americans.

A healthy securities market not only provides the capital for

new jobs, it makes it possible for new firms with new products to

r, ise the capital necessary to get started.

The entry of new businesses and products Into our economy Is

what has kept our system efficient and competitive. As one of the

witnesses before our Subcommittee testified, a healthy stock market, where

millions of Investors participate and provide the ready pools of

capital for new ventures, Is one of the very few economic advantages

which our Nation has not exported.

But unless steps are taken to Increase participation In that

market by Individuals, I am afraid we will lose that advantage as

well.

The provisions of our tax laws have a tremendous Impact upon

the direction of Investment in our Nation. And I believe It Is

essential that those provisions give adequate recognition to the

Importance of risk Investment.
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Our present tax provisions may have been adequate for our

Nation's economic needs in the 1950's but they do not meet the needs

of the 1970's.

Since the late 150's our economy's capital needs have Increased

dramatically. Yet during this same period the growing inflation bids

of our economy has discouraged capital investment. And the higher
/

Interest rates which have accompanied that inflation have improved

the return on fixed Income Investments relative to common stocks

which Involve far greater risk. Changes In our tax laws have further

reduced the after-tax return on higher risk Inves;.,:,oi,,s. I believe

that it Is Important to all Americans that sufficient Incentive be

provided to Insure a reasonable amount of risk-taking -- even If

some of those Americans never take advantage of those provisions

directly.

I am today proposing a graduated capital gains tax which would

decrease the capital gains rate for an asset as the holding period

Increases.

A graduated capital gains rate would serve at least four

major purposes.

29-146 0 - 74 - 3
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First, it would reduce the so-called "lock-in" of assets

held for a longer period of time and provide for a more efficient

allocation of capital resources. Under our present tax laws,

individuals are discouraged from selling securities that have been

held for longer periods of time.

These persons would be much more prone to dispose of long-

term assets if the rate of tax on the gain realized on the sale of

these assets were less than It Is today. If "locked-in" assets

were sold, then, a great deal of additional tax revenue would be

coi elected.

A graduated capital gains rate would help avoid tying an

investor to Investments that may not be the most suitable use of

his resources. With millions of investors making tax decisions,

rather than Investment decisions, a substantial amount of available

capital Is being put to less than optimum use. We do not live In a

static economy. The capital needs of different sectors of our economy

change. One function of the stock market is to direct capital

where It is needed most and thus earns the greatest return. The

present tax provisions hinder the flow of that capital.

While the "locked-In" Investors lose, the greater damage

Is to the U. S. economy, which is falling short of Its potential

at a time when It must use all of Its resources to their fullest

to respond adequately to the challenges ahead.
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Second, a reduction In the "lock-in" would provide a greater

liquidity In our capital markets which is so Important to Insuring

that the price of stocks accurately reflects the value of the companies

being bought and sold.

Relative stock prices play an Important role In the allocation

of capital in our economy. Valuations -- reflected in stock prices --

govern the allocation of resources that produce the millions of

different products and services turned out by the American economy.

Whether a company, is able to Issue new stock or obtain additional debt

to finance a new expansion frequently depends upon what Its stock is

selling for. It is essential to the health of the company that Its

stock be accurately priced.

In order to achieve the most efficient evaluation of stock prices

and hence the most efficient allocation of resources -- the securities

market must have a multiplicity of decision-makers -- a large number

of individual as well as Institutional buyers and sellers.

Third, a reduction In "lock-in" would aid individuals In providing

for their retirement years. Many middle Income Americans Invest In

"growth stocks" when their children are grown and they are In their

late forties or fifties. By the time they reach retirement they

would like-to sell those stocks and tn,,st In Income producing stocks.

Under present law they can do so only at a substantial tax penalty.

My proposal would allow them to transfer their assets-without Incurring

such a significant loss in their savings.
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Fourth, a graduated capital gains tax would encourage the risk-

taking spirit In America. We must provide potential Investors with

the incentives to take the risks Inherent In equity Investing if our

economy Is to continue expanding to provide more Jobs and opportunities

and a larger tax base for our Government. Venture capital must be

available so that new and promising companies can 10, 20, or 30 years

from now become the "new IBM."

Let's look at an example.

Let's suppose that two Individuals each hda.the same Income.

One spends his Income. The other Is the adventurer who, by Investing in

his own or someone else's business, takes risks for the benefit of

the whole economy through the creation of new businesses or the ex-

pansion of existing ones. If tax laws do not differentiate between

these two, an Important force for the creation of jobs will have been

I ost.

Our Nation currently faces great new challenges. For example,

In developing new sources of energy, In financing our housing needs

and overcoming environmental and transportation problems. These

challenges will require a great deal more capital from a great many

more people.
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Under present law, the maximum capital gains rate is 35% with-

out regard to the special minimum tax preference provisions or

any other provisions. Under the legislation I am introducing today,

this maximum rate would decrease annually during the holding period

of an asset until the maximum rate was approximately 14% for assets

held fifteen years.

Capital losses would be provided comparable sliding-scale

treatment over the holding period of the asset.

The present six month holding period for capital gains treat-

ment would be extended to twelve months. This would be phased in by

one month per year.

Enactment of a sliding-scale capital gains tax could very well

result In a net revenue gain due to the revenue generated by the

trading of "unlocked" assets.

For very billion dollars of-galns unlocked, It has been estimated

that as much as $200 million In *ew tax revenues might be gained.

One analyst has estimated that there are $233 billion of unrealized

capital gain In equities and that 90% of these assets have been held

for more than 7 years. Another analyst put the figure at S558

billion. Unlocking even one-half of the $233 billion and taxing them

at, say, a 20% rate would produce over $20 billion in revenues for

the Government that It Is unlikely to receive otherwise.
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LIBERALIZED TAX TREATMENT OF CAPITAL LOSSES

A second tax proposal which I am including In my bill would

liberalize the tax treatment of capital losses. Today, If an in-

dividual's capital losses exceed his capital gains, he can deduct

up to $1,000 against his ordinary Income each year. This hasn't

changed since 1942, yet per capita disposable Income has risen over

400% since then. Taking into account this Increase In Income, my

proposal would allow$4,000 In capital losses to be deductible against

ordinary Income. This provision would, In effect, allow the same

tax treatment the Investor received in 1942.

However, prior to off-setting capital losses against ordinary

Income my proposal would require that the taxpayer carry back the

loss against any capital gains which had been realized during the

pre-vious three years. This is the same carry back provision which

is aval labre to b& l .os.C,*=r-t-'

The opportunities for reward on the stock market are balanced

by the risk that values will decline as well as rise. From the point

of view of the Investor, realizing a loss on assets hurts just as

much as a loss In business or a loss from casualty or theft. We

need to encourage Investors to take their losses and re-Invest their

remaining capital.
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Mr. President, for the reasons I have outlined, a graduated

capital gains tax and liberalized capital loss treatment would have

a very positive effect on our economy and would be of substantial

benefit to all Americans by the creation of new Jobs.
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INSTITUTIONAL DISCLOSURE

A related Issue which requires prompt legislative attention Is

the need for greater disclosure of Institutional holdings and trans-

actions.

Although the legislation I am Introducing today contains no

provisions relating to disclosure, I will most certainly support

legislation to require Increased Institutional disclosure of meaning-

ful information. My bill only contains provisions that amend the

Internal Revenue Code or closely related pension laws.

There is a clear need for Increased disclosure of the activities

of bank trust departments.

Since 1940, mutual funds have been required to disclose on a

quarterly basis their substantial holdings and transactions. Under

state statutes, insurance companies face similar requirements. How-

ever, the biggest Institutional Investors of them all -- the bank

trust departments with Investments In tens of billions of dollars --

are free from any public scrutiny.

Disclosure would serve two very Important functions.

First, it would Increase the confidence of the Individual

Investor that the markets are not being manipulated. The Importance
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of disclosure has perhaps been best expressed by the Chairman of the

Board of the Morgan Guaranty Trust Company who recently commented:

"The resulting greater availability of Information would enhance public

understanding of, and confidence Ir, the Investment mechanism.

It would contribute to the efficiency of the securities markets.

And it would be a useful input to the formulation of public policy."

Second disclosure would provide meaningful information necessary

for the formulation of sound public policy so that Congress and

Federal regulatory bodies can more effectively safeguard the public

Interest.
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98D CONGRESS
1SS 2787.

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

DcE-MBmE 0,1973
Mr. FANNIN introduced the following bill; which was read twice and referred

to the Committee on Finance

A BILL
To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to revise the tax

treatment of gains and losses from the sale or exchange of
capital assets.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and Houe of Representa-

2 ties of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That (a) paragraphs (1) and (2) of section 1222 of the

4 Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to other terms

5 relating to capital gains and losses) are each amended by

6 striking out "6 months" and inserting in lieu thereof "90

7 days".

8 (b) Paragraph (3) of such section (relating to long-

9 term capital gain) is amended to read as follows:

10 "(3) LoNG-rERM CAPITAL GAIN.-The term 'long-

I'
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2

1 term capital gain' means the percentage, determined

2 under the following table, of gain from the sale or ex-

3 change of a capital asset held for more than 90 days, to

4 the extent that such gain is- taken into account in corn-

5 puting gross income.

The percent.
"If the asset was held for- age is--

More than 90 days, but less than 366 days ---------- 50
More than 365 days, but less than 60 months and

a day ---------------------------------------- 40
More than 60 months, but less than 120 months and

a day ----------------------------------------- 30
More than 120 months, but less than 180 months and

a day ---------------------------------------- 20
More than 180 months, but less than 240 months and

a day ---------------------------------------- 15
More than 240 months -------------------------- 10.".

6 (c) Paragraph (4) of such section (relating to long-

7 term capital loss) is amended to read as follows:

8 "(4) LONG-TERM CAPITAL LOSS.-The term 'long-

9 term capital loss' means the percentage, determined

10 under the following table, of the loss from the sale or

11 exchange of a capital asset held for more than 90 days,

12 to the extent that such loss is taken into account in

13 computing taxable income.

The percent.
"If the asset was held for- age Is-

More than 90 days, but less than 366 days ---------- 50
More than 365 days, but less than 60 months and a day 40
More than 60 months, but less than 120 months and

a day ---------------------------------------- 80
More than 120 months, but less than 180 months and

a day -------------------------------- ------- 20
More than 180 months, but less than 240 months and

a day ---------------------------------------- 15
More than 240 months -------------------------- 10.",.
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3

1 (d) (1) Section 1211 (b) (1) of such Code (relating to

2 capital losses of individuals) is amended to read as follows:

3 "(b) (1) IN GENBRAL.-In the case of a taxpayer,

4 other than a corporation, losses from sales or exchanges of

5 capital assets shall be allowed only to the extent of the gains

6 from such sales or exchanges plus (if such losses exceed such

7 gains) the taxable income of the taxpayer or $4,000, which-

8 ever is smaller.".

9 (2) Section 1211 (b) is amended by striking out para-

10 graph (2) and by redesignating paragraph (3) as para-

11 graph (1).

12 (e) (1) The following sections of the Internal Revenue

13 Code of 1954 are each amended by striking out "6 months"

14 each place it appears and inserting in lieu thereof "90 days":

15 166(d) (1)(B), 341(a), 342(a), 402(a) (2), 403(a)

16 (2), 582(c) (2), 584(e) (1), 642(c) (3) and (4), 702

17 (a) (1) and (2), 852(b) (3) (B), 852(b) (4) (B), 857

18 (b) (3) (B), 1231 (a), 1232 (a) (2) (A) and (B), 1233

19 (b), (d), and (e) (4) (A) (i), 1234(c) (1), 1235(a),

20 1240, 1247 (i), and 1248 (b).

21 (2) The caption of section 1247 (i) of such Code is

22 amended by striking out "6 MONTHS" and inserting in lieu

23 thereof "90 DAYS".

24 (3) The Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate shall,

25 as soon as practicable but in any event not later than 90 days
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4

1 after the date of enactment of this Act, submit to the Commit-

2 tee on Ways and Means of the Homi e of Representatives a

3 draft of any technical and conforming changes in the Internal

4 Revenue Code of 1954 which are necessary to reflect

5 throughout such Code the changes in the substantive provi-

6 sions of law madeby this Act.

7 SEc. 2. The amendments made by this Act shall apply

8 with respect to taxable years beginning after December 31,

9 1974.
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93 D CONGRESS S 2ST SESSIO *2 4

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

DmncEztsn 20, 1973

Mr. Bk.N'rsEN introduced the following bill; which was read twice and referred
to the Committee on Finance

A BILL
To provide for the continuing availability of capital for economic

growth and the creation of new jobs and to provide for
greater competitiveness in our economy by amending the
Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to impose limitations on
institutional holdings of securities and to encourage individ-
uals to invest in securities.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 ties of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That (a) this Act may be cited as the "Stockholders Invest-

4 ment Act of 1973".

5 (b) CONFORMNo CHANOEs.-The Secretary of the

6 Treasury or his delegate shall, as soon as practicable but in

7 any event not later than 90 days after the date of enact-

8 ment of this Act, submit to the Committee on Ways and

II
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1 2

1 Means of the House of Representatives a draft of any tech-

2 nical and conforming changes in the Internal Revenue Code

3 of 1954 which are necessary to reflect throughout such Code

4 the changes in the substantive provisions of law made by

5 this Act.

6 SEC. 2. LIMITATIONS ON INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS.

7 (a) IN GENERAL.-Part I of subchapter D of chapter 1

8 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to pension,

9 profit-sharing, stock bonus plans, etc.) is amended by adding

10 at the end thereof the following new section:

11 "SEC. 408. LIMITATION ON INVESTMENT OF PENSION

12 TRUST ASSETS.

13 "(a) IN GENERAL.-A trust which is part of a pension

14 plan (other than a profit-sharing plan) is not a qualified

15 trust under section 401 (a) unless that plan requires that

16 the assets of the trust be held by a pension manager and

17 provides that those assets may not be invested in violation

18 of the limitations contained in subsection (b).

19 " (b) LIMITATIONS ON PENSION TRUST ASSET IN-

20 VESTMENT.-No pension manager shall invest or sell any

21 of the pension trust assets over which he has discretionary

22 investment authority in the securities of any corporation

23 with a capital account of more than $25,000,000 if that

24 investment or sale would result in the investment of-

25 "(1) more than 5 percent of the value of all pen-
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1 sion trust assets managed by him in the securities of any

2 corporation, or

3 "(2) such assets in more than 10 percent of any

4 class of security of any corporation.

5 "(C) DI\ESTITU., NOT REQUIRED IN CERTAIN

6 CAS.-It is not a violation of the limitations contained in

7 subsection (b) for a pension manager to retain a security

8 held by a trust managed by him which lie may not acquire

9 for the trust under subsection (b) if-

10 "(1) the acquisition of that security by the trust

1 l was not in violation of the requirements of subsection

12 (b) when the security was acquired, and

13 "(2) the only reason the security cannot be

14 acquired by the trust is that the market value of that

15 security has increased since it was acquired by the trust,

16 or that the market value of other securities held by the

17 trust has decreased since that security was acquired by

18 the trust.

19 " (d) DiE1INITION.-For purposes of this section-

20 "(1) PENSION MANA(MER.-The term 'pension

21 manager' means any person who is authorized to invest

22 the assets (or any part thereof) of a trust which is part

23 of a pension plan.

24 " (2) DISCRETIONARY INVESTMENT AUTHORITY.-

25 The term 'discretionary investment authority' means the
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1 power to invest the assets (or any part thereof) of a

2 trust which is part of a pension plan without prior

3 approval of any other person.

4 "(3) SECUR TY.-The term 'security' means any

5 share of common stock in any corporation, any security

6 other than a common stock which is convertible into

7 common stock, any other class of stock in any corpora-

8 tion whose owners are entitled regularly to vote, and

9 any other security determined by the Secretary or his

10 delegate to constitute a security for purposes of this

II section.

12 "(e) ItuI E.-For purposes of this section-

13 "(1) CAPITAL ACCOUNT.-The capital account of a

14 corporation is nore than $25,000,000 if, as reported

15 to the shareholders of the corporation in the annual

16 report reflecting the most recently ended fiscal year of

17 the corporation, the paid-in capital and earned surplus

18 of the corporation exceed $25,000,000.

19 "(2) APPLICATION OF SECTioq.-The limitations

20 contained in subsection (b) apply with respect to secu-

21 rities acquired after December 31, 1974, but in applying

22 those limitations to the acquisition of securities after that

23 date all securities held by pension trusts managed by a

24 pension manager shall be taken into account without

25 regard to the date on which the securities were acquired.

29-146 0 - 74 - 4
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1 " (f) WAIVER AUTHORITY; RE(ULATION.-Tho Sec-

2 retary or his delegate is authorized to waive the provisions

3 of this section with respect to any proposed investment, or

4 with respect to the investment of the assets of any trust

5 which is part of a pension plan, upon application made by

6 a pension manager who demonstrates to the satisfaction of

7 the Secretary or his delegate that the requested waiver is

8 not inconsistent with the purposes of this section and is not

9 inconsistent with the best interest of the trust with respect

10 to which the waiver is requested. The Secretary or his dele-

11 gate shall prescribe such regulations as may be necessary to

12 carry out the provisions of this section.

13 "(g) CRoss REFEI RENCF.-For excise tax where re-

14 quirements of this section are not met, see section 4950.".

15 (b) CLERICAL AMRNDMENT.-The table of sections

16 for such part is amended by adding at the end thereof the

17 following new section:

"See. 408. Limitation on investment of pension trust assets.".

18 (c) EFF.ECTIVE DAl,.-The amendments made by

19 this section shall take effect on January 1, 1975.

20 SEC. 3. EXCISE TAX ON PROHIBITED INVESTMENTS.

21 (a) Ix GEHNERAL.-Subtitle D of the Internal Revenue

22 Code of 1954 (relating to miscellaneous excise taxes) is

23 amended by adding at the end thereof the following new

24 chapter:
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1 "CHAPTER 43--PENSION TRUST ASSETS

"See. 4950. Excise tax based on prohibited investment.

2 "SEC. 4950. EXCISE TAX BASED ON PROHIBITED INVEST-

3 MENT.

4 "(a) INITIAL TAX.-There is imposed on each pension

5 manager (as defined in section 408 (d) (1)) a tax of 5

6 percent of the amount of each investment made by him

7 during his taxable year in violation of the provisions of sec-

8 tion 408 (b) (relating to limitations on pension trust asset

9 investment).

10 "(b) ADDITIONAL TAx.-If a pension manager who is

11 liable for the payment of a tax under subsection (a) for

12 any taxable year fails to correct the violation of section 408

13 (b) which resulted in that liability within the correction

14 period, there is imposed on that pension manager a tax

15 of 100 percent of the amount of that investment to the extent

16 that, on the last date of that correction period, that invest-

17 ment is still in violation of the provisions of section 408 (b).

18 "(c) CORRECTION PERIOD.-For purposes of this sec-

19 tion, the term 'correction period' means the 180-day period

20 beginning on the date on which an investment is made by

21 a pension manager in violation of the provisions of section

22 408(b).".

23 (b) EFFECTIVE DAT.-The amendment made by this

24 section shall take effect on January 1, 1975.
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I SEC. 4. VENTURE CAPITAL FROM PENSION TRUST ASSETS.

2 (a) GENERAL RULE,.-A trust which is part of a pen-

3 sion plan (other than a profit-sharing plan) and which

4 meets the applicable requirements of subchapter D of chapter

5 -1 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to pen-

6 sion, profit-sharing, stock bonus plans, etc.) shall not be held

7 to fail to meet tie requirements of section 401 (a) (2)

8 of such Code, or to fail to meet ti requirements, or to

9 violate the provisions, of any other Federal or State law

10 restricting or limiting the investment of the assets of such a

11 trust (other than provisions of law prohibiting self-dealing

12 or establishing prohibited transactions for persons investing

13 such assets) on account of any investment of such assets by

14 a fiduciary of the trust after careful scrutiny of the invest-

15 ment (taking into account the need for diversification within

16 the trust with respect to the type of security, the type of

17 industry, the degree of risk, and the potential for return) in

18 the securities of any corporation with a capital account of

19 less than $25,000,000 if the market value of such securities,

20 when added to the market value of all other such securities

21 held by that trust, does not. exceed 1 percent of the

22 market value of all assets of the trust. The provisions of

23 this subsection shall be applied without regard to any

24 increase in the market value of securities of a corporation

25 with a capital account of less than $25,000,000 which
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1 occurs after the securities were acquired by the trust, and

2 without regard to any 'decrease in the market value of

3 other securities held by the trust which occurs after the

4 securities of that corporation were acquired by the trust.

5 (b) WAINVE.-For purposes of this section trust assets

6 invested iii the securities of a corporation described in sub-

7 section (a) shall be treated as having been invested in a

8 corporation not described in subsection (a) if the pension

9 manager of a trust demonstrates to the satisfaction of the

10 Secretary of the Treasury, under such regulations and pro-

11 cedures as lie may prescribe, that the securities of that

12 corporation should be treated as the securities of a corpora-

13 tion not described in this section.

14 (c) LAws NOT AFFECTED.-For purposes of this sec-

15 tion, the Secretary of the Treasury shall determine and

16 publish by regulation the revisionss of law referred to in

17 subsection (a) as "provisions of law prohibiting self-dealing

18 or establishing prohibited transactions for persons investing

19 such assets".

20 (d) DEFINXITION OF SECURITY; CAPITAL ACCOUNT

21 RULE.-For purposes of this section, the term "security"

22 has the meaning given it in section 408 of the Internal

23 Revenue Code of 1954; and a corporation shall be treated

24 as having a capital account of less than $25,000,000 if it

25 would be so treated under that section.
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1 (e) EFFECTIVE DAT.-'rhe provisions of this section

2 apply to securities of a corporation with a capital account

3 of less than $25,000,000 acquired after December 31, 1974,

4 but all other securities held by a trust shall be taken into

5 account in applying such provisions to the acquisition of

6 securities of that corporation after that date without regard

7 to when such other securities were acquired.

8 SEC. 5. GRADUATED TAXATION OF CAPITAL GAINS AND

9 LIBERALIZED CAPITAL LOSS TREATMENT.

10 (a) (1) CHANGE IN HOLDING PERIOD.-Section 1222

11 is amended by-

12 (A) striking out "For purposes of this title.-"

13 and inserting in lieu thereof "(a) DEFINITION.-";

14 (B) striking out "6 months" each place it appears

15 in paragraphs (1), (2), (3), and (4) and inserting

16 in lieu thereof "12 months'; and

17 (C) adding at the end of such section the following:

18 "(b) SPECIAL, RUm.L FiOR T,XAmI, YHAits ExDING

19 BEFOIm@ JANITAiRY 1, 1980.-For required holding period

20 of capital assets necessary for long-term capital gain or loss

21 treatment for taxable years ending before January 1, 1980,

22 see section 5 (f) of the Stockholders Investment Act of

23 1973.".

24 (2) The following sections of the Internal Revenue

25 Code of 1954 are each amended by striking out "6 months"
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1 each place it appears and inserting in lieu thereof "12

2 months": 166(d) (1) (B), 341(a), 342(a), 402(a) (2),

:3 ,403(a) (2), 582(c) (2), 584(o) (1), 642(c) (3) and

4 (4), 702 (a) (1) and (2), 852 (b) (3) (B), 852 (b) (4)
a (B), 857 (b) (3) (B), 1231 (a), 1232 (a) (2) (A) and
6 (B), 1233 (b), (d) and (e) (4) (A) (i), 1234 (c) (1),

7 1235 (i), 1240, 1247 (i), and 1248(b).

8 (3) Tihe caption of section 1247 (i) of such Code is

9 amended by striking out "6 Months" and inserting in lieu

10 thereof "12 Months".

11 (b) RIEPHAl OF A-ITEsNvrIviE TAX FOR INDIVID-

12 UALS.-Section 1201 of such Code (relating to alternative

13 tax) is amended by-

14 (1) striking out subsections (b) and (c)

15 (2) striking out "subsection (d) gain" in sub-

16 section (a) (1) (A) (i) and (B) and inserting in lieu

17 thereof "subsection (b) gain";

18 (3) redesignating subsection (d) as (b), and strik-

19 ing out " (d) " each place it appears in sucwh subsection

20 (including the subsection caption) and inserting in lieu

21 thereof" (b)";

22 (4) inserting "and" after "section 453 (a) (1)," in

23 paragraph (1) of subsection (b) (as redesignated by

24 this section) ;

25 (5) striking out "1969, and" in paragraph (2) of
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such subsection and inserting in lieu thereof "1969.";

2 and

3 (6) striking out paragraph (3) of such subsection.

4 (c) REPEAL OF DEDUCTION FOR CAPITAL, GAINS;

5 G1RADUATEI TAXATION OF CAPITAL GAiNS.- (1) Section

6 1202 of such Code (relating to deduction for capital gains)

7 is amended to read as follows:

8 "SEC. 1202. NONRECOGNITION OF CERTAIN GAINS AND

9 LOSSES.

10 "(a) LoNxa-TilIMt CAPITAL GAIN.-In the case of a

II taxpayer other than it corporation, a percentage (determined

12 under subsection (c) ) of the gain from the sale or exchange

13 of a capital asset held for more than 12 months shall be

14 excluded from gross income.

15 "(b) LONG-TERM CAPITAL LoSSES.-In the case of a

16 taxpayer other than a corporation, a percentage (deter-

17 mined under subsection (c) ) of the loss from the sale or

18 exchange of a capital asset held for more than 12 months

19 shall not 1,e taken into account for purposes of this title.

20 " (c) DETERMINATION OF rIMCETA(f.-T'h percent-

21 age referred to in subsections (a) and (b) is 50 percent,

22 increased (but not to more than 80 percent) by 2 percent for

23 each 12-month period in excess of 12 months the capital

21 asset with respect to which the gain was derived, or the

25 loss was incurred, was held by the taxpayer.
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1 " (d) Es'rTi AND) TItUSTS.-In the ease of an estate

2 or trust, the provisions of this section shall be applied by

: excluding tie portion of tie gains for the taxable year from

• sales or exchanges of capital assets, which, under sections

652 and 662 (relating to inclusions of anlounts in gross

6 income of beneficiaries of trusts), is includalle by the income

7 beneliciary as gains derived from the sale or exchange of

8 capital assets.".

(2) The table of sections for part I of subchapter 1) of

c1 (hapter I of suc(h Code is amended by striking out the item

I relating to section 1202 and inserting in lieu thereof the

12 following:

"Se'. 1202. Nontrcognition of certain gains and loses.".

13 (d) -1 IMI'rATIO ON AMOUNT OF LOSE.31S WHICH

14 MAY BE SET ()FF AGAINST ORDINARY INcOME,.-(1) See-

15 tion 1211 (b) (1) of such Code (relating to capital losses

16 of individuals) is amended to read as follows:

17 " (h) (I) IN (ENERAL.-In the ease of a taxpayer,

18 other than a corporation, losses from sales or exchanges of

19 capital assets shall be allowed only to the extent of the gains

20 from such sales or exchanges plus (if such losses exceed such

21 gains) the taxable income of the taxpayer or $4,000

22 ($2,000 in the ease of a married individual filing sepa-

2;3 rately) . whichever is smaller.".

24 (2) Section 1211 (1) of such Code is amended by
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1 striking out paragraph (2) and by redesignating paragraph

2 (3) as paragraph (2).

3 (e) CAIIRYBACK OF LOSsEs INCURRED BY INDIVIDU-

4 ALs.---Section 1212 (b) of such Code (relating to capital

5 loss carrybacks and carryovers for noneorporate taxpayers)

6 is amended to read as follows:

7 "(b) OTIMR TAXPAYEr.-If a taxpayer other than

8 a corporation has a net capital loss for any taxable year (re-

9 ferred to in this subsection as the 'loss year'), the amount

10 of that loss shall be a capital loss carryback to each of the
11 3 taxable years preceding the loss year, and a capital loss

12 carryover to the succeeding taxable year. The entire amount

13 of the net capital loss for any taxable year shall be carried

14 to the earliest of the taxable years to which such loss may

15 be carried, and the portion of such loss which shall be carried

16 to each of the other taxable years to which such loss may be

17 carried shall be the excess, if any, of such loss over the total

18 of the net capital gains for each of the prior taxable years

19 to which such loss may be carried. For purposes of the

20 preceding sentence, the net capital gain for any such prior

21 taxable year shall be computed without regard to the net

22 capital loss for the loss year or for any taxable year

23 thereafter.".

24 (f) PHASF-IN OF INCREASE IN HOLDING PERIOD.-

25 Notwithstanding the amendments made by this section,
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1 whenever reference is made in the Internal Revenue Code

2 of 1954 (as amended by this section) to the sale or ex-

3 change of a capital asset held for not more than 12 months,

4 or held for more than 12 months, the term "12 months"

5 means-

6 (1) 7 months, with respect to taxable years begin-

7 ning after December 31, 1974, and ending before

8 January 1, 1975;

9 (2) 8 months, with respect to taxable years begin-

10 ning after December 31, 1975, and ending before Jan-

]I uary 1, 1976;

12 (3) 9 months, with respect to taxable years begin-

13 ning after )ecember 31, 1976. and ending before Jan-

14 uary 1, 1977;

15 (4) 10 months, with respect to taxable years begin-

16 ning after December 31, 1977, and ending before Jan-

17 uary 1, 1978;

18 (5) 11 months, with respect to taxable years begin-

19 ning after December 31, 1978, and ending before Jan-

20 uary 1, 1979; and

21 (6) 12 months, with respect to taxable years begin-

22 ning after December 31, 1979.

23 (g) EFFECTrV DATH.-The amendments made by this

24 section shall apply with respect to taxable years beginning

25 after December 31, 1974.
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Senator BENTSEN. Now, Mr. Schotland, I am going to ask that each
witness, because of the number of witnesses we have, limit his oral
presentation to 10 minutes. Then we will have some questions subse-
quent to that; and any additional testimony you have we would like
for the record.

I have found from the great amount of correspondence I have re-
ceived that there has been extensive reading of the written testimony
that has been submitted for the. record.

Mr. Schotland.

STATEMENTS OF ROY SCHOTLAND, PROFESSOR, GEORGETOWN
UNIVERSITY LAW CENTER, AND DR. EDWARD MALCA, ASSIST-
ANT PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS, CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW
YORK

Mr. SCHOTLAND. Thank you, Senator.
At the outset I wish to make clear, in light of the subcommittee's

press release, that although I served as Chief Counsel of the SEC's
Institutional Investor Study until 1970, I did not serve as such
throughout the study; that is, until the culmination. I left to take the
opportunity to become associate dean of Georgetown Law School.

I commend the subcommittee for conducting its hearings of last
summer and now on this bill. It says much about your hearings that
by merely calling attention to these problems a most interesting series
of events has occurred. That the events came after you does not say
they all occurred because of you; and I will have to refrain from the
details of the sequence and the praise for your hearings in the interest
of brevity.
- I would like to speak of real problems, myth problems, and the real
impacts of myths.

Senator BENTSEN. If you talk about praise for the hearings, I might
give you a little more time, Professor. [General laughter.]

Mr. SIIOTLAND. It is set forth in full detail, Senator, at the very
outset of the statement. I think it is frankly a rather unusual story,
and one which says a great deal both about the value of the hearings
and the nature of the problems.

Your witnesses and the impressive appendices assembled by your
able staff make it unnecessary to repeat here how little information
we have about the holdings of employee benefit plan funds, by far the
biggest and even further the fastest growing segment of our market.

Since 1933 the cornerstone and policy of all securities and security
market legislation has been disclosure. It is a paradox that we know
least about the largest force in the markets.

For 40 years we have acted on the commitment that the stock mar-
kets will remain efficient and fair only if they are open and informed.
Your hearings have helped make clear what serious problems develop
when the concern for full disclosure gets lost in the trees of tombstone
ads and prospectus boilerplate, and when those responsible for assur-
ing disclosure fail to see that the whole forest has been moving.

I will summarize my statement of the problems or impact provoking
these hearings. First are impacts on employee beneficiaries of funds**
who are in many ways more in need of protection than are shareholders
themselves. Second are impacts on portfolio corporations. This is
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merely one of the problems which have provoked so much public
attention in such terms of institutional dominance of the stock mar-
kets, giants wrecking Wall Street, bank trust departments controlling
operating corporations, the two-tier market, and other battle cries. The
battle cries are not all accurate descriptions of the actual problems, as
battle cries never are, and although theey may be colorful oversimpli-
fications of the problems, the fact remains that there are acute prob-
lems, or there would be no battle cries.

There is thought, for one thing to be a serious problem of institu-
tional investors' control of portfolio corporations. This may well be-
come a substantial problem, but today this is mostly myth. Episodes
of such control occur, as seems to have happened in Cleveland. But in
large measure, the myth seems to be promoted by those justifiably
trying to draw public attention to the more subtle'but still so impor-
tant real problem, institutional influence on portfolio company-man-
agement.

Next are impacts on other stockholders in portfolio corporations
There is the inevitable, mostly legal, difference in access to informa-
tion. There is an inevitable, largely desirable, difference in ability to
use information. There is also the fact that institutional presence in
the stockholder family is likely to lead to less continuity in stock prices.
As your opening witness Donald Regan said in July, we know too
little for certain about the impacts of institutional trading, and I hope
you will call for a study of the trading in a number of airpocket situ-
ations. I will later offer a proposal on this.

Next are impacts on stock markets generally. For decades, we have
talked of the importance of public confidence in the markets. Myths
and realities undermining that confidence demand correction. Institu-
tions know they have obligations to their own beneficiaries; they know
they also have obligations to the markets, such as not to manipulate
and not to trade on inside information. But their new gargantuan size
commands that their obligations to the markets rise above merely
avoiding fraud.

Last are impacts on the economy, which your hearings have devel-
oped so well. Those impacts finally culminate in the economy's becom-
ing more subject to the views and interests of lenders and money man-
agers, and less subject to the views and interests-and greater diver-
sity, in terms of kinds -f people, geography, backgrounds, skills, ages
and so forth--of operating managements.

As noted earlier, these hearings have both directly and indirectly
developed new information. But much remains to be done on the in-
formation front, and even if the disclosure bill is enacted this session,
this work would remain valuable for several years. I have tried in my
statement to compile a beginning of an inventory of relevant available
information. If others agree with me about the value of pulling to-
gether the picture, I hope they will add to this outline.

Information tells us little that is important to remember unless we
have a sense of trends. If we know that the Morgan manages $27 bil-
lion, that information is almost useless if we do not know also whether
the figure is a drop of x billion dollars from the prior year or-as it
was--a rise of $5 billion, or over 20 percent in 1 year.

Trends show what the problems may be and how consequential they
may be. For example, in the ABA survey of trust departments last
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summer, one cannot know, let alone evaluate, the meaning of informa-
tion given unless one knows something about the direction and pace of
movement.

Is concentration dropping slowly or rising sharply ?
Their data leaves us in limbo for purposes of action, although I

applaud the survey's being done and hope it will be repeated regularly.
Every survey faces problems of definition and responsiveness. For

example, in Senator lentsen's October letter survey the banks were
asked for holdings of over 5 percent of outstanding stock in discretion-
ary accounts.

The Morgan did not answer the question as you asked it. The First
National City, managing $10.4 billion in discretionary funds, an-
swered listing seven stocks, and the U.S. Trust, managing $4.4 billion
less in discretionary funds, listed 88 stocks. Perhaps those two com-
pletely cooperative respondents had the same understanding of "dis-
cretionary," but one cannot help wondering.

Until we have systematic disclosure, we run too great a risk of
learning only what the people with the information thiink we should
learn. The ABA survey of last summer may be 100 percent valid on
all points, but until one is certain of that it should be used with care.

Let me give three examples. The survey report gives information
on the size of equity orders. The trust departments have, right or
wrong, long followed a practice of making separate orders for separate
accounts, and so of course they will have a very large number of orders.

Also, we need to know how many orders are entered on the same
day for the same stock. We need to know more about the dollar size
of the orders. We need to know whether there is a tendency toward
larger orders, because of bunching or for other reasons. We need a
distribution of sizes of trust departments much more informative
than the ABA's absurd classification of three categories below $750
million total assets, but only one category above. Without more such
information, we cannot give much weight to the report's arguments.

For a second example, the survey shows that the average number
of common stocks held by all trust departments was 507. Only a fool
would think that the favorite 50 are the only stocks held. The report
is arguing against a strawman. Once again we need much more
detailed information.

For a last example, they give the 25 largest holdings as a percentage
of total equity held. Again, without data on how this compares to prior
years, without separate data on the matter under consideration of
your subcommit -employees benefit funds-without as much data
dn the bigger banks as on the little, the ABA tells us only that we need
not be worried by strawmen.

All are for disclosure of institutional investors' holdings and trad-
ings. Just what is to be disclosed, how often and so forth, are issues
of important details, but not pertinent here.

Inevitably, some suggest, however, there should be legal barriers
restricting the amount of stock any one or all institutions can sell or
buy in any one day. The cure would be worse than the disease. Such
trading limits seem feasible in the commodities markets and for control
persons. But there are so many dist.netions and so many reasons not
to hinder institutional investor trading. I think the unwisdom of the
limits was made clear by your first; witness-quoting again Donald
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Regan-who said he had once supported such a notion, but now
believed it needed at least much more study.

In addition to disclosure, a sure improvement for market liquidity
and the other concerns before you is to make sure that no single institu-
tion can hold too great a portion of the stock of any one company.
I say "make sure,' _because according to what I had always heard-
and on which we now have firm information from your letter survey-
virtually all of these money managers follow flat limitations rules,
or give at least great weight to avoiding unduly large positions, as
the Senator made clear in his opening statement this morning.

Therefore, the Bentsen bill's proposal to make percentage limita-
tions legally binding is merely an incorporation of the best banks'
best practice, an assurance that these practices will no weaken as
enormous money flows continue to pour into these trust departments,
and a further assurance that all pension managers will follow the
practices of the best managers.

The public will come 'back when the market rises. But while some
force are functioning to correct the other problems, massive trends
are under way to worsen many of them.

I refer particularly to the continued enormous growth of pension
plan funds and the continued flow of such enormous portions of those
funds to. -bank trust departments. Taking New York-listed stocks
alone, private noninsured funds held just under $20 billion in 1961.
By 10 years later, they had gone up $57 billion to a total of $77 billion.

That kind of growth can be dwarfed quickly by only two figures,
the U.S. budget and the projected growth for such funds in the cur-
rent decade. 'The official New York Stock Exchange projection of
June 1972 is for another $120 billion by 1980 in New ork-listed stocks
alone, and in total equity holding the SEC projects $269 billion in
1980.

So'in the current decade such funds are expected to grow in New
York-listed stocks alone nearly twice as fast as in the 1960's. This does
not count growth of pension moneys managed by insurance com.-
pa nies. While I have no data showing just how much of the new pen-
sion funds goes to self-managed plans, how much to investment ad-
visers and how much to -bank trust departments, I am confident the
data would show flatly that the trust departments have always had
and continue to hold the vast bulk of these funds. I hope youi other
witnesses will provide data on this, either today or pursuant to a re-
quest I urge the subcommittee to make.

Of the enormous flow into bank trust departments, the largest
banks are getting under their management both an enormous and a
constant portion. From 1968 through 1972, the top five trust depart-
ments have held their share of the market for trust asset management,
where of course the main growth is in pension moneys, at 23 to 25 per-
cent. The top 10 have held at 31 to 36 percent. Banks in New York
State -alone have held at 46 to 50 percent.

This morning's New York Times column of Robert Metz, which at
the end I will ask to be put into the record, suggests that people should
go to other States.

I have assembled the figures on growth in my statement.
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With respect to the precise language of the Bentsen bill, seven
points:

I am troubled first about the legal differences the bill will introduce
between self-managed pension plans, like United States Steel, and
plans managed by outsiders like your witnesses later this morning.

Why should United States Steel pension funds be able to hold up to
10 percent of the stock of any one company, whereas Exxon pension
funds managed by trust departments would be limited by law to hold-
ing only a tiny fraction of 10 percent of most appropriate stocks,
since their funds would have to share the percentage liniit with other
funds under the same money manager I

Many people believe, as this committee is surely aware, that self-
managed pension funds present particularly sharp problems. Legis-
lation should not encourage self-management. This new discrimina-
tion in favor of self-management. warrants serious consideration. I
hope your other witnesses will address themselves to it constructively,
and not merely use it as a stick for standing pat against this wisebill.

I am not sure what the answer is, but suggest lines such as this.
First, perhaps existing self-managed plans are entitled to move favor-
able treatment in these regards than new ones. Second, if the 5- and 10-
percent limits are sound for large aggregations of pension funds, as
in a trust department, then for a self-managed plan lower figures
seem in order, scaled still lower according to the plan's size.

In points 2, 3, and 4, I raise relatively small, but -1 think important
questions. In point 5, I want to underline the importance of the "dis-
cretionary investment authority" definition. An unduly legalistic def-
inition will fail to embrace many accounts which ought to be included.
Consideration ought to be given to amending the definition to con-
form with that in the bill on disclosure, S. 2234. The definition there
is realistic. Conformity is desirable in terms of policy, case of com-
pliance and administration, and for sound understanding of what
will flow from the disclosures and limits.

Next I am--Senator, shall I stop?
Senator BENT8EN. Why don't you summarize in a couple of minutes,

and then we will ask some questions?
Mr. SCHrOrAND. I am troubled about the application of the new

percentage limits to existing securities positions, and would suggest
a phase-in period for large positions.

With respect to capital gains treatment, I have six points alone on
which I will rely on the statement. Most of them are affirmative. One
one two raise questions.

I then suggest that what is needed in addition to disclosure and in
addition to holding limits-

Senator B.NTs. Professor, I would like to hear your six points.
Would you touch upon your six points ?
Mr. ScnoTm). . Yes, sir. I would be happy to do so, sir, especially

since the first one is applause period. Second, applause in particular
for resisting the Wall Street promoters of speculation-Senator-the
Wall Street promoters of speculation who want to reduce the holding
period to 3 months. The irresponsibility and selfishness of their posi-
tion on most matters can be Summed up, I believe, by the general evalu-
ation stated last June on the Senate floor by Senator Williams.
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Third, I think it is worth repeating that the proposal you have put
forth to raise the capital gains exclusion was~put forward just a decade
ago by the Kennedy administration, and there was substantial writing
about its value at that time.

Fourth, with no intention to criticize, I suggest the problem of lockin
caused by capital gains treatment is dealt with only partially by chang-
ing the exclusion and ignoring the ]ong-crit ica Sstpped-up basis
upon death. Whether or not the step-up should be wholly eliminated,
at least the amount of step-up might be reduced in relationship to the
length of holding period.

Also, there may be some who would think that reducing the capital
gains tax while preserving intact the stepped-up basis is wanting to
have the cake and still eat it.

Fifth, may I urge reconsideration for special capital gains treatment
in the case of reinvestment in publicly traded securities. Donald Regan
urged this, suggesting treatment parallel to that given upon the sale of
a residence and timely repurchase. At very least, if the capital gains
tax is not postponed upon timely reinvestment, a substantial increase
in the percentage exclusion should be considered.

The next part of my statement proposes what I call an antigambling
tax, which would inhibit speculative trading without interfering witli
sound investment trading, the differential line being the turnover of
the particular portfolios. Somebody with a 100-percent turnover going
in and out within a month would pay a very heavy tax. For somebody
with a relatively low turnover, say 20 percent roing in and out in a
month would be an unusual situation and probabAy would rest on sound
reasons and should be allowed.

The last part of my statement draws attention to the fact that we
terribly need to promote savings in this country. We save as a propor-
tion of after-tax income at a rate lower than Britain's, two-thirds of
the rate in France, just over half the rate in Germany, and would you
believe only 40 percent of the rate in Japan.

The figures come from a Department of Commerce publication.
There may be some flaws, for example, in close comparison like the
British. But any economist who knows about these figures will stand
behind the fact that France, Germany, and Japan are saving greatly
more than we are.

Now, there are many reasons why that should occur, some of them
bad, some of them are good. We have a fine pension system. We have
much more consumer debt. Whether that is bad or good is another ques-
tion. Perhaps we have much more security. I

But I submit that we are saving much too little in this country,
and I want to applaud at this point our leading banks for their
aggressive new monthly stock investment plans, which do bring in
more savings. It is unfortunate but true that the securities industry
cannot do the same thing as efficiently. Their cries of anguish seem
to come down, apart from fear of losing-their monopoly, to the claim
that the banks are limiting the plan to too few stocks.

We need more equity capital. We need more venture capital. We
also need to redirect capital flows. Equity market improvement, com-
bined with tax and other revisions, can help meet the great chal-
lenges before us.

29-146-74---- 5
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One of our finest businessmen, J. Irwin Miller 2 years ago wrote
an article called "Can We Afford Tomorrow?" I believe we would
be rather in trouble if the answer to that question were "No." I be-
lieve the question before us is whether we will meet our challenges
well enough to keep reasonable the costs of getting to tomorrow and
the value of getting there.

Senator, I would like to submit, if it is acceptable, for inclusion
in the hearing record a number of articles from the "New York
Times" and some from the "Wall Street Journal," including an arti-
cle from this morning's "New York Times" by Robert Metz on bank
commingled equity fund performance.1

Thank you, Senator.
Senator BENimsEN. Thank you. That is a very interesting statement.

I would like to add to your quote of Mr. Miller's "Can We Afford
Tomorrow?" and I remember "this like all times can be the best of
all times if we but know what to do with it." That is what we are
working on.

Well, you have touched all of us. You have touched me, you have
touched bankers, you have touched brokers. It has been a very thought-
ful statement. I am going to take it home and read it again tonight. You
spent a lot of time on it.

You make an interesting point there about our excluding profit-
sharing trusts from the holding limitations. I did this because one
of the principles of profit sharing plans is to try to have participation
by the employees and the owners of a company. We have so many profit
sharing plans, like Sears and Penney's, that work very well.

But you make what seems to me a valid criticism of my bill in say-
ing, why should we exclude the rest of the investment from-

Mr. SCHOTLAND. Sears, for example, would be almost totally excluded
because they are so heavily in Sears. But if, for example, a fund were,
let us say, 20 percent in other stocks, why ought not the same limitsapply?Senator BENTSEN. Well, we will take a look at that one and see if

we can come up with a way of not disturbing the objective of the
profit-sharing trust.

Mr. SCHOTLAND. There is no intention to interfere with the basic ex.
clusion, or perhaps I should say, the reason for the exclusion and the
value of such trusts.

May I say, Senator, with respect to what you call touching up every.
body, I am enthusiastically for the bill, I call them as I see them,
and I only hope they have been constructive points.

Senator BFNTSEN. I think they have. I am sure that those other
witnesses will not all be in total agreement, and that is fine.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Schotland with attachments fol-
low. Hearing continues on page 91.]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF Ro'" A. SCHOTLAND, PROFESSOR or LAW, GEORGETOWN

UNIVERSITY

I. THE BENTSEN HEARINGS AND SUBSEQUENT EVENTS-POST HOC ERGO HOOI

That it is such a privilege to appear before you may affect my Judgment,
but I must commend the Subcommittee for conducting its hearings of last
summer and now on S. 2842. It says much about your hearings, and much about

I See p 74 it
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the problems you have aimed at, that by merely discussing and calling attention
to them and without any legal compulsion or pressure, a most ititeresting series
of events has occurred since you began. That the events came after you began
does not say they all occurred because you began, but note the sequence:

Pursuant to prior announcement, your hearings convened July 24, 1973.
On July 23, pursuant to recommendation of SEC Institutional Investor Study

28 months earlier (March 10, 1971), the first bill to require institutional investors
to disclose periodically their portfolio holdings and large transactions, is
introduced.

On July 30, the American Bankers Association undertakes a survey of all
banks with trust functions, gathering first-time data on asset size, largest equity
holdings and some trading patterns.

On September 13, the American Life Insurance Association presents first-time
assemblage of data on the largest common stock holdings of the 10 largest life
insurance companies.

The SEC prepares alternative disclosure proposals, finally stirred by this body.
Reflecting the same concerns as those underlying the hearings, but perhaps

catalyzed and accelerated by the hearings, "several large trust departments.
in banks have gotten the word from upper-level management to stop fooling
around with high P-H stocks and start buying 'value' stocks", the Wall Street
Journal on August 80, 1973 quotes an analyst. The Journal goes on to refer
specifically to banks' concern over "efforts in Washington" (p. 23).

Reflecting somewhat similar although also somewhat different concerns, in
January 1974 the Senate Government Operations subcommittees release a mas-
sive study commenced in May 1972, presenting first-time data on major stock-
holders of major corporations.

Reflecting somewhat similar concerns, the so-called "two-tier" market ex-
periences a great shake-out in the upper-tier institutional favorites, on which
we have all seen painful figures and about which one leading magazine has'
just carried an article entitled "Is Wall Street Shedding Tiers?" (New York,
Feb. 4, 1974).

n. REAL. PROBLEMS, MYTH PROBLEMS, AND THE REAL IMPACTS OF MYTHS

A. Our "Nth" critical shortage: data
Your witnesses and the impressive appendices assembled by your able staff,

make it unnecessary to repeat here how little information we have about the
holdings, or the trading, of employee benefit plan funds, by far the biggest and
by even further the fastest growing segment of our securities markets. Since
1933 the cornerstone and operative policy of all securities and securities market
legislation and self-regulation has been disclosure, and it is a paradox even more
important and unsound than it is surl)rising and illogical, that we know least
about the largest force in our markets. For 40 years We have acted on the com-
mitment that the stock markets will remain efficient and fair only if they are,
open and informed. Your hearings hhve helped make clear what serious problems
develop when the concern for full disclosure gets lost in the'trees of tombstone
ads and prospectus boilerplate, and when those responsible for assuring disclosure'
fail to see that the forest has been moving.
B. Impact on employee benefloiarea of unde

Few plan beneficiaries are protected like the U.S. Steel employees, by the,
promises of the employer corporation itself. Most people have only the plan funds
to rely upon, so they are more likely to be protected if the plan's investments pro-
duce a good return reducing the degree to which the employees must make and
seek larger new additions to the plan. And they are more likely to be jeopardized
if the plan's investments are unduly risky or bear the special risks of undue
concentration, or if the investments are in stocks with fad-distorted prices. Also
very important, they gain if money managers compete to produce good returns
on pension funds.

Protection of pension beneficiaries Is, at least in many ways, more important
than protection of stockholders. Pension beneficiaries are often completely de-
pendent on their pensions, a problem with which Your Committee has recently
been grappling so fully. Moreover, pension beneficiaries are not able to protect
themselves by choosing not to play in the ballpark, or to play differently. Stock-
holders have free choice, often are using discretionary, "extra" dollars, often are
quite sophisticated, and often if not sophisticated are conscious gamblers (who
are entitled to a scrupulously fair game but not to great concern).
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0. Impact on portfolio oorporations of unrestrained holdings and trading by such
funds

This Is merely one of the problems which have provoked so much public atten-
tion In such terms as institutional dominance of the stock markets, giants wreck-
lng Wall Street, bank trust departments "controlling" operating corporations,
the "two-tier" market, and other battle cries. The battle cries are not all accurate
descriptions of the actual problems, but battle cries never are, and although they

may be colorful over-simplifications of the problems, the fact remains that there

are acute problems or there would be no battle cries.
My brief comments about this and the other impacts considered below, about

which I have said more elsewhere, should be taken neither in lurid colors nor

in black and white: they are all matters of degree, they are only some of the

operative forces, and such forces work in many different directions. But these

points are at least aspects of important problems which, if reasonably easily

altered, warrant action.
There is thought to be a serious problem of institutional investors' "control"

of their portfolio corporations. This may well become a substantial problem,
and of course, there is some substance behind every myth, but today this is

mostly myth. Episodes of such control occur, as seems to have happened in the

Cleveland machine tool situation, but in large measure the myth seems to be pro-
moted by those justifiably trying to draw public attention to the more subtle but

still so important real problem, Institutional Influence on portfolio company
management. Such influence can be valuable in bringing new expertise and per-
spectives, but it also can be, and is more likely to be, injurious in bringing the

investors' short-term, bottom-line orientation as against managements' longer-

term commitment and wider concern for all affected by their corporation. More-
over, the mere existence of large institutional holdings, whether voted or not,

reduces Toanagement's accountability to the more numerous and diverse family

of smaller, often longer-term stockholders.

D. Impact on other stockholders in portfolio corporations

In addition to the change in management's orientation and accountability,
other stockholders are actually affected by large institutional members of their
stockholder family in three ways.

First, access to information. The myth is of a serious problem of receipt and
use of illegal "inside" information. Episodes of this kind will never be entirely
eliminated or perhaps even kept Insignificant, but the too-little attended to
reality is of preferential access to "grey-area" information and to information
which clearly may be given to anyone but is too bulky to publish.

The actual result, regardless of the extent to which the Information flows
as per myth or as per propriety, is a public perception of discriminatory infor-
mation advantages, undermining confidence In the markets.

Second, ability to use information. The Institutional stockholder can assimi-
late and act upon information faster than Individual stockholders. This is an
inevitable consequence of professionalization of money management. It is part
of an Increase in market rationality. It inevitably leads in some measure to
driving individuals out of direct investment, which is not entirely a bad result
but which can be overdone. The answer lies not in interfering with the gains
we may enjoy from institutionalization, but rather in assuring that we are not
injured by abuses which are bound to flow If institutionalization is left entirely
unrestrained as if it were the one good thing of which we cannot get too much.

Third, institutional presence in the stockholder family is likely to lead to less
continuity In stock prices. As Donald Regan said in opening your hearing in
July (Hearings, Part 1, p. 5), we know too little "for certain" about the Impaets
of institutional trading, and I hope you will call for a study of the trading In
a number of "air pocket" situations. As Regan said and so many say, volatility
is up and institutions sometimes sell hastily and carelessly. This leaves wounds.
But the problem is not solely the result of massive funds' speculation and/or herd
movements: quick moves are often the result of sophisticated responses to new
circumstances. Speculative and herd trading is undesirable, but rational re'gponses
to new circumstances are a desirable Increase in the soundness of market prices.
Impeding large stock moves by large investors would Improperly lump together
the undesirable and the desirable moves, and thus seriously interfere with the
extent to which prices reflect sound investment judgments as well as interfering
with the many advantages that institutionalization of money management bears
for the beneficiaries of those funds. I will later offer a p!eoposal for reducing
speculative trading by institutions without impeding trading based on sound
Investment judgment.
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E. Impact on stock markets generally
In large measure the market is only a composite of markets for particular

stocks: whatever affects many particulars will affect the whole. Stockholders'
fears, based a bit on myths and a good bit on realities, about inequality of access
to information, ability to use information, transaction costs, and the impact of
the fact that institutions are not immune from fads and thus sometime distort
prices unsoundly, all affects the market by reducing public participation. For
decades we have talked of the importance oft public confidence in the markets.
Myths and realities undermining that confidence command correction. Institu-
tions know they have obligations to their own beneficiaries, they know they also
have obligations to the markets such as not to manipulate and not to trade on
inside information, but the new gargantuan size of institutional funds commands
that their obligations to the markets rise above merely avoiding fraud.
F. Impact on the economy

In addition to impacts on sectors such as pension beneficiaries, stockholders,
and portfolio corporations, other corporations and the economy generally are
affected if. pension fund investments are allowed to dominate the markets, reduce
public stock ownership and draw sharp distinctions between institutionally
favored stocks and all others.

Reduced participation in equity markets reduces liquidity ajnd lowers the
general level of equity prices.

Lower equity prices reduce the ability to secure new equity financing.
Reduced access to equity financing increases demand for debt financing and

also decreases growth of corporations less able to finance internally or to command
priff-rates.

Increased demand for debt financing raises its cost, thus adding to the too.
many other forces raising interest rates generally, and also inhibiting growth
of smaller corporations less able to secure, or bear the cost of, borrowed funds.

Reduction of growth and an Increase of mergers results, leading toward an
economy both more sluggish and more concentrated.

The economy becomes more subject to the views and interests of lenders and
money managers, and less subject to the views and interests-and greater
diversity, in terms of kinds of people, geography, backgrounds, skills, ages, etc.-
of operating managements.
(. Must the horses be stolen before we act

The problem Is not solely one of what if any serious abuses and Injuries have
occurred. In large measure, the problem Is one of serious abuses and injuries
which are at very least thought to be occurring and which therefore have the
real and Injurious impact of reducing public confidence in the markets. Just
as justice must not only be done but also appear to be done, the markets must
both be, and appear to be, fair.

In larger measure, the problem is that the trends are clear, as I will show in
a moment, and we are plunging ahead without speed limit or brakes.
ff. Assumption needing study

My list of problems or impacts assumes, rather than treating, at least four
matter on which this Subcommittee, or Joint Economic or the Banking and Cur-
rency Committees or Ways and Means or Congressman Moss's subcommittee,
would do us a great service by conducting hearings: First, to what extent do stock
prices, and public participation In particular, affect corporations' ability to retain
earnings? Second, to what extent does the much greater amount of debt financing
for corporations mean that the level of equity availability is important only to
some corporations at some times, or does It affect most corporations much of the
time? Third, some say that a large proportion of equity financing is less the
promotion of new ventures than the promotion of promoters; to what extent does
that mean that the drying up of equity financing is not an Important problem?
Fourth and last, precisely what are the disadvantages of public participation in
the markets through institutional intermediaries rather than directly, apart from
impact on broker-dealers? While I have views on these questions, and while many
views and some information have been presented in these and other hearings, I
think we're far from firm understanding beyond a few data, or a consensus beyond
rhetoric.
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III. INFORMATION AVAILABLE--LIMITS, GAPS AND SLANTS

As noted earlier, these hearings have directly and indirectly developed new
information, but much remains to be done on the information front and even If
the disclosure bill is enacted this session, this work would remain valuable for
several years.
A. An inventory of what we have

I have tried to compile the beginning of an inventory of relevant available
information, in outline form.

1. Information on self-administered employee benefit plans: severe limits of
Labor Dept. data.

2. Infoilmation on such plans administered by others-
(a) aggregate holdings managed by insurance companies: state law requires

reporting and Best's compiles.
(b) Bank trust assets:

(1) total assets, assets by categories of accounts and by categories of assets
held: Federal bank regulators' annual report.

(ii) One hundred largest trust departments' total assets: "American
Bankers" annual survey.

(i Individual banks' reports on pooled equity funds (assemblages and
performance comparisons are available).

(iv) Individual banks-Starting in 1971, a handful of individual banks'
reports on trust department holdings, giving a variety of data-

See compilation in Fortune article reproduced in Hearings, Part 1, pp.
282-3

See reports of Morgan, First National City, Manufacturers Hanover, Chase,
Bank America, Citizens & Southern

(v) Bentsen survey of 25 largest trust departments; end-1972, mid-1973
data including first-time information on aggregate size of employee benefit
assets managed, "complete discretion" portion thereof, etc.

(vi) ABA survey of end-1972, some 1973 data.
(vii) Patman Report: 1967 data on larger holdings, including distribu-

tion of voting authority.
(viii) Institutional Investor Study: 1969 data on aggregates and on a

sample of holdings, including distribution of voting authority.
(ix) Metcalf-Muskie Report: 1972 data on 30 largest holders of 89 major

corporations.
(c) Investment advisers: No reporting (full reporting on investment com-

panies' holding and trading, but not on any other assets under management).
(d) Aggregate assets under management: Money Market Directories.
If others agree with me about the value in pulling together the picture of

-what we have, I hope they will add to this outline.
B. Limits on available information

Information tells us little unless we have a sense of trends: if we know
that the Morgan manages $27 billion, that information is of little utility if we
don't know whether the figure is a drop of $X billion from the prior year or,
as it was, a rise of 5 billion, or 21%. In short. single-year, balance-sheet type
data tells us too little to act upon. Trends show what the problems may be
and how consequential they may be. For example. In the ABA survey of trust
departments last summer, one cannot know, let alone evaluate, the meaning of
information on average number of corporations held, or sizes of equity orders,
or concentration of holdings, unless one knows something about the direction and
pace of movement. Is concentration dropping slowly or rising sharply? Their data
leave us in limbo for purposes of action, although I applaud the survey's being
done; I hope It will be repeated regularly, and enlarged.

Of course sometimes we get trend data which is so incomplete as to leave
one in the air or suspecting that the numbers are being slanted to support an
argument. Thus in your hearings, Bankers Trust Company (who with the
Chase were the only non-respondents to Senator Bentsen's October letter survey),
to show how "flexible" is their investment approach, compared their 50 largest
holdings in 1972 and 1963 and found only 16 on both lists. Since a great change
In investment management occurred in the mid-1960's, I think the Bankers
Trust Company should give fuller information or forget about credibility.

Gaps in information are particularly serious if one source reports total assets%
another reports equity assets, a third breaks it down by kinds of accounts, a fourth
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has a break-down by degree of voting authority, and a fifth, a break-down by
discretion over Investments, the last, only a sample of holdings. This hodge-podge
is our present situation, and I am delighted we have what little we have, but
the variety of the questions asked means that each report or survey stands alone
too much, and cumlation and assemblage are rendered unduly difficult. I hope
that your hearings and survey, and the recent massive Metcalf-Muskle survey,
will be pulled together with other public data to tell us what we know about the
whole elephant.

In addition to the variety of questions, every survey faces problems of defini-
tion and responsiveness. For example, in Senator Bentsen's October letter sur-
vey the banks were asked for holdings of over 5% of outstanding stock in dis-
cretionary accounts.

The Morgan didn't answer the question as you asked It; the First National
City, managing $10.4 billion of discretionary funds, answered listing seven stocks,
and the U.S. Trust, managing $6 billion of discretionary funds, listed 88 stocks.
Perhaps those two completely cooperative respondents had the same understand-
ing of "discretionary", but one can't help wondering.

Until we have systematic and periodic disclosure, we run too great a risk of
learning only whatever the people with the information think we should learn.
The ABA survey of last summer may be 100% valid on all points, but until one
is certain of that it should be used with care. Let me give three examples. The
Survey Report gives information on the size of equity orders, but: a) trust de-
partments have rightly or wrongly long followed a practice of making separate
orders for separate accounts, so of course they will have a very large number of
orders. b) We need to know how many orders are entered on the same day for
the same stoek. c) We need to know more about the size of the orders. d) We
need to know whether the tendency is toward larger orders, because of bunching
or for other reasons. e) We need a distribution of sizes of trust departments
much more informative than three categories below $750 million total assets,
but only one above. Without more such Information, we cannot give much weight
to the Report's argument that trust departments do not Invest "in a monolithic
manner".

For a second example, the Survey Report shows that the average number of
common stocks held by all trust departments was 507. Of course the number Is
not 25 or 30--only a fool would think that the "favorite fifty" are the only stocks
held, and the Report Is arguing against a straw man. Everyone knows that trust
departments hold many close corporation stocks as well as other essentially
"inherited" positions. Here again, we need data not on the department as a whole
but on employee benefit funds, and we need trends and breakdown on the larger
banks as we are given on the tinies.

For a last example, the Report gives the 25 largest holdings as a percentage
of total equity holdings. Again, without some data showing how this compares
with prior years, and without as much data on the bigger banks as on the little,
we can be sure only that we need not be worried by straw men.

IV. WHAT IS TO BE DONE

A. Disclosure-clear utility and clear limits
All are for disclosure of institutional investors' holdings and tradings-the

ABA in 1973, the SEC since 1971 at least, leading bi-partisan members of the
,Banking and Currency Committee who have introduced a bill, and members of
this Subcommittee. Doubtless disclosure entails cost burdens, but it Is equally
doubtless that the social and economic gains of full disclosure warrant those
costs. Just.what is to be disclosed, how often and to whom, are issues of important
details but not pertinent here today.

Disclosure alone will do little or nothing to halt or even discourage speculative
or other destructive trading by massive institutional investors-I have heard
no suggestion yet as to how it would reduce the Institutional faddism, the
Investment research which is self-fulfilled by the sheer force of the portfolios
using that research, and the "air pockets" that we have been seeing so much of
as major blocks move in and out, sometimes for valid investment reasons, some-
times because sheer speculation Is at play.

B. Legal restrictions on amounts o1 institutions' trading? No.
Inevitably, some suggest that there should be legal barriers restricting the

amount of stock any one or all institutions can sell or buy in any one day. I sub.
mit that that "cure" would be worse than the disease. Such trading limits seem
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feasible in the commodities markets and they are feasible for the small category
of corporate "control persons" in the stock market. But institutional investors
are distinguishable in so many ways, and there are such strong reasons for
allowing them to trade according to their investment judgments, and for avoiding
legal obstacles that would interfere with the free, open, fair operation of market
pricing mechanisms. I think the unwisdom of such limits was made clear by your
first witness last July, Donald Regan, who said he had once supported such a
notion but now believed it needed at least much more study. "It is always danger-
ous to tinker with the mechanisms of the market" (Hearings, Part 1, p. 7).

In a moment I will suggest how we might reduce the extent to which insti-
tutional investors trade not on investment Judgment, as is the practice of the
trust departments represented here today, but instead on sheer speculation,
which characterized the "go-go" years and which will come-come back as soon
as the market rises. Before getting into that, we should note how greatly the
bill before you will aid this situation.
0. Limits on pension managers' holdings

In addition to disclosure, a sure improvement for the liquidity of the markets,
the safety of pension portfolios, the sanity of market pricing, and public con-
fidence that the markets are not dominated by greedy gargantuans, is to make
sure that no single institution can hold too great a portion of the stock of any
one company. I say "make sure", because according to what I had always been
told, and on which we now have firm information from the Bentsen letter survey
last October of the 25 largest bank trust departments, virtually all of these
money managers follow fiat limitation rules or give great weight to avoiding
unduly large positions. Therefore, the Bentsen bill's proposal to make percentage
limitations legally binding is merely an incorporation of the best banks' best
practice, an assurance that these practices will not weaken as enormous money
flows continue to pour into these trust departments, and a further assurance
that all pension managers will follow the practices of the best managers.

One of your Subcommittee's earliest witnesses, Salim Lewis of Bear, Stearns,
said "we should have been sitting here talking about this about 2 years ago or
11h years ago, and not when the damage has been done. . . ." (Hearings, Part 1,
p. 53.) It is an unfortunate fact about legislation, indeed one of the irreducible
tragedies of legal process, that we usually act on problems only after great dam-
age and loss, and sometimes suffering, have occurred, because it is only after
pain that the body politic is moved to act. This is at least as true of legislation
in the stock market area as in any other area.

Senator Bentsen and others have brought out how acute are the problems
of shortage of capital, shortage of venture capital, distortion of stock market
pricing, continued dominance of the market and of too large positions in too
many corporations by too few institutions, and shortage of public participation
in the markets. The public will come back when the market rises, but while
some forces are functioning to correct the other problems, massive trends are
under way to make worse much of those other problems.

I refer particularly to the continued enormous growth of pension plan
funds, and the continued flow of such enormous portions of those funds to bank
trust departments. Taking NYSE-listed stocks alone, private noninsured pension
funds held stock totalling $19.8 billion in 1961. (To all these figures must be
added private insured funds, which in 1961 represented a much larger proportion,
over one-third of private pension fund assets than is true today, but which are
still huge.) By 1971, their NYSE sitockholdings totalled $77 billion, for a growth
of 57.2 billion over the decade. That kind of growth can be dwarfed quickly by
only two figures, the U.S. Budget, and the projected growth for private non.
insured funds in -the current decade. The official NYSE projection of June 1972
is for another $120 billion in NYSE-listed stocks alone; the SEC's projection is
for a total stockholding by such funds in 1980 of $269 billion. (See Disclosure
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of Corporate Ownership, Senate Gov. Ops. Subcommittees, Dec. 1973, p. 159.)
- So in the current decade such funds are expected to grow In NYSE-listed stocks

adone, more than twice as fast as in the 1960's ! And this does not count growth
of pension monies managed by Insurance companies I (See ibid.) While I have
no data showing just how much of these funds goes to self-managed plans, how
much to investment advisers and how much to bank trust departments, I am
confident the data would show flatly that the trust departments have always
had and continue to hold the vast bulk of these funds. I hope your other witnesses
can provide data on this, either today or pursuant to a request I urge the Sub-
committee to make.

Of the enormous flow into bank trust departments, the largest banks are
getting under their management both an enormous and a constant portion. From
1968 through 1972, the top five trust departments have held their share of the
market for trust asset management, where of course the main growth is in pen-
sion monies, at 23 to 25 percent. The top 10 have held at 31 to 36 percent. Banks
in New York State alone have held at 46 to 50 percent. I have assembled these
figures on the next page.

We all know of 'the limits on Investment companies and on insurance com-
panies with respect to the amount of stock they may hold in any one company.
It is not a mere matter of one hour's draftsmanship to draw comparable limit.
tations on bank trust departments and investment advisers, for substantial dif-
ferences must be, ,but can be, grappled with. But is it not utterly clear that the
time is ripe and getting riper-and it is said that ripeness Is all, and to wait be,
yond It is to allow rot to enter-for making sure that the best practice of the
best banks is the assured practice of all, and that the limits on ,investment com-
panies and insurance companies are appropriately applied to investment ad.
visers of all kinds?

Your bill must go forward.
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D. S. 284).-With respect to the precise language of the wise and much needed
S. 2842, seven points:

(1) I am troubled about the legal differences the bill will introduce between
self-managed pension plans, like that of U.S. Steel, and plans managed by out-
siders like your witnesses later this morning. Why should U.S. Steel pension
funds be able to hold up to 10% of the stock of any one company, whereas Exxon
pension funds managed by trust departments, would be limited by law to holding
only a tiny fraction of 10% of most appropriate stocks, since their funds must
share the percentage limit with other pension funds under the same money
manager? Of course the point is not limited to the largest corporations. The
percentage limits are utterly necessary, but It is unnecessary and unwise to
allow them to create distinctions between self-managed and outside-managed
funds. As members of the Finance Committee are surely well aware, many
people believe self-managed pension funds present particularly sharp problems,
some believe they should not be allowed, and an especially large number would
agree that legislation should not encourage self-management, nor even offer a
rationalization for any corporation to explain its choice of self-management.

This new discrimination in favor of self-management warrants serious con-
sideration, and I hope your other witnesses will address themselves to it con-
structively, and not merely use it as a stick for standing pat against this wise
bill. I am not sure what the answer is, but I believe it lies along such lines as
these: First, perhaps existing self-managed plans are entitled to mote favxfable
treatment in these regards than new ones. Second, if the 5 and 10 percent limits
are sound for large aggregations of pension funds, then for a self-managed plan
lower figures seem in order, scaled still lower according to the size of the plan's
assets.

(2) Profit-sharing plans are excluded from the bill's provisions by Section
408(a). I agree with exclusion with respect to such plans' holdings of stock of
the employer corporation, but I question whether all assets of all profit-sharing
plans should be excluded.

(3) While I am sure that some amendment is needed to deal with the first
problem noted above, for this point I am not sure there even is a problem, and
wish merely to raise question: The percentage limits in Section 408(b) (1) apply
to all the pension trust assets. Perhaps'the base should instead be only the
equity investments?

(4) Should the 5 percent limit of Section 408(b) (1) be rigid regardless of
the size of the fund in question? I would think some modest scaling, so as to allow
a small ftind to buy, for example, a reasonable amount of IBM or Superior Oil,
would be in order.

(5) Section 408(d) (2), defining "discretionary investment authority", is very
important because there are many variations in the actualities as well as the
legalities of discretionary investment authority. An unduly legalistic definition
will fail to embrace many accounts which ought to be included. Consideration
should be given to amending the definition to conform with that in the bill on
disclosure, S. 2234. The definition there is wisely realistic. Moreover, conformity
is desirable in terms of policy, of ease of compliance and of administration,
and for soundness of the statistics and judgments to be made in the years to
come on the bases of these new laws.

(Q) I am troubled about Section 408(e) (2) and tile way in which the new
percentage limits are applied to existing securities positions. Is it wise, or
necessary, to say that if on December 31, 1974, a fund is 5% invested in- one
corporation's securities, it is flatly barred from further acquisitions except to
the extent of 5% of new money inflows? While many of us are troubled about
the degree to which the institutions have concentrated on their favorites, won't
it be unnecessarily' disruptive of the markets in those stocks to pass a statute

\ saying, in effect, "Starting a few months from now, the major source of demand
for the following 50 stocks will be for the most part stopped up." I am not sure
of the right answer, but believe it lies between the present language and the
preposterous never-never alternative of simply ignoring all positions acquired
prior to the act's effective date.

Probably the answer lies along lines of a phase-in period of, say, three years,
during which existing positions can be added to annually in amount not ex-
ceeding the average purchase of that stock for that fund over t'he prior three
years. or In amounts not exceeding 1%1 of the outstanding stock' (or 1A%/ of the
fund's assets), whichever figure Is smaller. The phase-in period would apply only
to stocks in which the fund has a substantial position at the time the Act be-
comes effective, and "substantial position" would have to be spelled out spe-
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cifically. We sorely need this bill's percentage limits, but I believe we can afford
a reasonable phase-in for existing situations whereas we need not and should not
cause sudden disruptions.

(7) With respect to the capital gains treatment, six brief points. First,
applause. ,Second, applause in particular for resisting thoseWall Street promo-
ters of speculation -who want to reduce the holding period to three months. The
irresponsibility and selfishness of their position is summed up, I believe, by this
general evaluation stated last June by Senator Williams:

I want to say a final word about the Securittes Industry Association, and
the way that organization has presented this matter officially to us. Quite
frankly, their position is, "let us have what we have had for 200 years;
only make it better for us." Of course, holding to that same old 200-year
system and making it better for them, it makes it worse for everybody else
and that includes the small investor. The SIA officials came in with their
chevrons as duly appointed industry leaders, with this story, but many
other members of the SIA and the industry who do not come with chevrons
tell us an entirely different story. Some of the real leaders of the industry
told me publicly and informally that they know the old order has to give
way. The SIA appear to have one function and that is to stand in the way
of the inevitable happening. (Congressional Record, June 18, 1973, p.
511877.)

Third, as is probably known but is worth repeating, the proposal to raise the
50% capital gains exclusion was put forward just over a decade ago by the
Kennedy Administration. At that time, the distinguished stock market com
mentator, Burton Crane, said:

No financial subject has caused more regrettable misunderstanding than
the capital gains tax. Investors who should know better will report with
every show of sincerity that the tax, "freezes" them into their holdings.
Actually, only investors who expect to die in the near future are "frozen in."
Death provides a new capital gains basis, the.market price at the time. A
man about to die would be foolish to pay a 25 per cent long-term capital
gains tax this week and have his estate pay perhaps 30 per cent more in
inheritance tax. But nobody else is "frozen in." This is probably a case in
which propaganda has been believed by the wrong persons. Wall Street in-
tended it for Congress, hoping to get rid of the tax or to have it reduced.
Instead, it was believed by Wall Street's customers. There is no doubt
that the feeling of being frozenn in," false though it is, has kept many an
investor from realizing his gains. (New York Times, Feb. 5. 1956, § 3, p.1.)

In a recent study of high income taxpayers, it was found that many of
the realized losses reported appeared to be related to tax considerations
(the desire to make use of the loss for tax purposes) ; about one fifth of
investors owning appreciated assets gave evidence of being "locked-in" to
some extent by taxation; and only a very small proportion seemed to be
affected by the six-month holding period. Barlow, Brazer, and Morgan,
Economic Behavior of the Affluent (1966). (Bittker and Stone, Federal
Income, Estate & Gift Taxation, 498 (1972).)

Fourth, may I suggest, with no intention to criticize, that the problem of-
lock-in caused by our capital gains tax treatment is dealt with only partially,
and too partially, by changing the exclusion percentage or tax rate and ignoring
the long-criticized stepped-up basis upon death. Whether or not the step-up
should be wholly eliminated, at least the amount of step-up might be reduced in/
relationship to the length of holding period. If locked-In holdings are to be
unlocked, shouldn't we use a key and not merely a bobby-pin? Also, there may
well be some who would think that reducing the capital gains tax while preserv-
ing intact the stepped-up basis, is wanting to eat the cake and still have it.

Fifth, may I urge reconsideration for special capital gains treatment in the
case of reinvestment in publicly traded securities. Your first witness, Donald
Regan. urged this, suggesting treatment parallel to that presently given upon
sale of a residence and timely purchase of a new one. Encouragement of savings,
and particularly encouragement of savings by participation In the securities
markets, would gain greatly and soundly from Regan's suggestion. At very least,
if the capital gains tax is not postponed upon timely reinvestment, a substantial
increase in the percentage exclusion should be considered.
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. Discouraging speculative trading by institutions: an anti-gambling tax for
greedy gargantuan

Spurred by economic incentives for short-term performance, many institutional
"investors" take speculative positions seeking quick gains and with little concern
for longer-term soundness. By the nature of such trading, it often involves what
have come to be called "herds" of institutions moving -relatively together and
causing relatively sudden, wide price movements. The pending proposals for
broader disclosure of institutions' holdings and trading are a critical first step
toward correction of such trading, but disclosure alone will do too little on this
problem. Holding size limits also will do too little to Inhibit such trading.
Economic incentives, or disincenti-ves, are also needed.

We should consider imposing a tax to encourage purchase for a reasonable
holding period. We must stop thinking of securities held by institutional port-
folios of over, say, $10 million, as ordinary capital assets to be treated for tax
purposes the same as shares held by individual investors. There are unique
needs and problems in trying to affect holding periods for securities in such
institutional portfolios, but our thinking cannot stop with the simple period set
for taxation of capital gains generally.

Large institutional portfolios with an activity rate above a level to be deter-
mined after careful study, ought to pay a capital gains tax graduated according
to both the length of the holding period for the particular security and the port-
folio's overall activity rate. For example, if a mutual fund with an activity rate
which is extremely high relative to other portfolios In the same category, buys
and sells within one month, there is a good ease for taxing away most of its profit.
Losses would be set off against longer-term profits. If the turn-around is within
three months, the tax might be 60 percent; within 6 months, 50 percent; 9
months, 40 percent; etc. Obviously, this is submitted subject to the need for
further refinement, but these are the lines along which work is needed.

Some would call such a tax confiscatory. Others would call it a turnover tax,
or an anti-churning tax. I call it an anti-gambling tax.

We must never freeze investors Into particular investments. Nor should we
treat an institutional portfolio with low or reasonable turnover the same as
"swinging" portfolios, for anyone may make mistakes which he wants to correct
quickly, anyone can have the misfortune of buying a stock just before a major
negative event, and in such cases quick sales should not be inhibited or penalized.
But the time has surely come to consider seriously the need for limiting orga-
nized gambling with vast amounts of other people's money. Those who wish to
get their gambling kicks in our securities markets should do so with their own
money or in relatively small pools.

This proposal was first put forward in April, 1970, in Hearings on Invest-
ment Policies of Pension Funds, before the Joint Economic Committee's Subcomi-
mittee on Fiscal Policy. It was repeated one month later when I "key-noted"
the annual meeting of the Investment Counsel Association of America.

To add weight to the proposal, may I note that it drew nationwide press cov-
erage, but that coverage did not go beyond the "here's an interesting idea" treat-
ment and some quotation. However, perhaps because I had only recently returned
to academe from serving as Chief Counsel of the SEC's Institutional Investor
Study, I received considerable comment from members of the investment com-
munity. That comment, doubtless because of the self-screening that occurs when
people are conveying their reactions, was uniformly favorable. The chairman
of the board of one of our largest insurance companies wrote: "I have an In-
stinctive sympathy with the idea that the government should not subsidize by
favorable tax treatment action that it finds socially undesirable."

Obviously, I would be happy to pursue the proposal further if any other
member of the Subcommittee Is so Inclined.

V. PROMOTING SAVINGS

Going beyond tle precise Jurisdiction of S. 2842, but not the jurisdiction of
your Committee, may I take this opportunity to call your attention to recent
articles noting how much our tax laws penalize individuals' sayings. The puritan
virtue of thrift is not greatly in vogue, but America's soaring needs for captal
in the coming years have recently drawn increasing attention and concern. I
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realize that personal saving can make only a fractional contribution to our needs
for new capital, but I submit that the least we can do Is to stop penalizing
small savers. Between inflation and ordinary income taxes on savings account
interest or capital gains tax on investment sales, how can small savers protect
their future, how can we talk seriously about encouraging personal saving?
Robert Metz recently had a column in the New York Times about Amherst
College's President Charles Cole, who wrote that a $75,000 investment in the
stock market in 1955, sold in 1973 at $125,000 for a % gain, represented no gain
at all after inflation and texes. And as he showed, if one had a 33% gain to
$100,000 upon sale, one actually had suffered a loss. The Wall Street Journal
recently had a column showing the same preposterous paradox with respect to
savings accounts.

America saves too little. There are many reasons, of many kinds and not all
of them reducible to bad or good, why America since 1960 saves as .a proportion
of after-tax income, at a rate lower than Britain's, only 2/3 of the rate in France,
Just over half of the rate In Germany, and would you believe, only about 40%
of the rate in Japar,? (Dept. Commerce, Dom. & Intl. Bus. Adm., Internat'l
Economic Indicators, Table 27, Sept. 1973.)

We have grown greatly by promoting consumption, but we will not continue
to grow greatly enough or wisely enough if we do not promote saving and invest-
ment more. May I at this point applaud our leading banks for their aggressive
new monthly stock investment plans, which will efficiently bring in more saving
and will encourage direct public participation? It is unfortunate but true that
the securities industry cannot do the same think as efficiently, and their cries of
anguish against the banks' action seem to come down apart from fear of losing
their monopoly, to the interesting claim that the banks are limiting the plan to
too few stocks.

We need not merely more equity capital and more venture capital, we also need
to redirect capital flows. Equity market distortions bear significant responsibility
for our excessive investment in fried chicken and other "fast food" stands. "dis-
count" furniture outlets, etc. Equity market improvement, combined with tax
and other revisions, can help meet the great needs for fundamental plant build-
ing, from refineries and utilities to rolling stock, mass transit and the inner cities.
If our vision is to meet our challenges, we must go beyond equity and venture
capital and improve our tax treatment of saving generally, including such pos-
siblyv small steps as giving little people's saving account earnings the same
advantage presently given to dividends from stock, and possibly large steps such
as restructuring our system of financing housing and indeed much of our anti-
quated financial framework.

One of our finest businessmen, J. Irwin Miller. two years ago wrote an article
entitled "Can We Afford Tomorrow?" Since I believe that we would be rather
in trouble If the answer to that question were "No." I believe the question before
us is whether we will meet our challenges well enough to keep reasonable the
costs of getting to tomorrow, and the value of getting there.

[From the Wall Street Journal, Sept. 28, 19731

THE Two-TIER MARKET REEXAMINED

(By Samuel R. Callaway)
Commentary on the stock market has been replete with references to "two-tier'

pricing and with confident assertions as to the cause of that phenomenon. In.
what has become the conventional explanation, the wide disparity between the
price-earnings ratio of some stocks and those of others-a gap, by the way, that
has narrowed somewhat in recent weeks--Is attributed mainly to the policies and
practices of institutional investors, especially the tIrut departments of large banks.I The proponents of this thesis, pointing to large institutional holdings of stocks
that sll at high multiples of earnings, ascribe motives thit range from whim'
to conspiracy. They almost neveiconcede that tile-reason for the holdings may be
solely investment judgment.

LOOSE CnARGES

Having assigned blame for the two-tier market, they loosely bundle into the
charge allegations of responsibility for such associated problems as the recent
generalized weakness of stock prices, the reduced level of trading, financial diffi-
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culties in the securities industry, and the inauspicious climate for the floating
of new issues. A corollary proposition states that the very presence of the institu-
tions in the market deters participation by individuals.

All this simply too facile. It may satisfy some deep-seated human need to
lay blame in bad times. But scapegoatery is no substitute for analysis, The rea-
sons for the two-tier market go deeper than the fact that the top-tier stocks
are among those which institutions have bought aggressively and held tenaciously.

Let me hasten to say, speaking for the institution with which I am familiar,
that a high multiple in itself has never been what attracts us to a stock. If we
could find two stocks with identical histories, identical current situations, and
identical future prospects, with one selling for 30 times current earnings and the
other for 15 times, we wouldn't have to call a meeting to decide in favor of
the latter.

If, however, our research and analysis led us to believe the higher-multiple
stock had better long-run future prospects, then it would become a question of
how much better, and the margin might be great enough to make that stock a
better investment in the long run. And long-run investment results are what our
clients are primarily interested in. ,

The ideal investment opportunity for any long-term investment program, of
course, is one in which a stock can be bought at a relatively low multiple of cur-
rent earnings and held while earnings increase and the multiple risem. But even
the more common case, where the multiple levels off or falls despite continued
good growth in earnings, can be a rewarding investment. The growth in earnings
and dividends can more than outweigh the decline in price-earnings ratio.

The emergence in recent years of an uncommonly wide margin of investor
preference for a relatively few stocks was a stage in a process of investment
evolution that began at least two decades ago. The series of short, steep recessions
that occurred in the years after World War II brought the discovery of a new
kind of corporate creature, the recession-proof company. This was a company able
to maintain growth in earnings and dividends even during economic downturns.
Its special virtue may have been a product or service with a growth trend strong
enough to carry through a business slump, a big enough order backlog to last
through the down part of the business cycle, or perhaps a flow of income sus-
tained by customers' payments of equipment rentals.

In any case, companies that took recessions without breaking stride were
singled out for special recognition in the stock market. Their price-earnings multi-
ples began to reflect their special standing. The upgrading, however, apparently
went too far too fast, because they were the stocks that suffered most in the
market shakeout of 1962.

That market reappraisal of the troubleproof companies was in a way prophetic.
There ensued an unusually long period during the '60s In which the economy was
free both from recession and from the feverish variety of inflation. Total Output
and corporate profits kept growing fairly steadily. As a result, distinctions be.
tween companies on the basis of their resistance to adversity became less im-
portant to investors than they had been in the 1950s. There were still tiers in
the stock market, but the distances separating them tended to narrow.

The recession of 1969-71 changed that. It was different in configuration from
the earlier postwar recessions. Instead of being short and steep, It was long and
shallow. Its adverse impact reached a greater number of companies, including
some that previously had been considered recession-proof. But there still were some
that managed to come through relatively unscathed, and once again the market-
this time more emphatically than before--conferred a premium on them.

The imposition of price, wage, and dividend controls intensified the distinc-
tion. Coming Just as the economy was starting to look up, controls made it ap-
parent that many companies would not be able to increase their earnings at a
rate greater than the continuing Inflation. The stocks of such companies naturally
suffered. and this served to accentuate the preference for companies more favor-
ably situated.

MUnBING DIVIDEND INCREASES

The stock market's attitude toward cyclical companies during this period was
particularly affected by the controlson dividend increases. In many cases shares
Of cyclical companies were held by investors who preferred current yield over
long-term growth. With dividends under restraint, those investors found high-
yielding bonds increasingly attractive. But the limitations on dividend payout had
little or no effect on the market valuation of growth stocks. Investors in those
stocks typically look to future, rather thhni current, dividend fncome.
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By the time controls were relaxed, many investors felt it was too late for the
non-growth stocks, which had suffered the down side of the business cycle, to
enjoy the full effect of the compensating up side.

This whole combination of factors, I submit, was the main cause of what came
to be known as the two-tier market. Investors, whether institutional or individual,
didn't will it into existence or have any desire to maintain it. They were merely
reacting to the situation they perceived. Blaming the two-tier market on invest-
tors is like blaming a rainstorm on the people who put up their umbrellas.

At the height of concern over the two-tier market there were suggestions that
legislation or regulation be devised to restore a more even gradation of investor
preference among stocks. The answer does not lie in trying to force investors
to stop behaving like investors. If we retain our belief in the ability of markets
to allocate resources, it should be evident that the correction has to be more funda-
mental. What is required most essentially is that investors become convinced that
the economy is entering a period of sustainable growth with a lower rate of
inflation t~h we have had over the past six or seven years.

That kind of setting will pull tiers much closer together. Although a brighter
sky makes all parts of the landscape look better, the best of the companies
that have been in the lower tier are likely to show proportionately greater price
gains than the upper-tier favorites in a generally improved economic climate.

Right now some investors-and we are among them-are appraising oppor-
tunities among companies currently out of favor but likely to find a better environ-
ment in the years ahead. Actually, we have always invested over a much broader
range of companies than the current mythology about institutions would suggest.
Data we published earlier this year show that at the end of 1972 we had holdings
with market value of $1 million or more in each of 569 different stocks.

Our largest holdings, not surprisingly, were in the stocks of large companies.
But it may be interesting to note that, of our 50 largest holdings at the end of 1972,
only 20 were stocks that had been among our 50 largest holdings five years earlier.

It also should not be surprising that our major holdings included a number of
stocks that ranked high on lists published by other institutions. This doesn't mean,
as is frequently inferred, that we or the other institutions aren't investing in
anything else.

INVESTING $1.8 BILLION

Last year, on behalf of pension and other employee benefit funds of which
Morgap Guaranty is trustee, our Trust and Investment Division made common
stock purchases totaling $1.8 billion, of which $1 billion was new money con-
tributed into the funds or earned on invesments and $800 million was proceeds
from the sale of investments. We put the $1.8 billion into a total of 228 different
stocks., Of the 15 stocks in which we made our largest purchases, totaling $800
million, only four had been among our 22 largest holdings ($150 million or more)
at the start of 1972.

Our purchases on behalf of employe benefit funds have included stocks of a
number of relatively small companies. The amount invested in each is necessarily
modest, but in the aggregate over the two-year period 1971-12 we put $261
million into stocks of 213 companies with market capitalization of less than $100
million.

Ironically, if a limitation were put on the percentage of a company's stock a
bank trustee may hold-and such limits have been suggested as an antidote to
the two-tier market-the effect would be to discourage investment in smaller
companies and cause a greater proportion of funds to go into stocks of the
largest companies, where there usually would be plenty of room inside the limit.\ Thus the result would be the opposite of that intended.

[From the New York Times, Feb. 19, 19741
MARKET PLACE: REGIONAL BANKS--POINT TO RESULTS

(By Robert Meta)

It never pays to suggest, as New Yorkers are wont to do, that everything is
done better in the Big Apple than elsewhere. That's because the "elsewheres"
write in to argue the point.

And so it was a group of out-of-town banks after performance results for major
New York City banks were published showing how poorly the banks here had
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done in managing their commingled equity funds invested for their corporate
pension account customers.

An article detailing the New York experience went on to comment that, if the
local banks had had trouble, "it is nothing to what must have happened to the
out-of-town banks."

Many small banks discovered the nifty-fifty were outperformers late in 1972
and early 1973," the article continued. "All they got for their money was the down
move."

A number of regional banks responded. The Philadelphia National Bank
pointed out that recent studies of Investment performance by both the academic
community and several performance evaluation services indicated "no correla-
tion between results and geographical location."

The bank added that, "in fact," some of the best results have come from Phila-
delphia, Denver and Hartford banks.

The figures for Philadelphia National were provided to compare with those of
the New York banks on a three-year basis and they are included in the table
below-along with figures for the other Philadelphia banks, obtained from a
different source.

As Philadelphia National points out, if the five largest Philadelphia banks were
taken with the results of the nine from New York City, the Philadelphia group
would hold high positions-i, 2, 4 and 5--for 1978.

In alphabetical order, here are partial results for several banks. The banks
acknowledged, by and large, that small size was perhaps an advantage in that
they could establish meaningful positions in the stock of small companies the big
banks would have to pass by. Again, they thought it an advantage that their rela-
tively small positions in given stocks could be liquidated without undue impact on
stock market liquidity.

The Casco Bank and Trust Company, Portland, Me., manages close to $200
million. By buying 50 per cent growth stocks, 25 per cent speculative stocks and 25
per cent bonds, the bank experienced "only a 10.7 per cent overall decline."

The First Bank and Trust Company, Springfield, Mass., with more than $300
million, was down 6.92 per cent in 1978.

The Marine Midland Bank-Rochester said its commingled corporate pension
fund recorded an 8.8 per cent decline (income reinvested) for the 12 months
ended Dec. 31, 1973.

The New England Merchants National Bank of Boston said that its commin-
gled pension and profit-sharing capital fund was up 25 per cent in 1971, up 22
per ceht in 1972 and down 12.2 per cent for 1973, leading to a compound rate of
return of 10.2 per cent. Income was reinvested in all these figures.

The Willimantic Trust Company in Connecticut was down about 4.3 per cent
with dividends reinvested in 1973.

COMMINGLED EQUITY FUNDS FOR EMPLOYEE BENEFIT ACCOUNTS-TOTAL RATES OF
RETURN-WITH INCOME REINVESTED (YEARS ENDED DEC 31)

(In percent]

3 yr. corn-
1973 1972 1971 pound return

Philadelphia:
Philadelphia National ............................ -- 8. 3 30.9 28.3 +15.5
Provident National .......----------------------- 9.9 +15.8 +24.2 +9.0
Girard Bank .................................... - -14.1 +19.3 +14.1 +54
Fidelity Bank------------------------------ -20.6 +7.1 +17.9+.
First Pennsylvania .............................. - -13.2 +13.4 +16.4 +4.6

New York: S............................. .3
Chemical Bank-----........................... 16.3 11.4 2. + .
Chase Manhattan ............................... -17.9 +6.5 4 .. 2
First National City-----------------------..... -18.3 +2.4 +22.8 +.

Irving .... ...............................T V--18.4 59
Manufacturers Hanover .......................... - -20.2 25.1 22. 8 7 .0
Morgan Guaranty ............................... 8 .2.9 -10.1 5
U.S. Trust ............. .................... . 4 20.4 . 6.
Bankers Trust ................................. -- 20.4 20.8 +0.1 .6

Potential Market Averages Standard & Poor's $DO ...... -14.67 +16.99 +14.05. +8.1

20-146---74- 6
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[From the New York Times, Sept. 9, 1973]

WILY THE MARKET WILL REMAIN STRATIFIED

(By John R. Beckett)

The stock market, as many have observed, is a multitier affair. At the upper
tier are a few stocks, perhaps 50 to 75, selling at 25 to 55 times their most recent
12 months' earnings.

The lower tier contains almost all the other companies, numbering several thou-
sands, selling at 12 times, or less, down to an incredible four times their most
recent 12 months' earnings.

Then there are a modest number of fortunate companies between these ex-
trenies, which I term the middle tier.

The reason it is a multitier market is that the only large sums of new money
coming into it are investments of pension funds which for reasons I will describe,
are invested largely in a few select companies.

These companies are the strong upper tier. Foreign investors who usually oper-
ate in the upper part of the lower tier, and in the middle tier, moved out of the
market to a considerable extent several years ago in anticipation of a dollar de-
valuation. As yet they have not returned.

The American public also is not now active in the stock market, and the mutual
funds are net sellers on balance. 'Thus, there is no real support for either the
middle tier or the lower tier. The lower tier especially has been drifting down-
ward.

A question may be asked: Are the tiers likely to remain so pronounced and
stratified? For example, will the upper tier move down and the lower tier move up
in relation to each other?

To help answer this question you might wish to study the institutional hold-
ings of New York Stock Exchange-listed companies.

Yolt will see that each year pension funds have been investing billions of dollars
of new money in common stocks. Inasmuch as the pension fund managers are
usually responsible to a committee, often a bank trust committee, it is no wonder
that these men continue to buy the same strong, high-growth leaders in non-cyclical industries that are already accepted by their committees as prudent in-
vestments. Why be venturesome? Why be bold? Why not follow the line of least
resistance and stay with the same group of companies one's peers are buying?

Will this type of investing continue? For example, will Johnson & Johnson
continue to sell at 46 times earnings, International Business Machines at 82 times
earnings, Eastman Kodak at 35 times earnings and Baxter Laboratories at. 53
times earnings? In my Judgment, looking out over a reasonable period of time, the
answer is yes-or at even higher price-earnings multiplies as the funds invest
additional new money each year in the same places.

My first conclusion, then, is that the sharply tiered stock market will be with
us for many years, and that certain noncycdical growth companies that are
leaders in their fields will sell at even higher price multiples than they do today.

And, of course, while some companies, such as the ones I have mentioned, de-
serve high multiples, I would question a few speculative high-flyers on the pension
buying list and would not predict higher price-earnings ratios for them.

Eventually, however, the sums of new pension money will become so large and
the disparity between the tiers so magnified that there must be a spill-over. When
that occurs, and to some extent it is beginning, pension-fund investments will be
made in the middle-tier companies and then in the lower tier.

By then the pension-fund list will have 400 to 500 active names instead of the
75 to 100 names that now dominate the scene, Thus, looking to the future, I ton.
elude also that there is hope for this kind of pension-fund buying support for
mnay of us who run large organizations classified in the middle or lower tier. But,
we must be patient.

A third conclusion is that It will be difficult in the future for mutual funds to
grow as they once did. In fact, they have been shrinking in size. One reason for
this Is that, unlike the pension-fund managers, the mutual-fund managers did
not immediately perceive that the only strength for awhile would- be in those
shares being bought by the pension funds.

In other words, the mutual funds were more venturesome, feeling that they had
to prove to their shareholders their analytical expertise, W'hich tender the cofdi-
tionr I have described was not particularly useful.'

Thus, In recent years, mutual funds have not performed as well as they might
have, and the public Is discouraged about them.
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Further, the bureaucrats, in their, usual wisdom of doing exactly the wrong
thing with the best of intentions, took away the front-end load for contractual
sales and, thus, made it nonprofitable for a salesman to seek the small saver and
sell him on the Idea of periodically investing his small savings in mutual funds.

I conclude we will see no great burst of activity In the fund business to bail out
the stock market, and, because of redemptions, the funds could continue to be net
sellers.

Finally, as mentioned, the public has left the stock market for the. time being.
The private investor finds it psychologically difficult to buy a stock at 30 to 55
times earnings.

Logic tells him that such a stock is high-priced. He also wonders how he can
compete with the knowledge of the portfolio managers who are current about
developments within this select group of companies.

He knows that if any one of these stocks starts down because of a change in
earnings outlook, it could move down rapidly as the portfolio managers unload.

On the other hand, the private investor is also frightened by stocks at six to
eight times earnings.

So instead of stocks, many private Investors are buying tax shelters, land, gold
and even art objects as a hedge against inflation. Even the speculators have
moved from the stock market into the commodity markets.

I conclude from this that when the private investor realizes we are not going
to have a deep recession, and when he sees that inflation is being brought under
temporary control, he will come back into the stock market, at least on a gingerly
basis.

At that time there will be a fairly strong upsurge in the lower-and middle-tier
issues, but then the market will settle back as additional inflationary problems
arise.

I expect this rally at any time, beginning with the fourth quarter of this year
when the prime interest rate will have peaked. While I expect a strong rally, it
will certainly not be the start of another bull market.

When foreign investors are convinced that we will not devalue again-which
should be soon, because we wil not-they wil again invest large sums in our stock
market, which is cheap compared with their markets. I would expect these foreign
Investments to be made in large companies in the lower and middle tiers, In these
issues selling at eight to 15 times earnings. This, too, should bolster the market
base.

All indications-Ar, therefore, that the stock market is near its bottom, or that
it is there already. I expect to see an improvement by the fourth quarter, even if
the rally is not sustained.

Looking at the matter over a longer time span, and providing inflation is
controlled, aggressive investors in the months ahead could enjoy one of the
great speculative buying opportunities of all times In large, sound, lower- and
midd le-tier companies.

Strange as it may sound, even when price-earnings multiples are high, because
of the likelihood of continued pension-fund buying as I have described, conserva-
tive investors should stay with high-multiple noncyclical growth companies that
are not "Johnny-come-latelys" to the scene.

These super companies should be in capital-intensive nonregulated Industries
that are difficult for competitors to enter, should have the dominant market-share
in their Industries and should have exceptionally strong balance sheets.

And if it sounds as though I am talking about companies like I.B.M. and East-
man Kodak, I am.

tFrom the Wall Street Journal, Aug. 29, 1973]

THE BLIGHT OF THE Two-TIER MARKET

(By 1. D. Robbins)

As a trustee under wills, I have occasionally been subjected to powerful
selling efforts by bank trust departments seeking to serve as investment advisers.
Not long ago, a co-trustee and I, at the request of a beneficiary who had met
a persuasive bank officer, acceded to a switch from one bank to another. Although
some minor changes in the common stock portfolio were recommended, thete ws,
in my opinion, no significant change in the general character of the list. Both
banks, whose combined managed assets exceed $35 billion, were essentially recom-
mending the same relatively small list of stocks.
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I must admit that the trustees tended to narrow the bank's recommendations
still further to the stocks we had come to regard as having more conservative
quality. We told ourselves that if we were investing for ourselves we might
do it differently, but who were we to argue with the combined judgment of the
great banks?

I did, however, feel a certain discomfort as I became increasingly aware that the
ratio of price to earnings of many of the recommended stocks was extremely
high, that dividend income as a return on investment was low and that we had
no rationally based sense of security to combat the danger of major selloffs by
one or more of the institutional investors who made the market what it is.

When we questioned the advisers, they made two basic replies: (1) How can
you quarrel with success? and (2) We have to be able to move a lot of stock
without upsetting things and there are only a limited number of situations
where this can be done. I sensed also that despite large research staffs, the bank
people felt limited in their ability to be "experts in everything." The salesmen
or account executives for the banks were not themselves security experts, but
were required to defend the underlying investment program of the bank.

Recently there has been much written about the two-tier market: some stocks
favored by the large institutional investors and often showing a high price-to-
earnings ratio and a much larger number of issues not favored and showing
a low price-to-earnings ratio. Typical of the current literature was the article in
the July issue of Fortune by Carol J. Loomis, which presented persuasive evidence
that a bear market for most stocks not favored by the institutions has existed
for five years.

Officers of companies in the second grouping are often thoroughly depressed.
By dint of mighty effort they increase profits, only to see the market value or
P-E of their stock plummet. They want to expand and grow but the value of
what they have to offer is downgraded. They turn to brokers, investment bankers,
economists and market experts and commentators. What do they hear? Only
that these things go in cycles, that the investor always returns to the market
and will this time too. Or that some big institutional investor will have to get
a black eye before any significant change occurs. At any rate, they are told, given
the power of the big institutional- investors who have to put out the money and
the counter-pulls which dissuade the retail investor, nothing is likely to help
until the major portfolios begin to change.

NO SIMPLE ExPLANATION

There is probably no single, simple explanation of the phenomenon of the two-
tier market, but those companies which don't benefit from it and those portfolio
managers who are uneasy about their fiduciary responsibilities should be even
more deeply concerned than they seem to be so far.

The matter has been considered from many angles and certain hypotheses can
be offered :

1. The two-tier market is an expression and effect of the monopoly of money
management. Given the early Investor experience with such wonders as IBM,
it was inevitable that those with large sums to invest would be similarly at-
tracted. The concentration of funds then begins to have a circular effect, each
investment act tending to encourage another and each supporting all others. The
reverse occurs with those securities which are not favored. This condition, conta-
gious throughout the money management field, has the quality of a self-fulfilling
prophecy,

2. The effect of the two-tier market is to confuse the individual or retail inveo
tor and cause him to lose confidence in the market. If earnings are not reflected in
the price and the price is not reflected in earnings, where can the investor turn?
And why should he put his money in the stock market?

3. If a few institutions controlling vast sums have the power to profoundly
affect the market, the purpose and value of the free market is lost, or rather
there is not really a free market upon which buyers and sellers can depend, nor
one from which a company in offering its shares can expect reasonably equal and
rational treatment or response.

4. The most pessimistic hypothesis of all is that the two-tier market reflects a
loss of confidence in the American economy and in the general outlook. There Is
a strong suggestion that we are experiencing a collapse of values: political,
moral and economic. The business and investment communities have been shocked
at the stunning pace at which other national economies are rising and the con-
sequent need for dollar devaluations, two of them in a short time. If investment
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is a form of discounting the future and the future looks insecure, it is reasonable
for all investors, wholesale and retail, to seek the companies which on the basis
of past performance seem to have the most secure future.

5. Institutional investing Is all that is left because the individual Investor has
tended to lose confidence in Wall Street. The back office messes, thefts of securi-
ties, the capital shortage crunches all hurt. After 40 years of "full disclosure,"
self regulation and discipline and the SEC, the investor still experiences a too-
frequent disaster in the very issues which have been touted In the Street and
most widely publicized for their success, Consider LTV, Equity Funding, Litton,
Levitz.

It has been consistent national policy that the concentration of economic power
tending toward monopoly is per se wrong. This is, as the Oongress and courts
have held, because it 13 alleged to restrain trade and discourage enterprise and
opportunity. A case could be made that when financial power is concentrated, the
effect on the American enterprise system is compounded by channeling invest-
ments before the conventional defenses against market control and other forms
of monopoly can come into play. The institutionalized two-tier market was not
recognized at the time of the Temporary National Economic Committee studies
several decades ago. Is it time for an in-depth analysis of this new phenomenon
by a well qualified public body?

On an immediate, practical level the two-tier market has handicapped many
companies with good operating records and fundamental values on their books.
Executives of these non-favored companies believe the noney managers have
lost their perspective and have adopted dubious new standards of value which
have influenced all buyers. As a result there are many real bargains available
but no takers except for some foreign Investors who are entering the market with
cheaper dollars.

There may be other reasons for a weak market. Perhaps our values are dis-
torted by the generally higher multiples which existed in the mid-60s. What is
a reasonable multiple for a well-run company In today's market? Is there a
sure-fire rule of thumb?

In the face of today's competing tax-free municipal bonds returning close to 6%
and corporate bonds paying more than 81/,%, it would seem to take a P-E
ratio as low as 7 to 10 to make common stocks a good Investment compared to
bonds and other money market issues. Then what about the soundness of
Polaroid at 80; McDonald's. 57; Disney, 53; Johnson & Johnson, 50; Hewlett-
Packard, 45; Xerox, 43; Coca Cola, 42; American Hospital Supply, 40; of
American Home Products, 37?

These are fine companies, but is Avon at a P-E of 50 two and a half times as
good as Revlon? And is Avon, a marketer of what are equivalent to intangibles
six times as secure and desirable for Investment as General Motors, the epitome
of tangibles? Is an investment In Polaroid more than twice as good as an invest-
ment In the photographic market leader, Eastman Kodak? Or Is the value of a
dollar earned by Polaroid 20 thnes as great as the same dollar earned by Ford?
Why? Prove it as a future prospect?

THE LESSON OF HISTORY

Unless the two-tier market reflects a permanent lack of confidence in the fu-
ture of most American enterprise, history tells us there will be a change. And
when it happens, a lot of people and pension funds could take a bath. Reverse
leverage can be a terrible thing. Contemplate the insecurity of a pension fund
with large holdings in some of these super-high multiple stocks. If these invest-
ments returned to even a high-but within reason-multiple, the fund, to remain
sound, would have to reach back for a lot of new money.

Since, based on history, the two-tier market seems to be an aberration, it Is
likely that it will pasm. How?

By legislation attempting to control the money managers? A slow process.
By Improving the dividend payouts of the low P-E ratio companies? Though

attitudes have changed with the reduction in maximum income tax rates and
higher capital gains rates, there is still insufficient hard evidence that higher
dividends will attract Investors.

By reason of mounting fears among the money managers that they are mutually
trapped by their common strategy and that they and their clients could be the
victims of a sudden collapse of values?

This last would seem to be the most likely development. The thoughtful man-
agers must right now be considering how-and how fast-they can avoid it.
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How can they get off the hook? How can they make significant changes in
their portfolios without causing too much damage? It seems likely that it
will be impossible for them to avoid some severe losses. But they still must make
the changes.

Some students of the stock market feel that any pressure on the high multiple
market leaders will cause the entire market to sell off. Short term, this probably
will happen, But the next effect will probably be that. as the high multiple
stocks are sold, investment funds will be selectively channeled into worthy stocks
that have been neglected. As different stocks become the beneficiaries of the
enormous purchasing power of the institutions, they will rise in price. There
will still be substantial differences in market evaluation of stocks, but there
will not be a two-tier market as we have known it.

The final effect, given a satisfactory general business and political atmosphere
unrelated to the practices of the money managers, is that the investing public
will be encourged to come back to the market.

[Prom the New York Times, July 31, 1973]
MARKET PLACE: STOCK DUMPING BY INSTITUTIONS

(By Robert Metz)

If an investor buys stock in a company only tosee that stock fall dramatically
a day later when an institution dumps a major position, he can hardly be blamed
if his confidence in the underlying structure of the stock market sinks.

Yet this kind of thing has been happening to investors on a fairly regular
basis for several years now, and the effect has been to temper enthusiasm
for a market that no longer can be depended upon to provide orderly, gradual
price changes.

There are people in Wall Street who argue that, when a mutual fund dumps
tens of thousands of shares and knocks the price substantially lower, it reflects
a decision taken collectively on behalf of thousands of shareholders-the once-
removed shareholders of the fund.

But Paul Kolton, chairman of the American Stock Exchange, has become
increasingly outspoken in his criticism of institutional dumping. He made the
case strongly last week before the subcommittee on financial markets of the
Senate Finance Committee.

"There is now widespread agreement that there should be periodic disclosure
by fall financial] institutions of information relating to their activities and
holdings in the markets, similar to disclosures now required by the S.E.C. of
mutual funds," he testified.

He endorsed in principle a measure, Introduced last week In the Senate, that
would provide such disclosure. He had not had a chance at the time, he testi-
fled, to study the bill. He said he thought such a measure would have a "salutory
effect on the patterns of institutional activity in the market.

"Beyond the question of disclosure, we think it timely to develop clear guide-
lines concerning the methods and patterns of institutional trading," Mr. Kolton
said.

This suggestion is based on our view that the demands that institutions make
on the markets are often greater than the markets are reasonably designed
to fulfill.

"This suggestion is based on our view ,that the demands that institutions make
on the markets are often greater than the markets are reasonably designed to
fulfill.

"For example, where an institutional investor has acquired a large position in
a stock over an extended period of time. it may be unreasonable to expect the
markets to absorb that position within a few hours-or minutes.

"One effect of such sudden dumping of positions is to change drastically
the market price of a security, even though no fundamental corporate events
have occurred which would alter the security's inherent value."

He said that, when price fluctuations of this kind occurred only because of
a decision by an investment manager to liquidate a position, public confidence
could be expected to suffer.

"Over the years, one of the hallmarks of the United States exchanges has
been the orderliness and gradualness with which price changes normally oc-
cur," Mr. Kolton said.
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"This has done a great deal to inspire public confidence and participation.
And the stockholders today who sees a large percentage of the paper value
of his holdings disappear during one trading session is likely to be wary of those
markets and of the market mechanism Itself."

,Mr. Kolton then suggested something other commentators have been urging-
liiting an Institution's sales over a given period of time.

"For example," Mr. Kolton said, "perhaps an institution's volume should be
limited to a given percentage of average weekly volume on the exchange during
the previous few weeks.

"This is a technique the Amex has used over the years in connection with so-
called shelf distributions. In this procedure, selling stockholders and cor-
panics undertake to Sell securities in an orderly manner, generally over a period
of time, and the results have been markedly satisfactory."

Mr. Kolton did not say so, but it 'has seemed to many observers that stock
prices have gotten out of line on occasions in which the institutional investors
have acted in what might be termed "inadvertent conspiracy." A stock like
Levitz Furniture becomes popular and no one wants to sell, thus 'tipping the
applecart, until It is demonstrated emphatically that the price has gotten out of
line by any reasonable standard.

This tacit understanding-if indeed it does exist-leads to further and further
accumulation until someone panics and sells out.

If an Institutional investor's selling instincts were affected by artificial volume
limits like those Mr. Kolton is suggesting, then the temptation to ride a stock
into the upper atmosphere might well be tempered.

HEARD ON THE STnT

(By Charles J. Elia)

The stock market's two-tier system-the boon of bank trust departments and"
the bane of most of the rest of Wall Street-hasn't exactly collapsed, but
technical analysists are starting to think it may be in the process of becoming
maybe Just 1 tiers.

It's still early to say for sure, but the market's gyrations during the past three.
months have emitted cluep of changes. Technicians assessing those clues
believe that institutional fascination with 40 or 50 quality growth stocks.
that comprised the top tier is growing relatively less pronounced, if not want-
ing, and that money is beginning to flow into some of the once-shunned stocks
having low price-earnings multiples.

"Some of our broader indexes held above their earlier summer lows last
week-while the Dow Jones industrial average and the Standard & Poor's com-
posite index dropped to new lows," says Stephen C. Leuthold, of Piper, Jaffray
& Hopwood Inc. "rhe market is broadening out."

Contrary to expectations of some analysts, high-powered growth stocks
favored by banks and other institutional investors haven't cracked and collapsed'
as a group, although a few individual issues have tumbled.

But many have weakened , along with the rest of the market, and have been,
outstripped in their recovery ability by such prosaic stocks as papers, aluminums
aid machinery.

"You're beginning to see a big rotation of Interest into cyclical secondary
stocks -says John D. Greely, analyst at McQuade Curd Sullivan Inc. Mr.
Greeley, who has done extensive studies of the divergence between high-multiple
growth stocks and the rest of the market sees in this development a greater
willingness of institutional managers to put new-money inflows into cyclicals
with large c4pitalizations.

"The leading averages haven't been representative for a while," comments
Mr. Greeley. "There's growing recognition that the average stock made its low
more than two months ago and that growth stocks aren't completely immune
to an economic downturn. Money managers aren't dumping growth stocks but
they're apprehensive enough about having to pay up for high multiples that
they're directing their inflow of new money into stocks with a strong outlook
and lower P-Es."

Another analyst says some of the redirected investment decisions may have
,policy overtones as well as an investment rationale. "I know of several large
trust departments in banks which have gotten the word from upper-levet
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management to stop fooling around with high P-E stoie and start buying
'value' stocks," he says. Large banks, he suggests, are concerned that the
market's two-tier structure might lead to efforts in Washington to regulate
institutional trading. Banks also have been hearing protests on this score from
some of their corporate customers whose low-multiple stocks have been long
depressed, he adds.

For whatever reason-and the signs are still tentative--technical analysts
believe the market's character has changed this year, particularly in the past
several months. Interest in secondary-type stocks, demonstrated most dramatic-
ally during a sharp market rally in July, has persisted although leading aver-
ages have since dropped to new lows. The Dow Jones industrial average set
its year-to-date low of 851.90 on Aug. 22. It closed yesterday at 883.48.

A review of several indicators by Ralph J. Acampora, Jr., technical analyst
at Harris, Upham & Co., indicates that in the past month a broad measure of
stocks held onto more of the summer-rally gains between June 25 and July 27
than did either the popular averages or Harris, Upham's glamour-growth stocks
index,

Between Jan. 1 and last Tuesday's close, most stocks were still worse off
than the averages. In that period, the Dow Jones Industrial average fell 15.5%,
Harris Upham's glamour-growth indext was down 20.7% and the Value Line
index of 1,400 stocks was down 27.1%.

But a look at what happened after June 25 indicates the broadest of these-
the Value Line index-did better in both the July rally and the subsequent
decline to the Aug. 22 lows. On that roller-coaster ride, the Dow Jones average
rose 7.8% and then dropped 9.1%, and the glamours went up 7.2% and then
fell 6.8%, but the 1,400-stock Index climed 11.3% and then declined only 8.6%.

Mr. Acampora believes the market's apparent change of tempo has been pre-
ceded by a major period of "distribution" by rage holders of Some of the most
broadly held growth stocks. Distribution Is the technician's way of describing
steady and increasingly persistent selling of stocks near a top in their price
trends. "In a distribution phase, sellers ar moving their stocks out during rallies,"
says Mr. Acampora, "and they become more aggressive as they go along."

Mr. Acampora interprets his charts of price movements as indicating that
major distribution has been going on for some time in the more widely held
big-inestor favorites, particularly Erxon, Du Pont, McDonald's, IBM, Standard
Oil (Calif.), Standard Oil (Indiana) and Xerox. He considers recent rebound
moves by some of these stocks "strictly technical." Here's how he sees each of
them on a technical chart basis:

Exxon: Major selling between 103 and 95 indicates it could drop to the mid-
70s. It closed yesterday at 89%. Du Pont: Vulnerable to the 135 area. It closed
yesterday at 160. MDonald's: If near-term support at 53-55 is broken, a drop
to the mid-30s could occur. It closed at 66% yesterday. IBM: Renewed selling
after summer rally enhanced prospects of a 250-260 target. It closed yesterday at
304Y.

California Standard: Intermediate to long term, a drop to the 50s is possible. It
closed yesterday at 66%. Indiana Standard: Having broken out below an eight-
month range between 81 and 91 recently, downside target is the low- to
mid-60s. It closed yesterday at 81Y. Xerox: The 140-145 level is critical, and
a drop below 140 could signal a potential decline to the 110-120 area. The
stock closed yesterday at 155%.

(From the New York Times, Sept. 5. 1973]

MARKET PLACE: P-E RATIos PosE PARADOX

(By Robert Metz)

Here is a stock-market paradox.
Company A earned substantially more money than Company B during the five-

year period ended in 1972.
Would not one think that the stock of Company A would sell at a significantly

higher price-earnings ratio than that of Company B?
Actually, the answer to that question is no. For in chalking up its record,

Company A did exceptionally well in the first year of those five years; dropped
the ball in the second year and, despite year-to-year gains thereafter, didn't
manage to surpass the first year's earnings until the fifth year.
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Company B, for its part, tacked gain upon gain, having started from a sub-
stantially lower base in 1968. The actual figures on earnings per share follow:

Year Company A Company 8

9 ....................................................................... $ 00 $1.24
9 ................... ................................... .8 1.7
1971....................................................... 1. 1.89

12................... ........................... 2.914 2.16

Total share Gamtln (5 years) .............................................. 9.69 8.48
Dividends (5 years ....................................................... 6.00 6.38

'Now -the average investor might went to give Company B higher marks be-
cause it has shown an ability for a five-year period to tack one substantial earn-
ings gain on another.

'Still, Company A has shown that after a setback it had enough resiliency to
recover, keep its dividend rolling and even surpass the five-year record of Com-
pany B.

'Let's say you are an investment manager for a mutual fund, bank pension
fund or some other major organization that invests huge sums of the public's
money.

Would you place a substantial premium on Company B, according it, say, twice
the price-earnings multiple of Company A? Well, perhaps that's a bit much.
After all, the dividend has been better for the owner of Company A.

A look at the market itself shows just how the two companies are valued.
As recently -as Aug. 28, Company A was selling at a price-earnings ratio of 0
and Company B at 50.

The companies: Amerace and Avon Products.
This example offered by V. T. Norton, chairman of the board of the Amerace

Corporation, is dramatic evidence of the absurdity of the current two-tier mar-
ket-even though Mr. Norton is an interested -party.

1Xr. Norton is philosophic about the situation--to a degree. But in -his capacity
as oi co-trustee with-a large institution, is rankled by the "usual recommenda-
tions" from the institution: ". . . [We recommend the following stocks], which
have superior growth in both earnings and dividends which entitles them to the
high multiples they enjoy."

In response to that specific recommendation, he replied:
"I do not agree with you. A substantial portion of these high multiples is

caused by what has been labeled an 'inadvertent conspiracy' created when the
Institutions get on end ride. Having taken major positions for themselves or their
clients, their continued recommendations or purchases of these stocks may well
be in fact a conflict of interest.

"Where there is adequate recognition of how pension trust money is siphoned
from deserving corporations into trust departments which then invest the money
disproportionately in the 'favored fifty' stocks, regulations may follow. Capital-
needed corporations hat created this money should not be deprived of its in-
vestment benefits."

Mr. Norton added that no one would "quarrel" with the premise that good con-
tinuous earnings should be attractive to investors. "Some companies," he said,
"should enjoy higher price-earnings multiples than others. However, this does
not Justify the stratospheric multiples in the stocks that are the darlings of the
money managers."

(Prom the New York Times, Sept. 0, 1978]

MARKET PLACE: PUXLIO CAPITAL HARD To FIND

(By Robert Metz)

Hundreds of promising corporations that need money to survive have learned
that banks are not the only source of capital that is priced out of reach.

The public, traditional source of growth capital, has also become too selective
'to make funds available at reasonable cost. The public 19 undoubtedly influenced
by the current stock market, which values most stocks at bargain levels and still
finds no ready takers.
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Whatever the reason, the potential cost of money from thi source is so high
.s to make it, in effect, unavailable to scores of corporations important to the
nation's future.As an indication of the scope of the problems, common shares offered the In-
vesting public in the first half of 1973 totaled $1.2 billion, compared with $4.8-
billion in the first half of 1972; with the bulk in both cases representing secondary
financings by major corporations.

More clearly indicating the degree to which the market has dried up for young
corporations is the fact that there were only 18 initial public offerings, in which
$5-million or more were sought, in the first six months of this year, compared with
149 in the comparable 1972 period.

The time of stress, while worsening, goes back some time.
Item: In 1971, the International Hydronies Corporation of Princeton, N..T.,

was unable to find financing for a highly sophisticated plant in the Chicago area
with potential to treat 75 million gallons of concentrated chemical wastes a year
and thus reduce environmental pollution.

Both the company president and the underwriter pounded the streets of Chi-
cago in a futile effort to sell shares in the then-raging bear market. Finally, a
socially conscious bank bought a substantial part of the issue and this broke the
roadblock. But proceeds of a bit less than $1.3-million-falied to cover building
-costs in a period of rampant Inflation.

While more financing would have been readily available in a period of normal
capital markets, the corporation had to resort to bank loans that could only be
secured through collateral pledged by two well-connected directors.

Without the high-cost loans, the plant would never have been completed at a
time when pollution control is high on the list of national priorities,

Today, things would be worse still. Peter A. (Tony) Russ, vice president for
corporate financing at Thomson & MeKinnon Auchincloss, Inc., estimates that a
small corporation such as International Hydrants would have to pay well over the
-9% per cent prime rate to borrow from the banks and have to leave more money
on deposit-the so-called compensating balance.

The brokerage firm official gave this example of these costs in comparison
with those on the public capital market for a small growing corporation.

If the corporation wanted to make a $2-million capital improvement, it might
borrow $1.7-mIllion of that sum from a bank.

The corporation would probably have to pay a raw rate of 11 per cent. A 20
per cent compensating balance would raise the total cost of the money to 13%
per cent, a year. That the brokerage official pointed out, would call for a "very
substantial rate of return on the installation just to break-even,"

Such costs, needless to say, increase the risk to all shareholders since a cutback
'in orders or production delay could cripple, even kill) the struggling company.

Now the public market. Assume that the company was doing well, and was in
a reasonably attractive field while the stock market was in a more bullish phase.
Its shares could sell at, say, 15 times earnings. If the capital were raised through
the public market under those conditions, the relative cost of the $1.7-million
would probably be from 6 to 8 per cent, even allowing for the stock dilution.

But in today's capital market, the company would be more likely to bear a price-
earnings ratio of 0-or even less. making the cost of money by way of the public
route excessive-if it were available at all.

M r. Russ spoke of an apparel company that would ordinarily command the
Industry's traditional price-earnings ratio of 7-10 and that recently withdrew a
planned public offering In disgust.

The company related its financing prospects to an established apparel company
whose price-earnings ratio dropped to about 2% times, based on a projection of
current fiscal earnings. The second company had earned $1.12 a share two years
ago, $2.81 last year and was expected to earn $4.50 to $5 a share in the current
fiscal year. It is now selling at 13.

Curiously, there are pockets of interest even in these market doldrums. The
worldwide grain shortage which has led President Nixon to put back into produc-
tion the nearly 60 million acres fariners have been paid not to farm (Soil Bank)
bas brought renewed interest in related fields. A new issue of a hybrid-corn pro-.
ducer is expected to be a popular one.

it will be a rare item If it- is and will simply dramatize the extraordinary and
harmful effects of a market that is selective on the one hand andblinded to Value
on the other.
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(From the New York Times, Sept. 12, 19781

MMZZT PLACE: INVESTMENT ROLE OF -INSTITUTIONS

(By Vartanig. G, Vartan)

United States Senators are becoming big drawing cards for luncheon meetings
of the New York Society of Security Analysts, a group that usually listens to cor-
porate executives and stock-market observers.

Next Monday, the society will play host at its 15 William Street meeting place
to Senator Lloyd Bentsen Jr., the Texas Democrat.

It is expected that the Senator will shed some light on the role of institutional
Investors, which have. become the big guns of the stock market in recent years.

Senator Bentsen is chairman of the Senate Subcommittee on Financial Markets,
which held public hearings in Washington this summer while examining the im-
pact of institutional investors on the securities scene.

Senator Bentsen's remarks will be of prime interest to the society, a spokesman
said, inasmuch as one-half of its 5,000 members belong to financial institutions,
such as banks, insurance companies and mutual funds.

The institutions often deal in large blocks of stock and this form of trading can
cause volatile swings in the price of individual issues. It is understandable, there-
fore, that this practice helps to disillusion many small investors-often to the
point where they elect to stay out of the stock market.

Thomas Hart Wilkins, who manages investment research for the Royal-Globe
insurance Companies, is the man who has arranged for Senator Bentsen's
appearance. Mr. Wilkins even has drafted some possible questions that mem-
bers of the audience may put to the Texau after lunch-and the prepared
address-.Is over.

Among those questions are the following:
Does the Senator favor disclosure of stock-portfolio holdings by institutions?
Does he favor lowering the capital gains tax in order to increase the incentive

of holders to sell stocks with large capital gains and then allocate the money
to new ventures?

Should institutions be prevented from "dumping" large blocks of stocks sud-
.denly on the market and thereby create an immediate impact on prices?

These are meaty questions and the analysis undoubtedly will come up with
-other queries, since that is part of their stock in trade.

On the matter of the capital gains tax, however, it should be noted that many
institutional investors are--unlike the individual investor-exempt from such
tax liability.

The biggest Senatorial drawing card at these analyst luncheons was Senator
George McGovern Aug 29 of last year during the heat of the Presidential
campaign.

Inl his appearance, Senator McGovern outlined a new program of tax reforms
and moderated his approach to welfare reform. He also implored the nation's
investors to accept both out of economic self-interest and in a spirit of "social
responsibility."

Senator McGovern, of course, caused termors in the stock market during the
1972 campaign, to the point where falling prices were described as "a McGovern
market."

"It was shoulder to shoulder with McGovern," remarked Mr. Wilkins yesterday
as he described the crowd Jamming into the second-floor meetingplace.

The turnout was s6 dominated by reporters, politicians, political followers
and television crews, in fact, that the analysts were a minority group. Box
lunches were served in place of the standard set meals.

"Senator McGovern's speech was interrupted at least 19 times by applause,"
one reporter wrote, 'Abut the clapping rarely spread beyond a small group that
appeared to include some of his staff."

END OF TRADITION

A small tradition has fallen by the wayside at Merrill Lynch. Pierce. Fenner &
Smith, Inc. In the past, whenever a customer reinvested $500 or more that hiad
been kept in his Merrill Lynch account as a cash balance, the world's biggest
brokerage firm credited the account with 1 per cent a year on the reinvested
cash.

"We are eliminating this payment on any new cash balances created after the
end of August," Merrill Lynch has informed its customers.
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The reason? "Our customers are finding more productive ways to put their
excess funds to work," responds the firm.

Much of the idle cash is going into Treasury bills and fixed-income securities-
or straight into bank accounts.

HEAnM ON THE STREET

(By Charles J. Ella)

Managing billions of dollars in corporate pension funds may have become
the most glamorous game in town in recent years, judging from the aura of
power that surrounds the bigger Wall Street institutions. Behind the mystique,
however, many pension fund managers have as much trouble coping with a long
market decline as anyone else.

One of the biggest names in the business is Morgan Guaranty Trust Co. At the
start of 1973, Its trust department was managing $27.4 billion of investments,
with about 650 corporate employe-benefit plans accounting for $16.5 billion of the
total.

Aside from listing Its largest holdings in each of the past two years, Morgan
Guaranty hasn't made known its investment results until now, except to trust
department clients, maintaining that'there isn't any such thing as a representative
account and that any figures it disclosed might be misleading.

The disclosure logjam is easing, at least in part. The bank has made available
annual statements on its "pooled" funds, separate entities run much like mutual
funds. It uses these commingled funds in managing part of most clients' pension
money, investing a portion of each account in the pooled funds on a unit-value
basis, similar to the net asset value per-share method used by mutual funds.

The bank has eight of these funds. Together, they have assets of $3.2 billion.
Five are invested In bonds, rural estate, mortgages and money-market instru-
ments. More closely followed by Wall Street, if only on the rumor route, are
three diversified stock funds of varying aggressiveness.

The scorecard is in for the three stock funds for their fiscal year ended last
Sept. 30. By way of comparison, in those 12 months the Dow Jones industrial
average was off 0.6%, Standard & Poor's 500-stock index was off 1.9% and the
New York Stock Exchange composite Index was off 3.4%. Here's how Morgan
Guaranty's big pooled stock funds did:

The Special Situations fund, which had assets of $918 million on Sept. 30, 1972,
and of $971 million at year-end'1972, ended last Sept. 30 with assets of $748 mil-
lion. An aggressive fund geared to investment in less seasoned, "emerging" com-
panies, it realized gains of $02 million but had unrealized losses of $221 million.
On a unit-value basis, investorg lost 18% before dividends.

The Intermediate fund, invested in medium-sized companies, boosted its assets
from $570 million on Sept. 30, 1972, to $625 million in the next 12 months but,
because of a large Inflow of new money and more units, it fell 11% on a unit-value
basis. The fund took in $120 million of new money from Investor-clients but had
realized losses of $31 million and unrealized losses of $34 million.

The Common Stock fund, oriented toward quality growth stocks and estab-
lished companies, did relatively better than the other two, dropping about 2%
In unit value. Assets rose to $513 million from $444 million. Realized losses were
minimal but unrealized losses ran to $11 million.

Samuel R. Callaway, executive vice president of Morgan Guaranty, says calen-
dar 1973 results aren't in yet but that he expects the pooled funds did worse than
the averages for the full year particularly the more volatile special situations
and intermediate funds, Just as they tend to swing further on the upside in rising
market periods. The popular averages were down 17% to 19% in calendar 1973.

The Special Situations fund did somewhat more selling than buying of stocks
in fiscal 1973, disposing of $202 million-worth while adding back $194 million
worth.

Eliminated were 208,200 shares of Loew's Corp., 200,012 shares of Revco D.S.,
479,200 shares of Rite-Aid Corp., 1,055,400 shares of Levitz and 674,358 of MGIC
Investment. The fund realized a profit of $15 million on Its Levltz sale, Indicat-
ing It got out at about $25 a share; yesterday, the stock close at 3%.

Although MGIC was disposed of on the fund's books at a profit of nearly $44
million, Mr. Callaway says it wasn't an open-market sale. "When companies get
too big for the fund, we disperse the shares Into the pension accounts directly,"
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he explains. "That's what we did with MGIC." Some of the stock, in fact, showed
up as a purchase by the Common Stock fund, which boosted its holdings of MOIC
to 168,670 shares.

Other stocks sold by the Special Situations fund included Tiffany, Tropicana,
Minnetonka Labs, Dreyfus Corp. and Capital Cities Broadcasting. The fund
took losses of nearly $6 million in heavy selling of once-favored mobile home
and building stocks. Nearly $22 million worth were eliminated, including 405,000
shares of Champion Home Builders.

Among the largest purchases by the Special Situation fund were Marriott (the
fund held 872,878 shares on Sept. 80), Ponderosa, Lowe's Cos., Molex, Hartz
Mountain, Damon and Colonial Penn Group, and Associated Coca Cola. New-

comers to the portfolio included Almaden, Northrup-King, Pioneer Hi-Bred,
Mary Kay Cosmetics, Gilbert Associates, and John H. Harland Co.

Some of the fund's unrealized losses stem from unregistered "investment let-
ter" stock. There were 24 such issues in the portfolio, valued at about half their
$53 million cost. Among them: $4.2 million of National Student Marketing car-
ried on the books as being worth $170,000.

One of the biggest losses realized by the Intermediate fund's portfolio sales
was $6.9 million on 830,733 shares of Penn Life. The fund also is carrying as
worthless 375,000 shares of Equity Funding Corp., which cost $16 million.

[Fromn the New York Times, Jan. 15, 19741

MARKET PLACE: INFLATION MAxEs TAX BLITZ BxooEm

(By Robert Metz)

If the individual is turning away from the stock market, it is not hard to find
reasons why.

In the first place the market has been unrewarding to all but the most astute
investors since 1969, when a sustained bear market began that continues today.

For individuals with strong stomachs there was always the short side of the
market, But one had to be nimble, indeed, to make money buying stock In one
of the few sustained rallies since 196.

Even long-term investors are stymied If they have profits and wish to realize
them. For capital gains taxes are going to have a considerable impact in this era
of substantial inflation.

Charles W. Cole, president emeritus of Amherst College, gives this example
of what has been happening.

In an effort to make his point fairly, Mr. Cole has assumed a relatively low
rate of inflation--certainly a much lower rate than we see today.

Assume then that the rate of Inflation has been 8 per cent a year since an
individual bought stock for $72,000 on June 80, 1955. Assume further that the
investor has done well enough to increase the value of his portfolio by two-thirds
at the end of 1973.

His securities would be worth close to $125,000. As Mr. Cole points out, he
would have a sum equal in purchasing power to his original investment.

Nevertheles, he would have to pay capital gains taxes presently ranging up to
about 25 per cent of his gain of $53,000.

Even worse off is the investor who made the same investment on June 80, 1955
and sold for $100,000 at the end of the month.

In terms of purchasing power he has actually lost $26,000, and yet he will be
required to pay capital "gains" taxes on $28,000.

Using a more recent example and assuming an inflation rate of 3 per cent, a
$10,000 purchase on June 80, 1905, would have to be sold for $12,600 at the end
of last year to bring equal purchasing power. But even if the Investor sells his
shares at $11,000 for a purchasing power loss of $1,500 he owes capital "gains"
taxes on $1,000.

States Mr. Cole:
"In countries such as Chile or Brazil where inflation has been perennial, people

are well aware that a tax on capital gains is frequently a tax on actual losses.
"If we continue to have even moderate inflation, this realization will gradually

come home to us. And with It may come the thought that since inflation is to a

large degree the result of the policies of the Federal Government, taxes should
be designed to be reasonably fair to those affected by those policies.
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AVERAGES AND PRIZES

In speaking of the stock market 'in terms of averages it is easy to forget that
the market is made up of stocks. Thus, while the Dow-Jones Industrials were at
roughly the same level on Dec. 81, 1970, and Dec. 81, 1978, the average was
brought to those levels through an entirely different combination of prices last
month. Here are the Dow-Jones Industrials and the prices for the stocks in the
average--with 1970 prices adjusted as necessary to account for stock splits.

DOW JONES INDUSTRIAL AVERAGE

1970: 1973: 1970: 1973:
De.31 closing average 838.95 850.86 Dec. 31 closing average 838.95 850.86

Allied Chem .................. $24 49 nt Nckle .5. 35!4
Alum Co Am ................. 57 721 Int Paper ................ . 35. 52
Amer Brands ................ 453 32 Johns Mansv .................-- - 4 16

Ame Cn .............. 304/ 26. Owens Illinois---------------5. 7 3011,
Amer Tel .................... 0  Procter & Gem ............... 5 9
Anaconda .................... P2oct Sears 776y,
Bethlehem SU ................ 22 33 Std OIl 2al-----------------... 34
Chrysler ..................... 28 15% Xon ......................... 73C 
DuPont ...................... 15 Swift--------------------30 241
Eastman Kodak--------------.754 116 Union Carb .................. 39 344General Elect1................. 146a 6 ----- -34/
General Foods ................ P e RNAr------------- 3 23General Motors ............... 80 l US. Steel ---------------- 32 371
Goodyear .................... 21 15 WestInghouse-............... 33 256
Int Harv ..................... 27$ 25t4 Woolworth ................... 18P4

I Adjusted for splits.

(From the New York Times, Ian. 17, 1974]

MARKET PLACe: A LOSING YEAR AT BANK FUNDS

(By Robert Metz)

Those closely guarded figures telling how well the major New York City banks
have done with their commingled corporate pension accounts have surfaced, dis-
closing stunning losses for 1978 almost all along the line.

With one exception, not a single bank managed to beat the leading market
averages with their massive commingled common funds and not one bank beat-an
average of growth funds with their more aggressive special equity accounts.

If a loss can be termed a good result, then the Bank of New York takes the prize
for a setback of Just 11.2 percent of its common stock fund, This compared with a
drop of 1.0 In the Dow-Jones Industrial average and a drop of 14.8 percent for
the Standard & Poor's Index of 500 industrials. Both averages have been ad-.
ousted to allow for reinvestment of dividends as have all results for the major
banks.

The Bank of New York also did the best work in its special equity fund, down
just 25.1 percent for the year; However, an average of growth funds, weighted to
give appropriate emphasis to funds of different size, was off Just 22.2 percent.

There had been a great deal of speculation that the major New York City
banks, with their alleged emphasis on the first tier of a two-tier market-the
Avon Products's, the Xeroxes, the I.B.M.s and Eastman Kodaks to name a few-
would fair poorly for the year as a result of heavy selling in the group late last
year.

Two banks in particular have been known for their preference for these
stocks-Morgan Guaranty Trust and U.S. Trust. Both did rather worse than the
rest of the banks. Morgan Guaranty's common fund was down 20.78 and Its
special equity fund, down 39.40. U.S. Trust dropped 22.85 percent in its common
fund and 42 percent In its special equity fund.

The commingled funds are by and large massive accounts with billions of dol-
lars in assets while the special equity accounts are much smaller, some with Just
a few millions in assets.

One commentator, when told of the results, said that gains of the last several
years had probably been wiped out for the special equity funds In many cases.
The banks have used these relatively small funds to show that they can be ggres-
sive and, until recently, to show that they can be right- as well.
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He also thought the first-tier stocks had been "bought fairly well"-that is at
relatively low prices several years ago. But the current figures suggest that they
not only rode them up, they rode them back down to ground zero,

But if the New York banks have had their troubles it Is nothing to what must
have happened to the small out-of-town banks. Many small banks discovered the
"nifty-fifty" were "outperformers" late i 1972 and early 1973. All they got for
their money was the down move.

The figures are passed around from bank to bank on a confidential basis. The
fact that United States Trust did not disclose its figures this time suggested to
some that the bank was In the lower range in performance for 1978.

A spokesman was unable to reach the officers to verify this late yesterday.

Common Special
fund fund

Bank of New York ....................................................... -11.2 -25.1
Chemical Bank .............................. "................................. -16.3 -23.9
h e Manha --t .......................--.........................-............. -17.94 -30.45

First National City ............................................................... -18.32 -32.5
Irving Trust...-................................................................ - -18.41 -35.54
Manufacturer's Hanover ........................................... ........ -20.18 -43.44
Morgan Guaranty ............................................................... -20.78 -39.46
U.S. Trust. ..................................................................... - 22.85 -42.0
Banker's Trust ................................................................. NA NA

-Jone Industrials ........................................................... -13.6 ..............
tndard Poor$ ............................................................. -14.8

Mutual Funds_....... ....------------......................... -18.7 ..............
Growth Funds .......- -22.2...... .......

All figures, including those for the market averages and the mutual funds,
assume reinvestment of dividends. Reintroduction of dividends for the D.J.I.
and S. & P. was done by Computer Directions Advisers. The same organization
provided the mutual fund averages, which are weighted in accordance with each
fund's asset size. The larger the fund, the more weight it gets.

3&MLL LYNCH1 ]IMPACT

The importance of Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith to stock exchange
liquidity was clearly evident yesterday.

When Merrill's computer went down preventing order transmission to the
exchange the New York Stock Exchange delayed the opening for 15 minutes.

The brokerage firm said that the computer problem was manual rather than
electronic and involved customer orders made after the close of trading on Tues.
day and stored on tape for execution at the opening yesterday.

The exchange said the purpose of the delay was to permit notification of all
member firms that the overnight Merrill orders would not be present when open-
ing prices were determined.

The explanation emphasized the critical Importance of Merrill to the market.
Accounting as it did for 12 per cent of securities traded on the Big Board in 1972
and somewhat more than that, it is believed, in 1973.

Brokers said that without Merrill there might have been substantial price
gaps. Apparently this was the feeling at the exchange. It was the first time in
exchange history that the opening was delayed because of malfunctioning of a
member firm's computer. Donald Regan was said to have been furious at the
decision, but he could not be reached for comment yesterday.

Dr. Malca, would you proceed with your testimony?

STATEMENT OF -DR. EDWARD MALCA, PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS,
RICHMOND COLLEGE OF CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORX

Dr. MALCA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am Edward Malca, professor of economics at Richmond College

of the City University of New York.
Mr. Chairman, I wish to thank you for this opportunity to present

my views on this issue. I would like to summarize my statement in one
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sentence. Unfortunately, while this might be appreciated, the subject
matter does not lend itself to such brevity.

The bill under consideration tries to come to grips with the dual
problems of increased institutionalization of the stock market and the
diminution of the role of the individual investor in the equities market.
If this trend should continue over a longer time span, it will pose a
serious threat to our efficient and highly liquid stock market. This
committee is no doubt well aware of the ramifications of such trends,
as evidenced by the extensive hearings conducted last year on the im-
pact of the institutional investor in the stock market.

In discussing the institutional investor, one must keep in mind that
private noninsured pension funds are, by far, the largest institutional
investor in the market today. In 1972, these pension funds owned 11
percent of all stocks traded on the New York Stock Exchange and
there is no doubt that this figure has risen to 12 percent by now. ka
year this group purchases more common stocks than all other institu-
tional investors combined. This concentration of fiancial assets is fur-
ther accentuated by the fact that 80 percent of these pension funds are
administered by bank trust departments. In fact, the 10 major banks
probably control close to 50 percent of all private pension assets.

The increasing tendency of the institutional investor to dominate
the stock market has been well documented. Among the many indi-
cations are: (a) In 1973, institutions accounted for an estimated 73
percent of the volume on the New York Stock Exchange. Just a dec-
ade earlier, these same institutions accounted for only 35 percent of
this daily volume.

(b) A recent New York Stock Exchange survey estimated that all
institutions, including trust departments, own 45 percent of all stocks
traded on the exchange. I

(o) During the four quarters ending September 30, 1973, financial
institutions made net purchases of common stocks totaling in excess
of $7 billion. In fact, during the year 1972, they purchased over $10.7
billion in stocks.

(d) Block trading increased substantially during the last decade.
In the third quarter of 1973, there were 6,980 blocks-4_rades of 10,000
or more shares-traded, comprising 167.1 million shares. The market
value of block trading for the first 9 months of 1973 was $16 billion.

(e) At the end of 1972, the top 10 bank trust departments owned the
following percentages of these companies: 30 percent of Polaroid;
almost 30 percent of Xerox; over 30 percent of Avon; and over 35 per-
cent of Walt Disney.

(f) Private noninsured pension assets stood at $154.3 billion at the
end of 1972. Of this total, 73.5 percent, or $113.4 billion, was in com-
mon stocks, For the first 9 months of 1973, these pensions were net
purchasers of $3.3 billion of common stocks.

In order to maintain an efficient stock market, it is necessary that
there be many participants with diverse views. With a significant con-
centration of the market in the hands of relatively few institutions,
efficiency is diminished. A possible misallocation of financial resources
may result.

This misallocation tends to distort relative market values and, in
turn, affects the ability of firms to obtain new equity capital.

This brings us to the controversial issue of the "two-tier market."
This situation was not created solely by the institutional investors, but
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rather has some assistance from the economic conditions of inflation,
interest rates, and governmental controls. However, without the sig-
nificant concentration of equity assets, this two-tier system could not
have developed and prosper.

There has been a decrease in the number of brokerage houses and
analysts. Furthermore, the concentration of equity assets has increased.
Thus, the number of differing opinions heard by the financial insti-
tutions has diminished significantly, causing an increased concurrence
in equity decisions. This in no way assumes conspiracy; rather, such
concurrence is the natural outgrowth of the aforementioned circum.-
stances.

'A possible remedy is to limit the stock holdings of pension managers.
By limiting their holdings to 5 percent of their aggregate discretion-
ary pension assets in any one equit security, these administrators are
forced to investing and investigate other securities. This provision will
encourage some of the bank trust departmentsf -diversify their hold-
ings into issues'that have not traditionally been institutions faorites,
This should help increase the efficiency of the market by deconcentrat-
ing investments.

I recently conducted a study, bank-administered commingled pen-
sion funds, ir-which I found that these funds increase their' port-
folio concentration during the 1960's.1 For the 1962-65 period, the aver-
age number of issues held by these commingled pension funds was 60,
while for the later period, 1966-70, the numfiber of issues decreased by
It percent to 50 different equity securities. Concurrently, the funds
were growing at a 24-percent compounded rate. Thus, although these
funds were, on average, doubling in size every 4 years,, the number of
equity securities they held decreased, thus increasing their concentra-
tion.

I have every reason to believe that this trend has continued to the
present time. By limiting the holdings of bank trust departments to 5
percent of their total discretionary pension assets, this trend would
tend to be reversed. To better understand the magnitude of such con-
centration, one should realize that it has been estimated that, by 1980,
private pension funds will have assets of $269 billion. If th¢ percentage
in equities stays constant, they will hold over $190 billion in common
stocks.

The is-percent limitation on stock holdings is well within reason
and will not cause any grave hardships in the investment community.
Mutual funds and life insurance companies in New York have had
similar limitations with few negative effects. Such limits upon pen-
sion fund managers would tend to halt the escalating concentration
in the favorite 50.

The companion rule requires that pension managers hold no more
than 10 percent of any equity security of any one company with respect
to the aggregate discretionary pension accounts. This rule seems, in-
deed, tobe the minimum- step necessary in keeping the control of our
economy from being overly concentrated. In 1972, as noted earlier, the
top 10"ank trust departments' owned over 30 percent of Xerox
Polaroid Walt Disney, and Avon. This type of density of control
tends to influence management, and thus has potential for influencing
the direction of the corporation. Whether or not'this potential Onto61

i see p. 103.
29-148--74---7
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is utilized is not the significant issue, since the power exists and will be
exercised if the situation warrants it.

As mentioned previously, I conducted a study on bank-administered
commingled pension funds in which I attempted to ascertain whether
or not there was any distinction between the performance of large
banks and smaller banks. The results demonstrated that there was no
difference in performance between large and small banks, although the
former manage the lion's share of pension assets. Thus, a deconcentra-
tion of assets would be possible with no deterioration in performance.

The stock holding limitations under discussion will not apply to
investments in companies with capital accounts of less than N25 mil-
lion. It may be advantageous to raise this capital account exemption to
$35 million in light of current inflation. Also, the committee should
consider the possibility of including only a partial grandfather clause
in the provision on limitations of stock holdngs. Perhaps those pension
managers who have holdings above the stipulated limits should have 10
years to comply, while obviously adhering to these limitations for all
future purchases. This would be in the best long-term interests of both
the stock market and the economy.

The emphasis upon pension performance is very strong today, and
this will continue for the foreseeable future. The reasonI Rather
simple, for it has been estimated that a 1-percent increase in pension
performance reduces employer contribution by 25 percent, and thus
dramatically increasesprofits. This is no small expense, since in 1972
pension assets increased over $9 billion at book value, and most of this
was contributed by the employer.

In a recent survey, it was found that the cost of retirement benefits
relative to total payroll costs increased from 4.7 percent in 1967 to 5.5
percent in 1972. Contributions increased 50.3 percent during the 1967-
71 period and over 12 percent for each of the past 2 years.With pen-
sion costs continually increasing, corporations are emphasizing shorter
pension performance evaluation periods. This study also found that,
for their performance evaluation period, 42 percent of the firms allow
3 years or less, and 17 percent of these firms allow only'2 years or less.

In searching for a manner with which to increase the efficiency and
liquidity of the stock market the role of the individual investor always
comes to mind. It is the individual investor who helps maintain the
depth and the breadth of the market. Unfortunately, his appetite for
equities has been diminished. According to the New York Stock Ex-
change, in the beginning of 1972 there were 32.5 million individual in-
vestors and at the start of 1973, there were 800,000 fewer. It is esti-
mated that now at the start of 1974 there are between 30 and 31 million
investors-anotier substantial decrease. As a consequence, in 1978 the
individual investor accounted for approximately only 27 percent of the
New York Stock Exchange dollar volume.

The decreased influence of the small investor is well documented.
Some of the reasons are no doubt economic in nature-

Senator BNTSt . Dr. Malca, let me interrupt you there.
When you say he has 27 percent of that market, would it not be a fair

statement to say that probably a reasonable part of that 27 percent
might be made up of companies buying through their own accounts, be-
cause their multiples were so low that they were going into the market
and buying some of that ?
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Dr. IVALCA. Yes; that is possible, Senator.
Senator BENTsE. Well, you know you have a substantial number of

companies buying for their own accounts. I think that the amount of
so-called individual small investors' participation is even smaller thanwhat you say.,o imtDr.'ALeA. Well, this figure was obtained last week from an estimate

by an official at the New York Stock Exchange. It is possible that
many corporations are buying their own securities, and that number
may be lower than 27 ipreent.

Senator BxNrswr. Excuse me. I am sorry. I have to go present some
testimony on another bill of mine before another committee.

Out' problem is we have an energy hearing going this morning, a
serious hearing in the Senate Armea Services Committee, and I am
delighted to see Senator Bennett has arrived.

Senator Bennett, if you preside while I go testify-
Senator BxNnmr. Tell me where we are, and then I will be glad to.
Senator BExrszN. Dr. Malca has made some very cogent remarks

about this and has demonstrated a keen understanding of it,. lIe is
right in the middle of his testimony, at the bottom of page 9.

Senator B nmvr. And Mr. Schotlandf
Senator Bym~szx. He has testified, but we have not gone into

questions.
Senator BzwNimr. Are these the two gentlemen at the deskI
Senator Bzwre, That is correct.
Senator Biwsmrrm. Good.
Senator Bzswrsr. I want to pose just one question for the two of

them before I leave.
Mr. Lynn Townsend, who is going to be before us later this after-

noon, has given us some figures showing the book value and the mar-
ket value of McDonald's Hamburger and United States Steel. These
are very interesting numbers.

He is going to testify that McDonald's Hamburger at the end of
1972 had a book value of about $200 million and a recent market value
of about $2.1 billion; that United States Steel has a book value of $3.6
billion and a recent market value of $2.2 billion. So obviously, the
value of the stock is not related to the assets of the company. Aid it
is also very obvious that we are in short supply on steel capacity andseemingly have a plentiful suply of hamburger stands.

Nowl I want to know what kInd of a capital market we have that
makes it prohibitive for the steel industry to raise capital, but makes
it very easy to raise capital for hamburger stands? And that is my
concern, if you gentlemen would address yourselves to that problem.

Senator Bzsim-. It is obvious that in the present meat situation,
it is possible to extend hamburgers. , I

Mr. SoRo LmA . Senator, I tried to open up the discussion at just
that point in concluding my statement, where I referred to fried
chicken rather than hamburgers, and also to discount ftrniture. I was
told this weekend by a gentleman who is with an institutional investor
about a presentation Fn Europe I believe in the summer or fall ol
1972, that the repreAentative there from the Morgan Bank was singing
high the praises of Levitz Furniture.

Atid the person who told me the story said he simply pulled out
his notebook and did a little calculation' and saw that the value at
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that time of Levitz Furniture, according to the stock market, was $7
billion.

Senator Bzmrs;. Air. Callaway, you will have a chance to rebut
that.

Mr. ScuoTir D. I said that with that awareness, Senator. I think
the fact is the equity markets have, Senator caused distortions. I
think they have caused distortions because while we have basically
sound investors like Morgan, whatever the Levitz situation may have
been, we have also had the go-go type investors who, I am afraid, I
think will come--come back as soon as the market heats up. We need to
do things to limit the impact of this situation, such as the bill before
you r subcommittee.

Senator B xNm-r (presiding). Well, I walked in midstream with.
out having heard what has gone on, and so I will sit here, and if you
will tell me where you are about to take up, I will follow you.

DV. MALCA. 1 would like to reply to that question, Senator.
It was always the case that the value of a company was related to

the growth of earnings. '1lhe problem has been that the extreme be-
tween the growth companies and the more niate'o companies such as
United States Steels has been accentuated in recent year.. The reason
for this, I believe, is the increased concentration of financial assets in
the hands of relatively few i fistitutions. So the problem we now have
is that diverse views in the market have significantly diminished.

Because of this concentration, stocks with extreme growth and earn.
ings l)otential have very, very high price-earnings ratios. Meanwhile,
some very necessary companies such as United States Steel, which have
relatively' low growth earnings potential, find it very, very difficult
to raise "nw equity capital because of their low PE's. For example,
last week, or 2 weeks ago, Public Service Electric and Gas floated a
new equity issue, I beheve at 193/4. It was approximately $5 below
book value. Nonetheless, they needed this money and were willing to
dilute stockholders' earnings in order to raise capital in this way.

Until there is some sort of deconcentration of the assets which are
still in the hands of relatively few institutions, this situation of ex-
treme PE differentials between companies will continue to exist.

Senator BiNN;mr. Again, I cam6 in in the middle of things.
9ould this discrepancv be explained in any sense because everybody

sees a McDonald's hamburger stand on the corner and looks at the
crowds buying and thinks, that is something I can get into. I can
understanA it; it is simple, and United States-Steel is a distant opera.
tion with high technology and serious problems I

)l'. MALCA.. Senator, Ido not believe so. First of all, there are many
other companies, such as Wetson's and other hamburger stands. If any-
thing, I would think that U.S. Steel, with its high technology, its
basic product which is needed by al, and its lack of new competition,

Sould convey the image of a sound company. It ap pears to me that a
McDonald's hamburger company-it is not very difficult for another
company to produce a hambuirger. Many, many companies sell
hamburgers.

Senator BENNmr. I know, but no other company has a big sign with
an M that says "4 billion sold to date."
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Dr. MArc.A. Six, I believe It is today.
Senator BlPlp.x1TT. I am not a customer.
Mr. SCiiOTAND. You have not looked since yesterday..
Senator BEN m,. I just wonder if there is not some of that psychol.oogy in thle situation.
Dbr. -MALCA. Perhaps.
Senator BEtNN Eir. It is very obvious, it is very apparent to every-

body, and the growth is measured on their signs. It is obvious to every-
body that it is a growth company. I think there is some psychology
there.

Mr. ScIIoTi.ND. Senator, doubtless there is, but I think it is also
Important to notice that the public has not been exactly dominating the
markets lately, for one thing. For another thing, if ycu look at institu-
tional investor portfolios, you will find they must be eating a great
many McDonald 's hamburgers and forgetting all about U.S. Steel.

Bit a second point which I should have mentioned earlier, I think
we cannot compare market valuation solely with book value. I think we
have also got to take into account what the market does pay more
attention to, which is the earnings. Foi example, I do not know what
the book value of the Morgan 13Bank is, but I do not think it would
relate to their stock price the way, for example, a railroad's book value
ui Iht figure.

[The following additional comments of Dr. Schotland was subse-
quently received for the record:]

To make the same point another way, I don't know what is the book value of
one share of Morgan or City Bank or Chase stock, but I doubt there is so great
a difference among them, or that the market paid much attention to any such
difference, as to explain why it values Morgan and City earnings at a multiple
of about 17, compared to a multiple of about 10 for the Chase. The market, in
coming to those sharply different P/E's, is stating an evaluation of the different
managements, and expectations about rates of growth of earnings, much more
than any Judgment about existing assets.

I think the market looks more at earnings than book value. That is
iprlbly sound. That is not to say that the whole difference between

Mc Donald's and U.S. Steel is sounA.
Senator BF.Nrrr. Well, that is fine.
I would be very happy to have you take up where you left off

before I come in.
)r. MALCA. Thank you, Senator.

The decreased influence of the small investor is well documented.
Some of the reasons are no doubt economic in nature: Inflation, inter-
est rates, and economic controls. But there are other factors involved.
Among them are: (a) Commission rates; (b) poor performance of
the market in recent years; (a) the belief that the market is manipu-
lated; and (d) the change in the treatment of capital gains tax ill
1969.

It is Interesting to note that, according to Salomon Bros., for the
5-year period 1969-73 common stock investment provided the lowest
average rate of return of the five selected capital instruments. In this
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respect, the individual investor was well advised to diminish his activ-
ity in the equity market during the last 6 years.

Ti'o proposed provision of a graduated capital gains tax will do
much to facilitate the return of the small investor. It would become
most advantageous for this individual investor to return, especially
the longer term investor. Such a provision for a graduated capital
gains tax will obviously help to unleash the billions of dollars of long-
term capital which has been locked in for so long because of the pres-
ent tax structure. The U.S. Treasury will certainly reap the benefits
btit, more importantly, this provision, coupled with liberalized capital
loss treatment, will bring about increased liquidity and efficiency in theeppital market.Two other possibilities would further facilitate the return of the

small investor to the stock market. These are full disclosure and re-
duced inflation. It is unfortunate that a proposal for full annual dis-
closure of all pension fund operations was not included as part of this
b)ill. At last year's committee hearings, many witnesses expressed a be-
lief similar to mine that such disclosure would go a long way in allay-
ing the public's oft-cited suspicion that stocks are manipulated by the
institutions. This is imperative for the sake of public confidence in our
financial markets.

The second necessity is a reduction in inflation. Tie stock market is a
good hedge against moderate levels of inflation since prices generally
can be. adjusted. However, with higher levels of inflation, as expert,
enced in 1973 it becomes more difficult to adjust the prices to fully
reflect this inflation. Furthermore, high inflation tends to increase in-
terest rates so that the real level of interest rates does not decrease.
Also, because of its higher interest rates, the debt market becomes a
more attractive alternative than the equity market. This is true not only
for the small investor but also for the institutional investor.

The dual factors of high interest rates and low P/E ratios have made
the financing of smaller, more risky ventures almost impossible. In
order to increase the flow of funds channeled into venture capital, the
bill proposes that 1 percent of the assets of any pension plan be ex-
empt from the prudent man rule. This creates the potential for having
over $1 billion invested in venture capital. However, strict safeguards
against possible abuse must be included in this bill.

This bill comes to grips with a problem which is of serious conse-
quence not only to our financial markets but also to the general well-
being of the economy. With the prevention of further excessive
concentration of financial resources and with the introduction of entice-
ments for the return of the individual investor to the stock market,
this bill provides some remedies for the ever-increasing maladies of
the equities market. Such remedies are the minimum prerequisite for
maintaining a highly liquid and efficient capital market.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator 13P~xxr. I very much appreciate your getting through.
And, speaking for the chairman, I want to express his thanks to you

for coming and sharing these points of view with us.
Mr. SCI,\OTLAND. Tiank you, Senator.
Dr. MA,CA. Thank you, Senator.
Senator 13Exxkm'. Thank you very much.
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[Dr. ,1alca's prepared statement, with an attachment referred to,
follows. Hearing continues on page 105.J
STATEMENT BY EDWAIWD MALCA, ASSISTANT PaortssoR or EcoNouios, RicaMoxD

COLLIM Of T2E Oiyr UNIVERSITY o NEW YORK
This Committee is giving consideration to the Stockholders Investment Act

of 11 73 t$. 2842) which, among other things, tries to come to gripe with the
dual problems of Increased institutionalization of the stock market and the
diminution of the role of the individual investor in the equities market. If this
trend should continue over a longer time-span, it will pose a serious threat to
our efficient and highly liquid stock market. This Committee is no doubt well
aware of the ramifications of such trends, as evidenced by the extensive hearings
conducted last year on the impact of the institutional investor In the stock
market.

In discussing the institutional investor, one must keep in mind that private
noninsured pension funds are, by far, the largest institutional investor in the
market today. In 1972 these pension funds owned 11 percent of all stocks traded
on the New York Stock Exchapge, and there is no doubt that this figure has
risen to 12 percent by now. Each year, this group purchases more common stocks
than all other institutional investors combined. This concentration of financial
assets is further accentuated by the fact that 80 percent of these pension funds
are administered by bank trust departments. In fact, the ten major banks prob.
ably control close to 50 percent of all private pension assets. These developments
will be further clarified and amplified in the remainder of my statement.

The increasing tendency of the institutional investor to dominate the stock
market has been well documented. Among the many indications are:

(a) In 1978, institutions accounted for an estimated 78 percent of the
volume on the New York Stock Exchange. Just a decade earlier, these same
institutions accounted for only 85 percent of this daily volume.

(b) A recent New York Stock Exchange survey estimated that all in.
stitutions, including trust departments, own 45 percent of all stocks traded
on the Exchange.

(o) During the four quarters ending September 80, 1978, financial In.
stitutions made net purchases of common stocks totaling in excess of $7
billion. In fact, during the year 1972, they purchased over $10.7 billion in
stocks.

(d) Block trading Increased substantially during the last decade. In the
third quarter of 1978, there were 0,080 blocks (trades of 10,000 or more
shares) traded, comprising 167.1 million shares. The market value of block
trading for the first nine months of 1073 was $10 billion.

(e) At the end of 1972. the top ten bank trust departments owned the
following percentages of these companies: 30 percent of Polaroid; almost
30 percent of Xerox; over 80 percent of Avon, and over 35 percent of Walt
Disney.

(/) Private noninsured pension assets stood at $154.8 billion at the end of
1972. of this total, 73.5 percent or $113.4 billion, was in common stocks. For the
first nine months of 1073, these pensions were net purchasers of $8.3 billion
of common stocks.

(p) The leading bank trust department Increased its assets over 50 percent-
from $10.8 billion in 1907 to $27.2 billion in 1072. Eighty percent of its assets
are in equities.

Since private noninsured pension funds are the largest net purchasers of
stok each year, and since their assets tend to be administered by bank trust
departments, the manner In which the banks administer these assets is very
important front an efficient market point of view. In order to maintain an
eflictent stock market, it Is necessary that there be many participants with
diverse views. With a significant concentration of the market in the hands of
relatively few Institutions, efficiency is diminished. A possible misallocation of
financial resources may result.

As Profeor Friend states:
"The contribution to economic efficiency by (institutional) investors de-

lvnds to a great extent on their ability to help the equity market transfer
cnpitnl Into the most profitable Investments In productive goods (adjusted for
risk) ."
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This misallocation tends to distort relative market values and, in turn,
affects the ability of firms to obtain new equity capital. An illustrative example
occurred Just recently when Public Service electric and Gas sold additional
equity at below book value.

This brings us to the controversial issue of the "two.tler market". This
situation was not created solely by the institutional Investors, but rather had
some assistance from the economic conditions of inflation, interest rates, and
governmental controls. However, without the significant concentration of equity
assets, this "two-tier" system could not have developed and "prospered". There
has been a decrease in the number of brokerage houses and analysts. Further.
more, the concentration of equity assets has increased. Thus, the number of
differing opinions heard by the financial institutions las diminished significantly,
causing an Increased concurrence in equity decisions. This in no way assumes
conspiracy--rather, such concurrence Is tile natural outgrowth of the afore.
mentioned circumstances.

A possible remedy is to limit the stock holdings of pension managers. By
limiting their holdings to 5 percent of their aggregate discretionary pension
asets in any one equity security, these administrators are forced to Invest
in and investigate other securities. This provision will encourage some of the
bank trust departments to diversify their holdings Into issues that have not
traditionally been In tlitutional favorites, This should help increase the efficiency
of the market by deconcentrating investments.

I recently conducted a study, Bank-Adminitrcd Commt ed Pennsio Funds,
in which I found that these funds Increased their portfolio concentration during
the nineteen-sixties.' For the 19062-1965 period, the average number of issues held
b y these commingled pension funds wias sixty, while for the later period 1906-
1070, the number of issues decreased by 17 percent to fifty different equity
securities. Concurrently, tile funds were growing at a 24 percent compounded rate.
Thus, although these funds were on average, doubling in size every four years.
the number of equity securities they held decreased, thus Increasing their con.
centratlon. I have every reason to believe that this trend has continued to the
present time. By limiting the holdings of bank trust departments to 5 percent of
their total discretionary pension assets, this trend would tend to be reversed. To
better understand the magnitude of such concentration, one should realize that
it has been estimated that, by 1080, private pension funds will have assets of
$2609 billion. If the percentage in equities stays constant, they will hold over $190
billion in common stocks,

A recent discussion in the New York Times (Janunry 25, 1074) referred to the
stock of Colonial Penn, which dropped 51A points to 42 on a 370.600 block. This
suggests that market liquidity is suffering:

"The discount from market price, as represented by that large block, under-
scores the caution extending to the blocktrading houses. Sources in Wall Street
noted that block traders had reduced their exposure commitment lit recent
months an a means of avoiding possible losses.

"By the same token, this tends to reduce market liquidity for Institutional in.
vestors, many of whom often Insist on moving large blocks in a hurry."

Part of this portfolio concentration can be attributed to the Influence of several
studies which were conducted In the mid-to-late 1000's. It was found that a high
degree of diversification could be achieved with fifteen to twenty different seuri-
ties in a portfolio. Above that number, little added diversification would be
achieved. This manner of thinking definitely caught on, since it enabled the
analysts to follow fewer securities, but in greater depth. The aforementioned
studies are true In theory-however, the ramifications upon the stock market
and upon the liquidity of the Institutions were not fully explored.

The five percent limitstion on stock holdings Is well within reason and will not
cause any grave hardships In the investment community. Mutual funds and life
Insurance companies in New York have had slmllar limitations with few negative
effects. Ruch limits upon pension fund managers would tend to halt the escnlnt-
inar coneontratlon In the "favorite 50".

The cnmpnlon rule requires that pension mnnngerm hold no more than 10
percent of any equity security of any one compnny with respect to the aggregate
discretionary pension accounts. This rule seems. Indeed, to be tile minnmum step
necessary In keeping the control of our economy from being overly concentrated.
In 1972, as noted earlier, the top ten bank trusts owned over 30 percent of Xerox,

I Ra-n.-Admfnltersd Commtiled Pealafon PFnd* Performatee and r hnrartierith.,
1002-1970. Lexington Books, 1. C. Heath and Company-Lexinaton, Massaehl'setts, 1073.
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Polaroid, Walt Disney and Avon. This type of density of control tends to Infiu.
euce management, and thus has potential for influencing the direction of the cor-
poration, Whether or not this potential control Is utilized Is not the significant
issue, since the power exists and will be exercised If the situation warrants it.
This concentration In and control of major U.S. corporations by a relatively pmall
number of large banks is definitely not in the best Interests of a free and viable
economy. Excessive concentration must always be guarded against, and the 10
percent ownership limit is an excellent step in that direction.

One of the questions raised in last year's Committee hearings considered the
possibility that equal treatment of clients cannot be achieved if any limitation
on stock ownership Is legislated. This can be answered In two ways. First, bank
trust departments will be forced to seek out other securities with prospects which
are comparable or better than such favorites as IBM, This entails additional work
on the part of the analyst. As a second alternative, If a bank trust department
agrees that a particular stock is the best investment but has reached Its 5 percent
limitation, the client must go to another pension manager to obtain such securi-
ties. This will facilitate deconcentration in the pension field, and this is cer.
tainly a most desirable effect.It may be too late to sufficiently prevent the Institutionalization of the stock
market: however, we should at least attempt to stimulate interest in increasing
the number of managers of these funds. Because of the general affluence of so.
ciety and the tax advantages of pensions, pension fund growth may be inevi.
table, but it is not mandated to be managed by the largest banks,

As mentioned previously, I conducted a study on bank-administered com.
mingled pension funds In which I attempted to ascertain whether or not there
was any distinction betwen the performance of large banks and smaller banks.
The results demonstrated that there was no difference In performance betwen
large and small banks, although the former manage the lion's share of pension
assets, Thus, a deconcentratlon of assets would be possible with no deterioration
In performance. In fact, for the 1062-1070 period, my study concluded that, ad.
Justed for risk, these bank.administered commingled pension funds performed
1.0 percent worse per annum than an average "unmanaged" portfolio with
similar risk.

The stock holding limitations under discussion will not apply to Investments
In companies with capital accounts of less than $25 million, It may be advan.
tageous to raise this capital account exemption to $35 million In light of current
Inflation. Also. the committee should consider the possibility of Including only
a partial "grandfather" clause in the provision on limitations of stock holdings,
Perhaps those pension managers who have holdings above the stipulated limits
should have tel years to comply, while obviously adhering to these limitations
for all future purchases. This would be in the best long-term Interests of both
the stock market and the economy.

The emplhsis upon pension performance Is very strong today, and this will
continue for the foreseeable future. The reason? Rather simple, for it has been
estimated that a 1 percent Increase iln pension performance reduces employer
contributions by 25. and thus dramatically increases profits. This Is no small
expense. since in 1072 pension assets increased over $0 billion at book value,
and most of this was contributed by the employer. In a recent survey conducted
hb. Stndnard and Poor's/InterCapital, It was found that the cost of retirement
benefits relative to total payroll costs increased from 4.7 percent In 196T to 5.1
percent in 1072. If relative to gross or net Income, these percentages would be
much higher. Contributions Increased 50.8 percent during the 1067-1071 period
and over 12 percent for each of the past two years. Wilth pension costs con.
tinually Increasing, corporations are emphasizing shorter pension performance
evaluation periods. This stud also found that, for their performance evalm.
tlon period. 42 percent of the firms allow 3 years or less and 17 percent of these
firms allow only two years or less.

Will the inerensing likelihood that the new pension plan bill will he enacted
stricter fmding and vesting provisions will cause pensionn costs to Increase
significantly. Pressure on performance will he renter In the next several yenrs
due to these new funding and vesting provNisons. The corporations must giard
against maintaining too short a performance evaluation period, thus turning
pensions Into speculative funds. In my sttdy, the turnover rate for bank.ndmin.
isterd commingled pension funds was second only to mutual funds among iln.
stitttonnl investors.

In searching for a manner with which to Increase the eflftiency and liquidity
of the stock market, the role of the Individual investor always comes to mind.
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It is the individual investor who helps maintain the depth and the breadth of
the market. Unfortunately, his appetite for equities has been diminished. Accord-
ing to the New York Stock Exchange, in the beginning of 1972 there were 82.5
million individual investors, and at the start of 1978 there were 800,000 fewer.
It is estimated that, now at the start of 1074, there are between 80 and 81
million investors--another substantial decrease, As a consequence, in 1978
the individual investor accounted for approximately only 27 percent of the New
York Stock Exchange dollar volume,

The decreased influence of the small investor is well documented. Some of the
reasons are no doubt economic in nature: inflation, interest rates, and economic
controls. But there are other factors involved. Among them are: (a) commis-
sion rates (b) poor performance of the market in recent years (c) tile belief
that the market is manipulated, and (d) the change in the treatment of capital
gains tax in 1900.

It Is interesting to note that, according to Salomon Brothers, for a five.year
period 100 1078 common stock investment provided tile lowest average rate of
return of the five selected capital instruments. Only in two years, namely
1071 and 1072, did returns on common stocks exceed the return oil three.moptb
treasury bills. In fact, the investor would have been more substantially rewarded
during this five-year period if he had placed his savings in either treasury bills
or in a savings account. It this resliect, the individual investor' was well-advised
to diminish his activity in the equity market during the last five years.

Tile proposed provision of a graduated capital gains tax will (1o much to
facilitate the return of the small investor, It would become most advantageous
for this individual investor to return, especially the longer-term investor and
not tile so-called "trader". Such a provision for a graduated capital gains tax
will obviously help to unleash the billions of dollars of long-term capital which
has been "locked.in" for so long because of the present tax structure. The 'U.8.
Treasury will certainly reap the benefits, but more importantly, this provision,
coupled with liberalized capital loss treatment, will bring about increased liquid-
ity and efficiency in the capital market.

Two other possibilities would further facilitate the return of the small investor
to the stock market, These are full disclosure and reduced Inflation. It is unfor-
tunate that a proposal for full disclosure of all pension fund operations was not
included as part of this bill. At last year's Committee hearings, many witness
expressed a belief, similar to mine, that such disclosure would go a long way
in allaying the public's oft-cited suspicion that stocks are manipulated by the
institutions, This is imperative for the sake of public confidence in our financial
markets.

The second necessity is a reduction in inflation, The stock market is a good
hedge against "moderate" levels of inflation, since prices generally can be
adjusted. However, with higher levels of inflation, as experienced in 1978, it
becomes more difficult to adjust the prices fully to reflect this inflation. Further.
more, high inflation tends to increase interest rates so that the "real" level of
interest rates does not decrease. The creditor will naturally increase Ills interest
rate in order to at least compensate for his reduced purchasing power as caused
by inflation. This inflation-interest rate relationship tends to affect industries,
e.g. utilities, which have a very substantial annual debt requirement. Also,
because of its higher interest rates, the debt market becomes a more attractive
alternative than the equity market. This is true not only for the small investor.
but also for the institutional investor.

The dual factors of high interest rates and low P/M ratios have made tile
financing of smaller, more risky ventures almost impossible. In order to increase
tile flow of funds channeled into venture capital, tile bill promises tMt one
percent of the assets of any pension plan be exempt from the prudent man rule.
This creates the potential for having over one billion dollars invested in venture
cal)ltal. However, strict safeguards against possible abuses must be included in
this bill.

CoNcLUSlox
This lill comes to grips with a problem which is of serious consequence not

only to our financial markets, but also to the general well-being of the economy.
With the prevention of further excessive concentration of financial resources
and with the introduction of enticements for the return of the individual in-
vestor to the stock market, this bill provides some remedies for the ever-increas.
Ing maladies of tie equities market. Such remedies are the minimum preretluisite
for maintaining a highly liquid and efficient capitol market.
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MUSIMARY CHAPTER RO SUY, "BANK-ADMINISTERED COMUXINOLICD PENSION

FUNDS" (LUxI.OTON PE-1SON B;K, D.C. HKALTh & Co., LEXINGTON, MASS., 1978)

This concluding chapter will incorporate and summarize the results found
throughout this analysis of bank administered commingled equity funds for em-
ployee benefit plans. Buch a procedure will be helpful in attaining an overview of
this study.

In Chapter 1, the writer Introduced and discussed the growth of private pensioli
funds as an institutional Investor. In so doing, it was shown that noninsured
pension funds are growing more rapidly and have signiflcatly more assets than
do their insured counterparts. In fact in 1970, over 70 percent of all private

pension reserves were held by nonnured l)lans.$ Furthermore, in the last decade

these noinsured funds emphasized common stock investing to the point where

they are now the major institutional purchaser of equities each year..
It is generally known that commercial bank trust departments administer

the bulk of joninsured pension reserves. Thus, with nonihsured pension funds

placing sucl an emphasis upon equities, there has bxen increased emphasis
upon the equity investment performance of bank trust departments. Unfortu.

siately, little is known about this performance, since the data is quite conf-
dentlal in this area.

In an attemlpt to evaluate equity performance of bank trust departments, this

study analyzed the perfornmn(e of their commingled equity funds for eniioytee

ibenleft plans. These commingled funds have grown from approximately 1% In
1900 to 9% of total private pension assets in 1970.'

Interviews were conducted with bank vice-presidents in charge of trust oper-
ations, and it was found that they expect very similar returns for their com.
mingled equity funds as they expect for the equity li)rtlons of their regular
plJnions. As one trust officer stated, "This is our public exiostre."

''ho emnpirical examination Included thirty-seven commingled equity funds
of tho possible seventy-two that have been in operation continuouly since Janu-
ary 1, 1902. None of these commingled funds began operation prior to 1950.

Almost all funds doubled in asset size during the stily period.' The average
compound growth rate of fund assets was 24%, with a range of 0.8% to 44.90%.
During the years of the study, It was found that there was a slight decouceatra-
tion of assets among the largest funds. This can be explained by the finding
which showed that the smaller funds grew at a more rapid rate than the larger
funds. This inverse relationship proved to be statistically significant.

On the inception date for the study period, January 1, 1962, tie asset size
ranged from below two-hundred and fifty thousand dollars to above fifty million
dollars, with the majority of tie funds below $10 million. By 1970 there was
no fund with assets below $2 million, and most funds were in the category below
$25 million In total assets. It was found that there is a direct relationship be.
teen the asset size of commingled equity funds and the size of the banks which
administer these funds.'

INVESTMENT PERFORMANCE

The method used to determine time investment performance is similar to that
employed by the 1H4ecurities and Exchange Conmission's Inatititlonal Inveitor
FStudyv. Using quarterly data, the average quarterly rate of return is found.
The beta coefficient is used to determine the systematic risk assumed by each
fund. The writer proceeded to calculate the performance measure (risk-ad.
Justed alpha), by obtaining both the quarterly rates of return and the risk meas-
ure (beta coefficient). This performance measure "r(epresentR the average In-
cremental rate of return on the portfolio per unit of time which Is due solely
to the manager's ability to forecast future security prices."

Seeuritioe snd Ezehane Commlsion. Privets .\o'Inaured Penslon PFnds, 1971,

Release No. 25R1. April. 1072.
1 Durig Interviewrn with this writer. several bank Virs Presidents in pbargo of trust

operations estimated that W% of nil pension asset were In the form of commingled funds.
, Study m'erio(l wan january . 1902 to Soptember 80, 1970.
'Ilank sise defined as total deposits for the year ending l)ecember 31. 1970.
'Also used by Jensen. "Mutual Funds": tank Administration Institute, Meratlring the

Investment PerYormanse 01 'ension Funds; Levy, "!erfrnance".
* Jensen, "Mutual Punds,' 1). 394.
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where:
R=r-return on the market liortfolio (S. & P. 500 stock average),
r,-=8-month Treasury bill rate,
P. -Beta coefficient: systematic risk,
ri-return on fund for period t,
a,c=risk adjusted performance measure (alpha).

If the results are positive after calculating alpha, then the fund performed
better than did an unmanaged portfolio with similar risk. The reverse Is also
true-a negative alpha indicates that the fund performed more poorly than did
an unimannged portfolio with similar risk.

It was found that, on average, the commingled equity funds had a bita co-
efflclent of .ii, which is slightly less than the risk for the market In general.
The range was from .70 to 1.10.

With the use of equation (5-1) as shown above, It was found that the mean
alpha was -. 0039 quarterly or approximately -. 0156 annually for the study
period. This demonstrates that these commingled funds had an approximately
1.0% lower return than would Ie expected from the risk taken. Tills conclusion
seems to be consistent with several recent studies of Institutional Investors
which found the mean risk adjusted alpha to be negative,' It was also found
that, for this period, there were seven funds with positive alphas ond thirty with
mgative alphas. The range of these alphas was from approximately -6.1% to
-+ 6.3% per annum.

It was found that, for the period of January 1, 1902, through December 31,
1005, the mean performance measure was -. 0055 quarterly with only three
funds having positive alphas and thirty.four having negative ones. For tile sec-
ond half of the period, January 1, 1900, through September 30, 1070, the number
of positive alphas increased to eleven. However, the mean performance measure
still remained negative (-.0032 quarterly). This tends to substpntiate tile fact
that throughout tie study period, these funds did not perform as well as an
unnmnaged portfolio with similar risk.

It was dete-rmined that there was no relationship between performance In one
year and performance the following year. This Indicates that there was no
fund which consistently outperformed the market, adjusted for risk.

Upon examination of the entire study period, it was determined that there
was no direct statistically significant relationship between hind size and per.
forianee. Also, no statistically significant relationship was found beween average
annual compound growth rate of fund assets and performance. One would
think that better performance would lead to a larger Inflow of funds, but this
was not supported by tie conclusions arrived at in this study.

No direct relationship was found between the site of the banks administering
coninihigled reserves anl the performance of these reserves. If there were any
relationship, it would bei a slight inverse association between performance and
bank size. However, this relationship was found not to be consistent over time.
This finding raises the question of why the larger banks administer such a dis.
proportionate amount of pension reserves. The answer seems not to be based
upon ix-rformance.

It was demonstrated that funds with higher volatility tended to have higher
measures of performance. However, this was not consistent in all periods. Tills
is a similar result to that found by the SEC.*

During the study period, there was no relationship found between perform.
aice and irtfolio activity rates, nor between performance and d(l versiflcatIon
measure (112). It is noteworthy that over 87% of the average volatility of these
funds was explained by movements in the market.

Mince. New York City banks command a leading position In tile administration
of private l'imslonis. the writer tested their mean performance to determine
whether they outperformed hanks outside New York City. No statistically sig.
niflant differew-t seas fomnd between the performance of New York City banks
and the performance of those banks outside of New York City. Tils finding
tends to question whether theme New York banks should hold this commanding
position ov'r peinslon reserves.

I /bid., p.. lI3.

'For example see: Friend, et at., Mutuai Fund.; Jenaen, "Mutual Funds"; I.,C.
.Studil: IAv.V. "Perfornmiuce".

SS.IV.C. Study, 1) 461.
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CONCLUSIONS
Before one can fully understand the concluslons of this study, one mist realize

its limitations. The study dealt only with bank administered conniingled equity
funds for employee benefit plans. Iris was necessitated by the fact tint other
pension data was not available. Furthermore, the study was limited to equity
performance and did not take bond performance into consideration.

It was stated in Chapter I that an Investigation Into the risk.adjusted per.
formanco of commingled equity funds would help foster a better allocation of
financial resources. The results of this study show that the performance of these
commingled funds was Inferior to the performance of unmanaged portfolios with
similar risk. This tends to demonstrate that the bank trust departments do not
have the ability to forecast future security prices, Moreover, their ability to
forecast security prices Is further questioned since there is no relationsllp
between performance In one year and In the following year.

The conclusion for the study period Is that the performance of commingled
equity funds has been Inferior to what would have been achieved by an unman.
aged portfolio of similar risk. Thus, the null hypothesis, which states that these
funds performed as well as the market adjusted for risk, must be rejected. This
concludes that the allocation of these funds to bank trust departments is at a
suboptimum level. Thus, they are partially misallocated, since an unmanaged
portfolio of similar risk would have performed better.

One pertinent finding was that higher risk portfolios outperformed lower risk
portfolios after adjusting for differences In risk. This was not fully consistent
in all periods, Further research should be initiated In this area to determine
whether or not this relationship Is consistent over a longer time period.

A further purpose of this study was to find whether the administration of these
pension reserves by New York City banks is justified by performance. Perform-
ance was found not to be the justification-perhaps It Is due to other factors such
as location and "old.line" ties.

What is still needed in this field is an all.inclusive study of private pension
fund performance. Also needed is a thorough analysis of bank trust departments,
which are the largest administrators of equity assets. This will not be possible
until Congress passes laws that require trust departments to make public the
annual reports on. their operations, Today, this field is cloaked with secrecy,
but because of the enormous wealth and the public nature of these pension funds,
this information must be made available. This is necessary to determine whether
the allocation of these pension reserves is at an optimum level.

Senator BNNxm. Now, at this point we are going to hear two
witnesses representing banks whose programs have been discussed
very much during the hearings, Mr. Samuel It. Callaway, executive
vice president of Morgan Guaranty Trust and Mr. George M. Lingua,
senior vice president of the First National City Bank,

Gentlemen, we are happy to welcome you to the table. I guess on
the basis of alphabetic distinction, Mr. Callaway is scheduled to
present his statement first.

STATEMENTS OF SAMUEL R. 0ALLAWAY, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESI-
DENT, MORGAN GUARANTY TRUST CO., AND GEORGE M. LINGUA,
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, FIRST NATIONAL CITY DANK

Mr. CATAWAT. Senator Bennett, I am Samuel R. Callaway, oxecm-
tive vice president of the Morgan Guaranty Trust Cd. and head of
its trust and investment division.

Senator BEN~Err. Mr. Callaway, you have been here before, have
you not, in an earlier set of hearings?

Mr. CALLAWAY. Yes' I was here in July of last year.
Senator BFxrr. Ves; I think I remember.
Have, you been here before, Mr. Lingua?
Mr. LiNGUA. No; I have not.
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Senator BzWNnr. The fact that Mr. Callaway survived to come
back should give you some encouragement.

Mr. CALTAAWAY. I wish to thank this committee for granting my
request to appear before it a second time; on this occasion to comment
on S. 2842, the bill titled "Stockholders Investment Act of 1978."
The bill's stated purposes are "to provide for the continuing avail-
ability of capital for economic growth and the creation of new jobs
and to provide for greater competitiveness in our economy". To
aceolmiplish this, the bill would "impose limitations on institutional
holdings of securities" and offer certain tax incentives "to encourage
Individuals to invest in securities."

Though t have serious reservations about the Institutional investor
provisiois of this bill, and the reasoning behind them let me say
at theoutset that I am in profound accord with thebill's stated
intention to attract small investors to the equity market and to gen-
crate more employment, competition and capital. Certainly, a sound
economic structure for this country must include an adequate flow
of equity financing to business enterprises-new, old, and middle-aged.

1lt r part company with this bill when I am told that the way to
assure that adequate flow of capital is to set fixed limits on institu.
tional holdings, so that pension trust managers will be encouraged
to show a greater interest in well-managed smaller companies.

There is no need to resort to compulsion to interest us in such corn-
paiies. We have been interested in them and actively seeking them
out for investment for a number of years. In 1061, our interest was
formalized in a special situation investments--equities fund, which
draws upon pension assets only, to invest in a diversified list of smaller
companies. Though such investments are inherently more volatile over
short time spans, the performance of this fund has exceeded-indeed,
nearly doubled-our general portfolio performance over the years.

In my earlier testimony before this committee, I described this
commingled fund in detail, so I do not propose to go over it again
except to note that at the end of 1978, this fund held investments of
approximately $600 million, reflecting equity holdings in over 170different companies. .

While there is no shortage of interest on our part, we have not been
able to find a greater number of smaller companies that can meet our
investment criteria. Lowering our investment standards would allow
us to accommodate a greater number of companies, but that also would
represent an evasion of our binding obligation as a product fiduciary
to exercise only our best judgment on behl ftof our clients.

Proponents of the present bill ,should realize, moreover, that enact-
ing its investment lifiiting provisions would by no means assure com-
pulsory diversification.

The equities market does not respond to mechanistic laws like a
laboratory experiment, moving precisely from cause to effect. Simply
applying a downward pressure on institutional investors will not
produce an equivalent upward pressure from individual investors.
Forcing investments out of well-situated companies will not automati-
cally force them into companies that in our judgment may not be as
wellsituated.

Once limited in the right to exercise their best judgment in the
equities market, institutional investo-s may choose not to subject their
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trust clients to consequences of a second-best judgment. They may
turn, instead, to bonds which, as a practical matter, most likely would
be those of larger, well-established companies.

I stress the Importance of maintaining consistent quality in forming
investment judgments, whatever the size of the company invested in,
because I am very much afraid that the thrust of this bill proceeds
from two highly questionable assumptions--first, that a quantitative
judginent can somehow be substituted for a qualitative one, and see.
ond, that investors should somehow be made to invest where they do
not choose.

The proposal to influence the personal investment judgments of
pension fund managers with statutory limits on stock holdings ap.
pears to be based on the belief that gool investments can be legislated
tind prudence assured with percentages.

This belief is not Supported by any trust experience of which I am
aware, and indeed, it runs counter to tile broad historical trend of trust
legislation in recent years, which increasingly has recognized the ad-
vantages to heneficiaries of fewer restrictions on the investment discre-
tion of fiduciaries.

Different States progressed to the same general conclusion along dif-
ferent routes. In N'ew York State, for example, until 1950 all invested
funds held in trust by fiduciaries had to be placed in fixed-income
securities unless the agreement otherwise noted, The trust laws were
amended in that year to permit up to 85 percent of such funds to be
invested in cominon stocks. The better results achieved after this
liberalizing step led to a series of further amendments increasing to
65 1 percent the allowable investments in equities. In 1976, all per-
centage restrictions were dropped in favor of the "prudent man rule."

The advantages of this trend toward more liberal fiduciary discretion
are certainly borne out by our experience at Morgan Guaranty. Many
of our accounts are limited by specific investment constraints written
into the trust agreements. Bu't those accounts--both pension and non-
pension-over which we exercise the widest latitude of discretion have
consistently outperformed those that are restricted.

From a longer perspective, it is difficult to identify any case in recent
decades in which the imposition of artificial controls to manipulate
free market forces has done much more than treat symptoms. This
generally results in a new set of symptoms requiring yet another round
of controls. The underlying problem usually persists until the special
genius of free market forces is brought to bear.

Consider, for example, the widespread concern over the two-tier
market being expressed 6 months ago when your exploratory hearings
were underway. The conventional wisdom at that time was that an
excessive concentration of pension fund assets had created a highly
favored category of growth stocks that could never drop in value as
long as the institutional investors held onto their stock. Each decision
to buy additional stock in these companies was viewed as a self.
fulfill ing prophecy assuring that the companies would remain immune
to adverse market forces while less popular stocks fell by the wayside.

I did not subscribe to such "instant cliches" in my. testimony last
July, and now that the free market forces have caught up with those

I This Is the figure given In oral testimony and In written text submitted; subsequently
It was discoveredthe fgure should be 50 percent.
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favored growth, stocks and shattered the myth of immunity, it, is a
rather grim satisfaction for me to point out that this has happen ned.

Off years have hit the stock market before aid will again. And hu-
man nature being what it is, there will always be more complaining
about the year when a fund drops from $10b million to $86 million
than the year in which it goes U) by the same amount. As institutional
investors have always stressed, however, the longer term objectives of
pension trusts are moderating factors over such wide pendulum swings
in stock values.

Tie disintegration of the two-tier structure is fairly well advanced
by now and, insofar as we can determine, bank trust departments have
not sold off their holdings in the mad scramble for the back door that
was solemnly forecast.

The truism of last summer, that only new restrictive legislation
could remedy a sharply tiered market, seems quite remote that
market forces have intervened to deal with the issues at a more funda-
mental level.

This temptation to tinker with free markets and tamper with it-
ciary responsibilities is not new, of course. It. recurs from time to time.
In the early 1060's the public policy aspects of managing private pen-
sion plans were given intensive review by President Kennedy's Coln-
mittee on Corporate Pension Funds and Other Private Ret4rement
and Welfare programs.

The committee observed that minimal liquidity requirments and
long term investment objectives allow pension fund managers to he
flexible and responsive to changing investment opportunities. Based
on this observation, they concluded that "regulations or formulas for
asset management would reduce this flexibility without the likelihood
of improving the quality of the judgement and discretion exercised
by trustees or plan managers." The committee advised against "the
substitution of a new set of statutory standards for the recognized
standards of fiduci ry responsibility."

I submit that that continues to be sound advice.
Nonetheless, legislation is before this committee proposing to reverse

the historical trend and revert to a framework of fixed percentage
limits on the stockholdings pf pension fund managers. Several rea-
sons or given for advocating this step.

Once again, we are told that only this new restrictive legislation
can adequately protect the Nation's 36 million or so members of pension
plans from excessive concentration of investments in relatively few
stocks.

Neither in my own day-to-day activities, nor as an interested ob.
server of the hearings of this committee or the many other forums
where pension trusts are being examined, have I sen any evidence
that would lead me to conclude that beneficiaries are endangered by
the prevailing investment strategies of institutional pension fund
managers.

Of greater social concern, I should think is the prospect that re-
tirement funds might cease to receive the kind of personal case-by-case
investment judgments that they now enjoy, with each stock transaction
initiated on its intrinsic merits.

As to the need for stimulating individual investors, I can state our
position succinctly. We favor any measures that will make the equities
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market more attractive to small investors, provided they do not simil-
taneously make it less attractive to institutional investors and to the
millions of pension beneficiaries and other individuals on whose behalf
they act.

My deepest reservation, however, about the committee's present bill
is tle way in which real problems have been lumped together with
imaginary ones and then treated with equal seriousness.

Prottting the interest of trust beneficiaries is certainly a very
genuine concern and one that we share with this committee. But we
see no need for additional legislation to compel what already exists.

We also are told that this legislation is essential in order to prevent
a few banks from massing enough corporate stock to gain control
over the American economy.

It is difficult for us to share in this anxiety when we consider that
l)anks are forbidden to own corporate stock for their own account.
Except for unusual cases, such as stock acquired in an effort to recover
on a defaulted loan, banks hold stocks on behalf of clients and of
trusts for which they are trustee. Our fiduciary obligations require
us to act solely in the interests of our clients and trusts, not for pur-
poses of gaining or exercising control of any company.

Those of us who are involved in bank trust management on a day-
to-day basis realize that it is a full-time occupation, leaving no op-
portunity to indulge in preoccupations such as how to take control of
the national economy.

We are quite busy just keeping up with the investment needs of our
individual and corporate clients. They have their own ideas of what
a bank trust manager ought to be doing to retain their business-and
dominating the Nation's economy, company by company, is not among
them.,

We are in basic agreement with the desire of this committee to find
constructive ways of dealing with the real problems that confront
potential investors and the companies that are seeking capital in our
currently depressed equities market. I would respecttully urge, how-
ever, that the committee is on more promising grounds N:hen it moves
toward incentives for those ifidivifdal investors who iia' have left
the market, rather than diincenitives for the institutional investors
who have stayed in.

Again, I thank the committee for this opportunity to express our
viewpoint on these issues of deep concern to you, to us and to the
Nation.

Senator Bennett, I have a very short addition to the statement. If
I could make it at this time, sir-

Senator BENNETT. Of course, go ahead.
Mr. CALLAWAY. In connection with the assertions that bank trust

departments have the potential to control corporations, I would add
to my statement that we have been actively exploring ways of divesting
ourselves of voting rights with respect to the stock we hold as trustee.
This presents problems of legality, practicality, and the assurance that
the interests of our beneficiaries will be adequately protected. If these
problems can be solved we would welcome being rid of the burden
of voting our trust holdings and the notion that we somehow desire
to control corporate management.

Thank you Senator.
Senator BEN mr. Thank you.

29-146--74-8
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I have one question, 'more or less as a matter of information. On
page 2, you refer to your special situation investment equities fund,
and quote a figure of $600 mi lion in 170 companies.

Is the $600 million a specific amount set aside, or do you vary that
amount as additional attractive opportunities present themselves?

Mr. CALLAWAY. The second way you stated is accurate. We only
invest in that fund if we call find attraotive smaller companies to
invest ill.

Senator BE..NE.TT. Do you have an ongoing affirmative program to
seek such companies ?

MHr. CALLAWAY. Yes. we do, Senator.
Senator BENNETr. Just as a matter of interest, a year ago how many

companies did you have?
Or is the number of companiesgrowing?
Is the fund growing?
Mr. CALLAWAY. Over the years the fund has grown very substan-

tially. I think we had more companies, I am sure, a year or two ago
then we have today, and I would suspect that in the future we wili
have even more than that, sir. I think today we have 170-odd com-
panies. I would guess that the number may' have gotten close to 200
at one point, sir.

Senator BENETT. In other words, they are a little harder to find
than they were earlier?

Mr. CALLAWAY. I believe that is the case. In addition, as the com-
pany grows in size and maturity, it can be taken out of that fund and
directed to all of tlie other pension trusts in the banks which have
already had an interest in that company.

Senator B.NNETT. I see.
So it is kind of an adolescent period for these companies?
Mr. CALLAWAY. Yes, sir. That is right., Senator.
Senator BENNETT. Thank you.
And now, Mr. Lingua, I would be very happy to hear your

testimony.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE M. LINGUA, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT,
FIRST NATIONAL CITY BANK

Mr. LINGUA. Thank you, Senator Bennett.
My name is George Lingua, First National City Bank. My written

statement and related exhibits are contained in this blue-coated letter
sized document so designated. Behind the title ,page is the requested
one-page summary of the major points I hope to make, and followig
the summary the written statement begins.

I will make my oral stumnary of the full statement and charts and
exhibits within the 10 minutes allotted.

My experience has been primarily investment oriented. In addi-
tion to over a decade of working with pension funds, I have had some
years of experience with the motivations and attitudes of individual
investors.

Attainment of the bill's basic objectives, which City Bank fully
supports, will require enlarging the total pool of capital, as well as
encouraging an appropriate amount of risk taking, particularly on
the part of individuals. Increasing the deductibility of capital losses
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for individuals, is appropriate, desirable, and should be effective in
both respects.

The graduated capital gains tax provisions would probably have
an initial liberating effect on old or greatly appreciated holdings. How-
ever, it would not increase the total tool of capital, as even a reduced
tax rate on gains transfers some capital from individuals to Govern-
ment. Therefore, our Economies Department has suggested-it is in
addendum A of the full statement-an alternative hich would in-
volve a tax-free rollover when proceeds are fully reinvested in other
capitol securities. This treatment, as has been mentioned earlier, is
already provided for whafis the principal equity investment for most
individuals and often the only one, often the most successful one:
their own homes.

The limitations on holdings, while reasonable and even consistent
with our own voluntary self-inposed guidelines, are neither necessary
nor likely to be effective in assisting the attainment of the bill's 6bjec-
tives. An adequate facts base has not been established to support these
limitations. -Lacking this, we believe a potentially dangerous prece-
dent would be set for regulating the aggregate holdings of individual
fiduciaries who must act for tMe exclusive benefit of many separate
trust accounts.

We cannot and we must not subordinate our fiduciary responsibili-
ties for these individual accounts. The limitations are not necessary
to protect the interest of beneficiaries, nor certainly to reduce potential
for economic control by large investing institutions.

We believe there is no evidence that we have even attempted to
control companies in which we invest. We have not, nor do we intend
to even try. If the objective is to force the large bank trustees to dis-
perse investments more broadly, it is very doubtful that limits on
institutions separately would cause a broader dispersement of invest-
ments for institutional holdings in the aggregate. The aggregate dis.
pension is already quite broad-when one looks below the tops of the
lists of major institutional portfolios.

For example, we analyzed the full holdings in the commingled gen-
eral equity funds of 21 large bank trustees, and found that over 100
companies were represented in these lists, of which none was held by
all 21 banks, only 5 by as many as 12 banks, and 230 were held by
only 1 bank.

Then, when you include the supplemental or special equity vehicles
that we have established over the years, the breadth of interests and
holdings becomes much more diverse and demonstrable. We tabulated
the holdings at just 10 such large bank trustees and found 791 different
issues; many are listed on the various exchanges and 361 actually in
the over-the-counter or unlisted market.

Now, we are confident that the facts of our holdings, transactions
and voting authority will support our position. Therefore, we advocate
and fully support disclosure requirements which would establish the
necessary fact base.

Incidentally, Citibank. I think, you may know, pioneered disclosure
several years ago. In our fourth Annual Report, when it comes out in a
few weeks, we will give you even more detail on our transactions as
well as our holdings and voting authority. And pending the enact-
ment of legislative specific requirements, we intend this year to issue
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quarterly reports for the world to see the facts of our holdings and
our transactions.

I would like to turn to exhibit one as an example of this type of dis-
closure.* Here we have listed our 100 largest holdings, rankedby mar-
ket value according to column (2), that we hold in a fiduciary capacity.
These are trust accounts, investment management, and investment
advisory accounts. It shows the percentage of each company's outstand-
ing shares which we hold in total for all customers in the first column,
including custody accounts for which we have no investment respon-
sibility, just safekeeping for the customers, as well as on the far right
the lesser amount for which we exercise voting authority.

Whenever possible, voting authority is passed along to the beneficial
owner or co-trustee.

Exhibits 2 and 3-
Senator BE.NNm. Before you leave that-
Mr. LINGUA. Yes, sir.
Senator BENNxEr. So I can understand it, and it is interesting, I

just wrote down a note for myself. I wanted to ask you about propor-
tional voting authority you held. Look at Mobil Oil,'No. 2 of your list.
You hold 1.1 percent of their assets, according to that list.

Now. is the .44 percent in the same decimal relationship?
In other words, roughly 40 percent of your holdings, on 40 percent

of vour holding you hold voting authority?
Mr. LINGUA. Yes, sir. The holings are quite small for all customers,

but a smaller amount still, about three-quarters of 1 percent of the com-
pany's total shares are held in fiduciary capacity, and a little more than
hall of that is what we exercise voting authority for. We are able to
pass along, in other words, voting authority to the beneficial owners.

Senator BENNErTT. So it is not-oh, the two figures are in the same
percentage relationship?

Mr. LINoUA. Yes, sir. They are. The percentage of the company
shares. The one above that is interesting, too-the Bendix Corp. You
see, we have practically none we vote the shares for. Almost all of the
stock is held for the employees' profit-sharing fund and we pass along
the voting authority to the beneficial owners.

Senator BENNETT. For the people in the room, that figure is one-one
hundredth.

Mr. LxIGuA. One-one hlndredth of 1 percent of that voting author-
ity. Yes, sir.

Senator BENNET-. Thank you. I am glad to get that particular thing
straightened out.

Mr. LINGUA. There are many interesting examples in this list of
holdings like that.

- Under tab exhibits 2 and 3 we show our commingled equity
vehicles.** The one with the chart in the older fund, the supplemental
fund, with the plotting of the unit values of each yearend, and showing
the investment results for each year, and cumulalively from the begin-
ning of 1964. This is close to a half-billion dollar fund now and it was
quite a bit above that before the market slide in 1973, by the way.

Senator BENNEmT. Are these 21 stocks in the-

*Ree p. 118.
*See pp. 120 and 121.
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Mr. LINGUA. That is a smaller fund, sir. The one before that is 93
companies with $477 million of market value.

Senator BE.N"NETT. Well, are those the top tier stocks, or are those-
Mr. LINGUA. No, sir. This is a vehicle now well suited to investment

in medium-sized and larger companies,- including some of the so-
called lower tier for which there may be very good potential for
earnings gains or recovery, but for wlich there is a lesser degree of
predictability or confidence that the potential will be realized in each
case.

Senator BF..ETr. And what are the stocks?
Mr. LINGVA. In the next one, the special equity fund was formed

just a little under 2 years ago for going at the really smaller companies.
It is only $36 million in size now with 21 companies. But it has an
enormous potential if we are able to find sufficient candidates to meet
to a reasonable degree the investment criteria we have outlined on
this page. We believe these are very reasonable criteria, and necessary
for a prudent fiduciary to look at companies and see if they combine
to a reasonable degree these criteria.

Senator B.E1'Trr. Another question pops into my mind that I would
like to address to both of you.

How widely spread are the stocks in these special equity funds
geographically ?

Are they concentrated in the New York area, or are they spread
across the country?

Mr. CALAWAi. In our case, Senator, they are spread very widely
across the whole United States.

Mr. LINGUA. That is true for us as well. We are not bound by geog-
raphy. We look for good companies wherever they can be found. This
is a big country of ours.

Senator BE.N.TT. Thank you.
Mr. LINoUA. The enormous advantages, I would like to submit, of

these commingled vehicles are two. It enables you to achieve broad di-
versification of risk, and even more importantly it enables you to
equalize the investment experience of all of the participating trusts
over a given time period, so that when you decide you should move
out of one stock into another there is no question of whose shares are
sold first. Everyone gets the same execution.

The point I hope to make is that we do have these vehicles, we have
the commitment and an extensive research effort to try to seek out,
wherever, the expanding companies of all sizes, particularly smaller
ones.

Now I would like to address, in my minute or two remaining, what
I believe to be the real problems and the regrettably low price earnings

\~ ratios of the large lower tier companies, which include many of our
basic industries. The real burden on this sector and on the stock market
in general is the twin-headed albatross of rising inflation and price con-
trols-price controls which obviously do not work to control inflation,
but which knowledgeable investors believe inevitably will work to
stifle or suppress profits, of basic industries especially(I, and of some
basic industries more than others.

Therefore-and I did not realize the steel industry would be dis-
cussed to such an extent today, but I have put that as my second chart.
First under chart 1* let us look at the Dow Jones industrial average,

*See p. 122.
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over the period since 1960. The Dow Jones. as you probably know,
with few exceptions is made up of large, long-established, relatively
mature companies, many in our basic industries.

Now, the dotted line of inflation in the Consumer Price Index accel-
erated after 1967. It looks innocuous on this chart, but on r. latel- one
vou will see it as we felt it. In 1968. the vertical line marked the peak
in the Dow Jones average at the time that inflation accelerated.

Then, the abatement in inflation which you will see on a later chart
in 1971 and 1972 coincided with a strong recovery in stock prices.

Senator B..-ETT. Since I consumed some of your time, you may go
ahead.

Mr. LisGUA. Thank you, Senator, it will only be another minute.
Senator BENN,-.-rr. No hurry.
Mr. LIXGUA. Now, the steel industry illustrates quite clearly the

impact on an industry which was among the first to feel heavy political
restraint on its product prices, back in 1962. It never recovered from
the 1962 bear market, the most severe phase of which was triggered by
the steel price increase rollback in April of that year.

Now finally, in 1973 steel industry profits exceeded the mid-1960's
level. But investors remain skeptical, with price controls still in place
and the 1974 economy slowing down.

Mv final chart covers a 20-year span. and shows how these variables
related to each other late in 17972.** This is the way the world looked to
us then. Inflation rates, shown in red when rising, and as annual rates
of increase rather than the monthly increase plotting on the two pre-
vious charts, are represented here on a scale more appropriate to
their real impact on the stock market.

Now, looking back to 1962 you can see the drastic market break in
that year, from which steel and some other basic industries have not
fully'recovered. Also shown on the charts, the wide black bars under
the P/E pointer in the center lower part. are the ratios for the Dow
average, the price/earnings ratios, which is a reflection or a barometer
of the confidence level of investors in general. It was above the 20
level pre-1962, and is now around 10 times 1973's earnings, and about
11 times estimated 1974 ultimated earnings.

In placing our primary investment emphasis on large, growing,
technologically advanced or consumer-oriented companies in the so-
called top tier we have been trying to exercise our best judgment in
carrying out our fiduciary responsibilities for the beneficiaries of these
long-term capital funds. Now if the market prices of these top tier
stocks get too high at times, the market will correct this, as it did in
1962 and 1966 and 1970 and again more recently.

Periodic recurrence of this phenomenon is unavoidable if we are
to have free markets, and its timing is essentially unpredictable. for
practical purposes. Market price valuations which are not in time sup-
ported and validated by earnings will inevitably be corrected in the
marketplace, which is where it should occur.

I thank you, sir.
Senator BENNEr. Thank you very much.
Senator BE.NTSE.;. Thank you very much.

**See p. 124.
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[Mr. Lingua's prepared statement, with attachments, follow:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF GEORGE .1. LINGUA, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, FIRST
NATIONAL CITY BANK

SUMMARY
S. 2842

Citibank in full support of basic objectives:
Improving, broadening our capital markets.
Providing needed capital for expanding companies.

Treatment of capital gains and losses:
Increase in loss deductibility highly desirable.
Graduated gains tax has counter-productive potential after initial Impact.
Enlargement of capital pool, especially risk capital, is basic objective;

alternative suggested.
Limitations on holdings

Percent limits of S. 2842 reasonable, but-
Facts base does not exist to support either "rcd for, or confidence In cfcec.

tiveness of, percent limits to achieve bill's objectives.
Lacking facts base, limits would set dangerous precedent for regulating

trustees with multiplicity of fiduciary accounts/responsibilities.
Citibank wholly supports adequate disclosure requirements to build neces.

sary facts base.
General

Availability of capital for expanding companies: Large bank trustees already
have well suited vehicles, and stated commitment, to invest in Sound, growing
companies of all sizes.

The real problems of the stock market and of "lower tier" companies:
Rising inflation rates in combination with price controls.
Deterioration in investors' confidence.
Inflation also reduces individuals' ability and willingness to invest.

STATEMENT

I am in charge of the Institutional Investment Division of Citibank's Invest-
ment Management Group, and a member of the Group's Investment Policy
Committee.

The fiduciary accounts served by my Division are primarily employee benefit
funds, for the most part pension funds for which we typically act as trustee with
full investment discretion.

Prior to my 12 years In this Division, I was for several years in charge of
a group of personal investment advisory accounts, and thereby gained some
insights as to the motivations and attitudes of a wide variety of individual
investors.

Citibank is entirely in accord with and in support of the basic objectives,
as stated for S. 2842, of improving and broadening the functioning of our capitol
markets, particularly with respect to providing continuing availability of capital
needed by expanding companies of all sizes.

I would like to address first the provisions of S. 2842 designed to provide more
incentives and encouragement to individuals to Increase their direct participa-
tion in the capital markets by changing the treatment of capital gains and
losses,

To increase the capital loss deduction against ordinary income from $1.0"
(unchanged since 1942) to $4,000, along with the three-year carryback, appears
highly desirable, more equitable. and should significantly enhance the willingness
to Invest, as well as the available income resources, of individuals who cal
afford a reasonable amount of risk taking.

As to the graduated capital gains tax provisions, our Economics Departmient
has submitted a written comment (Addendum A) which, while endorsing the
objectives, points out some potentially counter-productive aspects. In summary:

The "lock in" of long term gains might be reinforced, after the initial
liberating effect.

Enlargement of the capital pool. by encouraging Individuals to Invest
more. slsnd le, Is partly offset by any tax on capital.
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Therefore, enlargement of pool and elimination of "lock in" tendency
would be much more effectively achieved by deferral of tax if individual
fully reinvests proceeds of sales (as permitted for personal residence
house).

With respect to the limitations on holdings, we readily concede that the
specific percentage limitations in the bill are reasonable, and even consistent
with the self-imposed guidelines or checkpoints which some large fiduciary
Institutions, including Citibank, have used as disciplines in monitoring their
aggregate holdings of each company.

However, we do not believe that such limitations are necessary to achieve
the basic objectives, nor that real evidence exists to support the belief that the
limitations would be effective even in assisting the achievement of these
objectives.

Lacking this evidence, we strongly feel that the Congress would be acting
unwisely, and setting a potentially dangerous precedent, In imposing percentage
limitations on the aggregate holdings of fiduciaries which are investing for hun.
dreds, or even thousands, of separate beneficial accounts.

Although in this instance the application would be only to discretionary pen-
sion fund assets, one undesirable and unwarranted effect would be to inhibit
the corporate sponsors of pension plans in the exercise of their freedom and
objective judgment to select the fiduciary/manager of their choice, not only
with respect to new appointments but also as to the allocation of contributions,
as most large pension plans typically have two or more funding fiduciaries.

We submit that a fact base does not exist to support the need for these limita.
tions to achieve the several basic objectives stated for S. 2842:
To protet the interests of beneficiaries

To the contrary, the history of percentage limitations on investments of pen.
sion funds, as well as for personal trust funds, is that they have almost in-
variably contributed to inferior investment results. This certainly has been the
experience for most state and municipal employees pension funds.
To reduce potential for economic control by large institutional investors

Again, a fact base does not exist to support belief that large institutions have
even attempted to exercise control over the companies in which they invest.

Citibank has not attempted to do so, and has no Intention of attempting it.
To force the large bank trustees to disperse investments more broadly, to

promote achievement of better functioning capital markets
It is very doubtful that the limitation, per se, would promote a broader

dispersion of investments by these institutions in the aggregate.
In fact, their aggregate investment interests and holdings are much broader

than has been Implied by the most widely publicized critical essays in business
publications. These essays have focused on the tops of the lists of the large
banks. Even this top-sighted analysis does not support the more exaggerated
accusations of "concentration" we have heard.

Beamples
The influential Fortune magazine tabulation of the 20 largest holdings of each

of 17 large hank trust departments actually comprised a total of: 101 companies
of which only 3 were held by all 17 banks and 58 were held by only 1 hank.

Our tabulation of the entire number of holdings in the commingled general
common stock funds (for pension trusts) of 21 of the largest bank trustees com-
prised a total of 400 companies, of which none was held by all 21 banks, only
5 were held by as many as 12 banks, only 11 were held by as many as 10 banks,
only 48 were held by as many as 5 banks, and 230 were held by only 1 bank.

'Moreover, If the "Supplemental" and "Special Rquity" commingled funds of
bank trustees for pension funds are included, the diversity of interest and of hold-
Ingt i i-von more demonstrable. We tabulated the holdings of 10 such bank trustee
pooled ftnds, aggregating $3.5 billion in market value and found: 791 different
issues, 200 were on the New York Stock Exchange, 142 on the American Stock
Exchange, and 361 were unlisted on an exchange.

Not one of these 791 stocks were In all 10 funds, only 1 was held by as many as
5 funds and 587 of the 791 were held by only I fund.

More information on our supplemental equity pooled vehicles will follow, in the
context of the lnsle recommendation which Citibank Is making to this distin-
gul5,hed Sulte'oammit tee at this time:
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We urge the limitations on holdings provisions of 8. 2842 be deleted, and action
along these lines be deferred until a sufficient fact base Is established to deter-
mine whether or not such limitations are necessary, and whether they would be
significantly effective.

ClUbank fully supports disclosure requirements for bank trustees which would
establish an adequate fact basic, with confidence that the true and full facts will
support our position that our holdings and our market transactions--

Have not been adverse to the interests of the beneficiaries of the pension
funds for which we are trustee, and for whose exclusive benefit it is our fidu-
ciary responsibility to act

Do not represent any evidence of potential to control, or intent to control,
the companies in which we Invest.

Exhibit I is indicative of one form of disclosure which would contribute to such
a fact base. It tabulates the 100 largest common stock positions which our In-
vestment Management Group holds in a fiduciary capacity, and shows this to be
typically a lesser portion--ften substantially lesser-than we hold for all our
customers inclusive of custody-only holdings. Lesser still, In almost all cases, is
the portion for which we exercise sole voting authority.

Exhibit II, relating to our Supplemental Common Stock Fund, fits into the
context of "effective disclosure" in another sense, as does our Special Equity Fund
summarized in Exhibit II.

The first Supplemental Fund was started over 10 years ago as a vehicle pri-
marily to invest In smaller companies. It is now close to 1XI billion dollars in
market value, and was well above that level before the 1973 market slide. It Is
now a vehicle well suited to Investment in a broad band of medium size and larger
companies, including some of the so-called lower tier, for which there may be very
good potential for earnings growth or recovery, but also a lesser degree of pre-
dictability or confidence that the potential will be realized in each Individual case.

The Special Equity Fund is not quite two years old, has a potential far beyond
its present size. This fund is specifically oriented to smaller, expanding companies.
These commingled or pooled vehicles have the great advantages of (1) broad
diversification of risks and (2) equalizing the Investment experience of all par-
ticipating pension trusts over given time periods.

Our investment selection criteria, as adapted for candidated for this fund. are
summarized in Exhibit II. We believe they are reasonable, and we are eager to
find and invest in smaller companies which fit these criteria in sufficient com-
bination and degree.

With respect to the much discussed problems and regrettably low price/earn-
ings ratios of the "lower tier," which includes many of our essential basic indus-
tries, we respectfully wish to express our strong conviction as to the fundamental
investment/economic problem which confronts this critically important sector:

The real burden on our basic industries, and the earnings multiples of the
stocks which represent ownership in them, is the twin-headed albatross of rising
inflation and price controls--price controls which obviously do not work to con-
trol inflation but which, knowledgeable investors believe, inevitably will work to
stifle or surpress profits, of basic industries especially, and of some basic indus,
tries more than others.

This fact of our lives may be graphically seen in Charts 1, 2 and $ which follow,
which relate market prices, profits and Inflation.

The Dow Jones Industrial Average, with only a few exceptions, is made up of
large, long established, relatively mature companies, many in the basic industries:
chemicals, steels, oils, autos, papers, metals and mining, etc. These Industries also
bear a heavy burden of cost Increases for pollution control to comply with the En-
vironmental Protection Act.

The dotted line of inflation In Chart I rose gradually and innocuously until
the latter half of the 190m's, then the rate of increase in the Consumer Price
Index began to accelerate. Late in 1908 the Dow average peaked, prior to the
devastating 1909 to mid-1970 l'a r ima rket.

The strong recovery from mid-1970 through 1972 was accompanied by a
healthy abatement in inflation rates. When this trend was reversed in 1973,
by a powerful resurgence of inflation, the stock market quickly reverted to the
downside, notwithstanding prospects for record corporate profits which, in
fact, were achieved.

Chart 2: The steel industry illustrates, probably better than any other,
that some of our essenitial, basic industries have been affected even more
adversely than others by restraints and controls on prices of steel products,
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while production costs were pushed up by Inflation and pollution control re-
quirements.

The steel Industry In fact was the first to feel a really heavy hand of political
restraints upon prices of the industry's products. It never recovered from the
1962 bear market, the most severe phase of which was triggered by the Admin-
Istration's steel price rollback. Prices were restrained also for the rest of the
decade by competition from rising imports of foreign steel producers, some of
which have been operated more as instruments of national policy, with profit-
ability a secondary If not minor consideration. Finally, In 1973, industry profits
exceeded by mid-1960's level, and by a large amount. But investors remain skep-
tical, with price controls still In place and the 1974 economy slowing down.

Chart 3: (1953-72) Inflation rates, shown In red when rising, and portrayed
as annual changes rather than the monthly Index plottings In the two previous
charts, are represented here on a scale more appropriate to their real Impact
upon the stock market.

The 1962 market break, from which steel and some other basic industries
have not recovered. Is clearly shown.

ALso shown on this chart is the range of price/earnings ratios for the Dow
Average, which is a reflection or barometer of Investor confidence levels. T41 was
aihove the 20 level pre-1962: now It is around 10 times 1973's earnings and about
11 thes estimated 1974 earnings.

We respectfully submit that It has not been the large Institutional investors,
not the large bank trustee managers of pension funds, who have caused this
erosion of confidence In the future prospects for some of our basic Industries.

In placing our primary investment emphasis on large, growing, technologically
advanced or consumer oriented companies in the so-called "top-tier", we have
Iwen trying to exercise our best Judgment In carrying out our fiduciary respon-
sllillities for the beneficiaries of these long term capital funds.

If the market prices of these top tier stocks get too high at times, the market
will correct this, as It did in 1962. 1906. 1070 and again In 1978.74. Periodic
recurrence of this phenomenon is unavoidable, If we are to have free markets,
nsd itq timing Is essentially unpredictable, for practical purposes.

Market price valuations which are not In time supported and validated by
earnings, will inevitably be corrected in the marketplace, which is where It
should be done.

EXHIBIT I

FIRST NATIONAL CITY BANK

Percent of company's shere
outstanding which Citibank-

(1) (2) (3)
Holds Holds in a Exercised

Rank by market value of fiduciary holdings (2) for all fiduciary sole voting
(as of Dec. 31, 1973) customers capacity authority

1. International Business Machines Corp ........................... 3.75 2.31 1.45
2. Xerox Corop ............................................... 7,42 6.07 4.22
3, Eastman Kodak Co ......................................... .3.10 2.14 1.37
4. Merck & Co., Inc ......................................... 10.30 5.10
5, Coc-Cola Co .............................................. 4.00 3.73
6. General Electric Co .......................................... 3.11 2.U
7. Johnson A Johnson .......................................... 4.20 3.62
8. Atlantic Richfield........................................ 5. 44 4.31 3.29
9. Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Co......................... 2.96 2.43 1.75

10. Exxon Coro ................................................ .1.72 .98 .52
It. Avon Products, Inc .......................................... 6.39 S.36 3.84
12. Sears, Roebuck & Co ........................................ 2.13
13, Texas Instruments, Inc. ................. ...... .... 8. 71? 5:41
14. J. C. Penney Co., Inc .................... 5,22 4.04 2.64
15 SS, Kresge Co ......................................... 4.51 4,29 2.95
16. Caleroiller Tractor Co ........................................ 5.39 4,25 3. 58
17. Eli Lilly & Co ........ .................................. 4.68 3.01 2.01
18. First National City Corp ................ ........ .......... 7.71 2.40 0
19. General Motors Corp...................................... 1.36 .89 .47
20. Hewlett.Packard Co ... .................................. 5. 19 4.79 4.06
21. Cornint Glass Works ...................................... 8. 15 7. 73 . 22
22. J. P. Morgan & Co., Inc ..................................... 5.31 3.96 2.40
23, Texaco. Inc ................................................. 1.89 1.19
24. Philip Morris, I c ....................................... 4. 24 2.64 6
25. American Hospital Supply Corp.............................. 6. 32 5.98 3. 60
26. Motorols, Inc ....... .................................. 6. 45 5.63 4.50
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EXHIBIT I
FIRST NATIONAL CITY BANK

Percent of company's share
outstanding which Citibank-

(1) (2) (3)

Holds Holds In a Exercised
Hank by market value of fiduciary holdings (2) for all fiduciary sole voting
(as of Dec. 31, 1973) customers capacity authority

27. Emerson Electric Co .......................................... 4.1 3.38 3.17
28, American Home Products Corp ................................ 1.78 1.17 .46
29, Schering.Plough Corp ......................................... 2.49 1.96 
30. General Telepone & Electronics Corp ........................... 2.89 2.23 1, 61
31. Honeywell, Inc .............................................. . 6. 34 4.70 3.38
32. Sony Corp ................................................... 4.64 3.14 2.39
33. E. I. duPont deNemours & Co .................................. 2.40 .74 .17
34. American Telephone & Telegraph Co ............................ .60 .20 .08
35. American Express Co ......................................... 2.10 1.70 .94
36. Walt Disney Productions ....................................... 3.75 3.48 2.56
37. Westinghouse Electric Corp .................................... 3. 0 2.10 .26
38. McDonald's Corp .................................. 2. 1.98 1.25
39. Whirlpool Corp........................................... 7.85 4.82 3.41
40. Baxter Laboratories, Inc ...................................... 3. 78 3. 08 2.16
41. AMP Inc .................................................... 3.21 2.81 1.83
42. Bendix Corp ................................................. 13.98 13.08 .01
43. Mobil Oil Corp .............................................. .1 10 .75 .44
44. Travelers Corp .............................................. 4.07 2.69 2.44
45. Standard Oil Co. (Indiana) ............ 1.39 .55 .19
46. Virginia Electric & Power Co ......... 6.61 5.20 3.35
47 CoIgzePalmolive Co ...................................... 2.49 2.17 .01
48: Upohn Co ............................................. ... 4.35 1.73 1:0
49. Ford Motor Co .............................................. 1.85 .90
0. Prkin.Elmer Corp ............................................ 9.31 6.44 4.71
5 Southern Co ................................................. 3.34 2.55 1.85

52. Continental Telephone Corp .................................... .7.25 498 3.93
53. Union Oil Co. of California ..................................... 3.04 2.13 1.69
54. Federated Department Stores, Inc ............................. 3.49 2.39 1.89
55. Proctor & Gamble Co .......................................... .77 .39 .22
56. Dlital Equipment Corp ........................................ 2.87 2.47 1.27
57. TRW, Inc .................................................... 6.38 6.22 6.06
58. ChesebroughPond s, Inc ...................................... 3.64 1.09 2.12
59. First Chicago Corp .................................. 3.4 01 .89
60. Florida Power & Light Co.... .......................... 8.04 3.25 2 07
61. Texas Utilities ................................................ 4.0 2.15 1.61
62. Middle South Utilities, Inc .................................... . 4. 3.57
63. Moore Corp., Ltd ............................................. 2.71 1.76 1,
64. First International Bancshares, Inc ............................. 8.77 3.60 2.54
65. Doubleday & Co., Inc ......................................... 37.21 30.33 1.82
66. Chubb Corp .................................................. 10.36 4.16 *84
67. Pennzoil Co .................................................. 5.27 4.02 3
68. United Telecommunications, Inc .............................. .4.72
69. Armstrong Cork Co ........................................... 4.39 4.27 4.22
70. Mercer, Inc .................................................. 4.48 4.20 3.97
71. Textron, Inc. .................................... 3.97 3.81 3.73
72. Carolina Power & Light Co ............................. 7.27 4.62 3.41
73. First BankSystem, Inc ........................................ 3.71 4.63 2.34
74. Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd ........................... 1.46 1.37 1.15
75. FMC Corp ................................................... 6.17 4.16 2.99
76. Southern California Edison Co ......... . . . ... 4.79 2.72 1.92
77. Commonwealth Edison Co ..................................... 2.26 1.47 .94
78. Beatrice Foods Co ............................................ 1.38 1.27 .98
79, Schlumberger Ltd .......................................... .93 :42 07
80. Consumers Power Co ......................................... 4.17 3 17 .63
81, Standard Oil Co,, of California ............................... 1.20 .31 .19
81, Duke Power Co ............................................ 3.14 2.77 1.79

Marriott Corp ................................................ 3.26 3.10 2.42
Rank Organisatlon Ltd ........................................ 1.64 1.54 1.15

85. Colonial Penn Group, Inc ................................. 2.54 1.93 1.14
86. Hobart Manufacturing Co .............................. 7.08 7.07 0
87. Associated Dry Goods Corp ............................. 6.16 4.91 4.60
88. Economics Laboratory Inc ............................. 3.85 3.42 3.12
89, Louisiana Land & Exploration Co .............................. 1.25 .88 .38
90. General Mills, Inc ............................................. 2.92 1.22 .10
91. Masco Corp ................................................ 3.12 3.08 2.33
92. National Cash Register Co ..................................... 3.17 2.11 .72
93. Oklahoma Gas & Electric Co ................................... 4.30 3.65 3.32
94. General Reinsurance Corp ..................................... 1.47 1.30 1.10
95. Lubrizol Corp.................................... 2.53 1.90 1.36
96. Northern Indiana Public Service Co ............................. 4.70 3.90 3.39
97. Standard Oil Co. (Ohio) ....................................... 1.99 .68 .19
98. International Flavors & Fragrances ............................. 1.51 9 1:4
99. Southern Pacific Co ...................................... 1.79 1.32 10

100. Dow Chemical Co ......................................... 3.46 .26 .07
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Uxhlbit I1tt~ A~ni C'"'YT N1'A;< exhibit 11

Commingled Supplomentary Cnon Stock Fundb

'Total Market Value 12/31/73 . $477..A M4
'otal number Of Companies Held- 93 Companies

*t'nder Regulation 9 of the C,.i-.trollpr of the
Curreny, exclusively tcr ., ,. anj other
erployeo benefit fInds qu.3 1:tl f'r tax

Patio exeorlon murder the Internal hcvbnl- Code.

Unit V'aluen As
of YearEn

202

195 196 19G7 19(3 290) 1970 1971. 12 W273
Pates of

For Year 0 43.0% 0.54 78. 2. (52.3; (23..) 33. 69; 10.; (-32. 1;
Cu 'j at L.e
Ircm 194,
Annual Rate - - 1.91; 35,9; ?4. 6': 6,70 30.70 39. i., 31.5

**Ir.rono and mArkrt ipprvciatlon (or .,,reciatlOn). Cuulotie fL,'re. u
Annualized rates, coX.Funien annually.
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Exhibit IIXTirst national City Dank

CO1'.NTGLFD SPECIAl, EQUITY FUND *

Total trket Value 12/31/73 0 $36 million

Total Nuwibcr of Companicj Hold = 21 companies

*Establishod 4/1/72 under Regulation 9 of the Comp-

troller of the Currency, exclusively for pension and other
employee benefit funds qualified for tax exemption under the
Internal Rcvenue Code.

Miectives: Up to 5% of equity positioirof participating
employee benefit trusts. Oriented to smaller
rapidly expa;rding companies which meet, to a
reasonable degree, the following investment
criteria:

Investment Criteria:

(a) Competent, experienced management (especially
financial management)

(b) Products/services with proprietary or distinc-
tive characteristics, and outstanding demand
growth potential

(c) Demonstrz.ted inncvativeness, productivity of
research

(d) Effective marketing, distribution system

(e) Manageable production costs and capital costs

(f) Quality of "Wall Street" sponsorship (invest-
ment banking, underwriting, market making;
continuing interest in and knowledge of
company).

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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CHART 3

ADDENDUM A

COMMENTS ON THE GRADUATED CAPITAL GAINS PROVISIONS OF SENATOR LLOYD
BENTSEN'S PROPOSED "STOCKHOLDERS INVESTMENT ACT or 1978" (S. 2842) BY THE
EcoNoMIcs DEPARTMENT OF THE FIRST NATIONAL CITY BANK OF NEW YORK,
JANUARY 16, 1974

Citibank heartily endorses the basic objectives of the bill, S. 2842, and of its
graduated capital gains tax provision. It is important to encourage greater in-
vestment by individuals in the equity securities of American corporations, and of
new and smaller companies in particular. We feel, however, that the introduction
of a graduated capital gains tax rate would be less effective in promoting the
bill's objectives than other proposals that Congress might consider.

Every society must determine how much of its current output of goods and
services it will consume currently and how much it will plow into investments
which will increase the amount of future production. Investment is the key to a
growing economy and a steadily rising standard of living for the nation's citizens,
a fact that is clearly understood by the Soviet Union and the many developing
countries. But in our society, investment cannot be taken for granted, for it is not
dictated by the government but rather is supplied by the voluntary acts of in.
dividuals and families who forego current consumption to release a share of cur-
rent output which is then used to augment the supply of productive capital,

In a free society, government can try to encourage more investmera' in two
ways. One is to increase the potential reward for saving and investing. IlLhe other
is to decrease the risks associated with investing.

The potential return can be increased by reducing the tax bite on investment
income. The degree of risk associated with equity investments can be reduced
by improving the function of markets for corporate equities so that price fluc-
tuations are more moderate and investors have greater assurance that they can
find a ready market for any shares they may purchase,
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The graduated capital gains provision of S. 2842 contains incentives of both
sorts since it provides for a lower capital gains rate in many cases and seeks
to reduce the degree to which current tax laws lock investors in to existing stock
portfolios. The emphasis appears to be on reduction of the "lock-in" effect, how-
ever, and this is the aspect of the bill that was stressed by Senator Bentsen in
his statement accompanying the introduction of the bill.

The lock-in effect has received a good deal of attention from tax experts in
recent years, in part because both those who want to Increase taxes on gains
(i.e. through a tax on unrealized gains held at the time of death) and those who
want to reduce them can reasonably assert that their proposals will reduce
lock-in. But it is easy to exaggerate what a reduction in lock-in would mean to
the economy.

Some commentators have spoken as if the sale of appreciated securities would
provide great resources for new investment and have even implied the amount
of unrealized gains on corporate securities represents a pool of capital which
could be used to provide additional investment. But to an important degree,
those who might sell appreciated securities would merely be unlocking them.
selves- by locking in others. The owner of a share of corporate stock has a fl-
nanclal asset which can only be converted into cash by locating someone who
has cash he is willing to exchange for the asset. The exchange doesn't increase
the volume of real resources available for investment in capital goods, it only
shifts their ownership.

Reducing the lock-in effect of the current capital gains tax, therefore, can
only increase the amount of investment in a fundamental sense if it increases
the amount of current income that is saved and invested, While unlocking of
itself would tend to encourage Increased saving by improving the performance
of security markets, there is also no question that an outright reduction in the
tax on the returns to investment would have a much more powerful effect.

It must also be pointed out that the extent to which lock-in would be reduced
by the introduction of a graduated rate scale is subject to question. The initial
impact of the provision might well lead to sales by holders of long standing,
but this effect would be in the nature of a once-and-for-all change. Thereafter,
Investors might be tempted to wait for lower future tax rates. At any given
time during the 15-year period of graduation, an investor might well decide to
delay a prospective sale until the tax year was up and the tax rate was lower.
Such reations-wettd be particularly likely if the proposal in the bill were modi
fied to provide for two or three steps instead of 15. The number of objections
raised on the grounds of technical difficulty (i.e. how to compute holding periods
in the case of stock dividends and stock splits) suggest that the bill might well
be amended in this fashion on its' way through Congress.

We respectfully submit, therefore, that more effective methods are available
to encourage more investment through the tax laws. Among them are a cut in
the percentage of gains which must he Included in taxable income and a pro-
vision to permit tax free exchanges when one security is sold merely to provide
the means to purchase another. The latter, known as the tax-free rollover, now
applies to gains from the sale of a personal residence. Tax on such gains is
deferred if the taxpayer purchases or builds a new residence within a specified
interval centered around the time of the sale of the first residence. Application
of this principle to transactions in stock would act as a powerful incentive to
investment by both raising the return on prospective investments (but only if
the investor viewed his commitment as permanent) and greatly reducing lock-in
effects.

Senator BENTSrm. Mr. Callaway, in your appearance before the sub-
committee last time, you stated that you were investors and not trad-
ers, that the profiles of your investments changed over a. period of time,
but not at a rapid pace.

Could you tell us, since your last appearance in July, what the Mor-
gan has done with IBM, Xerox, Eastman Kodak, Avon?

What has been the change in the asset value of these stocks?
Mr. CALLAWAY. Senator Bentsen, I think I can tell you generalities

without absolute specifics. I believe that in some of these stocks--and
I know it is true in IBM-we have added to our holdings in the last
part of 1973, and on others I believe you will find that we have sold

29-146--.4----9
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some of them. The reasons behind the purchase or the sale is still an in-
dividual judgment of the intrinsic investment long-term merits of the
stock.

I think it is fair also to say, as I mentioned when I was here in July,
that also money continued to go into what are called the lower tier
stocks. We are not investing solely, nor have we ever invested solely in
the top tier.

Senator BENTSEN. Well Mr. Callaway, that kind of an answer is
perhaps as good as you can give off the top of your head, so to speak.
But I would really like something much more definitive than that for
the record. If you would give us some figures which are definitive and
submit them for the record, we would appreciate it.

Mr. CALAWAY. I would be delighted to do that, sir.
That is for the year 1973?
Senator BENTSEN. That is correct.
[The information referred to above was subsequently submitted by

Mr. Callaway:]
MOROAN1 GUARANTY TRUST CO. OF NEW YORK,

New York, N.Y., February 14, 1974.
Hon. LLOYD BENTSEN,
Chairman, Subcommittee os PFinancial Markets, Committee on Finance, U.S.

Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEAD SENATOR BENTSEN: As you may recall, during my testimony before your

Subcommittee on Financial Markets on Tuesday, February 5th, you asked me
what transactions had taken place in certain of our large holdings, such as I.B.M.,
Xerox, Eastman Kodak and Avon,

I now have a copy of the transcript of my testimony and from it I note that
the time span covered in our part of my testimony covers the period starting when
I appeared before your Subcommittee in July of 1978 and in another part of my
testimony covers the entire year 1973. I, therefore, have enclosed two schedules
covering both of these periods which show the purchases and sales in shares and
in dollar value of the fifty largest common stock holdings in our retirement trust
accounts.

I hope that If you have any questions, you will not hesitate to let me know.
Sincerely yours,

SAMUEL I. CALLAWAY.

MORGAN GUARANTY TRUST CO. OF NEW YORK, TRUST AND INVESTMENT DIVISION-PURCHASES AND SALES
AMONG TOP 50 EQUITY HOLDINGS IN RETIREMENT TRUSTS

Purchases: Jan. I-Dec. 31,
1973

Shares Cost

I.B.M ............................................ 232,135 $74, 720
Xerox ............................................ 170,800 2478 ,990
Eastman Kodak ................................ 213,950 921388
Avon Products ................................ 18.500 19 40620
Polaroid Corp .................................... 139,800 14 838
Sears Roebuck ................................... 273, 200 28 9
Schlumberger ....................................... 1 600 15, 5 05

4l8s ................................... 1I ,930
coc .......................................... 422, 700 60, 130
American Express ................................. 97,100 6,2 526
Procter & Gamble ................................. 208,800 21, 5 1
American Home Products ............................ 618,600 5207, 71H

. Krese ................ *........8,450
McDonald's Corp.............................. .4 578 5
Wailt Disney Productions ............................. 48,100 4 930,559
J. C. Penney .................................... 387.400 32, 017
General Motors ..................................... 23, 400 169160
Exxon Corp ........................................ 14700 1 954
M.G.I.C. Investment ......................... 317 370 33.4 000
Merck& &Co ..... ..................... .. i15700 9 ,773
Scerin. Plough ..... ...................... 50,200 A5775
Mobil ol .... ........................... 41,800 .51, 49
First Natio City ......... .................... ..... i .....
PepsiCo Inc ........................................ 206,50 16,54916
Squibb Corp ........................................ 311,500 30,528,240

Sales: )on. 1-040. 31,1973
Shares Proceeds

4S8o $1,48 ?8
7,700 106,3

2.200 21265

8000 4
4500 4 4140

2,600 1 163
2,000 19,6

0709
6400

4,00 327,9215
3,00 291,0
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Purchases: Jan. l-Osc. 31, Sales, Jan. t-Dec. 31,
1973 1973

Shares cost Sharea proceeds

AMP .............................................. 77, 400 4,613,802 1,0 9,
Anheuser.Busch .................................... 1, 103, 800 55. 687.137 13,' 900 2.122,: 611
Johnson &Johnson ................................. 59,000 6,950,517 1I,1I00 1,243.670
Texaco Inc ................... ...................... 90, 900 3:145, 355 3, 300 105.10
Westinghouse Electric ............................................................ 245.,720 SIM 29 I9
Ford Motor ......................................... 149, I00 8, 687, 480 2, 200 137,490
'oy0r0 ..................... 20, 000 1 004, 424 5, 709 206, 07
Ell Lil ...................... 347, 700 27,161.$42 4, 400 347# 860
Internaiona Paper .................................. 12, 700 97, 651 21,00 5, 424
Pfizer Inc .......................................... 272, 200 12.2 J0. 567 10, 900 43 7,243
Chesebtoush Ponds ................................. 156, 325 12, 25, 701 99, 325 7,.524,919
Upjohn Co ................................ ........ 51,800 4.,844, ,3k7 ..................... . . .
Louisiana Land ............................. 3, 000 142. 5W0 59,600 6.04,914
Jos, Schlitz ................................... 265, 500 15.,370, 084 1, 000 61, I75
Minnesota Mining ................................... 5,1900 497,940 10, O0 8311 907
Heublein Inc ............... ........................ 11,500 593.6$0 36.,T00 1.692,83
Burlington Industries ... ......................................................... 199, 300 6,0 0 Is8
Standard Oil of Clifornia ............................ 289, 500 23, 216, 441 1,500 91, 42
¢lorox Co ...................................................................... 30, 290 493,441
Gillette C ...................................................................... 46, 100 2, . 6,(X
International Telephone & Telegraph .................. 58, 300 I.975,.925 303. 950 ! , 1,/
Halliburton C ...................................... 150,.400 9:,381,020 2,10 M2o 3 %S9
Rikhardson.Merrell ......... ......................... 443, 300 26, 797,222 3, 000 20$.016
Simplicity Pattern ................................... 100, 000 5, 618, 231 89. 00 4,922,141
Federated Department Stores ......................... 53,90 5 0, 8 5 D ,8524

Purchases: July I- SSWe: July I-
Dec. 31, 1973 Dec,. 31. 1973

Shares cost Sham~ Proceeds

1,9.M ................................ ......... ... 162, 185 $43,548, 593 4, 400 $1. $7, 717
Xerox ...... ................... ................... 90,100O 13, 099.,916 I, 000 145, 950
Eastman Kodak .................................... 44, 8S0 5,.752, 745 7,10 $O 45 2
Avyon Products ..................................... 50, 800 5.158, 986 11.000) 1, 217: 55
Polaroid .......................................... 103 OO ,54 6600 4A12
Sears Roebuck .................... .................. 89. 400 S, 721. 052 2.000 ,,91,650
sohlumbersw ....................................... 12, 700 !,432, 251 6900 700O 5

, aPhilip Morris ............................................................ 12,,"4)u 3.8.645,7030 2,000 !,0O 229,900 14

American Express ................................... 15,400 So 9J0 S. 000 49! 1226
Procter & Gamble ................................... 72:500 6,94 1,43 3 1500 341' 975
American Home Products ............................ 224, 300 9, 222.,067 1, 400 62'493
S. S. Kresge ........................................ 151,600 4,915,531 2,00 9'40
McDonald's ........................................ 92.,600 5,187, 773 2,000 143'900
Wait Disney Productions ............................. 2,000O 151.000 9, 200 71 401
J. C. Penney ........................................ 1 17, 300 91106,031 7 Soo $72. 438
General Motors ..................................... 189, 200 12,.230,988 4:400 M8, 850
Exxon ....................... 9, 700 9036i1 ............................
M G IC In esm nt .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................................................... . . .
Merck Co ........................................ 112,100O 9,246,673 600 49 0
Schering-Plough .................................... .30 512 2.6 212.61
mobil Oil ........................................... 34,600 2. 044, 367 2. 5W 14S.4
First National City ...................................... .. .......... ... i)........................
PepsiCo ......................................... ... ..... ... 40 1121,5 10

u lbtb Corp ........................................ 1,900 1, X 316 2.4 M% P Iro .................................................................... is, :9 923
Anheuser-Busch .................................... 161,500 6,622,162" 53OO 2074 3
Johnson & Johnson .................................. 31,400 3, 642.,747 10:0 ?1,1 80
Texaco ............................................. 39, 300 1,.258, 510 2: 4.
WestipShoose ....................................... . . ...... .... ..... 15.20 5,11Ford M otor ....................... ... ..... .... .:.. .: $3, ( I, ff,.5 a ; 0 2Son Crp............................ 10,000 431, 5011 5. 709 20 49
SOl ily....................... * ..... t$13, 700 1371196 4,.400 0): 860
InteranePA pr................. 1, .700 58 1 106 400 410, 34S
Pfizer ............................... 12800 , & 73. 221 50
Chosebrough Ponds ................................. 1 2 5.5 51 7 i
Upjohn ....... ........ ........................... 41,5: 348,695 ..............
L.6lisilne U~nd .................................... :. 3,000 142, 500... ,0 i2 5
Jos. solditz ......................................... 72,700 4, 2M1811 |.0010 61, 975
Minnesota Mining ................................... 2 000 17S:20O ........................
Heublein ........................................... 1!,500 553,680 S50 302wOBrtint Ind tries ........................................ ........ 757 ,Stndm It"Oil Caiori .................... :........ 10 w Soif t
Clorox ...................................................... . .................. 28. 290 451. 616
aflOtte ............................................................................................... .
! international Telephlone A Tlegraph .................. 57, 300 t, 932, 800 15,000 4,70,024
Hallburtoo ......................................... 149. ?0( 2,1,7430 54,
Richardson Merrell ....................... .......... 344,400 1, 318, 684 2, 000 113: 4isSimplicity Pattern ............................... ' '9OO 4. 141
Midnted Department Stores ...................... "i;..... .. 5,S,'X) 2A90 366
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Senator BENTSF.N. I apologize to both of you for not being here to
hear your testimony. But I had a problem in having to testify on an-
otherbill before another committee.

Did you have any further questions. Senator Bennett?
Senator Btx'i-.-r1. No; I asked them as they went along.
Senator BrN1s.;, . Now, several banks have stated that they voln-

tarily comply with the holding limitations I have in my bill:
Could you give the subcommittee some examples of were you might

want to deviate from those limitationsI
Mr. LrNot'A. Yes, sir. I would be glad to give you one. One is the

case of a great company called Texas Instruments, where I believe we
now own---close to 5 percent of our discretionary pension assets are
invested in that company.

Senator BENTSEN. Well, that would be in compliance.
Mr. Liuor.,. But we are so close that if new accounts were to come

into us, the market. value would be over the 5 percent by the market.
It is tre we would not have to sell, but we would not be able to take
in new accounts without having to tell them: One of our most favorite
stocks that we would like to buy for you, in the exercise of our fidu-
ciary judgment, we are not permitted to buy.

Now, there may be a few others like that, so our ability would be
constrained as to investing in some of the stocks that we feel represent
the best long-term investments in advanced technological areas in this
country.

Now, that presents a potential conflict of interest, which I am confi-
dent we would resolve in favor of the beneficiarv. But in order to make
room, possibly to take on new accounts, we might be tempted to sell
some of that stock, even though our better judgn'n-t would suggest that
we should hold. That is a temptation which we would resist.

Senator BE,,NTSEN'. Well, Mr. Lingua, more than 70 percent of
the *trading volume on the New York Stock ExchanLe is attributable
to institutions?

Would you not be concerned if, instead of it being 70 percent, that it
went on up to 80, 90,95 percent?

Mr. LNotUA. We are concerned now, sir, in all aspects of our rela-
tionship to the marketplace. We try to be responsible and in all ways
act in such a way that will not impair the functioning of the market-
place.

Senator BwmrsE. Well, let me ask you this. Do you think it would
be bad for the market if this trend was increased so that institutions
had 95 percent of the volume of trading on the New York Stock
Exchange?

Mr. LTNOUA. I think it would be bad for the basic reason that your
bill would suggest, that would mean that the individual investor had
lost confidence in participating directly in this.

We are completely in support of encouraging the individual to
become more active and own more directly, as a direct investor in this
country of ours.

Senator BENTSmm. Since there are 1,400 other stocks to pick from
on the New York Stock Exchange and, as good as Texas Instruments
may be-and I happen to think it is a very fine ompany-aren't there
sufficient other stocks to pick from?
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.Mr. LiNGUA. Yes. I believe there are many other good alternatives.
I was addressing only the question of whether, if we believe that sev-
Oral companies represented the very best among all of the alternatives,
that it would be wrong for us to be precluded from buying the ones
that in our best judgment were the best.

Senator BENTSF.N. Even if it was the best, is there not also a counter-
balancing force of not having too much of one's assets in one com-
pany, as good as that company may look today?

The Japanese developed a calculator. It. was extremely competitive
with Texas Instruments. And then Texas Instruments caine back with
their product and recaptured the market.

But you can have a substantial overnight change in technology, that
can give a company, as good as it may be, an extremely serious prob-
lem, and this is something that may not have been foreseen by the most
prudent investors.

And therefore. should not a )portfolio manager put some kind of
limitation on how much of the assets of a pension plan he is going
to put in one stock ?

Mr. LIN A. Sir, that is why wNe have the self-imposed guidelines,
that we have put ill checkpoints, for years-to stop before we accu-
mulate more shares, percentage shares, of the company unless we in-
tensively again review the investment criteria.

I will say it is a matter for our Investment Policy Committee, if
we believe it merits all exception of going beyond this checkpoint level.

We look to many of the criteria we have outlined for this, even for
smaller companies.

Senator BxrsE.. Mr. Lynn Townsend has pointed out that Mc-
Donald's has a book value of about $200 million and a stock market
value of $2.1 billion. The United States Steel Co. has a book value
of $8.6 billion and a recent market value of $2.2 billion.

We know we have a shortage of steel and apparently no shortage
of hamburger stands. You have the steel industry publishing state-
ments that they are not going to be able to expand to as much of the
market as otherwise would be available for their products, because
they cannot raise the capital fast enough. Therefore, the Europeans
and the Japanese are going to pick up part of that market. And we
are very much concerned about supplying our own economy here with
steel and also having some assistance for our balance of trade: and
that we are not just developing into the grainery of the world; that
we have some manufacturing capability.

What can you do?
What do you recommend?
Mr. LiNG A. That is why I used the steel industry as an example

here of what we believe, at the City Bank, as the basic problem of
our basic industry. And steel illustrates it perhaps better than any
other.

It has been under price restraints for over a decade, the first of
which were politically administered in 1962. Since that time it has
been under the further restraints of intense foreign competition when
it had excess capacity; imports rising in this country from foreign
producers, many of whom were operated more as instruments of
national policy with a profit motif secondary, if not minor, in
consideration. a
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And now that the steel industry is finally in a shortage position, it
is unable to earn enough on the tremendous amounts of capital that
are required to invest in new steel, basic steelmaking capacity.

And investors who want to risk their capital perceive this. They
would rather buy the )onds of the steel industry at 8 to 81/2 percent
than own their equit.

I think that is wrong. I think that is too bod. But we must get to
the basic causes of this.

Mr. CALLAWAY. May I add to that comment ?
Senator BENWEN. Y'es. Mr. (allaway.
Mr. CAL, AWAY. I agree with what, Mr. Ling'ua said, and I think

it is also true what. I)r. Mala pointed out-that the investor, althougrh
be is interested iin book vilite, is ich moe'( interested in e4 rniigs,
and tile trend of earnings, uid the prospect of future earnings. And
to go back tto book value, it seems to me vol can liken it to owning
a piece of property in a section of a towl that deteriorates, and the
book value of that lroperty may he very high. what you originally
invested ill. But there 1ay be n'o attempt to pmrchase that property
anywhere near that valime.

Anl I ittintain. its Mr. Lingua1 said. that the eaiiin/gs outlook for
these con paiiies art very tei i ,ore intlmorit thma t liv ook v\alum, to
the in vestor.

Thank you.
Snator.l BEN'TsEN. ()h. I wou,! agree. M1r. ('l lawaty. generally on

that; but then vol go very itu,.l to tile otlier extremtie. too. A nad we
have tile record of one company that h~ad a great trend line on its
earnflings out on the west ,oeast. a heauti ful trend l hle.

Biut as of today it. is inl a process s of bankriliptcy. A very large comt-
)aiuy in whic li 'lot of .eop v were involved ala lot of people were

huri. And if Oil look jilst alt eailrings, on that lOilii it was spectacular.
if vo1 did not. bother to look at book value.

So it is ta lalice of these things nd all to lbe colnsidered, is it not ?
Mr. CAiIAWAY. It ceitailv is. Senator. I agree.
Senator IWN'rix. Think you nvnery uch, geutP1elien.
I will look forward to readling your testimony in detail.
'Ihiank you for your alppea ra nce and( cot rib utions.
Our next wities this niorning is Mr. Howard E. Hallelgreln who

is a vice president, First National lank of ('hicago.
lVould you take the stand, please?
WoIul( you proceed, sir?

STATEMENT OF HOWARD E. HALLENGREN, VICE PRESIDENT,
TRUST DEPARTMENT, FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF CHICAGO, AC.
COMPANIES BY BENJAMIN HOMOLA, VICE PRESIDENT, LEGAL
DIVISION, TRUST DEPARTMENT

Mr IILHN\ilEN. Thank you, sir.
M'r. (ihairnan, members of the coninittee, my nale is hloward

l-allengien. I am a vice )resident of the 1rust'Departnient of the
First, National lank of Chicago, responsible for the trust, depart-
inient's investiilent staff.

I 11t1 accompanied by BIenjamin Iloinoli. vice president in the legal
division of the trust department.
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We appreciate the opportunity to appear before the committee to
present the position of our bank on the Stoekholders Investment Actof 1973.

Since we are a manager of employee benefit plans, we are vitally
interested in any legislation which would affect our investment, After
reviewing the proposed legislation,. we would like to offer our com-
ments onl several aspects of the bill.

Our full statement. which we request be made a part of the reord
and. of which I believe you already have copies, covers the practical
investment consequences'of the pro'pose(l legislation; the implications
of the bill as to the trustee's fiduciary obligations and ; some additional
comments as to the technical language used in the drafting of the bill.

, intend to confine my suuinary remarks primarily to the invest-
nient consequences of tle bill. lhovever, we will be happy to answer
(uestiols as to any portion of our full statement.

When the StocIkhohles linve.stiet Act of 11173 was introduced in
the Selate last, Septemlber. Senator Bentsen indicated that oiie of his
primary concerns was to reverse the trend which prior hearings of this
coinimlittee had iivestigited, toward increasing concentration on the
part of large institutional investors in a relatively small number of
conilion t (wks.

Accordingly. tle bill estadished va rious criteria which it was indi-
cated would serve to limit the aIiplmIrienit concentration. We believe that
it is alpopriate to question whietler or not the proposed limitations
would in fact bring about the stated objective of causing large institu-
tionms to iiitrXlee greater (livelsit v into their equity port folios.

We will do this by examining their possible effect on our own activi-
ties.

The first limitation is that no more than 5 percent. of all pension
trust assets managed by a given pension manager can be invested in
the securities of any corporation. We believe that this proposal would
have little or no practical effect as far as the Trust, Department of the
First National Bank of Chicago is concerned.

A literal interpretation of tie bill would indicate that we could place
up to ,5 percent of the value of all pension trust assets over which we
have discretionary investment authority in the securities of any corpo-
ration.

We have. of course, many pension trusts over which we have dis-
cretionarv investment authority, which are invested in accordance
with their particular objectives and the particular provisions of the
resI)ot ive trust instruments.

For example, we have discretionary investment authority, as de-
fined in the bill, over some trusts which are invested entirely in boIds
and others which rel invested entirely in real estate.

Apparently, these kinds of trusts and others with special invest-
ment provisions could he included inl the total or our managed as-
sets against which the 5 percent limitation would apply. If this is
the cause, the bill would seem to place virtually no meaningful limita-
tion on the concentration of investments in an individual pension ac-
count.

Even assuming that the intention of the bill is clarified so that the 5
percent limitation applies to the holdings of the securities of any cor-
poration inl an individual pension trust, we would have serious objec-
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tions to this provision, since we oppose the concept of limiting by legis-
lation our ability to respond to investment opportunities as they arise.

Senator BENrsIN. 1et me ask you, do you put a voluntary limitation
on yourself

Mfr. HALLHNGREN. Yes. I come to that.
Senator BENTSEN. Well, if you managed yours prudently, you then

move to the conclusion that all other bank trust departments manage
theirs equally as prudently and have such limitations?

Mr. HALLENOREN. I would assume that all bank trust departments
operating under prudent man-rules would have to look at the degree of
concentration of the assets which they manage.

Senator BENTSEN. That is not ain answer. Give me a specific point.
You say the 5-percent limitation does not bother you because you have
that as a voluntary compliance.

I am now asking you do you also assume that all other bank trust
departments have a 5-percent limitation?

Mr. HALLENGREN. I cannot make that assumption.
Senator BENTS.. Well, I tell you they do not. What we want is to

stop the aberrations.
Mr. HALLENOREN. I think what I was suggesting here, Senator, is

that the 5-percent limitation, if we apply it to all of our pension assets,
really does not have any great effect. We could probably have a larger
concentration under this interpretation, the way the bill is written.

Senator BENTSEN. Well, I can tell you that for some bank trust de.
partments it does have an effect and a very material one.

Go ahead.
Mr. HALLENOREN. OK. I can only speak for ourselves.
Additionally, we believe that thiis provision might add a further de-

stabilizing element to an already unsettled securities market if all pen.
sion trusts, which your committee has identified as among the most
important factors in the market today, were prohibited by an artificial
limitation from purchasing stocks of fundamentally sound companies
during a period of market weakness.

Senator BENTSEN. Well, do you think if you had 1,400 stocks to pick
from, that a 5-percent limitation stops you from picking fundamentally
sound stock?

Do you think you are limited to 20 stocks?
Mr. HALXNGPXN. I do not feel that in any way.
The second limitation proposed in the bill is that any pension man-

ager cannot buy more than 10 percent of any class of security of any
corporation. We agree with the broad objective indicated by this pro-
posal; and we do, in fact, generally limit our own purchasing or own-
ership to less than 10 percent of the outstanding stock of any corpora-
tion.

Our Trust Investment Committee adopted a rule 3 years ago re-
stricting our ownership position for discretionary holdings to 8 per.
cent of the outstanding stock. It must be emphasized, however, that we
retain the flexibility of increasing our position to a figure greater than
8 or 10 percent if particularly good buying opportunities should oc-
cur-a flexibility which we might lose if this proposed provision were
enacted into law.

The problem with any arbitrary limitation such as the proposed 10
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percent ceiling is that it. cannot take into consideration all of the many
variables which might exist in an investment situation.

We believe that it is necessa ry to consider such matters as trading
volume of a given security, as well as the percentage, if any, whiclR
might be closely held in order to determine an effective limitation on
the holdings of that security.

We believe that we are obligated under the existing Illinois prudent
man rule to consider t these factors. Accordingly, in companies such
as Hewlett Packard, Tektronix, and Carnation, where over 50 percent
of our outstanding shares are closely owned by family or manage-
ment interests, we do not believe ,that it would be appropriate for us
to take position of 10 percent of the outstanding stock, which would
result in our owning 20 to 25 percent of the floating supply of stock.

Therefore, we believe that the prudent man rule is a fare more ef-
fective and meaningful limitation on our accumulation of large con-
centrations than is the bill's proposed 10 percent figure.

Senator BENTSEN. Well, let Me ask you this. There is nothing in my
bill that proposes more restrictive limitations on the part of manage-
ment than the 10 percent. Is that not true?

Mr. HALLENOnEN. Yes. I understand that.
The third provision of the bill provides that -a trustee may invest

up to but, not to exceed 1 percent of qualified pension trusts and se-
curities of any corporation with a capital account of less than $25
million.

When Senator Bentsen introduced this bill in the Senate last De-
comber, lie stated that this provision wouldd facilitate the flow of* in-
stitutional money to small- and medium-sized companies.

In our view, however, the provision of this bill as it was written
might be counterproductive and might in fact impede the flow of
money into small companies. The first impediment is the proposed 1
percent limitation.

At the present time, under our interpretation of the existing pru-
dent man rule, we have invested a portion of our pension assets both
in a comingled special situations fund and in a venture capital com-
pany formed expressly for our employee benefit trusts. In some trusts
thes investments exceed 1 percent of the market. value of all assets
of the trust.

Accordingly, if our holding" in this type of security are not to ex-
ceed that level, our interpretation of the proposed bill would require
us to reduce our commitment to this type of investing in the future.

Senator BENTSEX. If that is the ease, Mr. 1-Tallengren, then there is
a very good possibility that you misinterpreted the provisions of the
new pension reform hill that passed the Senate last September. The
purpose of my bill is to try and free up some funds, because of our
deep concern'that the prudent man rule as applied in the pension
reform bill might be overly restrictive.

But we are trying to accomplish the same objective; and our lawyers
had better get together on interpretation of the prudent man rule.

Mr. HA LENGRIN. I think We are very sympathetic with the objec-
tive that you stated when you introduced the bill. W e do not believe.
the bill actually provides it.

Moreover, we believe there is a conflict between these objectives that
you stated when you introduced the bill and the bill itself.
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Senator Bentsen indicated this 1-percent provision would be a lee-
way clause which would relieve a fiduciary from liability with respect
to the riskiness of an investment. Section 4 of the bill, however, seems
to place restrictions on this type of investment, since it requires the
trustee to take into account various factors which might be inter-
preted as giving the trustee less leeway than he now has under exist-
ing interpretations of the prudent man rule.

While disagreeing with the specific provisions of this bill, we believethat man of you know that we have shared the concerns which led to
your initial hearings on this'matter. We might comment that 4 years
ago we expressed our concern over some of the, practices which were
then prevalent in the investment community.

You may recall that at that time in 1970 we had just emerged
from tie. era of the so-called "hot stocks." These issues, some of
which unfortunately were ])ought in employee benefit trusts, were
generally new issues or were issues of relatively young and emerg-
ing companies.

If specific legislative action had been taken in 1970 to correct the
abuses which had occurred in the late 1960's, it seems to me that there
undoubtedly would have been prohibitions )lced upon the purchase
of new issues or more. speculative types of investments for qualified
pension plans.

It, is ironic that here is 1974 we are trying to find means of
encouraging investments in smaller capitalization companies and ven-
ture capital type investments. We believe this indicates the great dan.
gers which are inherent in trying to find specific and narrowly based
legislative remedies for problems which may very well prove to be
quite temporary.

Accordingly, we urge the committee to place primary reliance on
the expansion and strengthening of the prldent man rlde to correct
whatever problems may exist in the investment of employee )ene-
fit trusts.

Senator BENTSF.N. Mr. Hallengren, you are making some very rele-
vant observations. I have interrul)ted you several times. Why do you
not take another 5 minutes now?

Mr. H,\LLII-IOmN. I just. have another minute here.
Finally, I feel that we feel strongly that the requirements that pen-

sion managers aggregate trust holdings to comply with federally
imposed investment restrictions would violate the basic trust concept
and the established trust law requirement that each trust is to be
administered individually.

The trust concept. is part of our U.S. legal system and had its
origin many hundreds of years ago in the English system of equity
jurismuldenice. Over the years tle various laws goveerning fiduciaries,
together with the body of court decisions, have effectively set forth
investment restrictions on trustees' pension plans.

With the imminent passage of a Federal prudent man rule, we see
no need at this time for further Federal intervention. I believe that
it would be difficult to find abuses in trust investment activities, for
which there will be no remedies at law once a Federal prudent man
rule is enacted.Thank you very much.
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Senator IE.Trsx. Well, Mr. 1Iallengren, I appreciate your testi-
mony. I find it interesting. I congratulate you on some of your self-
il posed limitations.

I well understand the ver0 normal reaction that you do not want
legislative restrictions that 'tell you to (10 the same thing you are
already doing . I do not think that'the insurance companies have found
it. pa rticularry onerous. Insurance companies have worked under com-
parable typeS of limitations for many. many years. Mutual funds, to
a lesser degreee. have had some such limitaiions, although I know
that they have means of avoiding them where they get a number of
finds operating under the same management company. The limita-
tion only applies to T5 percent of their assets.

Bit -'hat we have tried to stru('ture here is something that would
iot have tho investor not acting like an investor, but would ive him
a wide varitv of investment choices. And I think we have (one that
in this particularly bill.

It is not a perfect bill. I am sure that it can be improved uo)n.
Soie of the tIings You pointed out. I think will be of contribution
in that regard.

Tile )ill is not prO)osed as a paulicen for the. st('k m i'ket. We are
not, going to resolve all of the )rtollems of the stock marktit. But some
of Its thil it is i (o't ribltioll. I think it will help. I think it is a
vetv seriotst 1atid meaningful protection to the pensioner from abuss
that sometimes result by some institutiotis that do hot impose and
aide bv the limitations you say that your fund managers impose
oil themlsel t'es.

Since I iisked (jItstiois through your testimony, I do not have any
further ones tit this ti ue.

[The prel)arel testimiolly of Mr. I [allengren follows :]

PIREPARED STATEMENT BY IIOWARD E. IIALxEOR4.N, VICE PRESIDENT, TRUST
DEPARTMENT, TiE FIRsr NATIONAL, BANK OF CICAGO

Mr. Chairman and ielutters of the sub.oinnittee on Financial Markets. My
naie is iloward P. 1lallengren. I am a Vice President in the Trust Department
of The First National Bank of Chicago. in chargee of the Trust I)epartment's In-
vestment Staff. I am aevompantied by Benjamin C. Hotnola, Vice President in the
Legal itivislon of the Trust I)epartuient. We appreciate the opportunity to appear
before the Subcommittee on Financial Markets to present the position of The
First National Bank of Chicago on the Stockholders Investment Act of 1975.

The First National Bank of ('hicago acts as Trustee, or agent for individual
trustees, of over 630 employee benefit plans, holding assets in excess of $4 billion.
During the past year, we nade regular monthly pension payments to over 45,000
retired employees on behalf of the pension plans which we manage, and these
payments totalled close to $78 million. Therefore, we are vitally interested in any
legislation which would affect the investment of employee benefit trusts in gen-
eral, and pension trusts in particular.

After reviewing the proposed legislation, S. 2842, we would like to offer our
comments on several aspects of the bill. Our comments will (ver the p)ractl(Il
investment consequences of the proposed legislation; the implications of the bill
as to a trustee's fiduciary obligations; and some additional comments as to the
technical legal language used in the drafting of the bill.

I. INVESTMENT CONSFQUEN('E5 OF S. 2842

When the Stockholders Investment Act of'1973 was introduced in the Senate
last December, Senator Bentsen indicated that one of his primary concerns was to
reverse the trend, which prior hearings of this committee had investigated, toward
increasing concentration, on the part of large Institutional investors, in a rela-
tively small number of common stocks. Accordingly, the bill established three spe-
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citic criteria which, it was indicated, would serve to limit the apparent concen-
tration. These criteria would be: (1) that no more than 5% of all pension trust
assets managed by a given Inslon manager could be invested in the securities
of any corporation; (2) that any pension manager wouldd not buy more than 1()%
of any class of security of any corporation; and (3) that up to, but not to exceed,
1% of a qualified pension trust could be invested in the securities of any corpora-
tion with a c lpital account of less than $25 million. We believe that it is appro-
priate to question whether or not the proposed limitations would, in fact, bring
about the stated objective of causing large Institutions to introduce greater di-
versity Into their equity portfolios.

The first limitation would have little or no practical effect. as far as the
Trust Department of The First National Bank of Chicago is concerned. A literal
interpretation of the bill would indicate that we could place up to 5% of the
value of all pension trust assets, over which we have discretionary investment
authority, in the securities of any corporation. We have, of course, many pension
trusts over which we have discretionary investment authority which are invested
in accordance with their particular objectives and the particular provisions of
the respective trust Instruments. For example, we have "discretionary investiment
authority," as defined in this bill, over some trusts which are invested entirely
in bonds, and others which are invested entirely in real estate. Apparently, these
kinds of trusts, and others with special investment provisions, could be included
in the total of our managed pension trust assets against which the 5% limitation
would apply. If this is the case, the bill would seem to place virtually no mean-
ingful limitation on the concentration of investments in an additional pension
account.

Even assuming that the intention of the bill is clarified so that the 5% limita-
tion applies to the holdings of the securities of any corporation in an individual
pension trust, we would have serious objections to this provision. In the first
place, the practical effect at this time would not lie great. In the guidance which
the senior investment officers of our Department give to our pension fund account
managers, we specify the percentage which is to be invested, at any given time.
in n particular security. At this time. all of our holdings in dit'cret onnry ipensb'n
accounts would be under 6%, with one exemption. In that one case, the holding
is designated as 7%.

'More importantly. however, we oppose the concept of limiting, by legislation.
our ability to respond to investment opportunities as they arise. From time to
time, the stocks of some major, high quality corporations decline in price to
levels which, in our Judgment. appear to make them extraordinarily grnd
values. We do not believe that it is in the best Interests of the pension trusts
which we manage, or of the beneflearies of those trusts, for us to be legisla-
tively prohibited from Increasing our position as those buying opportunities or-
cur. Additionally, we believe that this provision would add a further destabiliz-
Ing element to an already unsettled securities market, if all pension trusts, which
your committee has identified as among the most important factors in the market
today, were prohibited by an artificial limitation from purchasing stock-' of
fundamentally sound companies during a period of market weakness.

The second limitation proposed in the bill is that any pension manager could
not buy more than 10% of any class of security of any cooperation. We agree
with the general objective indicated by this proposal. and we do. in fact. limit
our own purchasing, or ownership, to less than 10% of the outstanding stock of
any corporation. Our Trust Investment Committee adopted a rule three years nno
restricting our ownership position for discretionary holding to 8% ot the ont-
standing stock. Our portfolio managers may make purchasles which would bring
our holdings over that level only with the express approval of the Committee
In making these determinations, we must take Into consideration all of the factors
which affect the liquidity and marketability of a given stock. It must be empha-
sized, however, that we retail the flexibility of Increasing our position to a figure
greater than 10% if particularly good buying opportunities should occur, a flexi-
bility which we would lose if this proposed provision wer eenacted into law.

The problem with any arbitrary limitation, such as the proposed 10% ceiling,
is that it cannot take into consideration all of the many variables which might
exist in an investment situation. We believe that it is necessary to consider such
matters as trading volume of a given security, as well as the percentage, if any,
which might be closely held, in order to determine an effective limitation on
the holdings of that security. We believe that we are obligated, tnder the exist-
ing prudent man rule, to consider these factors. Accordingly, in companies such
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as Hewlett Packard. Tektronix and Carnation, where over 50% of the outstanding
shares are closely held by family or management interests, we do not believe that
it would be appropriate for ts, operating under the prudent man rule, to take
positions of 10% of the outstanding stock, which would result in our owning
20 to 25% of the floating supply of the stock. Therefore, we believe that the pru-
dent man rule is a far more effective, practical and meaningful limitation on
our accumulation of large concentrations than is the bill's proposed 10% figure.

The third provision of the bill provides that a trustee could invest up to, but
not to exceed, 1% of a qualified pension trust in securities of any corporation
with a capital account of less than $25 million. When Senator Bentsen intro-
duced this bill in the Senate last December, he stated that this provision "would
facllitlate the flow of institutional money to small and medium-size companies."
In our view, however, this provision would be counter-productive and
would, in fact, impede the flow of money into smaller companies. The
first impediment is the proposed 1% limitation. At the present time,
tinder our interpretation of the existing prudent man rule, we have in-
vested a portion of otfr pension assets both in a commingled special situation
fund and in a venture capital company formed expressly for our employee bene-
fit trusts. Approximately 25% of the assets in our special situations fund, and
all of the assets in our venture capital operation, are represented by investments
in companies with capital accounts of less than $25 million. It has been our policy
to place 5% of the assets of a typical pension account in our special situations
fund, and approximately 1% of selected pension accounts in our venture capital
operation. Accordingly, if our investments In this type of security are not to
exceed 1% of the market value of all assets of the trust, we would have to reduce
our investment in this type of security. We do not believe that the waiver in
subsection (b) would afford us relief in this regard.

Moreover, we believe that there is a conflict between the objectives stated when
Senator Bentsen commented upon this section at the time lie introduced the bill
and the bill itself. Senator Bentsen indicated that this 1% provision would be: a
"leeway clause" which would relieve a fiduciary from liability with respect to
the riskiness of an investment. Section 4 of the bill, however, seems to place
restrictions upon this type of investment since it requires the trustee to take
into account "the need for diversification within the trust with respect to the
type of security, the type of industry, the degree of risk, and the potential for
return." This provision might be interpreted as giving the trusteee less "leeway"
than he now has under existing interpretations of the prudent man rule.

We would also comment that the proposed criteria for selecting these securities
(a capital stock account of less than $25 million) seems to us to be quite nebulous.
In examining corporation balance sheets, we find all too little consistency in the
application of accounting rules and procedures. We believe that serious questions
would arise as to the practical application of this provision, when viewed
from the standpoint of the security analyst. In addition, we wonder if some
corporations might hesitate to make necessary adjustments to their balance
sheets in order to remain on one side or the other of this rather arbitrary
benchmark.

While disagreeing with the specific provisions of this bill, we believe that many
of the committee members know that we have shared the concerns which led to
your initial hearings on this matter. We might comment that four years ago we
expressed our concern over some of the practices which were then prevalent in
the investment community. Tou may recall that at that time, in 1970, we had
just emerged from the era of the so-called "hot stocks." These issues, some of
which, unfortunately, were bought in employee benefit trusts, were generally
new issues, or were issues of relatively young and emerging companies. If spe-
cific legislative action had been taken in 1970 to correct the abuses which had
occurred In the late '60's, there would undoubtedly have been prohibitions placed
upon the purchase of new issues or more speculative types of investments for
qualified pension plans. It is ironic that here in 1974 one of the objectives of the
bill is to encourage investment in smaller companies and venture capital situa-
tions. We believe that this indicates the great dangers which are inherent in
trying to find specific and narrowly based legislative remedies for problems
which may very well prove to be quite temporary.
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We believe that afar more productive approach to the investment problems
which the hearings of this committee have been investigating would be to expand
and strengthen the prudent man rule. I might comment that we believe, in the
Trust Department of The First National Bank of Chicago, that the prudent man
rule requires us to look at a great many factors when considering the diversifica-
tion of one of our accounts. We believe, for example, that we must look at the
diversification of price earnings multiples within an account, since we believe that
there should not be an excessive concentration in one level of p/e multiple. We
have an on-line computer program which gives this information for each of our
accounts on an almost instantaneous basis, and the portfolio manager is pro-
vided upon request with an analysis of each of his accounts, similar to hart #1
on page 8-A.
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In addition, we also try to diversify our accounts not only by industry, but
also by type of security, so that excessive concentrations do not occur in any one
class of stock. Portfolio managers are given precise guidance by the senior invest-
ment officers as to diversification by stock classification. A typical computer
report for this type of analysis would be similar to chart #2 on page 8-A.

These are ways in which we have gone about trying to exercise our obligations
as a prudent trustee, and we believe that these procedures also meet many of the
objectives set by this Committee.

In conclusion, we do not believe that the specific provisions contained in S.
2842 would have the practical effects intended, and may, to some extent, even
be counter-productive. Accordingly, we urge the committee to place primary
reliance on the use of the prudent man rule to correct whatever problems may
exist in the investment of employee benefit trusts.

H. LUGAL AND EQUITABLE CONSIDERATIONS

Today a bank may be authorized to act as a fiduciary under state law or by
permit issued by the Comptroller of the Currency. If a bank is to exercise trust
powers, It must not only create a separate trust department, and hold fiduciary
assets separate from the general assets of the bank, but each trust account must
be administered Individually, and separate records must be maintained for each
account.

The principles, rules and standards governing the conduct of trustees are
exacting. Certain of the duties of the trustee arise from the nature of the relation-
ship; others are imposed by the terms of the trust instrument. Perhaps the most
important duty is the duty of loyalty to the beneficiary, which requires that the
trust be administered solely in the interest of the beneficiary. In selecting in-
vestments the trustee may be guided by the best interests of the beneficiariesLt
present and future, rather than any possible advantage to the trustee.

The requirement that pension managers aggregate trust holdings to comply with
federally imposed investment restrictions would violate that basic trust concept
and the established trust law requirement as stated above that each trust is to be
admlnistered individually.

The trust concept as part of our United States legal system had its origin
many hundreds of years ago in the English system of equity jurisprudence.
There is ample law governing fiduciaries. In view of the great body of law which
evolved over a hundred years in the United States relating to trusts, we see no
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need for federal legislation which would specifically set forth restrictions on the
investments which may be made In trust accounts.

The interests of beneficiaries of pension trusts are adequately protected
without the imposition of specific federal investment restrictions. In fact, the
proposed restrictions themselves will undoubtedly product an adverse affect on
trust beneficiaries in some situations.

Presently there are remedies available to trust beneficiaries and safeguards
to protect their interests, and the proposed pension legislation, which seems so
imminent, will further protect the interests of beneficiaries of pension' trusts.

If a trustee fails to perform its responsibilities or commits a breach of trust
detrimental to the interests of a beneficiary, suit may be brought. by the bene-
ficiary. The beneficiary may maintain a suit: (1) to compel- the Trustee to
perform his duties as trustee; (2) to enjoin the trustee from committing a breach
of trust; (3) to compel the trustee to redress a breach of trust; (4) to remove
the trustee and have a successor trustee appointed. If, for example, the trustee
purchases assets from itself, a beneficiary may have the sale set aside. The gen-
eral rule is that if there is a profit to the trustee resulting from the act of self-
dealing the trust is entitled to retain the profit, but if there is any loss resulting
from the act of self-dealing the trustee, in his individual capacity, must make
good-the loss. Thus, if the trustee commits a breach of trust, he is chargeable
with (1) any loss or depreciation in value of the trust estate resulting from
the breach-of trust; or (2) any profit made by him through the breach of trust ;
or (8) any profit which would have accrued to the trust estate if there had been
no breach of trust. A beneficiary's right of action against a- trustee is usually a
continuing right, not ordinarly being subject to statutes of limitation.

Despite the development of a highly sophisticated set of equitable and legal
rules protecting the rights given beneficiaries and making those rights enforceable
by court action, trusts administered by corporate fiduciaries have become highly
regulated by administrative agencies.

The authority to grant fiduciary powers to national banks and to regulate
national banks exercising such powers is vested in the Comptroller of Currency.
Regulation 9 promulgated by the Comptroller establishes a set of rules and
regulations for national banks exercising fiduciary powers and limits the au-
thority of national banks to such fiduciary powers as are authorized for state
banks or trust companies operating under the laws of the state in which the
national bank is located. Regulation 9 places the responsibility for all matters
pertaining to the exercise of fiduciary powers on the Board of Directors of the
Bank, requires that all accounts for which the bank has investment responsi-
bility be reviewed upon initial acceptance and that a further review of each such
account be made at least once during every calendar year thereafter to deter-
mine the appropriateness of holding the assets in trust; requires that adequate
books and records be kept for each separate fiduciary account and that all such
fiduciary records be kept separate from the assets of the bank; expressly directs
that a committee of directors, excluding any bank officers, audit the trust depart-
ment at least once each calendar year or have that audit carried out by auditors
responsible only to the Board of Directors.

Representatives In Trust of the Comptroller's office periodically examine the
trust departments of national banks to determine whether or not fiduciary
responsibilities are being carried out in accordance with Regulation 9. Similarly,
state banks which are granted fiduciary powers are subject to periodic examina-
tion by representatives of State banking authorities, and representatives of the
Federal Reserve Board annually examine state chartered banks which are mem.
bers of the Federal Reserve System. The report required by the Federal Reserve
Board gives information as to pledges of securities with state authorities, trust
department accountings and controls, internal and independent audits, officers,
committees, and their functions, policies and procedures for the acceptance of
fiduciary accounts, and trust investments. The report gives information as to
the holdings of stock of the bank in fiduciary accounts and the rendering of
accounts to trust beneficiaries. Most states require a deposit of securities for
the protection of trusts, and Regulation 9 provides that if a state refuses to
accept a deposit of a national bank, the Federal Reserve Bank is authorized to
hold the deposit. In the case of cash deposited in the bank, there are require-
ments for further pledging of bank assets so that, in the case of a bank failure,
the trust assets will be protected.

In conducting periodic examinations of trust departments of national banks,
the Office of the Comptroller of Currency reviews the investment policy of each
department to make certain that It observes Its duty to diversity Investments.
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Questions asked in connection with the examination include such items as: "Do
accounts where the bank has investment responsibility contain unauthorized
investment concentrations in the obligations or equities of a single entity?"
"Does the bank have a policy regarding investment percentages in common
stock?" The examiners look for heavy concentrations of particular Issues, in
individual accounts, and also when reviewing totals held by a trust department

A variety of federal laws already provide for indirect government regulation
of trust departments. With respect to employee benefit trusts, Section 401 of the
Internal Revenue Code sets forth the requirements which must be met in order
to qualify the trust as a tax exempt organization under Section 501 of the Code.
One of those requirements is that the trust must be for the exclusive benefit
of the employees or their beneficiaries. Section 503(c) of the Code sets forth
certain transactions between the trust and the employer which are prohibited.
The trust will lose its tax-exempt status if not used for the exclusive benefit
of the employees or if it enters into any one of the "prohibited transactions."

All major pension reform bills now pending before Congress contain a federal
prudent man rule. The concept of a federal prudent man rule has been approved
by the American Bankers Association and the Corporate Fiduciaries Association
of Illinois, both of which our Bank is a member. We have no doubt that pension
legislation will be enacted in the relatively near future and that it will contain
a federal prudent man rule.

If such will be the case, we see no need for another federal law also gov-
erning investments by pension managers. The major pending pension bills pre-
empt state law in order, among other things, to eliminate confusion in the trust
law field so that only one standard would be applicable and not fifty-one. It
seems to us that it is a mistake to create two different federal prudent man
rules, the one contained in the pending pension bills, and a second standard if
S. 2842 were enacted. We suggest, therefore, that there is no need for the Senate
to take additional action at this point, since we believe that the federal prudent
man rule contained in pending pension legislation will adequately protect the
interests of plan participants.

Since the Senate unanimously passed H.R. 4200, and since it contained pro-
visions relating to fiduciary standards and disclosure to plan participants, it
would seem that the Senate is of the opinion that those standards and disclosure
provisions will adequately protect the interests of those participants.

It should also be kept in mind that what may be deemed imprudent at one
point in time may subsequently be deemed prudent. It was not until the last
several decades that investment in common stock was a universally acceptable
trust investment. If Congress had enacted a bill limiting or prohibiting pur-
chases of common stock back in the thirties, would we have had such a tre-
mendous growth in our Gross National Product? Would our securities markets
have provided the capital that enabled companies like IBM, Xerox and Polaroid
to grow and provide thousands of jobs and make a major contribution to our
economic expansion? It would seem the answer to both would be "no". Times
change and investment conditions change, and we must exercise caution so as
not to enact legislation which could be counterproductive.

Over the years, courts in equity, the IRS enforcement of the Code, and reme-
dies available to beneficiaries have effectively set forth investment restrictions
on trustees of pension funds. With the imminent passage of a federal prudent
man rule, we see no need for further federal intervention. We believe that it
would be difficult to find abuses in trust investment activities for which there will
be no remedies once a federal prudent man rule is enacted. We do not believe that
restrictions should be placed on the prudent man rule as set forth in H.R. 4200
and unanimously passed by the Senate.

fI. TECHNICAL coMMENTS

We have several comments as to the technical provisions of S. 2842 as
drafted. These comments follow:

(1) As drafted, Section 408 should be clarified in that Section 401(a) of the
Internal Revenue Code refers to plans in addition to pension plans. By their
very nature stock bonus plans should be excluded from the bill. Also, since
money'pur'chase pension plans are in many respects similar to profit sharing
plans, shouldn't they also be excluded? As 408(a) reads, it implies that a profit
sharing plan is a form of pension plan and, of course, that is not the case. Should
the words, "profit sharing" in the proposed 408(a) be changed to "money-
purchase pension"? Then to emphasize the fact that only standard pension plans

29-146 0 - 74 - 10
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are to be affected perhaps a statement could be added to the effect that this
section is not applicable to stock bonus or profit sharing plans.

(2) Since most pension programs consist of two documents-a plan and a
trust agreement, the words "or the trust agreement Implementing such plan"
should be added after the words "unless that plan" in Section 408(a).

(3) When an asset Is sold, the market value of the trust assets are not
reduced--4he security sold is merely replaced by the proceeds of the sale price.
Including sales in that section is confusing and also Inconsistent with proposed
Section 4950 which provides for a tax on the "amount of each Investment."
Therefore, the words "or sell" and "or sale" should be deleted from 408(b).

(4) Sub-section (c) of proposed 408 Is confusing when read In conjunction
with sub-section (b). Sub-section (b) Is prospective in nature in 'that no inveit.
meant can be made if as a result of such investment, the percentages are exccde'.
It would permit the retention of securities which exceed the limitations-It just
would not permit any further purchases. In addition the bill may be Inconsistent
in that It does not appear to require divestiture and yet, sub-section (c) sets
forth instances when divestiture Is not required. Also, when Introducing S. 2842,
Senator Bentsen stated that the limitations would not apply retroactively and
managers of pension accounts would not 13 forced to dispose of current stock
holdings to meet the limitations. For these reasons, we do not believe sub-section
(e) Is necessary and It should be deleted. The proposed pension legislation will
set forth minimum funding standards, and since new money Is being funneled
Into pension plans annually, in a relatively short period of time the limitations
set forth in 408(b) (1) will be met without divestiture of present holdings.
Divestiture could be very detrimental to the plan participants by requiring "fire
sales". -

(5) The bill should make clear that the limitations set forth in 408(b) are
not violated if a pension manager succeeds another pension manager who holds
securities which, when added to the assets managed by the successor, would
exceed the limitations. In such a case, the successor would be prevented from
purchasing additional shares, but should not be deemed to be violating the bill
merely by succeeding another pension manager, Also a deposit of securities or a
stock dividend should not be deemed an Investment at the time of such deposit
or receipt of the dividend. Of course, the deposit or dividend would be included
in the value of the assets before further purchases would be made.

Perhaps these problems could be solved by changing the words "Invest" and
"investment" to "purchase" In the bill.

(6) The excise tax imposed by proposed Section 4950 is too severe especially
where there Is no loss to the beneficiaries. Pending pension legislation sets forth
enforcement procedures If a trustee enters into a prohibited transaction or
violates the fiduciary standards, and we suggest that those enforcement proce-
dures be applicable to S. 2842 without the Imposition of an excise tax.

(7) Section 4 of the bill raises certain' questions. Of course, our comments
with respect to money-purchase pension plans and stock bonus plans set forth
above relating to 408 (a) are also applicable to Section 4.

It appears that Section 4 Is establishing another new prudent man rule in
lines 14 through 17 on page seven of the bill. This will confuse fiduciaries-a
federal prudent man rule in pension legislation, restrictions on that rule in
S. 2842 and another prudent man rule In S. 2842. There is no need for the rule
set forth In lines 14 through 17, and therefore, we suggest lines 14 through 17
on page seven be deleted. In fact, we suggest language be added which would
clearly exempt investments of 1% of the assets of smaller corporations In a pen-
sion trust from any prudent man rule. Senator Bentsen stated that they would
be so exempt, but the bill provides for a different test which must be met. Of
course, a problem then arises as to the conflict between this bill and the pending
pension legislation If enacted subsequent to S. 2842.

(8) If lines 14 through 17 of Section 4 are not deleted, we are confused as to
the effect of Section 4 as it relates to securities of any corporation with a capital
account of less than 25 million dollars. The limitations set forth in Section 408(b)
do not apply to those small corporations and therefore 100% of the stock could
be purchased by a pension manager if deemed prudent. Instead of permitting
greater Investment in smaller corporations Section 4 would limit each Invest-
ment In that It permits 100% to be purchased for one trust but only If the value
does not exceed 1% of the value of that trust. If it does but the trustee deems
the Investment prudent, will the trust be disqualified?
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Since these small corporations are excluded from the limitations in 408(b)
and if Section 4 contains a form of a prudent man rule, it would seem that Sec-
tion 4 will not accomplish what Is intended. As stated above, Section 4 would
be meaningful if it specifically provided that it need not meet the prudent man
rule, but that is not the way we interpret it.

Senator Brs .N. Our next witness is Mr. Michael Dingman, pres-
ident of Wheelabrator-Frye, Inc., speaking on behalf of the Committee
of Public Owned Companies.

Mr. Dingman, if you will take the stand please, and if you would
proceed.

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL DINGMAN, PRESIDENT, WHEELABRA-
TOR-FRYE, INC., ON BEHALF OF THE COMMITTEE OF PUBLICLY
OWNED COMPANIES

Mr. DINOMAN. Mr. Chairman, it is a pleasure to be here today to
represent the 619 companies that make up the Committee of Publicly
Owned Companies. We have currently approximately 1.4 million em-
ployees represented, and 2.3 million shareholders in this group. There
are 102 New York Stock Exchange companies, 335 American Stock
Exchange companies, and 182 over-the-coumter companies. Exhibit C
to this testimony will give the names of those companies.

I would appreciate it if you would take this entire segment and put
it on the record.

Senator BENTSEN. We will be pleased to put it in the record, as we
have with the statements of the other witnesses this morning.

Mr. DINOMtAN. My name is Michael Dingman. I am a member of the
executive committee of the Committee of Publicly Owned Companies,
and I am president and chief executive officer of Wheelabrator-Frye,
Inc. I have attached a biographical sketch to this statement.

The stock of Wheelabrator-Frye is listed on the New York Stock
Exchange. We are active in 22 countries of the world. We have over
6,000 employees in the United States and over 80,000 public stock-
holders own our company.

Our domestic sales for the past year approximate $257 million.
Our after-tax profits are in excess of t10 million. Despite the fact that
our sales have grown 33 percent compounded over the past 3 years
and our earnings per share from continuing operations have grown
71 percent compounded over the same period, our stock, like many
others--and this is not complaining. but nonetheless it is true--is
selling at 14 which is just about its book value.

This is even more remarkable because we are associated in what is
considered a growth industry. That is, we are principally involved in
the design, engineering, and manufacture and sales of systems and
equipment that meet the environmental and clean-energy markets. We
are also engaged in the graphic arts business.

I appreciate this opportunity to appear.
The Committee of Publicly Owned Companies appeared before this

subcommittee on July 26, lb73, through the testimony of Mr. C. V.
Wood, the chairman'of the committee. At that time we filed a good
deal of material with the subcommittee.

In the time intervening since the committee's previous appearance
before this subcommittee, the problems to which our testimony was
addressed have become more, and not less, acute, and the need for
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helpful legislation, if we are going to meet the challenges confronting
corporate America, have become more. urgent.

r am filing with this statement as exhibit B a short memorandum
summarizing and updating some of the facts which were included in
our original statement. In brief, these facts demonstrate the follow-
ing: The individual investor has not returned to the securities markets.
For all except a few institutional favorites, there is a wide disparity
between company earnings on the one hand and market value on the
other.

Very few companies have found it possible to raise needed funds by
new public offerings of their securities.

The debt-equity ratio of American corporations has become even
more adverse and dangerous. Companies have deferred expansion and
modernization plans requiring new capital, and those that have gone
ahead with such plans have had to do so by bank borrowings at ex-
tremely high interest rates.

Senator BzwrszN. Let me ask you this: I have been told that it takes
about $25,000 in new capital to create a job. Today we see unemploy-
ment increasing in this country. This adds very much to our problem,
does it not, when companies who have growth patterns such as yours,
earnings growth such as yours, apparently in a growth field "where
they-have other markets they would like 'to move into, and we are
trying to take care of the problems of people being laid off in some
of these industries. There is no way in the present market-what mul-
tiple are you selling for?

Mr. DINOMAN. About 11, in that area; $1.26 a share we earned in
1973.

Senator BPEwrs;w. Well, say you sold at 8. You would have to find
pretax earnings--that would be, what, 25 percent?

Mr. DiNOMAN. We paid full taxes, so pretax earnings would-
Senator BEWrsEN. About 25 percent?
Mr. DINOMA,. A little bit more than that; about 48-percent tax

rate, corporation.
Senator BENTspm. No, no, no. I mid you would have to find an in-

vestment that would pay you about 25-percent return before taxes to
be able to go to the market and sell your stock at eight times earnings.

Is that not about right?
Mr. DINOMAN. Absolutely. We would not sell stock at this level.
Senator BTTspm. All right.
Mr. DINOMAN. The difficulties today, Senator, in the equity market,

I am sure, are precipitated only by the problems we mentioned in this
discusion. I think, frankly, Mr. Townsend's comments hit it right ofl
the head. We are facing a situation where hamburgers are not going
to be bought if we do not have steel.

Deliveries and problems of raw materials today are acute. We have
many, many companies that are not represented in the so-called upper-
tier, upper-structure stocks and there has to be a place for these
companies.

Senator BENr N. Well, we have. had a unique asset in our country.
We have the most effective free market. for the trading of equities
any place in the world. Have we not had this in the past?

Mr. DINOMAN. Completely.
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Senator BENTSE.N. Our capital markets provide equity capital to help
our Nation and industry grow and to create the jobs that are neces-
sary as our population increases, and that is why our capital markets
are critical to the future growth of this country of this country. And
it appears to me it is in danger.

Mr. DINOMAN. I think there is one more very insidious factor that
I do not know that we have focused on, and that is the inflationary
factor and the cash needs of most corporations. This is not the case
with our company, fortunately, but the growing need of companies
and the inflationary aspects have forced a great cash drain by in-
creasing inventories and receivables, and the inability of those com-
panies to either raise additional debt because of restrictive limita-
tions or to raise additional cash through equity offerings has completely
stymied them.

And I do not know where the solution rests, but it certainly is
partly in some of the suggestions that your subcommittee is proposing.

Senator BENTSEN. Well, if you would proceed, sir.
Mr. DINOAIAN. The market value of the stocks of many companies

continue their steep and arbitrary declines despite increased earnings.
For example, according to a Fortune magazine survey of 382 lead-
ini companies, at the end of 1973 more than three-fifths of them were
selling at multiples below 10. At the end of 1972, less than one-fifth
of these same companies were selling at these depressed multiples.

The large bank and trust companies still appear to be concentrat-
ing their investments in the institutional favorites or so-called upper-
tier stocks.

Coining to S. 2842 and S. 2787, Mr. Chairman, I want to express
the appreciation of the committee and its membership for the con-
structive measures proposed by these bills. Both of these bills con-
tain desirable changes in the capital gains tax, but S. 2842, introduced
by the chairman, also contains important provisions dealing with
certain aspects of pension fund investments.

We have discussed these provisions with a representative sample
of our members and have found overwhelming support for its pro-
visions.

Mr. Chairman, it would be idle for me really to take the subcom-
mittee's time to analyze these bills in detail. With some supplemen-
tary suggestions that I shall refer to, we entirely endorse the more
comprehensive measure, 2842. The chairman's own statement, which
appears in the Congressional Record for December 20, 1973, is an
admirable and comprehensive statement of the reasons which should
impel the Coihgress to quickly enact this bill.

In our opinion, the enactment of S. 2842 will serve the following
urgently needed purposes. It will protect the 30 million workers who
are beneficiaries of the pension plans, and indirectly help their jobs.

It will avoid the overfeeding of a few favored companies of great
size and the starvation of the second and third tier companies, which
is a significant problem. But I do not know that this in itself will
solve it: but I think it will help.

It will induce pension fund managers to direct excess equity capital
to a greater number of companies. Again, Senator, we cannot have 10
percent on top and 90 percent down below and have an America to-
day. And in many places the man that makes screws is just as impor-
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tant as the man who makes the steel. We cannot have one without
the other. In this way it will aid the survival and help to strengthen
the 90 percent of American companies which are. not institutional fav-
orites, in many cases just because they are smaller than the companies
institutions like to invest in.

T want to emphasize, Mr. Chairman, that it is these companies, the
broad spectrum of American business, that will determine the health
and vigor of our Nation.

Second, the exemption of 1 percent of the assets in any pension fund
from the so-called prudent man rule, so as to make those funds avail-
able for investment in new or expanding companies, will also be a
material and direct aid to the smaller companies upon which the vital-
ity and competitiveness of America depends.'Third, and of the greatest importance, are the provisions of the bill
with respect to the capital gains tax. We believe, Mr. Chairman, that
no single measure can be more effective in providing the necessary
stimulus and incentive to revive our securities markets than construc-
tive changes in'the capital gains tax.

We are not prepared to compare the desirability of the different
scales of capital gains tax in S. 2842 and S. 2787., except to state our
preference that the initial breakpoints for the reduced capital gains
tax, rather than ordinary income tax, should not require that the se-
curities be held longer than 6 months. In fact, many of our members
would prefer a reduction in this holding period to 3 inonths.

But, in general, as the chairman's statement in the Congressional
Record makes clear, a graduated capital gains tax such as he proposes
would reduce the present lock-in position of securities that have been
held for many years and would provide greater liquidity in our capital
markets. At the same time, it would relieve a real hardship which our
present capital gains tax imposes upon individual investors.

Our present single rate capital gains tax penalizes the investor, as
compared with the short-term trader. In an inflationary economy-
which wve have had many years-an individual who has brought se-
curities and held them f0r many years becomes less and less able to
dispose of them and shift into a different kind of investment which is
better adapted to his needs because of the impact of the flat-rate capital
gains tax.

Mr. Chairman, there are two additional measures which we believe
are of great importance to the purpose which the pension fund pro-
visions of your bill will serve with respect to the national interest
in the securities markets. First is to require disclosure of bank and trust
company holdings and trading. We realize that you are fully aware of
the necessity of such disclosure and presumably have not included dis-
closure provisions in your bill because of deference to another commit-
tee of the Senate.

Second, aq we have urged in our first appearance before this
subcommittee, we believe that it is essential that legislation be
enacted to prevent the unreasonable and destructive dumping of
securities on the market by institutional holders, a practice which
has undermined investor confidence in the securities markets and
the soundness of American companies, and which, in our opinion,
cannot be justified by the legitimate needs of institutions in their
management of pension funds or otherwise.
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Senator BNTSEN. Let me say there that we understand the prob-
lem. We do not know the solution to it, though. We do not know
how you can impose such a trading limitation and have an orderly
market. The one thing we were trying to avoid, if possible, is putting
a limitation on the investor that prevents him from selling something
that he thinks has to be sold.

And if an institution had to make a public statement that it was
going to sell it and if you tried to impose an inside trader rule, and
you had to trickle this thing out as an inside trader does, 1 percent
in 6 months or something like that-even if you gave them substan-
tially more than that-I would hate to be the fellow who had the
responsibility of trying to sell that stock over that period of time.

Mr. DINoMA1. I think it is a very difficult decision, and, frankly,
I am caught a little bit between my committee role and personal pref-
erence, whether you get the disease over all at once, or whether you
let it dribble out over a period of time.

A fund manager makes up his mind to dispose of a particular
investment. But I do know that the ability to know what is going on
today is very limited.

The third "market is very active. Securities float in large blocks back
and forth where they are very difficult to measure. And even from
the corporate standpoint it is very difficult to know where the owner-
ship of the securities rests today, in communicating with our share-
holders.

Now, these are other problems that from the management side
we have to address ourselves to.

We certainly applaud your actions in regard to capital losses,
which in principle correspond to'the capital gains amendments.
These changes would also provide substantial stimulus and incentive
to the securities markets.

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, at our previous
appearances before this subcommittee, we proposed an additional
amendment of the capital gains provision which we should again
like to urge for your consideration. We believe that our proposal
would be a highly useful addition to the pending bills.

The present conditions in the securities markets are so depressed
and so threatening to the interests of our Nation that we believe that
a direct, immediate stimulus is necessary. It is for this reason that
we have proposed that capital gains realized on corporate equities,
up to $1,00 per year, should be excluded from taxation. We think
that adoption of this provision would provide for an immediate and
powerful incentive to individuals to return to the securities markets.

This idea, originally proposed by the Committee of Publicly Owned
\. Companies, has recently also been proposed by the New York Stock

Exchange. The Exchange has suggested that the $1,000 exclusion
should be limited to people whose total capital gains do not exceed 25
percent of earned income. The committee has no objection to this
qualification.

I should like to offer for the record as exhibit D a study prepared
for the committee by Dr. Norman B. Ture, analyzing our proposal
for a $1,000 annual exemption of capital gains realized on corporate
equities. Attached to this study is a listing of Dr. Ture's qualifications.

In conclusion, on behalf of myself and of the committee and our over
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619 corporate members, I would like to thank the subcommittee for its
consideration of this vital measure. We hope that you will see fit to
approve the suggestions that we have made for improvement of the
bill, and we strongly recommend that the. Congress proceed with the
utmost speed to enact this urgently needed measure.

Senator BENTSEN. Mr. Dingman, you made a statement that I cer-
tainly think is a very important one when you talk about the inter-
dependence of all of these different corporations, all on each other and
the economy. I can think of one particularly good example with respect
to the energy crisis. Today the oil industry is having exceedingly dif-
ficult time getting sufficient drilling pipe to drill the wells that are
necessary to try to develop energy self-sufficiency in this country. The
steel industry is not able to, or does not have the capacity, to produce
enough of this tubular steel drilling pipe to meet the demand. And
then that is followed by the stock of steel companies selling at a very
low multiple so that it is very difficult for them to go to the market
to try to raise that kind of money. So the infrastructure is such that
when one part of the economy gets in trouble in raising their capital,
the entire economy is in trouble.

Mr. DI OMAN.. It is a very difficult time, Senator, and I am sure
vour subcommittee better than most realizes the problems of this inter-
lependence. They must be cleared up quickly, for it takes time both

to build facilities as well as to raise capital.
And I must say, in all fairness, I cannot criticize the institutions for

all of the problems by a long shot. But I think there are changes that
can be made to open up the market to all the companies that have
to raise equity capital.

Senator BENTSEN. Would it. also be a fair statement to say that some
companies sell at low P/E because of problems of the management
itself ?

Mr. DINOMAN. Clearly, it has to reflect the ability of management,
for which I have to apologize to my own stockholders.

Hopefully in the future [laughter].
Senator BENTSON. Well, I would say in your defense, from the num-

bers you have cited me and the growth of your earnings, it sounds like
management has been doing a good job, M. Dingman.

Mr. DINOMAN. Thank you.
Senator BENTSEN. What choice does a small company have, let us

say a medium-sized company, that has an expanding market. Let us
say it has competent management, and its earnings have been progress-
ing reasonably well. But let us say it is selling at eight times earnings,
and let us say they are not old enough to have a long history that makes
them attractive from most portfolio managers' view points on bonds,
or a long enough history.

Where do they go? What do they do to expand and create the jobs
and meet that market and the demand for their product?

Do a lot of them not just sell out to the big companies ?
Mr. DINOMAN. I think today, Senator, many little companies with

emerging ideas and technologies must go to the larger companies for
the capital. And in many cases they have gone to foreign companies
to raise this capital. And I think, in that regard, there are many for-
eign investors that think more of America than Americans. I think
that has been made clear in cases where they have had dollars to invest
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in our country. But, for the most part, I do not know where you raise
capital today. It is just nonexistent.

I have looked at some statistics on the number of firms that are left
as broker-dealers. They are decreasing almost weekly.

Now, admittedly, some of that is a reflection on the management
abilities.

Senator BENTSEN. Well, they cannot be all bad, can they?
Mr. DINoMAN. They cannot all be that bad, but an important pur-

pose of our committee is to try to get the companies which are af-
fected by the attrition of broker-dealer firms together to do something
about it and bring it to the attention of the Congress.

But, again, you yourself reflected we need oil well pipe to drill more
oil wells to'get more energy to run the steel mills and the other fac-
tories, including McDonald's hamburgers. And it is out of whack.

And then we look at the demands of our people for improved auto-
mobiles, which we have to have, and the jobs which are tied into the
automobile industry indirectly and directly-it is phenomenal. And
yet Wall Street sets new lows every day.

Senator BENTSEN. Do you believe the holding limitations that I pro-
posed would get portfolio managers to spread the equity capital more
into additional companies?

Mr. DINoMAN. I do. I think that just having these hearings has
probably helpedd.

Senator BENTSEN. Do you think some of them might even be look-
ing at other companies now ?

Mr. DINGMAN. I think that probably you will find that the institu-
tions have managed to look at more companies--and there are a lot
of good ones.

Senator BENTSEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Dingman. I appreciate
your testimony, and we will include your entire testimony in the
record.

[The following material was submitted by Mr. Dingman:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MICHAEL D. DINOMAN, MEMBER OF THE EXEOUTVE COM-
MITTEE OF THE COMMITTEE OF PUBLICLY OWNED COMPANIES AND PRESIDENT OF
WHEELABRATOR-FRYE, INC.

SUBJECT: S. 2842; S. 2787

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, my name is Michael D. Ding-
man. I am a member of the Executive Committee of The Committee of Publicly
Owned Companies. I am President and Chief Executive Officer of Wheelabrator-
Frye, Inc. I have attached a biographical sketch to this statement as Exhibit A.

The stock of Wheelabrator-Frye, Inc., is listed on the New York Stock Ex-
change. We are active In 22 countries. We have over 6,000 employees in this coun-
try alone, and over 80,000 public stockholders.

Our domestic sales for the past year approximate $257,000,000. Our after tax
profits are in excess of $10,000,000. Despite the fact that our sales have grown
33% compounded over the past three years and earnings per share from contfnu-
Ing operations have grown 71% compounded over the same period, our stock is
selling at 13, which is Just about its book value.

This is even more remarkable because we are primarily in what is generally
considered a growth industry: That is, we are principally involved in the de-
sign, manufacture and sale of systems and equipment to meet the needs of the
environmental and clean energy markets. We are also engaged in the graphic arts
business.

I greatly appreciate the opportunity to appear before you.
The Committee of Publicly Owned Companies appeared before this Subcom-

mitte on July 26, 1973, through the testimony of Mr. C. V. Wood, Jr., Chairman of
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The Committee of Publicly Owned Companies. At that time, we filed a good deal
of material with the Subcommittee.

In the time intervening sin'!e the Committee's previous appearance before this
Subcommittee, the problems to which our testimony was addressed have become
more, and not le88, acute; and the need for helpful legislation, if we are going to
meet the challenges confronting corporate America, has become even more urgent.

I am filing with this statement as Exhibit B a short memorandum summarizing
and updating some of the facts which were in our original statement. In brief,
these facts demonstrate the following:

1. The individual investor has not returned to the securities markets. For all
except a few institutional favorites, there is a wide disparity between company
earnings on the one hand, and market values.

2. Very few companies have found it possible to raise needed funds by new
public offerings of their securities.

3. The debt-equity ratio of American corporations has become even more
adverse and dangerous. Companies have deferred expansion and modernization
plans requiring new capital, and those that have gone ahead with such plans
have had to do so by bank borrowings at the very high rates that are prevailing.

4. The market value of stocks of many companies continue their step and
arbitrary declines despite Increased earnings. For example, according to a
Forte Magazine survey of 382 leading companies, at the end of 1973, more
than three-flfths of them were selling at multiples below ten. At the end of
1972, less than one-fifth of these same companies were selling at these depressed
multiples.

5. The large banks and trust companies still appear to be concentrating their
investments in the institutional favorites or upper tier stocks.-It is particu-
larly relevant to the legislation that this Subcommittee is considering to realize
that only one leading New York City bank, despite its concentration in the upper
tier stocks, turned in a record better than the market average in 1973. On the
contrary, for example, the two principal banks known for their preference for
institutional favorites, did even worse than the rest of the banks. The figures
that we are submitting show, for example, that while in 1973 the Dow Jones
Industrials were down 13.6%, the U.S. Trust Company "Common Fund" was
down 22.85% and Morgan Guaranty was down 20.78%.

Coming to S. 2842 and S. 2787, Mr. Chairman, I want to express the appre-
clation of the Committee and its members for the constructive measures pro-
posed by these Bills. Both of these Bills contain desirable changes in the capital
gains tax, but S. 2842, introduced by the Chairman, also contains important
provisions dealing with certain aspects of pension fund*investments.

We have discussed the provisions of S. 2842 with a representative sample of
our members, and we have found overwhelming support for its provisions. We
believe that the fact that our Committee and its members applaud the principles
of both Bills before this Subcommittee is of considerable significance because
our membership represents a broad segment of American business--over 600
publicly owned companies of varying sizes. One hundred and two are listed on
the New York Stock Exchange; 335 are listed on the American Stock Exchange;
and the securities of 182 are traded over-the-counter. I am submitting for the
record as Exhibit C a list of our members as of December 1973.

Mr. Chairman, it would be Idle for me to take the Subcommittee's time to
analyze these Bills in detail. WIth some supplementary suggestions that I shall
refer to, we entirely endorse the more comprehensive measure, S. 2842. The
Chairman's own statement, which appears In the Congressional Record for
December 20, 1973, is an admirable and comprehensive statement of the reasons
which should impel the Congress quickly to enact this Bill. In our opinion,
enactment of S. 2842 will serve the following urgently needed purposes:

First, the limitation on concentration of investment by pension funds will:
a. Protect the 30.000,000 workers who are the beneficiaries of the pension

plans;
b. It will help to prevent a few large banks from achieving excessive control

over our economy by investing pension fund money which they control so as
to acquire a dominant position in our leading corporations;

c. It will avoid the overfeeding of a few favorite companies of great size, and
the starvation of the second and third tier companies: and

d. It will Induce pension fund managers to direct excess-equity capital to a
greater number of companies. In this way, it will aid the survival, and will
help to strengthen, the 90% of American companies which are not Institutional
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favorites-in many cases, Just because they are smaller than the companies
institutions like to invest in. I want to emphasize, Mr. Chairman, that it is these
conipanies-the broad spectrum of American business-that will determine the
health and vigor of our Nation.

Second, the exemption of one percent of the assets in any pension fund from
the so-called "prudent man rule," so as to make those funds available for in-
vestment in new or expanding companies, will also be a material and direct
aid to the smaller companies upon which the vitality and competitiveness of
America depends.

Third, and of the greatest importance, are the provisions of the Bill with
respect to the capital gains tax. We believe, Mr. Chairman, that no single meas-
ure can be more effective in providing the necessary stimulus and incentive to
revive our securities markets than constructive changes in the capital gains
tax. We are not prepared to compare the desirability of the different scales
of capital gains tax in S. 2842 and S. 2787, except to state our preference that
the initial break points for the reduced capital gains, rather than ordinary
income tax, should not require that the securities be held longer than six months.
In fact, most of our members would prefer a reduction of this holding period to
three months. But, in general, as the Chairman's statement in the Congressional
Record makes clear, a graduated capital gains tax such as he proposes would
reduce the present "lock-in" of securities that have been held for many years and
would provide greater liquidity in our capital markets. At the same time, it
would relieve a real hardship which our present capital gains tax imposes upon
individual investors.

Our present single rate capital gains tax penalizes the investor, as compared
with the short-term trader. In an inflationary economy-which we have had
for many years-an individual who has bought securities and held them for many
years becomes less and less able to dispose of them and shift into a different
kind of investment which is better adapted to his needs because of the impact
of the flat-rate capital gains tax on the difference between his cost and selling
price.

Mr. Chairman, there are two additional measures which we believe are of
great importance to the purpose which the pension-fund provisions of your Bill
will serve with respect to the National interest in the securities markets. First,
is to require disclosure of bank and trust company holdings and trading. We
realize that you are fully aware of the necessity of such disclosure, and pre-
sumably have not included disclosure provisions in your Bill because of defer-
ence to another committee of the Senate. Second, as we urged in our first ap-
pearance before this Subcommittee, we believe that it is essential that legisla-
tion be enacted to prevent the unreasonable and destructive dumping of securi-
ties on the market by institutional holders-a practice which has undermined
investor confidence in the securities markets and the soundness of American
companies, and which, in our opinion, cannot be Justified by the legitimate needs
of institutions in their management of pension funds or otherwise. We hope
that the Subcommittee will give this problem further consideration.

We also applaud the changes which S. 2842 would make with respect to the
treatment of capital losses, which in principle correspond to the capital gains
amendments. These changes would also provide substantial stimulus and in-
centive to the securities markets.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, at our previous appearance
before this Subcommittee, we proposed an additional amendment of the capital
gains provisions which we should again like to urge for your consideration.
We believe that our proposal would be a highly useful addition to the pendingBills. The present conditions in the securities markets are so depressed and sothreatening to the interests of our Nation, that we believe that a direct, Im-

mediate stimulus is necessary. It is for this reason that we have proposed that
capital gains realized on corporate equities, up to $1,000 per year, should be
excluded from taxation. We think that adoption of this provision would provide
an immediate and powerful incentive to individuals to return to the securities
markets. This idea, originally proposed by The Committee of Publicly Owned
Companies, has recently also been proposed by the New York Stock Exchange.
The exchange has suggested that the $1,000 exclusion should be limited to peo-
ple whose total capital gains do not exceed 25% of earned income. The Com-
mittee has no objection to this qualification.

I should like to offer for the record as Exhibit D a study prepared for The
Committee of Publicly Owned Companies by Dr. Norman B. Ture, analyzing our
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proposal for a $1,000 annual exemption of capital gains realized on corporate
equities. Attached to this study is a listing of Dr. Ture's qualifications.

At the bottom of page 4 of Dr. Ture's study, dated December 6, 1973, he sum-
iarizes his conclusions. In brief, he believes that the proposal will strengthen
the securities markets so as to make it increasingly feasible for corporations
to obtain equity financing to meet their urgent needs, and will reduce the de-
pendence of corporations on debt financing. He concludes that it is probable and
perhaps highly likely that the net result of this annual exemption will be to
increase rather than reduce revenues, by promoting hn increased volume of
transactions.

In conclusion, on behalf of myself and of The Committee of Publicly Owned
Companies and its over 600 corporate members, I should like to thank the
Subcommittee for its consideration of this vital measure. We hope that you will
see fit to approve the suggestions that we have made for improvement of t1 1Bill,
and we strongly recommend that the Congress proceed with the utmost speed
to enact this urgently needed measure.

EXHIBIT A

Name: Michael D. Dingman.
Place and date of birth: September 29, 1931, New Haven, Conn.
Names of parents: James E. Dingman and Amelia Williamson Dingman.
Education: The Hun School of Princeton and University of Maryland.
Married: Jean Hazlewood Dingman.
Children (names and dates of birth) : Michael D. Dingman, Jr., Feb. 13, 1954:

Linda Channing Dingman, June 2, 1955; James Clifford Dingman, Aug. 26, 1957.
Business activities--Executive positionsr occupied: Wheelabrator-Frye, Inc.,

president and chief executive officer-Feb. 1970 to date: Drexel Durnham & Co.,
general partner, limited partner, Nov. 1964 to May 31, 1971; Sigma Instruments,
Inc., sales, engineering and general management-April 1, 1958 to Nov. 27, 1964;
various sales engineering positions from 1953 to 1958.

Directorships: Wheelabrator-Frye, Inc., the Rust Engineering Co. (chairman),
and other subsidiaries and affiliates; Temple-Eastex, Inc.: United States Freight
Co.

Member: Executive committee, the Committee of Publicly Owned Companies.
Professional society: Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc.
Clubs: Mount Kisco Coutitry Club, New York; Lyford Cay Club, Nassau,

Bahamas; The Recess, The Links, N.Y.C.
Michael D. Dingman, age 42, has been president, director and chief executive

officer of Wheelabrator-Frye, Inc., since February 1970. After attending college,
Mr. Dingman started his business career in 1953, as a factory trainee. He fol-
lowed this activity with various responsibilities in supervision, sales, engineer-
ing, and general management in industry until 1964, when at 33, he joined
Burnham & Co. as an associate in corporate finance, later becoming a general
then limited partner of that banking firm. In 1969 Mr. Dingman, at 37, moved
back into Industry as a director and stockholder of several companies. He is a
member of IEE and a director of various companies.

Since 1970 Wheelabrator-Frye has been positioning itself to meet the needs
of the growing environmental and clean energy markets. Through early plan-
ning the company realized that this environmental market ultimately would be
fulfilled by companies with strong proprietary process engineering, service and
technology orientations.

Wheelabrator-Frye was formed from a 1971 merger of a holding company,
an investment company and two operating companies. This merger, and the
subsequent sale of unrelated assets, provided building capital while the two
operating companies-Wheelabrator and Frye-provided the operating base upon
which to build.

The company has grown steadily, achieving substantial growth in sales and
earnings while establishing a strong proprietary technology, systems engineer-
ing competence, manufacturing-capability and operating management team.

Wheelabrator-Frye is active in 22 countries worldwide and has over 6,000
employees in the U.S. alone, including 2,700 engineering technicians and support
personnel.

The company's environmental and clean energy activities range from systems
for coal gasification and sophisticated gas cleaning to waste water treatment
and sand reclamation.
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In the field of converting refuse to energy, the company is currently supply-
ing all finance, engineering and technology for a new Boston area facility-the
country's largest-that will convert over 1200 tons of refuse per day into the
BTU equivalent of 76,000 gallons of clean fuel for the General Electric Lynn
plant. This refuse-energy facility, now under construction, is based upon pro-
prietary know-how and engineering gained In over 50 similar operations by Von
Roll Ltd., Zurich.

Further supplementing WFI's R&D are exclusive licensing arrangements for
environmental technology from Lurgt Apparate-Technik of Frankfurt, West
Germany.

Wheelabrator-Frye has achieved record sales of $180,564,030 and record earn-
ings of $6,505,000 for the nine months ended September 30, 1973.

The company's Graphics Group--Sinclair Valentine & Frye, the smaller of
the two company groups-Is engaged in graphic arts. It is not related to the
company's prime environmental areas, but represents a substantial asset in
value for its stockholders.

The company's continuing efforts will be devoted to building its environmen-
tal technology and capabilities.

EXHIBIT B

MEMORANDUM

Following is a brief factual update of the serious conditions in the securities
markets adversely affecting our companies set forth in our testimony before this
Subcommittee on July 26, 1973:

1. The individual investor has not returned to the securities markets.
a. By the end of 1972, financial assets of individuals in the United States had

increased by 21% to $2.3 trillion, compared with $1.9 trillion at the end of 1968.
However, net new savings invested in common hnd preferred stocks during this
period decreased by a minus figure of $16 billion. (New York Stock Exchange.)

b. Annual personal savings totalled $17.0 billion in 1960 and increased to
$54.8 billion by 1972. (Economic Report of the President, January 1973.) Yet in
no no year since 1961 did individuals increase their net holdings of corporate
stocks. (New York Stock Exchange.)

2. Very few companies are able to raise funds for expansion or other needs by
new public offering of their securities.

a. Only 99 new issues were marketed during all of 1973, compared with 568
in 1972. (New 188ue Outlook.)

b. During the last ten months of 1973, there were less than 20 new offerings
of common stock in which $2.5 million or more was sought. This compares with
2-3 such offerings in the first two months of 1973. (Institutional Investor, January
1974.)

c. In 1973, only $6.9 billion was raised in 401 common stock offerings. This com-
pares with $13 billion raised in 1,383 common stock offerings in 1972. (Newsweek,
February 4, 1974.)

3. Debt service is increasingly a severe burden on our companies, threatening
the financial soundness of many of them.

a. The prime rate on loans charged by major commercial banks is currently
91/,%, compared to 6% one year ago.

b. Corporate debt outstanding now totals $900 billion-more than double its
level in the mid-1960's. Cash held by corporations now amounts to only about
20% of their current liabilities-about half the level in the early 1960's. (Wall
Street Journal, December 11, 1973.)

a As of the end of 1972, the median total debt to tangible net worth rates for
71 manufacturing categories surveyed by Dun's Review was 86.1%, up 5.2%
from the end of 1971. (Dun's Review, November 1973.)

4._Theimarket values of the securities of many companies remain depressed,
despite increased corporate earnings.

A survey of 382 leading companies by Fortune Magazine revealed that the
number of companies with multiples below ten had grown from less than one-fifth

-at the end of 1972 to over three-fifths of the total by the end of 1973. (Fortune,
February 1974.)

5. Investments of large banks and trust companies remain heavily- concen-
trated in the securities of a few companies, to the detriment not only of the
thousands of companies starved out of the equity markets, but also of the mil-
lions of participants in pension plans managed by bank trust companies.
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a. The New York Times recently reported that, with only one exception, not a
single leading New York City bank-with their commingled corporate pension
accounts--managed to beat the leading market averages In 1973. Times' colum-
nist, Robert Metz, noted that two banks "known for their preference for [upper
tier) stocks ... did rather worse than the rest of the banks."

The reported results:
Oommos lfund

Bank: (peroet)
Bank of New York ---------------------------------- Down 11.2.
Chemical Bank ------------------------------------ Down 16.3.
Chase Manhattan ---------------------------------- Down 17.94.
First National City ---------------------------------- Down 1A32.
Irving Trust -------------------------------------- Down 1841.
Manufacturer's Hanover ------------------------------ Down 20.18.
Morgan Guaranty ----------------------------------------- Down 20.78.
U.S. Trust ---------------------------------------- Down 22.85.
Bankers Trust ------------------------------------- Down 28.4.
Dow-Jones Industrials ------------------------------- Down 13.6.
Standard & Poor's 500 --......

b. The median multiple of the 21 stocks listed as institutional favorites by the
Weisenberger Service was 28 as of January 31, 1974. This compares to a median
multiple of less than ten for the 382 leading companies surveyed by Fortune
Magazine.
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EXHIBIT C

THE COMMITTEE
OF PUBLICLY OWNED

COMPANIES

New York Stock Exchange
American Stock Exchange

Over-The-Counter

A Voluntary Committee of Chief
Executives

To Represent Corporate America's
interests in Fair Market Prices

and Fair Trading Practices in the
Securities Markets

Executive Committee

C. V. WOOD, JR., Chairman
President, McCulloch Oil Corp.

JOSEPH E. COLE,
Chairman. Cole National Corporation

MICHAEL D. DINGMAN,
President. Wheelabrator-Frye, Inc.

JOHN A. GILLETT. JR.,
President. Circle K Corporation

FRANC M. RICCIARDI.
Chairman, Richton International, Inc.

REVIS L. STEPHENSON,
Chairman, Clarkson Industries, Inc.

WILLIAM R. TINCHER,
Chairman, Purex Corporation

FRED M. ZEDER,
Chairman, Hydrometals, Inc.

Membership List
December 1973
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A-I Kotzin Co.
A.A.R. Corp.
A.A.V. Companies
Action Industries, Inc.
Acme United Corporation
Addmaster Corporation
A.D.M. Industries
Affiliated Capital Corporation
Airpax Electronics, Inc.
A.J. Industries, Inc.
Albany International Corp.
Alcolac Inc.
Alco Standard Corp.
Allied Artists Picture Corporation
Allied Control, Inc.
Allied Products Corporation
Allied Thermal Corp.
Alpha Industries, Inc.
Altamil Corp.
Altius Corp.
Aluminum Specialty Co.
AMBAC Industries, Inc.
Amcord, Inc.
American Appraisal Associates
American Business Products, Inc.
American Capitol Insurance Co.
American Financial Corp.
American Greetings Corp.
American International Group Inc.
American International Pictures, Inc.
American Petrofina Company, Inc.
The American Plan Corp.
American Precision Industries, Inc.
American Recreation Centers, Inc.
American Training Services, Inc.
Anthony Industries, Inc.
Anza Pacific Corp.
A.O. Industries, Inc.
APCO Oil Corp.

ARA Services, Inc.
'.ristar Management, Inc.
.Arizona-Colorado Land & Cattle Co.
Arpeja-California
Arwood Corp.
Asamera Oil Corporation, Ltd.
Askin Service Corp.
Aspro, Inc.
Atlanta Corporation
Atwood Oceanics, Inc.
Austral Oil Co., Inc.
Bache & Co., Inc.
Badger Meter, Inc.
Baker Bros., Inc.
Bandag inc.
Barclay Industries, Inc.
Begley Drug Company
Bell Industries
Bescot Retailers, Inc.
Beneficial Standard Mortgage Investors
,enhan-Blair & Affiliates, Inc.
.nrus Corporation

Bergen Brunswig Corp.
Bernzomatic Corp.
Beverly Hills Bancorp.
Binning's, Inc.
Bolt, Beranek and Newman, Inc.
The Boston Company
Bowmar Instrument Corp.
Bowne & Co., Inc.
Braun Engineering Co.
John Breuner Co.
C. Brewer & Co., Ltd.
B. Brody Seating Co.
Brooks & Perkins, Inc.
Brunswick Corp.
The Budd Company
Buell Industries, Inc.
Burns International Security Services, Inc.

2
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R. L. Bums, Corp.
Burnup & Sims Inc.
Burris Industries, Inc.
Cabot, Cabot & Forbes Land Trust
California Computer Products, Inc.
California-Pacific Utilities Co.
Canadian Homestead Oils Limited
Canadian Hydrocarbons, Ltd.
Canoga Industries
Capitol Industries, Inc.
Carrier Corp.
Central National Bank
Century Industries Co., Inc.
Century Papers Inc.
Cenville Communities, Inc.
Certron
Chadwick-Miller, Inc.
Chemical Express Co.
Chemtrust Industries, Corp.
Cherry-Burrell Corp.
Chicken Unlimited Enterprises, Inc.
Child World, Inc.
Chilton Corp.
The Circle K Corp.
Citizens Financial Corp.
Citizens Mortgage Investment Trust
C & K Petroleum, Inc.
Clark Cable Corp.
The Clarke Corp.
Clarkson Industries, Inc.
Cleve Trust Realty Investors
Clopay Corp.
Coachmen Industries, Inc.
Coca-Cola Bottling Co. of N.Y., Inc.
Coca-Cola Bottling Midwest Inc.
Cohen-Hatfield Industries, Inc.
Cohu Electronics, Inc.
Coit International, Inc.
Cole National Corp.

3

Coleman Company
.ollins Foods International

Colwell Company
Colwell Mortgage Trust
Comarco, Inc.
Communications Industries, Inc.
Community Psychiatric Centers
Compac Corp.
Compo Industries, Inc.
Computer Election Systems, Inc.
Conchemco Inc.
Consyne Corp.
Cook Electric Company
Cook Paint and Varnish Co.
Cooper-Jarrett, Inc.
Core Laboratories, Inc.
Corometrics Medical Systems, Inc.
Corroon & Black Corp.
Cramer Electronics, Inc.
A.T. Cross Company
Crouse-Hinds Co.
.rowley, Milner & Co.

Cubic Corp.
Curtis Noll Corp.
CW Transport, Inc.
The Cyclotron Corp.
Dain, Kalman & Quail, Inc.
Dart Industries, Inc.
Data Card Corp.
Data Products Corp.
Davis Water & Waste
Daylin, Inc.
Delta California Industries
Deltown Foods, Inc.
Dennison Manufacturing Co.
Den-Tal-Ez, Inc.
Dentsply International Inc.
DeRose Industries, Inc.
Diamond M Drilling Co.

4

29-146 0 - 74 - It
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Diebold Venture Capital Corp.
Digi-Log Systems, Inc.
Diplomat Electronics Corp.
Discount Fabrics, Inc.
The Diversey Corp.
Diversified Earth Sciences, Inc.
Donaldson Company, Inc.
Dorchester Gas Corp.
Drew National Corp.
Duckwalh Stores, Inc.
Ducommun Incorporated
Duplex Products Inc.
Dynamics Research Corp.
Earth Resources Co.
The Eastern Company
Egan Machinery Co.
Elco Corporation
Electronic Data Systems Corp.
El Paso Natural Gas Company
Emersons, Ltd.
Emery .ndustries, Inc.
Empress International, Ltd.
Epko Shoes, Inc.
Equity National Industries
ESB Incorporated
Esquire, Inc.
E-Systems, Inc.
Euthenics Systems Corp.
Evans & Mitchell Industries, Inc.
Everest & Jennings International
Fabien Corp.
Fabri-Centers of America, Inc.
Fairfield-Noble Corp.
Familian Corp.
Family Finance Corp.
Family Record Plan, Inc.
Fan Company
Fashion Fabrics, Inc.
Federal Resources Corp.

5

Federal Sign and Signal Corp.
iltrol Corp.

zirst City Bancorporation of Texas, Inc.
First Conn. S.B.I.C.
First of Denver Mortgage Investors
Firstmark Corp.
First Mid America, Inc.
First Railroad & Banking Co. of Georgia
First Realty Investment Corp.
Fischer & Porter Company
Fisher Scientific Company
Flowers Industries, Inc.
John Fluke Mfg., Co., Inc.
FMC Corp.
Foremost-McKesson, Inc.
Fotomat Corporation
The Foxboro Company
FPA Corporation
Fuqua Industries, Inc.
Florida Mining & Materials Corp.
G-abriel Industries
,alaxy Carpet Mills, Inc.

The Garcia Corporation
Garlock, Inc.
Garvin Bantel Corp.
G.C.A. Corp.
General Bancshares Corp.
General Educational Services Corp.
General Employment Enterprises, Inc.
General Cinema Corp.
General Instrument Corp.
General Interiors Corp.
General Plywood Corp.
General Research Corp.
Genisco Technology, Inc.
Giddings & Lewis, Inc.
Giffen Industries, Inc.
The Gilbert Companies, Inc.
Glasrock Products, Inc.

6
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Glen-Gery Corp.
Globe Industries, Inc.
Globe Security Systems, Inc.
Globe-Union Inc.
Glosser Brothers, Inc.
Gloucester Engineering Co., Inc.
Glover, Inc.
Golden West Mobile Homes
Gorman-Rupp Company
Grand Auto, Inc.
Granite Management Services, Inc.
Graphic Controls Corp.
Graphidyne Corp.
Gray Drug Stores, Inc.
The Gray Manufacturing Co.
Great Basins Petroleum Co.
Greenman Bros. Inc.
Greenshields & Co., Inc.
Gruen Industries, Inc.
Guardsman Chemical Coatings, Inc.
Guilford Mills, Inc.
Gulf Mortgage and Realty Investments
Gulf Republic Financial Corp.
Gulf Resources & Chemical Corp.
Gulf & Western Industries
Hallcraft Homes, Inc.
Hammermill Paper Company
Handy Dan, Inc.
Hanna Mining Co.
Harlyn Products, Inc.
Harvest Industries, Inc.
Hayes-Albion Corporation
Walter E. Heller International Corp.
Hermetic Seal Corporation
Hesston Corporation
Hi-G, Inc.
Higbee Co.
Holly Corporation
Hollymatic Corporation

7

D.H. Holmes Co., Ltd.
"torn & Hardart Co.
Hospitality Motor Inns, Inc.
House of Vision, Inc.
Houston Oil & Minerals Corp.
Howell Corporation
Harvey Hubbell, Inc.
Hungry Tiger Inc.
Huyck Corporation
Hycel, Inc.
Hydrometals, Inc.
Imoco-Gateway Corp.
Ingress Manufacturing Co., Inc.
Inland Credit Corporation
Integrated Resources Inc.
Intercraft Industries Corp.
Intermark, Inc.
International Funeral Services, Inc.
International Seaway Trading Corp.
Interphoto Corp.
Interplastic Corp.
inics, Inc.

Iowa Beef Processors, Inc.
Iowa Power and Light Co.
Ipco Hospital Supply Corp.
Iroquois Industries, Inc.
Irvin Industries, Inc.
Jaclyn, Inc.
Jacobs Engineering Co.
Jamesbury Corp.
Jeannette Corp.
Jetero Corp.
Johnson Products Co., Inc.
Jostens Inc.
Jupiter Industries, Inc.
Kaneb Services, Inc.
Kaufman and Broad, Inc.
Kay Corporation
Ketchum & Co., Inc.

8
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The Key Company
Kin-ark Corporation
Kirby Industries
Kleer-Vu Industries
Knogo Corporation
K-Tel International Inc.
Kuhlman Corporation
Kuhn's Big K Stores Corp.
LaBarge, Inc.
LaMaur Inc.
Lane Wood, Inc.
Lewis Business Forms
Liberty Fabrics of New York, Inc.
Liberty Leasing Co., Inc.
Lloyd's Electronics, Inc.
Loehmann's Inc.
Lomas & Nettleton Financial Corp.
Longs Drug Stores
Loomis Corporation
LTV Corporation
Luby Corporation
Ludlow Corporation
Lyon Metal Products, Inc.
MacMillan, Inc.
McCulloch Oil Corp.
McDonald Micradata Services, Inc.
McDonough Co.
McKeon Construction
McQuay-Perfex Inc.
Macrodata Corp.
Magma Energy, Inc.
Mangel Stores Corp.
The Manitowoc Company, Inc.
Marcus Corporation
Markan, Inc.
Mary Kay Cosmetics, Inc. -
C.H. Masland & Sons
Meadowbrook Inc.
Medalist Industries, Inc.

9

Medenco, Inc.
Mego International, Inc.
Meisel Photochrome Corp.
Mem Company
Metropolitan Maintenance Co.
Michigan General Corp.
Michigan Mobile Homes Corp.
Mickelberry Corporation
The Midland Co.
Milco Electronic Corp.
Herman Miller, Inc.
H. Miller & Sons, Inc.
Minnesota Natural Gas Co.
Mirro Aluminum Co.
Mitchell Energy & Development Corp.
Mitchum, Jones & Templeton, Inc.
Moamco Corp.
Modem Maid Food Products, Inc.
Mogul Corp.
Mohasco Industries, Inc.
Moog, Inc.
Samuel Moore & Co.
Morrison-Knudsen Co., Inc.
Motorola Inc.
MPO Videotronics, Inc.
MSI Data Corporation
Narda Microwave Corp.
National Aviation Underwriters, Inc.
National City Bank
National Distributing Co., Inc.
National Medical Enterprises, Inc.
National Recreation Industries, Inc.
National Silver Industries, Inc.
L.B. Nelson Corp.
Neptune Meter Company
Newell Companies, Inc.
New England Nuclear Corp.
New England Patriots Football Club
New England Tel & Tel

10
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Newpark Resources, Inc.
Niagara Frontier Services, Inc.
Noel Industries, Inc.
North Canadian Oils Limited
North Central Airlines, Inc.
Northeast Petroleum Industries, Inc.
Novo Corporation
Offshore Logistics, Inc.
Oglebay Norton Company
The Oilgear Company
Olympia Brewing Company
Onan Corporation
Opelika Mfg. Corp.
Optical Plastics, Inc.
Ormand Industries, Inc.
Outdoor Sports Industries, Inc.
Overhead Door Corporation
Overmyer Corporation
Oxford Industries, Inc.
Pacesetter Building Systems
Pacific Holding Corp.
Pacific Oil and Gas Development Corp.
Paine, Webber, Jackson & Curtis, Inc.
Pall Corporation
Palomar Mortgage Investors
Papercraft Corp.
Paramount Packaging Corporation
Parker-Hannifin Corp.
Patagonia Corp.
Peerless Tube Company
Pemcor, Inc.
Pennsylvania & Southern Gas Co.
Penobscott Shoe Company
Pentron Industries, Inc.
Pepcom Industries, Inc.
Perini Corporation
Petro-Search, Inc.
Philippine Long Distance Tel. Co.
Piedmont Industries, Inc.

11

Pioneer Systems, Inc.
Pioneer Western Corp.
Pizza Corp. of America, Inc.
Plant Industries, Inc.
Ply-Gem Industries, Inc.
Post Corporation
Potlatch Corporation
Potter Instrument Company, Inc.
The Presley Companies
Products Research & Chemical Corp.
Providence Gas Co.
Provincial House, Inc.
Prudential Funds, Inc.
Punta Gorda Isles, Inc.
Purex Corporation, Ltd.
Questor Corporation
Ranco Incorporated
Ransburg Corporation
Raymond Precision Industries Inc.
Raypak, Inc.
R.B. Industries, Inc.
Reading & Bates Offshore Drilling Co.
Reading Industries, Inc.
Real Estate Investment Trust of America
Realty Refund Trust
The Reece Corporation
Reid Provident Laboratories, Inc.
Regal-Beloit Corporation
Republic Housing Corporation
Reserve Oil and Gas Company
Resistoflex Corporation
Revco D.S. Inc.
R.H. Medical Services, Inc.
Richford Industries, Inc.
Richton International Corp.
Risdon Manufacturing Co.
Riviana Foods, Inc.
Robertson Distribution Systems, Inc.
Rohr Industries, Inc.

12
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Ronco Teleproducts, Inc.
Roper Corporation
Rosemount Inc.
Rospatch Corporation
Rowan Companies, Inc.
Milton Roy Co.
Royal Industries, Inc.
Royal Palm Beach Colony, Inc.
Ruddick Corporation
Russeks, Inc.
Russell Corporation
Safeguard Industries, Inc.
Safetran Systems Corp.
Sage International Inc.
St. Johnsbury Trucking Co., Inc.
Salem Carpet Mills, Inc.
San Fernando Electric Manufacturing Co.
Say-a-Stop Incorporated
SCA Services, Inc.
Schiller Industries, Inc.
Scientific-Atlanta, Inc.
Scientific Computers, Inc.
Scientific, Inc.
Scrivner-Boogart, Inc.
Season-All Industries, Inc.
Securities-Intermountain, Inc.
Sedco, Inc.
Seiscom Delta Inc.
Selas Corporation of America
Self Service Restaurants, Inc.
Seligman & Latz, Inc.
Semtech Corporation
Service Corporation International
Servomation Corporation
Seton Company
SGL Industries, Inc.
Shelter Resources Corporation
Shenandoah Oil Corporation
Shirley of Atlanta, Inc.

13

Sierracin Corporation
Signet Corporation
Sikes Corporation
Slaughter Brothers, Inc.
Sloan Technology Corporation
Solitron Devices, Inc.
Sonderling Broadcasting Corp.
Soundesign Corp.
South Carolina Insurance Company
South Jersey Industries, Inc.
Southern Industries Corp.
Southern Union Production Company
Southland Royalty Company
Southwestern Electric Service Co.
Speizman Industries, Inc.
Spencer Companies, Inc.
Splentex, Inc.
S.S.P. Industrit,
Stanadyne Inc.
Standard Alliance Industries, Inc.
Standard-Coosa-Thatcher Company
Standard Dredging Corporation
Standard-Pacific Corporation
The Standard Products Company
Standard-Thomson Corp.
Standun Inc.
Stardust Inc.
Sta-Rite Industries, Inc.
Star Supermarkets, Inc.
State Exploration Co.
State Savings & Loan Assn.
Statham Instruments
Steelmet, Inc.
Steenberg Mobile Homes, Inc.
Sterling Electronics Corp.
SuCrest Corporation
Sun Electric Corporation
Super Food Services, Inc.
Superscope, Inc.

14
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Super Valu Stores, Inc.
Synalloy Corp.
Tab Products Co.
Taco Bell
Tapecon, Inc.
Tasty Baking Co.
Tax Corporation of America
Technical Operations Inc.
Teleflex Incorporation
Tensor Corp.
Terramar Corporation
Tesoro Petroleum Corp.
Texas Gas Transmission Corp.
Thiem Corporation
Thriftimart, Inc.
Thriftway Leasing Co.
Tiburon Vintners, Inc.
Tonka Corporation
Topps Chewing Gum, Inc.
Torin Corporation
Tridair Industries
Tumer Fisheries, Inc.
Union Electric Steel Corporation
United Aircraft Products, Inc.
United Inns, Inc.
United Piece Dye Works
U.R.S. Systems Corp.
United States Ceramic Tile Company
U.S. Filter Corporation
U.S. Rubber Reclaiming Co., Inc.
Universal-Rundle Corporation
Vacu-dry Co.
Valmac Industries, Inc.
Varadyne Industries, Inc.
Varo, Inc.
Vega Precision Laboratories, Inc.
Vesely Co.
Viatech, Inc.
Voplex Corporation

15

VTN Los Angeles
Vulcan, Inc.
Wabash Magnetics, Inc.
Sam P. Wallace Company, Inc.
Wallace Business Forms, Inc.
Wards Co., Inc.
Watsco, Inc.
Wavecom Industries
Wells-Gardner Electronics Corp.
The Western Co. of North America
Western Decalta Petroleum Limited
Wheelabrator-Frye, Inc.
Whitaker Cable Corp.
The Williams Companies
Williamhouse-Regency, Inc.
Wilson & Co., Inc.
Wilson Pharmaceutical & Chemical Corp.
Jack Winter, Inc.
Wolv_.m Industries, Inc.
Wolverine World Wide Inc.
Wood Industries, Inc.
Woodmoor Corp.
Worcester Controls Corp.
Work Wear Corp.
Worthington Industries, Inc.
Barry Wright Corporation
WTC Airfreight
Wyle Laboratories
The Youngstown Steel Door Company
Zero Manufacturing Co.

16
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EXHIBIT D

PREPARED STATEMENT BY DR, NORMAN B. TURE ON BEHALF OF THE COMMITTEE
OF PUBLICLY OWNED COMPANIES

A: $1,000 ANNUAL EXEMPTION OF CAPITAL GAINS REALIZED ON CORPORATE EQUITIES

1. Annual Exmption $1,000 of Capital Gains on Corporate Equities: Revenue
and Cost of Capital Effects

In our report "Tax Policy and the Corporate Securities Market, An Agenda
for Constructive Tax Revision," we estimated the revenue loss from an annual
exemption of $1,000 of capital gains at about $600 million (based on 1971 levels
of income and capital gains). It must be emphasized that this is a "first level"
or "Initial impact" estimate, i.e., it assumes no change in taxpayer behavior in
response to the tax change, hence no change in the amount of saving invested
incorporate equities, no change in the volume of transactions in these assets, no
change in the average percentage gain, etc. Such first level or initial impact
estimates are those that are generally provided for purposes of evaluating tax
revision proposals, desipte the obvious 'fact that such estimate are of limited
significance.

It is surely apparent that the no-charge assumptions upon which these first-
level estimates are based are implausible and that the estimates are, accord-
ingly, unrealistic.* Enactment of the proposed $1,000 annual exclusion would
certainly attract the attention of a great number of individuals. It would surely
afford a strong inducement for the investment of a larger part of personal sav.
ing in corporate equities. It would undoubtedly reduce or eliminate the present
tax barrier to realization of accrued gains. As a consequence of these effects, it
would assuredly result in a larger volume of transactions in stocks by individuals
and a larger volume of annual capital gain realizations, even if the rate of ap-
preciation in the value of corporate equities were unaffected. But the rate of
capital gain accrual would undoubtedly be increased, at least for some time: the
exemption would increase -the demand for equities ,because it would enhance the
net-of-4ax return on savings invested in corporate equities and the market
would capitalize that increase in higher prices for these assets.

The actual revenue effect of adopting the $1,000 afinual exemption, therefore,
would depend basically on the extent of individuals' responses thereto. Even a
relatively slight increase in transaction volume and in the amount of gains real-
ized would offset the estimated initial impact revenue loss. In 1970, for example,
a $3.2 billion, or 16.3 percent, increase in total realized gains-would have gen-
erated sufficient additional revenues to offset the revenue loss from the $1,000
annual exemption. Assume that half of the $18.8 billon of' gains in 1970 were
realized on the sale of publicly traded stock. Since such sales totaled $130.9 bil-
lion in 1970,1 the estimated average gain was 7.7 percent (i.e., $9.4 billion, the
estimated gain on stocks, divided by $121.5 billion, the value of sales of such
stocks, $130.9 billion, minus .the gain of $9.4 billion therein). Had the average
gain been 9.0 percent instead of 7.7 percent, the additional tax revenues would
have offset the estimated initial impact loss from the $1,000 exemption. Gains of
9.0 percent or more of sales are certainly reasonable in order of magnitude; gains
as a percent of sales exceeded 9 percent in each of the five straight years preced-
ing 1970.

This calculation assumes no increase in the volume of transactions. If the
actual 1970 ratio of gains to sales is assumed, an increase in transaction volume
from $130.9 billion to $150.2 billion would have produced additional revenues
adequate to offset the initial impact revenue loss from the $1,000, annual exemp-
tion. Since sales volume in five of the past six-years had exceeded $152.2 billion,
the increase in volume required to offset any revenue loss falls well within a
reasonable range.

Enactment of the annual exclusion would very likely result in a dramatic in-
crease in the volume of transactions in the short run, compared to the levels
which would otherwise be attained. The portfolio effect of the annual exemption
as noted, is to increase the share of an individual's total savings which he wants
to keep in corporate equities. Even If total individual saving were unaffected,
the annual exemption would induce individuals to increase the amount of corpo-
rate equities in their portfolios. As the total amount of savings increased over
time, even if no more rapidly than in the past, the annual desired addition of

1New York Stock Exchange, 1978 Paot Book, p. 75.
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corporate equities would be greater, though the rate of increase might be thesame. And if the anual exemption were to result in an increase in the savingrate, a quite plausible assumption, additions to corporate equity holdings would
be at a higher rate than otherwise.

The corollary to this increase in desired holdings of corporate equities is a re-duction in the cost of capital, initially to corporate business but ultimately tothe entire business sector. This would result in part from the increase in demandfor corporate equities relative to debt instruments, hence over time from a de-
crease in corporate debt-equity ratios and a reduction in the risk associated withoverall capitalization. More important, by reducing the tax drain from the streamof returns to corporate equity, the proposed annual exemption would reduce thetarget amount of pretax corporate income per share required to avert dilutionof existing equity interests at any point in time. And, of course, any number ofshares newly issued would provide greater total proceeds to the issuer than other-wise, other things being equal. This reduction in the cost of capital for the cor-porate sector would be extended throughout the private business sector by the
operations of the capital markets.

In sum, the proposed annual exemption would provide a substantially morecongenial tax climate for external equity financing. It would, by the same token,contribute significantly to achieving capital market conditions in which corporatebusiness would be less dependent on debt financing. The consequent rela t ive de-cline in deductible interest payments would contribute to offsetting the initialimpact revenue loss of the annual exemption. It is quite conceivable, if not, In-deed, highly likely, that the combined corporate and individual taxpayer responseto the annual exemption would increase rather than reduce revenues. In fact,based on 1970 levels, a 20 percent gain in volume and an increase from 7.7 per-cent to 9.5 percent in the average gain per sale in response to the annual exemp-tion would have increased tax receipts by $1 billion. Increases in volume and ingains of this order of magnitude have been exceeded several times in recent years.
II. Projections of Capital "Requirements" and Equity Pinantoing

Projections of capital "requirements" must be conditioned by a number ofimportant assumptions about the operations of the economy. For purposes ofthe initial estimates presented below, the principal assumptions are that (1) thegrowth in the civilian labor force to 1980 will follow the same trend as itsgrowth in the period 1948-1972; (2) the capital-labor ratio in the privatebusiness sector will increase at least as rapidly as in the period 1947-1967;(3) the rate of technical progress In the private business sector will followthe trend of the period 1947-1967; and (4) the 1947-1967 trend relationshipbetween the real wage rate and the price of capital services will continuethrough 1980.' Additionally, estimates of internally generated financial resources(i.e., retained earnings and capital consumption allowances) of the privatebusiness sector, particularly of the nonfarm corporate business sector, are basedon relationships derived from the period 1947-1968.'
On the basis of these assumptions:

Capital "requirements" (excluding residential investment) In 1980 willaggregate about $232 billion in 1972 prices.
Corporate fixed investment, excluding residential, will be about $165

billion (in 1972 dollars).
Including inventory investment, corporate capital "requirements" arelikely to be in the range of $175 billion to $180 billion.
Corporate cash flow, i.e., retained earnings plus capital consumptionallowances, will range between $135 billion and $162 billion, or an estimated

mean value of $148 billion.
To a first approximation, therefore, corporations' internal financial re-sources would fall at least $13 billion and conceivably as much as $45 billion

short of corporate capital "requirements."
The preceding estimates do not adequately account for capital intensificationdue to environmental control policies, health and safety laws, and increasedreliance on domestic sources of energy. By 1980, these factors could, qulte

I Cf. Norman B. Ture, Ta Polioy, Oapital Pormation, and Produptivity, A Study Pre-pared for the Committee on Taxation, National Association of Manufacturers, 1078,especially, Dp, 135 ff.
$For this purpose, the time series of retained earnings and capital consumption allow-ances In the national income accounts were regressed on the time series of private sectorcapital stock as estimated in Fixed Nonresidential Business Captat in the United States,1995-1970, Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C., Nov. 1971.
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plausibly, increase corporate capital "requirements" by 10 to 15 percent. Any
such increase implies some combination of a substantial reallocation of a
given amount of national saving and a significant increase in the rate of saving,
if the assumptions upon which the initial projections are based are to be
validated.

Moreover, the shortfall between projected corporate capital "requirements"
and cash flow does not fully measure the corporate demand for external funds
since excesses of internal funds over uses for corporation with such excesses
are not in general directly invested in new issues of corporations with excesses
of uses over internal funds. External financing requirements in 1980, therefore,
are likely to be significantly greater than the shortfalls estimated above,.

Extrapolating the postwar trends of debt and equity in total corporate capi-
talization and of external financing suggests that not less than one-fifth of
external funds would be sought by new equity issues in 1980. Desired new equity
issues, therefore, would be not less than $7 billion and might well be $12 billion,
or more.
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Senator BENTSEN. Ladies and gentlemen, we will recess now until
2 p.m., when Mr. Lynn Townsend will be the lead witness.

[Whereupon, at 11:55 a.m., the subcommittee was recessed to re-
convene at 2 p.m., the same day.]
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AFTERNOON SESION

Senator BENTSEN. The hearings will come to order. We will have
one witness this afternoon. We have Mr. Lynn Townsend who will be
testifying before us as the chairman of the board of the Chrysler Corp.
Mr. Townsend, we are very pleased to have you. If you would come
forward. We have known of your great interest in capital formation
and the needs of industry, competition for capital in the world today
and what we are facing in the future. I really think that in the years
ahead capital formation is going to be as difficult and as demanding
a problem and objective as energy is today.

Well, with that, if you would proceed, Mr. Townsend.

STATEMENT OF LYNN TOWNSEND, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD,
CHRYSLER CORP., ACCOMPANIED BY WILLIAM G. McGAGH,
ASSISTANT TREASURER, CHRYSLER CORP.

Mr. TOWNSEND. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. My name is
Lynn Townsend and I am chairman of the board of Chrysler Corp. I
have with me today Mr. William MeGagh who is assistant treasurerof Chrysler Corp., and I do appreciate the opprity to testify be-
fore this subcommittee on a subject which I believe is very important
and which I feel very strongly about.

I would like to address the subject of equity capital as it relates
to basic U.S. industry, and leave to others more qualified than I the
task of speaking about Wall Street, the brokerage industry, the spe-
cifics of proposed limitations on the stockholdings of pension fund
managers and other important related matters.

We all know that the need for funds for corporate America inthe next decade will be enormous. Companies must expand and mod-
ernize in order to increase both production and productivity and to
create the jobs needed for our growing workforce. Ecological require-
ments make it essential to modify plants and equipment, often at high
cost. Worldwide competition makes it necessary to replace outmoded,
inefficient plants and equipment with the latest technology if the
United States is going to remain among the first-class powers in the
world. In addition, vast amounts of capital will be needed to reach our
goal of self-sufficiency in energy.

Much of this need for funds will be filled, of course, from the cash
flow of corporations, their retained earnings and the judicious use of
debt. The balance, however, must come from new issues of equity and
right here is the nub of the problem-the difficulty today of floating
large issues of new equity. A new issue may be impossible to sell or
may only be sold at prices that are not acceptable either to manage-
ment or to the current shareholders of the company. In most cases the
cause goes to basic deficiencies in the functioning of the capital mar-
kets. It is these deficiencies to which I would like to address myself
today.

The capital markets in the United States are an essential elements
in our competitive free enterprise system. These markets have been
the most productive in the world. They depend on the willingness of
people to save out of their incomes and put these savings out at risk
in the hope of a reasonable return. These markets normally accumualte
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capital from millions of people and allocate it to those sectors of the
economy that have productive use for it. In the process there has been
created a source of strength for the country that is immeasurable-
thanks to millions of individuals who share in the ownership of
American business.

Many of these small "capitalists" today are understandably con-
fused, and I assume after t ey have left the market at least amused,
by a valuation system in the stock market that results in the aggregate
market value of the stock of McDonald's Corp., that fine ham-
burger company, equaling the aggregate market value of the stock
of U.S. Steel Corp. They may. be somewhat puzzled also by noting
that the stock of one cosmetic company, Avon Products, is valued over
$1 billion higher than the entire stock of the Aluminum Co. of Amer-
ica. They also note that the price earnings ratio at the end of 1973 for
chemicals was about 13, for steels about 7, for aluminum about 15, and
for automobiles about 5, while the price earnings ratio of McDonald's
was 46 and the Avon Products was 27.

Another interesting comparison can be made between the book value
and market values of different companies. McDonald's had a book
value at the end of 1972 of about $200 million and a recent market value
of about $2.1. billion. Coca Cola had a book value of about $800 million
and a recent market value of about $7.1 billion. All we Americans are
going to have to do nothing but eat hamburgers and drink Coca Cola
if we are ever to make these ratios work out.. On the other hand, U.S.
Steel had a book value of about $3.6 billion and a recent market value
of about $2.2 billion.

The failure in the ability of the capital markets to provide equity
capital is the result of many complex factors. The capital gains tax
certainly has an influence, and I am pleased to see that this subcommit-
tee has some suggestions in that area. The high level and short- and
long-term interest rates provides an attractive alternate investment
outlet for funds and tends to make equities relatively less attractive.

Headlines covering the failures on Wall Street, the Equity Funding
scandal and other events shake the confidence of the investor, par-
ticularly the individual investor, whose interest in the stock market
has certainly declined. The New York Stock Exchange has reported
that the number of shareholders in the United States has dropped by
800,000 between 1972 and 1973. Odd-lot transactions represented 21
percent of New York Stock Exchange volume in 1960 but only 4.6 per-
cent in 1972.

Who then is doing the trading ? As we all know, it is the institutions,
whose percentage of the public dollar volume on the New York Stock
Exchange has increased from 35 percent in 1963 to 70 percent by mid
1973. According to the SEC. institutional investors owned 26.7 per-
cent of the outstanding stock in the United States in 1960 and by the
end of 1072 this had riven to 34 percent. The SEC estimate of the
market value of the stockholdings of institutions increased during the
year 1972 by $71 billion to a staggering $398 billion.

A large part of these institutional holdings, of course, can be traced
to the pension funds of American industry, and these funds are fed
each year by massive company contributions. Recent figures indicate*
for example, that the annual corporate contributions to pension funds
total about $10 billion. Many of my fellow industrialists feel that it
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is ironic that the very pension fund managers to whom we make these
large contributions turn around and use the money to buy additional
shares in the "high-flyer" companies. This brings us to another critical
aspect of this whole problem, the concentration of investments by the
pension fund managers in relatively few, high-price-earnings ratio
stocks, contributing to the so-called two-tier market.

This concentration of large amounts of capital, managed by in-
stitutions, and invested in a select few "glamour" stocks not only creates
high valuations for these "glamour" stocks, but also causes downward
pressure on the valuations of "nonglamour" stocks--the basic indus-
tries of this country. And with the individual investor shunning the
market, the depressed values of most shares poses a critical dilemma
for the managements of many of our basic industries. How do we keep
our companies growing and financially sound when our stock is valued
so low that it is difficult or impossible to sell more shares?

It is absolutely impossible for me to overemphasize the seriousness
of the current inability of most companies in this country to raise
equity capital. This Nation, in the lifetime of some of us here today,
could descend from the relatively self-sufficient industrial power, that
has been our great strength, to one large service industry for the rest
of the world, largely dependent on other countries for its basic prod-
ucts. What will it profit us to have the world's finest hamburgers, or
the most sophisticated cosmetics, if we cannot build a factory, or if
we cannot manufacture a refrigerator, or construct a submarine or an
aircraft, without the cooperation of other nations ? Make no mistake:
this shift is already underway.

Fundamental to the low valuations that the stock market places on
the equity of the basic industries of th- country is the downward trend
in profit margins of corporations over the last 20 years. In the early
1950's, nonfinancial corporations earned about 23 percent before taxes
on total capital. By the early 1960's, this had declined to about 18 per-
cent and recent numbers put the figure about 13 percent. Government
statistics are available that adjust these return figures to what they
would have been if depreciation charges had been increased for the
higher cost of replacing equipment in these inflationary time& The 23
percent becomes 20 percent, the 18 percent becomes 12 percent and the
13 percent becomes 9 percent.

This need for additional capital for corporations is made particu-
larly acute by the continuing inflation that has gripped the country
over recent decades. This inflation has led to a level of cash flow that
is entirely inadequate for the modernization and replacement of fa-
cilities in our basic industries. Depreciation based on cost results in
profits higher than if the depreciation were based on replacement value
and then these higher profits are taxed away by the Internal Revenue
Service. In the basic industries of the country--steel, aluminum, paper
products, chemicals, automobiles, and so forth-the very ones that I
would like to emphasize today-this inflationary impact is even more
acute because many of the facilities have very long useful lives,
giving inflation much more time to do its work.

In the steel industry, for example, the book value of property,
plant and equipment is about $14 billion. To replace it at today's
prices would cost an estimated $78 billion. It is interesting to note
that the total market value of all the shares of the 9 largest steel
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-companies in the United States is less than $6 billion. In other words
ou can buy for $6 billion $78 billion of capacity. This gap between
ook value of plant and equipment and replacement cost exists in all

industries and must be made up by a* combination of retained earnings,
additional debt and new equity. Reduced margins in many of the basic
industries have tended to limit the contribution that can be made
from retained earnings and, of course, the decisions of the Cost of
Living Council have been a factor in this. The limitations of price
increases by the Cost of Living Council in arbitrary and inequitable
ways generated great pessimism and uncertainty among investors,
and caused a general decline in market values. Many companies have
been forced to add levels of debt to their capital structures that are
beyond the levels the management feels are appropriate. High inter-
est rates, cou)led with these high levels of debt, lead to a burden of
interest expense that weakens the ability of an enterprise to weather
the storms that inevitably come during periods of economic downturn.

Now I am not a pessimist: by nature I am an optimist. Neither am
I inclined to cry havoc, nor to make much of problems that are famil-
iar to all businessmen. But the problems we are discussing here are
new problems; if not in their form, then certainly in their scope,
their intensity and their implication I firmly believe that there will
be serious adverse consequences if our capital markets are not able
to supply to corporate America the equity capital that it needs at
prices that are acceptable. Not only will the management and owners
of these corporations be damaged. but their employees, their suppliers
and the public at large will be damaged as well. Improvements we
need to make in our environment will be stretched out and the Presi-
dent's goal of self-sufficiency in energy will be harder to achieve.
More and more companies that are unable to grow will sell out to
larger companies. The United States will tend to become less and
less competitive in world markets because American industry will
find it more and more difficult to make the capital investments neces-
sary to improve its productivity. There will be less real growth in
our gross national product and fewer jobs for our people. In this con-
nection, we should all keep in mind that many companies in the basic
American industries that I have been talking about are the companies
that provide the largest number of jobs in this country, directly and
indirectly.

The deteriorating situation will tend to feed on itself since low mar-
gins and low rates of returns tend to reduce stock prices and these low
valuations make it impossible to obtain the equity needed to increase
productivity and, thereby, improve margins and rates of return.

Finally, the threat of foreign takeovers of U.S. companies will be-
come more acute. Although I am in favor of foreign participation in
the U.S. stock market, the combination of large holdings of dollars by
foreigners and depressed stock values of some of our basic industries is
cause for legitimate concern. This situation, of course, has been made
more serious by the effects of the recent, sharp increases in the price of
petroleum. It is somewhat disturbing, for example, to realize that just
the increase in the oil revenue of one oil-producing country. for 1 month
is enough to buy 100 percent of the stock of some of our largest U.S.
companies at their current stock valuations.
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Tt is essential that immediate steps be- taken to facilitate the flow of
equitv funds to American business. The individual must have adequate
incentive to return to the stock market. The institutional investor in the
United States must look beyond, the short term and give, some con-
sideration to the longruonimjlications of th kind of investment policy
he has been following and what it means to the country in terms of our
growth and our self-sufficiency.

In a broader sense, I think it is important for both tI-ouses of our
Congress to be aware of these threats to our basic industries, and to
give full consideration in all of their deliberations to the need for
America to remain strong in her basic manufacturing capability.

We commend the courage and foresight of Senator Bentsen and his
fellow Senators in bringing this matter before the public, so that all
Americans will come to understand the seriousness of the situation.
This particular bill will certainly not cure all the ills of the capital
market, but in its general form, it is a sound and constructive step that
should be taken immediately.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BENTSEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Townsend. I think

that is a very constructive statement. It has been very helpful.
I really b lieve that you and I are sitting in a position today that

some were speaking of 4 years ago when we were beginning to really
highlight the dangers of what could happen with energy in this
country.

A lot of people wanted to turn them off because it was an unpleasant
thing to hear. But I think that is what we are talking about with
capital formation so that we can create the jobs and let industry ex-
pand and keep our trade balances as they should be. And when you talk
about our basic industries not being able to raise the funds and our be-
coaling a more and more service-oriented society-I do not believe we
can keep a balance of payments and keep our dollar sound just taking
in other people's washing. We have to have manufacturing capability.
We cannot continue to be the granery of the world, either. We cannot
keep our defense industry as strong as it has to be or the steel industry.

Thev are all interlaced1, and they all depend on each other to a de-
gree. Well, we are going to have to depend on distinguished business
leaders like yourself, labor leaders, and institutional investors who will
do what you say-look beyond just the short term results--and what
it finally means to all of "the pensioners in this country, whether p
not this'economy continues to build and grow and create the jobs that
are necessary for the future strength of our country.

If more and more of these companies are forced to sell out to large
companies, does that not, in effect, lessen some of the competition?

Mr. Tow.smRFN. I would think most certainly so. As you know,
Mr. Senator, we have questions underway in this country today as to
how big companies should be and how much of industries they should
control, and as long as the accumulation of small industry by large
industry, in order to provide capital continues, we are contfnui~lg fur-
ther in that direction.

Senator BENTSEN. Mr. Townsend, how do we get across to the Amer-
ican public our concerns?

So many of them look on the stock market as just something for
:speculation, to get hi or out of, make a dollar or lose a dollar.

29-146--74-----12
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How to explain to the public the importance of our stock markets
to the economy?

What should we be doing beyond what we are doing at hearings
like this and legislation like this T

Is there any better way we can tell the story?
Mr. TowNsaxD. This is a very interesting question, and of course,

as you know, American industry has been trying in its own faltering
way to tell the story for a good many years. I think that we must'con-
tinue that. I personally have been on a course of speaking out now for
several years myself, and I think we should encourage others to do so.

We have, among businessmen, considered the fact that our state-
ments when we try to justify profits, when we try to get into these
financial terms, go right over the head of many, many people in the
United States. And it has seemed to us that we can get further in
selling American industry if we can speak out on specific issues as
they occur that have an immediate impact on the people. These are
issues that they will look at and this is what certain numbers of us
have been trying very hard to do, Mr. Chairman.

Senator BENTSEN. One of the problems we run into is the popular
view that eviything should be equated to salary, that we should not
have any incentives to save, in effect. We are having a problem in this
country and we are not saving to the extent of some. other countries
for capital formation.

I am concerned about the situation of frozen assets, a situation-
where a person might buy stock in a growth company at a younger
age, and as they get older, perhaps go into retirement, they want an
income-producing stock. And yet, the stock has had an appreciation
in value. They have to commit an overt act to sell it, and at today's
capital gains tax they could pay as high as 35 percent. And all of a
sudden they find their financial statement reduced by 35 percent of
whatever that asset is. So they make a tax decision, rather than an
economic decision, and I do not think that is good for mobility of cap-
ital to be utilized for the best use in the most efficient way. And that is
why I feel strongly that something in the way of a graduated capital
gains tax would free up and get more mobility to capital, and perhaps
provide capital for additional companies.

Mr. TOWNSEND. I think that is absolutely correct. I think that we
have two other considerations in this area. 20 years ago, when these
people that are retiring now were younger, 20 years younger, the com-
panies which were our basic American industriies, that made up basi-
cally the Dow Jones averages, were blue chip Stocks. These people
tended to believe that their stocks would follow the growth of the
country. These people who may have bought steel 20 years ago, may
have bought A.T. & T., may have bought auto, may have bought
other blue chips now are holding stocks that are down substantially in
price. And what they thought they were investing in for retiremenAt is
washed out from under them.

I think that we should do everything we can to encourage the small
investor to come back in the market. But it is my opinion that they
have been so seriously burnt over the last number of years, that this is
going to be very difficult. I think everything, that should be done, ouight
be done to encourage them to come back. But I think the problem is of
the size that we are going to have to take additional measures, over just
all of our best efforts, to bring the small investor back.
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Senator BENTsEN. Well, you have cited another problem that is
rather paradoxical. Some companies which have relatively low multi-
ples, have great numbers of employees, large pension funds, and those
employees' funds are being invested in the so-called high multiple
stocks, rather than being invested back into the equity market in com-
panieg with lower multiples.

So you have a situation where they may be trying to give short-term
high performance on that pension fund, but they may end up costing
the employees' job.

Mr. TOWNSEND. That is correct.
Senator BENmSEN. Now, this capital gains proposal I made is cer-

tainly not new. The chairman of the Ways and Means Committee has
spoken of his interest in that kind of an approach. A decade ago in the
Kennedy administration a proposal was made to raise the 50 percent
capital gains exclusion to try to get more mobility in capital. It is my
personal judgment-and it is just a judgment, and subjective-it has
to be-that the Treasury would probably get more money just by that
much more trading in stocks, stocks that would not be traded, that

are frozen now as a result of that kind of a limitation. But neither the
Treasury nor I am certain of that answer.

I am concerned about the threat of foreign takeovers. We in turn
have made great investments in foreign companies, and we want to see
a freedom of trade and foreigners having an interest in our companies
up to a point.

Mr. 'I OWNSEND. That is right.
Senator BENTSERN. And I agree with you that with the lower multi-

ples on our stock and what we are seeing, we are seeing more and more
attempts, in some instances successful attempts to take over domestic
corporations.

Mr. Townsend, I would hope with your leadership in industry, per-
haps we can got some of the labor leaders interested and concerned in
this too, and I am sure they have a concern in it. Maybe you could help
put together, if you have not already, some of these leaders in industry,
find ways that we can hell) in making it easier for capital formation in
the future, and make a contribution there.

Mr. TOWNSEND. I would make every effort that I can. I know most
of these major business executives personally, and I will make every
effort that I can in this regard.

Senator BENTSEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Townsend. We are ap-
preoiative of your coming down.

Mr. TOWNSEND. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BENTSEN. Ladies and gentlemen, we will stand in recess

until the hearings resume tomorrow morning at 9:30.
[Whereupon, at 2:35 p.m., the subcommittee recessed to reconvens-

at 9:30 a.m. on Wednesday, February 6,1974.]
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Va8hington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:40 a.m. in room 2221,
Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Lloyd Bentsen (chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senator Bentsen.
Senator BENTSEN. The hearings will come to order.
This morning I am releasing the results of my bank trust survey.

Last October I sent a detailed questionnaire to the nation's 25 largest
bank trust departments, 21 of these banks have responded and we will
be contacting the other 4.

The results of this survey demonstrate that some banks concentrate
their investments in a few securities to an unreasonable extent and
that some banks hold excessively large portions of the outstanding
stock of single companies.

I have proposed that no pension manager invest more than 5 percent
of its aggregate discretionary pension assets in one stock and that no
pension manager hold more than 10 percent of the outstanding stock
of a single large company with respect to the manager's aggregate
discretionary pension assets.

It is rather interesting to note that one of the witnesses testified
yesterday that if such limitations were placed on them, it. would force
them out of stocks and into other investments. T0=ie that is a really
amazing statement when you have some 1,400 stocks on the New York
Stock Exchange, and if you have a 5 percent limitation of assets, that
means he could own 20 stocks, and so the connotation is that actually
you would only have 20 companies that he could invest in, that would
be sound and prudent for him to invest in. I find it very difficult to
follow that kind of logic.

My proposal has been referred to as a prudent institutional investor
rule. Many pension managers have adopted this rule by their own
wisdom. Now, what this proposal that we put before this committee
does is to prevent the aberrations in that most pension managers vol-
untarily comply with this kind of a prudent institutional rule.

Now, I can understand that institutions do not want any limitations.
It is like saying you do not want any speed limits on highways. Most
people would drive at a rational, sane rate. But there are always those
that,-will violate what is good judgment, and that is why you need
rule, and that is why you need some regulations.

So what this prudent institutional rule would do is make sure that
the best practices of the best banks is the assured practice of all.
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At our hearings yesterday the subcommittee learned that current
itock market values have resulted in the peculiar situation in which
the aggreglate mt'ket value of the stock of the McDonald's hamburger
company equals the aggregate market value of the stock of the United
States Steel Corp. also the stock of the Avon cosmetics firm is valued
over $1, billion higher than the entire stock of the Aluminum Co. of
America.

We have received testimony about the vital function our stock
markets play in promoting economic growth which is so important to
every American, and yet when we look at a situation like this on Mc-
Donald's hamburger and United States Steel) we know we are short on
steel and long on hamburgers. We know we have some work to do in the
marketplace to provide equity where it can be most creative and help-
ful in our balance of trade and creation of jobs, because our capital
markets must provide American companies with sufficient equity for
business expansion and modernization so that we can create the jobs for
a growing work force, so that we can remain competitive in a world
market, so that we can pay the costs of meeting environmental stand-
ards, and so that we can achieve the goal of reasonable self-sufficiency
in our energy.

It is important that we in Congress work closely, I think, with the
business leaders, with the union leaders, the institutional investors
and the members of the brokerage community because in the long run
our objectives are the same, to insure that a sufficient supply of equity
capital is available for American business.

This morning the Financial Markets Subcommittee is going to re-
ceive some further testimony on these important issues. I think we are
fortunate in having a distinguished political economist as Mr. Jane-
way, the president of Janeway Publishing and Research Corp. with
us this morning.

You can proceed, Mr. Janeway.

STATEMENT OF ELIOT XANEWAY, POLITICAL ECONOMIST AND
PRESIDENT, JTANEWAY PUBLISHING AND RESEARCH CORP.

Mfr. JANTWAY. Mr. Chairman, I am privileged to endorse bill S. 2842,
the Stockholders Investment Act introduced by the Chairman of this
subcommittee, Senator Bentsen. Before putting forth any views of my
own, T am anxious to express my appreciation and respect, Mr. Chair-
man, for your practical and comprehensive formulation of the problem
created for our security markets and the economic society they serve
by the mass exodus of private investors from the stock market.

Mr. Chairman, I hope that you and your colleaguiesq will not thifik me
unmindful of the antitrust laws in welcoming with some keen sense of
professional relief your absence from the market for written analytical
products in which I compete. I have no hestitation in nominatin your
floor statement of December 20, 1973, for the Pulitzer prize for re-
porting on financial affairs. I agree in principle, as well as in legisla-
tive specifics, with its four-point thrust, but have two amendments to
sut~gest.

Two additional proposals which would require far-reaching legis-
lative chanyps also seem called for to cope with the crisis into which
we have drifted.
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First, may I say that I share your sense of surprise and, indeed,
shock, at the position taken yesterday by leading spokesmen for the
fiduciary fraternity which I can only characterize as sheer bourbonism.
The mutual funds, after all, have had a pretty good run for their
money and have given the country a pretty good run for its money
under precisely the two limiting rules of the road the regulations in
your bill would suggest, and I tiink the trust institutions of the coun-
try would do well to adjust themselves to it. .

Any practical effort to redress the balance between over-institution-
alization of the stock market and underparticipation in it by individ-
uals is bound to begin with what caused it in the first place. There's no
mystery about it: Big Uncle Sam the tax collector did it. When he
did, the policy emphasis was all on the side of promoting the insti-
tutional ownership of stocks. Consequently, the tax incentives were-
structured to give, the institutions the right to take profits trading se-
curities, and to compound income from owning them in a tax have
Predictably, the Niagara of money which moneyed Americans always
command began its historic run through tax-free institutional filters
into stocks, and the great institutional bull market was on. Offering the
private investor with the money but not the will to buy stocks and
equalizing tax incentive is the way to engineer the needed switch back
into stocks in time to save the situation.

I will begin by explaining my two suggested amendments to the
bill in its present form, and then formulate the conditions I believe
private investors will insist on seeing met before returning to the
stock market with the cure only they can bring it.

Mr. Chairman, in your Dec. 20, 1973 statement, under the heading
diversification requirements for pension managers, you offer the reas-
surance that the limitations specified would not be made mandatory
retroactively. Managers of pension accounts, you say, would not be
forced to dispose of current stockholdings to neet these limitations.
Local governments in their handling of zoning ordinances have in-
stitutionalized the acceptance of the grandfather principle to sanction
nonconforming uses.

Your stipulation amounts to a nonconforming use and is just as
commonsensical in avoiding responsibility for avoiding disturbances
from old excesses in the process of avoiding new excesses. My sense of
the situation suggests that the proposed limitations may not go far
enough in one direction, and may go too far in another.

In'the direction of further tightening, I suggest that nonconforming
uses sanctioned on day one be subjected to partial divestment on, say,
a 5-year schedule with some reasonable, if moderate, progress f6or
scaling down required in each year. My main reason for making this
suggestion reflects my fear that still more drastic shrinkage in stock
exchange trading volume is ahead. If I am right, you can be sure that
still more dislocative breaks in the market prices of institutional grade
stocks under liquidation are coming with it. Consequently, nonconform-
ing uses which may seem moderate relative to today's shrunken volume
of trading would strike individual investors on the sidelines as exces-
sive in the atmosphere created by the next shrink. Failure to require
continuous annual progress toward getting into compliance with the
proposed guidelines may. as volume shrinks, invite new excesses which
this bill is aimed at avoiding. .
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InI the direction of easing the provision, I suggest that the legislative
language adopted take account of the brisk and accelerating rate of
turnover in pension fund nianagement-client relationships. In view of

,the disappointing performance of most pension fund managements,
such turnover is both inescapable and healthy. The increases posted in
management fees by certain institutions are accelerating the turnover.
So are the costly retrospective penalties being levied on pension fund
sponsors by independent actuaries to offset the failure of portfolio
managements to meet funding goals. So, too. is the general recognition
by pension fund sponsors of the prudence of outgrowing historic affilia-
tions and throwing their management needs open to competitive
bidding.

The resultant rise in turnover of sponsor-management relationships
could create transitional complications in restraintof this healthy com-
petitive trend. A fund whose portfolio is within the proposed regula-
tory guidelines may find itself disqualified from hiring an institutional
manager whose compliance may be on the borderline with respect to
one or more securities. I suggests the appropriateness of latitude, again
for some reasonable period* in this case, perhaps 1 or 2 years-where
the guidelines may be exceeded by the assumption of anw client-
managoement relationship.

I come now to my second suggested amendment.
WTe have all been reading a great deal recently about the privilege

accorded homeowners of deferrig capital gain tax obligations On
profits taken from selling a house, provided that it is the taxpayer's
principal residence and so long as another home is bought within
6 months for as much or more money, As Chairman Mills has said with
characteristic clarity and wisdom on so many occasions, the entire
basis on which our system rests assumes the right and the ability not
only to have and to hold assets but to trade them.

It is the fear of losing this ability which is frightening individuals
out of the stock marketand inhibiting their re-entry.

The Bentsen bill suggests raising the present $1,000 limit onl capital
losses deductible against ordinary income to $4,000. This prompts my
suggestion not to raise the limit, but to cancel it as a meaningless
token. My counter-proposal invites tax-paying securities holders with
losses to take their lumps in all of them and to lump the entire deduc-
tion against ordinary income in the year taken-subject to one qualifi-
cation: that the proceeds realized from such liquidation be reinvested
within 6 months in dividend- or interest-bearing securities other than
tax-exempts: I recommend extending the deductible reinvestment
privilege to bonds paying taxable income on the principle that miothing
can be good for the stock market which does not begin by, being good
for the bond market, and that anything that begins by bing good for
the bond market will soon be good for the stock market.

To sharpen the incentive, deny the deduction altogether to loss-
takers content to call it quits. Let us recognize that the present privilege
of offsetting all present losses against any future gains is pie in the sky

The Tax Code has always been quite clear in recognizing the right
of taxpayers to get their losses back. -But, as a practical matter, limitinig
the use of this right to the opportunity to take gains will defer for
longer than we dare hope or can afford the opportunity to take gains.
Given the principle of loss recouping onl a, tax-free basis, -and given
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the fact of the losses snowballing but untaken, the sooner taxpayers
now accruing untaken losses take and offset them, the sooner they will
be ready again to declare to the Treasury the partner it needs to' be in
their next crop of earnings.

The Treasury would not be long in gaining revenue, exactly as it
has from the reinvestment privilege granted the homeowner making
a profitable tax-free trade.

The two-way trading traffic certain to be stimulated by this simple
measure would return brokers to the ranks of taxpayers. It would
have the same expansive effect on market volume and on the structure

-w-ofniarket prices that the development of a large short interest cannot
fail to have. To guarantee recapture of deductions by the Treasury, a
stipulation could be added requiring loss-takers claiming the deduc-
tion to switch back into dividend-bearing stocks and bonds paying
interest taxable as ordinary income when received.

My sense of the situation is that this is what they would do anyway.
Taxpaying stockholders stuck with red-ink market positions are richer
in capital losses unusable for tax purposes than in any other wasting
asset. Typical small investor psychology reasons that losses are not
suffered'till taken. The waiting i)rocess'dries up the liquidity of the
market, and inflates the losses waiting to be taken. Anyone taking
losses fully deductible against ordinary income would opt for buying
replacement positions rather than lose'ileductions, especially now'that
so manyl high-yielding values are coming into the reach of investors
who are becoming increasingly income-minded. This development,
Mr. Chairman, fortifies the point you made in your opening remarks,
that clearly there are many more. than just wlht is left of the tot tier 40
stocks of interest to investors. The individual investors you are trying
to bring back to the market in statesmanlike fashion want income-
yielding stocks, of which there are now many.

In a more general vein. may I now set forth in summary" form my
thinking as to what makes thie market run and what makes Mr. andMrs. Sammy Investor run with it.

First., two popular misconceptions: The first, that stock prices rise
when business activity speeds up, and vice versa. The second, that stock
prices fluctuate in predictable and consistent relationship to earnings.
If both popular misconceptions were pragmatic, or even if either was,
the 1973 boom in business activity and the bulge in earnings would
have sent the Dow Jones industrial average well above 1,500, with the
entire breadth of the market following. The depressing response of
the stock market to the business boom and the earnings tulge Support
my longstanding contention that stock prices fluctuate not with busi-
ness conditions but with money conditions, and that stock prices cap-
italize not earnings but dividends.

I feel prompted to add that I held these admittedly dissenting
views before inflation had got far enough out of hand to make a
mockery of earnings reported after depreciation taken. To borrow a
l)hrase from the law, the market in its anonymous wisdom has learned
to pierce the veil woven by depreciation. It was inadequate to replace
productive assets, much less to modernize them, before the cost of
their competitive reproduction became incalculable. More than ever,
the market is insisting on being satisfied about the money-good ca-
pability of covering and paying out hard cash dividends.
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To recognize that stock prices fluctuate with money conditions and
capitalize cash dividends is to respect the fundamental guidelines
offered by the interest-dividend spread. Prudent investors would al-
ways prefer to own stocks rather than bonds-provided the price is
right. It is for the average run of stocks whenever their dividends
come within 2 percent of equaling the return paid by bonds.

A 2-percent better offer for the use of money in any form never
fails to move it to that other use as, say, from savings accounts to
bonds. Given an 8-percent bond market, stocks not endowed with spe-
cial attributes of growth can be deemed safe or stable anytime they
yield 6 percent or more in well-covered cash dividends. Stocks claim-
ing membership in the so-called top-tier group can pass muster in an
8-percent bond market, I suppose, selling on a dividend yield basis
approaching 3 percent. In the range of 900 on the Dow Jones average,
the 30 Dow Jones stocks yield an aggregate cash dividend in the neigh-
borhood of 3 percent.

The top-tier stocks are now clearly in market disarray under the
still preliminary pressure of liquidation from institutions that only
yesterday were'believed to be traveling a one-way street toward ac-
cumulation. They have been yielding under 1 percent. For them to
be driven down to a 3-percent yield basis would represent a collapse of
closer to two-thirds than one-half for their market prices, or more
drastic than the mere 50-percent drop in the Dow that would be rep-
resented by the symbolic figure of 500. Such a drop would still leave
them priced on a relatively rich premium basis vis-a-vis the average
run of stocks and the Dow average.

With the Dow at 500, but with the dividends of the 30 stocks in it
paying more or less what they are now, their composite yield would
approximate 6 percent. If the growth stocks which have been yielding
less than 1 percent with the Dow yielding 3 percent were priced down
to yield 3 percent with the Dow yielding 6 percent, the spread repre-
senting the relative attractiveness of growth stocks and average grade
investment stocks would remain unchanged. But the structure of stock
prices would buckle and the few remaining shreds of confidence would
be destroyed.

From this perspective on the fundamentals, it is easy to see how the
backlash from the higher interest rates is burdening us with lower stock
prices. Interest rates are, of course, the fundamental measure of infla-
tion: the faster it spirals upward, the higher interest rates are driven
up in its wake. Waiting for stock prices to drop enough to bring
dividend yields within two percentage points of bond yields, wherever
bond yields may top out, would defeat the constructive purpose of this
subcommittee and leave us confronted with a market decline signifi-
cantly worse than that already suffered.

The contraction in volume is now signaling a follow-on contraction
in the structure of stock prices. The two broader proposals I am here
to suggest are aimed at moderating the resistance of private persons
to participating in the public securities auction market in time to
avoid a debacle. The first of these two proposals is not new. I advanced
it before the Joint Economic Committee, with Senator Proxmire in
the chair in 1970, when the erosion of public participation was then
still in a relatively early and therefore more readily reversible stage.
It would permit corporations to pay some portion of their divi-
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dends, as they do oil interest on their debt, before taxes instead of
after. In advancing this proposal for a. dividend tax credit in 1970, I
was clearly aware that its time had not yet come. Mr. Chairman, I be-
lieve it has now.

Consider its specific applicability to the safest and, as I believe, the
cheapest investment values available anywhere, the so-called income
g oup of utility common stocks: I fear that they are now on their
way to becoming cheaper still. They certainly pass muster by the 2-
percent rule: Instead of paying 6 percent in an 8-percent band'market,
many of them are yielding up to 10 percent and, nevertheless, are at.
treating no public following from private investors. By law, their
stockholders are entitled to a fair rate of return. In fact, -the needs of
utilities for capital are endless.

Iln acknowledging that this proposal was a forecast rather than an
answer in the still relatively tranquil world of 1970, I said that Con.
gress might not be ready t6 consider a dividend tax credit as the aid
it would be in attracting individual stockholders to utility dividends
then yielding 6 percent; but that Congress might decide to' do so with
utility dividends at 10 percent. Some of them are already there, with a
proper host following.

I hope that Congress now will decide to give favorable consideration
to a dividend tax credit designed to make stock investment for income
for attractive to private persons.

Giving the same cash return to individual investors insisting on it,
but at lower cost to the companies needingito pay it and in order to
raise new money, would be a mercy to the consumer. In precisely
these parts of the country where utility stocks are now yielding 9 to
10 percent, utility customers are being confronted with overnight
rate increases on the order of magnitude of 50 percent, this while their
costs are still being subsidized by undermarket coal contracts.

Lowering the cost of servicing dividends is admittedly not the
answer to this inflationary disaster in its entirety. Only the executive
branch can take the lead in reaching the roots of the trouble. But this
device offers Congress at least one method for lowering the cost of
capital to corporations needing to pay up for it; for limiting the
damage being suffered by consumers; and for helping to solve the
problem being faced by this subcommittee. Though the dividend-pay-
ing corporation would be entitled to treat as a deduction whatever
portion of the dividend Congress might qualify as deductible along
with interest, dividends received by stockholders would be fully tax-
able. Utilities and consumers alike would find dividend deductibility
particularly helpful where preferred stock issues are needed to shore
up equity ratios. The effect of paying 8 percent for preferred stock
money is a permanent net money cost of 6 percent to a top-rated
money-good company.

Senator BErTsEN. For the record, that would be 16 percent ?
Mr. JANEWAY. What did I say?
Senator BErsEpn. You said 6.
Mr. JANEWAY. Yes, 8 times 2, 16, and I think I saw a utility Pre-

ferred at 81/, which would mean 17 percent money, and this is'a
pass-on to the consumer.

I come now to the most troublesome and defensive of the proposals
I am here to put before you, The question, as your call for these hear-
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wings puts it, seeks ways and means of attracting individuals and
families into stock market ownership.

Overinstitutionalization is being referred to as if it were merely a
condition. Indeed it is, but it is a creeping condition, and the creep
is accelerating. The common characteristic of all cancerous conditions,
from the real thing medically to its inflationary counterpart in the
economy, is that it spreads. Over-institutionalization is spreading
now, and at a rate calling for urgent regulatory scrutiny and restraint.
Specifically, the way in which its spread is running recalls the abuses
which provoked Congress to pass the Glass-Steagal Act after the lastdepression which, lest, we forget. was sped in its tragic course by the
jumbling of commercial and investmentbanking functions.

The Glass-Steagall Act provided for the severe separation of in-
vestment and banking functions. I suggest the urgency of a hard-and-
fast look by the subcommittee'at the need to strengthen the Glass-
Steagall Act as it now stands and very possibly to extend it along
lines paralleling the Canadian system, which separates commercial
banking and trust company functions. I hope that going this far may
not prove necessary. The vay to avoid the need is to adopt stringent
preventive regulation.

Mr. Chairman, in your December 20, 1973, statement, you developed
a striking and fundamental contrast between the role of the German
commercial banking system and our own: you made this point in
connection with your recommendation for limiting the investment
impact of pension fund holdings on the incidence of ownership. In
Germany, and not just in Germany, the commercial banks are all-pur-
pose institutions. From the standpoint of the problem recognized by
your call, the fact that the banks own the businesses is less important
in Europe than the result, which is that they and they alone make
securities markets. It is little wonder, therefore, that securities
markets in the bank-dominated countries are too small to matter, and
are readily manipulable, as our markets are not.

Overseas businesses, even the biggest, feel free to travel without
an equity base because the banks own them; and, of course, the re-
spective governments control the banks. As for individuals who might
otherwise be investors over there, they are either second-class partici-
pants through the banks in their token local markets or they are finan-
cial refugees. It seems axiomatic to me that the necessary and indis-
pensable precondition for tilting the marketplace seesaw back on the
side of greater participation on the part of private persons is to tilt
it simultaneously away from still greater domination by the commer-
cial banks and their trust affiliates. Let me cite several different classes
of what I regard as creeping abuses threatening still more disruptive
conseq iences.

Multinational corporations, whether American with foreign subsid-
iaries or foreign with American subsidiaries, are accustomed to being
served overseas by all-purpose banks which literally own their clients,
which control all the alternative uses of other peoples' money and
which dominate their local miniatures of manipulated markets. In
looking for financial services here, these multinational operations are
understandably seeking the same kind of accommodation from the
American commercial -banks that they are accustomed to receiving
overseas and they are getting it. When, to take just one recently
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publicized case, a major British corporation acquired control of a
prominent publicly owned retail chain, one of the leading American
commercial banks reported earning a finders fee in the upper six
figures, I believe that the financial lexicon would categorize this as an
investment banking function.

To take another example: A practice is now pending known in
the vernacular of the trade as "bunching." The way it works, commer-
cial banks solicit their individual depositors for the opportunity to
service their investment needs. They also invite brokers dependent
upon patronage from their trust affiliates to furnish them with lists
of firm clients for mail solicitation. Of course, the SEC has been
in ng quite rightly on the "know your customer" requirement in
its regulation of the investment industry. Here, it would be honored
in the breach. The SEC also subjects investment brokers, bankers,
and advisors under its scrutiny to stringent regulations aimed at
avoiding conflicts of interest. The Federal Reserve Board which
is the primary center of regulatory supervision over the commercial
banking system, has no facilities or exeprience for keeping up with the
present overspill of commercial banking functions into the investment
banking fields; nor has the Corptroller of the Currency.

In the case of "bunching," the investment management procedure
about to be activated into popular merchandising at retail- calls for
the individual depositor to permit the bank branch to charge the
account by an agreed upon amount segregated for a monthly invest-
ment program, to collect a supervisory fee; to get the benefit of the
free deposit on which it might otherwise have paid interest for most
of the month; and then to "bunch" one wholesale order on 1 day a
month at a negotiated wholesale and commission rate. Brokers desper-
ate for orders on any rate basis feel under the gun to go along with
this latest, I feel, insensitive and indeed irresponsible form of high-
powered retail financial merchandising. This practice, adopted in
the name of attracting broader individual participation in the market,
is certain to compound its illiquidity troubles.

New conflict-of-intrest rules of the road are overdue for the inter-
relations between the commercial banks, their trust affiliates, the
investment banking business and the brokerage business. I hope that
this regulatory gap can be closed without the situation getting out
of hand to the point where the Glass-Steagall Act will need to be
extended to divorce the commercial banks from their trust affiliates
as a follow-on to their original divorce from their former investment
banking affiliates.

I express this concern and this hope, Mr. Chairman, in a spirit
of great confidence concerning the unique role in history the commer-
cial banks have earned for themselves under the watchfil and helpful
eye of Congress. Reference to Professor Friedman's classic Monetary
History of the United States teaches us that every pastperiod of
capsizing markets and collapsing confidence has provoked a mass
run of private money out of the private banking system. In counting
our blessings, let us realize that this latest chapter of distress in
our structure of political finance is the first to have spurred a run
in the exact opposite direction, into the banks.

I am by no means alone in regarding the depression which has be-
fallen the securities industry as the leading indicator of still more
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trouble yet to come. In scrutinizing the consequences of over-
institutionalization of the stock market, and in improvising incentives
calculated'to revive direct investment by private persons in it, let us
keep the commercial banks safely and visibly on the liquid side of
the street and let us be ware of any. encroachment outside their
proper sphere of activity calculated to aggravate the illiquidity in
Wall Street.

Let us keep them insured against the recriminations arising in the
wake of the losses being suffered as at least the partial result of over-
Institutionalization. Congress is the historic guardian of the soundness
and the repute of our commercial banking system. The strength
of the banks relative to the weakness of the stock market is challenging
Congress again to rise to its historic responsibility.

Mr. Chairman, in concluding, let me without intruding on the time
of 'other witnesses, associate myself wholeheartedly with the rec-
omendations being put forward 'by my lifelong friend, Mr. Thomas
Corcoran, in respect to liberalizing capital gains provisions for older
and senior long-term holders of assets.

Thank you very much.
Senator BENTS. Thank you very much, Mr. Janeway. As always,

it is a very interesting contribution that you make and a very helpful
one.

One of the points that you make is one that has concerned me about
how my bill might work. On the new client for an institutional man-
ager, where that institutional manager is on the borderline of com-
pliance, he has got a new pension fund coming in that he wants to have,
but that is not all bad, because that can spread the business more and
it can be a deterrent on an institutional manager getting too close
to these limitations too, can it notI

Mr. JANIMWAY. It certainly would. All I am suggesting is just a
bit of elbow room, because we are seeing unprecedented fermentt of
accelerated comings and goings with it. We are seeing smaller pension
funds which nevertheless are big enough to be reached by your bill,
discovering that they need competitive managements. Many manage-
ments have long-standing positions in securities which they bought
many years ago at noimnal costs, and feel in their discretion that it
might make sense for them to ride out.

So I am just suggesting a bit of discretion, while at the same time
suggesting that anyone having a nonconforming use continue to feel
the prod to keep moving.

Senator BENTSEN. Your recommendation of allowing all capital
losses to be charged against income, so long as the proceeds are rein-
vested back into Securities, is an interesting proposal.

This, in effect, would mean the people wo had losses would liquidate
them earlier, and as you say, too often a small investor thinks he
doesn't have a loss until he actually sells his stock.

Mr. JAX1WAY. Yes. I get this in my mal all the time, Senator.
People say, well, if Isold 'would have a loss, and of course, the oldest
'rule in the business for professionals is that when you have a stock,
ltty 'time you are not willing to buy more of it 'that day, you have

Mally sold it in your mind.-Senator flBm=ir.*What effect would that have in-the market itself
i hese people took their losses earlier. and not wait hopefully for the
day that stock got back up to even?
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Mr. JAXEWAY. That is when they always sell. The market does a V,
as it were. They get their money back, the money rests, and then the
market goes. You would certainly even or iron out the illiquidity gaps
in the market. You would even or iron out the spasms of volatility
which measure and reflect the illiquidity.

Looking forward I would think that you would add 2 to 8 million
shares a day and i4 we are heading down to 10 or 8 million shares a
day, as the next stop, adding back 2 million shares a day of steady vol-
ume would back up into a significant recovery-in fact, almost back to
where we are in danger of falling from now. Mere recession no longer
describes the plight of the securities industry; it has fallen into a
proper depression, measured by bankruptcies, loss of capital, failure
to attract even senior capital, unemployment, firms that cannot get out
of business because they cannot get out of their leases. Every feature of
the normal depression profile is present and showing. As fast as il-
liquidity, resulting from loss of volume, knocks the support out from
under another former member of the top tier family group, the firms
whose capital is concentrated in that security are knocked onto the sick
list, with it.

Senator BENTSEN. Mr. Janeway, I think that we have too much of
the public looks on the stock market as a place to make or lose a fast
buck. It is much more than that. It has been a great system in this
country for providing equity capital for a growing economy, and as I
look upon the demands in the way of capital accumulation that are
going to be necessary for future years, and I hear that the necessity for
U.S. Steel to be able to expand the steel industry, and they cannot raise
the capital and they have given part of the markets to the Japanese and
part of the markets to the Europeans, and I had a man tell me as late
as yesterday tha they were trying to build some of the steel contracts
on the Alaskan pipeline insofar as the supporting structures and are
having an extremely difficult time getting American steel companies to
say that they would be capable of fullfilling that kind of a contract.
And then I see we are going to need on the energy side to try to work
toward some at least partial self-sufficiency.

How are we going to raise all of that capital if we do not have an
equity market that works?

Mr. JANEWAY. And the irony is that we have the only equity market
in the world. Add to your comment in your opening statement this
mot ning on Mr. Townsend's statement of yesterday this consideration:
That in the top tier of 40 to 50 institutionally favored stocks not only
is there not one company representing a basic production industry
required by the infrastructure which we are now under pressure to
modernize and to recreate, but every company in that group with the
possible exception of Disney, has been doing, on the record, better out-
side the United States than inside the United States.

By contrast, the companies on your mind, like the steel industry, the
companies under pressure to recreate an energy base for this economy,
the companies I mentioned, the utilities are all entirely American
companies, and they are the companies which the market has under-
standably been rating as losers. It will do so until average Americans
decide to put their money behind the judgment that the place to finish
first again is America.
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So we are talking about reversing our studied downgrading of our
proprietary national asset, which this great public market is. People
vilf come back to it. Just give them what the situation calls for.

Senator BENTSEN.. Mr. Janeway, as I understand it, we passed the
50-percent mark so far as our society being a service-oriented society,
and I get concerned about the manufacturing productive capacity of
this country trying to maintain a balance of trade, trying to advance
our society and create the jobs, and I just do not believe we can make it
taking in other people's washing. I think we have to keep up the pro-
ductive capacity of industries, like aircraft manufacturing, automobile
manufacturing, steel, energy, and so on.

MIr. JANEWVAY. The proposals I have put forward-and I entirely
agree with you-are calculated to attract capital into these industries.

The process of erosion in the market, measured by the departure of
the private investing public, has reduced the securities of the industries
you are mentioning to a yield basis which is what these priirate persons
are getting from deposits and from bonds. If you permit the stock
market to compete for their money they will reinvest their losses, and
they will take their liquid accumtflations and switch into precisely the
corporations that need this money.

Senator BENTSE.N. Mr. Janeway, I would like to hear a lot more of
this but we have some other witnesses, and we had better proceed.

Thank you very much for your contribution.
Mr. JANEWAY. Thank you.
Senator BE XTSE. Our next witness is Mr. James J. Needham, chair-

man of the board of the New York Stock Exchange.
Mr. Needham, I want to welcome to our audience an individual who

is your counterpart in London. He is Mr. George Loveday, chairman of
the London Stock Exchange. Mr. Loveday, we are pleased to have you
and welcome you to these hearings.

If you will proceed, Mr. Needham.

STATEMENT OF JAMES 3. NEEDHAM, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD,
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE; ACCOMPANIED BY DONALD L.
CALVIN, VICE PRESIDENT, NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE; AND
DR. WILLIAM C. FREUND, VICE PRESIDENT AND CHIEF ECON-
OMIST, NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

Mr. NEEDHIAM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is James J. Needham. I am chairman of the board of

directors and chief executive officer of the New York Stock Exchange.
With me today, on my right, is Donald. L. Calvin, vice president, and
Dr. William C. Freund on my left, vice president and chief economist
of the exchange.

Since we have already filed a detailed statement for the record I
will limit my comments to a brief summary of that statement in order
to have time to respond to your questions.

In brief, our comments deal with three areas: the limitations im-
posed in the bill on stock holdings of pension funds; the proposed re-
visions in the capital gains tax; and a new proposal directed at per-
mitting broker-dealers to improve their ability to serve investors
through the adoption of tax stabilization reserves, comparable to those
presently available to other financial intermediaries.
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All of those proposals have a common objective, and that is, to
strength hen and improve individual investor confidence in our securi-
ties markets.

B the way, Mr. Chairman, I want to congratulate your selection
as chairman of the Subcommittee on Financial Markets. I know you
are eminently qualified for that position, and those of us in the private
sector look forward with great expectations to your efforts.

Senator BENTSEN. Thank you very much.
Mr. NEEDHATN. Ve recognize that you were one of the first to recog-

nize the necessity for congressional action to broaden the individual
investor participation in our securities markets. This can only be done
if investors have confidence in our system, and Mr. Chairman, if I
can depart momentarily from my prepared statement, I want to say
that we certainly concur with Senator Mansfield's statement in his
annual report on the state of the Union, in which he said, it seems
to me that it would be helpful in this connection to bring together on
a regular basis representatives of the executive branch and the legisla-
tive branch with those of industry, labor and other areas of our na-
tional life. The fusion of ideas and interest from these sources should
help to give us the economic yardsticks.

We view our appearance here today as perhaps the initiation of that
dialogue between the exchange community and the Senate of the
United States, and wish to thank Senator Mansfield for pointing out
the necessity for the continuing dialogue between the public and the
private sector.

Only through imaginative and constructive action, such as proposed
in S. 2842, can the demands on the U.S. corporate securities markets,
and the Nation's capital markets in general be met.

As you know, we are facing unprecedented demands for capital to
finance industrial modernization and expansion, to meet the housing
requirements of our growing population, to clean the environment
and to supply the energy we need.

Of special concern in properly allocating the necessarily limitedI
supply of capital to all those diverse needs, is the distorting'effects of
Government borrowing on the capital markets. The Federal, State and
local share of all debt and equity securities issued has edged past the
60-percent mark, with the Federal Government and its agencies by
fair the Nation's biggest borrowers. Moreover, they enjoy special priv-
ileges which are not available to private corporations and individuals.
If for no other reason than to keel) our capital markets from being
overwhelmed by Federal demands, return to a more responsible bal-
anced Government fiscal policy is essential.

Testimony before this subcommittee last July made clear the grow-
ing concern of individual investors about institutional dominance of
our securities markets. S. 2842 focuses on this concern and proposes
restrictions on the stock holdings of pension funds which are, as a
group, the largest of the institutional investors whose activities are
being challenged.

In our earlier appearance before this subcommittee, we pointed out
the lack of existing data on the extent and nature of institutional se-
curities holdings. Absent such data, it is difficult to assess the impact
of the proposals in the bill. Accordingly, we would like to see the Con-
gress enact reporting requirements for institutional investors, either

29-146--74------13
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as a part of this legislation or in a separate bill along the lines pro-
posed by Senator Harrison Williams, Jr.

We have however, prepared a research paper analyzing the pros
and cons of the restrictions proposed in S. 2842. This research paper
is attached to our full statement as Appendix I., On balance, it appears
that the pros of the proposal outweigh the cons. However, for the
reasons I have indicated, we are not in a position at this time to offer
a final evaluation or comments. Accordingly, while we cannot support
the proposed restrictions, neither would we object to their enactment.

More important, in our opinion, are the revisions proposed in S. 2842
in the capital gains tax area, aimed at providing needed incentives to
individuals to invest in all types of capital assets.

As mentioned in our last appearance before the subcommittee, we
had commissioned the well-known public opinion research firm, Oliver
Quayle and Company, to conduct a study of the impact of capital
gains taxation on individual investor behavior.

This study, which has been offered to the subcommittee, was based
on personall interviews with individual investors. Their actual 1972
portfolios and investment decisions were reviewed and probed.

In large part as a result of the Quayle study, the major planks in
the New York Stock Exchange's capital gains'tax program are: one,
immediate return to the 25-percent maximum alternative rate on all
long-term gains that prevailed prior to 1970 and two, retention of the
six-month holding period for long-term gains.

At the same time, we do support the basic graduated capital gains
tax plan in S. 2842 which would raise the capital gains exclusion rate
to 80 percent overa 15-year period. This proposal recognizes and seeks
to offset the fundamental capital gains tax problem: That individual
investors can be easily locked into or hold assets over unnecessarily
and inappropriately long periods of time because of the burden of the
tax on realized gains.

It is also gratifying to see a proposal which works toward mitigating
the effect of inflation on the investment dollar. Ideally, perhaps, the
proceeds of an asset sale should first be deflated by a price index, so
that only the real appreciation in the value of the holding is taxed.
While short of that ideal, a graduated capital gains tax gives some
recognition to the realities of inflation.

However, it seems to us that two additional provisions in the bill's
tax package will diminish the effectiveness of the exclusion rate plan
as a stimulus to new investment and investment turnover. I am refer-
ring to the proposed repeal of the present 25-percent alternative cap-
ital gains tax rate, and the proposed extension of the minimum capital
gains holding period from 6 to 12 months.

If the alternative tax is repealed, the first $50,000 of net long-term
capital gains, now taxed at 25 percent, could be taxed initially at rates
as high as 35 percent under the proposed graduated exclusion rate
plan. An individual investor in the 70 percent income tax bracket
would in fact, have to hold onto his assets for 7 years in order to ob-
tain the tax treatment he now receives on the first $50,000 of gains
after 6 months. An investor in the 60-percent tax bracket would have
to hold assets 4 years to match the rate he now receives after 6 months.

A See p. 204.
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Thl Quayle study found that a strong impetus to unlocking capital
gains would be a cutback in the present maximum rates. For example,
if the maximum capital gains tax rate were halved for taxpayers who
are now subject to rates of up to 25 percent, -and the maximum for
individuals subject to higher rates were reduced to 25 percent, total
capital gains realizations in 1972 would have been $16.6 billion higher
and tax revenues would have been up almost $1.7 billion. That would
lhave resulted in total capital gains of $49.2 billion and tax revenues
of $5.6 billion. But data underlying the published results indicate the
effect of cutting the maximum rate from 35 percent to 25 percent would,
by itself, produce tax revenues of $1.8 billion, or almost one-third of
the total.

The Quayle study findings also support the conclusion that a longer
minimum holding period would inhibit capital gains realization with
consequent revenue losses to the Treasury. The in-depth interviews
with investors revealed that they would simply defr ralizations, and
in effect, lock themselves in, wherever feasible, in order to qualify for
the more favorable tax rate.

S. 2842 clearly seeks to enhance capital mobility, an important
prerequisite for maximizing growth in a dynamic economy. However.
we believe that eliminating the alternative capital gains tax rate
and lengthening the capital gains holding period beyond the present
6 months would provt to be inconsistent with that objective, that these
two measures would, in fact, have just the opposite effect.

The subcommittee is aware that the deduction for net capital losses
has remained unchanged for over 30 years, despite the ravages of infla-
tion. Ideally, tax treatment of capital losses should enhance both capi-
tal mobility and net new investment by encouraging individuals to
liquidate investments that prove unsatisfactory.

The capital loss provisions in S. 2842 are much more realistic than
the present treatment of losses. However, we believe the bill's approach
is flawed in one key respect, it would tie losses to the same sliding scale
exclusion rates that apply to gains. While this approach appears to
have an inherent fairness and logic, it assumes that an individual's
financial position and well-being are less seriously damaged if he in-
curs a loss after holding a stock for, say, 15 years, than if he incurs an
equivalent loss after 15 weeks. Actually, an investment loss may be
more damaging to the investor whose funds have been tied up un-
profitably-for a longer period.

Stated somewhat differently, we fail to see the justification for penal-
izing an investor who failed to liquidate a poor investment quickly.

Wle recommend, therefore, that all long-term capital lossesbe treated
alike, regardless of the length of time investments are held. The most
effective course would be to permit full deduction of all capi al losses
no matter how quickly or slowly they have been incurred. We would
suggest, therefore, that S. 2842 be modified at least to retain the present
method of calculating the loss deduction, that is 50 percent of the
total long-term loss. And, we believe it would be more in keeping
with the intent of the bill to increase the proportion of losses eligible
for tax deduction to 100 percent by, say, 1980.

In our testimony before this subcommittee last July, we proposed
-a comprehensive series of tax recommendations kimed at stimulating
individual investment activity. I have referred to several of our pro-
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posals in my comments this morning. Other measures which we be-
Slieve would help achieve the objectives we share with this subcommittee
would, briefly, No. 1, allow a $1,000 capital gains tax exclusion from
adjusted gross income when gains do not exceed 25 percent of earnings;
No. 2, raise from $1,000 to $,000 the maximum tax deduction against
ordinary income for a capital loss; No. 3, increase from $100 to $200 the
dividend exclusion from Federal income taxes; No. 4, permit commis-
smons paid on stock transactions to be treated as investment expenses
and, thls, as deductions against ordinary income; and No. 5, permit
a $1,500 tax deduction for individuals wvho buy stocks as part of a
personal pension plan, provided they are not covered by adequate
employer-sponsored plans.

These proposals are described in greater detail in our full statement.
In addition to the needed revisions in the capital gains tax and pos-sible restrictions and/or disclosure of institutional investors' hold-

ings, we would offer for the subcommittees consideration a proposed
new provision which would permit broker-dealers to improve their
ability to serve investors throiigh the establishment of tax stabiliza-
tion reserves comparable to those in effect for other intermediaries.

Broker-dealers operate under dual handicaps today. First, the se-
curities business is highly cyclical and second, unlike other financial
intermediaries, broker-dealers cannot establish reserves in good years
to even out the financial problems of bad years.

As a result, brokerage firms historically have had great difficulty
in attracting and holding adequate capital to provide essential services
to investors in both good times and bad.

We have developed a proposal for your consideration to enable theindustry to establish sufficient capital reserves to help offset the adverse
effects of cyclical swings. Under this proposal, broker-dealers would
be permitted, each year, to set aside a small portion of profits, tax-free.
up to a prescribed minimum, in a loss reserve fund. The fund could
be drawn upon, in bad years, to help ease the critical capital problems
which, in the past, have periodically beset the industry.

Senator BE XTSEN. You would set that up like a bank would set up
something for loan losses?

Mr. NEEDTIAm. That is correct, Senator.
Senator BENTSEN. Please go ahead.
Mr. NEEDHAA. I would say, Senator, that the risk inherent in mak-

ing markets and stocks are far greater that the risk of making loans
today.

T is proposal is discussed in our research report, Stabilization Re-
serves-A Route to Easing Cyclical Problems in the Securities.In-
dustry, which we have submitted with our full statement as appendix
Ii.

Before I close, I would like to review a couple of statements that were
made by other witnesses on the chance that the committee might not
interrogate me. I will be as brief as possible.

Senator BENTSEx. That will be okay.
Mr. NEEDHIA-m. Yesterday, Mr. Townsend, in a very eloquent and

well-prepared statement, set forth the needs of the industrial sector of
our economy, and he pointed with great accuracy to one of the deficien-
cies in current financial reporting, and that is the adherence to histori-

* cal costs in computing depreciation. And I submit to you, Senator, that
this is a matter that this subcommittee or the full committee should
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examine to see whether tax deduction for depreciation should I based
on fair value accounting, tile cost of replacing the asset rather than ol
historical cost.
The implications involved in that change are not quantified in Mr.

Townsend's statement. nor am I in a lxsition to do thia in termils of loss
of Federal revenues, but I do believe that, a case can he made, at least
conceptually, and Mr. Townsend has done it adequately.

With respect to the comments of Mr. Janeway, who immediately
preceded me, Senator, I believe very strongly, particularly as a result
of 111V 3 ears service at the secirit ies and Exchange Conmnission, that
ile Congres is the place where national policy should he determined.
especially with respect to economic affairs. The, ('ongress is the elected
represeniative of the people. The ildependeiit agencies, its qualified
and Ca)able as they are, do not have uny colstituelcy whatsoever, and
they tend. lbecaiise of their very strultitlre, to view matters 11o1e in
ter11ms of legalisins thanl e'ono1111c reality as related to national eco.1 1 e l s i e p o l l e , . .

And I make thatfit stalomet with great sidiess, hit it is based ol iy
own experience, This is the place wllee national econoie policy
shoidd lie devcded, This is the place where the struct ure of our so-
cirti'i, ks markett should he detrIli meI. iud this is the place where the
ii~eelV of our economy an tile iweds of our l)eOlPll s ould I, leter-
mined-and in 11N minid, those two needs are intlrrelated very di-
rectly-fuind not by it group of people who dto not have nlly
cont lItlien(eies.

In1 closing, may I again express our appreciation to the pubomniit.
toe for its vourte'sy it' inviting our ('oI11111lints onl S. -284'-W. We believe
I11th the bill, together with tle revisions we hIt ve s11ggted, Clif help

restore investor confidence and set the stage for Ii't ting tlh, heavy
ciil)ital deui111ds facing this Nation in th year ahead.

' hat conltades mly statelnent, Mr. Chairman, We will be haplpy to
reply to lll ' lue.tion thie 11heolllittee uv wish to ask.

Sn,.Iitor fi:,'rs.:. ''hnk1 you very 1uch,1 [h'. Needle il.
Your statement, is helpful. Sonme of the things that you have reconn.

iiietiled are I hiugs we have comi!idered, and they are erlidly not with.
olit nerit. Ill view of what w(- thought we could uc(,oiplish,'we (lid not
do sofn( o f those t llingfs.

'iou Stiled yo (1o not support the e imitltions oi holdings and
1,itlher do von'l ppo thle holding limitat ions that aire in my bill, its I
Iind1erstlld your stiltimeit I personally (1o not thik these fire very
o1'iO1S rest v ietiols. I would ike to ask' you whether you believe that
there nr uiore thuan 20 stocks on the Now York Stocl ],xclange and
(he , American Stock Exchange that would qualify for plruilent institu.
lionlil investing onl the basis of earnings, on1 book value, on1 future
growth. on li(quidity, and on the float of the stock.

J)o you think that there are more than 20?
Mr. N fm:mni, t. Senator, there are )Iundreds.
Seltor lI' EN'rs. And vet. we were told yesterday by one of the

very major institutions that if this kind of limitation were enacted
they -.wodd invest in things other than the stock market just because
of 'llis kild of limitation.

Mr. NIF.D1A.M. Senator, let me respond to that solely as the chief
execut ive officer of the exchange rather than the chairman of the board,
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and the board has not addremed this question in the detail you are
posing it,

The very first, public, speech I gave. as a member of the Seeurities
and Exchainge Commission. I called for all exitmiliat ion of the growth
of financial concentration in the United States, and I gave it beforea securities industry audience, because the long.range impact wouldbe felt by the securiiies industry and the securities market. That speech
was given in January of 1970.

It has taken almost 4 years for the nwreness to develop to thepoint-I am a little bit like Mr. Janewry: I am a voice in the wilder.ness most of the time. But that idea has come, and so the idea that youare suggesting has come. Our' inability to quantify It makes us hesitate,but I as an individual feel that the broader subject of financial concen-trition is one thnat. demands and cries out for the attention of this body,
Financial institutions have expanded into vatrioutis activities, seem.ingly related in some instances to the nut jor role they were designedto perform in our economy. The ]tnk Holding Comlnty Act, which

was enacted into law lus it few years ago, I think calls out for re-examination. I think t he quest ion you are tisking falls into that broad
caltegory.

Senator Ili r,'. Mr. Needham. these limitations that are lit Invbill were not cansually arrived at, It took a itreat deal of stidy ndlidebift, anld ciscussinii before we arrived t ti 1ese, We wanted linilta.tons that would not. be difficult to comply with butt would stop those
sit nat ions where someone might. be imprdent as nn Institutional in.veMorail waited togo for broke with a stock.

Mr. NmnmA m, Seinator, let me jlst sily that T 1m pe, fi-etly awineof the quality of work that. has been donie and of the caliber'of your
staff. I nm not questioning the percents you have there.You will forgive me, but we have limited resources at the Noew YorkStock Exchange, and n major effort at the exchnnge in the last yearis to stop the Congress from bringing a calamity upon the capital
markets of this country.

Senator 11ENTAsI'. T,t me say tlat the suPbcommitte has releaseda survey of previously undiselofed information on the holdings of 21major ba1tiC fltist departlmlents. I think tint the results of this stirveyillustrate the importance of having a limitation stch) as this.
Mr. I:I MIhAM. Seintor, in all fairness to you. we will review youreU ri'V.

Selntor 1: H TSm., On your proposal for tile deduction of capitallosses, th(re is a concern there. frankly, of revenue loss, I amn just
trying to get a feel of what that would be. and that was a majorproblem m.

Now, the other problem is, so far as going 2.3 percent up to $50,000,Aga in. it was a mechanical problem in trying to work this out on a taxreturn, and that was one of the reasons for that, Perhaps there is iway we can improve that, because I rIco nize tie merit of your state.meant in that regnrd on tie small capital oss being at 25 percent rather
than 35 Jercent.'

Mr. XF.tFIAf. T dio not believe, Senator, that, the views that I havejlst expressed on the intent and many of tle specifics of the bill arethat. far apart that we could not support in the main tho tax proposals
in this legslat ion.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Senator I3DEr x. You recommended that commissions on stock
transactions be treated as investment expenses and, thus, as a deduc-
tion against ordinary income. I wondered how that would motivate
an investor I

Mr. NEDHAM. It is a merchandising feature, Senator, quite frankly.
With all the attention that commission rates have been ,niven in tlfe
last few yearst a lot of investors have been led to believe that they are
excessive when, in fact, they are not. We just felt that this might be
some way of easing their psychological problem.

Senator B~irsir.. Mr. Needham, I think neither vou nor
Mr. Janeway are voices in the wilderness on this mictulair issue, I
think the-qtiestion of where we are going to get the capital for the
growth of this Nation and the creation of jobs is just as important an
issue for a labor leader as a business leader and, frankly, for the
consumers of this country.

We are in great competition around the world, with the other
countries of the world, trying to accumulate capital. I believe we are
in the same position today the problem of capital accumulation that
we were 8 or 4 years ago when some of us were talking about an energy
problem in this country and what we ought to be doing tbout it. An
I get awfully tired of this country just reacting to crises and being
controlled by the events rather than controlling the events, That is
why I think it s terribly important the word "planning," even though
it has fallen in some disrepute, be done hea of time and that tle
appropriate legislation be passed in time.

Mr. NERMIAM. Senator, I agree with you. At great personal risk
in the last year, I have taken it position publicly on 1 halIf of the Board
of 1)irectomi or the New York Stock Exclange, and I feel very
satisfied with having done that in retrospe ct, Ibeause of one factor,
If, our views do not prevail in the Congress. then the Congress cannot
come to our industry in 3 years and say, why do we have a capital.
raising crisis I

We are speaking with the loudest voice we can. W e are trying to
document our positions. We are trying to take tie ifs out of sonme of
the people's theories. But we will not be. I aui sue,. in a position thlt
the oil companies are in today where they lhd tried to bring these
matters to the attention of al'lproprinte olticinls of the (loverimelt,
and now they are being accused, pe ,rhapS, of haviiig been derelict in
their respon;ililit ies to the American pe-ople.

The securities industry is continuously aware of its responsibilities
to the American people, and it is for thit reason that we are raising
our vocies above the crowd, so that 3 years from iiow the Colngress
cannot say to is, why did you not speak up and shout. WXe have spoken
up and we will continue to speak out.

Senator I3IsF 1N. Mr. Needham, I believe that a sliding capital
gains tax will let the investor make an economic decision rather than
just a tax decision and it would enable the investor to make the most
efficient use of his capital.

I personally think thilt enactment of a graduated capital gains tax
will Increase revenues to the Treasu ry. beca use t here w il be that many
more transactions. Do you have anything that would buttress that or
deny that?
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Mr. NErniAr. May I ask our chief economist. Dr. Freund. to
respond to that? He las in front of him, I believe, the necessary data
to do that.

I believe in our testimony we referred to $1.7 billion, but perhaps
lie can answer that more clearly than T.

)r. FRnEU'.in. Mr. Chairman, we undertook a very extensive survey
of shaieholder attitudes and questioned investors as'to how they woull
have acted in 1072 under a different set of tax rules, and this wasl done
in March and April of 1073. when tax records were available to them.
and their tax filing was still fresh in mind.

We submitted that study for the record. In our statement are some
of flip tax revenue impacts and the addition of capital gains which
would be reiliz ed.

Now. at the time we undertook the survey, we did not have available
to us the specific sliding sele which is incorporated in your bill. so
that it wts not possi)le to siirvey investors Its to how they would hnve
reacled to flint specificr roposal.Nonlteles, we know tliat-a reduction
in ihe nxnilniii tax to . , percent for those who are now at the 21,

pei'Celit level. a1d "5 l pereilt'for those who fire flow io a15 lerei'nt. which
Is is close l4 W' eanue to lllulsillrilig the fiscal inpict of it slialii scnle
ill tih ullive, slows ilit in the first, ver ill, added capital gailis
ra lizatiions vould ive increased AllI( billion, reaching i total for

ill ioives , rof Iitore thilt $1,9 lbillion,"so it increllisell capital gaihi
reiiliztil iois.

Thv i, ll'ei of iolwr' il i,'lised cajltital tnliins realizat ions-which is
1toihli(i. witv in tsnV t lint W illS wouhil Ie tIlO Md-WOcl-- l 0ave been to
ilte,'eilic 1a r,vruiles to t lie Treasilry by $1.7 million.

Now, I tit'se fliii i re Ilot i li'eise nlwer to tle renctioni of investors
to tlip slislidiv s ale you proposed, but I thiik they show very clearly
t le (Ii re,, tio .

Mr. ni:o i %%t. S i i'ior. i i may-a-is volo now. )r. Freund is An
fW*', itllis. 1I 111N.iv liale"groillid is Ileoill ili. I tliil the lhslllt of volir
bill is ul'sigliil to prisele f lie n'i'veittes of the Internal revenue erV
it.. 111141 li tl'reisilv, A nid tlen. if the i'pIs arie flot, takel thnt this
hill li-rge ili tlie ta l-'lli. i14 t hiat, if Anoirieanl inuslttry is not wi%'Pi
011. tiiiui,,inl ceillii!,ilitv tt (eXltllid its prodciltive facilities, tlen th,
reItsii V liii t wt o illd 11 : o h o of venuess to the Treasut.' leiuse oir
('4,OliliiiV Lfrowili will noti iN. I'liiii l.

I t fliil: sin ite ili hni isti!'s t hat is made 1)y fehniians is to na lle'g
Ol It s liIboIl lt of' N!i1t4.her' o tfit it should bp 1.5 or 35 lx reent
illd iilrone 0he uoverill tiiiis t of tile h .4isllion, wla ii. I feevl I would\ tlot Wiill t tO )iIve tl 'i to Voll 11rol0osa1. The Ojriit. of your lenis.-
latiol is ,'Nielif-lt. It will tato tihis country forward. It will generate at
let the revelll'i- Chat we frt I'ewvinll now, Of coie, there are oilier
criiinitto-,o of tle S'iinteiiail flie hloiie t lat kito"' Itow to deal with th
process of tlitelliing ililont itil el.iwines (of the 1'.,. Government. so I
thlil i lii is Ji ii imjsitalt ohiIvilt ion.

Sellilor )h',(ri:t. sit%- viere are other committees int know
how ito hltil with tlftt('hi)in illliotlle and olitgo?

Mr. Nn.ri'n1 Ar. Wilh !olie degree of exp, rti .
eitittol' Stmi'r- ,1ri' liitimes I doI not think Congres even natchels

olt uto anlid olitgo. rGlenielal hilighlite'
Selillo' h IN.'si:.S. 1 1 in11 hopefil thnt under the 1titdlt reform
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legislatio., of which I am oosponsor, we will finally modernize that
yslemn. and we very niteli nmd to do it in the Congress.

Mr. Nedlhnm. I am very appreciative of your testimony and the
comttrilt ion vyo have made for us.

Mr..r .:iI.\i. 'Tlaink you. Senator. And if we can help you or your
:taaff ill till%, way', please feetl free to call.

Seattor: li.N-rst:. 'Thnk vou.
[Mr. SNeeall 's proposKd statement, with aUtlicbments, follows.

I h.e ring coit inut's on page 1234.]

STAUIaI;NT or Tilt' N:W YORIK STO K |tIIANOr., Be.

iv ottl' iti ,1nniso J. N'41dhuam. I nan Vhuilrimaa of theli flourd of )ireetor tind
Clief Phevullve Oflicer of the New York Sl(Mk ]xehlaige, In'. Witha me toIaly
tir Mr, Dliid , a'lIvitnh Vies l'rtsioll-it (of tit, ' hillge animd DI fr. Wilatn1I C.
1Fromi'd, VlI'e, i'rttiht 1t1l41 m if ' 'oaaoaaaimist,

M' ei artt'laa te flit, oq.jair lilt i to eqresm it, vl'wst of tie New York t tit
xveha lime till Sellt e 11111 21M2, Illalina %-fill iiljrsl,,,'d rei rletflolIN ln portfolio

i,(ahiltaNd l1. IKy at-itil fiallid liaaeaiaaMrN alolt mid invstmi'lt tatkx ilcenta iveat for ill.
vhlllsalW, e',g|I ta11fe 111 hi v4Iatc'ilinw f-inr aoaIiasim ita tho ('loely related
jorolvinx reatf, ngtlli from lumthtli tional donihaait(e of the VA. etitltle taliarik(t
faaI tt' ofm' Illi lat i |t l t |aotiill e e't t(li of atat ili ai-,,ts irm oat ile other. \\to b lieve
I bait llo .u1 l41 y |,th (C'(atlizrNN ll the4 atetirlt l- Itludi ry-lo de'atl irnlle if ItIn
veml t'oili't, ' li Ibe ftir aalad orderly oia italloa of lit a'it, tanflr's Imt:irk(t't iq
lit Ito ra,,tfiria i ial i i thilliad,

I halhl Ilke ,to 'tiiaeait lorafly oal lie- lortioat (of th, 11111 detIli with flit
aills,'i inid lillillilliiN, but tit greteiar l'ngth 4sit th# iarol osailm foar tax levlsimll.

ItaTttlHICTIONK (N INATITI'TIONAL tl[Olf0illNO

l'rfol.'d reatrI ll la or' iohihldas by p-tialoa fuanad lilfllltgerm ('omie1 tit a fl1t' of
gar'l hag a'avern'll oivetrO it i l ) l linivtegtmli'tlt pratileim tf lirte lt.
atlitlitil iave,'l'tr,. I' linllitsr )il bei n blel lit'g ti4l, y It d(v'Ide.loitag Iledliiae
Ili fli, reliiva' llaliarlet, of t lie litllvidval itaveosior. Ama a r/'iittl, N otte hatve
sllgga'oitel that alln tffecti' lileltimla (of titirlltai tlat Ildhiduahl'm irlolinleti , Ili
hlit' e tlliis Ilnairkt't wotuldt liv to re.ltl'te, or Ito 1ill lit somie Wiy, htlt illtiolial

Jillrl i lloitloil.
IN, New York Stovk Exc'ilitnge hal; not preiloua ly tike'n a formal IdtIito)

''i roestlrie lllia f litIhvemitnietll it ( 'lllt,'r till or fn selected grmj1 (if lit iltuiOliMo,
Illallt.aal, Wt live Ildv o a it'a d Ilmi, rather Il hlal Ilailmiting lie itli 'y if IaiNilll.
I loiaatl ial't'..ta'rat (''aiaartat stii'ial ntlii i und efl In'enla hlotld tat towalriN flit' ilri'4't
'.1l ialli i' of grtiler idvii l irtl,lilthlol l I lit' Ntauti'm (plaltal lollrkels.
E:1Tiorfai in that diretllIon would nlspo merve to ittltaittiiw.' laat fl itlleltatl ilttllm.tN,

(lhir loopilib' hevre todfly reaatil# til, Natlli. We (-ta ilt tlfher Ntjimuort la!r opipotji
l ot ll l ola kiii tag o pla 'is aait i t lit, ivIt' allelt of ilst'rt llialtarY Ilt'iislolt
it In4-4,l lI 'llih, il . ill | tia i'll ljaio I' n | mid atimra 0liipn taie litt loiose, tlite
fik-ik tof tilullit Iill y weilghlli fllt' lialf to liroliosed rt, irhlltoa Ima virt timIly

In tllr Itletmilinolt'in r liefor Ih t (llooltlali, hitt smilrllll. we ur'a'd le uh'le'(,lr.
mli (if effort a t (Ii a(t hitladntliolu requllrllia Ih dloelomaure of Itlllitloillal h1old-.

Iligas Iand atlvIty (ti at lierlsolle batiatl,' A'eordlily. Ilie Balidrd of Ialrtetorm (if
lit, New Ytrk Sle k iNehatli e resolved ito lr il th objective tif S. 2101tII (l11.
Nlt lltlaitI Iliv4,(tor "uall I )l at14alrte A(t) to ni ltilre ' Nlmir tit Iftforllttlon
r4'lating ia itlrgt' It('e'lfllltlllltli(iof ate otrlll'.lit, i so doling, the llonrd recoin.

eil'd risveaill Ito f'. 2241 wIhhh wolld :
1. isrvioriik, Nlit'('Ifl(' cria'rila for deternlalaig what litrge' trnitsitataatlolnls Iut lie

replport'll, Ia 'told I aill tll Il'etltaitrn btalet (t rde, (trgt orgllllbi sle i requid to
tile reljirts:

d. lireel le tlalntivt't'irily (Itllladv, r't I ellIig Where. for exatllilo. reloortm
or; filed with till txc'|lunge ad aliuh, itvalllbl, to tile $' C for lair Il4litl'eoill
anld vxlmtllonltl :

8. gve lha1t('lg ideialne futtlta to atllillliltfr tlip reloIarliig reqilremenlats ind,
4. dire ! tto it' C tat report litek to (Cotigrtat-.ote ytar stftr fIll, 4,I'etll'4o ditl

(of flie hlgiallatt o- art how thip ltewly d(slosditfol Il t'ormatloll is being atet'd, 1ll10
wtilt t t e'alufiol of ill 1t1Wfutllaiau.

- ft 0 tte @/h YOu Tork Stook .ie'hnsipe. lote. before the I'faconeal Markets sub'
maftllee @1 ttA M fole Ftse 0" om ostp ,July 26, 1973, p. Is.
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Only through the disclosure of institutional holdings and transactions could
a quantitative evaluation of proposals to restrict pension fund holdings be under.
taken. Nevertbeless, we have reviewed H. 2842 with respect to its restrictions on
pension fund managers on a qualitative basis. I will briefly summarlse the
stregths and wt-uktietgats of the proposed restrictions as our staff sees them and
would like to offer a more detailed review for the hearing record, Mr. Chairman.
It Is entitled "8strengtits and Weakupss of Ientsen Bill ltegurding Investment
Iteptritions on pensionn Funds" (Apliendix I).

The proposed Stockholders Investment Act has seven basic strengths with re.
gard to its restrictions oil institutional holdings.

1. h'lie focus of tie lill I i rimarily towards bank trust departments where.
according to limited published dti, concentration in the largest NYS Issues
exists to anl unustial degree.

2. Precedent already exists to restrict Investments by other types of Institu.
tional Investors, particulnrly life Insurance companies and mutual funds.

3. Oreater diversity In Investments should provide additional safety and if.
quldity for pension as set,

4, The pstychologlial effect may prove benefclal-particularly for the Indirld.
al Investor, if lie ielleves that Institutions will be subject to greater control.

,5, Market stability will be iepremirved by playing restrictions on new Invest.
onil'iil only, thereby avoiding ra avitlanclie of mell orders In situations where tie
limits are exceeded at l fill lie te I eiaiilon t alkes effect.

i6. The jIomslbillty Is Inereamsed that a greater number of companies will halve
ness to ealital ieetsnry for etx'niiolin it rePAslnlilp cost.

7. The opportunity to hroaden the ownerilp of a closely held conlitny Is an.
h1e4d by ilim itin1 to lr1 flip ililount of ift outstamiding stock that (fllt Ib held
1q, n ,l iiul' lut1it1lit l,

Jhijoltf flitee "irngi h., oxiillhig fhp oihir side of the coln reveals more
than in oqutal nulber of woo kiten I's in fl lir.isted legislation,

h e diversion of n msinIfiant am111innt of in1VeItlelhio fUlndls (rollt highly eani.
ftlixed I ssles to sa11111 and im-dlinnii.mizsed eollilpulPm ieeluit tillllkly. It11 has ben
stuigi'ted ilint reffricive lelishiti nlmay nallly enourage teip Investment of a
greler tniount of funds Into other large cotlipanleA, where room Inside ihe limit
will eimt for few purelflthem

2. The diversinn (if fund,4 front eqtelsm to nlternative types of investments,
Puch is bhands aid real esinte, iay Ibe eieour1ged, iTe end result : an erosion
of volve ani niorket iildqlity.

4. Additioll e wt Irdens will lie picked on pension nannaers to seek out
al trnl v I nvestlmpIts. TIIose o|l tlt i inntely fll) on fh fund's heneclliaries.

4, ("oncemittlon Ilo flip decollon.l-nnklngl prones will not he reduced by re.
striflng ithe am lount (if assets which can be Invested In It single iste.

A. ilserlimnintory pries boweel n large and smnll aoeount mI le en.
courniied ir Impoilng restrictionso. Il siutionse where limit In sPleliic isilue
hnvp already Ieon oxreeded. flip Iltionln ninngoer will ie precluded from nahklnit
addifiontl purchnase In those seeurltln when he aeepts new and small aconts.

(1, Ilnestment Ii uia lifoli interfere with fip free alloea lson of resoute cSP, Pen.
allie airt atially being linipoed oil tie efmelft. highly clllalied copniny at
tho j*nImlime of tie minil and, 1 iltrlisnl. leis pro uictlve one.

7, Itlittlonnl entrol of wnall or melhiulnisod companlen nay Ibe nenourged.
ilt-her than each fund mnaiger having to search out his own alternative Invest-

mrent. the ame gntp of new comniles In likely to become the target of nl
institutional portfolio managers.

8. rFestrletins uny provP a tin and cost burden, because of the complex re-
porting nnd control sy ten flitha will halve to Ie established.

0. Only dlsrreetfmnrfI pensnin noins are AffeCted by the PropoId lilmitatins.
Proeumlly, the lperfunetory amrnal at equity ptrehnist by a client would ex.
entblt hisomsets from thel 4 and 10% limits.

Oh1vinuslly, ftie li t of strontfths and weaknoese in long and counterhalnncins,
F'or exrimple, proposed restricting on tle one hand isepk to provide for tie con.
tinulne avalialllity of nplitnl to all cnmpanin. in the other hand, restritlns
may simply divert capital from one group of highly capitll xed Issues to another
similar group, or quite poWlly. nut of equities nltoagother. Ths critical element
Involves a qunifyini of thnse fnetors.-a task that is presntly impossible with.
out detaled data nn the eompomitinn of pension ftind holdings, Whether investors
who semingly have the power to control or influence stock prices or trading
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activity need or need not be regulated Is still open to debate. But at the least,
fairness and public Iolicy dictate that they should discloie to other investors what
securlties they bold and how they trade.

INVESTMENT TAX INCZNTIVU

In any circumstance, the best counter to the problem of institutional investment
concentration is a high level of individual investment activity. RegardlesN of how
well structured-and, perhaps, even necessary-they may be, arbitrary rextric.
tions on Investment interfere with the normal forces of supply and demand.
Artilfcially restraining them Inevitably impairs the capital allocation process
and lesiiens overall economic efliclency.

Tho capital gains tax proviions of H4. 2,42 recognize the imperative need for
aiarlinigig Invegtment inc,-ntlvis and stimulating Investment turnover. Although
the NYSH commends the trust of tie proposed tax package, some modifletions
InI its provisions are necemsiry if its goals ure to be fully realized. While In other
tinwo; tle tax plrovisonfls of 8. 'M2 would hare reljremented a good start, the
burgeoning need for capital requires that the major Impediments to individual
Invist inelt be removed now.

The outlook for Imetiig the existillg and iassive new demnllds for capital
it not mood utlldr the best of eiroutlialitoteos, lenlogrojoldle chitrac t lem aMie
point to it drolo iii the sinvilit rate. The riimig tlid of twmity and thirt.year olds-
who, typically, are not large movers-is In Immutaile fact facing the U.S.
(,oliolty. Positive iivewtmleilt Illentives would liel, offset the impact of Ioopula.
tins t rends on calital general tionia mid loiVmi oint.

Ti INYSE li c(Olleerll(d-il li thil ubcomlilitt-thlt ill thio fMet of growing
('ailt1 dcthll1n1ds, tlii. mIlllvldid IIivistfir meeins. to Ie losim Interext lit eqitllty
Invest mnr'nt. Iti part, tit least, thbtt iuliduibledly reflectso the higher Itivreftttetit tri
burden ilmlxsd by lthe Revenut, Act of 11)(10. iroieally, at a tllmp of Increalting
pressitre on our ciitllol ruttiilig Inechunll , the Inceentlve to Ilivext WIIs ('lt liattk,
Add to that tit Impact of inflation and other Unlcertainties on asset vlli,'s, iiud tie
conseque-nee on indiidiua In investor activity in the market il understalldnle.

As ile i'xcli{@ge us iminted out over tile years. U.N. Invelllell tax inentivie
lave been inadequate to Imeetig our calital needs. But with callli demands
more modest than those now falis the econony, the l impart of tax structure
siloreomimlg oil mIeting capital requirements was less severe than iii thie current
economic situation. A vivid example (of tie challenge faeling the mecuritlell mar.
kets Is the Inereaingll1 Shortfall betWeeti corporations' internlilly generaled funtids
and their investment ieeds, Through the fIrst half of time lH00's, rolalitd earn.
films 1111( depreciattion were sulflieient to cover closp to 104 (if nolii.residentill|
ilxtl Invi-tlinnt,', Tihe rllo slllotd below 80%, inl 11i70 slid Is exio'dlo to contintie
to trend downward,

To nipet the Iooming investment challenges from both the private and public
sectors, sufficient reward mult be hlivid out to matke Itiveiltuiet risks worthwhile,
(overnment is only doing half the jilo wimll It niandltem gpelldilllg by liu11siimee5
for sutch oieIal eids ao pollutlion and .afety control bult does not ielp ereinte the
liroier elnvlrolimpnt for financing them. l'ortunately, 14. 2 42 rpeognizesx the Ill.
iiortance of increasing time stimulus to Investment.
('onineft on s. 2842 (aipIil nOin n Tax Proposale

Though the NYSIR applauds the Intent of the illl's ca pil gains tax llroiialsn,
we believe some of Its pirovisionso mtust be modified If it is to ie effective InI s4tilill.
toting adequate amounts of investment,

The 11ill's bax.e graduated caitll gains plan-raling the enpital gallis exelIt.
sIo rate to Me over 115 yeir--gives n(equate recognition to the long.
sitandilg lirolblent of Individuals being "locked" into assets over a long period of
time. With modifications suggested below, It should go a long way toward
enhntteing clliltal moblllty, a prerequisite for maxinmlzing growth It1 a dyniamicle
economy. Unlike other jIlans, which would ralse tie exclusion rate In infrequent
lut shart stel)--very live years, for exaimple-lIfting the exclusion rate two

ointi each year should help minimize the tendency to remain Iockod.in as tile
olding period nemstry to achieve a new, higher exclusion rate approaches.
Dolepte the merits of the basile excluion rate plan, two aspoets of the pckn e

are likely to dnimiinih its effeeliveness as a xtimiulus to new InIvestment and Illvesit.
went turnover. First, repeal (it the 20%, alternative capital gains tax rato

I S00enmio Indcateors, council of Zeononile Advilers, December 11?., pp, 7 aid 8,
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would actually inerrae tile effective tax on a sulsfnntilI portion ef epalll gains'.
pecond.i an extension of the minimum aiAItal gniti liolding piarlodl to 12 niontli

Would decree aset turniover and gaunot realilzatiotim. Thege twqo eiatnge' woutahl
result in a net loiv tif revenue to flip Federal Treunry ald to those mtft t ii1t!d
I-<eitle' tfiat tIe tile Federal Income tax as tile bsis for their own Ilone
taxem.

lf(pal of .tlerntil. Toar.-If the alternative tax It' relwtoled. the flirt $I50,fMI
of net log.tlerin cillll gaint, flow Pluject to fhe '211 IICeilanl would lip
fnxtr l ot ratelo; um hih at 38% under tlihe proo,.ed graduated exc(luilon rate
Iplan Aln individual Investor In tte top T0 N'Pret-it l.rAeket would have to wailt
seven yenrm to receive the saws fox tr(-tlellt le niow receives on fhp first $510MI
of gadins after six monlith of holding. An Invetor inI the 00% tax hraeket
would have in hold assets four years to match the rate fe now receives after six
niontiha (s-ee Table).

Cf'(CtIVC TOP CAPITAL GAINS TAX RATS ON fipSt $5,000 UNDER S. 214:
(In per.ntil

Migiral Iot filt blocket
Hoint P40 mAXImum Is 61 60 62 4 6 61 6 70

1o 2 (ifie .... 2 "10 4P,0 00 620 4 0 21 80 £0 0,0

o 4 v- 1.. . .. . 4 2+ 3 q 2 ZO , . 3014 to ,... . . 3d A .2. 7Ou 260 1~7 + 64 230 ?14
.to. ...... ..... . 21 164 Y1 .. .i 0to 0 : ....... 21,, . .... . . .. + . ... . ... ... . .... .. . ... . .............

Thuor, ftie intrndnld import of . 1,9411 could be' diltd bp actually Inereasl tg
lhe tende'ne lei Ioiek.n-i-t least In it early year (of holding, This conelumlon
Im ul sitort ed by the results of a recent xtudiy of the Impact of tile capital
gaitiot tax (ol Invetlor behavior.

The otudy. coninolsmionetl Iy the Exclh ,nmp, Wa conducted by Oliver Qinayle
rind (' oimlaiy. lie well.kionwn pIuilic opinion reparell frin, VersOnnli liter.
vh'lwot were (.mndtlc'ted with Investors in which their actual 1072 portfolios anl
Il lfve t ,iut ted t'ii were reviewed,

Th, ettilled ttesflotinalre covered actual 19tT2 holdingm and ttirltlmatioti
ld teilli pted to as11ertaill how Invetorm' behavior would hate leeti affected In

11072 h under different 1x iprovislonx than were iettiully a in ftoree, Attention
wais coeti ritrw tilt : cliullati, li the inAxiium rale, chaIngets In tile holding
im-rod, illd ii llia mheli, of rates and hiolhiti ts'riolm. interviews were col.
dintlil In Ntoreli nd. Asril 111T:1, when tax deeliion were fresh It f ll, r(,'spoudents'
nii lidl tied Ihil r tax records for 10i72 were readily ravAllalIdl,

A.-Afll, Ihe tndll,,s of th Quayle mtudy was tlint the Mingle largely Cnt lllhut on
It coplaliii uniI reni,.lelonm and Federal tax re'vetwiii' wmd lot, a ctbiiack III
t'r.,,'ietI niawintin tiax ratls. For example, if thp lxiAitnm capital gilleti tax rate
Were itnived for tixpaiyers who Are now mllubject to rttes (of ilt to MI , atald
Ite, inxlatttt for Idividunls subject to higher retell Were reduced to 2,11.
totil olelatal ltAln realizations In 1072 wotld hliave been $10. hllllon hilher
and tax re'veiue" woutll have h-n ip alhn.omt $1.7 billion, ThnlI would have
ristillted In total enuonil aelgim of $40.2 Iilloal and tax revetle of $5.0 hilIloll,
But dItra underlying thep pllelllmlied remulto indicate the effect of putting tlhe
nittxilnni rato from 33(4, to 25%4 would, hy Itmelf. produce tax reventiep of
1i.M million, or Almost one.third of the total. (A cmpy of thp Quayle report

it being M1tiletdtte4 to tile ubcommttltteo for the record ao a otelpsrate exhlhit.)
Iloldb;e Period J.nenaiO,-,-Leatgthtnlng the nmlinmum holding pernd would

not lIe 1it keeeingli with thte goals of , 28l2, lweaume It would adversely affecf both
liuve'lttineat turnover rind tax revenue. According to the(, Quayl' sltud,, If tlue
hololing periodd lit) been ne r(-ar rather than six nnltho n 1072. caittal ains
r'AipauIons would have l et'n lower I an estlimaled $2.0 billion And IAX
pllectios %vrid have helel down ly nmore thtan $4601) millonI,

fIt atluirent recognition nf lhe impllcations of a clanie in th holing period,
14, 2R.I2 prtviles for a guradunl lengtheninlg of the hihlnditt perlnd over a nix.yenr
,pall. While that Could utitigate soine of the mhorter-run adjustment problems,
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the fact Is that the investment flexibility of Individuals would be permanently
.roded. In the real investment world, no investor makes a stock purchase with
it preconceived notion of how long be will hold, His sales decision ultimately Is
Influenced by a myriad of factorti-hIls tax situation being just one. However,
tile difference between capital gains and regular Income tax treatment could often
be large enough to swing the decision against selling. To the extent that would
occur under a one-year holding period-the Quayle study Indicates that total
capital realizations would droll U,%-It would run counter to tit, IM' almt of
achleving i better balln ee of stock trading between Individuals and Institutions.

Aside froi tie Ilniedlate effect oil stockoales and tax rlenues, doubling
Ihe holding leriod could hove IiIorto far-reachinig ffectsn on lndividuals' wIllingness
1t. Invest. Th stock uiarket Is slinply too unpredictable to depend on perfect
timing In order to garner the benefit of a reduced tax rate, For examtiple, It iln
,lily :1072 an Individual bouglt a stock that was typical of tie NYSIM industrials,
he would have had tin 8 ,.3 gain six months later. If the trade had been

pi.sllilI(ld for long-term caliltal gains tax treitnent after 12 months of holdllg
fli indvilual wo ild have seen ihe price of hill stock contllnully erode. At
I lt, end of 12 nIIotlis, his lalw.r gain would have beeon trnsforniled Into a l0
Its (if of -.

'hle pIrlisoe ut the holding period In well.deflned-to keep Ilose who ninak
a living by stock trading from r-celvIng the same tax Irtmenllt'lit ais Invetlors. The
Quilyle study aidds to the weight of earlier evidence that flie six'iiontlh lolling
Is-rlod IN i sillablp illlt..ff Iinlut. 'i't study Indlentes flint, If thle holding lirdll
were relidllvd to Ihiree nionths, cailtal glis realizalons would have increaisel
modestly $t0( million).

To the extent, lit tle lengthened holding tlrltxi would lock In stockholders,
it would work to tlie detrlnelit of the llquithlty of tile natinoll's i nn Illarl~olit find
I,. i oddIs with (ho intent of tit, graduated capital galiis tax ('ili('leltt, The
l lhk nimrkets bally need Ihltire liq nidlty. Yet, flip lndIviduals rein Ilie iar.

tielalloti In the market Is stendIly being eroded. li ndtwen 1m2 and ll7l, lt(1b
tidunl Investors' shore of Al piuli volute dwindled train nt 1rly 70%
t i' (lIton (riof valma', Individuals accounted for only 80% of 11171 public
voluille.) That was uot irlinarlly title to lower overall stock investniemit by
IldivIduls, lut tip rlhtively low turnover.

InllvIdual stock turnover han reinelllcd fairly constant over the F'ears while
Ilnilttlloial turnover, ofte-n unrestrained by tax considerl ions, flsaioared,
(ver fli 1.i1s decade, institutional turnover rose front about twice In four
lltes IadivIdual turnov-r, Itestoring incentives to individual lrticipat ion in
trading in vital to the mntootlh functioning of tile stock market, Any otreft(-hout
tit (le holding period could only further drain tip wellspring of lquldity, the
individual Investor. To sum up, the individual must be given investnent flexiblity
114 weill as an Incentive to Invest. ly lengthening the holding period, 14. 2812
l1i1is the flexibility which the securities markets require.

7'reoliffint Of Ne CaPitll I-osie.-For over thirty yparn, the deduction for net
capital loges has remained unchanged despite the ravages of Inlflatlon, S. 242
r(liresents a considerable ndvance'toward the more realistic treatnient of losses.
I'lhe prosed 4,0(0 loss deduction, coupled with the three-year carryba(ks,
should substantially reduce tile number o Individuals with loss carryovers (the
average post-W100 long-term capital loss carryover was $0,800 In 1971).' More
adequate treatment of losses should also encourage Individuals to liqudbbile f.oor
Investtnents. Together, these two factors should encourage both capital niobillty
ind net new Investment,

Though (li lIos proposal Is a notable Improvement over the current sittutiIon,
tie NYHE believes It in flawed In one key respect. It would tie tile loss to tle
mine sliding scale exclusion rates applying to gains.

Thus, if all Investment were held for 18 years, tle investor would he entitled
to a capital loss deduction of only 20% of hil actual loss. DlesptPe flplilqlratice,
to lpply tile same treatment to losAes a to capital gains Is sinly not fair,
To the Individual, a los is not less meaningful Ieause it was Inctlrred aftelr
ai long period of holding. ll s Individual fiuiancial ioitllion ant) well.hpIng are nt
lesilt in equally daaingod If lie Incurred a loss after 15 weeks or It years, lI
fact, il(e longer period Is fi reality more damaging when tlie length o (lins
that Investmnent funds have been tied up Is considered, An individual taking a

* RaIaflle# of1 Onome 1971, Inditdual Income Ta Returns, DVolrtmiut of the Tres..
iry, p. go.
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quick loss may, perhaps, soon recoup It by transferring his remaining capital
to an alternative investment. By contrast, the Individual who has held the losing
investment for many years has foregone possible appreciation by not shifting,

Furthermore with only as little as 20% of a loss deductible, the unfortunate
investor may decide to continue to hold In hopes of regaing his Investment
through an ultimate price rebound, That could reinforce the lock-iU of older
investments on which lose have been Incurred-to the detriment of capital
mobility.

When he Initially commits his capital, the investor ordinarily has no precon-
eived notion of predlsely how long he will bold his investment. And most
certainly, no Investor invests to Incur a loss, The NY810 simply seen no reason
to submit the unfortunate investor to an additional tax penalty because he
exerelid wrong judgment in not liquidating a poor investment earlier, The
exchange recommends that all long.term loam be treated alik.-repardlee8 of
the ftme Fivestments were hold.

really all losses should Ie deducted in full, since the investor makes no real
distinction between a short.term and a long.term loms. A loss in a los, no matter
how quickly or slowly It wiIa incurred. In fact, gven preselence, tht Investor
would elect to take his loss n quickly as possible, tax considerations aside, As
a stop-gap, M. 2842 should Ie modified at least to retain the present method for
calculating the long-term loss deduction-.0% of the total Ws. More In keeping
with the Intent of S, 2842 would bo a provision to raise the Inclusion rate on
eligible lomes In steps to 100% by 1980.
Additfonal NYE Jeooommendationo

To help stimulate individual Investment, the NYH has drafted n comnprehen.
lve flIt of tax reommendstiona--somo of which arc covered In the preceding

diseosslon. Tho entire program In as follows:
Allow a $1,000 capital gains tax exclusion when gains do not exceed 25%

of earned Income.
Iteduco the highest long-term capital gnlns tax rate from 85% to 250%.

The Qunyle study found that this proposal would have the greatest impact
oil investor activity,

Provide for a Nilding.scale system of long.term capital gains inclusion
ratp that would decline as the holding period lengthens,

(Continue at six months the holding period required for capital gains to
qualify for treatment as long.term Imins.

Itlase from $1,000 to $5,000 the maximum tax deduction against ordinary
income for a c#1lcta lossN.

increase from $100 to $200 the dividend exclusion from Fedoral income
taxes,

Permit conmis ons paid on sMek transactions to I* treated as Invest.
ment expenses and, thus, ts deductions against ordinary income,

Permit a $1,r0) tit deduction for individuals who hbuy stocks as part of
a perstnIl pension plan, provided they are not covered by adequate employer-
slsotored plans,

I Nsall (,nlyj Itouh on aspects of this program not covered in my earlier dis.
clioiiO of tl. K, 2KI9 irolm, s I..

$l,O00 ('uldtil (ihes ' Reftwa'ion.-A $1.000 exclulon of capital gains
from adjusted gross income could prove to Ie a mjijor stimulus to individtil
Investment without unduly affecting tax revenues, To help rextric't eligibility
for the exclusion to moderate Income people, it could ie linked to earned income,\ ThIs, In it most restriled form, It might apply only to those Indllvhdlala whose
total gain did not exmed 0.% of earned income. Posslily, the exclunioll might
be pro-rated, so that taxpayers whose gains exceed 25% of atirned Inco ne might
be eligible for a fraction of the $1,000 exclusion, depending on the ratio of
gains to earned Income. In any event, aii arnllgement (of this type should Inereasie
the pljicl of stlitk inviestltent nmolng people of moderate imean, At only a
minlamal cost In Treiisury revenue, Our estimate it for a loss in the range of
$50) to $lWOO million. Over the ionmer-run, the net loss would probably be reduced,
bcnuse nany persons who would otherwise Ise inctive Invetors-or who
w(Alil not hlave Invsled at all-would not limit their real ed caildtal gains to
iPresleply $1,(MI) per yeam ri

Incurmae In l'icrlnd 1.mlu Re nl o i0,-n Innerlto In fle dividend explolnn
from $100 to $2(KI wichl serve n a further stop toward redtielng t(e Ineqllty of
dolblie tietllon of corporate earnings, Moreover, in keeping with tie Intent of
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8. 2842, It would encourage Individuals to place more of their financial assets
In stock Investmont. Coupled vith the capital gains exclusion, It could help
overcome the aploarent reluctance of Individuals to participate in equity Invest.
ment, which has helped magnify the role of Institutions In stock trading.

If for no other reason, the dividend exclusion should be ralmed to Offset the
Inroads of Inflation since 1065, when the $100 exclusion was adopted.

DedutiltytV of took Commslone as lowel nict R.rpenese.-Now, com.
missions paid on the purchases and sales of securilles are not deductible. Rather,
they are treated either ans a part of tle cost of securities purchase, or as a
deduction from the proceeds received In calculating gains or losses on the sale
of securities. The IExchange believes that weurity commission" should ie treated
as other non-trade and non.businew expenses of investment are treated-a
deducUble Items. imillar expenses now allowed as deductions are subscriptions
to Investment advisory services, Investment counoeling fees, and safe deposit
box rental charges. Moreover, the treatment of comuissiuons as a dleductible
Investment expense Is consistent with an overall program of encouraging grvator
colall Investment boy Individuals,11,800 Deduclon for Individuals' Personal Pcnelon Plans.-Permitlnlg a
$2,00 tax deduction for individuals who buy stocks as part of n personal Pon.
sion plai-provided they are not covered by nd.'loUnfe elployers.sionstored plans
-would parallel the treatinent afforded melf.eunjloyed i'rmons tinder the Keogh
Act,

The effect of this proposal would I'(' to encourage a greater number of individ.
unlif to make equlty Investments. On study of flht proposal concludes that older
nilddleplncoae employees are "likely to be highly responslve to tile proposed do.
duetion for rellrement saving and would receive signIllcnt benefit In trns
of inerea ed retirentt i'Ojuii's front It."

BRORIKIIA01 INOIVTRY UTAllI IZATION 111,;,KOwVE

No natter low sound thim Sionlmtlliee'm and this I'xchIuelg pol)roposals for
stilatlngl1 Iivestnait And limproving seurlites market liqulility Ilny ift, their
effectivenesm I limited by the abiliy of the -eltrlltie Industry adequately and
efliciently to serve the Inveitlin publh. As Is we iVl known, the Induriry Is sil).
Joel to poerlodic heavy finantiell biuffetinhgt liect* o of the strolgly cyclical itttre
of ile securities bulinills. Colisquently, brokerage firns hlive been unable to at-
tract ndequatte capital,

Particularly in re ent years, callial Insufielency ham sometimes aifftcled the
atleUnlt(,y of service to the PIublle. Typically. N(rvice lirollt sleal from broker.
age firlm' inabillity to 01nt1ain reservo cltineity. Thi' eblbs and flows Ii volllivlty
Inceesmtrily affet tli quality of service, To olleviate Ihlis problen find to intike In.
vtllent Iln security brokerage tris i10'11' attirac'tive, O1w s curilltes ilu tr re

uilres smufflelent calial reserves to hell carry It over eyclihal troughs without
innlitig Indiistry ca blillity,
Toward that td, lith- Exchi nge hls 414% e]old i dotalled Ipltn for a thlhlzl I Ion

reserve to heilt alleviale the eflectit of tht sweallih lhidustry's ('yelh(itll rolblelm.
The phln is distcsmed In detail i our lhieeri itolorl, J01obtllation /Ir#,rrcm--
A Rote To Roulng Cycliyal Problems ht the Hrei'ritta Inducmrl, Siniiltfed as
Alpp'mlix It. I do, however. want i' Itmi on Ihit reports h FhlIlghts.

beyond allny uIould, brokraie firms lIerforiln hoiortont ftlianh(hI ilnti nry
fundllons and, therefore, shouldlit, given le sait, !lax treatmlient aiffirdhd either
ltulell Iintermedilries, A detailed ului lylis (of effeclve lax rales, howei'er, hows

that brokerage firlnts pay as much as twice flip rate of banks and onvingo and
loan tsoclatilois. This Is Inconistant with lit, historleal Irecedents aid intent
of Congresis, as detailed in our Itesearch Report, In I ermilt lng other lintancial in.
terntedlarles to met t;Ide pretax Income ats re rves against variois lusilielss4
Coat I lgioncles.

The more favorable tax treatment of flinlnil instituinm tends to dlItort lie
allocation of resources anting financial Iniorniedlarh'ls, resulting iln a ls WilMlent
tsie of capital that Is hlarlfiloln only t o thll securill Indnstry but to lhe ot,n l.
only as a whole. Thul, ihe attractlve.ies of Invtill In brokerage frnims, already
low owitng to flip eycelil nature of the securities bisinest IM further reedd41 bly
tlhe present tax statutes. At the stamie line, the favored financial Infternidlllies
oblltnling eit Hal at lower ens, tire able to Inveol lit relatively les poromtnisilg iro.
jects. 'iTe effortss of this disparity In tax treiment are being Intensillfed by the

ilonnl11# B. (1o.0 " ;e'suctlontl For IRdildutil RetIretlont avlng," National too
JOdoto, Detinllobr 1), 03.
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or, wing coitaetilson among brokeru ge firms, banks and other 9n1aial Inst itu.
I 11"s.

Ilsllnet from consleratious of tax equity Is the urgent need to moderate tile
c'ycllenl behavior of the gecuritles Industry. Combined, the 1K9 and 107() losses
of deflelt brokerage firms amounted to over $300 million, excluding losses of
firms liquidated before the filing of year.end flancll results, In the flr, rst ulih
months of 1078, tile aggregate logs for all NYfH member tirnum was $210 million,
which suggesis an even greater total loiss for deficit firms alone, Another Indicator
of the severity of reentl downtturns im tie lisaipeiratvce of mor tlhan 120 NY8E
ulemlier frt in 1909.70 and 7:1 firms Il 1073 alone.

A compequpnene of such 'xtrene ,y(lleal fluluations Is tile renl danger lht
fip i1n1ii y mid delith of hie vital Intermnelinry service which brokerage firing
provide tire likely to ernde. (Chvarly, the public Interest requires it tit rengtslellig

uIf flit-, U4. eiilntal itiarkels it it tile of 11iprcedetdoil caplitl needs, I'herefore,
emiftrtietive tnx pollcy clhnges tilre (itlli for to hell stlillzo tile Industr, by
liroviing rinltitlc ltieltiti- lit moet aside ftle Id iiti |od yvellltN, to lie drivn upon
lit oor years, Such reserve funls would luttrt,-m tle financial position of broker

it filru io itil instill oitiveilt f it dllduln Invest ors,
(iur lite-serr lit-isort off n reserve 1lan 1lio'sw that tile bulld.up of stablllatlon

reserve y Nh% 410 tmtiblitr firnis would requiiro several yeirs, with tile length
of thil ierlod d( indl11 fl n gilletisit cotditlnis Ili the Indutry, 'l Tresituryl
revenue lo s luring til Ilull.lll ierlod i estlmate(i at $210 million, with rev.
iwittli lomse thereafler liellig w1i1m1t11l, Theme molldest piblie costs 1lti: be moaS.
lit( 1 itpi11t l ithe 11hll Iceneflts of stronger VIH. capital Inarlets, Proposed legls.
htilllve lt miguitig, Iluierlorting it stilllyilll reserve llitn Into tilo Internal
levene ('ode is loreseiIed iln AlpellnldX III,

Dinninnfls on the corporate te-urlties markets. and lhe eahillal markets In
gitmtral, will continue t inntenlfy lit lhe fore iehle future, The need to Itilneo
Industrial modernlitilon and eipaInsion, to Inmet housing requiremients, to rec.
onele tie conlictilln dealndli for It cleaner environment and an adequate elor y
stittlply, and to fimine it host of other private lid public ic indertakings, will strallt
this munt ry ' xillilll raising nbilty,

While enllal demand will lie neeelernting, demographic charnteristics point
i a drop In tile saving rate. 4tels musit lie taken notm to offset the nfavorable im.
Piet of lipulation trpdl on enitn l lenertition and investment, That coul be
nceomplished fiy stimulating individuals' incentive to Invest, encouraging eaittal
molillity, and Im proving ihe litquiity of thle securlles markets.

To inaxlinizo t lie effeetlveness of tax id other Incentives to Invest, the nntlnn's
lnvetiniet machinery lmust be opernling at optimum levels, In the past, the
sec-urilex Indtistry's eyelial liprohlems have hindered Its smooth functioning and
llnyed havoc with Ilngirainge planning efforts,

'Tie i,:xclige hts lpreiented n oilnprelienlve program to deal with tie inter.
lockin securities nn rket Iroblens of in dividual Investimeat Ineentives and
maintinnlg A hith level of eflcienty among pecurlties brokernae firms, Together
with tie proposals of this Buh cnnmlttee, tiey set tie stage for meeting tile heavy
capital demands facing the United States.

APPENDII I
N'-w YoRK Alo'K Excttxor frsrtcn nrros o* XTfr.%COTIt5 AND WEARKNERS

Or BnEnSEN ILL nEOARDIMO INV 5ThENT lEsllICiONsI ON I1,ENSION FuND8I

INTRODUCTION

nn r eemler 20. 1073, P4nator Llorvul M. 11lento on introduced P., 2t4.2, the fStock.
holders Investment Act of 1073. Among Its provisions, that ill would limit the
Invegotment ativitlies of plenlion funds, Thli report examines tle strengthsi nnd
weaknesses of the proposed legislation wtth respect to Ite retrlotions on Inatilu.
tl ol hin,'/ri trly.

Under the provisions of 8. 28421 tax.exempt pension funds would be required
to ie placed in tile hands of it -tiinn manager, either outside n aningenent like
a bank trust department or "In.house" management, that complied with Ilml.

... sfoprnp to. 2 A4,9 throtishout th orpt only refor to.its proilalons retrictingh4Ines of Inatlttions Investors. The oeiI proponnl woUld Al0o revile the capital
gains |l to prof Ita IvoutiT for ma.lall to invest In equities.
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nations on the amount of shares of any one company that could be acquired. These
limitations apply only to pension funds and to the securities of those companies
with capital over $251 million. They prohibit pension fund managers from:

1. InveWng.more than 0% of the pension fund assets they control on a disero.
tionary bais in any one security (common stock, security convertible into com.
mon stock or any other class of stock entitling its owners to vote) ; and from

2. 'urchasing more than 10% of the outstanding security of one company.
In other words, a ienilon fund jnanagor having control of $2 billion worth of

discretionary assets in pension accounts could place uip to $100 million (IW%) InI
any single issue--only If that Invest meant represented no more than a 10 Interest
In the specific company. The manager of that pension fund however, could
invent his $1(X) million maximum in only 180 common lioues listed on the NYHE
at year.end 1078, since such an investment would represent more than a 10%
Interest in the reining 1400 NY8S0 common stocks,

Penalties for noncomiliance aro very severe. If the manager of a tax.oxempt
iension tunid excetim the liniltntions, a penalty tax equal to 6% of the excess
ioldingg would be imposed by the Internal Rtevenue Service, Then, filling to
dispose of the excess within 180 days, the imnialty tax would be 100% of the
exess. The lientmen proposal also contains a "grandfather clause," so that Its
imuitatlonm would not uility retroctively

With respect to Its restrictions on instltutlonal holdings, S. 2842 has seven
linsio strengths, These are:

1. Time focus or direction of the ill, to reduce concentration In bank trust
t, arnmont holdings of the largest NYSIC.ited common stocks,

N, The precedent that already exists for restricting Institutional ,Investments,
S. 'Tihe intent to provide greater satoty for pension ssets by oncouragtng

divorsilieation.
4. The psychological impact on both individual and Institutional Investors,
. The preservation of market stability, while at the same time restricting

Institutional holdings In single Issues.
0, The possibility that a greater number of companies would have access to

cital necessary for exlmpadon.n, The opportunity to broaden ownership of a closely.hold company,
On the olier hand, the legislation proposed by Pnator Benisen has a number

of drawbacks which raise some doubt about its ability to meet the stated objee.
tivos, Those are (a)l providing for the continuing availability of capital for
eonomic growth and the creation of new jobs, and (b) providing for greater
competitiveness In the economy, The weaknesses of the I#lesation are,

1. Tit divrsion of Invostale funds from highly catpitlised Issues to small
and medium.sized companies is unlikely, Investment of a greater amount of funds
Into the large companies, where room Inside the limit will often exist, may
actually ip eenuraged.

2. The diversion of funds from equities to other typos of investments, such as
bonds and real estate, may be encouraged.

3. Burdens are placed on small and large pension fund managers, which will
ultimately fall on the beneficiarles.

4. The doelon.making proe(s, will remain concentrated.
B, Limitationa may encourage discriminatory practices between large and

small accounts.
0. Limitations Interfere with the eicient allocation of resources.
T. Institutional control of small or medium-ased companies may be encour.

aged.& A complex reporting and control system will have to be established.
0. Only discretionary accounts are affected by the holdings' limitations.

eTilNOTlIe OP 5, 954 ROAIDINIO LIMITATIONS ON |ITITUTIOYAL HOLIN4O

1. Reduced Vonengration
9, 2142 directs Itself to the assets of pension funds, A large proportion of which

are ndministered by the powerful bank trust departments, In so doing, the legis.
lation focuses on that group of Institutional Investors believed to concentrate their
holdings In thi largest NYSf0.lsted Issues,

The power t the bank trust depertments has been well documented, Figures
released by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation show that all Insured

20-146--74---14
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commercial banks controlled nearly $404 billion worth of trust assets at year.end
1072, almost two-fifths of which were represented by employee benefit plaUs.

The phenomenon of the so-called "two-tier" market-in the words of ono' loading
business magazine, "a few high flyers and a lot of duds" '-ins been attributed
to the concentration practices of al financial institutions. Whether this common.
tary Is true of all Institutions Ix debatable, but figures released by sovoral leading
batik trust departments suggest that those institutions do concentrate their
holdings.

Merely to establish that institutions hold significant portions of their port.
folios In the mame small number of stocks does not nocemarily mean that they
tire rly concentrated in those issues. One should expect stocks of the largest
companies to appear both with tihe greatest frequency and with the grentest
concentmtion in many portfolos-intiltutional and individual alike. What Is not
known is the extent to which undue concentration prevails along all bank trust
departments or other person fund managers.
2. Proodest

Various types of investing institutions have operated for years under A variety
of statutory restrictions on their investment policies with ropect to single.issue
holdings.

$ltate or Federal restrictions on either the percentage of an outstanding isslie
that can be held by any one entity or the amount of assets that can be invested
in any one security exist for life insurance companion, state and local rotiremnent
and lesion systems, investment companies and nonprofit foundation, In addl.
lion, some Institutions probably apply self.imposed limits on behalf of accounts
under managment.

Statutes In almost every state impose limitations on the inve tnonts of imsur.
ance company assets, Although the rules and porentago vary front state to stnte,
New York State, for example, restricts insurance companlo front holding more
than 8 percent of the outstanding stock of a company or front invoetiing more
than 1 percent of the insurance company's Assets in one stock (separate accounts
are permitted to hold up to 5 percent of the assets in thoso accounts in a single
issuo). Limitations on insured retirement and pension systems are even more
restriotvo--a maximum of 1 percent of Assets in any single issue and 2 percent
of the outstanding stock of any of one company,'

Under Federal law, diverslfled mutual funds are restricted from holding more
than 10 percent of the outstanding shares of any company or from Investing more
than 5 percent of the assets of the mutual fund in one security, This limitation,
however, applies only to TO percent of the assets in a mutual fund,' The 1000 Tax
Reform Act also subjected nonprofit foundations to restrictions, placing a 20
percent..5 percent limitation on the ownership of any one company.

Thus, despite a number of restrictions placed on the assets of other major
types of institutional Investors, no such limits currently apply to the dixcre.
tionary assets of pension funds, Precedent exists, at least for consideration, of
controls on the investment of those assets.
8. Safety of Penslon Asoots

The concentration of Investment funds in it small number of stocks raises
doubts about the safety of pension assets, Ordinarily, investment ceretainty is
taken for granted when high.quality stocks are purchased. In excessive quantities,
however, even those securities become quite risky and Illiquid. A major declinein the price of only a few "high-quality" iues can substantially reduce the value
of pension assets. Accordingly, limiting Instittional holdings in individual Issues
reduces the exposure of pension holdings to the fate of one or several corpora.
lions, From the viewpoint of the companies, the proposal is also beneficial lit that
a company's equity is less vulnerable to the investment strategy of a single Insti.
tution.
4, Paycholopof l BVenef

Ono of the major benefits of legislation restricting institutional holdings may
be time psychological impact on the individual investor, That is, a restoration

* Board of Ooverners the jjd'eral Rosseve /stem. Pedgral Deposit InAurance Cor.
J! oAgoo Ejursagplmoriftl 11 r~ OSp11

VAc~'mn .' 0iosee46107Yd l 01 Now'?~. 7,Ws yblfn ,st. Paul.t n1-1 (b).2rec Reerd--mn4t eSit2, Decmber BQ,1o8,
IT"a Neform Act ol M99 Ious #port Ne. 9141s &At1,p.9-6
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of confidence in the equities market, knowing that the "big guy" will be subjet to
soine control. Perhaps, too, the pension fund manager will seek to establish a more
diversified investment policy, knowing that he is promoting the public interest.
To the extent that legislation creates a national sense of awareness of the need
to diversify holdings, the public may be more inclined to support its objectives.
6. Stook Market Stability

The inclusion of a grandfather clause should hlwp preserve the stability of the
stock market. If not for such a provision, pension fund zitanagers would be forced
to dispose of their excess holdings created prior to this legislation, placing
tremendous selling or downward pressure on the market.

Moreover, smaller holdings in individual Issues would tend to benefit the aue.
tion market's pricing mechanisms, all things equal. Generally, the liquidation of
10 percent of the shares of any one company, or 5 percent of the discretionary
pension assets of any single institution, would tend to be less disruptive than sell
orders involving higher percentages. Also, the potential liquidation value of
pension holdings Is likely to better reflect the prices used for valuation.
0. Greater capital to Smaller Coniapantes

Assuming noninsured pension assets continue to grow at their 1068-1072 rate of
nearly 18 percent or almost $15 billion per year, and common stocks provide a
superior return to tlxed.incoine securities,' then a greater number of pension funds
are likely to reach the upper limits of what they can buy in their favorite issues.
If the relative percentage invested in equities is to be maintained by pension fund
managers, investments will have to be made in issues which have not reached
their upper limits or that have not been previously purchased, Ilither way, the
benefits will accrue to the companies that otherwise would not be considered for
investment. This enhances the possibility of a greater number of companies ob-
taining the capital necessary for expansion at reasonable cost.
T, Broadened Ownership of Closely-Hold 0Corporatlons

The portion of any class of security held by management for control purposes
is, in reality, not part of the floating supply. That Is, the stock is not available
to the auction market 4n response to price movements in that security, Without
a holdings limitation, a company could seek to have the bulk of its publicity itvail-
able stock purchased by n few Institutional investors. Limitations of 5 percent
and 10 percent should prevent such types of ownerships from developing,

WEAKN1E"1 G OF 0, 2542 REOAHI)INO T.-JfTATION ON INSTITUTIONAL IOLDINOS

1. Unlikely Dfveoron of tiuvestable Funda8 to Stmall and Medium-St ed Coompantle
The ability of the Bentsen proposal to encourage the movement of investable

funds from the institutional favorites to the small or medium-sized company is
dubious. An investment manager seeking to hold stocks of the large companies
will easily be able to do so. For example, if a fund manager alread has 6 percent
of his discretionary pension assets Invested in Corp. A, he wilt have reached
his limits for that issue and will not be able to place additional funds in that
company. Nothing, however, prevents him from placing those additional funds iII
Corp. B, in which he may have only 8 percent of his assets invested. In other
words, restrictions on holdings may simply encourage a redistribution of funds
from one group of select issues to the other highly capitalized issues. 'The prob.
ability of such a redistribution has already been suggested by a prominent of-
ficial of Morgatu Guaranty, stating that "if a limitation were put on the per-\ centage of a company's stock a bank trustee may hold . .. the effect would be to
discourage investment in smaller companies and cause a greater proportion of
funds to go into stocks of the largest companies, where there usually would be
plenty of room inside the limit." 6

The Bentsen legislation offers no real incentive to incur the costs of research
for (a) the initial investment in a small company and (b) the necessary follow-up
to that investment. An investment manager who had 25 percent of his pension
assets n five large issues-distributed any way he decided--could still have the
same five issues, but simply redistributed due to the new restrictions.

Ire, description of the arguments for stocks outperforiing bonds between now and
107 nd ther, asel Clarence V. Lee, Jr. "tooks vs Bonds for Long-Term Invest.
imn , Trust! d Related, kSaua 9 p 1s-.,*muel. C llawa, V1 Two-Tie-rMarket Ree.mined," Wall street Journal, 8ep.
tember 28, 1975, p.110 Mr. C11away is Excutive vice President of Morgan Outr suy
Trust Co, and heaof its Trust Inveaitment DiVision.
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HYPOTHETICAL DISTRIBUTION OF INVESTMENT FUNDS BEFORE AND AFTER S. 2842

In percontl

Issue Before After

IBM................................................................. $ 5
A.T & T .. ....................................... .................... 2 S
Eastman Kodak ................................................................ 4
generall Motors ................................................................. 3
Exxon ......................................................................... 8

Percent of assets Invested In 5 large NYSE issues ............................. 25 25

2, Diversion of Inveatnt Fund front Eqfty SecuritceW
An Implicit assumption of 8. 2842 is that pension fund managers will focus on

Investing funds in the small id medium.sized company, if prevented from pur.
chining shares in a company where the 5% or 10% limits have been reached.
Restricted from investing in the equity issue of his choice, the pension fund man-
Ager may seek other forms of investment, such as bonds and real estate. The end
result might be a loss of sniock volume, a reduction in commission income and an
impairment in overall stock market liquidity. Small and medium-sized companies
would remain "capital unmgry."
3. Coat Burdon on PeOnson Fund Managers

Restrictions on holdings place additional burdens on the managers of small
and large discretionary pension trusts which ultimately fall on the investing
ptbllc.

The small pension fund manager may have neither the staff nor the budget to
do the research necessary to diversify his investments. Tile research costs required
to search out optional equity investments, especially in companies with smaller
capitalizations, might be prohibitive. The cost for conducting research and analy.
sis needed to make the investment, and the cost to follow the investment properly,
once it is Initiated, might discourage some institutions-big and mall-from
seeking out and participating in young companies with future growth potential.

For the large pension fund manager, commission costs are likely to be higher.
Commission charges per 100 shares tend to be lower as the average size of an
order increases, Ilherefore, to the extent that restrictions on holdings reduce the
size of an order, commission costs will be higher. An increase of %o per year in
costs for a $1 billion pension fund will reduce the value of that portfolio by $5
million.

Ultimately, the higher costs to the pension fund manager will be borne by tjbe
fund's beneficiaries.
4. No Effect on Conentrated DeeftiossMaklng

In discussing tlle disturbing trends In the securities markets, Senator Bentsen
has noted that "the eight-man investment committee of the largest bank trust
department-theeo eight men alone-manage $21 billion worth of securities."'
8. 2842 does not alter the oocentration of decision-making in bank trust depart-
ments, so long as investments do not exceed the 5% and 10% limits. After enact-
ment of S. 2842, those same eight men can still manage $21 billion worth of
securities.
5. Encouragement of Dlorimninatory Proceduree

Faced with restrictions on holdings, some pension fund managers may be
unable to treat all accounts equally. Once stock acquisitions establish an upper
limit in certain securities, no further purchases of those securities could be made.
This would preclude Investments in such stocks for new customers when single.
issue limits have already been exceeded. Moreover, introducing limitations on
portfolio holdings may encourage pension fund managers to favor their large
accounts over the smaller, less profitable accounts.
8. Intrference with Etcioent AUooation of Reouroea

Artificial restrictions interfere with the normal supply and demand forces In
the marketplace, by preventing an investor from placing funds In the security of
his choice. The motivating force behind the purchase or sale of a spcfic security

6 UoYd K. lntan "few. 8Jurtlis glelation Will Be Prposed, Invootlfm" Dealer#'
D10en, l)ems iI7,p
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should be the achievement of maximum investment return, not the amount that is
already in an investor's portfolio.

An efficient capital allocation process facilitates the flow of funds to econom-
lcally productive companies and withholds funds from industries that are less
productive. Holdings' restrictions, however, place a penalty on the efficient, highly-
capitalized companies-many of which have been the subject of institutional
attention. By reducing demand for such issues, the liquidity of holdings of ail.
lions of individuals who concentrate in the very same securities as institutions
will be impaired.
7. Institutional Control of Small or Medium-Sized Companies

So long as pension fund managers feel obliged to match at least average per.
formance, the same group of small or medium-sized companies will probably
become the target of all investment managers. Rather titan each fund manager
having to search out his own new investments, a new "tier," consisting of al.
ternative securities will begin to develop. And since as much as 10% of the out-
standing stock of each of these companies may be held by one manager, institu.
tonal dominance of that new group appears almost certain. Thus, Individuals'
participation in the new, growing, small or medium.sized company will be further
discouraged.
8. Need for Complex Reporting and Control System

A complex reporting mind control system will have to be set up to guarantee
enforcement of 8. 2842. Such a reporting system will have to establish, for ex-
amnjec the holdings of all discretionary assets by pension fund managers. It will
havb to monitor whether increases over the 8% limitation are due to market
value changes, the acquisition of new discretionary accounts or simply noncom-
plianice with the law. In the absence of such a system-adequately funded-any
reporting process would be both ineffective and an unnecessary burden on the
institutions involved,
9. fe ot on Oly Diseeionrtir rAccounta

S. 2842 applies only to pension assets over which the pension fund managers
have dioretiotarlj investment authority. Advocates of restricting institutional
holdings will object to this inherent loophole. The perfunctory approval of equity
purchases by a client would apparently exempt his assets from the 5%y and 10%
limits. Since accounts established on a partial-discretionary basis are not subject
to the proposed restrictions, enactment of 8, 2842 could create a trend in that
direction.

CONCLUSION

Proposed restrictions on holdings come at a time of growing concern over the
financial power and investment practices of large Institutional investors. That
concern has been heightened by a long-run decline in the role of the individual
investor.

Clearly, any type of restriction prevents the free allocation of resources which
channels capital to the most efficient Industries and withholds It from those that
are the least productive. In addition, considerable doubt exists as to the ability
of restrictions on holdings to help attain some of Senator Bentsen's objectives,
e.g., the diversion of capital to new and growing companies,

Unfortunately, no comprehensive data on the composition of pension fund
portfolios are available. Without such data, it is virtually impossible to ascertain
the Immediate or future Impact of S, 2842 on the holdings and activities of those
funds, A critical first step would seem to be the enactment of legislation requir-\ Ing greater institutional disclosure.

APPENDIX II

NE.W YORK STOCK EXICfANO19 RESEARCH REPORT: STABILISATION flunvza--A
ROUT TO NAGINO CYCLICAL PROBLEMS IN TIIRSIC vIrFE5 INDUSTRY

INTRODUOTIoJ AND SUMMARY
-Abasl precept of good tax policy Is that taxpayers who are similarly situated

should be accorded similar treatment. This paper examines the argument that
securities brokerage firms perform important financial intermediary functions
and should, therefore, be accorded similar tax treatment granted to other finan-
chat Intermediaries.
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This argument is bolstered by a number of Important related factors, such as
the high degree to which stock trading has become institutionalized and the
widely recognized need to strengthen the U.S. capital markets.

Distinct from considerations of tax equity and growing competition among
various financial institutions is the urgent need to moderate the extreme cycles
to which the securities industry has been subject. The efficiency of the U.S.
capital markets depends substantially on the intermediary services offered by
brokerage firms. It is, therefore, clearly in the public Interest to strengthen firms'
ability to offer those services in a healthy competitive climate.

A comparison of effective tax rates shows that brokerage firms presently are
taxed as much as twice the rate on banks and savings and loan associations-
and this Is clearly inconsistent with the historical precedents and the intent
(f Congress In permitting other financial intermediaries to set aside pretax
income as reserves against various business contingencies.

While brokers' underwriting activities, margin loans, and trading activities
related to market-making are clearly important Intermediary functions which
can be easily impaired by cyclical downturns, there is no provision under
current tax policy to permit brokerage firms to establish reserves against this
seriously destabilizing process.

All of these factors combine to point to the need for revising tax policy to
extend the concept of reserves to the securities industry. Substantial public
benefits can be derived from strengthening the U,.. capital markets at a time
when the needs for long-term financing are unprecedented.

To realize these important objectives, stabilization reserves should represent
5% of a base composed of margin loans and underwriting positions, and market-
making trading positions. This level of reserves, which for 1972 would have
totaled $M502 million, flows directly from the nml to strengthen the securities
industry's capital and the size and character of its recent losses.

BACKOROUND ON TAX TfTATMENT OF FINANCIAL INTEIMEDAIIES

The favorable tax treatment extended to financial intermediaries stems from
the widely held belief that the process of Intermediation Is an important ele.
ment in fostering real growth and Investment in our national economy.' This
process centers on the ability to mobilize funds by offering various types of
claims to the public; the reduction in the riskiness of such claims via the diver-
sification of large asset portfolios; and the efficient processing of claims and
assets, based on economnies of scale.

The most visible form of preferential tax treatment Is loss reserves--or
funds which are set aside from pre-tax income and accumulated In reserve
accounts. The levels which these accounts may reach in relation to certain loans
or deposits are generally limited by statutory ratios. Ostensibly, the purpose of
theme reserves is to serve as protection against losses from loans or other types of
investments. Actual losses, however, are Insignificant In relation to loss reserves
which, in fact. serve a far more Important purpose. Banks, for example, view
them as an extension of their capital hams and an Insurance against the Impact
of "local" and cyclical downturns.' Savings and loan assoclationp (SLAs), on
thp other hand, apparently look upon los reserves an simply an incentive for
engaging In a specialized and risk.oriented type of business.' These arguments
were clearly summarized some time ago by Professor Harry 0. Guthman, who,
sserted that such non-taxed retained earnings should serve as "shock absorbers"
for losses. Ile further stressed that reserves should be related to the riskiness
of portfolios, which, In turn, should be the basis for taxing all financial inter.
medlaries.'
H amoriral Background

The history of the taxation of financial Institutions suggest a clear Congres.
signal intent to extend favorable treatment to them.' Examples involving the
origins of the preferential treatment of banks and SLAs Illustrate the develop.
ment of its rationale.

I Pop furtber discussion and bsekground, s It. W. Ooldaith's study prepared for
the ieoC's ottvtio"I at veefor Rtsj Report, sup APlemrenely Votlume 1 C.a. .I rho Ade 84j4v J0' Dd Debt sr eBanssA Pra tar~ v Slt, Carter n.
Golombe Associtsles, n., Washngton, ... pp 1.-I ... .

.Johj Valentim "'Tazta ofSvlnu Wad Loans", Federal ow# LoS Bask Board
*ora, December 1792, p. ,

•"Proeects for 1 Lasnetsl Tnsttttone , . , as see by the Commission on Money and
CrI4lt" Harard Dre Revs, M Preb-Aertl 1961. p. I e a ,

*TOR Reorm R1tdt"e and Proposals, U.S. Treasury Department, soruary 5, 190,
Part 8, pp. 4648T.
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Comeroial Bank.-The precedent for allowing banks generous loss reserves
that are unrelated to acutal lose is rooted in a long-standing government policy
to permit them to build up capital funds. Beginning in 194, concern grew in
the banking community over the falling ratio of capital funds to assets (exclusive
of cash and U.S. government securities) which, presumably, made loan portfolios
riskier. But given the prevailing high tax rates and the likely detrimental effects
of adding to the capital base by increasing retained earnings (and reducing
dividends in an industry then considered a kind of regulated utility), the idea
of permitting larger loss reserves as a means of increasing capital funds began
to gain acceptance. A 1947 Internal Revenue Service ruling thus allowed banks
to maintain loss reserves at a level three times the average annual ratio of
losses to loans during any previous consecutive 20.year period. Since the banks
were thus able to include the heavy.loss period of the 1980's in their calculations,
this ruling amounted to a sizeable tax subsidy.'

$avfngs and Loan Aaooations.-The early history of the tax treatment of
SLAs also reflects the idea of using tax policy to encourage financial inter-
mediaries to accumulate a strong capital base. Until 1961, SLAs paid no federal
taxes at all, while between 1952 and 1958 they were taxed at an average rate
estimated at 0.4%.'

Subsequent revisions of the Federal tax code were aimed at equalizing the tax
treatment of financial institutions along less generous lines, without, however,
altering the underlying principle of special consideration for intermediary
activities. This philosophy continued to be reflected in the 1969 Tax Reform Act
where the Impact on financial institutions was largely restricted to further
equalizing their tax burdens in light of the competition among institutions for
savings funds and in lending activities.'
Tao Burdens of Financfal Inelttutlone and Brokerage Firms

Against this background, it is instructive to compare the effective tax rates
since the mid.1900's on three important financial intermediaries and the securities
industry (Tables 1 and 2). The basis for these inter-industry comparisons is
a widely accepted U.S. Treasury definition of an income base designated as
"economic income". That definition adjusts reported income to derive the sum
of explicit receipts less explicit expenses (including payments to depositors of
mutual Institutions). Specifically, the income base is taken as the sum of the
following items: taxable income reported to the IRS; tax-exempt interest
received: loss reserve deductions in excess of recorded losses; and loss carry.
overs used in the current year. Implicit tax payments and subsidies and tax
deferrals are ignored.' The effective tax rate is calculated simply by dividing
recorded income tax payments by economic income.

_Pri ae i's.ofal tltu .n pfl liaheb b mi,,%,~ ssion on Money and Credit,
alf 10Inc. oo Clift s,%J 19N pp.90-9

" '. Re ores BSdie o !iM tOP04 0 '5SP. It should be note4 that the 109
Act provides tot th ar elimination 'fte are once tea are fr Mjots reserves for
conrl 91 banks b Of10 owevre a iteH.Qeb tul(oiot2)sgss
tbatth banking Inustry is woig to mo tb t pr"ovI, i a *it o Kanre 1

ohis paper cited in footnte )nias au t the d i sfonatt I ei
business, banks have tvailable or ta p' reeene Iobt~h~ ou :o telf
rese pr~eejzco woull have little ipact on. thae effeatio taiburden.
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TABLE I.-FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS' INCOME TAX AS A PERCENT OF ECONOMIC INCOME, 1065-71

Mutual Savlnku
Commercial savIngs and loan

Year Source banks I banks I associations,'

.96............ SlS............................. 23.0 3............. :0:.:::le::;::::......:.

..... 6... ....... OIC san HL'...............Z0 34............. an.. .i............................6.. ...... do......................

.................. d o ............. 0...
U, ..... 0.. .... do .......... *......

Data for 1965 to 1967 are from Treasury sludy cited In (8). The 1O6W-71 tax retloewore caoulated by Edward J, Kane
Tax Refor'! Studies and Propoals, Pt 3,.S. Treasury Department eb., ob. 1951, p.460.

$ tacstlos Of Inflne-lnternal Revenue service.Iedral Op . Iu no Corp.$410N Meera ool Bank Bard,
* Not evill#lq.

Data on eqectlve tax rates (Table 1) suggest that the 1069 Tax Reform Act
established approximate tax equality between banks and savings and loan asso.
clations at about a rate of 20% In relation to economic income, in accordance
with the apparent Intent of Congress. (Mutual savings banks apparently con.
tinue to receive relatively more favorable treatment, although recent data to,
demonstrate that Is lacking,)

The disparity between the tax burdens of brokerage Arms and other financial
intermediaries Is eye-opening, In recent years, brokerage firms have been taxed,
on average, at a rate more than twice that of banks and savings and loan
associations.

TABLE 3l-BROKERAGE INDUSTRY INCOME TAX AS A PERCENT OF ECONOMIC INCOME, 1965-71

I-firm Industrysaple I aggregate

Year# Yell': ,,..................

11..............................................4Q

a rA

,Thesmple frs, ,,oe ean WMtllri Perr WIhera Merril Lnch. Reynolteofon ifkln, rst Slon
First ef Mishlea. Jas H, phant, A.. Edwoi Hayden tone, sod &In Kaii4 QuaI Dean Wlttrdsta were no
ave be or 7 andi

.T hiat .of Income" I salfllon Iplude all breler/dalme oiIa pur comnodity fima. BetWeen1965 end 1965, thotal number osf.rm.n thIs Sroup varied ros 21 t 3,4. Tax ros leO copuodul n te
t liablity bof9ro inv ont credit an forelin tax Credits In ut# eWmefator1; and grss tod able racepts and nty
In4fl oln.1 buln4a espena4 In the VnoomInatr. . -

The 12-firm NYSH sample is a representative ctoss-section of Intitutional,
retail and regional members firms. These firms were chosen because consistent
financial data on their operating results were readily available from prospectuses
and SRO 10K forms. The base need in computing their aggregate tax ratios is
consistent with the U.S. Treasury's definition of economic income,

As a test for the presence of bias in the sample results, Federal tax percentages
were calculated for all corporate broker/dealers, and It was concluded that the
sample figures are a fair measure of the site of the average tax burden of
brokerage firms.

The conclusion that broker/dealers are taxed inequitably, compared with
banks, SLAs and other financial institutions, must be tested on the basis of
whether brokerage firms perform intermediary functions similar to those of
financial institutions.
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SoIOKM/ZALxRS As IrJNANOLUL I1TSBMRDZA3KM

In analyzing the intermediary role of broker/dealers, it is necessary at the
outset to determine whether their underwriting and principal trading activities
conform with the essential characteristics of financial intermediation.

Most Important, a financial intermediary brings together suppliers and users
of capital via brokerage mechanisms and contractual arrangements that satisfy
the needs of both. The centralization of financial marketing permits the pooling
of funds to provide liquidity to lenders and cost efficiencies to borrowers. In
These characteristics are readily apparent it underwriting, trading, margin
loans, and probably, in certain other activities of brokerage firms. Because of
their relative importance, the analysis is restricted to underwriting and trading,
where the firm is trading as principal In an Issue as market-maker or positioning
stock as part of a transaction.

As underwriters, broker/dealers raise capital for borrowers and equity Issuers
while simultaneously providing liquidity to lenders in the form of marketable
Instruments. On the one hand, the underwriter provides users of capital with
funds--efilciently and at a reasonable cost, On the other hand, the underwriter's
reputation, after-market trading activity and wide distribution of financial
claims significantly reduce investors market risks,

In 1972 alone, underwriters raised some $42 billion in capital funds-about
one-third of total U.S. business investment for the year. And, underwriting
activities will loom still larger as the U.S. capital markets are called upon to
raise many billions of dollars in new investment funds needed to develop new
energy sources and pollution-control equipment, to expand tight manufacturing
capacity, and for other new technologies, Obviously, the securities industry will
be called upon to expand its historically pivotal intermediary role between
investors and new, innovative corporations and industries.

The trading activity of broker/dealers acting as principals in securities
plays a vital role In helping to maintain orderly securities markets. In their
intermediary functions as market-makers and block-posltioners, broker/
dealers take positions at risk, thereby supplying liquidity to lenders and
Investors. Their willingness to hold positions for subsequent distribution serves
to smooth the price movements of securities and enables investors to realize
actual savings and offers potential savings to capital users.

The economic significance of trading and market making is self-evident if
the preservation of strong U.S. capital markets is considered to be in the
public interest. The steady institutionalization of the securities markets, high.

lhited by, the fact that Institutions now account, for approximately 70% of
the dollar value of public volume traded on the New York Stock Exlichange,
underscores the importance of the broker/dealers' intermediary trading func-

tion. Huge concentrated institutional portfolio holdings have resulted in the
'dependence of portfolio managers on market-makers and block.positioners
for asset liquidity. Another significant development is the increase in forejg.
holdings of U.S. securities and rising foreign participation In U's, markets.
To encourage such foreign participation by strengthening U.S. capital markets
would seem desirable, especially in view of the large dollar balances currently
held abroad,

Certain existing regulations recognize the economic Importance of the
broker/dealer's intermediary functions. For example, block positioners, spe-
clallsts and other market-makers are specifically exempted from the Federal
Reserve Board's Regulation U, which regulates the extension of bank credit
for the purchase of securities, Similarly, New York Stock Exchange rules
which prohibit potentially manipulative trading exempt trading activities that
contribute to the orderly maintenance of the market.

IMPMUAoON5 Of Go U M G rN VB n STRT CrTUOAMT
'At noted earlier, the peferentlal tax treatment of financial intermediaries

stems from Congeional cqnern for their stability. TO date, however, that
concern has tended to overlook the problems of- stability, risk and capital. r
raising ability inherent in the cyclical natarb of the securities business.

Ju pfp. s Noaa l'orlp Aoom, to ths V.g, 8sour ties Jorkotst NYIS,
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,A3ck of Inuutrl Stabilft
The effects of cyclical business swings on the stability of the securities

industry have been well-documented. Despite continuous efforts to maintain
adequate capacity levels, the industry has been characterized by continual
contraction and expansion of facilities to meet frequent, and often abrupt,
changes in business conditions. For example, the branch office networks oper.
ated by NYSE member firms, a vital part of the securities distribution process
in connection, with underwriting, expanded by 21% between the end of 1965
and the end of 1968-and then contracted by 15% during the next two years,
In 1971, the branch office network aain began to expand

A more dramatic example of instability was the disappearance of more than
120 NYSE member firms during the 1909-1970 downturn. (Of course, some new
firms also Joined the NYSE during this period,) An undocumented, but pre.
sumably much larger, number of non.NYS8 firms also either went out of
business or merged with other organizations during that period.

The question of financial stability can be placed in sharper focus by com.
paring the profitability of broker/dealers with the performance of other impor-
tant financial intermediaries over the most recent 5-year period for which
IRS data are available (Table 8).
TABLE 8.-PROPORTIONS OF FIRMS IN SECURITIES INDUSTRY AND OTHER FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS REPORTING

PRETAX NET INCOME, 19-40
IIn peroentl

Cnks 814 Mutual
Broker/ tr st Savln and Vllnp
dealers compantee loans Iaks

.. ........
Sooles "Statletles of Inoonw-Corporetiona," Internasl Revenue Servtc.

Relative to commercial banks and trust companies, SLAs and mutual savings
banks, a consistently smaller and more variable percentage of securities firms
are profitable. u It is significant that during the prosperous 106-1967 period, little
more than 60% of the brokerage firms were profitable, Even during the boom year
of 1968, when the ratio of profitable brokerage firms rose to 78% each of the three
other types of financial Intermediaries continued to have a higher proportion
of profitable organizations. In 1969, when the most recent cyclical downturn
began, the ratio of profitable brokerage firms dropped precipitously while the
three other types of intermediaries experienced mild declines. By comparison, th
steady 90% or higher proportion of banks abd trust companies reporting profits
during the 196.1060 period represents a pillar of industry stability,
Becuritle Ia4uatry REakie8sa and Oapital Problem

Variabililtyof earnings is, of course, a key measure of risk, and in the securities
industry, thi i exacerbated by cycical changes which have a relatively minor
impact, on other' financial intermediaries. As A result, securities Industry capital
is costly and scarce, forcing firms into a high leveraging of equity capital and add.
ing further to industry riskiness,

11et all oo 1  re it t t o n.
at ea es, yoort lora toke1 a 0or~iuu ewre nou. st taould notmtrocuesau Di snto the fluvee,,powera s esO otinlro eorat arms rooe/ne t ae i mom , n poring P ror/d=r

rePonS~t~ 9%6 1boultorllsoan on o l4lp. +,!"* ,

, , + + , ,
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The securities Industry's prosition among high-risk enterprises was confirmed
In a 1970 study undertaken by National Economic Research Associates, Inc.
(NERA), in the course of Its study of brokerage commission rates for the NYSE. ",
NERA measured risk by rate of return and the variability of returns over time.
They examined all 01 Standard and Poor's industry and selected the top quartile
if% terms of average return on equity over the 1061-1068 period. A special study
of the variability of returns of these 15 presumably riskiest industries indicated
varability than the securities industry. (Variability was measured as the stand-
ard deviation in return on equity between 1961 and 1968.) The results for the 15
industries studied are presented in Table 4.

TABLE 4.-STANDARD DEVIATION OF RETURN ON EQUITY, 191-68

Standard Standard
Industry deviation Industry deviation

Radio and TV broadcasting ........... ~ . Securities commission business .........
Druls .............................. . ouitructionend materials handling equipment,
Autos ............................. is eo and TV manufacturers ....... .......
toft drinks .................... Ciirette manufacturers .................
Plikaged foods... .. ........... .ul n.......................
Omce and business equipment. . ..... . orn fin .... ......................
0n1 tionery . ............. is ult bexers ............................11,l h1d p .. . .letrical equipment .......................

Soura.: N tlonal onomle Research A,,sstInc. tkokJn
tion of Stan yards of sisonableness for ublloRtsecvIIserN?!l., T m aA

TIUN NEED FOR STABILIZATION REGERVES1

A very strong cast for stabilization reserves can be made on the basis of tax
uity alone. A second compelling argument Is the need to dampen the impact

of the industry's cyclical swings. The likelihood of increasingly direct competition
between brokerage firms and other financial intermediaries, owing to the changing
structure of the securities industry, reinforces the need for a stabilizing mech-
anism.
Tag' lquitU and (Tofloality

The relationship between the cyclical character of the securities industry and
present tax policy toward the industry has not generally been recognized. The
fact is, however, that cyclically induced instability Is heightened by current
tax treatment of the industry,

Tax preferences which favor other financial intermediaries raise their rates
of return over those of brokerage firms conducting similar activities. Apart from
clearly violating the principle of tax equity, this severely reduces the attractive-
ness of investment in brokerage firms. At the same time, the favored institutions,
obtaining capital at lower cost, are able to invest in relatively less promising
projects. Thus, the tax laws tend to distort the allocation of resources among
financial intermediaries and reduce the over-all efficient use of capital in ways
that are harmful, not only to the securities industry, but to the economy as a
whole.

As indicated, the importance of the intermediary functions engaged in by
brokerage firms argues for a tax policy that would dampen the effects of cyclical
swings, At present, relative to other financial intermediaries, the securities in.\ dustry's tax burden serves instead to magnify instability, because the earnings
taxed away in prosperous years are not available to cushion losses during down-
turns. In effect, the industry pays a tax on its capital. Obviously, the ability to
set aside reserves, to be drawn upon during deficit years# would play an Important
role in stabilizing the financial position of brokerage firms. Moreover, to the
extent that such reserves would help attract additional outside capital to the
securities industry, their beneficial impact would be multiplied.
More oompeoltive Busnes Rnvfrofffen

Brokerage firms have always competed for savings dollars with other financial
intermediaries, However, the growing aggressiveness of such institutions as

2, National Deonomlo Research Aooli~teeino., 8teej Br kerage Oemmias ne: 'rho
Deueiopun a 1dA[ioaon o1oyscardeo/ Reu#ona 0lea lor Pube fo4ce, volume 1,
Section VIII, JUl ISTO.
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banks and insurance companies, combined with the structural changes in the se.
curitles Industry, are transforming the character of that competition. Bank
automatic investment plans and variable Insurance policies compete directly for
the securities industry's traditional agency business. Continuing intense compe-
tition for the management of pension funds and other large portfolios and the
ability of many Institutions to gain membership on regional stock exchanges add
new dimensions to the competitive environment.

As a consequence of extreme riskiness, the securities industry has always
found it both difficult and costly to attract capital. The severity of the current
eyclloal downturn has aggravated the problem, coinciding with a quickening pace
of Industry change which further stresses capital.lntensive activities. The pres-
sure for additional capital has prompted most firms to continue leveraging their
equity far beyond the prevailing levels in other industries, thereby further In.
creasing the riskiness of their operations,

With the declining profitability of the brokerage business, brokerage firms
have Increasingly been forced to diversify into leasing, real estate and other In-
vestment activities. Many of these new areas, in which capital.rich institutions
are already active, require the commitment of considerable amounts of principal
capital. In the securities industry's traditional areas of business, the advent of
fully competitive commission rates promises further dramatic intensification
of competition.

,The growing intensity of competition, overlaid on the securities industry's ex-
treme susceptibility to cyclical businem swings and its changing business mix,
make abundantly clear the urgent need for more equitable tax treatment, In the
absence of constructive $aw poliloy changes, the quality and depth of the vital
intermediary #ervioce offered by brokerage firns are likely to erode. More 4m-

portant, failure to strengthen the U.S. capital markets may portend ecrioue
over-all ooneequenore for our national economy.

I5VgL, Or STABILIZATION ESEAV2i AND THEIR TAX SUPAOT
A responsible effort to develop it viable program of stabilization reserves for

the securities Industry must begin with the measurement of a base or portfolio
of eligible intermediary activities, since reserves must be related to the value
of such a base. An appropriate level of reserves can then be defined with reference
to the securities Industry's capital funds and in terms of the character and ize
of Its losses in recent years. After identifying an appropriate level of reserves,
their tax impact can be estimated.
Reserte Bao

A reserve base composed of margin loan* and corporate trading and under-
writing positions is consistent with a conservative interpretation of broker/dealer
intermediary functions,

Margin loans, by facilitating the trading activities of large numbers of Individ-
uals, add to the liquidity of capital markets. In this connection, it should be noted
that banks are permitted to include in their reserve base loans to brokerage
firms.

Long and short trading positions are both essential in market making and
Lock positioning. Other types of trading, such as options and arbitrage positions
should also be Included in the reserve base. The inclusion of underwriting posi.
tions requires no additional discussion. A firm's own Investment positions, how-
ever, should be excluded. The calculation of an appropriate reserve base for NYSI1
member firms is shown In Table 5.

The major components of the reserve base-margi n loans and trading posi-
tions-seem less volatile than one might assume, so that fewer than 12 observa-
tions per component may be adequate for measuring the average annual value of
the base.
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TABLE 5.-NYSE FIRMS' 1972 RESERVE BASE
Iln millions of dollaJ

Trading and Investment
positions In Oorporate Corporate14puri s unoerwritin|positief

Margin loans Long Short

(1) (2) (3) (4)

a ry ............................................ 5700 204 112
rra ........................................... Z 7

Mash .................................... . '
Jul .............................
Aut .......................................)Dut mber .............. ...........................OJuoly .............................................

november ................ ..........................Soptm o ................................ ....cobe ...................................
mber ............................ ........ .. $

Total ................................... 20 1,54
for earfop .179

Note: Ban for 1072 (sum of col. 1, 2, 3, and 4), $10,031,000,000.
Source: Margin dat as from monthly survey conducted by tie NYSE Thetadingf and underwriting positions wore

extracted from the monthly joint regulatory report,.
I Includes an average Inventory of $40,000,000 for 28 specialists that filed joint regulatory reports only In January, Juneand December.
i Long sad short positions ire redlcd, resetively, by 1$,0 and 18.3 percent to eliminate Investment portfolios T0hee

adJustn factors representihe rat ot of Inv Itmpt pmtlons to te rsp eIv total position reoed In We 8107 NYSE
Inomsc ald pe reports. The adjustment, there ore, Is designed to exclude Investment posions of member films from

The data used In estimating a reserve base of $10,081 million for NYSE men.
ber firms in 1072 have some inmportant properties which should be noted.u

The $7,204 million in average outstanding margin loans represents virtually
all margin activity in the securities Industry, since non.NYSE firms do very
little margin business.

The Joint Regulatory Reports, initiated in 1072, contain financial data on
every typo of NYSE member firm. The filing requirements, however, depend on
whether a firm does business with the public. Virms that carry public accounts,
including most specialist firms, must submit financial reports on it monthly
basis. The remaining firms are required to file only In June and December. In
contrast, the Income and Eixpense (I&E) Reports are submitted at year.end,
and only by firms that do business with the public.
Level of Reserves

The objective of strengthening the securities industry's capital base, as a
key step in easing instability, provides a logical starting point for calculating
an appropriate level of reserves. It is also logical to consider recent losses of
brokerage firms, in attempting to arrive at an appropriate reserve level.

A first step, threfore, is to relate the level of reserves to capital funds. The
NYSE 's Income and Expense Reports Indicate that member firms had an average
of $8,712 million In capital funds during 1972,0 If, then, the much less risky
baring industry's Judgment, that reserves should represent about 18-14%"'
of capital funds (i.e., equity and debt), Is accepted as adequate for brokerage
firms, NYSE members would have needed approximately $500 million In
reserves during 1972.

The nature and distribution of losses to which the securities Industry is
exposed suggests, however, that reserve funds of this magnitude would cushion,

w the absenee of more complete Industry data, oll calculations and estimates apply to
NYme firms onl meease I L Reportq contain data only on Irnms that do business with the public, this
fir'ur une1states so to tth capital of member .-'t lhe Adife eOV 1o Boa Deb t rAeep ,A Prel farliStudy, pp. go.-2.
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but not insulate, NYSE firms from their impact. That is because losses tend to
le concentrated within different types of activities over time, are unevenly dis.
tributed, and are often very large. Thus, since 1908, NYSE retail firms have
suffered heavily at various times as volume declined. On the other hand, when
stock prices dropped out but volume remained high, dealer firms took sharp
losses on their trading positions. The occasionally staggering losses of bond
houses testify to the cost of misjudging the direction of interest rate movements.

The magnitude of losses incurred by NYSE firms during the 1009-70 downturn
is shown in Table 0.

TABLE 8.-DATA ON I9-70 LOSSES OF NYSE FIRMS

In millions of dollari

Al8~tst7i NYSE
losses of trust

deficit funa
firms payments I

Total .................................................................... 234 71

I These trust fund pyouts Ore net of repaymonbt to member firms,
I Includes an estmated 14,000,OOO lose on the part of Ooodbody & Co. during the first throe quarters of the year.
Source: NYSE Income and expense reports and controller's ofce.

This enormous. $806 million two-year deficit actually understates the real
losses.u First, because &E Reports are filed at the end of a calendar year, firms
that merge or are liquidated during the year do not submit reports. Thus, a
substantial amount of losses in 1909 and 1970 are excluded from these figures.
Second, the losses of partnerships do not Include imputed salaries for partners.

Concentration of losses is Illustrated by the 1909 experience of deficit firms.
The firms reporting losses aggregating $181 million accounted for only 25% of
the gross revenue of all NYSEO firms dealing with the public.

The experience of NYSE firms during the first nine months of 1978 appears to
have been even more devastating than that of 1969 or 1970.

Table 7 shows that during January.August 1978, NYSE firms lost $210 million;
only in September did they go into the black. However, the break-out of month.
to-month aggregate losses may be more relevant for judging the adequacy of
a given level of reserves, since, as noted, losses tend to be concentrated. Thus
80% of all NYSE firms reporting financial results in September 1978 indicated
that they suffered net losses during the preceding 12-month perold.

TABLE 7.-PATTERN OF JANUARY-SEPTEMBER 197) NYSE FIRM LOSSES

gin millions of dollars

Awegat7  Aggregate
looss of profit

r1114 losses

Auust..... ............... .........................................
Sepe...r............ ........................................

Source: JoInt rolulatory reports.

-~ff.SI Trust fund payments areonsidered at part of the loom, elo the alternative
Would have meen for member Arms to write of thele eoots greie.
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This pattern of losses implies oat aggregate NYSE member firm stabilization
reserves, when fully funded, should probably be considerably greater than $500
million. At the same time, It must be conceded that no basis for quantifying a
higher level has been developed. Moreover, as indicated,' the purpose of these
reserves is not to insulate broker/dealers from losses but to reduce the Instability
of the industry.

It would appear reasonable, therefore, to see stabilization reserves for broker.
age firms at a level of 5 percent of the value of a base composed of margin loans
and trading and underwriting positions, as outlined earlier. This would mean
an aggregate of $602 million in reserve fuidso, on a total base of $10,081 million
for all NYSE member firms in 1972. That reserve fund figure would represent a
conservative 185 percent of NYSE member arms' total capital funds of $8,712
million in 1072-well within the 18-4 percent range commonly viewed as appro.
priate by the banking industry.
Too impact of Reaeres

What would be the tax impact of $502 million in reserves? The answer is
complicated by the need to distinguish between the initial build-up phase and
the subsequent Impact. The latter will depend on the industry's overall cyclical
latter of activity, as well as on the fluctuations in specific types of activities,

The Initial tax impact would depend on the profitability of brokerage firms
over the buildup period and on the rate at which reserve funds are allowed to
accumulate. To control the rate of accumulation, additions to reserve accounts
should not exceed either 50 percent of pretax Income or 50 percent of the per.
missible amount of reserves as of the close of the taxable year-whichever Is
lower.

With the additional assumption that 1972 pretax income was distributed
among brokerage firms In the same way as the reserve base, It is possible to
estimate the tax impact if NYSE firms had been permitted to start accumulating
reserves last year. Based on the proposed limitations on additions to reserves
and the $877 million earned by NYSE firms In 1972, a total of $251 million would
have been placed in reserve accounts. A plying to these reserve placements the
48 percent aggregate Federal tax rate ofcorporations reporting financial results
in the &E Reports yields $106 million in tax revenue that the Treasury Depart.
inent would not have collected." (For purposes of this computation, it was as.
sumed that this tax rate also applied to brokerage firms that are organized as
partnerships.)

It should be noted that 1072 was a relatively prosperous year for NYSE firms.
Thus, the Initial annual tax impact of reserves Introduced In the near.term fu.
ture would not be likely to exceed or even equal the $108 million estimate. There.
after, as reserves begin to approach maximum permissible levels, their tax
effect would depend on the pattern of cyclical fluctuations prevailing within the
securities industry. But since brokerage firm losses tend to be highly concen.
trated and/or associated with specific areas of business, the Treasury's revenue
loss from stabilization reserves in any given year should be considerably smaller
than in any peak year of the initial build-up periods

These modest public costs of reserves must be measured against the public
benefits of stronger U.S. capital markets at a time when their need is unprece.
dented. Realistic incentives to set aside funds In good years, to be drawn upon
In poor years, would help stabilize an industry whose financial intermediary
services are vital.

Arxox III

PLMISAT DrT

uzSnvzs Mo 1sss or CEmTAN zCURTrzs ZNDUSTR ORGANIZATIONS

(a) Organisation# to tehich section applies.-This section shall apply to the fol.
lowing taxpayers except to the extent that such organization may be. governed

W Tb 48% tx ras was, co t he aggeat, t ability of 178 mober firtsthat. amount for 59% of the Ia= pretax incme. itio1uia be noted that t Treasurys
tax s woula have been somewhat rmter had notn.zrs arms been include.

. A byproduct of reserves wo lda e reduetIe In 055 OMiyovers cIlAime d ring Prof.table years, sineis loueS ed forward weals be lOWered to the extent bres a rawdown reserve count in dct W ese. Tleefo, after the buildup period, the Trasur's
revenue ses may De minimal.
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by the provisions of sections 585, 86, W8 or subehapter L In computing Its
reserve--

(1) Any broker or dealer registered as such under the Securities Exchange
Act of 1984, and

(2) Any member organization of a securities exchange registered under the
Securities Exchange Act of 1984.

(b) Betablehkment of reucrve-deduotfon allowed.-Each taxpayer described
in subsection (a) may establish and maintain a reserve for looses computed in
accordance with the provisions of subsection (c) and there shall be allowed
as a deduction to such taxpayer for the taxable year the amount of the addition
to such reserve determined subsections (a) and (d).

(o) Addftfion to reeoree.-The reasonable addition to the reserve for any tax.
able year of any taxpayer to which this section applies shall, subject to sub.
section (d) hereof, be the amount necessary to increase the balance of the reserve
to an amount (at the close of the taxable year) determined by applying an allow.
able percptage to a reserve base accounts covering other than capital assets,
valued on the basis of their fair market value and (iv) In the case of a specialist
the amount of his inventory, valued on the basis of fair market value, together
V'ith the short positions and any part of his investment account, other than
those securities which pursuant to Section 1286 have been Identified as a security
held for Investment, which according to the rules of the Securities and Exchange
Commission he is required to hold for the maintenance of an orderly market.
For purposes of the computation of the reserve base, valuations shall be made
on the basis of the monthly average of the fair market values of such accounts.
For such purposes of this paragraph, the term "allowable percentage" neans
5 percent for taxable years beginning after January 1, 1074.

(d) Limiation on addition to rcoerv.-The amount allowable under subsec.
tion (c) as an addition to the reserve for any taxable year shall not exceed the
lower of (i) 50 percent of that part of the taxpayer's taxable Income for the year
computed without the allowance of the deduction provided by this section or (if)
50 percent of the amount determined under subsection (o) hereof,

(e) There shall be chargeable against such reserve the amount of any loss for
the taxable year sustained by the taxpayer from the conduct of the business of a
broker or dealer in securities, except to the extent that such loss may be charge.
able against a reserve for bad dcbts maintained pursuant to Section 166.

(f) The Secretary or his delegate shall define the terms "margin loans to
customers", "Inventories In underwriting accounts", "long and short positions
In accounts covering other thancapital assets" and prescribe such regulations as
may be necessary to carry out the purposes of this section.

Exintto A

THe IMPACT OF POSSIBLE CAPrnAL GAINS TAX CRANROS ON INVESTOR BEHAVIOR
STmOT NO. 1571 PaEPAmu DY OLIVta QUAYL2 AND CO.
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A WOaD AsouT Tins Su var

PURPOsE

The purpose of this survey was determine, as accurately as possible and In
dollar terms, the changes that would have occurred in individual investor activity
and revenue to the U.S. Treasury during 1972 if any of the following changes had
occurred:

1. The long term capital gains tax rate had been Increased by 20% for all
investors.

2, The present maximum capital gains rate of 25% for Investors in the under
$0,000 net gains category had been reduced to a maximum of 12.5%
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3. The present maximum capital gains rate of 85% for investors in the over
$50,000 net gains category had been reduced to a maximum of (a) 25% or (b)
17.50%.

4. The holding period for long term gains had been increased to one year.
5. The holding period for long term gains had been reduced to three months,
The second purpose of the study was to assess the impact on future individual

investor behavior of any of the above changes, or a sliding scale in which the
capital gains tax rate would diminish as the holding period lengthens.

THE SAMPLE

The survey sample consisted of a national cross section of Individual share.
owners, plus a special oversample of upscale wealthy individuals with adjusted
gross incomes of $100,000 or more for 1972. A total of 1,820 investors were inter-
viewed during the study, 181 of which were in the upscaled income category.
Weights, based on 1971 IR8 and 1970 NYS8 shareownership data were applied
to bring demographic segments of the sample into their proper proportionq.

INTERVIEWING

All interviews were conducted in person by members of the national field staff
of Oliver Qunyle and Company. To maximize both Investors cooperation and
accuracy of investor Information, each potential investor was sent a letter in
advance by Mr. James J. Needham, Chairman of the Now York Stock Exchang,
Mr. Needham's letter (Appendix B) requested an interview be granted when the

uayle representative called and guaranteed investor anonymity, The letter
2d not mention the study would concern potential tax or holding period changes,
but did request that the respondent (or his or her investment decision maker)
have personal investment records available at the time of interview.
Interviewing was conducted from March 5 through April 20, 1978.

HIONLIOUTS

1. reducing the capital gains rate would have produced very significant in.
creases in sales, capital gains, and revenue to the Treasury. If the 25% maximum
rate had been out to a 12.5% maximum, and the 85% rate to a 20% maximum,
an additional $1.7 billion would have been received in tax revenues, or an in.
crease In tax revenues of 48% over 1972. Cutting the present capital gains rate
in half for all investors would have produced even more tax revenue to the
Treasury-$8,2 billion more than received in 1972, or an 82% increase in taxes
from long term gains,

2. If the capital gain. tax had been 20% higher for all investors in 1972, sales
of which capital gains were realized would have been significantly less. The
Treasury would have received an estimated $8858 million less in tax revenue than
it actually received from long term gains.

8. If the holding period had been one year, capital gains tax revenue would
have been $4 million less to the Treasury.

4. A three-month holding period would have produced only, a slight increase in
tax revenue-approximately $188 million.

Novs: Capital gains and revenue eItimates are projected on the base of an estimated
total capital gains of 82.0 billion in 1IT9,

ANALYSIS

OVIAovTzEIxsc 01r INVESOa*

The largest Investor group Is In the peak earning years between 85 and 54 years
old (47%), followed by those between 55 to 64 years old (22%). In terms of
occupation of the household head, more investors (82%) are In the prpfesslonal/
executice category followed by 21% who are retired, 20% In wittecollar jobs,
185% in sales, and 9% in blue-collar positions, (Table A, Page 228)

Most shareowners have relatively modest incomes with adjusted gross In-
comes between $12,000-119,000, Most investors also have modest stock and
mutual fund holdings as well, with most portfolios valued at under $5,000.

Wealthy Investors (income $100,000 and over) differ sharply from their less
affluent counterparts. They are younger (54% are under 55 years of age), less
likely to be retired (4%), hold down top occupational Jobs (00%), and have
far greater stock holdings (the median value of their stock and mutual fund
holdings falls within the W00,000$9,9 range).

20-146-74- 15
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19 7 2 INVESTMENT ACTIVITY
Most investors (68%) did not sell any shares of stock during 1972. Wealthy

Investors were far more active with 78% reporting ove or more sales, Those,
85 to 54 years of age were most active, while those under)85 least active:

1972 ACTIVITY
[in parcenti

Total Wealthy Age
Investors Investors Under 35 36 to 54 65 to 64 65 and over

Sold stock .... .. ...

Did n .... :.. :

Of those investors selling stocks during 1072, 50% realized net long term
capital gains, with this percentage significantly higher (72%) among wealthy
Investors (Table B, Page 220). Many of these wealthy investors realize not
long term gains in excess of $50,000 (40%), but only a handful did among less
affluent shareowners, A maJority (00%) of wealthy investors planned to use
the alternative 25% method for computing capital gains taxes while Just
under a quarter did in the under $100,000 income group. (Table 6, Page 220)

Since not all of an investor's stock and mutual funds could be asked about
in detail, the questions about possible changes in the capital gains rate were
limited to the investor's three largest holdings (in dollar terms) as of
January 1, 1072. Asked about these largest holdipgs, 47% of investors said
they did not consider selling any of them in 1972, while an additional 20%
reported they had considered selling some or all of them, but had decided against
do ng so. About 10% of the. respondents indicated they sold all of their
largest holdings while 17% said they sold some during 1979, Wealthy Investors
were somewhat more active than all investors, 87% selling some or all of their
three largest holdings (Table D, Page 229), The total dollar value of the
Capital Gains in 1972 under these circumstances would have been $82.6 billion
which would have yielded $89.0 billion in tax revenues.
1072 capital gains ............................. $82, 600, 414, N0
1072 tax revenue .......................................... 8,911, 889, 00

lASoNfs ro NOT sLLINg IN 1973

All investors who had considered selling a magor holding in 1972 but did not
do so gave their reasons in their own words. Table , Page 280, shows that the
most important reasons for this nonaction were the desire to see the stock
In question continue to appreciate-to hold it for long-haul or investment
purposes, followed by those who didn't want to take a loss or felt the market
was too depressed at that time. Few investors gave tax reasons of any kind
in explaining why they had not sold a stock or mutual fund.

CHANoze IN TH3 CAPITl, ,AINS NATO (90 ,MONT INOUAS FOR ALL INVEsToRs)
Investors who sold any of their largest holdings (in whole or in part) in

1972 were read the following explanation:
"As you probably know, the maximum long term capital gains rate is 25%

for most investors with net gains under 0,000 per year. The maximum rate
is 85%, however for most investors with net gdn of over $50,000 per year,
Now-suppose that in 1972 the capital gains tax had been 20% higher for
you personally. The 26% rate would have ne to a maximum of 80%, and the
85% rate would have gone to a maximum of 100. 1

For each stock sold In 1972, respondents were then asked If the Issue would
still have been sold under such conditions, or held, with these results :
Investors who sold part of their three largest holdings in 1972:~Peroent

Yes, would still have sold.-....... so..................88
No, would have held .......------------ -------------- 14

' Pro oted data for all inator.
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Over-all, 86% of these stocks still would have been sold if there had been an
across-the-board 20% increase in the capital gains tax rate.

EFFECTS OF A HYPOTHETICAL 20.PERCENT INCREASE IN THE CAPITAL GAINS TAX, 1972

All Investors Not change

spita gains..................................... $29 435:4 : , . .... .AX revenue ....................................... ..................... :100 -''111 K

CHANGES IN TIlE CAPITAL OAINS RATE (TO A MAXIMUM Or 12.6%FOR THO0E NOW AT
TIM 26o MAXIMUM RATE AND TO A 95% OR 17.5% MAXIMUM FOR THOSE NOW AT
TME 850% MAXIMUM RATE)
All Investors who realLed less than $50,000 in long term gains in 1072

(or no gains or losses) were asked for each of their major holdings not sold
in 1072 what they would have done if the maximum capital gains tax had
been only half as much as it actually was--a maximum of up to 12,5% instead
of a maximum of 25%. Those who would have sold in 1072 at this lower rate
wore asked how many shares they would have sold and at what selling price per
share, Investors reporting over $50,000 in net long term 1972 pins were also
asked similar questions about major holdings they did not sell in 1972--except
that a two-step reduction was posed In the capital gains tax during 1972; from
a maximum of 85% to 25%, and if the stock still would have been hold, what
they would have done if the maximum had been 17.%.

EFFECTS OF A HYPOTHETICAL REDUCTION OF THE MAXIMUM CAPITAL GAINS TAX TO 12.5 PERCENT FOR THOSE
NOW AT 25 PERCENT AND TO 25 PERCENT FOR THOSE AT 35 PERCENT, 1978

.All Investors Not ching$

Sptal gains...................................................
ex revenue ................ ................................... 11: 211f.8 88

EFFECTS OF A HYPOTHETICAL 50 PERCENT REDUCTION IN THE MAXIMUM CAPITAL GAINS TAX: TO 12.5 PERCENT
FOR THOSE AT 25 PERCENT AND TO 17.5 PERCENT FOR THOSE AT 35 PERCENT

pit ain.................................................... "59 -,.I
q8x revenue .................................................... 110 10

REASONS FOR SELLING IN 1079 AT LOWER TAX RATES
Earlier it was shown that 27% of investors sold some or all of their major

holdings in 1072, Under the reduced tax rates just discussed, an additional 8%,
(almost a one third increase) of investors would have sold stock in 1972. These
investors were asked to indicate why they would have sold under such changed
conditions and their detailed answers are shown in.Table F, Page 280, Almost
a quarter said they would have sold to get out from under a poorly.performing
investment or into a more profitable one; an equal number would have sold
to realize a profito. Some 16% would have sold specifically because of the tax
reduction.

REASONS FOR NOT SELLING IN 1079 AT LOWER TAX RATS

The great majority of investors would not have sold stocks held during 1972
If tax rate on long term gains had been lower. Their reasons are shown in
Table 0, Page 280, which shows that taxes are not an important factor In investor
declsion-making among individuals. Two closely related reasons account for
47% dif the "no-sell" decisions--expecting the stock to grow because the Company
has a good future and purchasing stocks for Investment rather than speculative
purposes. Some 1801 of investors would not have sold because the stock in
question was paying good dividends, with a similar number reporting they would
wait for the stock to reach the price they wanted before selling,
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FUTURE CHAOS IN INVESTMENT ACTIVITY V TIE CAPITAL GAINS RATE WERE OUT
IN HAL

Investors were then asked what changes they would make in their future
over-all investment patterns if the capital gains rate were to be cut in half.
Table H, Page 281, details their responses which are summarized in the following
table.

EFFECT OF CUTTING CAPITAL GAINS TAX IN HALF

lIn percent

Total Wealthy Ago
Investors Investors Under 35 35 to 54 55 to4 65 and over

No chintie...................... i 4 3 3 3? 7t 2
Invest more be oe active .......
Invest Ies, be in active ............ 5 4

Most investors (60%) indicated no real change In future Investment behavior
with the balance saying they would be more rather than less active by a 7.to.1
margin, Wealthy Investors, some 08% were much more apt to think they would
be more active than other investors,

The question on future behavior buttresses earlier findings on the effect of
reduced capital gains taxes In 1972; most investors would not behave differently
but, on balance, there would have been more sales and realized net long term
gains at a lower capital gains rate,

o01ANGSof IN TIX oLINo PERIOD-FROM SIX MONTHS TO ONE YEAR
All Investors were asked If they had sold stocks or mutual funds In 1972 which

they had held longer than six months, but less than one year. Only 8% of all
investors (but 28% of wealthy investors) reported sales (Table 1, Page 281).
For each of the stocks sold, they were asked if the stock would have still bee
sold in 1972 or held instead if the minimum long term holding period had been
one year. The original number of shares purchased, and purchase price per
share, as well as number of shares that would have been sold, and the per share
selling price, wore obtained. In the great majority of cases (72%) the stock
would have still been sold, while 28% would have held the stock under the
longer holding period.

EFFECTS OF A HYPOTHETICAL CAPITAL GAINS TAX BASED ON A I.YEAR HOLDING PERIOD, 1072

All Investors Net change

xVel pns .... ,..... ....... ........ ............. ....... In.. .
a- e e e . .. ... .... so_ .. .. . . . . . . . . 0 .. .. . .......

REASONS 103 SELLING IN 0I19 It MOLDINO PERIOD ON13 TZAR

The reasons given by investors who would have still sold shares in 1072 with
a one year holding period in effect are shown in total in Table 3 Page 281,
Investors would have mainly sold because of their dlsmittisfaction witi the stock
In question, followed by those who wanted to make a profit from the sales or move
out of a stock they felt had peaked.

REASONS You NOT SELLING in 1979 IF HOLDING PERIOD WERE EXTENDED TO ON TEAR

Investors who would not have sold the Issues traded in 1972 (if the one year
period had been In effect) were also asked their reasons, which are shown in Table
K, Page 282. Investors generally indicated they purobased securities for the long
term and were looking for a bettor tax break In the future before selling (25%),
followed by those who cited their personal tax situations (22%11o
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FUTU E CHANOS IN INVESTMENT ACTIVITY IV INOLDINO PERIOD WERE EXTENDED TO

ON YEAR
All investors were asked about future over-all investment behavior under a

hypothetical one year holding period for longer term gains. The large majority
of investors (71%) indicated they would not change their investment patterns;
however, of those wealthy investors who said they would be influenced by the
change in the holding period, 2 to I said they would be less active (Table L, Page
282).

EFFECT OF INCREASING HOLDING PERIOD TO I YEAR
Iun perelntl

Total Wealthy A#e
Inveetols Investora Under 35 35 to 54 55 to 64 65 and over

,, chante................... 71 I!I ........... l i3i
WtvIN rot2 5 *9 ' '1 14 I

CHANGES IN THE HOLDING PERIOD--ROM SIX TO THRUe MONTHS
All investors were asked if they owned stocks in 1972 which they did not sell

but would have sold if the minimum holding period for long-term gains had been
three instead of six months, For each stock they would have sold, the original
per share purchase price and number of shares purchased was obtained, as well
as the number of shares they would have sold and per share selling price.

Table M, Page 282 shows that only 2% of the investors would have done
any additional selling in 1972 under a three month holding period, The table
below shows the effects of a three month holding period on tax revenue,

EFFECTS ON CAPITAL GAINS OF A HYPOTHETICAL $.MONTH HOLDING PERIOD, 1072

All Investors Net chang

Te revol., ........ ............ .................. ..... 60 .'..o sl$......40*...... .... ..... .. At'Its.

REASONS NOR SELLING IN 1912 I HOLDING PERIOD HAD DIN ON T THREE MONTH

Table N, Page 288 shows the reasons given by the limited number of investors
who would have sofd additional stocks in 1072 under a three-month holding
period, The primary reason would have been to make a profit; a distinctly
secondary reason would have been to dispose of stocks that were Ie!Orming
poorly.

PUTUR CHANGES IN INVESTMENT ACTIVITY IF HOLDING PERIOD WERE REDUCED TO
THREE MONTHS

All investors were asked about their future over-all behavior under a three
month holding period for long term capital gains, Extracting from Table O, Page
288, the following pattern develops:

EFFECT OF REDUCING HOLDING PERIOD TO 3 MONTHS
In permtl

Total Wealthy Ag
Investor. Inveetof UnderiS Sto 64 66 to 64 6eed over

a C h an".. ... ........
Vilee leSS tII UV ........... .....

on. "l . ............
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In total about seven in ten stockholders did not think their future investment
behavior would change, while those who did overwhelmingly indicated that they
would be more active investors.

rVTUMB ORANGES IN OVER-ALL INVESTMENT PATTERN WITH SLIDING SCALE FON CAPITAL
GAINS TAX AND HOLDING PERIOD

Respondents were asked to state their investment behavior if the maximum
capital gains rate was geared to a sliding scale, ie., would decrease as the holding
period increased would be applicable not only to future transactions but to present
holdings. The hypothetical scale presented to respondents follows: Maermuma

rate
Holding period: (percent)

6 months ......................................................... 25
5 years ...............--------------------------- 22.6
10 years .......................................... 20
15 years .......----......-....................... 17.5
20 years .......................................... 1
25 years ...........................................- 12.5
80 years or longer .........-------------------------- 10

Table P, Page 284, details the answers given by investors to this question.
A summary of those findings shows:

EFFECT OF SLIDING SCAL!, TAX REDUCED GRADUALLY OVER LONGER HOLDING PERIOD$
[in porconti

Total Wealthy Ago
Investors Investors Under 35 35 to 54 55 to 44 65 and over

ochan poe Moe1r ells,9 oatv .............. .. t ! I
Again a strong majority of all investors (65%) felt they would not behave

differently in the future under such coditions, with the balance split evenly be.
tween increased and decreased activity. Far more wealthy investors thought they
would Increase investment actiivty (88%), with only less than half believing their
over-all Investment behavior would be unaffected over time by a gradual reduction
in the capital pins rate.

FUTURe RANGES IN RATES OR HOLDING PERIODS

The following table summnaries investor activity in response to possible
hypothetical changes in the Capital Gains Tax,

AIInvestors (percent)
Siilng

21months it Extend
Cut capital Cut holdIng 25percont to holding

eried to lOoercint period t
, months at 10 years Pyear

1Nochan".50I
l..... to es I v . ................

Investors clearly thought that cutting the capital glns tax in half would be
the most effective device in the tax area that would cause them to increase
their investment activity. The best measure of what investors would do in the fu.
ture, however, is what they actually did in 1972 (or would have done under the
potential changes they were queried about).
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CANOES IN REALIZED WONO TEM CAPITAL GAINS AND TAX RMVENE TO THZ TREASURY.

Using the tax computation method described in Appendix A, long term capital
gains of sales from respondents (nonprojected) interviewed in the survey totaled
V8 ,786,009, with the Treasury deriving $448,297 in tax revenue from these gains,

o project these capital gains and tax figures to the entire individual investor
population an independent authority's estimate of individual long term capital
gains was used. They estimated that in 1972 all capital gains amounted to $82.8
billion; this was divided by the sample's long term gains of $8.7 million. The re.
sultant projection factor (rounded) is 8,726. Multiplying the sample's actual
capital gains and taxes by this figure produces the projected estimates of what
total capital gains and revenue to the Treasury would have been under the differ.
ent hypotheses tested.

Projected capital gains realizations and revenue estimates are based on all
types of investment gains, not just corporate stock gains, No recent data are
available which give a distribution of capital gains by type of asset.

For 1002, the last year for which data a W available, about three fifths of
long term capital gains realizations on taxable returns are estimated to come
from corporate stock. I The 1062 figure is not projectable to 1972 since the ratio
fluctuates sharply with the fortunes of the securities and real estate markets.
Also, changes in the tax law in recent years undoubtedly affected the pattern of
capital gains realizations.

However, it is reasonable to expect that changes in the tax on capital gains
would affect the realization of gains on other types of investment assets in a
manner generally similar to that for corporate stock gains realizations.

Noru: The elective averse tax rats on non.stock capital gains is higher than that on
capital gins from sale of stock.

PROJECTION Of CAPITAL GAINS TAX UNDER VARIOUS ALTERNATIVE ASSUMPTIONS

A Investors Net change

972gpltl pins .................... . .......................
xRV61100......... ................ .....

i 3ons recentt Incese In uplItal pls tax:
,epltal pln.s ............. 0 .........

Ia revenue
II. Reduce m dmum lxtoi.b percent (for thoe nw at H* i percent

lB. to i Ocenit(f. those now it 55 parent):
pern I) an o1 pecn ¢f os o t1 peren):

Oital ano ................. .......

11p2l Ins ..........................................

V. I S rc 1 O ue......... ......... .....
. pltal ..............................
El III!.. ...............................

Note: Assumes all else remani constant except the Indicated tax change.

Q Sales of Carital Assets "Report on Individual Income
ury Departmen 1960.

Tax Returns" 1002--U.S. Treas.

am -3,1,5011:10 -10" Ht

1 Wk IN: a +1 t W.- K
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TABLE A.-OEMOORAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF INVESTORS
(In percent

Adiyated roang _ _ _+ ̂  nromt° AV.
Total In. $100,000 Ls Under 351 5p 65 end
vestors or more 3000 35 over

Age: der 35 .........................

Total ..........................
Occupation:

Profelsional, executive, managerial,
propretor .....

rllll 1101 1 fie.. .. ,u. , , ~ ~ - y 0ar ,,...
unssiIt o.

erowupatlons ...........
ore tre.... .........
Total .....................

I119 100 el,, .eo+, .e+eOoel.l ,
ii............ . ......
0......... .o................... I00 6

100 100 100 100 100 100 too

Ii .. . ". ft I: f II I

21 ........ i . 10

100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Ad)utc vro. 72 Income:

T o er ... : ......... .. 1 00.0 0T ot .... ...... 10 10.10.00 10..0 0

Total .......................
I 'I I' 'I III 7
100 100 100 '100 100 100 100

Total veue(Js n 3,1972), '( I k endmtll ius~. (bonoIS"I'MUMP):
,0,49................ 4....... . 41 4

bon0 e . ..I. ....... :::::::.:
00 ' # more......... °'

Total .. ................... 10 100 100 100 100 100... o 100 o
Interview onducted with: 9List'sto hle............ 9 8 o ' 8

tecsIonmkr.............. f ) . 04.6...
Total ...... ......... 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

A Les thin 0.5 percent.

4

Marll I|~lIg t., ........ .....
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TABLE B.-.1972'NET GAINS OR LOSSES--ALL INVESTORS SELLING STOCKS IN 1972

11n percent

Total Adjusted gross Income Age

selling $100,000 Losthen G6 end$,, Uner and4.t6
stockS or more Under 3$ 351.54 55 to 64 over

9,01 Isaint, to A. 41 21 9 4 1N

Total ............ 100 10 100 00 100 100 100

TABLE 0.-VALUE OF NET GAINS IN 1072, EXPECTATION OF COMPUTING CAPITAL GAINS TAX AT ALTERNATIVE
2S.PERCENT TAX COMPUTATION, EXPECTATION OF HAVING TAX PREFERENCE ITEMS IN EXCESS OF $20,000
(INVESTORS WITH NET CAPITAL GAINS IN 1972)

[In percentJ

Total
Investors
with net Adjusted gron Incoe Age

dapt1l $100,000 Lesttho 65 end
Ins or more $10tv Undor35 35 to 54 65 to 64 over

Valuo f nettoln"t rmIg7slns:ndew% .:8.. . . . . . . . . . .  '1 8 'I 1 18 '
Total ............. to1 1o 100 100 100 100 100

AlIerpstIve2S&prcent tax ompu.

oIwlntue......... 1 11 1Notlure............ ... ..... .. ... f i 1 I
Total .......... ......100 100 1o 100 100 100 100

TABLE D.-SUMMARY TABLE: 1972 ACTIVITY, 1 (OR LESS) LARGEST STOCK HOLDINGS
In percent

AdjrnJo. Age
Less

Total $100,000 Lhen 65 and
Investors or more $100,000 Under 35 36 to 54 55 to 64 over

Sor largest hlding............. O e iq i. ih di
seoe lustf r~ ILI~

Idnot cons0 ide meln any ............ 4 1 41 &
Totl........ ....... ..... 10 100 100 100 100 100 100 o
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TABLz P.-Reaons getn by investors who oonsidered selUng one or more

of three largest holdings but did not do o Totea
4nveotors
percentt)

Will wait/would wait until price reaches what I want to get for It ...... 81
Decided not to/would not take a loss, will wait until price goes back up,

get my money out. ................................................ 27
The market was/is depressed-not the right time to selL ............... i8
Company has a good future--expeoct the stock to appreciate, holding it

for growth ---------------------................................... 12
Company pays good dividends, I need them for income ................. 
X buy for investment purposes, not speculation ........................ 8
Just didn't get around to making a decision-need/needed advice ....... 8
Held/am holding stock on advice of broker/bank ...................... 6
Didn't/don't need the money-no reason to sell ....................... 6
Holding it for old age/children/ralny day.............................
Other reasons (less than 5 percent mentions) ................--....... -15
Not sure .................. 1......................................... 8

TABLx F.-Comb(fnod table: reasons given for seUing if Capital gain, tao had been
reduced (from #8 percent to 19.5 percent, or from 85 percent to #8 percent,
or 17.5 percent) Total

ftnteatora
S(percent)

Stock company performing badly, money more valuable elsewhere-better
producing stock, real estate, etc ...................................... 28

To realize a proft, make more money ................................. 28
1 always consider the tax break--........................... 16
To diversity, balance out my portfolio ................................ 12
To offset a capital pmin or loss ......................................... 
I needed the money .................................................. a
Stock had reached its peak, was fully priced ........................ L.- a
Market value of stock is my primary consideration, tax advantage sec.

ondary------------------------------------------------8......
All other----------------------------------------------........ 10
Not sure ..............................................

TABLE 0.-COMBINED TABLE: REASONS GIVEN FOR NOT SELLING IF CAPITAL GAINS HAD BEEN REDUCED
(FROM 25 TO 12.5 PERCENT, OR FROM 35 TO 25 OR 17.6 PERCENT)

IIn pfentl

Ad)lted gross

Total $100,000 tao 65 end
Investors or more $100,000 Under 35 5 to 54 56 to 04 over

Companyikha utr-..

Prero wth ........................ 24 M8 24 16 32 19 22
I buy for Invesmt purpose not specu.

w. *t~iwl t rc a 23 22 23 26 24 21 211
wht I want to o It a . 14 12 15 8 13 19 t1Company ptl I~o illeo I nee 13 I - %,wl II 2 14 6 it 14 26

monyft ti pris 0 bek up, t my
,, ,'IV II I it 1 i

Oidn't4,on't need the money-no reato 17 .......... . .. .. . 6 10 a 7 6 6 9
Taxes are not a Co it11A 10onw67 i

thisn .. 6 1 3No.ili too emil Uo WWlViw akem

11 aottr (Is. 6 -t iaitlia;$: I1 1
Not sure .... .. ......... ......

- W i ii i i i i ii i i i i t . . ..
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TABLE H.-CHANOES WOULD MAKE IN OVERALL INVESTMENT PATTERN IF CAPITAL GAINS TAX CUT IN HALF
lin percent)

Adjusted grosIncome All

Total In. $100,000 Less then 65 end
vestors or more $100,000 Under 35 35 to 54 65 to 6S over

Would be more active, trade, speculate,lversifymore............
Would make no diffene at el/to me,*

wouldn I make any changes...
1' My plans are for long term Investment,

growth; not e sprculator..I ..........
I am too umI/ol/nactve investor to

worry. about It ...
Myd 11 oax

oIjo ntlo nsv aith in myeoll"P. . .... .. J"UIm

Deend on y l W.'ie..
ioime--nee dIvIdends for expenses,
rtlylmn inme.... .

Wqule I acse vtens to holdiongere more conservative ........

Ote .. wola n n).............. ...Other (would Invest more, be te I a.:

Other .........................Not lure ............................

35 63 34 41 36 35 26
10 10 to 22 17 17 24
15 14 15 1t 15 13 11
9.. .... 10 6 1 it 12

5 12 I 5 1 5 it

S.......... 1 4 7 16

4 ..... 1 ........ (
4 4 . 3 1

I Leo then 0.5 percent,

TABLE I.-NUMBER OF STOCKS BOLD IN 1072 HELD LONGER THAN 6 MONTHS BUT LESS TH
lIn percntli

Adi td gross
income Ale

Total In. $100000 1eshe 65 and
vestors or more 00,V ndr 3 5 to 55 to 8S over

Yes; sold t uh stocks: 1
i stck................... 4 11

3 or more stocks..............
Total ....... ........... 7 . 10

NO; did not sell such stocks ............
Total .......................... 100 100 100 100 IQO 100 100

I Less than 0.5 percent,

TAD9L J-Reaeone for alcing if the minimum holding period for long-tem oapltal
gain# ha4 been I year

Inieostore
(peroent)

Stock was performing badly, poor stock, lost faith in company, money more
valuable elsewhere..w... ........... ....... - - - - - - - - - - ... 41
realize a profit, make more money ....................... 17

Too offset a capital gain-wanted to take a lose ......................... 11
I needed the money ................................. 11
Stock had reached its peak, was fully priced .............. L ............. 10
A speculative stock-take my profit and get out .......................... 9
To diversify, balance out my portfolio ......... --..... , 7
Market value of stock is my primary consideration, tax advantage sec

ondary ......... ..................................... 4
All others (less than 4 percent mentions) ................................. 4
Not sure ....................................... 2
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TABLN .- Reeone for not selling if the minimum holding period for long.tern
capital gains had been I vear Total

investor*
(percent)

Waiting /would wait for a better tax break .................. ..... 2
Tax reasons ...................................... .-- -22
Only take a capital gain when it can be offset by a capital loss ........ 10
Wil wait/would wait until price reaches what I want to get for it .......... 18
Couldn't afford to sell, had too large a capital gain .......... f............ 18
Company has a good future-expect the stock to appreciate, holding it for

growth, would buy-not sell .......................................... 13
Capital gains do not influence my investment decisions ................. 0
All others (les than 5 percent mentions) ................................ 8
Not sure-...-......-. --...... ......................... 8

TABLE L.-OHANGES WOULD MAKE IN OVERALL INVESTMENT PATTERN IF HOLDING PERIOD EXTENDED TO 1 YEAR
IPercent!

Adjusted gross Income Age

Total $100,000 ess 565 and
Investors or more $1 35164 55to64 over

Would mike no difference it all to me,•wouldn' t make 8 ~nP .... : 1 1) 31 27 33 36 37
Mya re for Ion.t.r InVestment 2

gr ot, notI sipculior ......... 33 25 22 s0 21 28WOI Dreo active, trode, speculit,
i tversify mere .................... 12 22 2 is i

WquId be Iee acmire, tend to hodioner, .n more consrvaive ...... . 13 25 12 23 1Z 12 6Depend on myhlding (t suplement
Inc~~f . divens for ispenses,
retirement . W .......... 7 9 17l amet Smllolinatlve Investor to 9 7 6 9 1
wfr p... S, . ....... 6 2 0 5 5

Myemn are 4*0'1 11a ye
pnsldeuatlns--have fIt In my Iold.

... ... .... , ...... .. .. . " .
o n t................ ........................

Not ar...........I*~

TABLE M.-STOCKS OWNED IN 1072 THAT WERE NOT SOLD BUT WOULD HAVE BEEN SOLD IF LONOTERM PERIOD

FOR CAPITAL GAINS HAD BEEN REDUCED FROM 6 TO 3 MONTHS
IPorcentl

Adjustedgrossncome Ae

Total $100,000 th Und 65 andInvestors or more $100t000 35 to 64 65 to 64 over

. . ............ ........... . . .
. . ........ . ...

Totel ......... ...... 100 100 100 100 1oo 100 100

I Loss then 0.5 pecont.
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TADL: N.-Reaeone for selling 8took 4f the long-term oapitai paine
holding period had been reduod to 8 mont ha Total

investor#
(percent)

To realize a profit, make more money ....................... . 0
Stock was performing badly, poor stock, lost faith in company, money

more valuable elsewhere --------------------------------- 19
I always consider the tax break ..................................... 15
Stock had reached its peak-was fully priced ......................... 7
To offset a capital gain ------------------------------oo...... 4
To diversify, balance out my portfolio................................ 4
A speculative stock-to take my profit and get out ................... 4Not sure .............................................. 4

TABLE O.-OHANGES WOULD MAKE IN OVERALL INVESTMENT PATTERN IF HOLDING PERIOD REDUCE TO3 MONTHS
tin porcenti

AdjjleV= Age
Total $100,000 Les5 t Unde OS end

Investor@ or more 100,00 iiSto 54 66 to 64 over

Would mjke ng differeope it all to mo,
wouldntmaeany cnn #1" 30 21 30 26 26 87 35

Would more actve, traoe, speculate,
diveirll i.. ... 26 43 26 32 30 18 33

My pla, are I ona i v' m t
growl not al ulator .............s l 23 23 2! 27 24 22 17
Income- d ivi ends for exonnes,
retirement Into .......... 7 .......... 6 7 1lemtoos v, oPvn tot
worry ut .... . 7 1 6 7 10my ..... IN...... 6*sl

Myon dlion A e t In m~e~ yaonl 5 6 2 4 4 6
i hihor iv ih m

I ! v.. ....... ,... ... ........
Ite iwouW 1:v3ijn e$1 ....... •...........

....................... .....................
ILw than 0.5 peroet,+
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TABLE P.-CHANGE$ WOULD MAKE IN OVERALL INVESTMENT PATTERN WITH SLIDING SCALE FOR CAPITAL

GAINS TAX AND HOLDING PERIOD

1in percent

Adyated lrosaAInemo Ale

Total $100,000 L Undr 6S andInveotors -or more L1&.o 35 35 to 64 5 to 64 over

My plans are for Ion a term Investment,1m1 h, ot asweulator; ecalf changes 20 18 22 28 29 23 23
l am too amallI old newatorl.

worry about/t ......... W .......... 19 2 10 3 9 8 20
Would be les alive ton told longer,

be =o conservIie .. is 33 17 19 30 17 17Depnd on my hol[ a olomantIn¢.me-need dlvloenoda for expenses,
retIrement Ino r........ ...... 17 20 17 32 18 14 9Would mae nO dfference at aIt 1o me,wouldn't mIkeOinl anes .. ..... 13 12 13 16 16 8 10

My de slions are not Ionff t ac d V tax
n lderatilon,--ave aill In my
Oll ......... 4.... . . . 7 .7 6 1oeof vs ie, a 'pacufate, 1do rlIfy more. vo, . ,' ......... 12...

Ohr (would tot o #no ........ !1
Stor woy nvent r1o:;lr.(oi 44es Me ) .............. "'.:;

otur ...... ? Ilot sure .......... 11)..::::: , ........................................ .....
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Senator BzNTSEN. Our next witness this morning is Mr. John C.
Whitehead who ip chairman of the Securities Industry Association.

Mr. Wltehead, we are pleased to have you.
We will try to complete your testimony this morning, so if you

can hold your testimony down to 80 minutes, we would appreciate it.

STATEMENT OP lOIN 0. WMITE&&D, CHAIRMAN, GOVERNING
COUNCIL, SECURITIES INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED
BY LEON T. KENDALL, PRESIDENT, SECURITIES INDUSTRY
ASSOCIATION
Mr. WyrTHZD, Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is John C. Whitehead, and I am chairman of the Gov.

erning Council of the Securities Industry Association. In my pro-
fessional capacity I am a partner of Goldman, Sachs & Co. Accom-
panying me today and sharing in the presentation of this statement
is L on T. Kendall, president of SIA and a professional economist.

We appear before you to present our views on S. 2787 and S. 2842.
We have presented to you the full text of our statement and ask that
It be incorporated into the record of these hearings and we will now
present this brief summary of our views.

The Securities Industry Association is tho trade association of the
investment bankers and securities dealers of our country. Our mem-
bers function to raise the capital needed by our business corporations
and governmental units and to service the Nation's investment needs
of the more than 80 million individuals and institutions who own the
securities of American business,

The bills that are before you today recognize the urgent need
of providing positive incentives to the NTation's stockholders to invest
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the capital necessary to meet our country's energy needs, to -achieve
our environmental goals, and to create new jobs for our citizens.
The principles they embody should be swiftly enacted.

These bills recognize that the present capital gains tax is now
acting as a serious deterrent to individual investment. They recog-
nize that the incentives adequate for the 1950's and the 1960's are
no longer adequate for the decade of the 1970's with its capital
shortages and greater risks. The evidence is overwhelming.

First, securities values have failed to keep pace with the country's
growth. Most of our national economic statistics are at all-time
peaks yet stock prices are lower today than in 1968.

Second, the number of individual stockholders, after growing
steadily for many years, has peaked out and is now declining.

Third, for several years now individuals have been selling stocks
on balance with the proceeds flowing into savings institutions.

Fourth, individual investors have also been liquidating their in-
vestments in mutual funds. After an uninterrupted period of growth
for many years, redemptions of mutual funds exceeded purchases by
a total of some $3 billion in 1972 and 1973.

Fifth, individuals, who a few years ago accounted for more than
half of all trading activity on the New York Stock Exchange, today
account for only a quarter of all activity.

Institutions, most of whom pay no capital gains taxes on their
transactions, have come to dominate our markets.

Sixth, new issues of equity securities have become very difficult to
sell. The number of new stock issues sold in 1978 was down precipi-
tously from 1972, and it would appear now that, in spite of the tremen-
dous need for capital new equity issues in the first quarter of 1974
may be at their lowest level in a decade.

'these bills recognize that the capital gains tax, particularly since it
was increased in 1069 from a maximum rate of 25 percent to the current
maximum rate of 361/2 percent, has been a factor in reducing the flow
of savings into equities. They recognize that the time has come for
Congress to provide new incentives for equity investment in order not
only to preserve but also to enlarge the broad ownership of American
business.

Their passage would serve to create a counterbalance to the con.
centration of power of a small number of giant institutional in-
vestors over our securities markets and over our industrial corporations.
They recognize the need to provide fresh capital to meet our country's
problems.'The issue is not a matter of closing a loophole which bene-
fits the wealthy. The issue is rather to preserve and reinvigorate the
very essence of our free enterprise society, to encourage risk taking
by as many Americans as are willing to make investments in their own
and our Nation's future.

Turning now to the individual provisions of the bill, we endorse
the concept of a graduated sliding scale on long term capital gains. The
present system of taxing gains on assets held for 5, 10, or 20 years
at the same rates as those-heid for 6 months is neither logical, equitable,
nor wise from a Federal revenue standpoint. The sliding scale con-
cept recognizes that a large part of past gains are nominal, not real,
since they have been the result of inflation.
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It also recognizes the importance of unlocking the huge amounts
of locked-in gains of those investors fortunate enough to have taken
risks in corporate America in the 1950's and 1960's and who are now
reluctant to sell and reinvest in more productive assets because of the
high tax that would be payable on the fruits of their investment.

Finally, it recognizes that substantial additional revenues are likely
to flow to the Treasury as a result of the unlocking process.

As between the two bills, we are inclined to feel that the 5-year
stepdown system proposed in S. 2787 is preferable to the year-by-year
stepdowns in S. 2842, since the 5-year intervals will produce a lesser
yearend lock-in effect. We believe that investment decisions should be
as little inhibited by tax considerations as possible.

Senator BNTSEN. Let me ask you about that, if I may interrupt.
I was interested in the two approaches, too, but finally opted in the

direction of having a minimal increasing effect, year by year, thinking
that surely someone would not be foolish enough to wait 1 year to take
advantage of a very minimal drop. However, if they got out to the
3d and 4th year they might wait for. the full 5 years to get a major
drop in the tax.

Mr. WITrEAD. I think a logical case can be made for either system.
There is what might be called a secondary lock-in effect as these step
downs occur. Regardless of the length of the holding period, we feel
there is a tendency, as the new stepdown date approaches, whenever it
comes along, for a stockholder to hold back on his sale for a few
months. But we feel that if he has to look ahead 5 years before a further
step-down comes that he is not likely to let that tax saving affect his
investment decision.

Senator BEnTse. Suppose 3 years have passed I
Mr. WHTEHEAD. If more than 4 years have passed it begins to be

significant. But there would be at least a 8- or 4-year period where
it would not be consequential in his decision, whereas the year to year
stepdown might result in his being constantly aware of the change, and
it might hold him back. But I tlink it is a relatively minor point. I
think a case can be made for either side.

We welcome and endorse the provisions for more equitable treat-
ment of capital losses. The carryback and carryforward provisions of
S. 2842 will provide individuals with the same type of treatment that
the law now provides for corporations. It is indeed time to raise the
$1,000 offset of losses against ordinary income, hopefully to $5,000, but
certainly to $4,000.

We must oppose and strongly urge reconsideration of the provision
of S. 2842 which provides for a gradual extension of the long-term
capital gins ol~ing period from 6 to 12 months. In our don.
sidered judgment, this change, which runs counter to the interests
of the stockholders, liquidity of markets, and incentives to initial new
investment by potential stockholders, would undo much, if not all,
of the benefits achieved by the other provisions of the bill.

The sliding scale concept will encourage an investor at the appro-
priate time from an investment standpoint to sell his present securities.
But this is not enough. The circle must be closed. He must also be en.
couraged to reinvest the proceeds in other equities. If the tax law merely
encourages an investor to sell his present investments and put the
proce into a savings account, your objectives will not have been
achieved.
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A longer initial capital gains holding period is a serious deterrent
to reinvestment. A typical investor when he makes a new investment in
securities expects and hopes to achieve a good portion of the gain in
the early months of his investment. Many would simply not make
that investment if the tax law locked him in with an or inary income
tax of up to 0 0 percent of his gain if he sold within a, year. Many would
feel that the cards were simply stacked too heavily against him.

Furthermore, our markets 'today, dominated as t ley are by large
institutional investors, desperately need more than ever before the
added liquidity which short-term traders bring to markets. A 12-month
capital gains "period would clearly discourage that kind of liquid
trading.

Finally, we bheve that such a change will result in substantial but
indeterminate loss of revenue to the Government. In this respect we
believe that the provisions of S. 2787, which provide for the inclusion
in gross income of 100 percent of any gain if the asset was held for
up to 90 (lays but inclusion of 50 percent of the gain if the asset was
held for more than 90 days but less than a year, is clearly preferable.
Such a provision, taken together with hiberalized loss treatment, would
truly provide a positive incentive to reinvestment of the proceeds of
unlocked gains in equity securities, would encourage the muoh-needed
inflow of new capital into equities and would increase Federal revenues.

A number of other possible incentives, which would clearly benefit
the 30 million stockholders of America and enhance the ability of
busineu_-ind Government to raise new capital, have not been included
in either bill, but deserve serious consideration and would have our
strong endorsement. Several of these are worthy of mention briefly
here:

(1) Special consideration for asset-holders reaching retirement age,
permitthig them a one-time rollover of their assets without incurring
tax liability.

(2) A I$1.000 capital gains tax exclusion per year when gains do
not exceed 25 percent of earned income.

(3) Deductibility of brokerage commissions on stock transactions
as investlelt expenses.

(4) A lifetime exemption for the first $50,000 of capital gains income.
income.

We will now turn briefly to the sections of S. 2842) which deal with
the institutional .ivestor. W.e have testified previously before this sub.
committee reading the impact of institutional nvestors on our
securities markets. We continue to share your deep concern over the
tendency of large institutions to concentrate their holdings in a
relatively few securities. We believe this tendency hasliad an adverse
effect on market liquidity, has resulted in many smaller and less
l)Ol)ulal coml)anies bein g (kifled access to equity capital, and hasalerted us to the problems of increasing institttional dominance over
the markets and over the companies theyin vest in.

S. 2842 is a timely legislative recogiiition and a reasonable attempt
to deal with the implications of this trend. We note that the limita.
tons it, imposes ap)ly only to pension trust assets. We would think
the limitations, if the' bill's objectives are to be fully achieved, might
better apply to all assets over which the pension tr-ust manager ias
total or partial discretionary investment authority.

20-14--74-18
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We also note that divestiture is not required if appreciation in the
price of the shares is the cause of the violation of the-limit. We would
think this exception should be modified. The problems of concentra-
tion of ownership exist regardless of whether they came about through
purchase or appreciation. In our view, these two provisions as they
now stand could limit the bill's potential full effectiveness. Even so,
we would favor its passage as a positive indication of Congress' grow-
ing awareness and concern over the increasing dominance of the-large
institutions in our free enterprise society.

We recognize that the subcommittee is handicapped in its analysis
by a lack of hard information. We know that institutional holdings
and activity have increased dramatically in the past few years to the
point where they now dominate the marketplace.

But except for the few that choose to do so voluntarily, banks,
foundations, endowment and employee benefit funds and many insur-
ance companies do not provide information on their holdings or
trading activities to the public or to any government agency. Public
reporting should be required of all sizable institutional investors to
permit tle exercise of appropriate regulatory oversight, to honor the
principle of full disclosure and to provide i basis on which to base
meaningful responses to many of the vital questions posed by this
subcommittee. We believe that action should be taken now to provide
for such disclosure.

We certainly appreciate the opportunity to appear before this sub.
committee today. Our testimony, however, would not be complete
without acknowledging your efforts, Senator Bentsen, to focus con.
gressional attention on the adverse impact existing capital gains tax
policies and concentrated equities ownership by large institutions are
having on the 30 million individual shareholders in this country. We
earnestly urge you to continueyour leadership to remedy these new
and very rea problems of the 1970's.

We will be pleased to answer any questions you might have.
Senator BENTsm;. Thank you very much, Mr. Whitehead, for your

comments. They are helpful to us.
We had some testimony yesterday to the effect that if we had this

kind of holding limitations on bank trust departments, institutions
might be forced-into other types of investments-fixed securities rather
than equities. Well, if you have a 5-percent limitation on the amount of
assets that can go into one stock, I guess that means in this fellow's
mind that he must limit his investments to 20 stocks.

How many stocks are in the New York Stock ExchangeI
Mr. WHIT AD. I think there are about 1,600 on the New York

Stock Exchange.
Senator BmNTsEN. How about on the American ExchangeI
Mr. WHITEHEAD. Another 1,000 on the American Stock Exchange,

and some 6,000 or 7,000 in the over-the-counter market.
Senator BiENTSEX. Well, if this is really so inhibiting, and you only

have 20 that meet the investment standards, the markets are really in
pretty tough shape, are they not?

Mr. WnIrrEIEAD. It certainly seems to me that there are a number of
investments for large institutions to invest in within the equity
markets.

Senator BENTSEN. Do you really think those limitations in my bill
are so onerous and so inhbiting to an investment managerI
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Mr. WuimTgm. No, sir. I think they are very mild. I think they
are an important symbol of Congress' concern. But I do not believe
they would have very important practical effects on the investment
policies of the institutions.

Senator BrmIsEl. Well, I guess you heard me say this morning,
I think one of the very major problems facing this action is going
to be providing new capital for growth of industry in this country, and
that is why I think it is important that we take steps to try to en-
courage a free market and growth of the market.

Well, you have been very helpful, and I appreciate your testimony
and your contribution to us. We will be calling on you for additional
information as we go along.

Mr. Whitehead, thank you very much. We appreciate your contri-
bution.

Mr. WHrrMAD. Thank you very much, Senator.
[Mr. Whitehead's prepared statement, an article submitted, and Mr.

Whitehead's response to a question submitted to him follow. Hearing
continues on 1). 267.) ,

STATEMENT OF THE SECURITIES INDUSTRY AssooiATtorr, PRESENTED BY JOHN C.
WHrITEHEAD, CHAIRMAN, GOVERNING COUNCIL AND LEON T. KENDALL, PRESIDENT
Mr. Chairman, my name is John C. Whitehead and I am Chairman of the

Governing Council of the Securities Industry Association. In my professional
afiliation I am a partner of Goldman, Sachs & Company. Accompanying me
today, and sharing in the presentation of this statement is Leon T. Kendall,
president of SIA and also a professional economist.

We appear before you to present our views on S. 2787, an Act to provide a
graduated capital gains tax, and S. 2842, the Stockholders Investment Act of
1974. We appear to urge a program of new incentives in the taxation of capital
gains on behalf of our member organizations (firms who do over 90/ of
the securities business of this nation), and the over 80 million direct investors
our members serve as clients. These investors span the full range of the people
of this nation. The median annual income of shareowners in 1970 was $18,500
and the largest single group (30%) were in the $10,000 to $15,000 category.
Almost 19 million shareowners had stock portfolios worth less than $10,000
and they lived in Just about every part of the nation. Interestingly, between 1906
and 1970 the southern states led the nation in the percentage increase in
shareowners. People living south of the Mason.Dixon Line and in the states
stretching from Florida to Texas accounted for 77% of the increase in share-
ownership since 196. California is the top state In number of shareowners,
having 8.8 million, followed by New York and Illinois. (These data are all from
the 1970 NYSE Census of Shareowners.)

One further point, capital gains taxation per so is not important to secu.
cities firms themselves. The income earned by our firms in their trading and
marketmaking activity is short-term ordinary income and taxed as such. We
do not as organizations benefit directly from capital gains rates. We are, of
course, indirectly affected by the tax policies established by your Committee. We
speak to you not about our own tax problems but about our concern for the
problems of our investor constituents, our clients, and the economic health of
the nation. We also come to express our concern over the ability and willingness of
Americans to supply the financial fuel to keep this enterprise economy progressing
in a world beset by shortages of energy, food stuffs, chemicals, paper and a host
of other vital goods.

Thus, our constituency is both broad and clear. We see no conflict between
the small investor and the big investor and the noninvestor. In fact, we shall
demonstrate there is none. All have a stake in the successful operation of fb-
capital formation process.

A TRANSFER TAX ON CAPITAL

The capital gains tax is essentially a transactions tax on the transfer of
capital. Obviously, the higher the tax, the lower the turnover. High transfer taxes
must inevitably lock-in or immobilize substantial blocks of capital In the form
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* of common stock, real estate, farm land and other equities. Capital that is locked
lIto unsuitable Investnents and is unable or unwilling to move to where
it is needed frustrates the economic well-being of this nation. And to the extent
that holders of capital decide to buy or sell on the basis of considerations of
taxation rather titan economics, the capital evaluation process and the alit.
cation of productive resources become distorted. Moreover, tile growth of
inve4tment is Inhliblted and standards of living are endangered.

It is not anl accident that few countries tax long-term capital gains and,
wheLn they do, it is usually at low rates. I believe our country is ill-served by
this type of tax. This is particularly true today. With the massive needs for
capital. economists predict over the next few years a transfer tax on capital
could become especially onerous. As Senator Lloyd Bentsen said on the Floor
of the Seiiate in expressing concern over the decline it stockholders. "These trends
tire having all adverse Impact on the level of competition In our economy, and
also (lm tie ability of our economy to create new jobs and to provide tile vast
amounts of capital needed to meet such pressing challenges as our energy crisis,"

The Issue is particularly relevant to the viability of our securities markets.
Our sto('k exchanges and over-the-counter markets are not, as many would like
us to helleve, a minor appendage to our economy with some of tile characteristics
of a Lais Vegas casino. On tihe contrary, values which are struck oil these cx-
changes, hour after hour and day after day, are critically Instrumental in nile.
eating the real resources of our .economy to these uses most important to tile
American people. When priorities change, it is vital that we have a fair and
Impartial measuring Instrument, a pricing system on corporate effort.

These valuations, which are reflected in stock prices, govern the continuously
shifting structure of facilities which produce the millions of different products
and services turned out by the American economy. The continuous flow of goods
and services iln the private sector is determined by Investors' judgments on tile
long-term profit outlook for particular products And services. This judgment In
turn derives from ever-changing consumer preferences as manifested In the
demand for automobiles, appliances, TV, etc.

For example, when demand for particular goods and services declines, the
result is declining profits for their producers, lower stock values and hence lower
incentives to invest in new plants and equipment. It Is not the immediate profit
picture that affects such investments (which have a life of twenty years or more)
but rather the long-term profit outlook. But it Is this outlook which governs stock
prices and hence is instrumental 4n determining the areas of greatest input of
new production facilities. During the past decade, for example, the exceptionally
high stock market values posted for computer companies engendered a growth
rate for the industry far In excess of what would have developed were there no
organized stock exchanges. This Is a clear instance of how evolving consumer
preferences through thecomplex workings of both our product and stock markets
allocate capital. The oil crisis with its higher multiples on energy stocks is nn-
otler case ii point.

it often appears that the stock price of a company seems to move up and down
In the short-run for no discernible reason, But if we average out the uncertainties,
tile misifornation and the irrational, which tend to hbe substantially offsetting,
so long as markets are fair. the trend values of stock prices do In fact repre-
seat the hest judgments of the discounted profit-producing potential of tile com-
pany: that is. tie profit-making potential of Its physical assets, Its marketing
organiftition and its management. Relative stock prices have an unquestionably
domlnant role in the allocation of capital in the private sector of our economy.
They dictate success or failure: they dictate economic life or death.

In order to achieve tIme most efficient continuous evaluation of stock prices, and
hence the values of our existing productive assets, securities markets require
liquidity. The markets function most efficiently when transaction volume is
heavy. This requires that owners of stock be willing to sell when they Judge a
price Is too high on economic grounds. Similarly. there should be no Impediment
to the purchase of stocks when prices are considered too low. Markets should
function like a giant cross-sectional, representative public oplidon poll.

Impediments to the efficiency of our securities markets are more costly to our
economic welfare than is generally recognized. The current capital gains tax, I
believe, has clearly decreased participation by individual investors and reduced
liquidity of our stock markets. This fact combined with the concentrated buying
and selling power of institutional investors concerns us greatly.
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In my Judgment, markets would function far more efficiently without such a
transfer tax, and It is particularly important in the years Immediately ahead
that the efficiency of our markets improve. Great new burdens have been placed
on the evaluation process by the need to reorganize physical resources to meet
the shortages and needs for new capacity in basic industries like energy, chem-
Icals and paper, which suddenly abound. Moreover, every analysis of corporate
tfnanchig requirements over the next decade points to a substantial increase
compared with the past ten years, in the need for new equity capital. Efficient
stock markets are required to facilitate such financing.

Hut even on revenue grounds, there is documentation that the current capital
gains tax is too high, A lower rate would free a large block of capital assets which
are currently locked in and thereby increase rather than decrease federal
revenues.

Accordingly, we support the objectives of S. 2787 and. 2842 in their quest to
encourage capital risk-taking by both existing and prospective investors. They
would give greater liquidity and fluidity to the nation's stock of wealth and
"turn il on" again to work for the people and to solve our new national needs,
InI the same vein, we believe that the proposals advanced by Senator Blenitsen to
diffuse the concentrated power of Institutional Investors will also serve to correct
imbalances In today's market alid make them more efficient measnring rods for
corporate effort. Just as a "Prudent Man Rule" was adopted as a caton of solilid
financial Investing for the public investment Institutions of earlier times, so too
in the 1970's, the era that saw the emergence of the pension fund as the dominant
institutional investor, a "Prudent Institution Rule' Is very much III order. We
view Senator lientsen's sel f-pol litd g proposal as an Ingenious, modern equivalent
of the prudent nman rule and complinnent him for It. We will return to the speclflcs
of the Bentsen and Fannin bills shortly.

CAPITAL ARKETS: A TROUBLED AREA

One of the most unique assets of the United Stntes is its system of capital
markets. Working through a delicately meshed combination of Investment bank.
ers, brokerage firms, stock exchanges and institutional investors, the American
people have demonstratted a tremendous capacity to generate the savings and
investment dollars necessary to fuel this economy, to provide new jobs for its
youth, and to finne the needs of its people and governments. Capital is n
valuable and scarce resource-one that Is just as important but, at times, less
understood than other resources-land and natural resources, labor and manage.
meant. Capital must be mobile, that is, be in the right places at the right time. It
must be efficient, that is, produce as much as It can at as little cost. III all enter-
prise economy It must be available inI ready supply at a fair price. InI addition, as
we expand tile mobility and fluidity of our nation's financial wealth we also
enlarge the tax base of this nation. Holders of capital, along with prestAt Income
earners, need incentives to forego spending now and take on the risk of Inivesting
if growth is to occur.

There are disturbing signs that the savings and Investment capital of this nation
iM not doing the jot) It can, should and must do for the American people if our
economy is to progress and provide more Jobs and opportunities for our people
and a larger tax base for our government. The willingness of Americans to take
risk is atrophying at the same time that the risk of Investing is increasing. Many
older investors are locked In and will not turn over their savings. Others are
seeking safe rather than venturesome investments. With the aid of a series of
charts and graphs we will try to demonstrate the accuracy of these statements,

Chart 1. Securities values have failed to keep pace with the growth of this
nation. The ONP Is up, personal Income is up, personal savings is at all all-time
record. Yet, tile D)ow Jones average, representing our largest and most widely
held companies (firms that In the aggregate have almost 10 million stockholders
of record) Is lower today than li 1908. Our investment banking members tell
us job.ereating new Issues are lharder to sell. Even companies as big and basic as
AT&'r express concern over the cost and supply of new funds.
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chart 8 shows that savings deposits have been the winner of late, while directInvestment in securities has been avoided. In fact, during 1971, 1972 and 1978,people actually liquidated risk assets-they sold their stocks, Were it not forpurchases by individuals of bond funds and government savings bonds, the directinvestment figure shown on the chart would be below the zero line in all three
years,
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there is disturbing evidence In the fact that the number of Individual share-
holders in the nation today has not only peaked out, but has declined. Surveys
conducted by the Louis Harris polling organization and by Opinion Research
Corporation Indicate that after a decade or more of steady growth, fewer house-
holds respond affirmatively when asked If they own stocks, The New York Stock
Exchange reports that in 1978 there were 800,000 fewer shareholders than in 1972,
the first decline in shareholders since such data have been collected. We fear
the 1074 survey will show another such decline.

CHART 2
Savings Deposits vs.
Direct Investments
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MJ art 8 shows the trend of small orders, or odd-lots. The typical odd-lot purchaseor sale involves $1;400. The bars at the bottom of the chart show that such ordershave declined from 214 of t6tal NYSM volume in 1960 to a modern-era low, per.haps an all-time low, of 4.85 In 1918. The upper portion indicates that smallInvestors have on balance sold more odd lots than they purchased each year
since 1060.

CHART 3
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Chart 4 shows individual investors are not buying mutual funds either. Afterpurchasing funds vigorously throughout the 1960's and for a generation before
that, mutual fund holders have redeemed more shares than they purchased for
eight straight quarters and 11 out of the last 12 quarters on a net basis. In 1972,
mutual fund shareholders liquidated $1.7 billion of their holdings. In 1973, liquid.
dations totaled $1.3 billion. These are but a few of the signs that the individual
investor is no longer willing to take the risks necessary to make this economy
progress. We believe one of the reasons for this is that Incentives which once weresufficiently attractive to encourage Americans to take risks are not longer strong
enough to do the Job.

Let ine offer a siple example. Take a man who has $10,000 and puts it into a
.tivings certificate. lie can get a return of 7.00%, or $700 a year and he'll get his
Insured safe $10,000 back. Now take the sane man and ask him to put his $10,000
lIto a risk asset-common stocks. Typically, he is likely to get a dividend of
closer to 8% or $300. and is asked to run the risk that his $10,000 when he wantsIt back might be $9,000, $8,000 or $7,000, as well as $11,000 or $12,000. To encourage
a saver to take such a risk we need to give him a positive incentive-a stronger
Incentive than a few years ago. If he risks his hard-earned, already taxed monoy
to help this economy create new jobs and grow, then we should recognize that such
tax incentives are indeed a sound national investment as well.

CHART 4
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Ohart 5. One factor making It difficult to sell the broad range of new securities
to investors over the past 5 to 7 years has been the Institutionalization of our
securities markets. Large banks, Insurance companies, pension funds, mutual
funds, and the like, now account for an estimated 75% of public trading
on the NYSE.

Individuals who, as the chart shows, were in the majority as recently as 1966,
today account for only around 25% of trading. The bulk of the institutions
pay no taxes or pay taxes at rates lower than individuals. In many institutionally
managed accounts, buy and sell decisions are made without regard for short-
term or long-term tax consequences. These institutions, typically, do not buy
the new job and new tax-base creating Issues of the expanding smaller companies.
They also avoid "unglamorous" investment groups like public utilities. The de-
cline of the individual investor is damaging the liquidity of our markets P-.d the
ability of small companies and larger "unpopular" companies to raise money.

CHART 5
Public Trading Volume - NYSE
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Ohart 6. In the first three years of the 1970's the securities industry raised over
$300 billion in new capital for business and governments. The year 1978, however,
was unique in investment banking history. Typically, a year with the industrial
exuberance of 1978 and spreading capacity shortages would produce a multitude
of investment banking opportunities. The opposite proved true. The number of
debt and equity issues in the entire year, 728, was down 60% from 1972, and
In dollars, corporate financing volume was off 40%.

CHART 6
Investment Banking
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(hart 6 shown the extent of the decline. Tile number of new issues indicated
by the bars at the bottom reached a low of 150 in the second quarter of 1973, coal-
pared with over 600 in the second quarter of 1972. Tile downtrend in the dollar
value line says to us that at just the time when American business should have
been expanding capacity to avoid the shortages that were emnorging it could not
because the markets would not allow It. We are saddled with smhortages today In
good part because people (d not invest and take risks yesterday. They (lid not (1o
It because the incentives to take risks were not there.

Looking ahead, the great new challenges in developing new energy reserves,
oil. natural gas find atomic power, of financing the housing needs of American
families, of preserving the ecological balance. of financing transit systems and
other urban services iln these difficult times of high interest rates will take more,
not less, capital from more and not fewer people,. The only groul with it pool of
nlaolles enormous to meet the nation's requirements Is the great mass of American
households. Yet, the demand for more capital and for more diverse types of capital
i encountering less willingness to take risks and a desire to preserve assets,

CAPITAL GAINS TAX: A TAX ON PRoRNSs

We view the capital gains tax as a tax on progress. During the 1)0s and par.
ticularly after 10(0, Incentives offered individual Americans through the capital
gains tax became insufficient to attract them to investing. The ravges of inflation.
the ups and downs of the markets, tile alternative of high return secure savills
deposits, all prompted Investors to look elsewhere. If these trends continue, this
country will simply not have the capital to overcome the shortages we face and
to finance the expansion we seek. We must both make up for lost time and prelpare
for tie future.

If these trends continue, where will the money come front to provide new lllnt
facilities and new jobs in an expanding economy? The line huIs cone when
Congress must provide new incentives for equity investment to preserve the
broad owlierslip of Ameircan business and to avoid the concentration of power
over our Industrihl capacity lit the hands of a small number of giant Institutional
investors.

The question of the capital gains tax is not a matter of "closing a loophole"
which benefits only tile wealthy. The issue 1,s preserving tile very esetlee of 0111
free enterprise society, encouraging risktaking and providing incentives to
encourage personal and financial growth for the benefit of all Amerleo. Ameriea.s
health caullnot grow unless the personal wealth of families grows, too.

CAPITAL GAINS TAX: A TAX ON INFLATION, NOT lEAL GAINS

As a result of IlfIntion much of past gains: fire nominal, not real. Is It equitable
to tax a gain wlleh Is tile result of inflation, partlollarly whenm such ginA oim'i
hnnlued find considered for tax purposes only in the yer when ilt gin 14
realized? We think not. For example, if ail Investor bollught $1,000 wolrIlt of' stock
lit 19(12 id vold It for $1,300 lin 1)73. there wmld be no retal grlln. 'leho l min woild
enlineide with 10 years of inflation and tie tax wolld be n levy oil Infitlon rather
than oil leal gllls. Sollie 1111v- terin(d Iinflation file crulest tax of fill. A capital
gains Inx which fully taxes lltflat loll is doubly crlel.

The systell of callital glills taxation sli01hl recogilize tie dp(glegl to mbtirh
ifhttlo15n hng eopo responsilble for tle nominal dollar gain recorded oi a (.ilital

InvosIllent over tile Post several deeales. Tie table slows the (eflect of inflntion
on $100 invested in securities at different times in tile past.

VALJE OF $100 INVESTMENT AFTER INFLATION ADJUSTMENT SELECTED YEARS, 1947 TO 1972

Real volue Inflation Perrent
YeOr of $100 loss (percent) per year

1967-72 ....................................................... $A.60 14. a 3.9
1962-72 ........................................................ 72.80 27.2 2.7
19 7 -.. .......................................................... 7.00 33.0 2.2
lq52-72 ......................................................... 60.00 1n.0 2.0
1947-72 .......................................................... 51,30 48.7 1.9

Note: Price Index: GNP deflator.
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Furthermore, a system of capital gains taxation equitable for n period of
2% to 3% per year inflation, is decidedly inappropriate for a period of 4%
to 6% per year inflation. (The 1973 rate was 8.8% as measured by the consumer
price index.)

Consider the effects of a 4% and a 6% inflation rate on the nominal growth
of capital if it continues for five and ten years:

Assumed
Inflation Value of
per year Inflation $100 IN 1972

(percent) loss (percent) dollars

1972-77 .......................................................... 4 17.8 $2.19
6 25.3 74.73

1972-2 ........................................................... 4 32.4 67.56
6 44.2 55.84

If the 1973 rate of inflation were to continue for the next five years a full
34.4% of any nominal gain would be illusory and totally attributable to inflation.
If it continues for 10 years, a gain of 57% would be nothing more than inflation.

UNLOCKINO TilE LOCKED-IN GENERATION

There is a second important reason why consideration should he given to
revising the system under which long term capital gains are taxed. That is
the locked-in effect. At no time in our history has the locked-in effect been more
severe than it is today, The reasons are Inflation and the vigorous growth of
this nation over tie last several decades.

There is mounting evidence that we have spawned a whole generation of Indl-
viduals who are reluctant to sell or cannot afford to sell their security holdings
because of the capital gains tax. These are individuals who purchased risk shares
yesterday in today's growth giants, such as Sears Roebuck, Xerox, IBM, and
so many other successful American corporations. They now are unwilling to
sell their holdings as a consequence of the tax. Because these individuals will
not sell, even though they may be Inclined to do so, this capital becomes sterile,
Unless and until these gains are unlocked, the government gets no revenue and
these funds are unavailable for reinvestment in areas of new national need.

A PROGRAM TO ENCOURAO CAPITAL INVESTMENT

It Is our conviction that the encouragement of rmik-taking is a vital first step
if our capital markets and our free enterprise system are to meet their response.
abilities to the American people. Based on this conviction, we recommend the
following steps :
I. A graduated sliding scale on lontg.tcrnt capital gains

We believe the present system of taxing gains in assets held for 20 years at
the same rate as those held for six months is neither logical, equitable, nor
wise from a federal revenue view. New positive iicentives should i added to
the capital gains tax system to unlock these locked-in dollars. This can he done
by introducting tile concept of a sliding scale into long term capital gains. By
reducting the amount of gain to be Included in taxable income as the length of
time an asset is held increases, positive incentives can be given to shareholders
to unlock long held assets. A scale of the type we advocate is set forth below.
It coincides with the scale incorporated in S. 2787 and after Year 1, the percent
inclusion declines on a five year step rate basis.

Although S. 2842 adopts the principle of a graduated rate, it does so on a
year-by-year basis and at a slightly slower pace. We favor the five year step
down because we believe that the year by-year step down runs the risk of intro.
ducing a new (albeit less onerous) lock-in to the taxation of capital gains-
investors may In the final months of a year elect to wait for the next year to
reduce by another 2% their taxable gain. While this tendency to delay a sale
might also apply to the five year step-down, it would only apply in the final
months of each five-year period.
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PROPOSED LONG TERM CAPITAL GAINS GRADUATED SCALE

Effective maximumPercent tax rate I
Holding period Inclusion (percent)

0 to 3 mo .............................................................. 100 70.0
3 to 12 ino ............................................................. 50 35.0

Sto 5 yr .................................................. 40 28.0
to 10 yr ................. . . ................................ 30 21.0

to to 15 yr ........... . ;........................................... . 20 14.015 to 20 yr. ..........".[.............. . ........................... Is 10.5Over 20 yr ................................................. o 7.0

I Does not give effect to State and local Income taxes, minimum tax on tax preferences or maximum tax on earned
Income.

Who would benefit from this approach? First, it would benefit the economy by
Increasing capital flows. Second, it would benefit government finances by adding
new tax revenues. Third, It would benefit individual taxpayers-most of all,
older citizens. And, fourth, it would improve the liquidity of our markets.

Revenue Benefits of Unlocked Gaino.-In these days of federal budget strin-
gency, a liberalization of capital gains tax treatment offers this Congress a unique
opportunity to Increase tax receipts and at the same time help to regenerate the
national wealth, For every billion dollars of gain unlocked, as much as $200
million in new tax revenues might be gained, Tax Analyst Nelson McClung, while
a U.S. Treasury analyst in 1960, estimated that there were $288 billion of unreal-
Ized capital gain in equities and that 90% of these assets had been held for more
than 7 years. (Martin J. Bailey in an earlier study put the figure at $558 billion.)
Unlocking even one-half the dollars noted by McClung's research add taxing
them at, say, a 20% rate would produce over $20 billion In revenues for the govern-
ment that it is unlikely to otherwise receive. Furthermore, there are likely to be
even greater tax gains from locked-in real estate hoildings, mineral resources
and other forms of wealth.

Benefits/or the lderi,.-Estimates prepared by the Research Department of
the New York Stock Exchange based on Treasury data and trading information
show that on a dollar value basis over one.third of equities held by Individuals
are owned by persons 65 years of age and older. These Individuals, 05 and over,
trade only modestly. They hold 83% of all Individually owned equities, yet ac-
count for only 14% of the trading activity. They cannot now afford to mell. Yet,
these are precisely the people who should sell to hell) not only the ecoatomy but
oleo themselves. Consider this example: Take a pensioner who has accutitlated
equities through the profit sharing plan of Sears, Roebuck & Company. As Arthur
Wood, president of Sears, testified In 1969, a typical longterm employee on retire-
ment is likely to have a pool of Sears stock worth $100,000. The yearly dividend
yield on that stock today is less than 2%, or $2,000 a year. If that pensioner
could sell those securities and diversify his holdings, as he should, and pur-
chase corporate and other bonds yielding 7% or more, he could increase his in-
come to over $7,000 a year (and pay more taxes, too). Yet, he will not sell be-
cause of the capital gains tax.

The same problem faces a farmer, rancher or proprietor of a grocery store
who labored over a lifetime to build up his business. We do not pretend to be ex-
perts in grocery economics, but a man who took a $10,000 stake 20 years ago and
built it into a $100,000 operation has a very difficult decision to face at around
age 65, He'd like to realize what he developed and retire, but because of the tax
situation, he cannot afford it.

We offer a very specific suggestion here: We recommend that the tax code be
amended to permit individuals upon attaining the age of 05 to roll-over one
time any assets that qualify for long term capital gains tax treatment without
incurring any tax liability. This procedure would permit retiring individuals to
re-order assets they have accumulated in a manner best for their new circum-
stances, it would free or mobilize assets, and it would help the elderly without
qpsting the government any revenues.
SThe problem of lock-in Is not a problem of the elderly alone. The NYSE Share-

owner Survey of 1970 indicated that of the 21.5 million direct individual investors
making $20,000 or less, more than half made no transactions In 1969 and 1970,
m ed 29%--over 6 million-had no purchases or sales for 8 years or more. Since
1970 all signs indicate that turn-over has been reduced further. Investment ad:
visers counsel a continuous review of asset holdings. A regular review and
shifting of such investment would be in the interest of both the investor and the
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nation. We need assets working in the right places, not hibernating in the wrong
places.

Throughout this discussion of unlocking assets, we have assumed that any
gains realized would 'be reinvested. Now we hasten to point out that this will
not be so unless positive reinvestment incentives are provided. That is why we
propose a redesign of the holding period and more equitable treatment of capital
losses. The circle must be closed or the pool of risk capital will shrink. It would
defeat the purpose of unlocking if all such assets were to leave risk investment
and move to savings accounts and savings bonds or be spent. The goal is to at-
tract new funds and to mobilize existing capital through reinvestment.
II. Modernization of the holding period

The current six-month holding period, which has been part of our income tax
law since 1942, has never been a fully satisfactory demarcation point between
short-term gains. In fact, any such sharp single line creates artificiality.

The most recent study by the United States Treasury on gains transactions in
corporate stock by length of holding period covers returns for the year 1962.
We have urged new, updated studies, but to no avail. It indicates the following:
The number of gain transactions on stock held under one month (408,000) was
almost as great as the total for the entire 6-to-12 month period (432,000). See
Ohart 7. Approximately three-fourths of all short-term gain transactions occurred

CHART 7
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within three months of purchase. The New York Stock Exchange in Its various
public transaction studies has developed data which show as much as 20% of
shares sold by individuals are held for one month or less. A 1960 study by the
American Stock Exchange found that as much as 48% of the transactions in its
listed securities were In the three month and under category. Thus six months
may be a longer period than necessary to catch most short-term transactions.

This evidence plus our experience with Investors prompts us to recommend the
following:

(1) That "short term" gains be defined as those accruing from the sale
of assets held for three months or less and that these be taxed fully as or-
dinary income making the tol) rate 70%.

(2) That "intermediate term" gains (a new category) be defined as accru-
Ing from the gale of assets held between three months and twelve months and
that the ptesent 60% Inclusion treatment be accorded such gains, making the
maximum effective federal tax rate here 85%.

(8) That transactions Involving assets held for more than one year he
defined as "long terl." We believe that such longer term holdings should he
subject to the sliding scale rate treatment which I will describe later In this
statement.

The; proposed tlree-part division of the asset holding period would bring capital
gains taxation Into line with the facts of investment life. Six month holders
are neither short term not long term investors based on any data we have
been able to analyze. All available evidence, plus our own investment experiment,
shows most short term traders to be individuals who hold their investment
positions for less than three months. The intermediate three month to twelve
month tax treatment would air measurably to attract Individual investors back
to risk-taking once again. It would indicate that our government not only Intends
to remove the uncertainty among investors regarding the status of capital in-
vestment but also seeks to create positive incentives for new Investment. The
liberalized holding period would facilitate public offeringst of newer, higher risk
securities.

A recent study conducted by the Oliver Quayle organization for the New York
Stock Exchange indicates how great an impact the holding period has on investor
attitudes and actions. It shows that an increase (if the holding period from 0
months to 12 months would reduce liquidity producing transactions, A full 28%
of those interviwed would have postponed transactions and held stock longer.
A reduction In the 0 month breakpoint to three months would Increase activity
on the part of 25% of till investors and 42% of high income investors. Note also
that the effect of a reduction of the holding period to three months would increase
capital gains realizations, raising additional revenues by $138 million per year.
III. Equity in Treatment of Capital Losses

The present system of treating capital losses is inequitable. particularly when
viewed alongside the treatment of capital gains. As the current market demon.
states, the opportunity for reward Is balanced by the risk that values will de-
cline as well as rise. Front the point of view of the asset holder, realizing a loss
oni assets hurts just as much as a loss inI business or a loss from casualty or theft.
We need incentives to encourage investors to take their losses and recycle their
remaining capital.

Al investor with a long-term capitol loss can offset that loss against long-term
gains, but can carry over only one-half that loss against short-term gains and is
limited to an offset against ordinary Income of only $1.000 per year.

Ideally, In order to encourage risk-taking, tile deductibility of losses should
he as full as possible. Investors should lie encouraged to act on economic rather
than tax logic. Individuals should be provided a very &trong incentive to choose
a risk asset as against insured savings account

We propose that losses Incurred during the first 3 months be offset fully against
gains and then against ordinary Income. From 3 to 12 months, If our intermediate
term concept should be adopted, we would suggest including 50% of any loss as
an offset against gains, and then as an offset against ordinary income.

For linger holding periods, based on the premise that a realized capital loss
Is a real loss of already fully taxed dollars, we would view the 50% loss inclusion
as fair.

Finally, If the Congress feels that a limit must be placed on the capacity of
an Invektor to offset capital losses against ordinary Income in any one year, we
believe that the economic realities of the past few decades mandate a rise in the
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$1,000 annual limit on the offset against ordinary income to $3,000. The $1,000
limit has been in effect since 1942. Since that time, inflation has eroded the
dollar to where the value of the $1,000 offset in real 1942 purchasing power is
approximately $350. In addition, median family income has risen by 500%
during the intervening three decades-from near $2,000 to over $10,000.

COMMENTS ON SPEOFIC PROVISIONS OF S. 2787 AND S. 2842

We view with favor the introduction of a graduated sliding scale into our
system of capital gains taxation as proposed by both Senators Bentsen and
Mannin. This new Incentive is very much in keeping with the needs of investors
and the markets of the 1970's. We find the 5-year step-down interval set forth
In 8.2787 preferable to the annual step-down in 8.2842. The 5-year step-down
encompasses a longer time span between steps and therefore avoids the risk of
a new type lock-in wherein individuals might forego economically desirable
transactions during the latter months or weeks of each year to obtain another
2% tax benefit.

Regarding the holding period, it is evident to us that the sooner the investor
can foresee the benefits of capital gains treatment, the greater the incentive to
take the risk or new investment, Studies show that individuals purchasing se-
curities typically do so because they expect the stock to rise in the early months
of their ownership. With the clouds of uncertainty surrounding our national and
world economy, It is harder today than any time since the great Depression
to get potential investors to take that first step into new equity risks. The proposal
of 8.2787 to substitute a 3-month holding period Is a positive response to that new
reality. The lengthening of the holding period to 12 months in 8.2842, albeit
at a rate of one month per year over the next six years, is a step in the wrong
direction.

In the treatment of losses, both bills move in the direction of providing greater
Incentives to get funds moving again. Equity here is needed. In addition, it is
indeed time to raise the $1,000 offset of losses against ordinary income. We favor
raising the limit to $5,000. The proposal of 8.2842 to accord individual investors
a three-year capital carry-back and a one-year carry-over is a very positive for-
ward step. It will provide for individuals parallel treatment to that now accorded
corporations. One provision of 8.2842 regarding losses causes concern. Tile bill
would apply the same sliding scale of exclusion rates to losses as to gains. If a
long-term Investor in Penn Central stock (perhaps an employee) had purchased
200 shares at $45 per share 15 years ago, then s6ld his stock at $5 per share of the
actual $8,000 loss, only 20 percent of time loss or $1,000 could be used as a capital
loss to offset other capital gains or against income. As stated earlier, ideally it is
perfectly equitable to permit all losses to be deducted in full. A loss is a loss no
matter when it is incurred. We urge this provision be dropped.

One other element of 8.2842 concerns us. This is the repeal of the 25 percent
alternative tax as it applies to thhe first $50,000 of net long term capital gains.
The effect will be to increase the tax burden on the first $50,000 of gains for any
investor whose top tax bracket exceeds 50 percent. For a person in the 70 percent
bracket, the capital gains tax would rise immediately to 85 percent and, under
the sliding scale of S. 2842, he would not get back to his or her present 25 percent
rate status on the first $50,000 of gains for 7 to 8 years. We believe this condition
dilutes the intended impact of 8.2842 and Join with the concerns highlighted in
the testimony of The New York Stock Exchange on this point.

OTHER INVESTMENT STIMULANTS FOR TIlE 1970'S§

The need to stimulate individual participation in corporate ownership and
risk-taking has been well demonstrated. We are encouraged by the number of
proposals to do this, both from individual legislators, exchanges, interest groups
and Individuals, Other than those cited earlier, we view the following with favor:

A $1,000 capital gains tax annual exclusion when gains do not exceed 25
percent of earned income.

Increase from $100 to $200 the dividend exclusion.
Permit commission paid on stock transactions to be deductible from

ordinary income as investment expenses.
Permit a lifetime exemption for the first $50,000 of long-term capital gains

income.
Such incentives in combination by increasing individual participation in equity

investment would create a strong counter force to istitutional concentration and
29-14---74-17
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encourage markets that can be free rather than artificially constrained by
stultifying rules and regulations.

Let us turn now to the sectors of S. 242 concerned with the institutional
investor.

LIMITATIONS IN S. 2842 ON CONCENTRATION OF PENSION FUND INVESTMENTS

We have testified previously before this Subcommittee regarding the impact
of institutional investors in the stock market. We continue to share your deep
concern over the tendency of at least certain institutions to concentrate their
holdings in a relatively few securities of the country's largest companies. We
believe that this development is having an adverse effect on market liquidity
and is resulting in many smaller and often newer companies, which are the life
blood of a continuously regenerating enterprise economy, being denied access to
equity capital at reasonable prices to finance their growth. In addition, we fear
investment concentration could cause the development of a Japanese-style eco-
nomic-industrial complex where a handful of giant institutions control most of
the larger corporations.

8.2842 is a timely legislative recognition and an attempt to deal with certain
implications of this trend in the area of private non insured pension funds. The
following table shows the vigorous growth in pension funds in Just the past few
years:

ASSETS OF PRIVATE NONINSURED PENSION FUNDS
IBillo0s of dollars

Year Book value Market value

9 ................................... ........................................ 617 72.810

11............................................................ 74.2: 4 8511.0 900

In brief, it shows that pension fund assets doubled in six years-from $72.8
billion in 1966 to $150 billion in 1972. The bulk of these funds are invested in
common stocks. Moreover, it appears that management of these funds is highly
concentrated in the hands of a relatively few investment managers, and that
many such managers have shown a tendency to concentrate their pension fund
investments in a narrow spectrum of institutionally-favored stocks. S. 2842 seeks
to provide a check and balance to this tendency through a modern application
of the time honored prudent man investment principle.

We believe that application of such a principle to pension fund Investments
would serve two beneficial purposes; first, it would ameliorate the stultifying
effects on the securities markets which have resulted from over-concentration
in a few stocks: and second, It would assure that the door to new equity capital
is kept open to smaller and newer companies. There are sound legal and his-
torical precedents for the adaptation of the prudent man rule in the form of a
prudent institution" rule. Generally the purpose of the rule has been to require

risk diversification, and therefore risk minimization, in fiduciary investments.
In varying forms it has been applied by law specifically to the investment port- -
folios of diversified mutual funds, life insurance companies, savings banks, as
well as finding statement in numerous general statutory and common law stand.
ards governing trusts and estates. (See Sauvain, Inveatmew Managem t (3d ed.
1967) pp. 547-48, 619-28, 629). We believe that this cardinal principle in keeping
with historical precedent can appropriately be applied also to this modern task,
to guard against the concentration of enormous pension resources in the securities
of only a few large corporations. Parenthetically, we note that there is also
precedent for effecting such a requirement through the Federal tax laws. For
example, mutual funds and real estate investment trusts must, among other
things, satisfy certain diversification tests in order to qualify for special treat-
ment under the Code. This approach also promises greater administrative
convenience and less likelihood of market disruptions than might be the case
with other approaches to the problem of investment concentration.
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The survey report, "Equity Trading and Investment by Trust Departments,"
recently published by the American Bankers Association, disputes the claim
that bank trust departments have tended to concentrate their holdings in a
narrow range of investments. We are pleased to note this record for banks
generally, for we have suspected that this Is so. Our concern has been over the
actions of those few bank managers who might be tempted to excessive concentra-
tions. Indeed, the remedy proposed in S. 2848 is as a practical matter so mild, so
In accord with sound principles of prudent investment management, that hardly
any pension fund manager will be affected. However, what is significant, in our
opinion, is this expression of deep concern by the Congress over the increasingly
concentrated power of these institutionalized funds and of the need to set forth
reasonable safeguards as to how such power can be exercised in investment
markets.

Let me also state that all of us-and I certainly do-believe in the maximum
freedom for investment judgment. But there are ties when we believe this con-
sideration must yield to over-riding national needs. It is of overwhelmingly
greater importance to the nation to preserve the securities market and a broadly-
based capitalistic system than to have a few giant investment maangers free
to exercise their unfettered judgment.

We wish to reiterate a concern expressed to this subcommittee last summer
regarding the need for more facts and figures on the role of institutional investors
In the securities markets.

Regular and comprehensive institutional reporting was the major legislative
recommendation of the SEC Institutional Investor Study undertaken pursuant
to a Joint Resolution of the 90th Congress. We believe that public reporting
should be required of all sizable institutional investors. This would permit the
development of appropriate regulatory policy, honor the principle of full dis-
closure, and provide a basis on which to fashion meaningful answers to many
of the vital questions posed by this Subcommittee. We believe that such action
taken now would provide important new facts and insights permitting fuller
understanding of the effects of all types of institutional investing on markets,
capital formation and economic activity.

(From the Journal of Commerce and Commercial (Now York), Feb. 8, 19743

WHzsz HAvE ALL THE INVESTORS GONE?
Everybody knows by now that the individual investors have been deserting

the stock market in droves for several years. What everybody does not know is
that this trend is depriving American business of a source of capital, resulting
in its complete dependence upon debt which now is being pushed high enough
to be dangerous.

There are ample grounds for disillusionment about the stock market on the
part of individuals, Average yield on stocks of the best grade is far below what
can be had on savings deposits alone, to say nothing of other avenues for em-
ployment of money. Glamor stocks are selling ex-glamor; growth has become
something that is no longer assured. The general idea has been that this is one
of those things about which nothing can be done. On the contrary, much can be
done.

In 1971, 1972 and 1978 people heavily sold stocks in order to employ funds as
savings. In recent years even investments in mutual funds have been cashed
in faster than new investments have been made. The share of individuals in
trading volume on the New York Stock Exchange has fallen from a peak of 6
per cent in 198 to less than 80 per cent. The fact that the stocks individuals have
sold have moved into institutional hands does not indicate they are adequate
substitutes for the risk-taking individual investor who is now wanting out.

What can be done to remedy this situation was recently outlined by Henry H.
Fowler, one secretary of the treasury we had who really worked hard at that Job,
and who has of late been working equally hard for the investment banking firm of
Goldman, Sachs & Co., of which he is a partner. Mr. Fowler's remarks were
made in a 20-page speech before the National Canners Association and his
prescription got inadequate public notice.

The inadequate public notice probably was due to the fact that Mr. Fowler
didn't get to the real point of his speech until he had reached Page 18 of the 20
pages it occupied. Anyhow, the point he made, was that the percentage of the
long.'term capital gain that is taxed as ordintry income should be reduced to 80
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from 50 per cent. This would make the maximum rate 21 per cent on long-term
capital gain of an individual in the top 70 per cent income bracket instead of the
current 35 per cent, with correspondingly lower rates for taxpayers in lower
brackets.

Mr. Fowler also would graduate downward the rate of inclusion geared to the
length of the time period investments were held-for example: decrease the
percentage of gain at five-year intervals up to 20 years to, say, a minimum of 10
per cent.

While this might not lure back to the stock market all the 800,000 Individuals
who are estimated to have quit stock investment since early In 1072, it would
provide a definite incentive for those on the way out to stay in stocks and, over
time, might lure some of the quitters back.

We recognize that any suggestion for easing capital gains taxation runs
counter to current political philosophy seemingly adopted by Republicans, of all
people, that it is better to prevent a few millionaires from getting richer than it is
to provide a wide and growing stock market as a source from which business can
ralse capital with which to expand.

Mr. Fowler, indeed, Is at pains to explain that what he proposes is nothing
new; indeed, when Mr. Fowler was a struggling undersecretary of the treasury
under President John F. Kennedy he worked the idea up and Mr. Kennedy in-
corporated it In his tax message to Congress in 100.3. To quote Just one paragraph
from that message:

"The tax on capital gains directly affects investment decisions, the mobility
and flow of risk capital from static to more dynamic situations, the ease or dif-
ficulty experienced by new ventures in obtaining capital, and thereby the strength
anl potential for growth of the economy."

Congress didn't buy Mr. Kennedy's proposal, and since 1968 there has been a
steady exodus of the vital risk-taking individual from the stock market, which
has had much to do with the current depression In the securities business and
which has brought up a new specter not present in the 103 period-the mush-
rooming of debt of all kinds to reckless and dangerous levels which, in the case
of corporations, would have been obviated had there been an adequate market in
recent years for new shares.

Maybe the Ideas espoused by Mr. Fowler and sponsored by President Kennedy
in January 1008 were in advance of their time. Maybe their time has now come.
To us Mr. Fowler's rewriting of his prescription of 1063 seems exceptionally
timely for much of what now ails our financial markets.

QUESTION AND ANswER

Qttcxtion. Mr. Whitehead. the tax laws can have a very real effect on tim will.
inguess of a financial institution to take risks and to compete. now would you
compare the effects of the Federal tax laws on banks and market-making secu-
rities firms like your own?

Mr. WHITEHEAD. First, banks pay taxes at much lower rates than securities
firms. This places securities firms, especially as It concerns their invemtmnt ibank-
Ing risk-taking In new financing and their market-making, at a distinct disadvan-
tage to banking type organizations. Figures taken from a recent New York Stock
Exchange study show how much more taxes brokers pay on net income than
banking organizations.

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS' INCOME TAX AS A PERCENT OF ECONOMIC INCOME, 1965-71

Savings Mutual
Brokerage Commercial and loan savings

Year firt I banksI associations' banks$

1965.............................................. 40 23.0 15.2 3.3
1966 .............................................. 23.0 16.9 6.1
967 ................................... 42. 22.0 13.2 3.4
IO9....................................... ?. 21.8 15.8 .
19.. 17.0

70........................46.5 2'01971 ........................................... . 45.6 1 8 21:0

I "Statistics of Incomol" Internal Revenue Service; 1970-71, 12 sample NYSE firms.
' Data for 1965 to 1967 are from Treasury study cited In (1I). The 1968-71 tax ratios were cilcutated by Wart)J. Kane,
Fert I income Tax Burdens of Commrcici Ianks and Si ngs and Loan Associations: A Study In Legislative Kelstions

1972,1" p. 6. (Kane Is Everett 0 Reese, Vrofesbor of banking and monetray economics the Ohio State University.)
83 Tax Reform Studies and Proposals, I pt. 3, U.S. Treasury Department, Feb. 5. 1g,, p. 460.

Not avalabl.
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To ine these data say that securities firms paying taxes at double the bank rate
would find it extremely difficult to compete head-to-head with a bank In the
marketplace. Furthermore, the large super-bank is probably more richly endowed
with capital, has at its disposal a large body of public deposits and has a more
sizable infrastructure of additional services to offer to the potential customer.
It call, If it desires, give away the brokerage to attract deposits or to sell
certifieates of deposit. If public policy Is to have as its goal the encouragement of
risk-taking by Anericans and the financial institutions which serve thent
through the development of various types of loss reserves and other Incentives
for financial Institutions. then. Ili thi interest of c(iuity, I believe that securities
firns in determining their tax lill should be permitted to employ procedures coni-
parable to those now employed by bankimg-tylue orgailizationls.

The record of tile past several years would indicate that had such a procedure
lien it operation, securities flris would have been able to weather much nore
adroitly the cyclical and volatile conditions which have afficted our Industry,
Public policy and the desire for public confidence In markets and mnarketnakers
would have been efficiently and effectively served.

Furthermore, we are led to believe that one result of the emergence of one-bank
holding companies and one reason for their success is the fact that they call
utilize in various ways the public tax privileges available to banking In ways that
their single line comletitors cannot. It may well Ie that tile alhged efficiency of
bank-holding companies is a function not so much of managerial prowess as
discrepancies In tax treatment.

Senator BENTSKIN. 0111- lieXt witness is Mr. Thomas Corcoran, senior
partner of Corcoran, Foley, Youngman & Rowe.

Mr. Corcoran, you have appeared before this committee before and
you have made contributions, and we are looking forward to one this
morning.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS G. CORCORAN, SENIOR PARTNER,
CORCORAN, FOLEY, YOUNGMAN & ROWE

1Jr. ('oncoiN. My comments relate to those provisions of S. 2842
which deal with the'gradlated taxation of capital gains. As you lmve
said, I have al)peared before the committee before. I have'asked to
testify this second time only so that in the p)lethora of suggest ions 11ade
to the committee, many of them good, sight, will not'be lost of the
central idea which faces the Congress.

This, committee is essentially, tr.ini.. . as has been tried bv manySecretaries of tihe rrea-urv liefore, to find a politically feasible eo-
nomic formula that wouldl permit the continued use of the capital
gains tax idea to stimulate alld maintain the entire ecoliolny for tile
benefit of labor and capital alike in suddenly changed circumstances
which require enormous amounts of capital to sustain a new tech-
nology, while a growing l)lic sentiment, which does not apl)reciate
its usefulness, is being raised against the entire cal)ital gains tax
conception at all.

As I listen to my friends in the capital business talk about this
problem, they do not seem to understand that this is a political and
not an economic problem and that pragmatically they have to face the
fact that there is enormous sentiment in this country which does not
understand the usefulness of the cal)ital gains idea from tie point of
view of labor and from the point of view of people not in the invest-
ment business, and that that simply has to be taken into account if we
are going to find any workable solution in time-and the timing, as you
says; is Important for a long-term sustaining of a new technology
which we have to have now.
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Tangentially, I participated in the first deliberations about this
problem during the 1934 act. It was part of a package of the thinking
about the capital market in the same year Benjamin Cohen who is
here with me and myself were working vith congressional committees
on the so-called Stock Exchange Act. 'We first then faced the problem
of a significant change in the economy after the depression similar
to what we face today. And we first then attempted the adaptation of
the tax law as well as the securities laws to a solution along the lines
embodied in the principles of S. 2842. I am therefore adding as a sup-
plement to this statement the relevant portions of the 1934 act, not
arguing for it, buf to put it down as the predecessor of this problem.

In my testimony before this committee on September 28, I further
tentatively suggested that the maximum rate of the percentage of capi-
tal gains subject to tax should not be higher than the applicable tax
on the taxpayer's current earned income-that is, higher than 50 per-
cent. Under this formula the capital gains tax I suggested would be
higher in some cases than the proposed tax on capital gains on all assets
held for 5 years or less as provided in S. 2842. This is because it has
been noted by opponents of the capital gains principle particularly in
labor circles, that it is from that present lower tax from which S. 842
begins its graduated reduction. Therefore the people who are opposed
to the capital gains tax in principle say that even this particular ver-
sion of S. 2842 constitutes a new advantage to the man with capital
gains.

I offered that higher suggestion without too fervent conviction one
way or the other, as a possible basis for political compromise with those
who would insist to the bitter end that, even on a long-term basis. the
so-called capital gains concept should be abolished and all gains taxed
on the same earned income basis. Of course,. specific percentages. either
on rates or on base, are not sacrosanct. The Wall Street houses un-
doubtedly feel justified in asking for time to adjust themselves for an
extension of the period from 6 months to 1 year in which, under S. 2842.
gains are treated as short-term gains. But while thus doubling the
stated period on the short-term gain from 6 to 12 months S. 2842 has by

chasing out over a period of 6 years, tried to meet some of WallStreet's problems.

There may also be reasonable suggestions to consider lowering some-
what the percentage of gains on intermediate term holdings to moder-
ate excessive rise in a bull market and excessive declines in a bear mar-
ket by encouraging selling of long-term investment on scale up when
the market for the shares is excessively high and repurchasing on a
scale when the market is excessively low.

The political-economic mix this committee is trying to deal with as
a practical matter is similar to that which confronted the Congress in
1934 and hte problem which President Kennedy attempted to reach at
the time he sent down the recommendation which you. Mr. Chairman.
quoted a moment before.' There is now, as there'was then. a highly
articulate dissatisfaction with the present tax policy on capital gains.

"See attached statement of Ilenry IT. P'owler. Tnder Secretary to Reretary
Douglas Dillon in the Administration of President Kennedy and Secretary of the
Treasury In the Administration of President Johnson; also. statement of Secre-
tary of the Treasury Dillon regarding President Kennedy's 1968 tax message.
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Some contend that the tax is too low, others contend that the tax is too
high and there is arguable merit in both situations.

As an economic fact, the present law treating all capital gains on
capital assets held for more than 6 months as long-term capital gains
thereby gives inequitable favorable treatment to capital gains on capi-
tal assets held for 7 months, compared to capital gains on assets held
for 5, 10, or even 20 years, which have taken the entrepreneurial risks
longer. As a political factor, however, whatever opinions, whatever
there may be, there is also a sentiment in this country which even oppo-
nents have to recognize as powerful. That sentiment considers the
present law at least obviously, excessively favorable treatment on capi-
tal gains held for no more than 1 year. It is growing in political
strength, and almost certain to grow stronger about all capital gains
treatment, if there is a recession, and increased unemployment at the
time of the next election. TIhis is expressed in the slogan, "What a man
earns with his hands should not be taxed less favorably than what a
more fortunate man earns with his money." And that is uppermost in
the thinking of the politically powerful labor interests today.

There is no point trying to deny the existence of this political fact
and its relevance to what is politically possible in any administration
or Congress. Even today, it appears in suggestions for new preference
taxes already offered in the Senate. Even present so-called preference
taxes with of course help from other factors, have pushed the tax rateon capital gains in equity investment to a point ad ttedly dr on
the economy. For large'investors today, the effective tax, Fedeiral and
State, particularly in the large capital markets where the States have
high capital gains taxes is not far from 50 percent.

Taking into account only an unavoidable secular rate of inflation of
around percent a year, a man who keeps his own capital in his own
business for 20 years will lose 40 percent of its value in 20 years. If the
present unprecedented rate of inflation continues, lie could, in 20
years, lose most of its value.2 If, on top of that risk, he then has to face
paying, in taxes, 50 percent of the gains of his life work, when he wants
orhas to liquidate, the gamble is statistically prudently not wise and
investors are acting accordingly.

The present law, therefore, deters necessary investment by being
excessively harsh on capital gains on investments held for years, sub-
ject not only to business risks over such a long period, but to the secular
depreciation of the dollar over the years. The whole of such gains can-
not fairly be treated as current income in the year they are taken. Dif-
ferent considerations from those which govern short-term investment
are entered into when you consider long-term investment, and what is
fair for the man who risks his capital, and in many instances makes
the best of his energy to develop his investment, which amounts to his
own business, over a number of years. If he wants to sell after a num-
ber of years, it does not seem fair to him that gains accumulated over
those years should be taxed like ordinary current income for any one
year.

Therefore, to get the best energy of the people with the knack for
technical development, you must provide incentive for them to give
the best they can to keep them going through a period which has not.

' See studies of Ronald Foulis Esq. on p. 277.
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kept up with the best to offer in the technological field, and the best to
ofler in keeping industry alive and alert, particularly when manage-
ment is now completely (livorced from an active stockholder's interest.
Thoughtful men in the Treasury have always recognized this, and
ha ve tried to meet the problem by a form of averaging which does not
work out evenly, as between individuals, and in all circumstances. The
nearest approximation to fairness in this field considered feasible by
the men who first considered the problem in 1934 was the device adopted
of graduating the capitall gains tax downward, del)endent on the length
of time the capital assets were held in jeopardy by the taxpayer to the
presumptive benefit of the entire economy, iichtl'ding labor. It was a
rough measure of equity, but the nearest to equity that could then, or
can now, be devised. And in its section 117, annexed hereto the 1934
act. which was the predecessor of the present proposal, the Treasury
sought by this device to reduce controversy regarding capital gains.

ll earl ier test imony, I suggested thatthe principle of the graduation
downward of the 1934 act, and of this act, should not stop at 10 years,
but should be continued to the 20th year, so as to cover investment held
during the average man's working life, that is, the investment of an
entrepreneur not necessarily an investor in securities but more likely a
man who develops his own farm, his own business, or his ow'n home,
and who hangs on to it. until the end of his working life. This would
involve adding the following paragraphs to the 1934 act, and a relevant
change in this act: that is, "25 per centum if the capital asset has been
held for more than 15 years, but not more than 20 years; per centum
if the capital asset has been held for more than 20 years."

All witnesses before this committee have agreed that the country
desperately needs mor'e and more infusion of capital into e quit in.
vestmient to keep the U.S. economy as technologically superior to all
others as we u:ed to be and, therefore, comistantly Supplying newer

md better jobs. 'This superiority in tools and equiimttent to keep IT.S.
labor' time tIost. productive in ihe world has been the indispensable
l'umtom' for mainta ining the superior American standard of living for
hlior, pro(liuer. anld conJsumletr'' alike.

Bitt to repeat : whimt imldtmenient. even now. is there for a prudent
investor to tltmae a cimamu'lv e(1lityv investi-lient, rather than getting an
S-ercent re tur. on high-grade bmids. or 5 lereent on tax-exempt
seqm'ities? The poimtt is proved by today's times-earningq.'s market. for
pm'i'es for the seemt'ities of the bestU.S. companies. This committee has
always seen cleatrlv that. for the overall (.food of the U.S. economy, that
the tlx law, although depdendlent on a public attitude favorable to entre-

'eneiurial equity investment. should establish a clear difference, a
wide ditch. between the speculative trading prof its of (a) a taxpayer
dipping in and out of capital investment on' short-term speculation. and
(b) the profits of entrepreneur investors contributing permanently to
tie econotny with long-term investment; risking their own capital.,not
through 3 months, 6 months, or 1 year. in a quickie business enterprise,
bit through the predictable ups and downs of the 1 or 10 years neces-
sary to establish a business on a. solid basis.

The problem of Wall Street in attracting the small investor back into
securities is a real problem for the street. But it is possibly too iffy in
terms of time to be central to the Nation's capital nrobletn. In the
difficult competition the U.S. economy now faces, with every competi-
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tive asset it once had now shared or confiscated by others, the investor
the committee is really looking for is not so much the small, but the
sophisticated, comparatively large investor, whether "locked in" or
otherwise. He is not likely to wait to get over an emotional scare of
having been burned since i968, and he also has substantial funds imme-
diately to shift or invest. In most instances, that kind of investor can
be expected to devote his personal attention and energy to develop his
investment, whether controlling it as owner, or whetlier as a substan-
tial, long-term stockholder in another's business. le therefore will
watch the management as though it were his own business, with the
beneficial result that the management is tighter and more efficient.

Certainly, as we now meet foreign competition, we are beginning
to wonder whether absentee ownership of widely distributed securities
ownership, rapid turnover of investment. and c6nglomerate aecumula-
tion, makes the competence of IT.S. business management, the efficiency
and long-view equivalent of the owner-management on which our
economy grew. Considering the inroads foreign management has lately
made il fields once the worldwide market for Amneridin machinery ,
there is indeed reason to wonder.

A favorable balance of payments necessary to import foreign raw
materials will not forever last, based on temporary agricultural su-
premacy, since agricultural self-sufficiency is certainly the first objec-
tive present customers of U.S. foodstuffs will seek to obtain for them-
selves.

Now, the first attempt. in the 1934 statute, was submerged by needs
of financing an expanding war economy, and wartime limitation on
earned income. But the general principle embodied in it. as resurrected
in S. 2842, was a politically tenable distinction between-

(a) short-time capital investment which, to the public who
earn their income with their' hands rather than theh' money and
the majority of Congre88 I't'8efletil g that majority of the public,
fee,; like earned ineomne. and

(b) truly long-term investment which, the 8ame public who
earn their money with, their hand8 rather than their money. and
the majority of Congreme r'epre8enting that 8ame public, acceptM
a8 different from earned income.

The need of judgment as to where that politically tenable distinction
must be drawn becomes more clearly demanded every day by the pres-
ent equity investment needs of the economy, on one side, and the
ideological demands on the other of an increasingly sophisticated pub-
lie for what is deems "justice" in taxation.

I therefore only want to emphasize in this presentation, without
presuming to make the judgment demanded of you, that whatever
details are worked out in its implementation as a balance of interests
involved, the central purpose of this S. 2842 is essential, that is, a clear
distinction acceptable to the public in tax treatment between short-
term speculative investment of capital and long-term entrepreneurial
investment of capital. It is truly essential to the future functioning of
the whole U.S. entrepreneurial economy by which labor in partic-
ular, as well as the producer and the consumer of this country,
benefit. As you have said, Mr. Chairman, the time has come when. for
the good of the whole economy, the investment decisions have to be
investment, and not tax decisions. Tax laws are the chief instrument
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of public policy to encourage, and not discourage, truly investment
decisions. This search for machinery for encouragement can and should
be carried out fairly and equitably without giving an unfair advantage
to any one group of taxpayers or without yielding to the intransigence
of ideologues.

As has been brought out in other testimony, the investment industry
and its service to the entrepreneurial instinct of the average American,
to invest in jobs rather than keep gold ini a sock, needs cons,,ow pro-
tection and direction by the U.S. Government since the industry is
doubt fully able to attain the unity adequately to help itself.--

It is the only asset we have left in relation to our overseas competi-
tors, who otherwise now compete equally with us for raw materials
and who are the donees of our technology and our capital market. I
would even hopefully dare venture that, as the balance of interests
is worked out to this end, it may become clear to the investment com-
munity that the price now p aid for a theoretically perfect liquidity
in the national securities markets under the present 6-months rule may
have been part of the reason for undesirable results in the investment
markets that are more dangerous to the industry than loss of liquidity.

Perhaps for its own future good, the investment capital industry
itself, now unhappily going through the grinder of self-reorganization,
could consider in self-examination whether perfect liquidity is worth
the price of public disillusionment and the discouragement of equity
investment.

Despite our present difficulties, we do not despair about the future
economy of the United States, or the maintenance against demobiliza-
tion of our job-giving industrial power. We have only to realize from
the oil awakening that it is going to be a different kind of an economy,
and that we have to think about the future, on a long-term basis, as
being different from the past, in our tax tis in our other laws. If we are
now a have-not-nation-to-be in raw materials--and I was very im-
pressed by the fact that, the other day, it was estimated that in 1980,
we are going to be importing even 50 percent of our most essential raw
material, iron-we can compensate with an even better natural re-
source of concentrated scientific ability, drained from the whole world
over the past 20 years by our bold scientific experiments of the last
generation If we do not forget the support of basic science research,
that natural resource of scientific ability can eventually invent substi-
tutes of constantly decreasing cost, as in the past we invented nylon to
replace silk, synthetic rubber for the automobile, synthetic nitrate for
our farms, synthetic nonfossil fuel for everything, a prospect for ever
increasing higher productive and higher paying jobs.

But, as other, better-qualified witnesses have unanimously testified,
it will take capital, long-term capital in enormous quantities to reach
and sustain that ever superior technology which will ever produce
such industrial and job opportunities. And it will take deliberate in-
centive for individuals to risk the investment of their individual
capital to produce such opportunities and such jobs. The real problem is
how to convince the ideological opponents of any capital gains differ-
entiation from earned income tax that the differentiation benefits them

a See President's message to Congress on incipient shortage of essential materials.
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as well as the fellow whom the whole Nation needs to help the whole
Nation with the investment of his capital.

What may make the difference in the availability of that sustain-
ing, long-term capital to the economy and industrial power of the
United States, and the superior American standard of living of em-
ployer and employee alike, is the accuracy of the far-seeing judgment
of political economic balance, what ever its details, you are seeking
il St . 2842.

Senator BENTSEN. Thank you, 'Mr. Corcoran. You have very elo-
quently stated the case. You are one of the founding fathers of the
security laws in this country, and I see another one of the founding
fathers in our audience,. Mr. Ben Cohen.

Would it be fair to state that you are in general support of the
principles of this bill ?

Mr. Collcon.N. Yes, certainly.
Senator B.NTSEN. You make a strong case tait the American worker,

really has an awfully important stake in a healthy capital market. Do
you think that they hully accept and understand this interrelationship?

M r. ConconA. To 1e frank, at the l)resent time, no, and that is why
I am making this statement. But I think they can be convinced.

Senator BEN-Ts FN. Let me ask you about the graduated capital gains
tax. If it is true that you have as much as $200 billion of capital
locked in because of current capital gains rates, do you think it would
follow that the Government would actually increase its revenue by
adopting the provision such as this?

Mr. Concon,%-. I have always understood, from what inquiries I
can make, that the answer is tentatively yes. It depends upon a great
many factors. But (ertainl y, it vould be no less.

Of course, there are times, Senator, w'hen it might be to the advan-
tage of a long-term investor, and for the advantage of tbe economy of
the Nation that a long-term investor stay with his investment and
does not seil. For instance, take a situation where there is a raid on a
company, and a bunch of proxy hunters go out and grab a lot of the
floating small investor stock. It may not be to the benefit of the com-
pany to be taken over. It might be a situation where an investor who
holds on to his stock will be doing a service to the country by sitting
tight and not going along with a bad takeover.

Senator BENTSEN. But all of these are economic decisions.
Mr. ConcoRiAx. There is another situation. You read the other day,

of course, in the Wall Street Journal about fear of foreign takeovers
of too many American companies. From labor's point of view, a for-
eign investor, used to treating labor as Europeans treat labor, can-
not be expected to have as favorable a labor policY as a present Amer-
ican owner. It might be, then, a good point for such economy con-
sideration that a long-term investor not dump his stock but to stay
"locked in."

Senator BENTSEN. Let is look at the other situation. Entrepreneurs
faced with the present problems of the equity market would be more
vulnerable to selling out to foreign takeovers.

Mr. CoRcoRAx. That is right.
Senator B~mTssx. Let me read you a quote from a previous Finance

Committee report on the Revenue Act of 1988:
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There is no tax under existing law. If the taxpayer transfers his money from
one bank to another, but there may be a very heavy tax if he wishes to transfer
his investment from one bond in one company to a bond in another company.
Thus, an excessive tax on capital gain freezes transactions and prevents tile free
flow of capital In ' productive investment. The effect of the present system, of
these kinds of tax rates on capital gains, is to prevent any individual with sub-
stairtal capital from Investing in new enterprises, and that Is unfortunate,
because it adversely affects the employment situation.

That is a quote, and I agree that is right. For example. sometimes
you see a man who has been in an enterprise for a long time. He would
really like to sell out, but it takes an overt. act and if he has a 35 per-
cent capital gains tax, he says, "well. why should T do it and iminedi-
ately decrease by assets by that much?" So, he. just will not sell.
And in that kinl of a situation, capital does not seek its most pro-
ductive usage.

Mr. ConconAx. May T make one other suggestion ? I have been listeln-
ing about the problems of financing small enterprises. I agree with
the need for doing something about it. I agree with the desperate
need in the particlilar situation for encouraging it, because, Senator
with all these new substitutes that we are going to work out, we could
possibly offer the opportunity for new adventures in technology.
It is much more likely that the little fellow would take a chance
on a radical departure in technology than a big fellow who, like an
automobile company has to write off an enormous investment, as the
automobile companies would with disastrous results on the balance
sheet have to write off the plants manufacturing the internal coin-
bustion engine.

But from my experience there is one thing you have to be careful
aboi.t. Many a small company is floated with enough money in the
issuing price to give it initial capital, but without provisions for the
future. The issue is put out, say, at, 10. Then, it begins to work up
in the market and little investors rush in. Now, if the smart investor
can get out on the rise with capital gains at the end of 6 months, tie
fellows who are shrewd speculators say. "Well, we have had the rim
out of this one." and they get out. But'the little fellow rides with his
investment and he often rides it down below issue price so that, so
for as the market record of that new issue is concerned, it has gone
up. and then it has collapsed.

What that comoany tries for the second infusion of canital. that bad
record makes it all bit impossible to get that capital. That has to be
thought of too. Sucking the small investor into a new enterprise is
not necessarily permanently good for a new enterprise.

Senator B13 ITsVM. I agree, Mr. Corcoran, There is where the invest-
ment bankers must have some self-discipline in this kind of a situa.
tion.

Mfr. Co6conAR-. That is right.
Senator BIMPT N. But what concerns me is the political problem

of making it understood to the man whose job we are trying to pro-
tect, and to the man for whom we are trying to create a new Job. You
read about the fellow who won the daily double, and that is dra-
matized, and that is high profile. But T have been out at that racetrack
and I have seen all of those torn-up ticket stubs, and that fellow never
makes the news. And that is why the man who takes thd risk, if he
is going to take it, ought t6 be able to keep some of it.
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Mr. Coitcot,%N. And that is why I have thought it would not be im-
-pertinent if, for the benefit of all of the other people who have testi-

& -' lied, I just drag this dragon right out on the table. Somebody has got
to give--everybody has got to give something. Nobody can get every-
thing he wants, if we are going to work this out.

Senator BL.xTsEN. Mr. Corcoran, you have been very helpful,-as
always.

In concluding this sound of hearings we have had a number of very
prolninent and very able men testify. Obviously they did not all agree
with the provisions of this bill and some of them have made some very
constructive recommendations for modifications. I think it has been
helpful and this is the way I think the congressional hearing process
ouiht to work.

Thank you very much. We will stand in recess.
[Mr. Corcoran s prepared statement with attachments follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF THOMAS 0. CORCORAN

These comments relate to those provisions of S. 2842 dealing with the graduated
taxation of capital gains.

I have asked to testify a second time only so that in the plethora of sug.
gestions offered to the Committee sight will not be lost of the central idea. The
.Conmittee is essentially trying to find a political economic formula that will
perufit the continued use of the capital gains tax idea to stimulate and main.

*tainthe entire economy in suddenly changed circumstances requiring enormous
amounts of capital to sustain a new technology-while a growing public senti.
ment which does not appreciate its usefulness is being raised against the entire
.capital gains tax conception.

Tangentially, I participated in the deliberations about the 1934 Act which
first faced the problem of a significant change in the economy similar to that
we face today and first attempted the adaption of the tax law to a solution along
ti lines embodied in the principles of S. 2842.

I am therefore adding as a supplement to this statement the relevant por.
lions of the 1934 Act.

In my testimony before this Committee in September I further tentatively
suggested that the maximum rate on the percentage of capital gains subject
to tax should not be higher than the applicable tax on the taxpayer's efirrent
earned income, i.e., higher than 50%. Under this formula the capital gains
tax I suggested would be higher than the present tax on capital gains on all
assets held for five years or less as provided in S. 2842. And as noted by its
opponents particularly in labor circles it is that present lower tax from which
S. 2842 begins its graduated reduction.

I offered my higher suggestion without too fervent conviction one way or
the other as a possible basis for political compromise with those who would
insist to the bitter end that even on a long term basis the so-called capital gains
concept should be abolished and all gains taxed on the same income basis.

But of course the specific percentages either on rates or on base are not
sacrosanct. The Wall Street houses will undoubtedly feel Justified in asking
for time to adjust themselves for an extension of the period (from six months
to one year) in which under S. 2842 gains are treated as short term gains.
But while thus doubling the stated period of the short term gain from six
to twelve months Senator Bentsen has by phasing it over a period of years
tried to meet some of Wall Street's problems. There may also be reasonable
suggestions to consider lowering somewhat the percentage of gains on inter.
mediate term holdings to moderate excessive rise In a bull market and excessive
declines in a bear market by encouraging selling of long term investment on
scale up when the market for the shares Is excessively high, and repurchasing

, on a scale down when the market is excessively low.
The political economic mix this Committee is trying to deal with is similar

to that which confronted the Congress of 1934. There is now as was then a
highly articulate dissatisfaction with present taxation policy on capital gains.
Some contend that the tax is too low, others contend that the tax is too high.
V"aradoxically there is arguable merit in both contentions,
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As an economic fact the present law, treating all capital gains on capital
assets held for more than six months as long term capital gains, thereby gives
inequitable favorable treatment to capital gains on capital assets held for
seven months compared to capital gains on assets held for 5, 10 or even
20 years which hav taken entrepreneurial risks longer. As a political fact
whatever opinions there Is also a sentiment In the country which even opponents
have to recognize as powerful. That sentiment considers the present law at
least obviously excessive favorable treatment on capital gains held for no more
than one year. It is growing in political strength and almost certain to grow
stronger about all capital gains treatment if there is a recession and increased
unemployment at the time of the next election. This is expressed in the slogan
"what a man earns with his hands should not be taxed less favorably than what
a more fortunate man earns with his money." There is no point trying to deny
the existence of this political fact and its relevance to what is politically pos-
sible in any Administration or Congress.

Even today it provides pressure for preference taxes which with help from
other factors have pushed the tax rate on capital gains in equity investment to a
point dragging on the economy. For large investors today the effective tnx, fed-
eral and state, particularly in the large capital markets is not far from 50%.

Taking into account only an unavoidable secular rate of inflation of around
2% a year a man who keeps his own capital In irs own luMsinesm for 20 years
will lose 40% of its value in 20 years: and if the present rate of inflation con-
tinues lie could in 20 years lose most of its value. If on top of that risk he then
has to face paying in taxes 50% of the gains of his life's work when he wants--
or has-to liquidate, the gamble is statistically prudently not worthwhile and
Investors are acting accordingly.

The present law therefore deters necessary investment by being exces.sively
harsh on capital gains on investments held for years subject not only to business
risks over such a long period but to the secular depreciation of the dollar over
the years. The whole of such gains cannot fairly be treated as current income
In the year they are taken. Different considerations from those which govern
short term investment are entered into when you consider long term investment
and what is fair for the man who risks his capital and, in many instances, makes
the best of his energy to develop his investment which amounts to his own busi-
ness over a number of years.

If he wants to sell after a number of years it doesn't seem fair to him that
gains accumulated over those years should be taxed like ordinary current income
for any one year. To get the best energy of the people with a knack for technical
development you must provide incentive for them to give the best they can to
keep them going through a-period which has not kept up with the best to offer
in the technological field and the best to offer to keeping industry alive and alert,
particularly when management is completely divorced from an active stock-
holder's interest.

Thoughtful men in the Treasury have always recognized this and have tried
to meet the problem by a form of averaging which does not work evenly as be-
tween individuals and in all circumstances. The nearest approximation to fair-
ness in this field considered feasible by the men who considered the problem
in 1934 was the device adopted of graduating the capital gains tax downward
dependent on the length of time the capital assets were held by the taxpayer to
the presumptive beneft of the entire economy including labor. It was a rough
measure of equity but the nearest to equity that could then or could now be
devised. In-its Section 117 (annexed hereto) the 1934 Act sought by this device
to reduce this controversy regarding capital gains.

In earlier testimony I suggested that the principle of graduation downward of
the 1934 Act should not stop at 10 years but should be continued to the 20th year
so as to cover investment held during the average man's working life as the
investment of an enterpreneur not necessarily an inventor In securities but more
likely a man who develops his own farm, his own business or his own home and
who hangs on to it until the end of his working life. This would involve adding
the following paragraphs to the 1934 Act:

"25 per centum if the capital asset has been held for more than 15 years
but not more than 20 years;

"20 per centum if the capital asset has been held for more than 20 years."
All witnesses before this Committee have agreed the country desperately needs

more and more infusion of capital into equity investment to keep the U.S#
economy as technologically superior to all others as we used to be. This superior-
ity in tools and equipment to keep U.S. labor the most productive in the world
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has been the indispensable basis for maintaining the superior American standard
of living for labor, producer and consumer alike. But, to repeat, what inducement
even now is there for a prudent investor to make a chancy equity investment
rather than getting an 8% return on high grade bonds or 5% on tax exempt
securities. The point is proved by today's times-earnings market prices for the
securities of the best U.S. companies.

This Committee has always seen clearly that for the overall good of the U.S.
economy the tax law, dependent on a public attitude favorable to entrepreneurial
equity investment, should establish a clear difference-a wide ditch-between the
speculative trading profits of (a) a taxpayer dipping in and out of capital invest-
ment on short-term speculation and (b) the profits of entrepreneur investors con-
tributing permanently to the economy with long term investment, risking their
own capital not through three months, six months or a year in a quicky business
enterprise but through the predictable ups and downs of the five or ten years
necessary to establish a business on a solid basis.

The problem of Wall Street in attracting the small investor back into securities
is a real problem for the Street but is possibly too iffy In terms of time to be cen-
tral to the nation's capital problem. In the difficult competition the U.S. economy
now faces-with every competitive asset it once had now shared or confiscated
by others-the investor the Committee is really looking for is not so much the
small, but the sophisticated comparatively large investor "locked in" or other-
wise, He is not likely to wait to get over an emotional scare of having been
burned since 1968. He also has substantial funds immediately to shift or invest.

In most instances he can be expected to devote his personal attention and
energy to develop his investment whether controlling it as owner or whether
as a substantial long term stockholder in another's business. He therefore watches
the management as though it were his own business with the beneficial result
that the management is tighter and more efficient. 'Certainly as we now meet
foreign competition we are beginning to wonder whether absentee ownership of
widely distributed securities ownership, rapid turnover of investment and con-
glomerate accumulation makes the competence of U.S. business management the
efficiency and long-view equivalent of the owner management on which our
economy grew. Considering the inroads foreign management has lately made in
fields once the world-wide market for U.S. machinery there is indeed reason to
wonder. A favorable balance of payments necessary to import foreign raw mate-
rials will not forever last based on temporary agricultural supremacy since
agricultural self-sufficiency is certainly the first objective present U.S. customers
of U.S. foodstuffs will seek to obtain for themselves,

The 1934 statute itself was submerged by needs of financing an expanding
war economy and war-time limitation on earned income. But the general prin.
ciple embodied in it, as resurrected in S. 2842, was a politically tenable distine.
tion between (a) short-time capital investment which to the public feels like
earned income and (b) truly long term investment which the public accepts as
different from earned income. The need of Judgment as to where that politically
tenable distinction must be drawn becomes more clearly demanded every day by
the present equity-investment needs of the economy on one side and the demands
on the other of the increasingly sophisticated public for what it deems "justice"
in taxation.

I therefore only want to emphasize, without presuming to make the Judgment
demanded of you, that whatever' detail is worked out in its implementation as
a balance of interests involved, the central principle of this bill, i.e., a clear
distinction in tax treatment between short term speculative investment, of
capital and long term entrepreneurial investment of capital-is essential. It is
essential to the future functioning of a whole U.S. entrepreneurial economy by
which labor in particular as well as the producer and the consumer of this coun.
try benefit. As Chairman Bentsen has said, the time has come when for the good
of the whole economy investment decisions have to be investment not tao deci-
sions. Tax laws are the chief instrument of public policy to encourage not dis-
courage truly investment decisions and this can and should be carried out fairly
and equitably without giving an unfair advantage to any one group of tax.
payers.

As has been brought out in other testlmony-the investment industry and its
service to the entrepreneurial instinct of the average American to invest rather
than keep gold In a sack needs onsoiots protection and direction by the U.8.
government as the only asset we have left in relation to our overseas com-
petitorse-who otherwise now compete equally with us for raw materials and who
are the donees of our technology and our capital.
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But I would even dare venture that as the balance of Interests ls'worked out
to this end, it may become clear to the Investment community that the price now
paid for a theoretically perfect liquidity in the national securities markets under
the present six months rule may have been part of the reason for undesirable
results in the Investment markets that are more dangerous to the industry than
losN of lhquidity. Perhaps for its future good the investment capital Industry itself,
now obviously going through self-reorganization could consider self-examination
whether perfect liquidity is worth a price of public distrust and the discourage-
ment-of equity investment.

Despite our present difficulties we do not despair about the future economy of
the United States or the maintenance against demobilization of our job-giving
Industrial power, We have only to realize from the oil awakening that It is going
to be a different kind of 'a economy and that we have to think about the future
as being different from the past in our tax as in our other laws. If we are now
n have-not-nation-to-be In raw materials we compensate with an even better
natural resource of concentrated scientific ability drained from the whole world
by our bold scientific experiments of the last generation. If we don't forget the
support of basic science research that natural resource of scientific abllty can
eventually invent substitutes of constantly decreasing costs as In the past we
invented nylon to replace silk, synthetic rubber for the automobile, synthetic
nitrate for our farms, synthetic non-fossil fuel for everything.

But as other better-qualified witnesses have unanimously testified it will take
capital-long term capital-in enormous quantities to reach and sustain superior
technology, and it will take deliberate incentive for the individual to risk the
Investment of his individual capital.

What may make the difference In the availability of that sustaining long term
capital to the economy and industrial power of the U.S. and the superior Ameri.
can standard of living of employer and employee alike is the accuracy of the
farseeing judgment of political-econoiole balance wlatever its details you are
seeking in S. 2842. 1084

SEc. 117. CAPITAL GAINS AND LOSSES

(a.) General Rule. In the case of a taxpayer, other than a corporation, only the
following percentages of the gain or loss recognized upon the sie or exchange of
a capital asset shall be taken into account in computing net income:

100 per centum if the capital asset has been held for not more than 1 year;
80 per centum if the capital asset has been held for more than 1 year but

not for more than 2 years;
60 per centum if the capital asset has been held for more than 2 years but

not for more than 5 years; -
40 per centum if the capital asset has been held for more than 6 years but

not for more than 10 years;
80 per centum if the capital asset has been held for more than 10 years.

REMARK OP HENAY II. FOWLER, PARTNER. GOLDMAN, SACti8 & Co., AT ANNUAL
MN[EETINO OF NATIONAL CANNERS AssociATioN, JANUARY 28, 1974

LAGGING CAPITAL INVEBrMENT AND CIIANGING PATTERNS IN CAPITALr MARKETS

Chairman SnIvely, President Carev, Ladles and Gentlemen, In these doleful
days of woe and Watergate, of cost push inflation followed by raw material coin-
modity inflation, and, now, by "stagflation", with recession standing in the wings,
threatening to make an unwelcome entry; of energy shortages, and oil price esca
lation that threatens to bring about the final collapse of an internal monetary
system and the practice of International economic cooperation that have served
the Free World well since World War II, converting some countries from an eco-
nomiles of affluence Into economics of scarcity, while changing hitherto obscure
deserts Into new centres of money and political power In other areas; It is a bold
or dull guest who selects aft old fashioned subject area for discussion.,

Nevertheless, I shall address my comments to some fundamentals which Amer.
lea seems to forget from time to time. These fundamentals have direct applica-
tion to your Industry as it has been described to me by your President and
Dr. Van Meir. Moreover, as I shall explain later, they are also relevant to very
large cross sections of U.S. industry where capacity and productivity are or
threaten to become inadequate.
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. A return to these fundamentals is necessary if this nation is to solve the eco-
nomic problems that face it and surmount the crises that threatens to undermine
the very financial structure on which its economic progress has been based.

As I understand it your industry has witnessed a declining rate of invest-
ment in-real terms in the last three years with the total falling below the replace-
Inent level necessary to maintain efficiency of plant and equipment. It is also
faced with the need for massive investment in waste treatment facilities which,
of themselves, will not add to the production capacity of the industry, as they
will merely replace the hundreds of processing plants made obsolete by the reg-
ulations of the Environmental Protection Agency.

These conditions exist against a backdrop of clamor for increased food produc-
tion and processing to supply increasing requirements here and abroad.

Any will of management and ownership to meet these challenges by making
the required investment is confronted by the time-honored question-"Where is
the money coming from ?"

In the first place, they may find that the rate of inflation in the last few yearn
and in prospect for the foreseeable future have pushed costs up so far that
they have been underdepreciating the existing equipment and the profits and
rate of return they have been assuming were there do not in fact exist.

Moreover, I am told that while present marketing conditions would support a
sharp rise in the profitability of the canning industry, regulations of the Cost of
Living Council prevent this from happening. Consequently, the return on invest-
ment in assets employed must be considered extremely low, making debt financing
difficult, or if feasible at all, rates of interest are on a very high plateau and
substantially exceed the rate of return. For these and other reasons, publicly
held common stock of companies in the industry remains at extremely low price-
earning ratios, which makes equity financing difficult and decidedly unreward-
ing and uninviting to the present equity owners.

At this point, may I say "Mr. Industrialist, shake hands with the securities
industry on Wall Street and Main Street". Your problem is the problem of the se-
curities industry and the problem of the securities industry is your problem.

According to an article last week In the.New York Post, businesses' concern
over the uselessness of the securities markets for their needs in 1973 is being
translated into suggestions for bolstering the securities industry.

May I quote a few paragraphs from the article:
"More than 90% of American companies are In trouble--some of them deep

trouble", warned W. R. Tincher, chairman of Purex Corporation and a member
of the Committee of Publicly Owned Companies, a group of 019 of the largest
corporations in the U.S. that is attempting to achieve a securities industry more
responsive to the needs of business.

"They are in trotible," Tincher said at a conference last week on the crisis in
the securities markets, "because they either cannot get the capital they require
to meet their own and the nation's needs, or they can get it only by borrowhing
at very high interest rates-by incurring burdens of debt and interest charges
which are a danger to their survival."

The expense of debt, which American business used in historic amounts in 1978,
unsettles corporations.

"It is expensive to go into debt. It is cheaper to offer stock and American
business would prefer to do Just that," Donald Gaudion, chairman .of the NAM,
noted in a recent interview that included concern over the future of the securities
market.

Few companies raised money directly from the public last year through the
isme of stock.

"Overall, only 90 new issues were marketed during all of 1978, copnpared with
108 in 1972," according to Tineher.

American business has several suggestions for putting equity financing back
into business for them, all of it revolving around legislation out of Washington,

"We need, urgently, legislation that will help corporate America gain access to
equity capital. We urgently need legislation that will halt the excessive diversion
of Investment dollars to the stock of 20 to 50 institutional favorfties. We need
legislation that will encourage the distribution of equity capital investment over
the broad spectrum of American economic life. We badly need tax-reform legisla.
tion that'will reward and not penalize Americans who buy and sell equity securi-
ties of our companies," says Tincher. These observations quoted in the newspaper
article referred to are timely.

29-148--74----18
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These observers drive home the interdependence of industry and effective capi-
tal markets and the contemporary fact that changing patterns in the capital
markets have created a threat to both to which national policy should be directed
on a high priority-basis-by that I mean this year 1974.

There are many who will be unconcerned about the web of interlocking causes
and effects Just described because they have never understood or appreciated
the delicate mechanism that enables the private enterprise sector of our national
economy to work effectively.

There are others who brush the implicit problems away by pointing to the fore.
cast of a substantial increase In capital outlays in plant and equipment for 1974,
despite accompanying forecasts of a slowdown year In consumer spending.

But, as the Monthly Economic Letter for the First National City Bank in De-
,cember analyzes the situation, there is an illusion In these rosy figures.

It notes that when the McGraw Hill survey results of a 14 per cent increase are
adjusted for prices, it appears that 5-4% of the increase reflects higher costs-real
growth in outlays would be only at most 9%.

The Letter continues in a more disturbing vein:
"Moreover, a look at plant and equipment expenditures over the last few years

suggests that capital investment in many major industries, particularly in manu-
facturing, may not have kept pace with the demands of the economy, and that
,even a 9% increase in real spending may not rectify the situation.

Aggregate investment has been growing steadily. For the manufacturing sec-
tor as a whole, however, real capital outlays in 1972 were substantially below
the level-of the mid-to-late 1900's, both absolutely and relative to GNP. For 1973,
manufacturing outlays are expected to be up 15% in real terms, but as a share of
GN!' they are well below the levels of the mid to late 1900's."

• It would appear from this analysis that the canning Industry is not alone with
its problem but that it exemplifies a larger and more pervasive ailment that
affects our national economy. As the City Bank Letter sees it:"Capital outlays by several of the basic industry groups have shown little or
no increase since 1965; all but non-ferrous metals have declined relative to GNP.
Several of the basic industry groups expect to increase real outlays next year,
but again, as a proportion of GNP, expenditures will be below the levels of five
years ago. The only substantial increases over the period, both absolutely and
relatively, have been made by utilities."

This overall situation gives rise to some basic questions. The nation is entitled
to answers to these questions. The nation is entitled to some action on these
answers if analysis shows, as I suspect, that the industries that have shown the
poorest track record for new investment in productive assets in recent years are
those in which there are actual shortages of capacity, threatened shortages, less
than satisfactory rates of increasing productivity and efficiency, or relative in-
ability to meet foreign competition in domestic or export markets.

Let us survey some of the likely causes of inadequate investment in productive
facilities.

First, let us consider the effect of increased rates of inflation in recent years
in giving rise to the likelihood of underdepreciation and inadequate cash flow.

In September 1970, the President's Task Force on Business Taxation, on which
I served as a member, submitted a report in which it considered this question,
pointing out that:

"Since cost recovery allowances are based on the original costs of the plant and
equipment, these allowances represent a decreasing proportion of the costs of
replacing such facilities as their prices rise. The adequacy of these allowances as
a source of funds for financing plant and equipment outlays declined accordingly
as plant and equipment prices rise." (see pp. 12)

In the analysis of the Price Index for Gross Private Fixed Investment (Non-
Residential for the period since 1945, it appeared, that the annual amount of
underdepreclation rose from a little over $1 billion in 1945 to roughly $4.5 in
1957. declining thereafter to somewhat less than $8 billion in 1965.

With rising costs after 1005 it was estimated that the amount of underdepre
elation for 1970 for non-finiancial corporations would reach $7 billion. Since that
time the annual underdepreciation has been rising sharply with the continued
rise in the rates of Infibtion.

The Internal Revenue Service does not permit depreciation based on replace-
ment costs. As the Monthly Morgan Guaranty Survey for November put it:

"The practical result of holding depreciation write-offs below the true cost of
replacing assets is that companies' reported profits are bigger than they other-
wise would be,"
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The resulting overstatement of profits and built-in inadequate cash flow toIceep facilities modernized and efficient has become even more acute as the levelof inflation has reached and seems destined to continue for some time at levels
unprecedented since World War II.This suggests a timely review of the adequacy of the present rules on deprecia-tion to cope with this problem. In 1970, the Task Force recommended a shorten-ing of the time lag between investment and write-off as an indirect method ofreducing somewhat the adverse impact of inflation on the adequacy of-costrecovery allowances. By so doing it sought to avoid the administrative com-pliance and precedent difficulties that might have resulted if cost recovery allow-ances were based on a revaluation Of the historical costs of production facilitieson current prices, But it did conclude that "We believe that there might be sub-stantial advantages in this approach in terms of reducing an lmpprtant barrierto the desired growth in production facilties." (p. 14)There are large and important and complex issues involved in any policy re-assessment of this problem and its handling by the Treasury and the Congress.And there is no easy answer to the question as to the proper course of action forthe accounting profession and its company clients in annual reports and otherkey documents in spelling out the differences between historical and replacementcosts and their bearing on earnings and taxes. As the Morgan Guaranty Letter
puts it:

"But clearly every company with any substantial amount of fairly long-livedassets which have to be replaced ought to be asking itself whether financial re-porting oriented to historical costs shouldn't be supplemented one way or another.The stakes are enormous simply in terms of an environment conducive to rationaltax policy. Depreciation allowances based on historical cost are potentially dis-astrous to on-going maintenance of plant and equipment in an age of inflation."As things now stand, each year a significant portion of the funds needed to replace,capital goods is misidentified as income and taxed away by the IRS. This obvious-ly Is inimical to the growth of the nation's stock of capital goods."Second, legal and policy requirements on environmental protection, callingfor investments that do not add to productive capacity or efficiency, in the senseof increased productivity per worker, could be another contributing factor toInadequate investment, particularly in some sectors of industry.That is not an argument that these standards should not be enforced. But It isa factor that should be taken into account with particular attention paid to themaximum utilization of tax exempt pollution control financing to minimize thedrain on Investment in productive facilities.A recent analysis in the December issue of the Monthly Economic Letter of theFirst National City Bank provides a useful quantitative fix on the magnitudes ofthe diversionary drains from productive investment resulting from the pollutioncontrol legislation enacted since 1968. 1972 outlays for pollution control, tripling1967 totals, affected particularly primary metals, paper, chemicals, petroleum
and electric power.

"The most serious case is the paper industry, where such investment rose from6% of the total industry outlays in 1967 to 23% in 1972, with nearly 43% ofcapital outlays projected to go for pollution control expenditures in 1973.
"To get some idea of the impact of these on total capital spending, pollutionexpenditures were deducted from total expenditures and adjusted for price. Dur-ing 1972 the manufacturing sector as a whole, and many of the basic commodityindustries--primary metals, chemicals, paper and petroleum--spent less, both ab.solutely and as a share of GNP, on revenue generating assets thin they had in1967. In most instances, it was one more step in a steadily downward trend in

capital outlays for real 'improvements.'"This phasing in of pollution control standards promises to be a considerablefactor for the years ahead. The combined report of the Council on EnvironmentalQuality and the Environmental Protection Agency in March 1072, estimatedthatnmeeting pollution standards over the period 1972-1980 would cost industry
some $26 billion,Incidentally, it was noted that most affected would be "vegetable and fruitcanning and processing and irou foundries." ;For to-day, the only useful comment on this score is to direct your attentiononce again to the fact that utilization of tax exempt pollution control financingcan reduce the cost of borrowed monies. Ottthe average, 2% per annum less thantaxable interest rates- can usually be obtained if you resort to your friendly
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Investment banker, such as Goldman, Sachs & Co., to assist you in borrowing
through the tax exempt bond route.

Pollution control financing has been authorized by statute in all states except
Idaho and North Carolina. Financings may proceed immediately in all other
states except Hawaii, New Jersey and Washington where the legislation is either
awaiting gubernatorial signature or state Supreme Court test action.

In the states of Connecticut, Ohio, Missouri, Texas (for air pollution) and'California all pollution control expenditures within the state may be grouped
and financed through one bond issue.

While most industries can anticipate that the qualifying Pollution Control
costs will run between 10% and 20% of the new plant cost, those plants dealing-
almost exclusively with blo-degradeable effluent will probably find the percentage
cost somewhat less. In estimating the qualifying amount, non-product equipment
(e.g. boilers) should be checked for pollution control expenditures. As a con-siderable gap exists between published IRS Regulations and IRS practice asreflected in private Rulings, professional help should be solicited before anyexpenditures are comniltted so that the maximum qualifying pollution control
costs can be identified. As an example, an entire whey treatment (drying) planthas qualified when the financing was properly designed.

Financing through publicly marketed bonds generally results in the lowestnet interest cost, and may be retired over a considerable term-25 years being
not uncommon. However, as the costs of the financing may preclude issues of'less than $1,000,000, companies may find a number of banks which have an inter-est in financing these lesser amounts, even though the terms of the loan may
have to be reduced to the common 10-12 year bank term.Now, let us turn to a third cause of underinvestment which presents an especialchallenge to both business and finance, and, indeed, to the nation at large.I refer to underinvestment caused by the unavailability of external capital,particularly equity capital, in sufficient quantities and on reasonable terms.This unavailability may be nearly absolute or only in terms of market issuingprices that management and owners of existing equity in the business properly
consider unacceptable.

In some sectors of industry, or in particular companies, this inaccessibilityto equity markets may be due primarily to low rates of return on invested capitalor other financial weakness. But there is increasing evidence that the relative
inaccessibility of American industry to the equity market is due to malfunction-
ing of the capital markets.

Under existing conditions, these capital markets do not seem to be able toprovide the equity capital needed by American industry on terms and at priceswhich are acceptable. Except for a small minority of companies, the commonstocks of most American companies, traded on the organized exchanges or overthe counter, are selling at far lower relative values, in terms of their earnings,
than has been true in many years.

A glance at your morning newspaper is all the proof needed. It will show thata preponderant majority of the stocks listed on the New York and American StockExchanges. or over the counter, are selling at prices less than ten times theirearnings. Many are being traded at three, four, or five times earnings despite en-
couraging growth In profits over the past few years.Continuous reliance on debt financing, particularly under conditions of per-slating high interest rates, may result in burdens of debt and interest chargeswhich are dangerous to survival in the inevitable periods of adversity, whateverthe cause. Indeed the interest rates may approach or exceed the rates of returnon invested capital.

Yet last year corporate finance was largely characterized by an extraordinaryamount of bank borrowing by industry in all too many instances to fund longterm investment, some reluctant recourse to the long term debt market, andrelatively limited resort to the raising of equity capital. This is not a sound or
healthy financing pattern,

When the equity market is not accessible to industry at large on reasonableterms, the owners and managers of industry have lost, a very valuable option.But so have the American people. The economy faces a huge need for new capitalin the next few years. Equity capital is needed in vast amounts to provide thegoods, services and jobs needed. In addition to the capital required for environ-mental needs and the modernization of plant to meet foreign competition, we areconfronted by the unusual capital requiements for energy source development'
and distribution by both old and new enterprise.
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And if the owners and managers of existing businesses in this rapidly competi-
tive society lose access to the equity market, the loss of this option leaves them
only with two .alternatives. They may choose to sell the business, putting it in
stronger financial hands by merger or acquisition, or run the risk of gradual
deterioration of the business with decline in value of existing equity. They will
no longer have the option of utilizing new capital to assure increasing produce-
tivity,.to participate in industry growth, and to improve margins and rates of
return.

This situation Is not good for the company, the owners, the managers, the em-
ployees or the customers, or the country at large.

Our economic system depends for its health, vitality, vigor and dynamics on
many thousands of enterprises, of all sizes and dimensions. Their continued access
.to equity in our capital market is a fundamental part of this system.

It Is for that reason that, In my concluding remarks I bespeak your interest
in tile preservation and revitalization of a functioning equity market iln the United
States.

There are many aspects of this problem of a functioning capital market that
ties does not permit us to examine today. The rules under which the securities
industry and the stock exchanges )lave functioned In the past forty years wth
remarkable success until recently in providing the risk capital for American
industry seem to be destined for fundamental change at the hands of tile Congress,
the Securities and Exchange Commission and the Department of Justice. Tile
brokerage industry on which the nation depends for tile Initial distribution and
secondary market exchange of securities is suffering severe financial losses. The
increasing trend toward institutionalization of our securities markets, dramat-
ically illustrated by the fact that large banks, Insurance companies, l*nslon
funds, mutual funds and similar Institutions, now account for more than 70 per
cent of the public trading oi the New York Stock Exchange, raises many new
questions of financial policy.

All these aspects of the capital market we can leave today for tile experts, But
there is one clear and pressing danger to tile capital market that presents an
inescapable challenge to American business and tile securities Industry-tfile
diminishing direct participation of the individual American in the equity market.

The willingness "of Americans, as individuals, to put new risk capital into pro-
viding the Jobs, opportunities, and all increased standard of living for all, is
atrophying. Many older Investors are locked into large capital gains accumulated
i the past and which they hope to leave to their heirs Intact. They will not turn
over this capital at the price of the huge capital gains they would have to pay
under existing law. Most of tile younger potential investors seem to prefer the
safer to tile more venturesome luvestmnents.

According to recent testimony before a comlnittee'.of Congress by representa-
tives of tile Securities Industry Association:

1. Savings deposits increased on a huge scale from 1968 to present, will
direct Investments were only a declining trend. In fact, during 1971 and 1972,
and continuing In 1973, people actually liquidated risk assets. They sold
their stocks presumably to pit their capital into savings.

2. Tile purchase or sale of stocks i odd-lots on tile New York Stock Ex.
change, the sign of the small individual Investor, declined front 21% of yolumne
ill 1960 to an all tile low in 1972 of 4.6%.

3. Even il mutual funds, the individual investor has tended, in the last few
years, to redeem more shares tilan le Purchased.

4. Tile share In trading volume of individuals In dollar volume on the New
York Stock Exchange has declined from a peak of .650% in 1903 to less than
30%.

It has been estimated that the number of individual stockholders has declined
by as many as 800,000 since early 1172. 4

These developments and others give rise to a most disturbing apprehension,
namely, that the ownership of U.S. corporate securities by Individual Americans
Is on a declining trend in either relative or absolute terms or both, for tile first
time in our history silce tils type of Information inas been available.

If tls apprehension is correct, this trend should be a matter of increasing
concern. The development of strong institutional investors itl bank trust funds,
insurance companies, pensolon plans, mutual funds and the like, which collect
and Invest personal savings is a great national asset. But tleir existence Is no
adequate substitute in our private enterprise system for the Values that are
Inherent in tile direct Investment of tile individual citizen in a particular enter-
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prise. Institutional Investors do not necessarily serve the same function as
masses of individual investors.As James M. Roche, former Chairman of the Board of General Motors and apublic member of the New York Stock Exchange put it in a recent statement:"Our system cannot flourish solely on the basis of the health and strength or75 glamour companies or even of Fortune's 500 companies, nor can itosurvive.without the support of Individual investors. Every large corporation dependsupon hundreds or thousands of small enterprises, as suppliers of components, asgenerators of ideas and products, as producers of income for their owners andshareholders who buy our products. Both individual investors and these smallercompanies supply an essential quality to American life--a quality we can il
afford to lose."These small companies must depend upon the smaller, non institutional In-vestors for equity investment, and all companies, small and large, as well asthe institutions themselves, depend upon the individual investor to supply liquid-ity, depth and continuity to the market."Undoubtedly, there are several significant factors at work, retarding the flowof equity Investment. They include a general lack of confidence, the growing-bias toward inflation in the economy, the higher rates of interest accompanying-that persistently high inflation which increases the return on fixed income invest-ment relative to common stocks which involve greater risk.But In my Judgment, the one factor that is susceptible of prompt action now,is the present capital gains tax system, which in its present form acts as a severedeterrent to equity investment instead of an incentive.It should be substantially modified as the keystone of a program and policyto bring the individual back into the capital market, thereby helping preserveand revitalize a fully functioning equity market.Incentives offered individual Americans to risk capital in the existing capitalgains tax have become insufflclent to attract equity investment. The impact of'inflation on any dollar profits earned, the lack of response in the market to In-creased earnings per share, and the alternatives of high interest rate secure sav.ings deposits, have resulted in making any incentive that previously existed
ineffective.

Since the passage of the 1969 tax bill, increasing the maximum tax rate on long-term capital gains, there have been Increases In GNP, corporate earnings andaverage wages of between 25 to 80 per cent. But the prices of common stocks havedeclined and dividend increases have been held hack. The 80 million commonstockholders of the United States have not shared in the nation's economic gains.My conclusion and conviction is that the percentage of long term capital gainsthat Is taxable as ordinary Income should be reduced from 50 per cent to 80 percent. This reduction would make the maximum a twenty one per cent rate on the-long term capital gain of an individual in the top 70 per cent bracket Instead ofthe current 35 percent rate, with rates correspondingly lower on the long termcapital gains of taxpayers in lower brackets.To those who might attribute this suggestion to my present environment In WallStreet, I would point out that this was the scale which President John F. Ken-,nedy recommended to the Congress in his Tax Message of January 24, 1003, whichmessage I helped deise and promote as Undersecretary of the Treasury at thattime. In presenting various proposals on the taxation of capital gains, President-
Kennedy stated:"The tax on capital gains directly affects investment decisions, the mobility-and flow of risk capital from static to more dynamic situations, the ease or dimfl-.culty experienced P)Y new ventures in obtaining capital, and thereby the strength
and potential for growth of the economy."In addition to lowering the base rate of Inclusion of individual long termcapital gains into ordinary Income froni 50% to 80%, I would also urge agraduation downward of the rate of inclusion geared to the length of the timeperiod held, The incorporation of this principle to Include, let us say, a decreasingrpercentage of the gain at five year Intervals up to twenty years, to say a minimumof ten per cent, would accomplish several worthwhile objectives.It would recognize the degree to which inflation Is responsible for the nominaldollar gain recorded on a capital. Investment held over a period of years, This-Inflation erosion may result in an economic loss as measured in real values witha paper gain that is taxable up to 85 per cent under present law. For example, withthe rate of Inflation for the ten year period 1962-72, at a cumulative 27%, an-investment of $1,000 In 1962, sold in 1972 for $1,200, would result in a real loss In-
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economic values to the investor. To include 500 of that $200 capital gain as
Income and tax that $100 at ordinary income rates is not equitable, and it is cer-
tainly a deterrent to equity investment.

The second and equally important reason for incorporating the downward
graduated scald of inclusion, geared to the holding period, is that it is designed to
counter the locked in effect of the present capital gains tax which has served to
stifle the mobility and flow of risk capital from the "static to more dynamic situ-
ations" which President Kennedy sought.

There is considerable evidence that there is a whole generation of individuals
who are reluctant to sell or cannot afford to sell their security holdings because
of the capital gains tax. As a result this capital becomes sterile and millions of
stockholders simply sit on their locked-in gains. These funds are unavailable for
reinvestment, the government receives no revenue, and the capital market loses
that source of potential liquidity.

Positive incentives should be put in the capital gains tax to unlock these locked-
in dollars, resulting in benefit to the economy by increasing capital flows, provid-
ing new tax revenues, benefitting taxpayers, (mostly older citizens) and improv-
ing the liquidity of our markets.

The problem of the lock-in is not Just a problem of the elderly or the high Ineme
group. The NYSI Shareowner Survey of 1970, indicated that of the 21.5 million
direct individual investors making $20,000 or less, more than half made no trans-
actions in 1969 and 1970 and 20%0-about 6 million-had no purchases or sales
for three years or more. A regular review and some shifting of these investments
would be in the interest of the investor, the economy, and a more effective capital
market.

TJWsbrief discussion by no means covers the entire range of present tax pro-
visins relating to capital gains which may, upon examination, prove to be
damaging to an effective capital market.

For example, the treatment of losses needs re-examination.
In conclusion, let me once more labor the obvious. There is an increasing inter-

dependence between the businessman and the financial community. Our problems
In the securities industry are intimately related to your ability to obtain adequate
equity and long term debt financing on reasonable terms and in a balance appro-
priate to sound financial policy. Your problem in obtaining debt financing on the
cheapest terms to meet-the non-productive capital requirements imposed by recent
laws and regulations provides a common interest. The adjustment of depreciation
laws, regulations and practices to take into account any substantial underdepre-
elation due to persistently high rates of inflation is basic to the maintenance of a
sound industrial financing structure. That structure must be capable of adjust.
ing to the demands for increasing productivity and capacity that are surely to
be placed on an industry as vital as one in the mainstream of the supply of
food.

Because of these common interests, it has been a pleasure to be with you today
and pool our problems.

(From Hearings on IT.R. 8363 (Proposed Revenue Act of 1963) House Ways and Means
Committee, 88th Cong., 1st Bess. 47-51 (196) 1

STATEMENT OF SECRWARY OP THE TaEASURY DLLoN, RE PRESIDENT KENNEDY'S
1968 TAx MtsAoE

One of the most important phases of the tax law in which the President has
recommended changes designed to release the forces of growth is the treatment of
capital gains and losses.

This part of the tax system has not undergone needed basic revision since 1942.
The present provisions are both inequitable in essential respects and detrimental
,to the mobility of investment funds and liquidity in capital markets. The broad
definition of capital gains permits certain types of ordinary income to be taxed
at capital gains rates, thus making it more difficult to set an appropriate rate of
taxation for true capital gains.

An overhaul of these provisions can make an important contribution to a
stronger economy and a fairer tax system. Reduction of tax barriers to the free
flow of investment and risk capital will not only add to the strength and buoyancy
of the economy but will also produce several hundred million dollars of additional
revenue annually....

P, CENTAOE INCLUSION

he President has recommended that the percentage of long-term capital gains
included in taxable income of individuals be reduced tronm the present 50 percent
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"of the gain to 30 percent. In combination with the proposed individual Income
tax rate [reductions], this will result in capital gains tax rates ranging from 4.2
percent to a maximum of 19.5 percent, compared with an existing range of 10
to 25 percent. It will result in more equal treatment of individuals in variousIncome groups. Unlike the present arrangement, the relative differential between
capital gains tax rates and ordinary income tax rates would be the same at all
levels of income.

While this would provide a reduction of 22 percent in the capital gains tax
for those in the highest bracket, the reductions would he substantially greater
for all other taxpayers. For instance under present law the 25 percent rate
applies whenever ordinary taxable income plus capital gains exceeds $10,000for a single individual and $32,000 for a married couple. At this same level
the effective rate under the President's proposals would be only 12 percent....

Independent outside surveys, our own studies, and letters and comments which
asre received daily from taxpayers throughout the country indicate clearly that
these substantial reductions will increase taxpayers' willingness to realize capital
gains and stimulate a larger turnover of capital assets.

Thus the recommended 80 percent inclusion ratio would stimulate a freer
flow of Investment funds and at the same time provide a more even-handed
treatment of taxpayers in all income brackets.

CAPITAL OAINS OF CORPORATIONS
Corlp)rations should share in the reduction in capital gains tax rates. In line

with the reduction of general corporate tax rates, the President has recommended
that the present basic structure of capital gains taxation for corporations be
retained but that the alternative rate be reduced front lie present 25 percent
to 22 percent. The 22 percent rate corresponds to the proposed reduced corporate
normal tax rate. This will simplify tax accounting for capital gains for almost
half a million corporations subject only to the normal tax.

HOLDING PEnRoD

The present preferential treatment of assets disposed of within a period of
less than a year is difficult to Justify either on economic or equity grounds.
The 0-tmnonth holding period frequently qualifies purely speculative profits. It
also makes it less risky to carry out various maneuvers designed to convert
ordinary income into capital gains.

A longer holding -period nmkes-It possible to provide more liberal treatment
for bona fide investment gains without applying unjustified reductions to income
from short-term trading in securities. Moreover, the substantial reduction In
ordinary income tax rates must be takemi into account in donsidering the proper
holding period, as even short-term gains will be taxed at lower rates.

It is for these reasons that the President has recommended that the holding
period be lengthened from 6 months to 1 year.

EQUAL TREATMENT OF GAINS ACCRUED ON CAPITAL ASSETS AT TIME OF TRANSFER UY
GIFT OR AT DEATH

Present law" permits the exemption from income tax of capital gains accrued
when the appreciated assets are transferred at death. The proslct of eventual
tax-free transfer of accrued gains with a stepped-up basis equal to the new
market value in the hands of heirs distorts investment choices and frequently
results in complete immobility of Investments of older persons.

The President has recommended that the proposed reduction In the capital
gains tax be accompanied by the taxation at long-term capital gain rates of
n net gains accrued on capital assets at the time of transfer at death or by gift.
This would not apply to assets transferred as charitable gifts or bequests ...

The foregoing exceptions and exemptions would limit any Impact whatsoever
of the proposal to fewer than 8 percent of those who die each year. A number
pf other provisions set forth relief and transition rules. . ...

OVERALL EFFECTS
Finactment of the President's recommendations for reduction and reform in

the capital gains area would substantially reduce the amount of tax paid per
dollar of capital gain realized'. At the same time. the improved definition of
capital gains, the extension of the holding period, and the taxation of capital gains
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at death will result In a net increase in revenue from this source of $100 million.
In addition, a substantial increase in revenue, estimated at $650 million, will

be realized as a consequence of the unlocking effects of the proposals and the
greater volume of capital transactions that can be confidently anticipated. The
total increase In revenue from the capital gains proposal is, therefore, about $760
million per year.

WASINOTON, D.C., February 1, 1978.
Hon. WILBUR D. 'MILLS,
Chairman. Ways and Mcans Committee,
Longworth Housc Of7cc Betildittdy,.
Washington, D.C.

)EAlt MR. MILLS: I have prepared the attached memorandum from the view-
point of an individual eoncernwd with the formation and maintenance of capital
created prinmarily from savings. The purpose is to discuss the Impact on capital
of the present tax where no adjustment is made for the Inroads of inflation, i.e.,
the taxation of "gains" which do not reflect a real increase of capital.

I have not attempted to discuss the importance of the formation of capital
to the (1onestiC eC01ioluy.

I sincerely hope this memorandum may be of some value in the considera-
tion of aimy change In the Internal Revenue Code concerning capital gains.

Sincerely yours,
RONALD J. FOULIS.

Attechinent.

SO. l THOUOIITS ON THE IMPACT OF INFLATION ON CAPITAL OAINS

One of the demands for tax reform, heard with increasing frequency, is that
Congress abolish the distinction between ordinary Income and capital gains.
Leivs drastic is the advocacy of sharply increased rates of taxation on capital
gains.

Any discussion of capital gains should distinguish the essential difference
between the nature of capital and current income derived from labor or the use
of capital. Capital is largely derived from savings out of past Income and Is, in
turn, used to produce current Income in the form of dividends, interest, rents,
etc. This income is taxed in the same manner as income from other sources.'
Capital gains do not represent income in the sense that people generally view
current income. They only measure the increase in dollars over the number of
dollars initially invested.

The purpose of this paper Is to call attention to the fact that under the pres-
ent system of capital gains taxation, "apparent gains" are taxed as well as "real
gahs." To limit taxation to real capital gains there needs to be an adjustment
of that investment. There have been suggestions that the laws be amended to
)rovide "rollover" provisions comparable to taxation of residential property.
This would indeed be an improvement and would free any investments now held
because of reluctance to pay a capital gains tax on a large gain. However, even
under a rollover system when a capitAl gains tax is finally applied, unless there
is some adjustment for the impact of inflation on the purchasing power of the
initial investment, there may be, in fact, a confiscation of the Investor's capital.

It Is not contended here that capital gain should not be subject to tax but It
should be recognized that In many cases a tax on capital gains is a capital levy
and In a sense, eowflscation of capital by the government. Let me explain these
fatherr harsh words. Suppose an investor buys AAA oil stock when this stock is
-4elling for $100 and when BBB oil stock Is also selling for $100. Three years later,
he loses confidence in the management of the AAA company and therefore sells
he AAA stock for $20 (the then market price) and buys the BBB stock also
"or $200 (its then market price). Under present law, there would be a $100 long-
term capital gain subject to capital gain tax although the Investor neither gained
nor lost anything by simply changing one investment for another very similar In-
,estment after Investment prices had risen. Perhaps the example is -even more
dramatic if we consider a rise In consumer prices which results from inflation.
Thus, assume the nMvestor bought stock for $100 when the consumer price index

I It should also be remembered that Income derived from the use of capital supplied by
investors to corporations Is taxed when earned by the corporation. That Income where paid
out in the form of dividends is taxed a second time In the bands of tho Investors.
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was $100. Three years later, he sells this stock for $150 when the consumer price
Index is $150. Under present law, lie has a $50 long-term capital gain subject
to tax although the amount of consumer goods lie can now purchase with the pro-
ceeds of the sale is no greater than the amount of such goods he could have pur-
chased at the time of the original Investment. This paper points out in more detail
through specific examples that even the present system results to some extent In
a tax oil "gains" which really represent merely increases in the price of invest-
ments or in the price of consumer goods. Accordingly, to go any further and to in-
crease the tax on capital gains, would seriously limit the ability of investors to
be rewarded for risks taken In supplying capital to the economy.

Risk is a vital factor in the investment of capital. A person seeking merely
to protect the number of dollars Invested against loss while obtaining income
will seek low risk investments such as high grade bonds, When inflation, one
of the factors to be weighed when considering risk, is anticipated, higher inter-
est rates fre demanded on such Investments to offset the impact of inflation. An
exAmple of this is the substantially higher yield from bonds compared to Invest-
nlents In stocks In recent years, In previous periods, such as 1932-1952, the yield
from stocks was higher than that from fixed obligations because of the higher
risk of investment in stocks.

TABLE NO. 1.-BOND AND STOCK YIELDS

lln percent

1932 1942 1952 1962 1967 1972

Corporate bond yields ........................... 4.65 2.75 3.19 4.61 5.82 7.41
Common stock yields ............................ 6.25 5.20 5.56 .31 3.20 2.71

This and other tables contained in this memorandum were contributed by Arthur Anderson & Co., an international
CPA firm

T1he investor In equities such as common stocks, In the face of Inflation, accepts
a lower income from dividends because of the hope that volume of business and
ensuing profits will result In a sufficient increase in the market value of his in-
vestment to more than offset the impact of inflation on the original dollars
Invested,

In many instances the contemplated results are achieved but the imposition
of even the existing level of capital gains taxes can offset the actual increase
in the purchasing power of the original dollars invested. In other instances the
capital gains tax can actually reduce the purchasing power of the money received
from the sale of an asset below the purchasing power of the original number of
dollars invested. In other words, the capital gains tax can operate to take not
only a portion of an apparent capital gain but to actually take part of the real
capital originally invested when purchasing power is considered.

The following table shows the reduction In the purchasing power of the dollar
in ten-year periods and also the accumulative effect of the reduction in the
purchasing power of the dollar from 1942 to 1972:

TABLE NO. 2

-Percent
Reduction in Cumulative

purchasing power reduction in
Purchasing from the purchasing powerYear power of $1 prior period from 1942

1941.......................................100......."''''''.....''..... . . . .. 54

191 ....................................... ............... 1

The person who pursues a program of'investment in equities to provide for
retirement needs can be seriously affected by the imposition of the existing sched-
ule of capital gains taxes. Table #3, which follows, reflects investments of
$10,000 at five-year intervals. With a total, of $30,000 invested by the end of 1971
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the investor has a taxable gain of $14,555, subject to a tax of $3,639. When the-
purchasing power of his original investments is adjusted for the reduction in,
purchasing power caused by inflation, he has a real gain of only $7,572. The result
is a tax, nearly one-half of which is applicable to dollars of apparent gain which
do not increase the real value of his original investments.

TABLE 3.-CURRENT TAXATION OF CAPITAL GAINS

lThese comnputations show that, undercurrent law, the average real gano h aial invested In common stocks overtht
period 1960 to 1970 would be taxed at the rate of 43 percent ($3.83 divided by $7,572)j

Initial Market Cost ro- Tax on
Invest. value at stated in Real Inle- Tax on Innls-nt, Dec. 31, current gain tiona'y Taxable reat tionary Total

Year Amount 1971 1 dollaisS (loss) gain gain gain pin tax due

19o ............. $10,000 $19,76 $13,710 $$,99 $3,711 $9,706 $1,499 $928 $2,427'IS .------- -10,000 11,95 12,773 (809) 277 1964 (202) 69 4911970/.......... 10,000 12,818 10,500 2,385 500 2,835 596 2b 721
Total ...... 30,000 4 44, 555 36,933 7,572 6,983 14,555 1, $93 1,746 3,639

a The market value reflects adjustments for stock dividends and stock split$. No adJustment has been made for the Is-
suane of stock rights. It has been assumed that dividends were not reinvested, These technical factors have been Ignored'
for $im city ar ae not relevant to the immediate issue.

I Th initial $10,000 Investment has been Inflated by the GNP Implicit Price Deflator to show the purchasing power of
that investment In terms of 1971 dollars. The Consumer P ce Index would give substantially the same results,

S An effective tax rat# of 50 percent was assumed. These computations Ignore the possible application of the alternative-
tax on capital gains and the minimum tax on items of tax preference. To compute the effect of these taxes requires as-
sumptions with respect to Items of taxable income and tax liab lity not otherwise relevant to these computations.

These market values are based on the increase in Moody's Industrial Stock Index from the year of purchase to Dec.31,.
1971.

Table #3(a) shows the effect of Inflation on five blue chip stocks purchased
in 1980. For the first stock, General Motors, the market vajue exceeds the real
value of the initial investment. In the next three instances, AT&T, Monsanto, and
Commonwealth Edison, the market price Is lower than the real value of the
Initial investments and the present capital gains tax actually further reduces
the original purchasing power of the investments. Wor the fifth stock, U.S, Steel,
the present market value is only $3860 or a loss in original dollars of $640 but a
loss in actual purchasing power of $1,011.

14( _
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TABE 3(A)
Of investments were made in the following selectedstocks over the same period, the investor would incur a real loss

Initial investment Market value Cost restated Tax onat Dec. 31, in current Real gain Inflationary Taxable Tax on inflation Total taxYea Amount 197112 dollars (loss) 08gain real gain due '

1960 (Geneal Motors Corp.) ----------------------------. $1,000 $i, 666 $1,371 $295 $371 $666 $74 $93 $1671960 AT&T) ------------------------------------------ L 000 1,000 1,371 371 371 -------------- 93 931960 Cstoco.) ---------------------------------- 1,000 1.200 1.371 371 200 43.9 ... 0oS60 : : wealth Edison Co.) --------------------- 1.000 1,333 1,371 371 333 101I 93 3M Uited States Steel) ------------------------------ 1,000 360 1,371 371 (640) 93 (160)
Total -------------------------------------------- 5.000 5,559 6.855 (1,296) 1,85 559 (325) 465 140

I The market value reflects adjustments for stock dividends and stock splits. No adjustment hashew made for the issuance of stock rights. It has been assumed that dividends were not reinvested.Thes 2 technical factors have been ignored for simplicity and are not relevant to the immediate issue.2 These market values are based on the increase in Moody's Industrial Stock Index from the year
o purchase to Dec. 31, 197L

3The initial $10,000 investment has been inflated by the G14P Implicit Price Deflaor to show the
purc. powr of that investment in terms of 1971 dollars. The consumer Price Index would give
substani ly the same results.

4An effective tax rate of 50 percent was assumed. These computations ignore the possible appli-
cation of the altet tive tax on capital gius and the minimum tax an items of tax preference. To
compute t effect d~ thee taxes requires assumptions with respect items of taxable income andtax liability not otherwise relevad to these computations.

0



TABLE 4.-TAXATION OF CAPITAL GAINS UNDER THE TAX EQUITY ACT OF 1973 *LR. 1040) INTRODUCED BY REPRESENTATIVE JAMES C. CORMAN ON JAN. 3, 1973
frbecow~ftmbow~u~wJL100tafdoaypmk kcistedw~wi~bsnda~ I -$ vMbe t t effective rat of S3 percent

thereby ainat Um toa amount of tax doe"

Taale*u Taxable eS"Market value at Cost restated i Tax basts er l)de (o) under Tax due under Tax dm underYew Cost Dec. 3,1971, currentdlars IL 1040 RM ge pin oss) I1060 current law .. 1040 current law
Mos --------------------- - ---------- $10,0W $19 z1 9 6 0 $000 19706 $13,710 $14,167 $5,996 $5S39 $9.706 $2,770 $2,427------------ - --- 10,000 ,954 1773 1167 (809 (203) 1.964 (102) 491T- - - - - - 10,000 12, 85 10.,500 10.166 2,5 ,79 285 ,360 721

ToWL ---------- 30.000 44.555 36,983 36,500 7.572 t,0ss 1555 4,028 3,639

fluu vgUL Nampa, sIU to ck *SOCK f anOSGS d stock Splt. No adjastmeii habet made for t*,1Hetasneme olflw wt has been assumed Ohat dividands were ntreinvested.Thes 2 technical fat 1 have been %gnoed for simplicit and ea no releva n tth immoedat is-.
p urch ae lo, Dec.31 1971

2The Initial $1lftmlestment has been inflad by the GNK IMNt Price Dentor to show thepowr o tat nvstmntintus of 971dpouass.The ~ePrice Index wod give

a99 IM14 00otstheteaW yto increase hWstax basis by 9 at I percent of the tax baslsfor eaful mont the popty was held after it had ban he for I yr.'A-. .ffactive tax rate of 50 percent vs assumed. Cder - loo, caWpt ns am taxed on or-
dinary ,o Under current taw CapMA O ae generally bad at M the rate on ordinaryinoLThese computations, agoeth& possubl apicatdooof the alternative tax oncepitalgains andt minimum tax on Items of tax Preference. To compute the-efec of thee taw xes eWars assumnp-tion witb repect In items of taxable income and tax liabilt ot otherwbs reevaqt to, thee ;=I-
putaben.

00
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Note Table #4. M.R. 1040 introduced on January 3, 1973, would allow a tax-
,-ayer to add 4 percent of the original cost of assets to the tax basis each year as
.a hedge against inflation up to a maximum of 60 percent at 16 years. However,
capital gains would be taxed as ordinary income. Table #4 which assumes the
same investments as Table #8 shows that the effect 6f H.R. 1040 would actually
increase the taxpayer's tax liability above- the. present capital gains tax.

Table #5, which is based in part on actual experience, reflects the impact of
the present capital gains tax in the case of an individual who purchased a reel-
dence in 1937 and converted it to rental property before a sale in 1971. This
example also reflects the impact of a rollover provision. His original residence
cost $15,000 in 1937. He built an addition to the property in 1947 at an additional

s investment of $10,000. He sold the property in 1952 and purchased another
residence at an additional cost of $5,000. Assuming net sale proceeds of $85,000
in 1971 he would have a taxable gain of $55,000. Adjusting the purchasing power
of his original investment the $80,000 represents a cost in 1971 dollars of
$74,795. After payment of a capital gain tax of $18,750 he would have experienced
a loss in purchasing power of the investment of $8,545.

Table 5.-Sal of residence

Tax computation under current law:
Net proceeds from sale ------------------------------ $85,000
Cost ---------------------------------------- (30,000)

Gain-before tax -----------------------------------1 000
Tax (at 25 percent) -------------------------------- 13,750

Cost restated in current dollars: Date:
1937 ------------------------------------------- 15,000
1947 ------------------------------------------- 10,000
1952 -------------------------------------------- 5,000

Total --------------- -------------------------- 30,000

Inflation factor:
1937 -------------------------------------------- 8.182
1947 -------------------------------------------- 1.897
1952 -------------------------------------------- 1.619

Real cost:
1937 ------------------------------------------ $47, 730
1947 ------------------------------------------- 18,970
1952 ---------------------------- ---------------- 8095

Total ----------- ------------------------------ 795
s A taxpayer 65 years or over may exclude a portion of the gain (not to exceed $20,000)

realized on the sale of a personal residence. Thus. If the taxpayer had sold his residence at
ege 65, he would have been taxed on only a $35,000 gain. His tax would have been $8,150
and he would have had a net real gain of $1,455.

It would take $74,795 in 1971 to make the same investments that the taxpayer
has made since 1937.

Tax computation on real gain: 1

Net proceeds from sale ------- ----------------------- $85,000
Real cost ---------------------- --------------- (74, 795)

Real gain-before tax ----------------------------- 10,205
Tax (computed above) ------------------------------ (18, 750)

Real loss -------------------------------------- (8, 545)
1 These computations ignore the possible application of the alternative tax on capital

gains and the minimum tax on items of tax preference. To compute the effect of these taxes
requires assumptions with respect to items of taxable Income and tax liability not otherwise
relevant to these computations.

As indicated in a, footnote to Table #5 if this taxpayer had continued to
use the property as a residence and was 65 years or over in 1971 his capital
gain tax would have been $8,750 and his real gain only $1,455 from the use of
his capital over the 84-yearfperiod.
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Those investors willing to take the risk of purchasing stock in a young
linproven enterprise sometimes find their investment multiplied many times
overin which case the inroads of inflation may be less painful. However,
many more times the investor may barely recover the initial investment and
often loses it. The more careful, investor, who looks for growth in the blue
chip variety of stock may find years later that he bought into a Penn.Oentral
type situation, But in every situation for the last 80 years, the initial invest.
meant, whether it be in stock, bonds or real estate, has suffered from inflation
and the longer the period of investment the greater has been the impairment
of the original purchasing power.

CONCLUSIONS
The present system of capital gains taxation should be modified to permit an

adjustment of the cost of capital investment in equities and reflect the change
it purchasing power of the dollars invested. This could be done by the use of
indices which the U.S. Treasury Department would be responsible for prepar-
ing and publishing, The length of time that an investor must hold an invest-
ment in order to receive capital gains tax treatment could be increased beyond
the present six months period provided appropriate recognition would be given
to the eroding factor of inflation,

The mechanism of such an adjustment could be so designed as to present no
serious difficulties, i.e., for example, the adjustment in Table #5 to Restate
Cost in Current Dollars.

[From the New YorkTimes, Feb. 8, 1974)

NIXON SOUNDS A WARNING ON RAW-MATERIAL PRICs
(By Edwin L. Dale, Jr.)

WASHINGTON, February 7.-President Nixon told Congress today that nations
supplying the world. ith important raw the oil-producing countries in radically
raising world prices (sic).

But in his second annual International Economic Report Mr. Nixon said
1978-with its exploding prices of basic commodities ranging from wheat to
tin and wool-"vividly brought home to us the degree to which bur own economy
is affected by developments elsewhere."

The United States economy, the report said, "has moved from an era of near
self-sufficiency to one of rising dependence on foreign resources with a con.
comitant need to earn more foreign exchange to pay for these importF." .

The report said it was an "oversimplification" to think that nations producing
other commodities-they were not named, but such items as bauxite, copper and
rubber have been mentioned in various analyses-can do as the oil countries
did: form a cartel or "monopoly' and quadruple prices. It gave these reasons:In the oil countries production cutbacks "do not significantly increase unem.ployment," which is not the case with extractive and agricultural industries in
other poor countries.

The oil countries on the whole had large monetary reserves and "could easily
accept a reduction in sales volume-especially at the new higher prices." Many
other raw material producing countries "do not have enough foreign reserve
assets to permit them to curtail production."

Demand for oil has been growing steadily and inexorably, while this is not
-true of other commodities where demand sometimes declines "in the course of
a world economic slowdown," at least in the short run.

When there is sluggish demand, this put producing countries "in a poor bar.
gaining position" and can lead to "severe competition among producers for
markets."

The report contained in a statistical appendix an estimate that United States
oil imports this year will cost $25-bllion, up nearly $16-billlon from 1978; on
the assumption that current oil prices hold and that -the volume of oil imported
will be the same in 1974 as in 1978. This estimate of added oil import costs is
slightly higher than one made earlier by the Commerce Department.

Peter M. Flanigan the chief author of the report and executive director of thecouncil on international economic policy, told reporters that because of higher
oil prices the "current account" of the United States balance of payments-
essentially trade and services, but not investment flows-would probably be In
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deficit this year by $$ to $5-billion after a surplus of an estimated $2.7-billion.
in 197$.

Mr. Planigan noted that all nations would suffer a large adverse swing In their
payments, except the oll countries. But he said it was "no time for hysteria,"
terming the matter "a problem but a management problem."

The report said that "In addition to developing domestic resources, we must
diversify our international sources of energy to the greatest extent possible so
that no one country or likely combination of countries will be able to influence
our policies by manipulating the supply or price of our energy."

The President said the new problems that emerged, In 1973, particularly In food
and energy, did not change the need for cooperation among nations.

"The new problems we face are of such enormity," he said, "that there may be
a temptation ot delay further progress toward trade and monetary reform.
Nothing could be more foolish . . . I consider it essential that we continue to.
construct a consultative framework in which new as well as old issues can be
addressed. The current trade and monetary discussions provide such a frame
work and also allow us to continue our long-term effort to bull a more effective.
world economic order."

The report contained a discussion of the world food problem and found that
"there is considerable disagreement as to whether the current food gap is perma.
nent or whether we will soon be faced with a food glut." However, the report
added:

FOOD NEEDS OITED

"Most agricultural experts now believe that the situation that has charac-
terized the past several decades will continue for the foreseeable future-that is,
generally adequate supplies with occasional shortages."

The report spoke sympathetically of the need for adequate world stockpiles of
food to meet emergencies and contingencies such as poor crops. But it continued:

"For this kind of security the world will be best served if Importing countries
and private interests do not assume that the United States government can and
will maintain commercial reserves adequate for all customers under all condi-
tions.

"Means should be found for customers to share with suppliers the responsibility
to maintain commercial stockpiles and assure themselves of adequate supplies.
There is- no reason that grain-producing countries should carry commercial
reserves for all the world's potential paying customers. And there is certainly no
reason why the United States and Canada should perform the lion's share of
this role as they have for the postwar period."

[Whereupon, at 11:50 a.m., the subcommittee recessed, subject to.
the call of the Chair.]
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Communications Received by the Committee Expressing an
Interest in These Hearings

STATEMENT OF THg AMRIOAN BANKERS ASSOOIATioN

The American Bankers Association recognizes clearly the need for and vigor-
ously advocates the maintenace of healthy securities markets, Such markets are
absolutely essential to our nation's economy. Healthy securities markets are
essential to the trust Industry because without .them we cannot serve our
customers.

The ABA fully supports the enactment of legislation which would constructively
promote healthy markets.

Toward this end we advocate public disclosure by all Investment managers of
significant securities holdings and transactions. We support the development of a
central market system In which the Individual investor will be able to obtain
needed broker services and will be assured the best price In any market. The
market system should Include the national exchanges, the third market and
NASDAQ. We support competitive brokers fees and a complete separation of
brokerage and money management. We support the establishment of a national
securities depository system and effective regulation of depositories, clearing
agencies and transfer agents to ensure efficient low-cost securities clearance and
transfer. We also support additional action to-eliminate the stock certificate and
an SEC study of the use of nominee or street names. Bills to achieve all of these
objectives are at some stage in the legislative process with some of them already
passed by the Senate.

In the regulatory area we have supported additional disclosure by corpora-
tions In their financial statements filed with the SEC, and the Commission has
substantially expanded financial statement disclosure during the past year. These
legislative and regulatory actions will improve the ability of more individual
investors to enter the market and help restore confidence so the Individual will
do so.

Other actions would undoubtedly assist In bringing more individuals to the
market and in maintaining healthy markets but the holding limits of S. 2842
would not. But before discussing the bill In detail, the Association would like to
review briefly the responsibilities and operations of trust departments which
demonstrate there is no need for such limitations.

The most significant character of American trust departments Is that the
money and assets they invest are not theirs. It is money and assets placed In
their care. The bank In no way has a beneficial interest in the assets, The bank
receives a fee to manage the assets, If the Investments do well, the customer
profits. If the investments do poorly, the customer suffers unless the bank was
imprudent in which case the bank must make up the loss. Parenthetically, It
should be noted that the retention of business and the consequent profitability of
a trust department depend also upon the Investments doing well. Bank portfolio
managers must always keep foremostin mind that the assets they are managing
belong to the customers and the Investments must serve the customer's needs.
The same applies to the voting of proxies. They must be voted to serve the inter-
est of the beneficiaries of the accounts In which the stocks are held.

The fact that trust assets belong to the customers means the assets cannot be
invested according to the portfolio manager's personal inclinations. It means
he must have sufficient information and data on the investments and the cus-
tomers' needs to make reasoned judgments. The law imposes upon him a legal list
or prudent man rule.

ihe fact also means investments cannot be used to control portfolio com-
panies for again voting rights must be exercised to serve the beneficiaries. This
prevents the exercise of potential economic power.

How do bank trustees make investment and voting decisions? Most trust
departments have an investment committee of senior trust officers. This com-
mittee either establishes general Investment policy or It decides which securities

(287)
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should be on a buy list, which should be on a sell list and which should be on a
hold list. These decisions are made after the investment group of the trust depart-
ment, which normally Includes investment analysts, has made recommendations
to the committee. Research from outside sources, such as brokerage houses, is
often Important to committee decisions.

After these decisions are made, it Is the account portfolio managers who make
the day-to-day investment decisions for each account based on the needs of the
beneficiaries and the investment policy of the trust department. Thus many are
involved In the Investment decision making process--house securities analysts,
other Investment personnel, outside research houses, and Investment committee
and account portfolio managers. The voting of proxies, similarly, is handled by
those who make Investment decisions.

Banks compete among themselves for pension business as well as with other
investment managers. Once a pension account is obtained, the bank must deliver
good investment performance or suffer the consequences of the loss of business.
Only managers who provide good investment performance are going to be suc-
cessful. The exercise of control over portfolio companies is compatible with good
Investment performance.

In addition to the above restraints against self-serving actions by bank trust
departments even where they exercise full discretion, there are a myriad of other
restraints imposed by trust instruments and the law where the bank shares au-
thority to invest or vote. In some instances banks may only be custodians or
trustees with no authority or responsibility to do either.

The American Bankers Association last summer surveyed member banks with
trust departments regarding their equity trading and holdings. Preliminary figures
were provided the Subcommittee when the association testified before it on
September 27, 1978. Attached as Appendix "A" is a copy of the final report, Equity
Trading and Investment by Trust Departments, Responding to the survey were
786 banks which manage $299.4 billion In assets or 74% of the total assets man-
aged by trust departments in 1972 according to Trust Assets of Insured Com.
mercial Banks-197t published by the FDIC. Fifty-two of the 71 trust depart-
ments that managed over $1 billion in assets responded.

The trust departments were asked the number of companies in which they
held equity securities. The average number of companies in which stock was held
by trust departments managing assets under $50 million was 188.8. The average
number of companies for trust departments over $750 million was 2566.7.

The trust departments were also asked to list their 25 largest equity security
holdings. Only 22 corporations were among the top 25 listed by more than 100
trust departments and 1848 corporations were listed by only one trust department.
A table in the Appendix names the 128 corporations held by 20 or more banks.
Another table names the 86 corporations held by 8 or more of the over $1 billion
trust departments. The survey contains a wealth of information which shows:
1) that trades in excess of $800,000 ($500,000 is considered a block trade) are
infrequently made by trust departments even by those managing over $750 mil-
lion, 2) that, except in the case of trust departments under $50 million, the top
25 holdings of a trust department seldom account for more than 60% of the trustdepartment's equity holdings, and 8) that trust department holdings are not as
highly concentrated in a few high quality stocks as has been charged.

The Association would like to Incorporate by reference its statement filed with
the Subcommittee. on September 27th, which contains additional statistical data
regarding diversification of investments by bank trustees including a discussion
of the Investment of special purpose collective funds in smaller corporations. The
Association believes the record allows clearly there is no need for limitations on
holdings such as those contained In S. 2842.

Turning now to the bill, the ABA does not believe it will achieve the purposes
which have been put forward as the reasons for its holding limits. In fact the
limits may have opposite results.

Under current law in addition to the prudent man or legal list requirements
of state law, the Internal Revenue Code requires the assets of a tax-exempt
pension fund be used for the exclusive benefit of the participants or their bene-
ficiaries. An investment generally complies with the "executive benefit" require-
ment if its cost does not exceed fair market value, if a fair return commensurate
with the prevailing rate is provided, if sufficient liquidity is maintained to permit
distributiohe and if the safeguards and diversity to which a prudent investor
would adhere are present. What can the arbitrary 5% and 10% limits of 8. 2842
add to these requirements of state-law and UIS regulations?
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The question of self-fulfilling prophecies has been raised. Any overt attemptby a trust department to pursue a so-called "self-fulfilling prophecy" strategywould only be self-defeating. Thus, we doubt the validity of this issue at leastwith respect to trust investments.Market liquidity comes from the thousands of individual investment decisionsoccurring hour after hour and cannot be achieved by legislation. Banks arealways looking for well managed small and medium sized firms in which to investpension assets. The 5% and 10% limits would not accelerate this interest, Infact, they may reduce sUch interest. Arbitrary limits can only distort themarket place.The 5% limit on the amount of managed pension assets that can b invo.4ted inone security may adversely impact small and medium size trust departments withpension business. In fact, this limit and the other provisions of the bill mayprevent some banks and other investment managers from entering the pensionbusiness, thus eliminating potential competition and liquidity.If these limits are enacted many investment managers may find themselves"making tax decisions rather than investment decisions" in managing pensionassets. They may also find themselves In an impossible position In allncating asecurity between various pension accounts. And, If the limit of a security is heldand all accounts have a relative share, what is the pension manager to do witha new account?The bill makes it clear that the 5% and 10% limits apply only to pension plantrusts, excluding profit-sharing, but it does not make it clear what assets mustbe included in determining whether the limits have been reached. Also, hoawould the limits apply in the case of collective funds in which both pension andprofit sharing accounts participate? Would separate collective funds have to beestablished for each type of account?The provision of S. 2842 authorizing investments In venture capital may causegreat confusion because it establishes no Identifiable Investment standard. Afterdecades of experience with the prudent man rule, it is still a difficult standardbut most bank trustees believe they understand it and feel comfortable with it.The venture capital provision also raises certain implications which might deterinvestments in smaller companies. It might be construed to imply that anyinvestment in a company with a capital account under $25 million is per se notprudent. Also, it might be construed to imply that any investment in excess of1% in a company with a capital account under $25 million is imprudent.Through -special purpose funds many banks are already investing In smalland medium size firms. Thus, the need for the provision on venture capital Invest-ment seems doubtful.
Regarding the capital gains provisions of-the bill, our tax system is complexand it appears Congress will be looking at tax revision in a number of areas thisyear including capital gains and the minimum tax. Thus, the association sug-gests that the capital gain tax provisions of the bill be considered at the timegeneral revision of the tax law comes before the Finance Committee.

29-146 0 - 74 - 20
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MANAGEMENT SUMMARY

The survey was conceived to bring to light for the first time data
on the actual activity of trust departments in the equity securities
markets. A number of charges, with varying degrees of substantiation,
have been leveled at trust departments but, in truth, little authoritative
data have been available.

In the trading activity of trust departments it is shown that 88.9%
of all trades for the first six months of 1973 were in amounts loes than
$100,000. Only 2.3% of all trades reached the negotiated commission level,
$300,000. More significantly, the trading statistics of the very largest
departments are not very different: 85.5% were in the $100,000 or less
category and only 3% of trades exceeded $300,000.

The average number of corporate stocks held by a trupt department was
507. The average ranged from a low of 139 (for the very smallest depart-
ments with less than $50 million in trust assets) to a high of 2,567 for
the largest departments (those with trust assets of $750 million or more).

Data requested on the twenty-five largest equity holdings of each
department indicate the broad diversity of trust investment, All told
the replies of 674 trust departments listed 2,325 different corporations.
Only 22 corporations appeared on the lists of 100 or more trust depart-
ments, while 1,343 appeared only once.

The replies of those trust departments with $1 billion or more in
trust assets were examined. The 52 responding banks in that category
listed 298 different corporations among their 25 largest holdings, Only
one stock, IBM, appeared on all 52 lists. The diversification evidenced
far exceeds what some have charged.

In addition a tabulation of the number of cases where someone other
than the bank had ultimate power of purchase or sale indicates that banks
lack authority over a significant portion of the investments in their care,
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TABEI, 1

1972 TRUST ASSETS BY 1972 COMICRC(AL DPUSLTS

Deposit Size I Trust Assets
W 1 $(000) I Trust Depts.

(No.)

Under 89,521 10
5 Million

5-10 35,919 34
Million

10-25 2,619,251 " 153
Million .9

25-50 1,636,419 164
Million .5

50-100 6,145,099 138
Million 2,1

100-500 44,611,293 177
Million 14.9

500 Million 40,676,408 55
to 1 Billion 13.6

1 Billion 203,589,386 55
and Over 68.0

TOTALS 299,403,296
100.0

786

_-- __:ii_ 2 -- 1:2 ii-- .... iT ..... I: 2- -" _ .: L L tW .41#lllIl at. I

I
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INTRODUCTION

Bank trust departments now hold, for their customers, assets totalling
more than $403 billion* in some 1.2 million different accounts. The rapid
growth of trust department holdings and their size, among other factors,
have led to allegations of a misuse of economic power. It has been charged
that trust departments exert excessive influence over securities markets
by dealing mostly in very large transactions. One criticism has been that
they concentrate holdings exclusively in a small number of favorite stocks.

The intensity of the criticism has increased in recent months.
During that period the individual investor has continued to shy away from
the equity markets and the securities industry has suffered financial
problems. Suggestions have been made--both in the private sector and in
Congress--that limits be placed on the amount of stock in any individual
corporation that can be held by institutional investors and further, that
the amount of stock that can be sold during a certain period should be
limited.

Yet, little statistical data showing trust department operations and
their investments in the equity market have been available. The trust
profession, the news media, and Congress have had to rely on the bank
supervisory agencies, the Securities and Exchange Comaission and others
in government for statistical material. Most of these studies cannot be
related one to another. So no overall picture of the trust business has
been available,

To help clear the air about bank trust departments, and to inform the
public on how they operate, the Trust Division of The American Bankers
Association decided to conduct a survey.

The following discussion of survey data will detail how bank trust
departments of all sizes conduct their trading and investing operations.
Special attention will be paid to the larger trust departments (over $1
billion) which have borne the brunt of the allegations of undue economic
power.

This survey is not to be viewed as a comprehensive analysis of the
investment practices of trust departments, but it provides valuable new
information that helps explain the trust business.

The American Bankers Association intends to collect and publish
additional data on trust departments as the need arises.

The Trust Division would like to acknowledge the assistance of the
ABA's Research and Planning staff in this survey. Per Lange, Assistant
Director, designed the questionnaire and compiled the results. Assisting
in the analysis and evaluation was Dr. George W. Coleman, Research
Project Director.

*Unless otherwise noted, statistics used outside those gathered in this
survey are from Trust Assets of Insured Commercial Banks - 1972, Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation.
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TABLE 2

EQUITY SECURITY ORDERS - BY SIZE OF TRUST DEPARTMENT

(JANUARY 1 JUNE 30, 1973)

ORDERS WITH A VALUE OF

Size of Trust Department ($ Million)

Be low
50

50 to 150 to
Under 1501 Under 750

750 and
Over All

Under $100,000

Number of Orders 38,406 34,966 143,130 376,104 592,606

Per cent of Total 98.7 96.6 94.5 85.5 88.9

$100,000 - $299,999

Number of Orders 445 998 6,254 50,778 58,475

Per cent of Total 1.1 2,8 4.1 11.5 8.8

$300,000 and over

Number of Orders 77 247 2,051 13,019 15,394

Per cent of Total 0.2 0.7 1.4 3.0 2.3

Total

Number of Orders 38,928 36,211 151,435 439,973 666,475

Per cent is of Row 5.8 5.4 22.7 66,0 100.0

Number of Banks in
size category

516 81 105 57 759

516 81 105 57 759
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TRADING

Criticism has been leveled at trust departments for exerting excessive
influence on securities markets by dealing primarily in what are known as
"block trades." While a rule-of-thumb definition of block trade ie one
with a value of $500,000 or more, it was felt for the purposes of this
'survey that a separation of trades of $300,000 or more--the point at which
brokerage connissions begin to be negotiated--would be more meaningful.
The questionnaire asked trust departments to supply the number of equity
security orders--both purchases and sales--they had placed with brokers
during the first six months of 1973, This number was broken down into
orders over $300,000, those between $100,000 and $300,000 and those below
$100,000.

Only 2.3% of all trades by trust departments were over $300,0001
most -- 88.9% -- were less than $100,000.

The trading activity of various sizes of trust departments was
analyzed. The complete breakdown appears in Table 2. Host startling
were the data for the largest trust departments, those with $750 million
or more in trust assets. They placed a total of 439,973 orders, of which
376,104, or 85.5%, were for $100,000 or less. Orders between $100,000
and $299,999 placed by these large trust departments totaled 50,778, or
11.5%. Only 3% of the orders--or 13,019--were over $300,000.

These results lend credence also to the fact that trust departments
invest the funds under their management individually rather than in a
monolithic manner.
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TA1bIE 3

AVERAGE NUMBER OF CORPORATIONS FIELD

Size of Trust Departments ($ Million)

50 to 150 to 750
Below under under and

50 150 750 over All

138.5 528.0 1035,7 2566.7 507.4
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DIVERS IFICATION

Another criticism aimed at trust departments is that they have con-
centrated their investments exclusively in a handful of favorite stocks.
It is argued that such activity helped create the so-called two-tier
market in which small and medium sized firm had difficulty obtaining
needed funds.

To ascertain the extent of trust department holdings in different
corporations, the survey asked for the total number of corporations in -

which each bank held equity securities on December 31, 1972. Table 3
shows the results. The average number of counon stocks held by all
trust departments was 507. For the departments below 50 million the
average was 139. In the $50 to $150 million asset range, it was an
average of 528 firms for each department; in the next category--$150
to $750 million--an average of 1,036 companies per trust department.
The largest trust departments--those with $730 million or more in assets--
held an average 2,567 companies,
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TABLE 4

25 LARGEST STOCKHOLDINGS AS A PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL EQUITY HOLDINGS

Number of Trust Departments by Size ($ Million)

Per cent
Be low
50

50 to
under

150

1 150 to
under

750

750
and

over All

1- 9 24 4 28

10 -19 35 5 9 2 51

20 -29 71 14 10 7 102

30 -39 54 18 26 17 115

40 -49 41 10 19 18 88

50 -59 52 8 13 14 87

60 -69 29 12 13 6 60

70 -79 38 7 11 1 57

80 -89 31 3 4 38

90 -99 27 2 29

100 22 22

No 62 62
indication

486 83 105 65 73

Column
Totals 1 105486 83 63 739
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CONCENTRATION

The questionnaire asked each bank to list its top 25 equity holdings
and indicate what percentage those 25 constituted of their total equity
assets. It was felt that the top 25 would be fairly representative of
all equity holdings and would not place an undue reporting burden upon the
respondents, This assumption was borne out by the resulting data, for,
as Table 4 illustrates, in most instances the largest 25 holdings accounted
for between 20. and 60% of equity holdings.

Slightly more than half of the smallest trust departments responding
indicated that their top 25 holdings represented less than 50. of their
equity assets, In fact, the data for this category showed the limited
scope of trust investment activity in these small banks. Eighty of these
departments (out of 424 who responded to the question) replied that between
80. and 100. of their total equity assets were in their top 25 holdings.

The responses from the larger institutions show that--in a great
majority of cases--their 25 largest holdings represent less than 50% of
total stock holdings. For trust departments of $50 to $150 million in
size, 51 of the 83 trust departments responding, or 61%, indicated that
their top 25 holdings represented less than 50 of total equity holdings.
About the same percentage of departments in the $150 to $750 million size
category said their top 25 holdings were less than 50% of the total.

Significantly, more than two-thirds of the largest trust departments--
those of $750 million and over in assets--indicated that their top 25
holdings were less than 507 of the total. In only seven cases did the
top reach 60% of equity holdings.

It should be noted that the 25 largest holdings of one trust depart-
ment will not necessarily be the same for any other. In fact, as shown
in the following tables, there is considerable difference in the holdings.
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TABLE SA

FREQUENCY OF CORPORATIONS APPEARING IN 25 LARGEST HOLDINGS

-- All Respondents

Number of Corporations
_Provided .. .. Number of Trust Departments providing

22 corporations were held by more than 100 Trust Departments

106 corporations were held by 20 - 99 Trust Departments

121 "o " it 10 - 19 it

198 o f 5 - 9 i t

1 0 4 * " " " 4 I t

1 4 5 " " " 3 o f

286 " " " 2 t "

1343 of f " ". 1 " , ,

2325

TABLE 5B

Size of trust departments supplying data in Table SA

Trust Assets $ Number Responding

Less than 25 million 361

25 - 50 million 67

50 - 150 million 78

150 - 750 million 106

750 - 1 billion 10

1 billion & over 52

TOTAL 674
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MAJOR HOLDINGS

All trust departments were asked to list their 25 largest holdings,
and 674 responded. Their replies listed 2,325 different corporations.
The stock of only 22 corporations was found to be held in the 25 largest
holdings of more than 100 banks, but the stock of 1,343 corporations
appeared in the top 25 holdings of only one bank each. See Table 5A.

Table 5C sets out the corporations whose stock appears most frequently.
General Motors heads the list, appearing in the top 25 holdings of 560
banks, GM is followed by AT&T (541), Exxon (523), and IBM (437). The
frequency of appearance of corporate stocks then drops sharply until the
22nd most often named, American Electric Power, appears on only 108 lists.

All told, 128 different stocks appeared in the top 23 holdings of
twenty or more trust departments,

To determine the Investment practices of the very largest trust
departments the replies from banks with more than $1 billion in trust
assets were examined. Fifty-two of the 71 departments in that category
replied.

For these 52 banks the top 25 holdings numbered 299 different
corporations. This indicated that trust departments $ot only invest but
invest significant amounts in many companies beyond the favorite 50 or
70 issues, To be sure, certain high quality stocks are held more often
by trust departments than others of lesser quality, but the diversifies-
tion of holdings far exceeds what some critics have charged,

International Business Machines, which was fourth most popular in
the list of top 25 holdings of all departments was the only security
found on every list of the 52 largest departments. Eastman Kodak and
General Motors were found on 51 lists. Exxon was on 49 lists, General
Electric on 48, and Sears, Roebuck on 41. Xerox was on 38 lists,
Texaco on 33 and Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing on 32. Tables 6A
and 6B report the results.

Many stocks appeared in the top 25 of only a fourth or less of the
52 reporting banks. Standard Oil of California and Burroughs Corp. were
in the top 25 of only 13 banks. American Express, Atlantic Richfield,
Ford Motor Co. and Warner Lambert appeared on only 11 lists. By the
time the thirty-first stock in popularity -- Polaroid -- is reached, it
appears on only 10 lists. It should be noted that only the 25 largest
equity holdings were listed. It is quite possible that each of the above
named issues is held in each department, but not among the 25 largest holdings.

Only 86 stocks appear on 3 or more lists, while 212 issues appear on
fewer than 3.
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TABLE SC

Corporations appearing most frequently in 25 largest holdings:

-- All Respondents -

Corporaioll Total go.
of Seeke Corporat ism

Total No.
of Make

General Motor$
Awl, an Telephone & Telegraph
guon Corp.
I ternoationol bolness Machtnas
General tlettlic

Tenao

UAeAtM Kodak
Sea Itoebucok
Mlobil oil
ierog

Amrlcao How Product$
towasoote aOini f & 1M.
Standard Oil CA 1t.
Standard Oil Indilaa
Gulf Oil Corp.

laterrationl Telephon & Telegraph
General Telephone .Electronics
First National City
Dupont, 9.1.
Merck h Co.

Ford motor Co.
losritan glectritc poer
Philip, 101,r1.e.
Coca Cola
Warner*Lmberi

Don chemical

Ulnon Carbide
J.C. Plenny
great$ (.$.)

Proctor 6 Omble
titter
Westinghouse tlertrie
Goodyear
Atlantic iehflield

Schariot Plough
1pnoldo (IMJ.) Industries

Southern Co,
Surrol*h
Aerican tapree

Avon
ACA Corp.
Commonealth ldioso
Tenneco
SrIetol Opra

Iterlia Druge
Americn Cyawnid
Geerel foode
Ch0.0 Mak AttIt Curprtto
Pacftie Ga. I tetri,

Aerica Brands, Int.
Metriee Food Corp.
J.P. Morgan
Geto% Pactfic Colo.
Caterpillar Tractor C.

Mooaaato
General Public servites
Gillette Co.
Co tinetal Corporatist
Johaome I Jobsba

Phtiladelphia 11.4, Co.
Honeywell
Squibb orporatotl
Colgate-hlaIolniv
Gergia Pacific

560

1)323
)i)

V$
361
2 7
1971III
169
16i
163
It)
161
143

120

119
Ill

lIt
108
toS9
91

92

6O

M0

69
6M

67

61

PS4,
i

lso

57
4

It

so41

41
47

AS

1)

II

4)
42

10'S

40

3M
if
is

U.S. Steal
Cootisftal Oil Corp.
CPC Isotarletioel lo,

poermsUaer Co.

athihoes Steal Corp.
Federated Dept. Serle
lsterutlol Paper
lialtieor Gas 6 1lettril
lliretooe Tire rubber

public Servlce Ilectri¢ i Gal
Oalliburtomo
turns Corp. Ltd.
Aetna Life & CAosulty
Texas utilties

Nabisco Iad.
Visara Mohank Power

omical N.Y. Corp.
Ka1a lott Copper
Vtrlials glctrl I lonewer

Maria Ca. Co.
Columbia Gas Spot.
Continental Con
Ohio Idiom Co.
Saorevl.PRand

Travellers Corp.
Traallertica

l.k-Amrlca Corp.
consumers loaer
Marathon oft Co.

Lilly (ii1) 4 Co.
Ulaited Tieeo0muicat less
Deere I Co.
Alleghemy Power
Oaf oval

oanufatturer# Oover
SL? Corp.
Pmnsylvania Poler 6 Lilht
Aakeuaor 14slh
Upjohn Co.

Uiolnectric Co.
TRW the,
Houeoihod Fliseroa
Toabir Gets

Phelps Dodge

Norfolk 6 weetern OY.
G,1, freliht
Southrn California Iiaos Co.
singer I teuletur l
Sehlomberlor

Goaneol lullse
lbarson tlastric
Mssachusetts toveatore truat

oato l Industries
Standard Oil of Ilo

Woolwortb, F..
Detroit Uloo Co.
Duquelos Liht Co.
Unon Oil of Califarnia
IA

Public Servie Co. of Id.
Polaroid
Northeast Utilities

12
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Finally, the trust departments were asked to indicate where cus-
tomers had discretion* over 60% or more of a holding. In the case of
IBM, which appeared on all 52 lists, there were 10 banks where customers
exercised discretion over more than 60% of the holding. Eastman Kodak,
which appeared on 51 lists, was held subject to customer discretion over
60% of the holding in 13 instances.

Exxon was subject to over 60% customer discretion in 13 cases and
General Electric in 9 cases. The same was true for Sears in 11 cases and
for Xerox in 5. Tables 6A and 6B list the incidences of customer discre-
tion over 60% of the most frequently held stocks.

The data show clearly that the customer--rather than the trust
department alone--in many instances is partly responsible for the
larger holdings of the same stocks by banks rather than the trust
department's having sole responsibility.

* Discretion, for these purposes, means the ultimate power of purchase or
sale. A customer is said to have discretion in all cases except those
where the bank has sole power of investment#
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.TABLE 6A

MOST FREQUENTLY HELD STOCKS AMONG 25 LARGEST HOLDINGS

-- 52 Responding Banks with Trust Assets over $1 Billion --

Column A - Number of banks listing the corporation among
25 largest holdings

Column B - Number of banks reporting that 60% or more of
the holding is subject to customer discretion

Name of Corporstion

IBM
Eastman Kodak
General Motors
Exxon
General Electric

A B

52
51
51
49
48

10
13
14
13
9

Sears Roebuck 41 11
Xerox 38 5
Texaco 33 10
Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing 32 6
American Tel. and Tel. 31 10

American Home Products 27 4
Merck 26 8
Mobil Oil 20 6
Standard Oil of Indiana 19 5
International Tel. and Tel. 19 5

Dupont, E.I. 19 1
S.S. Kresge 18 2
Coca Cola 17 0
Dow Chemical 17 2
Proctor and Gamble 17 3

First National City 14 3
J.C. Penney 14 2
Pfizer 14 2
Schering Plough 14 3
Standard Oil of California 13 3

Burroughs
American Express
Atlantic Richfield
Ford Motor
Warner-Lambert
Polaroid

13
11
11
11
11
10

0
1
1
4
0
0

14

29-146 0 - 74 - 21
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TABLE 6B

Other Frequently Held Stocks Among 25 Largest Holdings

-- 52 Banks with Trust Assets over $1 Billion --

Corporations appearing on list of 25 largest holdings:

9 Times

Avon (1)*
Johnson & Johnson (3)
Westinghouse (0)

8 Times

Emerson Electric (1)
Halliburton (0)

7 Times

Caterpillar (1)
Disney Productions (1)
Federated Department Stores (2)
Honeywell (0)
Philips Petroleum (3)

6 Times

Gulf Oil (4)
McDonalds (1)

5 Times

Dun & Bradstreet (0)
Eli Lilly (2)
General Telephone & Electronics (2)
Schlumberger (0)
Squibb (1)
Texas Utilities (0)
Union Carbide (1)

4 Times

Armstrong Cork (0)
Bristol Meyers (0)
Colonial Penn Group (2)
Connecticut General (1)
Kerr McGee (2)
Kraftco (1)
Philip Morris (1)
Simplicity Pattern (0)
Sterling Drugs (0)
Weyerhauser (2)
MGIC (0)
Motorola (1)
Pepsico (2)
Travellers (1)

3 Times

Aetna Life (1)
American Electric (2)
AMP. Inc. (0)
Anheuser Busch (2)
American Hospital Supply (0)
Beneficial Corporation (0)
Black & Decker (0)
Corning Glass (0)
Dart Industries (1)
General Mills (0)
Hercules (2)
Heublein (2)
Household Finance (0)
INA (2)
Jefferson Pilot (1)
Monsanto (1)
NLT Corp. (1)
Smithline Corp. (2)
Texas Instruments (0)
Tampax (0)
TRW (2)
Whirlpool (1)

Total number of corporations with a frequency of occurrence of 3 and over: 86
Total number of corporations with a frequency of occurrence below 3: 212

*Number in parenthesis is the number of banks which report that 60Z or
more of the holding is subject to customer discretion.

I
I

a 

I
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APPENDIX
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Appendix A

Methodology

At the request of the Trust Division the survey was conducted by the
Research and Plsnning Department of the ABA. The following Information
on the- design of the survey may be of interest.

The final form of the questionnaire was mailed to 4277 commercial banks
that previously had informed the ABA they had a trust function or at least
an interest in banks' trust activities. Since the survey was taken the
bank supervisory agencies have released data showing that there were
3804 trust departments at the end of December 1972.

The 4277 banks included were selected from the Association's maLlinS
list system.

Considering one mailing only, the rate of response was high, especially -
for a survey of this type. Responses were received from 1043 banks,
24.4 per cent of those included in the mailing. 786 respondents--yielding
an effective response rate* of 20.7 per cent--were considered to be
statistically valid. The remaining banks indicated that they had not
established a trust function.

The usable 786 replies accounted for 74.2 per cent of the total 1972
trust assets ($403.6 billion) which banks had held. The 786 responding
banks showed a total of $299.4 billion in trust assets.

Given the size of the response, the calculation 6f a battery of reliability
factors seemed unnecessary.

These study results do not include figures which would have required the
use of highly-detailed, possibly unreliable estimates.

* Related to the total number o# banks with trust functions, 3804, in 1972.
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, TH AMnNICANNANKNS ASSOCIATION o vON bc,.n UwAwIeN soome
flhtINM

$1ETSON9 M ARhWI

SNIO VICE Ftt$ICNT AND
I9? EUIVI ,1M, 0FICE$rO 05t$I NATIONAL AN0K OF O COON

P, 0 bOt 20n

POIMLAND, OSIG09 9n
VKI "Illowl

CMAtKR~Y I K"IETON

L -I July 30, 1973 ,.IS ,TMISAMSAVINTNT
CNICAHI ILIINOIS 4W09

My Fellow Trust Officer: O A AttAN

The Comerce and Finance Subcoiittee of the House of AIATI WIMS

Representatives is currently considering legislation relative W/W

to institutional membership on stock exchanges and fully MAIC. SMI69

competitive broker's fees. The Senate Finance Comittee has 2
announced hearings on the impact of bank trust departments
and other institutional investors on the securities virkets.
Has the individual investor been driven out of the market?
The Senate Securities Subcommittee has also indicated an intent
to begin a study of the impact of institutions on the securities
markets.

If we are to avoid restrictive legislation it is Important
that we provide the Congress certain hard information. Your
assistance is needed. We would greatly appreciate your completing
the attached questionnaire and returning it as soon as possible.
The information provided may hae a significant impact on the
outcome of efforts to impose new regulations on trust departments.
Let me assure you that your replies will be used in statistical
compilations only and no bank will be identified by name.

I know all too well that truat departments are besieged
with requests of this nature. I am also aware that the information
requested will, in many cases, require extensive effort on your
part. Were it not for the great Importance of this information
to our entire industry I assure you we would not make this
request. Your cooperation will be greatly appreciated.

Cordially yours,

Stetson S. Uaman
President

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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D TH1 AMERICAN 1ANKIRS AllOCIATION 110 CONNECTICUT AV9NUEN W, WASHINGTON, Oc 9o003

If you hav any q uslions. phoe:

Jams D. McLaughlin (202) 467-4027
Associate Director, Trust Division CONFIDENTIAL

PluAMW m tise name and title of
th, Individual compltkti thi qudionake:

TRUT DEPARTMENT SURVEY

PLEASE REPORT INFORMATION FOR YOUR ENTIRE DOMESTIC COMERCIAL BANK 'SYSTEM

1. Excluding custody accounts, please indicate your bank's TRUST ASSETS as of ......

JILL, KIL. .... ID

a. . . December 31, 17i .____

b. . . December 31, J972 $ ..

2. Please indicate the number of equity security orders your back's Trust Department
placed with brokers

NUMBER OF ORDERS
ORDERS WIT1 A VALUE OF 1973, U. -J0 30

a. Ihder $100,000

b. $100,000 - $299,999

c. $300,000 and over

3. Please indicate the total nmber of corporations In which
your bank held equity securities- a of Dcmber 31, 19721 _

4a. Considering the dollar value, what percentage of your Trust Departmuet'e total,
equity sseto (KICLUIS CUSTODY ACCOhMTS) i represented by the top 25 largest
equity holdings?

Top 25 holdings a a parcmtese of trust ""to .
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4b 6, ludig custody Account,, plead& list below your trust D *rtmsnt' 23 largest
euOity holdng6S (#A o December 31 1972)by ni of orporation represented by'
each holding. Also check the appropriate hox (V1) to, indicate. it A significant
Portion (601 or so") of $67 of those holdings, Is. held sOet, to Oustomt's
dseEetio. ___________________

2 ,

1,
2,+

23.

20.

21.

2. ____,____

' _________

We would slncerely appreciate your completing this.questionnaire
and returning it to the AA In the enclosed envelops within two veks

uzsO , rd -

0 s(a o

A0 0

nib Do 0

noO

YESO 0. O

uO NO

T180 Ito0

Too woo0
T"C Noo
YES wooD
YES Noo

ISC NOoC

I
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AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS,
Washington, D.C., February 19, 1974.

Hon. LLOYD BENTSEN,
Chairman, Suboommittec on Financial Market8,
U.S. Senate, Wa8hington, D.C.

DRAB MR. BENTSEN: Attached is the statement of the Tax Division of the
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants concerning the- hearings
held on February 5-6, by the Financial Markets Subcommittee on S. 2842, The
Stockholders Investment Act, and S. 2787, a bill to provide a graduated system
of capital gains taxation.

We recommend some modification of the present system of capital gains
taxation, while urging that continued recognition be given to our country's
great needs for capital formation and the retention of incentives for invest-
ment. To accomplish this we recommend:

Extension of the basic hodling period for capital gains treatment from six
months to one year;

Adoption of a sliding scale of exclusions to create incentives for taxpayers
to sell securities and reinvest in others; and

Liberalization of the present laws with regard to capital losses.
The Institute's statement and its conclusions are the result of a study which

the Tax Division has been conducting for the past 3% years. We intend to make
our full study available shortly, and will send you a copy of it as soon as it is
completed.

We understand that your subcommittee may be holding additional hearings
and would hope that we would be given the opportunity to testify at that time.
Meanwhile, we request that the enclosed statement be Included in the written
record of the February 5-6 hearings.

If you or members of your staff have any questions regarding our statement
or would like to discuss it with us, we would be pleased to co-operate In any
way we can.

Sincerely,
ROBERT G. SKINNER,

Chairman, DiviIon of Federal Taxatton.

STATEMENT OF THE DIvIsIoN OF FEDERAL TAXATION OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE
OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

The American Institute of Certified Public Accountants is the sole national or-
ganization of professional OPAs. It was established in 1887 and currently has ap-
proximately 100,000 members.

We are pleased to present the following comments and recommendations re-
garding proposed legislation designed to encourage investments in the stock mar-
ket by providing a graduated capital gains tax and a limitation on stockholdings.
A10PA Position

In any discussion of major tax reform, capital gains is one of the Items most
often discussed. Some modification of the present system seems appropriate, but in
our view it is essential to the health of our economy and the welfare of our citi-
zens, that recognition continue to be given to our great needs for capital forma-
tion and the retention of incentives for its investment.

To accomplish our objectives we recommend:
Extension of the basic holding period for capital gains treatment from 6 months

to 1 year;
Adoption of a sliding scale of exclusions to create Incentives for taxpayers to

sell securities and reinvest in others; and
Liberalization of the present laws with regard to capital losses to permit in-

dividual taxpayers to carryback unused losses and to permit a greater offset
against ordinary income.
Background

For approximately the last 3% years, the Tax Division has been conducting a
study into many facets of capital gains taxation. In the course of that study,
a number of prior studies, going back over 20 years, were reviewed. In addi-
tion, the evolution of the United States tax statutes governing capital gains
was reviewed. Finally, the treatment of capital gains by other major industrial
countries was considered. The net result of our consideration of the various
issues involved in this subject is that we believe that continuation of a tax
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system that recognizes the special nature of capital gains is essential to our
economy.

Several basic points are involved in this area of taxation including:
1. The need for the formation of capital, and the willingness of persons who

own capital to take the risks inherent in investing It.
2. The impact of inflation on assets held for a long period of time.
3. The desirability for equity in our tax system, and the fair treatment of all

taxpayers.
4. Concern over the increasing complexity of our tax system, and the simpli-

fication that might be achieved if present distinctions between capital gains and
other types of Income were eliminated.

Need for Capital Formation and Investment.-Much has been said and written
about our country's needs for capital investment during the next few years, but
this cannot be overemphasized. Over a year ago, a number of economists esti-
mated these needs to be in excess of $100 billion per year for the foreseeable
future. These estimates were made well before our current energy shortage
reached its present level. A recent estimate of domestic and worldwide energy
demands indicated a capital requirement of about $1.85 trillion by 185. The
economists who made this estimate expressed serious doubts (in which we con-
cur) that industries Involved in energy development could generate these funds
internally. Aside from shortages of energy, we now see shortages of other basic
materials In all sectors. We presently have the highest percentage of obsolete
Industrial facilities of any leading nation. We are dedicating a smaller per-
centage of our gross national product to the replacement and expansion of pro-
ductive facilities than any other major industrial country. Environmental ex-
penditures will be very large. Without the input of capital to meet these needs,
our economy is vulnerable to stagnation.

Traditionally about two-thirds of the capital needed for replacement and
expansion of plant facilities has been generated from retained earnings and
from capital recovery provisions such as depreciation and the investment credit..
The balance must come from new sources, such as the sale of corporate securities.
It is in this latter area that our capital gains tax system is essential.

To develop capital in the hands of individual citizens for investment, funds
must come from savings or from the conversion of other forms of capital. In
one sense, all new capital must come from savings. For the most part, savings are
derived from Income sources after the payment of one level of taxation.

,Even our present system of taxation acts to retard the formation of capital
(through double taxation of corporate earnings) and the conversion of existing
capital to provide funds for investment in new ventures (through capital gains
taxation of gains on sales of existing assets). Furthermore, present estate and
inheritance taxes decrease the pool of accumulated capital when assets pass from
one generation to another. Increases In the present scheme for taxing capital
gains can only worsen the problem.

Economists have estimated that current rates of capital formation-for the
most part savings-are falling short of our needs to the extent of at least $5-15
billion per year. It is quite likely that our deficiency Is greater today than a year
ago. In view of this critical shortage, the AICPA does not favor repeal of the
present basic system for taxing capital gains since this would make capital ac-
cumulation far more difficult.

Impact of Inflation.-Another major factor in the consideration of our capital
needs Is the effect of Inflation. All of us have experienced personally greatly in-
creased prices in our daily lives. Inflation affects all segments of our economy
and Is particularly erosive to assets held for substantial periods of time. From
1957 to 1072, the consumer price index Increased over 50%. In the last five years
the increase has been nearly 80%. Data recently released for 1978 indicates ap-
proximately an 8% Increase.

If a person Invested $100,000 In a corporate security 15 years ago and sold It
today for $160,000 he would be approximately even in terms of real value or
purchasing power. However, under our present capital gains tax structure he
could incur a tax on the sale of more than $15,000. This means that in terms of
real capital available today for Investment, there is less available than 15 years
ago. In effect, this represents a tax on capital and not a tax on income.

Equity in Our Tax System.-In a self-assessment tax system like ours, equity
and fairness among taxpayers are both desirable and essential. The real Issue Is
balancing equity with other important factors in our system.

Proponents of tax reform often say that, to achieve greater equity, each dollar
of income should be taxed in the same way regardless of its source. Stated
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another way, a dollar earned by a person's labor should not be taxed at a higher
rate than a dollar earned on capital. Upon analysis, this seems to be an over-
simplification leading to an erroneous conclusion.

Under our present system of corporate-shareholder taxation, corporate earn-
ings are taxed first to the corporation and again when distributed to share-
holders. The combination of top corporate and individual tax rates means that
out of an initial dollar of corporate earnings, less than 16 cents may be available
to the shareholder for investment. In other words, to generate a dollar for Invest-
ment, more than $6.25 of corporate earnings must be realized. Furthermore,
once that dollar is invested, any earnings from It will be subject to regular
taxation. Because of this multiple taxation effect, it seems inappropriate to
compare income realized on the sale of an investment with income earned by
labor.

Simpliflcatton.-Without question, much of the complexity of our present tax
law is created by special rules applicable to capital gains. If these rules were
completely abolished, considerable simplification could be achieved. However, in
our view, the price for this simplification, in terms of its detrimental effect on
capital formation, would be much too high. Our capital needs are so great that
continuation of the present system is essential even though it results in some
complexity.
Reoommendations

With this background on the major factors considered, the AICPA has devel-
oped a Tax Policy Statement that suggests some modifications in the present
system for taxing capital gains. A copy of that Statement will be submitted
shortly. The following recommendations are contained in the Statement:

1. The basic holding period for capital gain treatment should be extended to
12 months. The present rules permitting a six-month holding period for long-
term gains permits preferential treatment of speculative gains that do not seem
Justified.

2. To partially recognize the effects of inflation while at the same time creating
incentives for taxpayers to sell securities and reinvest in others, a sliding scale
of exclusions is suggested. The longer a taxpayer holds an asset, the larger the
exclusion of gain realized on its sale. In this regard, the Increasing exclusion
percentage each year should be gradual enough to avoid the so-called "lock-in
effect" where taxpayers tend to hold assets longer than desirable to achieve a
greater reduction in tax. For example, an exclusion scale for individual tax-
payers starting at 50% after one year and increasing by 5% each year there-
after, to a maximum of 80% after seven years, might be appropriate, The taxa-
tion of capital gains to corporate taxpayers (presently a fiat 30% rate) should be
adjusted accordingly.

8. Present rules on capital losses should be liberalized to:
(a) Permit taxpayers to offset in full net capital losses (after applying the

appropriate exclusion factors) against other Income, and if such losses exceed,
other income, then the normal operating loss carryback rules should apply; or

(b) Permit Individuals the right to carry back unused capital losses for three
years, just as corporations may now do; and

(o) Permit a greater offset against ordinary income for capital losses than the
present $1,000 level, which has been part of our tax laws for over 30 years (our
recommendation is an allowance of $5,000).

4. Narrow the definition of capital assets.
In addition, other relatively minor suggestions are proposed and these will be

covered more fully In the policy statement that we referred to previously.

STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN LIFE INSURANCE ASSOCIATION TO TIlE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON FINANCIAL MARKETS OP THE SENATE COMMIT EE ON FINANCE ON S. 28421

This statement is submitted by the American Life Insurance Association
("Association") on behalf of its 361 United States and Canadian life insurance
company members. Of these members, approximately 257 United States life
insurance companies maintain assets in their separate and/or general accounts
that support pension reserves. The total amount of these assets, as of the end of
1972, was approximately $52.3 billion of which $42.5 billion, or 83 percent, were
id general accounts and $9.8 billion were in separate accounts.

I This statement Is addressed only to the first four sections of S. 2842.,
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S. 2842, by its terms, does not appear to include in its ambit pension funds
S managed by life insurance companies. We infer, however, from the fact sheet

released on the Bill and from statements by Senator Bentsen on the floor of the
Senate that this exclusion was not intended. Accordingly, we are pleased to have
this opportunity to comment on S. 2842, and we preface our comments with a
general statement of our understanding of the intent of the Bill.

S. 2842 would impose a penalty tax on pension managers who possess discre-
tionary authority over pension trust accounts and invest more than 5 percent of
the aggregate assets of such accounts in the securities of any corporation which
has a capital account of more than $25 million, or invest such assets in more
than 10 percent of any class of security of any such corporation. These prohibi-
tions are asserted to arise from a concern that institutional investors dominate
the securities markets and concentrate their investments in a "small number of
select companies." In answer to this concern, this Bill is intended to provide
safety for pension accounts by fostering further diversification; to preyent a
small number of large institutions from achieving control over the entire econ-
omy; to limit the money a pension manager "can pour into the market to bolster
the price of any particular stock"; to help provide greater liquidity; and to
encourage institutional investor interest in small and medium size companies.

We recognize that the concerns giving rise to this Bill have been frequently
expressed. We would also agree that if those concerns are well founded, remedial
action of some type might be indicated. We respectfully submit, however, that
there are insufficient facts presently available to permit such a determination.
We further question whether, in any event, this Bill would provide an appro-
priate remedy. For these reasons, we do not favor its enactment.

I. THERE ARE INSUFFICIENT DATA AVAILABLE TO SUPPORT THE NEED FOR THIS TYPE
OF LEGISLATION

Our first general objection to the Bill stems from the total absence of data
periodically collected from all institutional investors which would demonstrate
or tend to demonstrate that institutional assets in general or pension assets in
particular are presently concentrated, and whether such concentration, if any,
is either imprudently or improperly made in "a small number of select com-
panies". In the absence of such data, critics have focused instead upon a so-
called two-tier market, the existence of which has been cited repeatedly as
dispositive evidence of concentration and discriminatory favoritism on the part
of institutional investors. However, if the two-tier market, in fact, proves the
existence of concentration in "a small number of select companies", the rapid
deterioration, if not disintegration, of that market in recent months provides
equally satisfactory proof of the converse.

Quite clearly, the absence of the necessary data prevents a refined definition
of the problems with which S. 2842 is concerned.2 For example, with respect to
the question of the degree to which concentration and control exists the following
quotation from Disclo8ure of Corporate Owner8hip' is pertinent:

"In the first Instance much more detail on the holdings of particular insti-
tutions is needed to determine the role which their holdings permit them to
play. In some cases a bank or other institutional investor holds complete fiduci-
ary power, with full voting rights and authority to buy and sell securities. At
the other extreme, it has purely custodial or agency responsibilities, with no
rights to vote stock or to buy or sell, There are considerable variations in
between. Not only is it important to learn the legal rights pertaining to the
exercise of authority in handling stocks by various institutional holders, but
fully as important is the need to ascertain how these rights are actually
exercised...." (p. 183)

Likewise, in the absence of supportive data, the suggestions underlying S. 2842
that there is an absence of liquidity in the market and that I, nslon managers
"bolster" the prices of particular stocks are no more than suggestions. Contrary
views also have been advanced and explained. In the report Public Policy for
American Capital Markets ("Capital Markets Policy").' prepared for the Depart-

*The proceedings pertaining to this Bill to date contain references to some figures for
broad categories of money under management but no figures for pension assets alone, the
tocuA of the Bill.a Disclosure of Corporate Ownership, prepared by the Subcommittees on Intergovernmen-
tal Relations, and Budgeting, Management, and Expenditures of the Committee on Govern-
ment Operations, United States Senate, December 27, 1073.

' Public Policy for American Capital Markets, prepared by James H. Lore for submission
to the Secretary and the Deputy Secretary of the Treasury, February 7, 1974.
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ment of the Treasury, the basic conclusions of which are supported by the
Department, Professor James H. Lore states that upon "careful examination,
none of the allegations regarding the harmful consequences of institutional
investing seem valid." Thus Dr. Lorile finds, among other things, that (1) "the
present structure of stock prices is not markedly different from that prior to
the great increase in the relative importance of institutional investors" (p. 12) ;
and (2) "the market has not become less liquid: the demands upon the liquidity
of the market have become greater" (p. 13). Indeed, Dr. Lorie states that "it
could be argued that the liquidity has been increasing at the same time that insti-
tutionalization has been increasing" (p. 13). A copy of the section, "The role and
impact of institutional investors" of Capital Markets Policy is attached hereto
as an appendix.

In addition to the foregoing, the absence of data also severely handicaps the
development of a remedy for the alleged conditions to which this Bill is
addressed. Partiality by institutional investors for what may be called "blue-
chip" securities is neither a new nor a continuous phenomenon. Nor is this Bill
the first legislative effort addressed to this phenomenon.

For example, in 1940, the Congress, after lengthy hearings, concluded an ex-
haustive examination of one group of institutional investors. Among the findings
of this examination and of the hearings, which resulted In the Investment Com-
pany Act of 1940, was the fact that mutual funds, then a $401 million industry,
were invested almost entirely in "blue-chip" stocks. Along with this finding was
the concomitant recognition by Congress that there were many legitimate reasons
why such institutional investors limited their investments primarily to "blue-
chip" companies.! To foster the allocation of resources to venture capital situa-
tions and to other lesser-sized companies without impinging upon the investment
discretion of mutual funds and their managers, and without endangering the
savings of the beneficiaries of these funds, Section 12(e) was written into the
1940 Act. While this section has not proven to be a panacea, its concept, if com-
bined with appropriate tax incentives, may remain meritorious and deserve
reconsideration.

In our opinion, the deficiency in data that S. 2842 suffers is particularly un-
fortunate in light of the fact that it soon may be corrected. During the 93d.Con-
gress, two bills, S. 2234 and S. 2683, were introduced to require reporting and
disclosure by a broad universe of institutional investment managers. The results
of such reports would provide a meaningful base for remedial legislation, if any
is necessary.

The need for institutional investor disclosure legislation as a basis for the con-
sideration of remedies, if any are necessary, has been recognized and its enact-
ment recommended by the Securities and Exchange Commission in its Institu-
tional Invcstor Study Report, by the Twentieth Century Fund in its study
Mutual Funds and Other Institutional Investors, and most recently in the report
Disclosure of Corporate Ownership. The American Life Insurance Association is
already on record before this Subcommittee in endorsement of disclosure
legislation.!

ir. STATE LAWS IMPOSE QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE RESTRICTIONS ON LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANIES

Our second general objection to S. 2842 stems from the fact that it fails to
recognize that life insurance companies are already subject to quantitative regu.
lations generally comparable to those proposed by the Bill. Further, life in-

s Thus. the Investment Company Act does not require an investment company to be
diversified. Section 5 (b) (1) of that Act provides a statutory definition of "diverSified" in
order to set a standard for disclosure, but a company may, with equal ease, be non-
diversified under Section 5(b) (2).

* Generally, Section 12(e) provided for the establishment of a "venture capital" company,
the stock of which would be sold exclusively to investment companies. With the proceeds
from the sale of its stock, the venture capital company would then "engage in the business
of underwriting, furnishing capital to industry, financing promotional enterprises, purchas-
Ing securities of issuers for which no ready market is in existence, and reorganizing com-
panies or similar activities..." It should be noted that an investment medium such as
that proposed b. Section 12(e) may alleviate the problems associated with the economies
attendant to institutional investing (e.g., the cost of investigating a potential investment,
of following an investment once it is made, and of purchasing a block sufficient in size tojustify such expenses).Hearings before the Subcommittee on Financial Markets of the Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, 98d Cong., 1st Sess., on "The Impact of Institutional Investors in the Stock
Market", Part I, p. 240.
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surance companies are also subject to state restrictions which prohibit invest-
ment in any company not meeting certain qualitative standards. In view of these
state restrictions, as discussed below, life insurance pension managers should be
excluded from S. 2842.

Life insurance company general account reserves represent obligations to make
future payments upon the happening of a specified event, e.g., death, or in the
case of pensions, retirement. Accordingly, the entire reserve stands behind each
liability. State law, for obvious reasons, prohibits the allocation of particular
assets to particular liabilities. Thus, a general account's reserves represent
commingled obligations owed to beneficiaries or owners of fixed-benefit life
policies, fixed annuities, endowment plans and pension plans, and such accounts
are composed of the commingled assets necessary to honor these future obliga-
tions. Because the assets funding a general account's reserve are commingled,
it is impossible to "trace assets" and determine which securities in the account
or what percent of such securities support pension obligations. The assets in
separate accounts, which simultaneously may fund a number of pension plans and
possibly variable annuities purchased by individuals, generally are commingled
also.

To ensure that a company's assets are at all times adequate to meet its obliga-
tions, state laws impose quantitative restrictions on the investments of life in-
surance companies domiciled and, in some cases, doing business in the state. In-
herent in these quantitative restrictions is recognition of the fact that prudence
in investment necessitates diversification, and the concomitant effect of this re-
quired diversification is, of course, a prohibition against the concentration of
investments. These restrictions apply to all insurance company assets, not Just
pension assets.

Within this context, S. 2842 would impliedly preempt numerous and effective
state quantitative restrictions without any data which would suggest, much less
substantiate, the Bill's implicit presumptions that (1) life insurance company
pension accounts are imprudently concentrated, notwithstanding state law, and
(2) that state law requirements are at such material variance from the proposed
legislation as to necessitate federal regulation and preemption. Further, S. 2842
would impliedly repeal these state laws notwithstanding that, as shown below,
their repeal would not contribute to the Bill's objective-to wit, the dispersion
of managed pension monies to small companies.

As noted above, the states impose, subject to certain "leeway provisions",
qualitative restrictions as well as quantitative restrictions on life insurance
companies. These qualitative restrictions, too, are designed to ensure that a
life insurance company's assets are fully adequate to meet its present and future
liabilities. As an example of these restrictions, the qualitative requirements of
the State of New York for life insurance company general accounts provide that
the Issuer of common stocks must satisfy an earnings test for a seven-year period
preceding the date of acquisition of the stock; also, the stocks, with certain
limited exceptions, must be registered on a national securities exchange. Further,
all obligations and preferred stock, if any of the issuer must be eligible for in-
vestment. In this regard, for an interest-bearing obligation to be eligible for
purchase, the issuer of such obligation must have had earnings that average,
for each of the preceding five years, one and one-half times its average annual
fixed costs and not less than one and one-half times Its actual fixed costs for
one of the past two years.*

Because of the qualitative restrictions imposed by state law, life insurance com-
panies cannot invest in securities determined to entail Inappropriate risks for
the thousands of individuals to whom these managers owe a fiduciary dut. Thus,
even if the quantitative restrictions in S. 2842, to the extent they may differ
from state law, were substituted for the states' quantitative restrictions, the
qualitative limitations of state law, by their definition of prudence, would still
limit the investment discretion of life insurance companies. Thus, the result of
S. 2842 would likely be merely to increase insurance company investments in non-
equity securities such as bonds and mortgages.

For these reasons, life insurance companies should be exempted from S. 2842,

8 A very small percent of pension assets managed by life Insurance companies are in
separatee' separate accounts, that is, accounts established exclusively for one employer's
pension fund.

' For a complete summarization of New York's qualitative and quantitative restrictions
for general and separate accounts, see, Hearings before the Subcommittee on Financial
Markets of the Committee on Finance, at p. 257, supra, fn. 7.
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III. INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS ARE NOT THE CAUSE OF THE PROBLEMS TO "WHICH
THIS BILL IS ADDRESSED

Our third area of general concern is the failure in S. 2842 to recognize that
institutional investors, including pension managers, are not the molders of the
national economy. Thus, attributing to pension managers the asserted inaccessi-
bility of small and medium-size companies to equity capital overlooks certain
fundamentals.

The importance of the national economy in explaining the stock market and
investment phenomenon here under consideration is underscored in Oapital Mar-
kete Poloyt, supra. Thus Professor Lorie, in concluding that "institutions cannot
reasonably be blamed for the Ills which are sometimes attributed to them",
(p. 14) :

"There are more plausible explanations of the difficulties that have been
blamed on institutional investors. Much of the general, substantial decline in the
prices of common stocks since 1968 can be explained on the basis of normal eco-
nomic relationships. As the rate of inflation increased, the expected rate of in-
flation increased, with a consequent increase in nominal interest rates. And pre-
dictably and naturally, as the nominal cost of debt capital rose, the cost of
equity capital rose. In the absence of a general expectation of rapidly rising
profits, the increased cost of equity capital has been reflected in declining price-
earnings ratios. Although some stocks have much higher price-earnings ratios
than others, this has always been true. Institutional investing is not plausible as
an explanation of a phenomenon which existed before institutional investing be-
came so important."

In conclusion, the concerns underlying S. 2842 appear to be more appropriately
attributable to general economic conditions rather than to pension managers in
particular or institutional investors in general. In any event, these concerns can
neither be verified nor defined in the absence of the data that an institutional
disclosure act would provide. Moreover, in the absence of such data, appropriate
remedies, if any are needed, cannot be thoughfully evaluated. Life insurance
company pension mangers are, by virtue of state law requirements, already sub-
stantially within the perimeters that S. 2842 would impose. Because the imposi-
tion of federal restrictions might impliedly repeal state law without any con-
comitant furtherance of the Bill's primary purpose, duplicative regulation should
be avoided. Accordingly, life insurance company pension managers should be
exempted from S. 2842.

APPENDIX

C. THE ROLE AND IMPACT OF INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS

1. Some general remarks
For the past 25 years, institutions have rather steadily increased the volume

and proportions of financial assets which they own directly or manage on behalf
of others and the proportion of the volume of trading of financial assets for which
they account. Many people now blame institutional investors for a variety of ills
which are believed to afflict our capital markets. Some contend that institutional
dominance of securities trading (which at present is most prevalent in securities
listed on the New York Stock Exchange) has adversely affected the liquidity of
the markets and increased price volatility. Furthermore, there is concern that
the institutions have concentrated their holdings in an ever-narrowing group of
favorite stocks ("first tier" stocks). As a consequence, stocks in the "second tier"
have low price-earnings ratios which have discouraged corporations from raising
capital through issuing equity securities. (This concern has abated in recent
months, as price-earnings ratios of so-called "first tier" stocks have declined
relative to ratios of other stocks. The present structure of stock prices is not
markedly different from that prior to the great increase in the relative importance
of institutional investors.) Finally, some people believe that institutions have
acquired an undesirable degree of economic power through their management of
large volumes of securities.

As a result of these concerns, various proposals have been made to restrain the
freedom of institutional investors. These include placing restrictions on institu-
tional trading, imposing limitations on institutional holdings, and requiring the
disclosure of institutional trades and holdings. We do not believe that any of these
proposals for regulating institutional investing are Justified with the possible
exception of requiring periodic disclosure of holdings. Upon careful examination,
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none of the allegations regarding the harmful consequences of institutional
investing seem valid. Moreover, many of the difficulties of our securities markets,
which have been attributed to the institutional investors, have stemmed from
other causes, such as the general state of the economy.

It is alleged that institutions have diminished the liquidity of our stock mar-
kets. The liquidity of an asset is measured by the degree to which large quanti-
ties of it can be sold quickly without much impact on its price. Because Institu-
tions typically hold relatively large amounts of individual assets and because
they have become increasingly important as owners, managers, and traders of
financial assets, trades involving relatively large volumes of individual securities
have become much more frequent. Although such trades may have a larger impact
on the price of an asset than smaller trades, there is no evidence that large trades
now have a larger impact than they did formerly when institutions were of less
importance. The market has not become less liquid; the demands upon the
liquidity of the market have become greater.

In fact, it could be argued that liquidity has been increasing at the same time
that institutionalization has been increasing. The dollar volume of trading has
been rising dramatically. The dollar volume on the New York Stock Exchange in
1972 was over four times as great as the volume ten years earlier. It seems hard,
tough logically possible, to argue that liquidity has been declining when the dol-
lar value of stocks changing hands has been rising so dramatically.

When security prices change because of a temporary imbalance between
orders to buy and orders -to sell, the main sufferer is the investor responsible for
that imbalance. The investor who places a large block of stock on the market and
depresses its price bears the main costs. Other investors, recognizing the causes
of the decline in price, would purchase the security at an advantageous price
and thereby cause the price to return to its equilibrium level. The self-interest
of institutional investors will cause them to be cautious in placing unreasonable
demands on the liquidity of the market. No issue of public policy is involved.

Another complaint often voiced is that the institutions concentrate their hold-
ings in relatively few securities, causing their price-earnings ratios to be "too
high" -relative to securities which do not enjoy institutional favor. International
Business Machines Corp. is perhaps the most favored institutional holding. In-
cidentally, International Business Machines Corp. is the stock on the New York
Stock Exchange which has provided the greatest total returns during the past
50 years. This return derived from the extraordinary success of the company
rather than any artificial inflation of its price relative to its earnings.

People -who believe that institutions buy and sell in concert are particularly
upset about the rising importance of institutional investing. An analysis of the
data of the SEC's "Institutional Investor Study of 1971" -indicates that parallel
trading by institutions is not more common than such trading by individuals. The
notion that the news that a particular institution is buying or selling would
cause other institutions to adopt similar courses of action seems invalid in view of
the fact that institutions deal with each other in much greater volume than with
individuals. The news that institution A is selling a security is more often than
not offset by the news that institution B is simultaneously buying that security.
The success of a communications system such as Instinet or Aut Ex which per-
mits institutions to transact directly with each other, is some evidence that in-
stitutions do not blindly play the game of "follow the leader," but buy and sell
to and from each other.

As stated above, when institutions or individuals simultaneously react to new
information about a security which changes perceptions of its value, their be-
havior should cause the price to change rapidly and even dramatically when
the perceived change in value is large. Those who have concern about such sud-
den, large changes feel that the public interest would be served by legally pro-
hi'biting such price changes to create the illusion that the change in value had
not taken place. ,Such an illusion would be costly to the public and contrary to
an important objective of public policy, namely, efficiency in setting the price
of securities. It is in the public interest for the prices of securities to adjust
very rapidly to changes in their inherent value. If institutions promote and facil-
itate such adjustments, they are to be encouraged and commended rather than
the reverse.

Some believe that (the increased relative importance of Institutional trading
has increased the volatility of the stock market. It is curious that the volatility
of the institutional favorites has typically and, also on the average, been less
than that of other stocks. It is also curious that 'the volatility of the American
Stock Exchange, where institutional investing and trading are relatively uniim-
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portent, has been greater than that of the New York Stock Exchange where most
of the institutional interest is focused.

There has also been concern that some institutions have come to manage too
large a volume of assets. Some feel that there is an undesirable degree of con-
centration of economic power in the hands of the large institutional investors.
This power is of two sorts. The first is power over the companies whose securities
are controlled; the second is the power over the prices of the securities them-
selves.

Before considering these concerns, It is worthwhile -to consider the degree of
concentration which exists. The largest institutional Investor manages approxi-
mately $26 billion of assets. About $20 billion are invested in common stocks.
This represents about 2 percent of -the value of all common stocks, although the
proportions of the stocks of some companies aTe obviously much greater. By
the time the 10th largest Institutional investor Is reached, the volume of hold-
ings is less than $10 billion. The 10 largest institutional Investors combined
manage less than 15 percent of the value of all common stock. This degreee of
concentration does not automatically seem alarming. Those who feel alarm
have yet to demonstrate the harmful onsequences which they fear. It would
be alarming if the largest investors colluded or followed Identical policies with-
out collusion or if some specific harm could be shown to result from institutional
management of significant amounts of corporate securities. There Is no evidence
of such behavior or of such consequences.

From 1958 to 1908 the market was generally rising, trading volume was rising,
the brokerage industry was prosperous, the relative importance of Institutions
as owners, managers, and traders of stocks, was Increasing rapidly, and there.
were few complaints about Institutional Investing. Since 1968, stock prices have
generally been declining, trading volume has been erratic, and there have been
widespread losses and failure in the brokerage Industry. Institutional Investors
have received much of the blame. No one has satisfactorily explained why the
rapid rise In the importance of Institutional Invekting had such apparently benign
effects prior to 1968 and such harmful effects subsequently.

There are more plausible explanations of the difficulties that have been blamed
on institutional investors. Much of the general, substantial decline in the prices
of common stocks since 1968 can be explained on the basis of normal economic
relationships. As the rate of inflation increased, the expected rate of inflation
increased with a consequent increase in nominal interest rates. And predictably
and naturally, as the nominal cost of debt capital rose, the cost of equity capital
rose. In the absence of a general expectation of rapidly rising profits, the in-
creased cost of equity capital has been reflected In declining price-earnings ratios,
Although some stocks have much higher price-earnings ratios than others, this
has always been true. Instiutonal Investing Is not plausible as an explanation
of a phenomenon which existed before Institutional Investing became so
Important.

Financial distress In the brokerage industry has been caused in part by declin-
ing stock prices, in part by widely fluctuating volume, and in part by other causes.
Tt Is true that the rise of institutional investing has probably caused the New
York Stock Exchange to lose ground relative to the third market, regional ex-
changes and the fourth market. But. some of the competitive advantages of the
New York Stock Exchange's competitors seem to have their source In rules of the
New York Stock Exchange which the New York Stock Exchange itself could
change.

The foregoing suggests the conclusion that institutional trading does not seem
to have caused the difficulties which are sometimes attributed to it. As a con-
sequence, some of the prescribed remedies seem unnecessary, and, also contrary
to the public interest.

What are some of these remedies and what would be their effects? One remedy
would be to limit the percentage by which a stock price could change in a given
day. This remedy is designed to diminish short-term volatility which is often
attributed to institutional trading. Limitation of price changes is contrary to the
public interest. When prices change as a consequence of changed perceptions
regarding the value of a company, market efficiency requires that the charges
take place rapidly. If investors are unwilling to pay more than $45 per share
for a stock, no loss is avoided and no wealth is preserved by stopping all trans-
actions when the price declines to $48. If the highest bid Is $45, the stock Is worth
$45 by the only test which one can imagine imposing. Preventing transactions
from taking nlace at $45 imposes costs on thoqe who wish to transact at that
price and confers no offsetting benefit on anyone else.
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It has also been suggested that the volume of a security which any investor
can buy and sell in a given time period be limited. The purpose of this restriction
also-is to diminish short-term price volatility. Limiting price change directly
is a relatively efficient way to, achieve an undesirable objective. Limiting the
volume of sales or purchases by a single investor is merely an inefficient means
to achieve the same undesirable objective.

Some have suggested that the volume of assets managed by a single institution
be limited to some maximum. Before imposing new regulations, it would seem
desirable to establish some evidence of the evils or dangers which would be elmin-
inated. That case has not been made. It is possible that the volume of assets
managed by some institutions will ultimately become so large that the case can
be made for imposing a maximum, but recent trends do not suggest that that
condition will soon exist.

It has been suggested that the proportion of a company's stock which can be
controlled by a single institution be limited. Ten percent has been suggested
as an appropriate maximum. The purpose of such a maximum would be to
limit the amount of control which an institutional investor can exert over a
company wh6se s-fo- is owned or managed. In this connection, it is moderately
amusing to recall that during the1930's and 1940's there was widespread con-
cern regarding the disenfranchisement of the individual investor which resulted
from the wide dispersion in the ownership of stocks of individual companies.
Such widespread ownership, it was alleged, effectively disenfranchised the
owners and gave management unchecked reign. Now that ownership has be-
come somewhat more concentrated because of the rise of the institutional
investor, there is concern that the shareholders will use their franchise and
exert an influence over'management. Before a maximum is set on the propor-
tion of a company's stocks which an institution can own or manage, there
must be a better demonstration than has been made so far of the harmful
consequences of enfranchising the investor.

It has been suggested that institutions make periodic disclosures of their hold-
ings. Some have even suggested that Instituons disclose not only their trades
but their intentions to trade. Although little harm and possibly some good could
come from periodic-say, quarterly-disclosure of holdings, harm to those whose
assets are-managed by institutions would certainly result from disclosure of in-
tentions to trade. Unless one can demonstrate that placing institutional investors
at a disadvantage relative to others is in the public interest, it is hard to imagine
any benefit from such required disclosure of transactions which would not be
more than offset by the harm to those investors who use institutions to manage
their fund.

In summary, institutions cannot reasonably be blamed for the lls which
are sometimes attributed to them. Therefore, the regulations which have been
proposed for institutional investors to remedy the ills discussed above seem
unnecessary and in some instances harmful to the public interest.

COMMENTS OF AMERICAN TEXTILE MANUFAOTUREMS INSTITUT, ,INo.

The present system of taxation of capital gains in the United States raises
significant questions concerning tax equity. The high prevailing rate of infla-
tion in this country has resulted in the creation of large amounts of "illusory
profits" upon the sale of capital assets. Thus, from an economic standpoint,
the vast majority of gains realized from the sale of capital investments are
taxed too heavily.

Furthermore, the incidence of taxation on capital gains in the United States
is relatively high when compared to the other major industrialized nations of
the world. Incentives for capital investment are extremely important if U.S.
businesses are going to maintain a competitive position in the world markets,
While concepts such as the investment tax credit and accelerated depreciation
are certainly steps in the right direction, they do not go far enough in stimulat-
ing investment in capital facilities and equipment. Moreover, the recent growth
in the rate of inflation has thoroughly distorted the concepts of capital gain and
recovery of basis.

The Introduction of S. 2842 and S. 2'87 stems in large part from a recognition
of the seriousness of the problem. The approaches of these two bills in dealing
with the inflation problem are, in general, mertorious and we support their
enactment. NevertheleoS, it it important to note that neither bill would apply
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to the capital gains and losses of corporations.. Apparently the sponsors of,
these bills believe that the capital gain issue is strictly a problem faced by
individuals.

On the contrary, let me assure you that the capital gains problem ts no less
critical for corporations than it is for individuals. Inflation is as much a fact
of life for corporate investors as it is for individuals. Furthermore, nonparallel
treatment of capital gains may result in significant dislocations in the capital
markets, if the relative suitability of corporate versus individual investment
depends to a great extent on varying holding periods. Accordingly, the American
Textile Manufacturers Institute, Inc. (ATMI), recommends that the provisions
of S. 2842 and S. 2787 be expanded to include corporate taxpayers.

In considering the substantive provisions in the two bills. ATMI believes
that the extension of the minimum capital gains holding period to one year
in S. 2842 would be more desirable than the approach of shortening the period
as would be accomplished in 8. 2787.

The concept of a one-year capital gains holding period, particularly for cor.
orations, io more consistent with the long-term effects of inflation. While bunch-
ing of income does not present the same problems for corporations as for in.
dividuals, a one-year holding better recognizes the compatability of earned in-
come and short-term capital gain, but with an appreciation for the disparity
between these two types of income which occurs as the holding period of the
capital investment Increases beyond one yea'.

As far as graduated holding periods are concerned, the more gradual tlie
decline in the tax rate, the less that taxes play an Important factor in the timing
of investments. S. 2787, which provides for decreases in rates every five years,
may produce too sudden a reduction in rates to eliminate the notch effect whieh
currently exists in the law. In fact, the graduations in holding periods in S. 2842
may actually be too large to completely eliminate any notch effects. Perhaps a
rate which declines quarterly or even monthly might be more appropriate.

In addition, neither bill discusses whether any modifications would be made
in the mechanics of computing carryovers. ATMI submits that a continuation
of the tracing approach which exists in the present law would be too difficult
to apply to graduated tax rates.

Accordingly, ATMI recommends that all carryovers of ca!ital gains and
capital losses be translated into equivalent dollars. For example, if a taxpayer
incurred a capital gain of $100,000 which would be 40% includible in income
and a capital loss of $100,000 which would be 50% deductible, such taxyear
would have 10,000 equivalent dollars of capital loss available for carryover.
Such an approach would be far simpler than the current carryover rules which
require the segregation of long4erm and short-term gains and losses.

Both bills would also grant individuals the right to deduct up to $4,000 of
capital losses against ordinary income. At present, corporations are not per.
initted to deduct any capital losses against ordinary income. ATMI can think of
no persuasive policy justification for treating corporate taxpayers less favorably
than individuals in this area.

In considering the appropriateness of a dollar limitation on capital loss offsets
against ordinary income, it is important to note that capital gains and losses
would be reduced to equivalent dollars under ATMI's proposed approach. As a
result, net captial gains and losses would have been adjusted to a level which
should make them roughly comparable to ordinary income. This assumes, of
course, that the graduation in rates has accurately compensated for the effects of
inflation and the value of tax deferral on unrealized appreciation. Based on this
assumption, however, capital losses of both individuals and corporations re-
stated in equivalent dollars should be allowed to offset ordinary income to the
same extent as would ordinary losses.

In conclusion, ATMI supports the concepts embraced in S. 2842 and S. 2787.
Nevertheless, ATMI believes that the principles proposed therein should be made
equally applicable to corporations.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT L . AuormBLicic ON BEIHALF Or INV9STM NT COMPANY
IN5TITUTs

The Investment Company Institute, of which I am President, is the national
association of the mutual fund industry. Its membership consists of 392 mutual
funds, together with their 167 investment advisers and 118 principal under-
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wrIters. Our member funds have assets Q about $46 billion, representing over
90% of the assets of all U.S. mutual ftnds, and have about 8 million share-
holders.

We appreciate this oi~iurtunity to express our views with respect to S. 2842.
Our comments are directed to two of the bill's major provisions. We take no
position with respect to the other provisions of the bill.

We are concerned because under the bill as presently drafted (1) the diversf-
flcation requirements for the assets of pension funds would drive smaller and
medium sized pension funds away from investigating in mutual funds, and (2)
the provisions with respect to a graduated capital gains tax would be damaging
to mutual fund shareholders and would be inconsistent with longstanding tax
treatment of mutual funds, unless the proposed graduated capital gains tax to
applied to securities transactions by the mutual funds themselves. We do not.
believe it was the intent of the bill to reach these results.

A mutual fund is the popular name for an open-end investment company or-
ganized under the Investment Company Act of 1940. A mutual fund combines the,
monies of large numbers-often many thousands--of people with similar invest-
ment objectives and invests it in many different securities which are carefully
selected and continuously supervised by professional managers, thereby offering
to the public investor the advantages of diversification of investments under pro-
fessional management. Mutual funds continuously offer their own new shares to
the public and stand ready to redeem their outstanding shares at their current
asset value.

Mutual funds are closely regulated by the Securities and Exchange Commis.
sion under federal law and also by state securities administrators under the laws
of practically every state. On a federal level, mutual funds are subject to the dis.
closure and other provisions of the Securities Act of 1988, sale of their shares is
subject to regulation under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, and their struc.
ture and operation are regulated in detail under the Investment Company Act
ot 1940.

TiE DIVERSIFICATION REQUIREMENTS FOR PENSION FUND ASSETS

Section 2(a) of S. 2842 proposes to amend Part I of subchapter D of chapter 1
of the Internal Revenue Code to add a new Section 408 which would, among other
things, penalize a pension fund manager having discretionary investment author-
ity if he invests more than 5% of the value of the pension fund assets under his
management in the equity securities of any corporation with a capital account of
over $25 million or invests such pension assets in more than 10% of any class of
equity securities of any corporation.

This penalty provision, read literally, would appear to apply if the percentages
were overstepped by a pension manager's investment in the securities of a mutual
fund in corporate form (most mutual funds are corporations). We doubt that such
result was intended and suggest that the bill be clarified so as to provide the
exemption set forth below.

The bill, as presently drafted, would probably have the unfortunate and unin-
tended result of turning small andmedium slzp pension funds away from mutual
funds as an investment medium. Those who control, the selection of investments
for-a small, and often a medium size, pension fund normally lack investment ex-
pertise. They are attracted to one or more mutual funds as an investment for a
major portion or all of their pension fund assets because mutual funds offer
them professional management as well as diversification of investments and there-
fore lessening of investment risk. It is thees advantages which ,led employee
pension plans to have outstanding investments of about $500 million in mutual
funds at the end of, 1972.1 This is, of course, a pittance compared to the size of
pension fund assets managed by banks or invested in'insurance company annuities.

If the officers or directors of smaller pension funds are faced With a require-!
ment'that they can invest no more than 5% of pension fund assets in a mutual

* fund, they will have to select twenty mutual funds should they desire'to keep the
pension monies invested in mutual funds. Since most mutual funds are rea-
sonably diversified, the bill would merely pile one requirement of diversification
on another. Furthermore, this requirement would impose on these officers or
directors tho burden that a mutual fund assumes when pension assets are in-
vested in the mutual fund, namely the exercise of professional judgment to achieve
diversity of investment. Having decided initially to avoid active investment mptn-

SThis ti eslmated. Investment pompny Inst ut4 107f Mutual Fund Ftt Book, p. 49
reports an aggregate of $1,49,00 invest na
p bfit-sharvg tlans at year-end 1971,v
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agementi they will naturally seek from some entity other than a mutual fund
,professional advice as to the investments tobe selected,. If they go to a bank for
:advice the bank will naturally recommend its own unincorporated pension fund.
it is in most cases unlikely that a bank pension manager, or a private investment

-counsellor for that matter, would Wish to forego all or a part of the advisory
fee by recommending a mutual fund. The result would follow that some position of
the pension monies which would otherwies be Invested In mutual funds, would be
diverted to a competing form of money management-a result which would

:plainly be anti-competitive in its effects in that it would promote concentra,
tion rather than rellAve it.

Moreover, -to the extent that some trustees of pension plans might decide to
imauage their assets themselves rather than invest in 20 mutual funds, this would
be contrary to the beneficial purposes of the pension reform bill, H.t. 4200,
which recently passed the Senate. The detailed study which formed the back-
ground for this bill indicated that many of the problems in the pension area lay
in the lack of professionalism with which substantial amounts of pension assets
were being managed.

It is apparent that the investment of all or a major portion of a pension fund's
assets in a mutual fund would satisy each of the five reasons' cited by Senator
Bentsen (Cong. Rec. Dec. 20. 1978, pp. S-23623-24) for the diversification require-
ments of S. 2842, particularly considering the numerous corporate issues held by
a mutual fund, the fact that mutual funds do not invest for purposes of control,
and the present diversification requirements imposed by federal and state law.

First, With respect to the diversification of. a mutual fund's portfolio, 'we have
compiled data from a publication called "Spectrum 2, Investment Company Port-
folios, Third Quarter, 1078" (published by Computer Directions Advisers, Inc,),
The data were compiled from reports of 242 mutual funds with assets of $25
million or more as of the end of the third quarter, 1978. Funds with all types
of investment objectives except bond and preferred stock funds and income funds
are included in our sample (because these latter funds invest little or nothing in
common stocks and are therefore not relevant to the purposes of 8.2842 they were
excluded from the sample). The dollar value of assets covered by the funds in
our sample amounted to $58.8 billion at the end of third quarter, 1973. This sum
represents about 94 percent of the assets of all funds with assets of $25 million
or more. The data shows:

(1) The average number of stocks held in the common stock portfolios of funds
with $25 million or more In assets (excluding bond and preferred stock and
income funds) was 54.7 issues at the end of the third quarter 1978.

(2) Slightly more than one half of the 242 funds in the sample have 50 or more
issues in their portfolios.

(8) The largest number of stocks in a fund's portfolio was 144; the lowest
number of issues was 18.

Secondly, with respect to Senator Bentsen's point about preventing a small
number of institutions from achieving too much control over our economy, it Is
clear that mutual funds generally do not invest with a view to controlling a
portfolio company. The Institutional Investor Study' report of the SEC, dated
March 10, 1971, stated as to mutual funds that "if they lose confidence in manage-
ment they tend to sell their holdings in a company rather than to attempt to In-
fluence or control management decisions." In similar manner, the Federal Com-
munication found in 198' that "as a matter of general policy they [mutual
funds] do not hold stock for the purpose of exercising or influencing such control
More than 90 percent of the prospectuses of mutual funds state that the fund
may not under any circumstances Invest In securities for the purposes of man-
agement or exercise of control." These stated policies are, of course, enforceable
tinder both federal and state law, and a violation could give rise to substantial
liabilities,

Thirdly, as a matter of federal law, to qualify as a "diversified company"
under the Investment Company Act of 1040, Section 5(b) (1) of that act requires
thpt with respect to 75 percent of its assets the investments of the investment
company must be "limited in respect of any one Issuer to an amount not greater in

S'Summarized, these reasons are: (1) the extent to which concentration of Institutional
Investment affects the safety of pension funds, (2) desirability of preventing asmallnm
ber of Institutions from aeheving too much control over our economy, (8) l1mIJ the
money a pension manager can pour into the market to bolster the puceof a artulr
stock, (4) greater liouldity in the market provided by the hOlnglmitations, andi (5) en-
cotpragng in titution toinvest inreany well-managed snisli and medum sized companies,, 1 lolne Document lNo. 02 -e4. 92d C'ong,, 1st Bees,, 5nun.ry Vol. p. 12,5. •_ ..

'FCC Report and Order conerning amendment of mtitlIe ownership rules, Docket No0.

15627. adopted rune 12, 1968, par. 11.
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value than 6 per centum of the value of such [diversified] management com.
pany and to not more than 10 per centum of the outstanding voting securities of
such issuer." Moreover, blue sky regulations of certain major states impose even
stricter limitations on diversifications. Indiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouj
and Wisconsin have a Statement of Policy that a mutual fund may not invest
more than 5 percent of its total assets in the securities of any issuer. In addition
to having such a restriction, Ohio, Maine and New Hampshire have a regulation
providing that a mutual fund may not acquire more than 10 percent of .the
securities of any issuer.We therefore suggest that the 5 percent and 10 percent limitations contained
in S. 2842 should not apply to a mutual fund which is a "diversified company"
as defined under the Investment Company Act of 1940. This can be accomplished
by adding the following language at the end of the subsection defining "security"
on line 11 of page 4 ofthe bill

The term "security" does not include any security issued by a registered man.
agement investment company of the open-end diversified type, as defined in
Section 5 of the Investment Company Act of 1940, as amended, or issued by a
unit investment trust, as defined in Section 4 of such Act,5 which invests ex-
clusively in the securities of such a company.

THE CAPITAL GAINS TAX PROVISIONS OF THE BILL SHOULD BE AMPLIFIED SO AS TO APPLY
TO MUTUAL FUNDS AND THEIR RIIAREHOLDEaS

The bill provides for a sliding scale of capital gains tax based upon the length
of time that securities are held. However, Section 5(c) of the bill (at page 11)
restricts the availability of such sliding scale of tax to a taxpayer "other than a
corporation". Since most mutual funds are in corporate form, the advantageous
scaling down of capital gains tax would not appear to apply to securities trans-
actions by the fund. This would be extremely disadvantageous to present mutual
fund shareholders, would discourage investors from investing in mutual funds in
the future, and would be contrary to the established tax treatment of mutual
funds as contained in Subchapter M of the Internal Revenue Code.

For many years mutual funds have been able, for tax purposes, to elect to be
treated as a conduit through which the capital gains and ordinary dividend and
interest income of the fund Is not taxed at the fund level but is passed through
to the shareholder of the fund who is taxed on what he receives from the fund,
In other words, the fundamental theory of Subchapter 'M is substantially to
treat mutual fund shareholders as if they directly owned the securities in the
fund portfolio.

Section 851 of the Internal Revenue Code permits a mutual fund registered
under the Investment Company Act of 1940 to elect to be treated as a "regulated
investment company" for tax purposes on certain conditions including, among
other things, that (1) at least 90% of its gross income is derived from dividends,
interest and gains from the sale or other disposition of stock or securities, (2)
less than 30% of its gross income is derived from the sale or other disposition of
securities held for less than 3 months, and (3) with respect to at least 50%
of the value of its total assets at the close of each quarter of the taxable year,
no more than 5% of such value is invested in any one issuer and such value is
not Invested in more than 10% of the outstanding voting securities of any one
issuer.

Section 852 of the Internal Revenue Code provides that the shareholders of
a regulated investment company may receive "pass through" tax treatment. Thle
"Ordinary" Income which is distributed to shareholders Is not subject to corporate
tax at company level but IS taxed to the shareholder in his own Income tax
return. Nor are long-term capital gains subject to corporate tax it the company
level if the mutual fund distributes them currency to its shareholders as "capital
gain dividends". In that event, these capital gain dividends are taxed, to its
shareholders as long-term capital gains, If not so distributed they are taxed to
the fund at the corporate capital gains tax rate. As to the latter, another election

'Section 4 defines a unit Investment trust as "an investment company Iwhich (A) is
organized under a trust indenture, contract of custodianship or agency or similar Instra.
ment, (B) does not have a boar of directors, and (C)' issues on 13 redeemable securities,
each of which represents an undvided interest In a unit of speed securities; but 4oeD
not inJude a voting trust." A unit investment trust normally ivests in the shares ofasingle mutual fund and is a method for tesale of shares of suchn fund. A unit investment
tustdoe not appear to be a corporation anda a technical matter the inneutiten t of pen-
sia4 fua dsln a unit trust would ot appear to be subject to the diversification requirements
ofS, 2842 H4owever, for the sake of clari.ty, we think reference to 4 unit investment trust
should be included in our suggested amendment.
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tider SectiOn 852(b) (8) (D) is pernitted which need not be discilosed'here.
An investor has the choice of investing directly in operating companies whose

stocks are publicly traded, or of pooling his funds with those of many other
persons by investing Indirectly through the medium of a regulated investment
company. In making this choice he must weigh the advantages of diversification
of risk and professional management advice and supervision afforded by the
Investment company against the expense of such management and any sub
stantial differential in federal Income taxes. Subchapter M is designed to
minimize tax consideration as a factor in the investor's decision.

Were it not for Subchapter M, these tax considerations would be of special
significance. If the individual invests directly in operating companies he will
face the normal layer of corporate income taxation imposed on the operating
company, and the additional layer of income tax upon dividends which he
receives and capital gains he may realize on the sale of his stock. If, however,
he invests indirectly through the investment company, and if income taxes on
dividends and capital gains had to be paid by the investment company, the
individual would be faced with the burden of still another layer of taxation,

From the standpoint of federal tax policy, the investment company thus
presents a situation wholly different from that of ordinary business corporations,
It represents, in general, an intermediate layer between the investor and the
entities whose securities it acquires with the investor's funds. It does not compete
with those entities but merely provides an alternative means for investing in
them. Consequently, if the use of the investment company substantially in.
creased the federal tax burden on the shareholder, the investment company
could not survive as an investment medium for the individual, for lie would
be forced to invest directly instead of through the investment company. The
bill in its present form, by seemingly denying sliding scale capital gains treat-
ment to securities transactions of the fund, even when the gains are dis-
tributed as capital gain dividends to its Ahareholders and taxed to them, would
result in just such an increased federal tax burden on the mutual fund share-
holder compared to his direct investment in a business corporation.,

We do not believe that the bill was intended to deviate from the present
philosophy of tax treatment of mutual funds, particularly in a way which would
operate to the disadvantage of the mutual fund shareholder.

We believe that the intended purpose of reducing capital gains is in the national
interest, and we will be glad to work at any time with the staff of this Subcom-
mittee to help formulate appropriate language in the bill (1) to permit the sliding
scale of tax on capital gains to apply to securities transactions by the fund based
on the fund's holding period, particularly when such gains are distributed cur-
rently to their shareholders and taxed to them as capital gain dividends.

Senator LLY al. BEN , MoLSAN, VA., February 1d, 1974.

Chairman, Fitancial Markets Subcommittee,
Senate Committee on Finance,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR MR. CIrAITRAN: I have learned with interest of your introduction of
S. 2842 and of the opportunity to submit statements in regard to it for inclusion
in the record, I request that this letter and its enclosure be made part of the
official record concerning this bill.

I enclose for this purpose a copy of my letter of February 28, 1073, to Chairman
Wilbur Mills of the House Ways and Means Committee, identifying myself
and my interest on the subject of equity in the taxation of capital gains. I should
like to supplement this by some points which I feel are germane to the bill
you have proposed. For the reasons of tax equity set out at length in my letter
to Chairman Mills, which I shall not burden you by repeating here, I am in
hearty agreement with the principle set out in S. 2842 for the increase on a
sliding scale of the percentage of capital gain to be ewoluded from gross income
in accordance with the length of time the asset has been held, The limitation of
80%, however, seems questionable since it in effect establishes a 11-year cut
off and ignores the large losses in the purchasing power of the dollar before

' We believe the bill might create a similar problem for (a) shareholders of reai estate
investment trusts (see Sections 85.6-88 of the internal Revenue codo), (b) shareholders of

-called "Subchapter 8" corporations (see Sections 1871-1870 of the1 CoAland l(o) per-
Caps partnerships and shares to "common trust unds" ( Section 584 of the Code). rheproposes new Section 1202()) deals with a simUar problem In relatO a
to estates and trusts and theit benencaries.
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1959. An inspection of the Department of Commerce Consumer Price Index re-
veals an increase from 53.9 to 87.82 between 1945 and 1959, an erosion of pur-
chasing power at least comparable to that which occurred between 1959 and
1974. There would seem then to be no Just basis for extending more protection
to those who acquired assets during the last 15 years than for those acquiring
in earlier years who have suffered even more. To accomplish strict equity it
would be necessary to.deflate all capital gains by first applying a correction for
some recognized official price index. If this cannot be done at least the 80%
maximum exclusion should be raised to 95%, otherwise a most unfair dis-
crimination particularly against older citizens will be created.

Capital Loss Treatment.-Ralsing the maximum regular income against which
capital loss may be charged off from $1000 to $4000 as proposed in S. 2842 is most
commendable both from the standpoint of equity and as tending to unlock frozen
capital. However, application of the same sliding scale to capital losses as to
capital gains would be (I) inequitable, (i1) practically undesirable, and (lit)
Inconsistent with the general scheme and purpose of the Bill. Inequitable because
'instead of affording some protection against the effects of inflation it would mul-
tiply those effects. A holder who has a loss has already had the tax effect of his
loss reduced by the fall of the dollar's purchasing power. Rising prices already
impose a sliding scale reducing the percentage of real loss which may be applied
against tax. The dollars invested ten or fifteen years ago represent greater value
than an equal amount realized today and, of course, far greater value than a
smaller number received today. For example, a nominal one thousand dollar
loss in 1972 on an asset purchased in 1962 would actually have been a loss of
$1850 in real purchasing power. Instead of tempering the wind to the shorn lamb
the tax system already aggravates the situation by allowing a deduction of only
half the nominal loss. In the example considered the $500 deduction allowable is
in terms of real purchasing power only 86% of the loss. If the property had been
acquired in say 1950, the loss in real terms would be $1740 and the percentage
deductible less than 29%.

8. 2842 in I 1202(b) by applying a sliding scale of increasing percentages of
exclusion to losses would make the unfortunate loser's position even worse.
He would be put under constantly increasing pressure to take his loss as soon as
possible. While this might be fine for stock brokers it would be most unfair to the
investor in a concern in possibly temporary difficulty and to the management
thereof. It would work a hardship on individual securities holders involved in
.corporate reorganizations, often requiring years of negotiations and legal pro-
eedings and could increase the difficulties of the reorganizers. It. would be unfair
to investors forced to realize on assets, sound in the long run but temporarily
depressed in value due to business cycle fluctuations, wars, foreign political
action and the like.

If it is indeed felt desirable as you have so eloquently pointed out to Incourage
investment and risk taking by changes in the laws governing capital losses then
not only should there be no sliding scales limiting capital loss deductions but
the present 50% limit should be eliminated or at least sharply reduced. While
the suggestion that capital losses should 'be treated in the same way as capital
gains has a superficial attraction, careful consideration discloses a vast difference
requiring different rules. Whereas Inflation creates the illusion of greater gains
than actually exist calling therefore for greater exclusion of gains from tax it
masks and conceals the extent of losses and makes them seem less severe than
they really are. Consequently, a tax system to encourage risk taking should
expand, not contract, deductibility of losses. This is resognized in S, 2824 by in.
creasing the amount of income which may be offset by capital loss. But this step
in the right direction would be negated by decreasing the amount of loss which
may be so used.

Indeed, sizeable long term losses such as might be incurred by a holder of
defaulting bonds would receive severer treatment under 12842 than uhder
existing legislation. As now drawn, the capital loss scale In effect provides that
"To him that hath shall be given: To him that hath not shall be taken away
even that which he hath." I am sure that no such result is intended. It is to be
hoped that this anomaly may be corrected by striking out 1 1202(b) and eliminat-
ing the 50% loss limit in existing legislation.

One further thought on the capital loss provisions of 8, 2842. Carry back of
losses for three years is not only permitted but mandated. For Individual tax-
payers this would Involve preparation of amended returns for the years in
question which for many could be burdensome. Could n6t carry back be permis-
sive rather than mandatory giving the option to carry the loss forward as well
as back?

Faithfully yours,
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Congressman Wnauui1 D. MiLts, L A
Oh aitman, Weajs ant4 Mecs (omnittee,,
Washington, D.X,

DrAn MA. CHAMnMA: I know that you and your Committee are in the midst
of examining the principal aspects of present personal income tax system With a
view to determining Its appropriateness and fairness, I am venturing in this
connection to enclose a memorandum concerning the problem of achieving tax
equity in the taxation of long term capital gains in the face of the serious decline
in the dollar's purchasing power which has occurred over the past 80 years and
which, as you have so strongly pointed out recently, is likely to continue for some
time to come. I suspect that in view of the intimate knowledge of the subject
discussed possessed by you and your colleagues and able staff the ideas set
forth are unlikely to be new to you. However, I have not noted in other presen.
tations to the Committee in this connection clear reference to the problems of
(a) double taxation, (b) taxation of capital gains at higher rates than other
income, and (c) the creation of disincentives to investment. I believe that my
memorandum may perhaps be of some use to the Committee in pointing out these
dangers.

I should like to assure you that the enclosed paper was prepared by me
personally. It was not stimulated or subsidized in any way by any group or or-
ganization though I am, of course, fully aware that many others of my ac-
quaintance share the same views.

I am a retired lawyer, banker, and government servant living in McLean,
Virginia. A private pension which has no cost of living adjustment and invest-
ment securities accumulated out of savings over many years are an important
part of my present financial resources. The problems I have outlined are there-
fore perhaps more real to me and persons like me than to many younger men.
I trust that it is not to much to hope that they will not for that reason be over-
looked by your Committee.

Very truly yours,
RUSSELL M, Dos.

Department of Commroc-Consumner Price Index, 1967 = 100

1941 -------------------- 40.4 1959 ------------ --- 87.82
1945 -------------------- 53.9 1960 --------------- 88.63
1946 --- ----------------- 58.5 1961 --------------- 89.58
1947 -------------------- 72.03 1962 .-------------- 00.68
1948 -------------------- 66.9" 1963 ----------------------- 91.77
1949 -------------------- 71.32 1964 --------------- 92.97
1950 --------------- 72.07 165 ---------- 94.45
1951 -------------------- 77.8 196 -------------------- 97.27
1952 --------------- 79.57 1967 ----------------------- 99.97
1953 --------------- 80.19 I968 --------------- 104.18
1954 ------------ --- 80.47 1969 -------------------- 109.83
1955 --------------- 80.27 1970 ------------------------ 116.31
1956 --------------- 81.45 1971 --------------- 121.26
1957 --------------- 84.22 1972 -------------------- 125.27
1958 -------------------- 86.52

CAPITAL GAINS TAXATION AND INFLATION
Renewed consideration of the issuq of fair taxation of capital gains comes at a

time when inflation looms inescapably in the national consciousness. In that
simpler day when our income tax laws took their-basic shape economic sophisti-
cation was not as widely diffused as today, and the notion of compensatory
adjustment for radical changes In price levels was largely confined to academic
circles. The Congress felt it sufficient at that time to define gain or loss for tax
purposes merely as the difference between purchase and sale prices. During the
past 80 years, however, a deep erosion of the dollar has occurred. As shown by
the attached tabulation of the'Department of Commerce, .Consumer Price 1i'dex,
Its purchasing power is less than a third of what It was in 1941. Thti basic fact of
life has become familiar to all of us whether in government or business, i the
classroom or courtroom, in'the hospital, or on the assembly line or on the farm, As
a result the purbasing power of million of trade union members is protected
by cost of living clauses in wage contracts. Goyeriiment pensioners are pirflarly
protected. Price escalation clauses abound in industry and lublid Uilities In
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Many states are permitted to raise their rates automatically to cover increases.
In fuel costs.. Up to now the tax system has not made allowance for the shrinking value of
the dollar. Where long term capital gains are concerned this has become a
serious oversight. Many such gains are realized only over periods of years far
longer than the normal 8-year labor contract term of industrial or construction
contracts 'or even the life expectancy of the average government pensioner. A
long span of years often passes between the time the young person makes his
first investments in securities or land or a house and the date when he sells
these as an incident of reducing his scale of living or in support of his retire-
ment. Yet it is obviously over such substantial periods of 20 to 40 years that the
effects of inflation and erosion of the dollar are most severely felt. As an ex-
ample, examination of an equity portfolio accumulated by an unusually success-
ful investor over the past 40 years, with which I have had occasion to become
familiar, shows nominal losses in only 4 cases out of 50. But when costs are
adjusted for the decline in the dollar, 14 or 80% of the 46 apparent gainers
showed a loss in real terms. The tax which they would attract if sold would
come straight out of the original capital invested despite the fact that tame has
already been paid once on these funds. And, of course, the real gain on the other
transactions is far less than the apparent one.

It is true that the present tax laws afford some partial relief to the long term
investor through (a) the taxation of apparent capital gains at a more favorable
rate (though as noted hereafter, even the present system frequently results In
a confiscation of capital which has already been taxed once) and (b) by allowing
capital gains unrealized at death freedom from income though not estate tax. In
the latter case particularly, a certain rough justice is done by the present system.
Its detractors, who include some of the most economically sophisticated of our
citizens, seem, if the public prints are to be believed, to forget all about the
Cost of Living Index when they come to this issue).

Now that the issues of "tax equity" and "equal treatment" have been raised
it seems time to make sure that those who perform the socially useful function of
refraining from immediate consumption to devote some of their funds to pro-
ductive investment and to providing for the future receive equity and at least
equal treatment. (This paper will not deal with the important question of whether
special tax incentives are not indeed appropriate to induce a sufficient number
of individuals to postpone consumption, to accept low dividend rates (often less
than savings bank interest) and the plowing back of profits, to continue to furnish
capital to untried or high risk enterprises and so forth. It is perhaps sufficient at
this point to stress that, as will be demonstrated presently, there is real danger
that soic proposals now put forward would not only remove incentives but would'
impose severe disincentives to investment.)

If there is any question of taxing capital gains at full income rates the matter
of distinguishing real from illusory gains becomes of vital significance. Only if
that is accomplished can serious injury to th6 economic system and serious
injustice to individuals be avoided. It is hardly necessary to remind this well-
informed Committee that millions of individuals in all walks of life have been
saving against the time when they can no longer earn and must instead rely on
savings to supplement pension payments, Social Security and so forth, Some
of these people are well to do. Many others, however, are of comparatively modest
means who have denied themselves during their productive years in order tb
avoid later burdening their young families. Their savings importantly Includ4
eqt1ity shares and real estate. Some of these holdings are, of course, of recent
origin. Many others, however, as all of us can attest from personal experience
and acquaintance go back for 25 to 40 years or more. They reflect sayings made
out of after tax income in dollars worth more than three times what they will
buy today. Any tax which does not take fully into account this change in the
value of the dollar and permit full recoupment of this already taxed income
is' in effect double taxation. The Congress has taken care to avoid this in regard
to contributory pension and profit sharing plans., Can it take a different attitude
toward individual savings which have built up the economy while accumulating
resources againstretirement needs, education of the rising generation and bther
family, requirements which typically motivate so many long term personalinvestment? : o.. ..

Set out below is an Illustration of how capital-gains taxation at full rates would
work out in the case of two actual long term equity investments 'which have
come to my attention, were these to be now liquidated by two hypothetical tax*
payers, one in the 24% bracket, one in the 86%.
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In anticipation of future needs the purchase was made in 1938 out of current
Income after taxes of 280 shares of Sperry Rand Corporation. (A predecessor
corporation was actually involved). At that time the consumer price index was
around 40. Various stock splits, mergers and so forth produced an adjusted cost
basis in 1938 dollars of $4.15. The company prospered and in, 1973 its stock is
selling at about $45 a share. In order to meet living expenses let us suppose that
a now widowed owner whose current taxable income is $8,000 decided to sell 100
of his 280 shares. His apparent gain would be 100X$45=$4,500-100X$4.15
=$415 or $4085. Under present law he would pay on half of this amount a federal
tax of 25% or $510.62 (plus in most states an additional state tax.)

Under a System of Taming Capital Gain at Full Income Rates his liability would
be:
25% on 2,000 or ------------------------------------------ $500.00
27% on 2,000 or ......---------------------------------------- 540.00
20% on 85 ------------------------------------------------ 24.65

Total ------------------------------------------- $1,04,.65
Consider now the real income received by our retired taxpayer from liquidation

of part of his investment. In 1972 the Consumer Price Index reached 125.27 which
equals 813% of the 1941 figure. The cost of these share in today's dollars therefore
is not $4.15 but $12,99. The real gain per share is $32 not $40.65; the total gain
$3200 not $4065. A tax of $1064 on this $3200 would be at an average rate of 83%,
a rate 7 points or 27% higher than the $824 which would be paid on $8200 of
other income. Hardly "equal treatment."

Suppose now that our taxpayer encounters disaster which compels him to
liquidate in one year not 100 shares but all 280. Under a system of taxing capital
gain without adjustment and at full rates the tax on this normally 24% bracket
taxpayer would be as follows:
Apparent gain $11,382 (280X40.65)

20.00 at 25% ----------------------------------------- $500.00
20.00 at 27% ------------------------------------------ 540. 00
20.00 at 29% ------------------------------------------ 50.00
20.00 at 81% ------------------------------------------ 620.00
20.00 at 34% ------------------------------------------ 0. 00
13.82 at 80% --------------- --------------------------- 497.52

Total -------------------------------------------- 8, 417. 52
The real gain after adjusting for the Cost of Living Index would be $8903

on which the tax as calculated above would amount to over 38% as against
the 30% which would be taken from an equal addition of another type of
income.

If our taxpayer were in a higher bracket the treatment of his capital gain
as ordinary income without adjustment would result in a rate of tax on a
comparatively modest real gain which many would regard as staggering. If bur
taxpayer was normally at the top of the 38%. bracket his tax in the above
example would run as follows:
2,000 at 88 percent -------------------------------------- $760
2,000 at 40 percent --------- 800
4,000 at 45 percent .----------.- 1, 800
:3,882 at 50 percent ------------------------------------- 1,691

Total ------------------------------------------ 5,.051
or over 66% of his real gain as against 44% on an equal amount of real Income
from another source.

Had our hypothetical 24% bracket seller been compelled to liquidate one
of his less fortunate long term investments, say 50 shares of Uniroyal preferred
acquired in 19306 at a price of $86 and sold at the recent price of $106 his
apparent gain would have been $20 per share or $1000. On this he would pay
if the full Income rate of, 25% were applied, $250, even though in real terms
he had sustained a loss not a profit. (Ieal cost 813% of 86 or $269 per share
versus a realization of $106.) It is true that the present methOd of determining
taxable capital gain already accomplishes this dubious result in many cases,
But at least the law now attempts some mitigation by applying a lower rate.
Applying a higher rate in such cases would compound the Injustice and be a
move away from, not toward, the "tax equity".
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ADJUSTMENT. UNDEFI H2. 1040 INADEQUATE

HR 1040 (January 8, 1978) clearly recognizes in prinoiple the fneqcity whfch
would follow from applying full tax rates to long term capital gains. It pro-
vides for an adjustment of cost to take care of the inflation during the last
15 years. In this respect it Is highly to be commended. However, since an intent
,deliberately to discriminate against investors who have held for longer than
16 years can hardly be assumed, one can only conclude that the draftsman
overlooked the extent to which the dollar had lost value prior to 1957 and was
*unmindful of the great number of situations where property acquired more than
106 years ago is still held

Between 1945 and 1956 there was a decline of 51% in the dollar's purchasing
power. Using the same examples previously described as to the sale of 280
shares of Sperry Iand but applying the HR 1040 adjustment results in a tax
of $996 and tax rate on real gain of 31% for those in tho 24% bracket and of
$4780, 52.7% for those in the 86%. A simlalr increase in income from other
than capital gains to the the two taxpayers would be taxed at 26% and 44%
respectively. .

To accomplish the simple justice to the long term investor which HR 1040
Tecognizes is called for, but which it does not accomplish, removal of its 16 year
limitation on cost adjustment is essential.

The adjustinent scheme of HR 1040 has the further defect that while it
Is fair for the 16 years just past there is no way of telling whether it would
be too high or too low in future years. It is true that the Congress could

always modify the adjustment but changes would be burdensome and undesirable
and almost certainly lag far behind the necessities of the situation.

CONCUSION

The difOloulties and inequities discussed above could most easily and auto.
inatically be avoided by providing that in determining gain or loss the original
,cost shall be adjusted by reference to the Cost of 'Living Inedx or other suitable
official price index. Aniy modification of the present system of income or estate tax.
nation should provide for this.

STOxKTON, CALIr., January .8, 1974.
Senate Finance Committee.
,Rubcomrittee on Financial Markets,
V.S. Senate Office Building,
Wa~lington, D.C. PUBLIC HE.AING ON SENATE BILL No. 2842

Subject: Tax incentives to encourage small investors to invest in the stock
market.

Introduction
My name is Emile R. Jardine. I am a certified public accountant. I reside

in Stockton, California, where I conduct a professional C.P.A. practice with
other certified public accountants under the firm name of Emile R. Jardine
& Co., CPAs. I have been engaged in the practice of public accounting and income
tax service and estate and gift tax services for the past 28 years. My exper-
ience has encompassed considerable areas of accounting, taxation, economics,
and appearance before legislative committees on matters concerning taxation.

I am a past president of the San Joaquin Chapter of the California Society
,of Certified Public Accountants, and have been chairman of the Chaptbr Com-
mittee on Taxation and a member of the State Society Committee on Taxation
for over 20 years from 1947 to 1967.

i appear before this Sub-Committee uarticularly in support of any tax
Incentive to encoruage small investors to invest in the stock market.
Argument in support of the bill

There are three most essential characteristics which differentiate the tax
etion of capital gains from the realization of ordinary income

(1) In, a free capitalistic economy which separates the free world from
regimented totalitaranism there must be Investment of risk capital to promote
and further an expanding productivity In free enterprise, In which the United
States ts the world leader;
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(2) An essential difference exists between the realization of capital gains and
earned income-that is, no income results from capital gains until the apprecia-
tioh In value iS realized as a result of the sale or exchange of the capital asset;
and

(8) The U.S. dollars has lost over 70 per cent of its true value since 1939 as
a result of inflation, and consequently the result has been the partial taxation
of the Inflation itself, which has contributed nothing but a substantial unearned
Increment in the value of the invested capital. The net result Is that the investor
receives back his 100% 1039 dollar in a 80% 1974 dollar, which is less than the
50% long term capital gain deduction.

The realization of capital gain from true long-term investment is not in essence
a "tax preference".

The investor in productive property is the key man to the expansion of the
free world free enterprise system of government. Thus, there must be an incentive
to encourage the investment of and turn over in risk capital in an expanding
free enterprise system, lest it develop a stagnating economy by freezing trans-
actions and preventing the free flow of and the reinvestment of capital into
productive investments.

This subject was given careful study by the 75th Congress in 1938 after the
testimony of numerous expert witnesses and economists. The result is clearly
summarized in the following excerpt from the Senate Finance Committee Report
on The Revenue Bill of 1938-Senate Report No. 1567, 75th Congress, 8rd Session,
Calendar No. 1686:

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H.R. 9862-REVENUE BILL OF 1988, CAPITAL
GAINS AND LOSSES

* * * "The committee is convinced that at the present time transactions are
prevented by the capital-gains tax and that the result has been a material
hindrance to business and a considerable loss of revenue.

"There is an essential difference between income derived from salaries, wages,
Interest, and rents and income derived from capital gains. It is always to the
advantage of the taxpayer to receive the first class of income, no matter what
the rate of tax as long as it is less than 100 per cent. On the other hand, the tax
In respect of capital gains Is optional-the taxpayer is not obliged to pay any
tax unless he realizes a gain by the sale of the asset.

"There is no tax under existing law if a taxpayer transfers his money from
one bank to another, but there may be a very heavy tax if he wishes to transfer
his investment from a bond in one company to a bond in another company.
Thus, an excessive tax on capital gains freezes transactions and prevents the
free flow of capital into productive investments.

"The effect of the present system of taxing capital gains is to prevent any
individual with substantial capital from investing in new enterprises. This is
most unfortunate, because it adversely affects the employment situation." ** *
Recommendation

Provide an incentive for the investment of and turn over in risk capital by
lowering the percentages of gain to be reported upon the sale or exchange of
capital assets held for exceptionally long periods of time.

I appreciate Oincerely the opportunity to appear before this honorable com-
inittee and express my views and professional opinion on this matter.

Respectfully,
EMILE R. JARDINE, C.P.A.

NATIONAL AssocIATIoN OF SMALL BUSINESS INtESTMENT COMPANIES,
WashMngtot, D.C., February 1,197T.

HON. LLOYD BENTSEN, o
Chairman, Subcommittee on Finanolat Markets, omuittee on Financo,

Dirkoen Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.
DAR Mr. CHAIRMAN: The Executive Committee of this Association has noted

with Interest your sponsorship of, the Stockholders Investment Act and your
announcement of the hearings to be held February 5 and 0 by your Subcommittee
on Financial Markets with respect to the Act.

Our Executive Committtee heartily endorses your efforts to attract individual
Stock inestors to the securities markets, one of your announced purposes being
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to increase "the ability of new or small and medium-size firms to acquire the

capital they need to survive and compete with U.S. corporate giants and foreign

producers."
As you know, the SBIC program came into being as a result of the enactment

of the Small Business Investment Act of 1958, its principal purpose being "to

stimulate and supplement the flow of private equity capital and long-term loan

funds which small-business concerns need for the sound financing of their busi-

ness operations and for their growth, expansion, and modernization..."
It is thus clear that you and we in the SBIC industry have common goals,

namely to assist new or small firms to acquire the capital they need to survive
and compete.

We are proud of the accomplishments of the SBIC program to date. In this
connection we enclose a document entitled "Background Paper on SBICs in
1974" which outlines those accomplishments and suggests areas in which the
SBIC program might do even more to accomplish its promise.

We also enclose a reprint from the. C(ongre8sonal Record of October 80, 1973
setting forth comments by Senator Sparkman on his introduction of two bills
to improve the legislative climate for SBICs. You will note that one of the bills,
8. 2029, in now before the Senate Finance Committee, It would amend the
Internal Revenue Code with a view to encouraging additional private investment
III SBICs.

We earnestly hope that you and your colleagues on the Finance Committee
will lend your support to S. 2629 when it is taken up by the Committee.

It is respectfully requested that this letter and the enclosures be incorporated
iII the record of your hearings scheduled for February 5 and 6.

It is also requested that representative of this Association be afforded an
opportunity to appear before your Subcommittee on Financial Markets whenever
further hearings are scheduled on the Stockholders Investment Act.

Respectfully submitted.
CHAHLzS M. NooNs,

General counsel.
Enclosures

STATEMENT BY HANS RANDOLPH REINIsQo, PRESIDENT,
NATIONAL SHAREHOLDERS AssocIATION

In the four years since April 1970 the New York Stock Exchange, with the
blessings of the Securities and Exchange Commission, imposed a surcharge and
two commission increases upon the nation's small investors while permitting
institutional investors, including pension funds, to benefit from sharply lower
commissions by means of negotiated rates. Thus, in effect, the NYSE and the
SEC have hastened the exodus of the small investor from the stock market by
accentuating the disparity between the declining commission costs enjoyed
by pension funds and other institutional investors and the rising commissions
being born by individual investors. On one hand institutional investors have been
saving in excess of $500 million a year in commissions while the notorious sur-
charge alone cost the small Investors more than $300 million a year.

In this protracted bear market the small investor has become extremely con-
scious of the cost of buying and selling stocks despite assertions to the contrary
by the NYSE. Commissions went up most for low priced stocks, traditionally the
ones bought by small investors on the American Stock Exchange. Thus for thesnmll investor to have made money at all stocks had to go up much more than

before the repeated commission increases of the past four years.
Blaming pension funds which represent the savings of millions of American

workers, for the demise of the small investor, herefore, seems manifestly unfair-
to me,

Also, during these past four years, investor confidence has been further
weakened by a series of scandals such as Penn Central, Investors Overseas Ser-
vices (I.O.S.), Equity'Funding, Four Seasons Nursing Centers, Commonwealth
United, Weis Securities, etc. Misrepresentations, questionable accounting and
outright fraud significantly accelerated the small investor's departure from the
market place. The fact that meaningless penalties have been imposed on those
engaged in corporate fraud has not helped public confidence either. Totally un-
realistic and inflated earnings forecasts by corporations and brokers for such
industries as franchisers, leasers, home builders, REITs (Real Estate Invest-
ment Trusts) and land developers further helped to undermine Investors con-
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fidence. Mr. C. V. Wood's McCulloch Oil Co. is an example of a land developer-
restating sharply lower earnings as a result of belatedly adopting realistic ac--
counting practices.

I realize that morality and integrity cannot be legislated. However, I do not:
think restricting pension fund investments to 5% in a particular stock is the way
to restore investor confidence. Why not penalize banks whose trust departments
manage pension funds? Let us at this time also remember that the small investor'
has absented himself from the over-the-counter market and the Amex despite-
the fact that these markets have not been dominated by institutional trading-
activity., And since the sharp plunge of Levitz Furniture Corp. stock has been
used as a prime example of improper institutional trading activity it might.
be pointed out that this came about not because of pension fund selling but
because of sellling by T. Rowe Price, a mutual fund (Wall Street Journal, Feb-
ruary 14, 1974). Furthermore, it should be noted that sharp price declines more,
often than not occur because of Inactivity or a lack of bids and not necessarily be-
cause of institutional selling.

It is not surprising that corporate executives and securities industry spokes-
men have enthusiastically endorsed S. 2842 since this measure demands not the
slightest reform effort by corporations and stock exchanges.

Senator Lloyd Bentsen, however, is to be commended for taking the initiative
In lileraliztng small investor tax loss carry forwards and the graduated capital
gains tax. This is a significant step which, however, should be accompanied by
fundamental corporate reforms.

It seems to me that if the Senate Finance Committee finds it appropriate, 'or
example, to penalize pension funds by imposing a special tao' If they invest more
than 5% in a particular stock, then the Committee should find it equally appro-
priate to require corporations and stock exchanges to undertake reforms and
share the burdens of restoring investor confidence or else be subject to a penalty
taox.

Specifically, I propose reforms in the following areas where abuses have signifi-
cantly eroded investor confidence over the years;

(I) Publicly owned corporations must-
(1) Hold annual meetings at times and places convenient to a majority of

individual shareholders.
(2) Adopt cummulative voting so that individual shareowners can more

readily elect at least one or two of their number to the Board of Directors.
(8) Prohibit the voting of proxies by management unless specifically author-

ized by the shareowner.
(4) Give up the practice of issuing stock options to executives and directors

since this is a raid on the corporate treasury that dilutes earnings at the expense
of the shareholders.

(5) Not split stock unless it is over $100. a share. Excessive stock splitting
sharply increases small investor commissions and needlessly contributes to the
back office paper volume. For example, once a $90. stock splits two for one the
commission goes up for a $9,000. purchase from $74.75 to $132.25 or nearly double
the previous commission (instead of 100 shares of a $90 stock you now have tq,
buy 200 shares of a $45 stock). Corporations like to split stock to get on the
"most active" list and to attract institutional interest. And brokers encourage
this silly practice because they realize this results in a doubling of their com-
missions even though the dollar amount involved remains the same.

(II) The nation's stock exchanges and in particular the NYSE and Amex.
should require:

(1) Points 1 through 5 enumerated above to be adhered to by all listed com-
panies if they wish to remain listed on the various exchanges.

(III) Pension and mutual funds should institute the following:
(1) Provisions should be made that would enable individual participants

in pension and mutual funds to instruct the fund managers how to vote on key
issues that come up at the annual meetings of corporations in which the funds"
have a position. This might be done In the form of an annual survey which could
apply to issues before numerous annual corporate meetings. (Individuals who
invest their savings in corporate America, whether they like it or not, do assume
a moral obligation for the policies of the corporations from which they expect cap-
ital gains and dividends.)

(IV) This Committee might also urge the Federal Reserve Bank to adopt a
corollary to Regulation T which requires investors to pay for their stock on time.
Why not have a special Federal Regulation requiring brokers to remit investors'
cash proceeds on time? It is the present one-sided kind of regulation favoring:
the broker that has forced the small investor off the market place.
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In previous testimony before the Securities and Exchange Commission and
the House Subcommittee on Commerce and Finance I urged-that companies
which violate certain Federal regulations and laws regarding the environment,
product safety, hiring and promotion, etc., should be "suspended" from trading
or "delisted" until they correct their violations.This would force both institution-
al and individual investors to take a more activist stance in determining corporate
policies since no one wishes to see his stock suspended or delisted. My above sug-
gestions are designed to help investors to become more constructively involved
in corporate affairs.

In conclusion I do wish to express the hope that I will be given an opportunity
to testify at this Committee's next round of hearings.

CUMBERLAND ADVISORS, PTY.
Vineland, N.J., January 21, 19741.

Re Senate Bills numbered S. 2787 and S. 2842.
Hon. RussELL B. LONo,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR, SExATOR: We would like to take the opportunity to express support for
the concepts in the above-captioned proposed legislation, those concepts being:

1. The encouragement of the return of individual investors to the stockmarket.
2. The breakdown of the "two-tiered market" as currently biased by institu-

tional favoritism.
3. The promotion of venture capital investment, particularly in smaller and

newer companies, by relaxing limitations on certain types of trusts.
We specifically favor:
1. The decremental reduction of long-term capital gains taxes on capital in-

vestment items (to include but not be limited to securities and real property) and
2. Increasing the maximum allowable amount of net long-term losses in excess

of short-term gains which an individual can deduct against ordinary Income.
For the individual investor the supported legislation will realign the reward

of capital investment to a level more commensurate with the risk thereby assisting
the capital formation process. This legislation will further enhance the mobility
of capital, thus adding much needed liquidity to the securities markets while
allowing the investor to at least partially recognize the inflationary portion of
capital gain without the present deterrent.

The capital requirements of the 1970's are enormous due to the energy crisis, the
environmental goals, and the impending expansion of productive capacity with
new plant and equipment expenditures. The United States must avoid becoming
like the United Kingdom, jvhich is now suffering from the lack of capital invest-
ment due to a prolonged period of capital gains taxation at the highest rate in
the world.

The capital requirements of this decade must be met. It is therefore respect-
fully submitted that the above-captioned legislation be considered with a sense
of urgency.

Very truly yours,
DAVID R, KOTOK.

STATEMENT OF ANDREW G. RAC, CHAIRMAN, RAOZ-ROONEY RESEARCH
DivisioN OF A MAJOR MEMBER n1RM OF THE NYSE, INc.

Dear MR. CHAIRMAN: May I first of all thank you for giving me the opportunity
to present my further viewpoints for your hearings. Let me also state clearly
that the views expressed in the following pages are entirely my own and do not
represent those of my colleagues or my firm. (As for clarification all corporate
figures cited are quoted from Standard & Poors.)

What has been discussed four or five months ago as an issue of future reform
for the financial markets has by now transformed itself to become an issue of
national importance. The sudden emergence of the Energy Crisis is focusing more
attention on the inefficiencies of the two tier market, even more forcibly than
anybody. had thought before the October War,

Sometime around late October, President Nixon declared its Administration's
intention to make the U. S. self-sufficient in energy by 1980. Let us, therefore,
concentrate on some of the underlying financial figures which might make this
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suggestion feasible, If, at all. Let us analyze the availability of equity capital
that could make it possibel to render the U.S. a country such as envisaged by our
President in this decade. May I select a few salient policy programs?

THE ISSUES

1. As it ts envisaged today the American offshore drilling industry would
require approximately 100. semi-submersible rigs to be manufactured by the next
eight years. At the current prices of $30 to $40 million per rig, this would
require a total capital expenditure of up to $4 billion by companies such as
SEDCO, Santa Fe International, The Offshore Company and their competitors.
According to my calculations, an additional $2 billion would be needed for support
and service equipment. Based on the experience of the oil industry, the offshore
drilling operators charge approximately 1% every day as operating cost for
running a drilling equipment. What this amounts to is that a $40 million drilling
rig would command a daily operating revenue of $40,000. It Is equivalent to saying
that,$4 billion worth of new equipment at today's operating Lost would require
$40 million daily expenditures by the oil industry; which on a yearly basis with
300 working days $12 billion extra operating expenditures to be expended by
companies like Exxon and Mobil Oil by the year 1980. This staggering figure
does not take into account Inflation ! I

What we have to keep in mind is that the major offshore drilling companies
would be required to raise during the next six to eight years the astronomical
figure of approximately $6 billion for hardware. Let us now analyze whether It Is
at all possible. One of the largest offshore drilling companies, SEDCO Inc., which
Is listed on the New York Stock Exchange, has a total net worth of only $105
million. It has a long term debt of $140 million and the market value of all the
securities outstanding is $500 million. If we assume that SEDCO accounts for
approximately 6 percent of the total industry volume, then roughly speaking in
the rest of the decade It would have to raise approximately $500 million. This
step would require for SHDCO to double its capitalization and raise its net
worth by at least three fold.

This is a hypothesis-which is very difficult to come true.
2. An equally Important issue ts the question of coal gasification. The cheapest

coal gasification plants Is manufactured by Koppers Company, listed on the
NYSE. It can build a small-scale gasificaton plant based on a German model at a
price of approximately $50 million. The market value of Koppers securities
is at today's market prices are somewhat less than $300 million. In the next
five to six years the U.S. probably needs 10 to 20 such plants, (in order to comply
with President Nixon's plan) at a total cost of $500 million to $1 billion. All
the other coal gasification plants cost a minimum of $300 million. Moreover, the
Koppers' coal gasification plant that could be built within 12 to 18 months, the
larger models would require a waiting period of at least two to three years.

Question? How can Koppers selling around eight time earnings raise even $100
million, to fulfill possible orders. If a large equity offering is impossible, should
Koppers leverage Itself through debt assumptions to risk Its actual corporate
survival?

3. One of the largest pipeline companies that has been for years active In re-
search and development of coal gasification plants in Texas Eastern Tranmission.
This company has a net worth of $500 million, long term debt of $1 billion. Texas
Eastern services 85 utilities in 13 states, has a permissible rate of return of 7A
percent. The company states that to counter the worsening shortage of fuel, It
participantes in domestic exploration programs, In synthesizing gas from naphtha
and is building a coal gasification plant to be completed by 1976. It Is also working
on various plans to import liquefied natural gas (LNG) from USSR. In 1971
capital expenditures for Texas Eastern was $111 million and In 1972 over $150
million. In order to finance such expansion, the company sold 2 million shares in
March, 1971, an additional 1 million shares In February 1072. Furthermore, In
1973 the sale of $60 million debentures and 1% million additional shares were
completed. I would like to emphasize that the price of Texas Eastern Trans-
mission has recently declined from $61 to $42. Obviously further large-scale
financing at current price levels is getting prohibitive I'Thus. equity financing for
TET is becoming more and more difficult just at a time when our nation is in bad
need of building large scale coal gasification plants.

4. In most of the statements of President Nixon, members of the Cabinet and
Mr. William Simon, the nation's energy chief, more emphasis has been placed
on coal than on any other fossil fuel. The U.S. has over 80 percent of the world's
coal reserves. The table below represents some interesting facts.
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KENNECOTT COPPER CORP.
[In millions of dollarsl

1971 1972

Total revenues ..................................................................
Net Income .....................................................................
Internal cash flow:

N
D
D

.067 1.165
85.0 87.4

et income ................................................................. 85 87
epreclation ................................................................ 73 78
eferred taxes .............................................................. 15 25
Total ...................................................................... 173 190

Capital expenditure:
Property plant ............................................................. 121 109
Capitalized mining cost ..................................................... 41 50
increase mine development cost ............................................. 8 11

Total ..................................................................-- 170 170
Dividends ............................................................... ... 58 33

Note: Shares outstanding, 33,000,000; Market value of securities. 1,300,000,000; Employees, 30,400 in 1971 and 29,100
in 1972.

Kennecott Copper owns Peabody Coal, the nation's largest coal producer that
has mined 66 million tons of coal in 1972, 72 million in 1973 and it is estimated
that it will mine and deliver over 80 and possibly 85 million tons in 1974, It is
worth recalling that the American coal industry in 1973 has produced somewhat
less than 600 million tons of coal and Mr. Simon hopes that in 1974 this could
be proved by 100 million tons, a figure which several coal experts have not
accepted as being feasible. Since Kennecott accounts for approximately one
eighth of American Coal output, this company is of vital importance for the
future of the U.S. Yet, as we have illustrated, with the figures for 1971 & '72
Kennecott has reinvested almost its entire cash flow into expansion; property,
plants and in particular in opening and modernizing new coal mines. Kennecott
pays a meaningful dividend which was equivalent in 1971 to $58 million and was
cut in 1972 to $33 million. Being a cyclical stock it commands a price/earnings
ratio of less than 10 and without payment of dividend, the multiple could actually
fall further. It is interesting to note that the company with the largest coal
production in the world has a total market value of $1.8 billion, a figure which
I will compare to the market value of some other companies. It is also inter-
esting to note that between 1971 and 1972 the employment of the company has
declined from 30,400 to 29,100.5. I would now like to concentrate on five securities that represent five so-
called institutional favorites that are among those 50 or 100 stocks that compose
what is now popularly called the first tier market. (See table II.)

There are various comparisons which I would now like to make.
a. All of these five companies had uninterrupted earnings growth over the last

five years. Their net profit margin in 1972 averaged about 14.8 percent.
b, All five companies serve directly the consumer. The market value of each one

of these corporations at their respective high's in 1973 exceeded the market value
of Kennecott. Some like Avon by a ratio of 6:1, and Proctor & Gamble with a ratio
of 8:1. Yet only Proctor & Gamble employed more people than Kennecott,
47,000 people, and Avon that actually employs a number of low-income salespeople
had 25,000 on the payrolls.

1972 FIGURES

Nt- Capital Capital ex- Market
Cash expendi- penditure as value of Number

Income flows ture percent of securities 4 of em-
(millions) Margin I (millions) (millions) cash flows (billions) ployees

Avon Produ.............. ,$12 12.4 $138 $34 24 $?.Mg 25,100
Chesebrough.Ponds ........ 27 7.0 so 18 60 1.4- .9 i,
Pepsio ...................... 72 5.1 106 57 53 2.2- 8 40,000
Procter & Gamble ............. 302 7.7 380 271 71 9.8- i8 47,000
Revlon ....................... 38 8.5 44 15 34 1.1- .7 15; 500

Total .................. 594 .......... 68 395 .............. 22.3 12. 0 139,200

1 Average net margin: 8 percent.
' Cash flow-Net Income and depreciation.
I Average corporate spending on corporate expenditure as agregate cash flow: 60 percent.
41973-74 high--current price.

29-148 0 - 74 - 23
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c. Living in a shortage economy, let us now look at the degree in which these
companies solve our problems and create jobs. The above five companies had a
combined net income in 1972 of $594 million compared with Kennecott's operat-
ing earnings of $85 million. Yet they invested only $395 million in capital ex-
penditures, a percentage of their total cash flow of approximately 40% whereas
Kennecott has invested approximately 90% of its total cash flow to increase and
modernize its production facilities.

d. The combined market value of the securities of the above five companies
at the heights of 1973 was roughly $22.8 'billion. At today's prices they represent
a combined value of $12 billion. Since all of the securities have been heavily
owned by pension funds and bank trust departments, the disappearance, or
hopefully the temporary disappearance of $10 billion, in the course of approxi-
mately one year represents the elimination of savings of this figure.

e. I would now like to make a further comparison. Whereas the above three
companies with a total net income of $594 million employed 139,200 people a ratio
of 4,8:1, Kennecott with an operating income of $85 million employed 29,100
people-a ratio of 2,8:1. The discrepancy is obvious!!!

f. Another interesting point at this stage should be made. The abnormal
market value accorded to the above-mentionel five securities at the peak of
their price in 1973 created price/earnings ratios of 80 even 40. In other wordi there
were portfolio managers who believed that the savings of individuals, pension
funds and other trust accounts would be well guarded in companies that have
shown the above-mentioned constant growth rate. Let me now point out an issue
of social responsibility. The $10 billion decline in the market value of these five
securities of course has gone, at least temporarily. If the above corporations have
sold $2 billion worth of securities, which at the peak of the market represented
10% of their market value, the above mentioned figure of $2 billion would have
created 1 million jobs for one year ($20,000 per person) or 200,000 jobs foria
period of five years! 200,000 Jobs, more than the total number of employees they
had in 1972 (139,200 employees) ! ! !

g. It is therefore obvious that institutional favorites have become a storage for
savings just at a time when the U.S.A. badly needed those savings dollars to
invest in capital intensive and energy producing entities such as drilling equip-
ment, pipelines, coal gasification plants or the opening and wervicing of safe coal
mines all over the nation.

h. To appreciate the figures in a different format, the controversial Trans
Alaska Pipeline System (TAPS) even at currently inflated prices would only
cost $4.5 billion or about %th of the market value of the above mentioned five
institutional favorites, the very companies that invested in 1972 a total of less
than $400 million to create new jobs or to improve their product lines. May I
respectfully remind the Subcommittee that the TAPS is supposed to deliver the
very 2 billion barrels of oil today that is so urgently needed because of the Arab
Oil Embargo. This oil shortage is, of course, known not only to investors but to
every citizen of the U.S.A.

6. When we talk of excess profit tax on oil companies, I would also like to
make an interesting comparison that may re-direct the attention of investors
and members of the Senate to the aberration created by the two tier-market. The
largest oil company in the world Exxon Corporation in 1972 had a net income of
$1.5 'billion. It had a capital expenditure program of $2 billion. Recently it was
announced that for 1974 Exxon will spend $6.1 billion for increased exploration,
for the construction of pipelines, refineries and other equipment needed for
servicing the energy needs of the U.S. and those countries in which Exxon
operates. Thus, even if Exxon's profit trebles under the current tax system to
$4.5 billion by 1974, which I don't think will happen, it will not cover from
depletion allowance and from net income a capital expenditure program en-
visaged for 1974 and 1975. The result, of course, would be increased borrowing.
Simultaneously, I would like to bring to the attention of the subcommittee a well-
known "institutional favorite" whose revenues are less than $200 million but
derives approximately $80 million of its revenues from the manufacture of aluxury household item with a pretax margin of approximately 30%. The company
of which I am 'speaking of has always enjoyed a price/earnings ratio of over
twenty, and occasionally a ratio of 30-35. Yet nobody criticized its exhorbitant
profit margins at the time when the same household item with a certain amount
of simplicity is widely available by various competitors at the price of approxi-
mately % or certainly less than 1/ than what is charged by the above-mentioned
company.
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7. I would now like to compare certain figures of a well known international
cosmetics-consumer oriented company with that of Rohr Industries, a company
that pioneered in mass transprtation as early as 1967. Rohr is known for building
the San Francisco Bart System, The Washington, D.C., metropolitan transpor-
tation system and represents over 50% of the nat!oV.'s intra-city bus market.

1972 FIGURES

A well-known
international

cosmetics-
consumer Rohr
company, Industries$

Revenues .................................................................... $138,000,000 $374,000,000
Net Income margin ........................................................... 21,500,000 6,400,000
Cash flow .................................................................... 25,500,000 13,300,000

Capital expenditure percent of capital expenditures to cash flow .................... 6.7 10. 7
Debt outstanding .............................................................. None $55, 000,000
Number of employees ......................................................... 2,700 10,000
Market value of securities:

1973-74 high ......................................................... $1, 800,009,000 $92,000,000
Today's prices ............................................................ -- 1,300,00 0 $72,000,000

I Year ended December 1972.
' Year ended July 1973.

Let the figures speak for themselves: Rohr, being almost three times as large
as the previous company, has a market value of today's price levels of approxi-
mately 1/20th as the cosmetic concern. The company under consideration is a
well-known institutional favorite, held widely by pension funds, banks and insur-
ance companies. It employs approximately 2,700 people whereas Rohr with almost
3 times as big a sales volume, 10,000 people. Rohr's capital expenditure is about
1.5 times that of the company-the institutional favorites under consideration.
Rohr has a debt of $55 million; the other company has none. According to a recent
study done by my department, in each of the last six years Rohr has lost money
in mass-transit despite the fact that it has been one of its foremost pioneers. It
is committed to a course which represents one of the solutions to the transpor-
tation needs of all citizens of the U. S. Selling at approximately 10 times earnings,
Rohr is not in a good position to raise money on the equity market. With already
large debt structure, the raising of any meaningful amount of capital can hardly
be considered beneficial to the current stockholders.

The answer therefore is a legislative solution. At the time of writing President
Nixon has just proposed a $16 billion plan to aid mass transit, a six year program
of which Rohr would be an obvious beneficiary. In particular, in his State of the
Union message President Nixon proposed a 50% increase in Federal assistance
to urban mass transit for a total o $1.4 billion and $700 million to aid the con-
struction of buses. This money, however, and let this be said loud and clear, comes
from the taxpayer !

The Government of the United States just as the institutions has no money.
The government spends the taxpayers' money, collected each year, from corpora-
tions and individual citizens and the institutions invest the savings of individuals
in lieu of the discretionary power delegated to them by various corporations,
trusteeships and unions. If the savings of people are invested in the first-tier
market and those savings are not available to solve the nation's urgent problems,
the two-tier market today is becoming not only a financial but a social failure.

8. The final and what Is almost a theoretical issue is how to convert the savings
locked into high flyers or so-called first-tier class of stocks to those cyclical com-
panies that create more employment and solve the nation's needs for the 1970's.
I am not an economist but unless these large companies will raise additiona!
capital based on their high multiples and attract the investors' dollars and they
in turn would re-invest in areas of national concern the nation has nothing but to
gain by having the first tier stocks lose their multiples. This is equivalent with
the disappearance of people's savings. This is a destructive, not a constructive
process. If the appearance of the two-tier market has created paper values we
must stop its decline to eat away the savings that have beet, placed into high
multiple stocks in the past 5 to 8 years.
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9. Lastly, may I round up the total picture. The American brokerage industry,
in 1973, has earned the well-publicized figure of $50 million for its partners and
stockholders. Brokerage is one of the most cyclical industries ! It is inconceivable
that such an industry would put back more than 25-25% of its pretax earnings
into research. If $10 million is reinvested by brokerage companies into research-
activities, this would be equivalent to saying that at a $50,000 rate 2,000 security
analysts would be employed in securities research and corporate finance. The
$50,000 would include the salaries of the analysts, secretarial expenditures, travel,
entertainment, and research material as well. Obviously, the American securities
industry with 30 million investors cannot function with 2,000 security researchers.
This is equivalent to saying that investment banking is heading toward a catas-
trophe, a catastrophe that has become well-publicized by the recent dissolution
of the nation's third largest brokerage company.

CONCLUSION

The weakening of the investment banking industry Is indirectly giving greater
and greater power to the commercial banking industry which has recently started
to expand its own research functions. In fact, some of the larger banks are now
selling their own research services to other smaller banks. While I do not wish
to say that this is not an honorable enterprise, it is also recognition of more power
acquired by commercial banking systems in the investment field.

This is reversion back to 1912, to the famous Untermeyer Commission which
has broken up the House of Morgan, and separated the functions of the commer-
cial and investment banking industries. I would like to finish my testimony by
repeating the reknown scene with J. P. Morgan, who having saved the country
in 1911 from a banking crisis had to take the witness stand. In the hearings it
emerged that J. P. Morgan acted in the most unselfish manner. In the critical
three weeks of 1911 he had the power to mould the entire American banking
world, and had power over the welfare of the country. Was the concentration of
such power in a great country like the United States satisfactory? J. P. Morgan,
understanding that he was living through the most important moment of his life
objectively answered; "Not entirely".

I would now like. in closing to paraphrase the previous remark. There is no
question that those Institutional portfolio managers who were proponents of the
two-tier market, and channelled their investments into selected and well-run
companies had nothing but the best intentions. J. P. Morgan had good intentions
too! But the state of affairs in the United States financial markets has been
disturbing now for years. It was already an urgent issue In the summer of 1973.
With the emergence of the Energy Crisis, with the forced and hurried transfor-
mation of the U.S. economy from consumer into a shortage or rather shortage
solving economy, the state of affairs of our financial markets--according to the
immortal statement of 3. P. Morgan-"s not entirelV 8aisfactory."

Respectfully submitted.
ANDREw G. RAOZ.
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INTRODUCTION
Personal information

As a resident and Litizen of Canada, I have been for more than 45 years .a
salaried employee of a Canadian life insurance company, the Manufacturers
Life Insurance Company, which company has been licensed in the United States
for about 70 years; has almost 50 branch offices in the United States from coast
to coast and does over half of its total business in the United States. In addition
to conducting a regular life insurance operation, Manufacturers Life has long
been involved in the private-pension plan market in the United States, Canada,
United Kingdom and elsewhere around the world. In addition, my employer
has had a long and successful experience in the 'annuity field. Manufacturers
Life ranks in the top 20 life insurance companies in the United States.

Personally I have been involved with private pension plans for almost 80
years, in the early years mostly with Canadian plans but, for over 10 years,
almost entirely with United States plans. I am a member of the Americans
Pension Conference and have served on committees of the American Life Insur-
ance Association in connection with private pension plans, especially in respect
to pension legislation.

I am not an actuary, attorney or accountant but rather a person with long
practical experience in private pension plans. Also, I am the author of a standard
textbook on the Tax Deferred Annuities which are available under the terms of
Section 403(b) of the Internal Revenue Code. Over the past 7 years, the
New York monthly trade magazine, "Pension & Welfare News", has published
a series of my articles discussing pension reform legislation, In March, 1972, -
"Best's Review" the leading monthly trade magazine of the life insurance
industry published my article on "Preservation of Pension Benefits".

Although such is my background, I wish to emphasize that in presenting this
brief I am doing so purely as an individual. I am not presenting It on behalf of
my employer nor on behalf of any association or organization.

I believe whole-heartedly in the present Social Security System and at the
same time in the basic philosophy of the private pension plan system. However,
I also believe that the latter system can and should be improved. This brief is
submitted with a view to presenting my thoughts in respect to some improvements.

No doubt, some one will ask, "Why should Tarver, a Oanadian, write a brief?"
One reason is that I am very much interested in the social aspects of private
pensions: I have worked with them for about 30 years and with over 45 years
of employment I am quite conscious of what a retirement pension means.
Probably a reason that is more meaningful is that I have had long exposure to
the regulation of private pension plans on both sides of the border.
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BillS . 2842
This Bill would make changes in the Internal Revenue Code in two areas.

First, it would amend the Code to apply restrictions on investments used for

the assets of private pension plans. Second, it would amend the Code in respect

to capital gains taxation.
I agree that it is desirable to impose restrictions on the investments used for

pension plan assets and am generally in favor of the first part of Bill S. 2842. 1

would like to make some suggestions in that connection, having in mind primarily

the question of solvency of private pension plans. I realize that the first part of

Bill S. 2842 has not only this question in mind but also the question of the general

good of the economy of the nation. Perhaps the two questions are not too far

apart what is good for the private pension plan system should be good for the

economy of the nation and visa versa.
I am not commenting on or submitting suggestions in respect to the second part

of Bill S. 2842.
PreLous submissions

In the past 2 years I have submitted briefs to various Committees of the Senate

and the House, as follows:
Mry, 1972: "Proposal for the Improvement of the Private Pension Plan

Ssytem", distributed to members of the House Ways and Means Committee in

respect to Bill H.R. 12272.
June, 1972: "Proposals for the Improvement of the Private Pension Plan

System", submitted to Hearings held by the Senate Labor Subcommittee in
respect to Bill S. 3598.

May, 1973: "Proposals for the Improvement of the Private Pension Plan
System", submitted to Hearing held by the Senate Subcommittee on Private
Pension Plans in respect to Bill S. 1179.

September, 1973: "Some Comments on Revised Bill S. 1179 as Reported out by
the Senate Finance Committee", distributed to members of the Senate Finance
Committee.

September, 1973: "Some Comments and Suggestions in respect to the Retire-
ment Income Security for Employees Act as appended to Bill H.R. 4200", dis-
tributed to members of the House Ways and Means Committee.

Several of these briefs discussed the question of restrictions on investments of
pension plan assets along the general lines of the comments and suggestions out-
lined later in this brief.

Pension Reform Legislation
At the date of the preparation of this brief, pension reform Bill H.R. 4200 has

been passed by the Senate and a Bill is being developed in the House (combining
H.R. 2 and H.R. 12481). The final contents of the Bill that will no doubt become
law in due course are not yet fully known. However, it is very likely that the final
Bill will contain only a limited provision in respect to the regulation of the invest-
ments of the assets of a private pension plan. This limited provision is discussed
later in this brief.

Canadian Private Pension Plan System
In the introduction to his book, "Canadian Regulation of Pension Plans,"1

Froak M. Kleller, Deputy Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation, U.S.
Department of Labor, made this statement:

"Most pension plans in Canada are regulated by laws which prescribe min-
imum standards of vesting and funding and which are designed to provide safe-
guards against risks of speculative investments, lack of diversification and
excessive investments in the securities of the corporations which employ partici-
pants in the plans. This report is concerned primarily with these laws and
their administration. Proposals for legislation of this kind have been developed
in the United States. Perhaps the United States can learn from Canada's
experience."

It is my hope that this brief will add something in the way of suggestions to
Mr. Prank M. Kleiler's excellent book. which gives background information.

I "Canadian Regulation of Pension Plans" by Frank M. Kleller, Deputy Assistant Secre-

tary for Planning and Evaluation, Department of Labor, Washington, D.C. 1970, published
by the U.S. Department of Labor, Washington, D.C. (Mr. Kleller retired at the end of
1973.
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REGULATION OF INVESTMENTS UNDER PRIVATE PENSION PLANS

Present situation t

At the present time, a vast amount of money has accumulated in private pension
plans, more than $160,000,000,000. This vast amount is growing so rapidly that it
is expected to total about $300,000,000,000 by 1980.

Of the current amount, approximately $56,000,000,000 is in the hands of life
insurance companies and is being invested under the regulations that are applied
to life insurance company investments by State Insurance Departments. Also
a considerable proportion of the funds invested by life insurance companies are
regulated by the S.E.C. under the terms of the Investment Company Act of 1940.

The moneys that are not being invested by life insurance companies are almost
entirely invested without any regulations being applied to them. A limited por-
tion of these moneys are invested in mutual fund companies which do come under
the scrutiny of the S.E.C. Also a very much more limited proportion Involves
the investing of employee contributions in equities, which proportion is then
under the scrutiny of the S.E.C.

However, many, many billions of dollars are being invested without any regula-
tion having to be complied with. This looseness has already resulted in some
dishonest management of pension plan funds and also some foolhardy manage-
ment, both of which have caused and are causing serious harm to the interests of
plan participants.

By way of contrast a somewhat similar industry, the mutual fund investment
companies, which has accumulated assets of about $50,000,000,000, is strongly
regulated by S.E.C. and N.A.S.D.
Comparison

To give a picture of the relationship of two industries that are involved in the
accumulation of savings and to compare them with the private pension plan
system, the following table has been prepared.

For the life insurance industry, figures for 1905 are shown because that year
was just prior to the Armstrong investigation. The mutual fund industry became
subject 'to the Investment Company Act of 1940 in such year. The earliest figures
available for the assets of the private pension plan system are dated 1950. The
latest figures available for all the various savings areas are those for 1971. Figures
for 1972 are also shown for the life insurance and mutual fund industries but
figures for non-insured pension plans for 1972 are not yet available.



COMPARISON OF ASSETS OF VARIOUS SAVINGS AREAS

Savings areas 1905 1940 1950 1969 1970 1971 1972

Life insurance companies:
Total assets .......................................
Number of policyholders -----------------------------
Assets per policyholder ------------------------------

Mutual fund companies:
Total assets -----------------------------------------
Number of accounts ---------------------------------
Assets per account ----------------------------------

PRIVATE PENSION PLAN SYSTEM
Insured plans:

Total assets ........................................
Number of participants -------------------------------
Assets per participant ...............................

Noninsured plans:
Total assets ........................................
Number of participants -------------------------------
Assets per participant ..............................

All private plans, total:
Total assets ..... ............................
Number of participants ........................
Assets per participant .................

$2,706,000,000 $30,802,000,000 $64,020,000,000 $197,208,000,000 $207,254,000,000 $222,102, 000,000 $239,73,000,000
22,000.000 134,000,000 202,000.000 351.000,000 355,080.000 357,479,000 365,184,000

$123 $229 $317 $56 $584 $62$656
(1) $447,959,000 $2,530,663,000 $48,290,733.000 $47,618,100,000 $55,045.328,000 $59,830646,000

296,056 938,651 10,391,534 10,690,312 10,900,952 10,635,000$1,513 $2,696 $4,647 $4,454 $5,050 $5,656

S)

(2)

(I)
(1)

(335,600,000,000 $37,900,000,000 $41,175,000,oo $46,400,00o, 000 $56,300,000,0002,755,000 10,120,000 10,980,000 11,480,000 12,435,000
$2,033 $3,745 $3,750 $4,042 $4,206

S $6,500,000,000 390,700,000,000 $97,000,000, 000 $106,400,000,000
7,500,000 23,540.000 23,900,000 24,500,000$866 $3.853 $4,059 $4,343

§() $12,100,000,000 $128,600,000,000 $138,175,000.000 $152, 800,000,000
( ) 10,255.000 33,660,000 34, 80,. 0W 35,980,000
(1) $1,180 $3820 $3,961 $4,247

t Not available.
Sources: 1971 and 1972 "Life Insurance Fact Books," published by the Institute of Life Insurance,

277 Park Ave., New York; 1970-1971, and 1972 "Mutual Fund Fact Books," published by the Invest-
ment Company Institute, 1775 K SL NW. Washington, D.C.; and "Employee Benefit Plan Review, Re-
search Reports," published by Charles D. Spencer & Associates, Inc., 222 WestAdam St., Chicago, Ill
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Regarding the preceding table, several significant components can be made:
(a) At the time of the Armstrong investigation which was followed by the

introduction of stringent investment restrictions for the life insurance Industry,
the assets per policyholder were only $128 whereas the assets per participant In
1971 are $4,843 under non-insured plans whose investments are still almost
entirely unregulated.

(b) The assets per participant in non-insured pension plans is growing far
more rapidly than either of the other savings areas. From 1960 to 1971, the
growth in assets per individual were as follows:

Percent
Life Insurance assets ----- ------------------------------------- 96
Mutual fund assets -------------------------------------------- 87
Insured pension plan assets -------------------------------------------- 90
Noninsured pension plan assets --------------------------------- 402

(c) There seems little doubt that in a short time, the assets per participant
in non-insured pension plans will be larger that the assets per mutual fund ac-
count, if it has not already happened. When that happens, the assets per individal
will be larger in the non-insured pension plans than in all the other savings
areas compared.

(d) It probably won't be long before the total assets in the private pension
plan system will equal the total assets in the life insurance industry (a con-
siderable portion of which is pension plans, of course). In 1971 the total assets
of the life insurance industry (othei than those held for private pension plans)
equalled $175,702,000,000. The assets of the private pension plans (inclusive of the
private pension plan assets held 'by life insurance companies) equalled $152,000,-
000,000, of which $106,400,000,000 were not subject to investment restrictions
(except for a limited portion that Is in mutual fund shares).
Pension fund management

A recent issue (August, 1971) of the monthly magazine, "Institutional Investor"
was devoted wholly to a discussion of the management of pension plan funds. To a
limited extent it discussed funds in the hands of the life insurance companies,
banks and mutual fund companies but mostly it discussed other funds, The Editor-
in Chief, Gilbert Bl. Kaplan, when summing up the contents of this special issue
made this statement:

"If one carries away a single impression of the whole management scene
from a reading of the articles in this issue, it is of a field of growing scope, com-
plexity and importance, but one that is being approached, too with a new sense
of responsibility. Most corporations are coming to grips with the reality that
they are ultimately the ones-not the trustees-who are accountable for the funds'
performance. If pension fund money is a giant that could get out of hand, at least
there is evidence that the problems are not being ignored. Indeed, I believe that
there is reason to think they may be handled with a new sense of professionalism."

It is more than a little frightening to have the Editor-in-Chief of Ian important
national magazine refer to the possibility of pension funds being "a giant that
could get out of hand." No doubt a sense of professionalism is developing. The
question is: Will it develop fast enough and will it spread far enough through
the vast range of pension and profit sharing funds that the situation will not
get out of hand?
cIompetition

The leading article ' in this special issue was introduced with this comment:"The competition, then, is keen and getting keener. At the new little firms,
everybody seems eager, bright, articulate, with a great record to pull out of his
briefcase. The big counseling houses and the asset management arms of the
brokerage houses are going after pension money with renewed vigor. The big
banks are gearing up to fight back and the smaller banks are eagerly looking to
get a piece of the action. Insurance companies are rousing themselves in the
hope of regaining what they lost to the banks twenty years ago."

Competition is good, of course, because it keeps the money managers alert.
However, the drive for better and better performance can get out of hand, es-
pecially where there is no regulatory controls to take into account. The trend
could develop toward more and more speculation, which is the kind of develop-
ment that has occurred in the past In other areas.

2 "Prospecting the Hottest Investment Frontier", by Everett Martin, Senior Editor, in
August, 1971, issue of "Institutional Investor".
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Dishonesty
Hearings conducted by the Congress have already developed evidence that

some pension funds have been dishonestly administered by plan trustees.
No doubt there are many cases that have not been brought to light of dishonest

management of pension plan savings.
Imprudence

In the special issue of the Institutional Investor referred to above, the author
of one article 3 made this comment:

"Performance goals should be high enough to challenge the portfolio manager
to achieve a good return, without being so high as to encourage imprudent in-
vestments. Although everyone should seek the best investment managers, exec-
utives should guard against taking foolish risks in pursuit of unrealistically
high performance records."
Life Insurance Industry

The investing of life insurance company assets has for many years been
strictly regulated. This regulation resulted from a situation that is not too
unlike the situation that pertains today in the private pension plan area. The
following excerpts from a book on the subject of life insurance company
investments' are of interest:

"The investments of life insurance companies in the United States are gov-
erned by the investment laws of the fifty states and the District of Columbia,
The purpose of these laws is to specify appropriate areas and to establish stand-
ards for the investment of life insurance company funds, with a view to ensuring
the financial soundness of the company and protecting the interest of the policy-
holder by preventing improper practices or speculative excesses. Accordingly
life insurance investment laws take the form either of prohibiting certain invest-
ments or of prescribing the permissible categories of investments which may be
made subject to certain limitations. For the major classes of investments the
state laws typically stipulate the quality standards which must be met, together
with the maximum percentage of assets which may be placed in a particular
class of investment either in the aggregate or fas issued by one issuer.

"No discussion of life insurance investment regulation would be complete
without mention of the Armstrong investigation which took place in New York
in 1905. As a result of various practices which had come to light at that time in
the operation of, certain life insurance companies, a full-scale investigation was
conducted by a committee of the New York State Legislature, with Charles
Evans Hughes as its counsel and dominant figure. Prior to the Armstrong investi-
gation life insurance companies were allowed wide latitude in their investment
policies. When it was disclosed that their investments had led to financial con-
trol of banks, railroads and other corporations in which company directors and
officers had a financial interest, severe limitations were Imposed on investment
policy to correct this situation."

There is no question whatsoever that the regulation of life insurance company
investments that has been developed over the past 60 years has been very good for
the policyholders, the life insurance industry and the economy of the country.
Pension Benefits Act of Ottario 5

Under the terms of this Act and very similar Acts in force in 3 other provinces,
the investments of the funds of more than 80 percent of all plans in Canada are
subject to strict regulatory requirements. Under Sections 22(1) (c) and 25(c) of
the Act and Section 14(1) through (12) of the Regulations, investments must be
confined to any of the following securities:

(a) The same list of securities that a life insurance company may Invest its
regular funds in under the federal Canadian and British Insurance Companies
Act, which list is very much like that included in the Insurnace Law of the
State of New York, generally considered to be the strictest insurance law in the
United States:

(b) Real estate situated in Canada and only for the purpose of income and only
to the extent of 7 percent of the total funds of the plan;

s,,Expanding the Actuary's Role in Pension Fund Management" by William A. Dreher,
William A. Dreher & Associates. Inc.. New York. Actuarial and Investment Consultants,
published In August, 1971, issue of "Institutional Investor".

A "Life Insurance Companies as Financial Institutions", 1962, a monograph prepared by
the Commission on Money and Credit. Prentice-Hall. Inc., Englewood. N.J.

6 An excellent description of this Act i contained In the book referred to in footnote (1).
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(c) A pooled, segregated or mutual fund investing in only the securities in
(a) and (b) ;

(d) An investment company investing in only the securities in (a) and (b).
Also, not more than 10% of the total fund of a plan may be invested in or

loaned to any one corporation, partnership, association or person. Several other
restrictions are imposed in addition to the chief ones given above. (See Section
14 of the Regulation in Appendix C).

In order to enforce the requirements of the Pension Benefits Act, including
the investment requirements, the Act contains these provisions in Section 26:

(1) Every person who contravenes any provision of this Act or the regulations
or who obstructs an officer or agent of the Commission in the performance of
his duties is guilty of an offence and on summary conviction is liable to a fine
of not less than $200 and nor more than $10,000.

(2) Where a corporation is guilty of an offence under this Act, an officer, direc-
tor or agent of the corporation who directed, authorized, assented to, acquiesced
in, or participated in the commission of the offence is a party to and guilty of
the offence and is liable on conviction to the punishment for the offence whether
or not the corporation has been prosecuted or convicted.
Income Tax Act of Canada 6

This Act does not impose any investment restrictions on registered (qualified)
pension plans but as described above the provincial Acts do impose restrictions
on pension plan investments.

However, the Income Tax Act of Canada does impose certain restrictions on
the investments under deferred profit sharing plans, which are not regulated by
the provincial Acts. The restrictions that apply to deferred profit sharing plans
are as follows:

(a) The trust funds must not be invested in the notes, bonds, debentures or
other similar obligations of the employer or an associated company;

(b) The trust funds must not be invested in the shares of a corporation at
least 50% of the property of which consists of notes, bonds, debentures or other
similar obligations of the employer or an associated company;

(c) Not more than 10% of the cost of the assets of a plan may be invested in
foreign property (otherwise a tax of 1% per month is levied on the excess)

(d) No loan may be made to an employee.
Internal Revenue Code

Under the terms of Section 503(a) (1) (B) of the Code, a qualified plan Is not
permitted to engage In any of the following "prohibited transactions":

(a) The plan may not lend any part of its funds without the receipt of adequate
security and a reasonable rate of interest to any of the parties described below;

(b) The plan may not make a substantial purchase of securities or any other
property for more than adequate consideration from any of the parties described
below;

(c) The plan may not sell a substantial part of its securities or other property
for less than an adequate consideration to any of the parties described below';

(d) The plait may not engage in any transactions which results in a sub-
stantial diversion of its funds to any of the parties described below.

The parties referred to above are:
(1) The creator of the plan (i.e.-the employer)
(2) A person who has made a substantial contribution to the plan;
(3) A member of the family ofa party or person in (1) and (2) ;
(4) A corporation controlled 50% or more by a party or person in (1) and

(2).
Fiduciary reapornetbllity under pension reform Mlls

Section 511 of Bill H.R. 4200 as amended by the Senate on September 19, 1973,
would amend the "Welfare and Pesion Plans Disclosure Act" to require the fidu-
ciary who exercises control over the moneys in a pension plan to discharge his
duties under the prudent-man-rule. In addition, the fiduciary would be prohibited
from engaging in certain- transactions, in particular transactions involving a
party-in-interest.

Bill H.R. 2 as developed by the House Education and Labor Committee would
add an "BImployee Benefit Security Act" for the Labor Department to admin-
ister in addition to the "Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act". Under
this new Act, the fiduciary who exercises control over the moneys in a pension
plan would also be required to discharge his duties under the prudent-man-rule.

0 See footnote 5.
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In addition, a fiduciary under Bill H.R. 2 would be required to diversify the
investments so as to minimize the risk of large loss, unless under certain
circumstances it should be prudent not to do so. Although the fiduciary must
normally diversify investments, Bill H.R. 2 would not spell out specific require-
ments in respect to diversification.

Requiring diversification is quite desirable, of course, and is a move in the
right direction. However, I suggest that it would be better to set out the
details of what would be deemed to be diversification.
Prudent-m4tL-rule

It would seem that abiding by the prudent-man-rule could actually result
in lack of prudence. For example, if 24 out of 25 investment managers should have
selected the shares of a particular company for their portfolios, surely the 25th
investment manager could easily claim he was following the prudent-man-rule in
also selecting the same shares and yet doing so might be quite imprudent for
him, because such concentration on the shares of one company could have unduly
built up the price of such shares. The prudent action might te for some or all of
the 24 investment managers to move out of the issue (if they could do so without
undue loss) rather than for the 25th manager to move in.

I suggest that the prudent-man-rule is not sufficient control on the actions of
an investment manager.
Mandatory vesting and mandatory funding

All of the Senate Bill H.R. 4200 and the House Bills H.R. 2 and H.R. 12481
would require both mandatory vesting and mandatory funding.

The purpose of mandatory vesting is to make sure than an employee with-
drawing from a plan will have a pension benefit credited to him, if he fulfills
specified requirements. The purpose of mandatory funding is to make sure
that funds are contributed to the plan to provide the vested benefits. It would
seem illogical to require mandatory vesting and mandatory funding and still
permit the accumulated funds to be dissipated in some fashion, willfully or
foolisbjy.

I feel that, if the law requires mandatory vesting and mandatory funding, the
law must also impose restrictions on the investing of the funds in the plan.
The Ontario Pension Benefits Act requires mandatory vesting and mandatory
funding and since it also imposes strict controls on investments, obviously
the Government of Ontario was convinced that such controls were a logical
step to take.
Plan termination insurance

Plan termination insurance is a very important element of pension reforni,
legislation. In fact, many persons consider it the most important element
for securing fulfillment of pension provisions.

In order to make sure that the vested pension benefits are as well protected
as possible in event of plan termination and that the insurance benefits are re-
duced to the smallest amount, it is essential that the pension fund assets
be maintained on the highest level possible. Dissipation of pension fund assets
could have a serious effect on the plan termination insurance program.

To protect the pension fund assets and the plan termination insurance pro-
gram, I feel that the law must impose investment restrictions on such assets.
Suggested restrtotions

I am not suggesting restrictions -as stringent as those imposed on pension funds
in Ontario nor as stringent as those imposed on life insurance industry gen-
erally but I do suggest that restrictions similar to those that apply to mutual
fund companies and separate accounts of life insurance companies should be
imposed on the investments of the following plans:

(1) Qualified pension plans;
(2) Qualified profit sharing plans;
(3) Keogh H.R. 10 plans;
(4) Individual Retirement Accounts;
(5) Tax sheltered 403(b) annuity plans.
The following restrictions are suggested in respect to 95% of the total assets

of a plan, when the investing is done fully and directly by an investment
manager:

(a) Investments must not be concentrated in particular industries or a
group of industries and no more than 25% of the assets of the plan may be
invested in any one industry.
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(b) Not more than 5% of the voting securities of any one issuer may be
acquired.

(c) No purchase of securities may be made if, as a result of such purchase,
more than 5% of the total value of the assets of the plan would be invested in
the securities of any one issuer.

(d) No purchase of warrants or options to purchase securities may be made if,
as a result of such purchase, more than 2% of the assets of the plan would
be invested in all such warrants and options.

(e) Not more than a total of 20% of the total value of the assets of the plan
may be Invested in real estate.

(f) No loan of funds or other assets of the plan may be made, except throughthe acquisition of a portion of an issue of bonds, debentures or other evidence of
indebtedness which are publicly distributed.

(g) No purchase or sale of commodities or of commodity contracts may be
made.

(h) No money may be borrowed by the plan.
(I) All common stock investments must be in stock which is listed or admitted

to trading on a securities exchange registered under the Securities Exchange
Act of 1934 or which is publicly held and has traded in the over-the-counter
market and as to which current stock market quotations are readily available,
except as provided in (J).

(J) The purchase of securities which cannot be resold to the public without
registration under the Federal Securities Act of 1933 (i.e. restricted securities)
is permitted but must be limited to not more than 10% of the assets of the plan.

(k) Purchases of securities may not be made on margin.
(1) Short sales of securities may not be made.
(m) No investments in the securities of a corporation may be made for the

purpose of exercising control or management.
(n) Purchase must generally be made for investment purpose and not for

short-term trading purposes.
IJWaddiUop to the above restrictions, the terms of Section 503(a) (1) (B) of the

Internal Revenue Code which are described above should be maintained.
Leeway clause

In respect to the 5% of the total assets of a pension plan that would not be
regulated by the restrictions described above, I suggest that the investment man-
ager be given freedon to invest It as, when and how he sees fit, without having
to take into account the prudent-man-rule.

I suggest that the limit of 1% proposed in the "leeway clause" in Bill S. 2842
is too small. For a small-sized plan, 1% of total assets would not permit a man-
ager to make an investment of worthwhile size. For a large plan, requiring 95%
of the assets to be invested under the restrictions proposed above would seem
to be adequate protection of the assets of the plan.

Permission to invest up to 5% of the assets in unrestricted securities should
be very useful for the development of the economy of the nation. Also, such per-
mission could perhaps open the way to quite worthwhile investments for the
fund. At the same time, the loss to the fund in the event of a poor investment
would not be unduly severe.

Under Federal securities law, a diversified mutual fund is permitted a "leeway"
of 25% of the total assets of the fund. Under State insurance laws, life insurance
companies permit various "leeways". For example, New York State, which has
probably the most stringent Investment restrictions for life insurance companies,
permits a "leeway" of 4% of the total assets of a company and a "leeway" of
7% of the total assets of a separate account of a life Insurance company, Under
the Ontario Pension Benefits Act referred to above, there is a leeway" of 1%.
However, life insurance companies in Canada, which are regulated by a set of
restrictions like those in the Ontario Pension Benefits Act, have a "leeway" of
7% of total assets.

All in all, a "leeway" of 5% for pension plan assets seems to be a reasonable -
allowance.
Mutual funds, separate accounts and other life insurance products

In lieu of investing directly in securities under the restrictions defined above,
anrinvestment manager for a pension plan should be permitted to invest part or
all of its assets in shares of a mutual fund company or in units of a life insurance
company's separate account, both of which are diversified investment companies
operating under regulations administered by the Securities and Exchange Com-
mission.
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Also, the investment manager should be permitted to invest all or part of the
plan assets in "fixed-dollar" insurance company products.

The restriction defined above should be applicable to only the par.t of the plan
assets that are not invested in mutual fund shares, separate account units or
fixed dollar insurance company products.

iSince a mutual fund company is a diversified investment company, 25% of its
assets may be invested without restrictions. Similarly, a portion of the regular
assets of a life insurance company and a portion of its separate account may
usually under State insurance law be invested without restrictions. Even so, I
suggest that the "leeway" securities involved in mutual fund shares, separate
account units or life insurance contracts should not be considered as part of the
"leeway" securities referred to above. The "leeway clause" should, I suggest,
apply and have reference to only the portion of the plan assets not invested in the
vehicles Just referred to:
Purpose of Investment Restrictions

As will be realized, the purpose of these suggested restrictions are as follows:
(1) To attain as much plan solvency as possible through diversification;
(2) To avoid the plan becoming involved in the control and/or management of

a corporation;
(3) To maintain considerable liquidity;
(4) To avoid undue speculation;
(5) To avoid the assets of the plan being used for other than the primary

benefit of the beneficiaries of the plan;
(6) To encourage the investment of a reasonable portion of the assets of

private pension plans In enterprises that will help the economy of the nation.
Supervision of Restrictions

Including the investment restrictions described above in the Internal Revenue
Code would mean that the regulation and supervision of the restrictions would
be within the jurisdiction of the Internal Revenue Service or perhaps jointly
of the Labor Department and such Service.

At this time, it appears that the regulation and supervision of the mandatory
participation, vesting and funding requirements that will be included in the new
pension reform laws will be carried on jointly by the Labor Department and the
Internal Revenue Service. Also, it appears that the plan termination insurance
program will be administered by the Labor Department. If these dual super-
visory and regulatory procedures are included in the new laws, then it would
seem logical to provide for the investment supervisory and regulatory proce-
dures to be a dual operation also.

My basic philosophy is that all supervisory and regulatory operations in
respect to all pension and profit sharing plans should be conducted by a new
agency, an Employee Benefit Plan Commission. This philosophy is discussed in
the briefs that have been submitted to various Congressional Committees. If
such a Commission were established to take over all pension -plan operations
from the Labor Department and almost all such operations from the Internal
Revenue Service, then the supervision of investment regulation should be
carried on by such new E.B.P. Commission.
Reporting Procedures

It is to be hoped that the reports that will need to be filed In respect to the
investments held by a pension plan will be quite simple. I suggest that it is not
necessary for each plan to report each year a detailed listing of its investment
portfolio. Instead I suggest that each year an actuary or other responsible
person be required to certify that the investments held in the -plan portfolio are
within the restrictions specified in the law.

Perhaps every 5 years, the actuary or other responsible person should be
required to submit a detailed listing of the investment portfolio. The law,
however, should permit the regulatory authorities to require a detailed listing
whenever it is felt necessary to have such a list. Also, the law should provide
for a severe penalty for the filing of a fraudulent statement.

Appendices A and B are examples of the form and instruction used by the
Pension Commission of Ontario. It will be noted that at the foot of Page 2 of
Form 1 the person signing the form certifies that "the investments . . have
been administered in accordance with the Act and Regulations". Use of this
certificate plus the right to call for a detailed listing of investments when deemed
desirable have considerably simplified the work of the Commission and the
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plan administrators and have nevertheless proved to be adequate. I recommend
the adoption of a similar procedure.
Conclusion

Investing the assets of a plan within the scope of the restrictions proposed
above would still provide a wide range of investment avenues for the manager
of the investment portfolio. At the same time, the possibility of foolish, impru-
dent or dishonest transactions would be considerably reduced. Certainly the
effect of such an improper transaction if it occurred would be limited because
of the diversification requirements. Thus the probability of the funds being on
hand when needed by the plan for it to honor its commitments would be con-
siderably enhanced.

Moreover, imposing these investment restrictions should avoid the danger of
some elements of the private pension plan system ever finding themselves in the
bad position that some elements of the life insurance industry were found to
be in back at the beginning of this century. Certainly it would appear Just as
desirable socially to protect the beneficiaries of pension plans as it is to protect
the beneficiaries of life insurance policies.
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APPENDIX "A"

FORM 2 - The Pcnsion lknefits Act. 196,5 '...... t) ,

The Pension Commis~ion of Ontirio.
ANNUAL ITORMATION RETURN

I. Employer'sName

2. Head Office
Address

3. MailingAddress

4. Name, Tide or
Agreement No. of Plan

5. Certificate of Registration Number - C

6.a)End of Plan Fisal Year Day Month Year '',

under review

b)Number of months in this plan Fiscal Year b)

12 months 0 Other ............... 3 14

7. Employed Plan members as at the fiscal year end under review

(a) Male Female Total i,7 If

Ontario ... itJ.LL'J I.J
Quebec ...... ... 1 7 t 211

(b) Total Total t22 2

Alberta ............ British Columbia ....... ,

Manitoba Newfoundland ............

New Brunswick ........... Nova Scotia ............

Prince Edward North West 37 4,
Island ... Territories & 0.....

Yukon Territory 46Saskatchewan .. ...... j ''' '
47 51

(c) Total employed Plan members in Canada ................................... 52

S. (a) Were any amendments made to this p:nsion plan or fund during the fiscal year 61

under review? Yes f No Q 6 1 1 1 1
67 71

(b) If "yea", have the amendments been submitted to the Commission?
Yes Attached hereto Q76 go

is 20

For Commission use only L
a)

Amount of remittance ..... Cashier Stamp

Receipt sent

N . ... .. ., ...... ...11 .... ........... ....... ... .... .... .........

Check Control ....... ............

Pawm i 44/56
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APPENDIX "A"

FORM 2 - The Pension Benefits Act, 1965

9. Amount of Special Payments paid into the pension plan or fund for the fiscal year
under review to liquidate INITIAL UNFUNDED LIABILITIES existing at initial
registration or created by amendment, or to liquidate DEFICITS discovered by
actuarial valuation.

Amount paid for plan fiscal year $ ..... .............................

................ ...... ........ ........ ...................................... ................ .......... ........ ....... ...... ...............................

10. Amounts paid into the pension plan or func, for the fiscal year under review for
CURRENT SERVICE with respect to service during the plan fiscal year or as
additional voluntary contributions, if any, made by menbemrs. Please enter figures
for members IN CANADA ONLY.

(a) Total members' contributions, if any, including
additional voluntary contributions $ ...................................................................

(b) Employer's contribution for Current Service
net of withdrawal credits, etc. $ .... . ..................................

(e) R em ark s ......................................................................................................................................

............................ ........................................................................................................................................

9. 4')

I I I I I I~J
as

to.

5)

1150 I I I 1 t

b)

I II
55 45

11. (a) Have the above amounts paid into the pension plan or fund under Questions 9
and 10 been determined in accordance with the formulas given in the last Co .
Certificate filed with the Commission? e ]

(b) If the answer to (a) is "No , please explain .................................................................

.................................................................................................................... ...... .................................. 4. b)

............ ..................................................... ............ .......................................... . ...................................

CERTIFICATE

I hereby certify that to the best of my knowledge and belief,

a) the contributions paid to the plan have been at least equal to those required under
the Regulation; and

b) the plan and the investments thereof have been administered in accordance with
the Act and Regulation; and

c) the details entered on this information return are true and correct.

........ ......... ..... ........... ,....... .............. ................. .Signature

Name (printed)

0-.. . . . ......... ...........

D ate .. ........................................... 1 ...........

29-146 0 - 74 - 24
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APPENDIX "B"

INSTRUCTION SIEET
for te consp:Ctio of the

ANNUAL INFORMATION RETURN I-VO ' "L

REQUIREMENTS FOR FILING:

A. WHO MUST FILE:
i) Tise Annual Information Return must be filed by the employer with respect to every

pension plan registered in Ontario.
(Arrangements are being made with other designated provinces that only one return and
one fee is required for each pension plan).
"Designated province" means a province or territory of Canada that is designated by
regulation as a province or territory in which there is in force legislation substantially
similar to The Pension Benefits Act, 1965.
Please refer to section 20 of the Regulation for names of designated provinces.

ii) Multi-employer Plans: Only one Annual Information Return is required for a multi.
employer plan if signed by a person authorized by the employers.

B. FILING DATE:,
Not later than six months following the end of the Fiscal Year of the Pension Plan

C. EXPLANATION OF QUESTIONS:
If the space under any question on the form is insufficient, please enter additional informa.
tion on a separate sheet (please be sure that the company's name and registration number
of plan appear on any additional papers submitted).

Question I - Employer's Name.
This should be the officially registered name of the company or association or the name of the
owner if not a registered employer.
In the latter case te businessa name" of the employer should be included in the replies to
Question 2 or .

Example: 1. Employer's Name: John Smith
2. Head Office Address: Super Cleaner, 123 Main St., etc

Question 5 - Certificate of Registration Number.
All p-nsion plans that have beer. 1i-proved by the Pension Commission of Ontario have been
assigned a Certificate of Registration on which appears the "C.number" refrred to by this
question.
If Certificate of Registration has not yet been received, please do not enter anything here
Question 6(a) - Esd of Plan Fiscal Year under review.
In the case of most insured plans. this is usually the day before the renewal date of the master
group contract. In the case of plans which do not imply or specify a fiscal year, the end of the
plan fiscal year would be presumed to be December 31 each year.
_Question 9- Amount of Special Paynsent.
In the case of an insured plan funded by level premiums to retirement age for each individual
member, the ansount of special payments may not be identifsable. In such event this question
may be answered by "included in 10(b)" and the total Employer contribution to the plan
entered in question 10(b).

D. FEES:
i) The Annual Information Return for each plan should be accompanied by a remittance

payabk to the Treasurer of Ontario covering the fee applicable.
ii) T'he amount of the fee is determined by the total number of employed members of the

plan in designated provinces" at the end of the plan fiscal year under review.
( See Question 6 (A)

For example, for a pension plan with 80 Ontario members, 10 Quebec members, 15
Alberta mcs:ts anl 5 Saskatchewan members the fe payable, based on a total of
110 mcners would be $50.00

iii) Scale uf F-ees:
1'oeal cissills)CII 1ctssettsess in Anssal Fee

design.lt. ,1 iovilices payable
0- 9 S5.0
10-49 10.00
50-99 25.00

t00 and over 50.00
*Ontario, Qucbec, Alberta anti Saskatchewan.

E. CERTIFICATION AND MAILING:
When all the questions have Kben answered, the Annual Iformation Return must be signed
by the employer (owner, autsrtized officer of a corporation. aasociation or agency) and
mailed to

THE PENSION COMMISSION OF ONTARIO
434 UNIVERSITY AVENUE

TORONTO 2, ONT. Telephone: 361-1622

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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APPENDIX "C"

151-9-73

THE PENSION BENEFITS ACT

REGULATIONS

Rcg. 654, R.R.O. 1970 as amended.

GENERAL

(132.701]
1. [Definitions].-Ii this Regulation,

,(a) "accountant" means a public accountant
licensed under The Public Accountancy
Act or having such other qualifications
as may be accepted by the Commission;

(I32-7021
(b) "actuary" means a Fellow of the

Canadian Institute of Actuaries;

(132-703]
(c) experiencee deficiency" when applied

to a pension plan, means any deficit,
determined at the time of a review of
the plan, that is attributable to factors
other than,
(i) the existence of an initial unfunded

liability, or
(ii) the failure of the employer to

make any payment as required by
the terms of the plan or by the Act
or this Regulation;

(9 32.704]
(d) "fully funded" when applied to a

pension plan, means a pension plan
that at any particular time has assets
that will provide for the payment of
all pension and other benefits required
to be paid under the terms of the plan
in respect of service rendered by
employees and former employees prior
to that time;

[132-705)
(e) "government" means Her Majesty In

right of Ontario, an agent of Her
Majesty, a municipality as defined in
The Department of Municipal Affair

Act and a metropolitan municipality
and the local boards thereof;

[132.706)
(1) "Initial unfunded liability" means the

amount by which on the Ist day of
January, 1965, or the date on which
the plan qualifies for registration, or
subsequently as the result of an amend-

ment, the assets are required to be
augmented to ensure that the plan is
fully funded;

(132-707]
(g) "provisionally funded" when applied

to a pension plan, means a pension
plan that at any particular time has
not assets sufficient to make it fully
funded but has made provision for
special payments sufficient to liquidate
all initial unfunded liabilities or exper-
ience deficiencies; and

[132.708]
(0) "special payment" means a payment

or payments made to or under a pen-
sion plan for the purpose of liquidating
an initial unfunded liability or exper-
ience deficiency in accordance with

section 2.

(1 32.709-32.714] Reserved

S[I 32-71S)
2. [Registration].- (1) An application

for registration of a pension plan shall be
in Form I [page 2975-37).

[132-716)
(2) [Employer's contributions]. - Every

pension plan submitted for registration shall
Include a provision for funding which shall
set forth the obligation of the employer to
contribute both in respect of the current
service cost of the plan and in respect of
any initial unfunded liabilities and exper-
ience deficiencies.

[132-717)
(3) (Paylopar, of liabilitiesJ.-The 'mitployer

shall pay currently into any plan or fund
providing pensions for his employees,

(a) all current service costs, including
any contributions made by employees;

(b) where the plan has an initial unfunded
liability, special payments consisting of
equal annual amounts sufficient to
liquidate such initia unfunded liability
over a term not exceeding,

Canadian Vmplo ment Benefits and Pnaon Guide Repots
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Laws--Regulations

[Sec. 2(3)-continued]
(i) in the case of an initial unfunded

liability existing on the 1st day of
January, 1965, in any pension plan
established before that date, twenty-
five years from that date, and

(ii) in the case of an initial unfunded
liability resulting from an amendment
to a pensio, plan made on or after
the 1st (lay of Jantary, 1965, or
resulting from the establishment of a
pension plan on or after the 1st day
of January, 1965, fifteen years from
the date of such amendment or estab-
lilinient or the number of years to
the anniversary of such date in 1989,
whichever is the greater;

(c) where a pension plan has an exper-
ience deficiency, special payments con-
sisting of equal annual amounts suffi-
cient to liquidate such experience
deficiency over a term not exceeding
five years from the date on which the
experience deficiency was determined.

(132-718]
(4) [Paymtents].-Payments in respect of

current service shall be made not later than
120 days after the end of the fiscal year of
the pension plan to which they relate.

[1132-719]

(5) [Amoit of special payments]. -The
minimum amount of a special payment
required to be paid in a fiscal year of a
plan with respect to each initial unfunded
liability or experience deficiency shall be
the annual amount required to liquidate the
outstanding balance of each initial unfunded
liability or experience deficiency during the
balance of the period originally applicable
thereto under subsection 3

.01 istorleial comment
S. 2(5) was amended by 0. Reg. 452/73. a.

1(I), effective July 31, 1973.

[I1 32-719aJ
(6) [Transler or withdrattvl.--Notwith-

standing the terms of a pension plan where
additional pension benefits are created on
or after the 1st day of January, 1965 with
respect to service prior to the date of an
amendment to the pension plan or the
establishment of the pension plan and such
additional pension benefits are being funded

by means of special payments, the admini-
strator of the pension plan shall not, after
the 1st day of January, 1969, transfer or
withdraw funds from the pension fund to
purchase annuities for retired, retiring or
terminating members or other beneficiaries
with respect to such additional pension
benefits except to the extent that the aggre-
gate amount of such funds transferred or
withdrawn from the pension fund does not
exceed the aggregate of the special pay-
ments made and the accruals thereon in
respect of such additional pension benefits
plus any surplus in the fund.

[132-720]
(7) [Special payonemts].-A special pay-

nient shall be made not later than thirty
days after the end of the fiscal year to
which it applies.

[132.721]
.01 Historical comment
S. 2(8) was revoked by 0. Reg. 452/73, s.

1(2), effective July 31. 1973.

[it 32-722]
(9) [huturd plan].-Where an insured

pension plan established before the 1st day
of January, 1965 is funded by level pre-
miums to retirement age for each individual
member, it shall be deemed to meet the
requirements of subclause i of clause b of
subsection 3.

(1 32-723]
(10) [Variation ol special payments]. -

Where a plan has an initial unfunded lia-
bility and the requirements with respect to
special payments under this Regulation dif-
fer from those under the legislation or regu-
lations of any designated province to which
the plan is also subject, the Commission
may permit an appropriate variation from
the requirements of this section with respect
to the special payments required.

[1132-724]
* (11) [Fiscal years]. - Unlcss otherwise

provided in, the plan, the fiscal year of a
pension plait shall be deemed to be from
the 1st day of January to the 31st day of
December and, except on such basis as may
be approved by the Commission, no fiscal
year of a pension plan shall exceed twelve
months.

S.0 1973, CCHK Canan Limitd

8062 151-9-73
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151-9-73 Ontario-Pension Benefits Act Regulations

[91 32-725]
(12) [Suri.hs.-Where the report of a

person authorized by section S discloses an
amount of surplus under the plan, any
future payments for current service required
to be made to the fund or plan may be
redtdced by the amount of surplus, or
subject to subsection 5, the amount of sur-
plus may be applied to reduce the outstand-
ing balance of any initial unfunded liability
or experience deficiency.

.01 Hlstorles conment
S. 2(12) was amended by 0. Reg. 452/73. s.

1(3). effective July 31. 1973.

[9, 32-726]

(13) [Plait adiniistered for goz'erniplnt
employees]. - Where a pension plan is

administered for the employees of a govern-
nect, the special payments in respect of an

initial unfunded liability existing ot the IAt
(lay of January, 1965 may be limited to the
annual amount required to prevent any
increase in such liability.

1g 32-727]

3. [Initial report].- (1) Within sixty
days after the date of establishment of the
plan the employer shall submit a report of
the person authorized by section S certify.
ing,

(a) the estimated cost of benefits in
respect of service in the first year
during which such plan is registered
and the rule for computing such cost
in subsequent years up to the date of
the next report;

(b the initial unfunded liability, if any.
for benefits under the pension plan as
at the date on which the plan qualified
for registration; and

(c) the special payments required to
liquidate such initial unfunded liability
in accordance with section 2.

(1 32-728]

(2) [Iisured p/a]j.-Where an insured
pension plan is funded by level premiums
extending not beyond the retirement age for
each individual member, the report may cer-
tify the adequacy of the premiums to pro-
vide for the payment of all benefits under
the plan in lieu of the matters required to
he certified under clauses a, b and e of sub-
section I.

[ 32-729]
4. [Review reports].-(l) The employer

in respect of a registered pension plan shall
cause the plan to be reviewed and a report
prepared by a person authorized by section
5 not more than three years after the date
of the establishment of the plan and at
intervals of not more than three years
thereafter.

(1 32-730]
(2) fReport coneIts].- The report shall

certify.
(a) the estimated cost of benefits in

respect of service in the next succeeding
year and the rule for computing such
cost in subsequent years up to the date
of the next report;

(b) the surplus or the experience defi-
iency iin the pension plan after making

allowance for Ite present vahle of all
special payments required to be made
in the future by the employer as deter-
mined by previous reports; and

(c) the special payments which will liqui-
date any such experience deficiency
over a term not exceeding five years.

[ 32-731]

(3) [Filitgl.-The employer shall file the
report with the Commission upon its receipt
together with such additional information
as the Commission requires.

[I 32-732]
.(4) [Aihended reports].-Where the Com-

Missin is not satisfied that the report has
been prepared using assumptions which are
adequate and appropriate and methods con-
sistent with the sound principles established
by precedence or common usage within the
actuarial profession, the report shall be
amended so as to be acceptable to the
Commission.

.01 iistorical comment
S. 4(t) was amended by 0. Reg. 452/73. s.

2. effective July 31. 197.1.

(132-733]
5. [Persons making reports], - The

reports and certificates referred to in sec-
tions 3 and 4 and subsection 2 of section 9
shall be made by an actuary, except that
reports and certificates in respect of,

(a) a pension plan under which all bene-
fits are determined on a money pur-
chase basis and purchased from an
insurer on or before retirement:

Canadian Employment Benefits and Pension Guide Reports
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(See. S-continued)
(b) a pension plan underwritten by a

contract or contracts with an insur-
ance company, other titan such a
contract operating on a deposit admin-
istration of segregated fund principle;

(c) a pension plan underwritten by a
contract or contracts issued under the
Goverienci Annuitie.g Act (Canada);
or

(d) a pension plan tender which the
.olvency does not in the opinion of
the Commission substantially depend
on actuarial probabilities,

may be made by an accountant or a
person authorized by the insurance com-
pany or by the trust company, or by the
Annuities Branch, Department of Labour
(Canada) administering the plan.

[ff 32-734]
6. [Annual return].-(l) The annual in-

formation return required tinder subsection 4
of section 18 of the Act shall be in Form 2
(page 2956) and shall be furnished by the
employer to the Commission annually not
later than six months following the end of
the fiscal year of the pension plan.

(Uf 32-735]
(2) [Certificatioi]. - The employer shall

certify in Form 2 (page 29561 that all con-
tributions required with respect to the fiscal
year have been paid into the pension plan.

[ff 32-736]
7. [Solvency requiremont].--Every pen-

sion plan shall be deemed to be solvent if
it is fully funded or provisionally funded.

[9 32-737-32-750] Reserved

[132-751]
8. (Registration'fees].-(1) Upon appli-

catiom for registration of a pension plan
pursuaiit to subsectin I ald subseciio, 2
," sectimi 18 of the Act, or ip,it the filing
if an 'iiLin1;mi inforiliOll n lletun 1iirsiiait

io sithsectini 4 (or sectii 1ii I, uf Ihe Aci, ;
ice of one dollar shall lie paid ini respect of
each mcinebr of the pension plait in Ontario
and it respect of each niember of the pen-
sion plain ini a designated province reported
to be on the payroll of the employer, but
the total fee payable shall be not less than

five dollars.and not more than two hundred
dollars.

.01 illstorical comment
S. 8(i) was amended by 0. Reg. 230/73, 3. 1,

effective April iS, 1973.

[g 32-751a]
(2) [Iden]. - Where the Commission

administers a pension plan pursuant to an
agreement made with the Government of
Canada under subsection 2 of section 10 of
the Act, upon application for registration of
the plan pursuant to subsection 1 or 2 of
section 18 of the Act or upon the filing of
an annual information return as required by
subsection 4 of section 18 of the Act, a fee
of one dollar shall be paid in respect of
each member of the plan, but the total fee
payable shall not be less than five dollars
and not more than two hundred dollars.

.01 Historical comment
S. 8(2) was added by 0. Reg. 452/73. a. 3,

effe.-tive July 31, 1973.

(9 32-752]
9. (RegLstration information].-(1) Every

pension plan filed with the Commission for
registration shall be accompanied by a cer-
tified copy of the trust deed, insurance con-
tract, by-law. collective agreement on pensions
or other documents unler which such plan
is constituted.

I[I 32-7S3]
(2) [Docuiients p uided].--Where a reg-

isi.red pension plan or a relevant portion of
any document under which the plan is con-
stituted is aitended, the employer shall
immediately file with the Commission a
copy of the amendment and such additional
information as the Commission requires to
determine if the plait as amended contimies
to qualify for registration, and in the case
of an amendment that affects contributions
or creates or changes an initial unfunded
liability, the employer shall also file with
the Commission a report similar to the
report required by subsection I of section 3.

(132-754]
(3) [R.'1'eel r,.porltl.-Tlhe Commission

niay, III illy tne 11p1n reasonable notice,
require ail employer to obtain and file such
special reports as the Commission requires.

-[V32-755]
(4) [Reasos for rejection].-Where the

Commission does not accept a plan for
registration or cancels a certificate of regis-

Q3 1973. CCH Canadian Limited
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tration, the Commission shall state the rea,
sons for rejection or cancellation in thi
notice sent to the employer under section 2(
of the Act.

10. [Plan contents]..-(1) Every pensior
plan shall define the benefits provided b)
the plan, the method of determination anc
the payment of benefits, conditions foi
qualification for membership in the plan an
the financial arrangements made to ensure
provisional or full funding of benefits undei
the plan.

[ 32-757]
(2) [Uniforni jortnisla}.-The formula for

the pension benefit for each year of future
service shall be uniform, except to the
extent that the Commission approves such
increments in the formula as it considers
reasonable.

[I 32-758]
11. (Discontinuation of Plan].-(l) Not-

withstanding the terms of the plan, where
a pension plan is terminated or wound-up,
no part of the assets of the plan shall revert
to the benefit of the employer until provi-
sion has been made for all pensions and
other benefits in respect of service up to
the date of such termination or winding-up
to members of the plan and for all benefits
to former employees, pensioners, depend-
ants and estates, and the provisions of sec-
tion 14 shall apply to any funds held for
the purpose of effecting such provision.

[132-701,
(2) (Cessation of contribution]. - Except

as provided in subsection 3, suspension or
cessation of contributions to a pension plan
shall be construed as a termination of the
plan.

( 32-760]
(3) (Benefits a$$ocialcd willh net plan].-

Where contributions to a pension plan cease
on or after the 1st day of January, 1965, as
the result of the adoption of a new plan,
the original pension plan shall be deemed
not to have been terminated or wound-up
under this section or under subsection 7 of
section 21 of the Act and the benefits of the
original plan shall he deented to e benefits
associated with the stew plaa in whole or
in part in respect of service prior to the
estabhlislinlelt of the new i wa, whether or
not the assets and liabilities of the original
plan have been consolidated with those of
the new plan.

IV 32-761]
(4) [Report by aetary].-Upon the ter-

roinaton or winding-up of a pension plan
the administrator of the plan shall file with
the Commission a report prepared by an
actuary setting out the nature of the bene-
fits to be provided under the plan and a
description of the methods of allocation and
priorities for determining the lull or partial
benefits of the members thereof, and no
assets of the plan shall be applied toward
the provision of any such benefits until the
Commission has approved the said report,
provided that, pending such approval, the
administrator of the plan may pay as they
fall due any periodic payments to persons
entitled thereto and may pay any refunds
of the employee contributions to persons
entitled thereto.

[132-762]
(5) [Adjustinents of deerred life an,,tilies].

-For the purposes of subsection 7 of sec-
tion 21 of the Act the actuary shall in his
report prepared under subsection 4 reduce
the amounts of the additional pension bene-
fits to which any person may otherwise be
entitled to such extent as will in his opinion
prevent unfair impairment of the other
pension benefits accrued under the plan,
provided that the aggregate value of any
additional pension benefits already paid and
proposed to be paid after such reduction,
to the extent that such additional pension
benefits form part of deferred life annuities
provided for in section 21 of the Act or of
any life annuities arising therefrom, shall be
not less than the value, as estimated by the
actuary, of the special payments made in
respect of the additional pension benefits
forming such part.

[ 32-763]
(6) [Partial tcriptinntioni.-Whre a pen-

sion plan is terminated or wound-up In part,
the rights and interests of those employees
and former employees thereby affected shall
be not less than those to which such
employees and former employees would
have been entitled if the whole of the pen-
sion plan had been terminated or wound-up
on the same date as such partial termina-
tion or willding.up. -

(U 32-764--32-769] Reserved

[%32-770]

12. [Calculation of annuity].-.(I) The
commuted value of a deferred life annuity

Canadian Employment Benefits and Pension Guide Reports
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(Sec. 12(l)-cotintied]
shall be calculated in a manner acceptable
to the Commission.

[IT 32-771]
(2) [Level premiurn contracts].-Where a

plan is insured by individual level premium
contracts, the deferred life annuity referred
to in clause a of subsection I of section 21
of the Act may, in the case of a contract
issued prior to the qualification date, be
equal to the paid-up annuity under the con-
tract arising from contributions made for
service on and after the qualification date
if the special payments required with
respect to such deferred life annuity under
the contract have all been paid or shall
continue to be paid.

[11 32-772]
13. [Supplemental annuity]. - Where a

pension plan provides for a supplement-l
or minimum make-tip annuity that is not
on the average a substantial portion of the
total annuity of the employees retiring
under the plan, the supplemental or mini-
mum make-up annuity may, with the approval
of the Commission, be excluded in comput-
ing the pension benefit under subsection I
of section 21 of the Act.

(MT 32-773-32-789] Reserved

[9 32-790]
14. (Investments]. - (1) This section

applies notwithstanding the provisions of
any pension plan or any instrument govern-
ing the plan.

[ 32-791]
(2) (Canadian and British Insurance Com-

panies At .- The funds of a pension plan
may be invested and loaned only in invest-
ments and loans in which a company may
invest and lend under subsections 1, 2, 5, 6
and 10 of section 63 of the Canadi6n and
British lnsurance Cotnpanies Act (Canada).
as amended from time to time, and the
restrictions and limitations contained
therein apply.

[ 32-7921
(3) [Arran,e,'it excl.hu.in asselsl. -

Where a pension fund owns securities of
a corporation and as a result of a bona fide
arrangement for the reorganization or liqui-
dation of the corporation or for the amalga-
mation of the corporation with another

corporation; such securities are to be
exchanged for bonds, debentures or other
evidences of indebtedness, or shares not
eligible as investments under subsection 2,
the pension fund may accept and hold such
bonds, debentures or other evidences of
indebtedness or shares.

[f 32-793]
(4) (Olher investments or loans]1. - The

funds of a pension plan may be invested or
loaned in investments or loans not author-
ized by subsection 2 or 3, including invest-
ments in real estate or leaseholds, subject
to the following provisions:

1. Investments in real estate or lease-
holds under this subsection shall be
made in Canada and only for the pro-
duction of income and may be made
either alone or jointly with another
plan and the fund or plan may hold,
maintain, improve, develop, repair, lease,
sell or otherwise deal with or dispose
of such real estate or leaseholds, but
the total investment of a fund under
this subsection in any one parcel of real
estate or in any one leasehold shall not
exceed I per cent of the book value of
the total assets of the fund.

2. This subsection shall be deemed not to
enlarge the authority conferred by sub-
sections I and 2 of section 63 of the
Ca.tidlion rnd B9ritish lInsrance Compan-
i s Act (Canada) to invest in mortgages
or hypothecs' and to lend on the secur-
ity of real estate or leaseholds, and not
to affect the operation of sub-para-
graphs iii, iv and v of parag -aph I of
subsection I of the said section 63.

3. The total book value of the invest-
merits and loans made under this sub-
section and held by the fund, excluding
those that are or at any time since
acquisition have been eligible apart
from this subsection, shall not exceed
7 per cent of the book value of the
total assets of the fund.

[I 32-794]
(s) L1oas11.--Ihe f,n'ls of a pension

plan sh;ll int be hti to.
(a) the wife or a child of the employer

or. where the employer is a corpora-
tion. a director or officer of the corpo-
ration or his wife or child;

(b) a corporation of which more than
one-half of the shares of the capital

0 1973. CCH, Canadian Limited
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stock are owned by the wife or a child
of the employer, or any combination
thereof, or, where the employer is a
corporation, by a director or officer of
the employer corporation or his wife
or child, or any combination thereof;

(c) an officer or employee of the fund or
plan or an administrator or trustee of
the fund or plan or an officer or em-
ployee of an administrator or trustee
of the fund or plan or a union repre-
senting employees of the employer or
an officer or employee of the union, or
the wife or child of any of them; or

(d) the wife or child of an employee of
the employer or an employee of the
employer except on the security of
a mortgage on the residential property
of an employer's employee or the
spouse or child of such employee prim-
arily for his or her own use.

(1 32-795]
(6) (Proportional limitation on inves',,nt].

-The funds of a pension plan shall not be
invested or loaned if the result of the invest-
ing or loaning would be that more than 10
per cent of the book value of the total
assets of the fund are invested in the assets
of or loaned to any one corporation, part-
nership, association or person, including
investment in shares, bonds, debentures or
other evidences of indebtedness, loans by
way of mortgage or otherwise and invest-
ment in real estate, plant or equipment
occupied or used by the corporation, part-
nership. association or person.

(J. 32-796]
(7) [Conflict of interest it accepthig bese-

fits].-AIi investments and deposits of the
funds of a pension plan and all loans made
out of a pension fund shall be made in the
name oi the fund or plan, and no officer or
employee of the fund or plan, no trustee or
administrator or officer or employee thereof,
no employer, officer, or employee thereof,
no association of employees and no union,
officer or employee thereof shall accept or
be the beneficiary of, either directly or
indirectly, any fee, brokerage, commission,
gift or other consideration for or on account
(of any loan, deposit, purchase, sale, pay-
nent or exchange made by or on behalf of
the pension fund.

[f 32-797)
(8) (MUtual funds].-In addition to the

investments and loans authorized by sub-

sections 2 and 3. the funds of a pension
plan may be invested in,

(a) ! pooled, segregated or mutual fund;
or

(b) the shares of a corporation,
(i) whose assets are at least 98 per cent

cash, investments and loans,
(ii) that does not issue debt obliga-

tions, aid
(iii) that obtains at least 98 per cent

of its income from investments and
loans,

if the pooled, segregated or mutual fund or
the corporation is limited in its investments
to those a pension plan may make under
this section and is subject to the limitations
and restrictions of this section.

[1 32-798]
(9) [hzveshsent according to sul,sectlion 81.

-Where the funds of a pension plan are
invested in accordance with subsection 8,
subsection 6 does not apply to such funds.

I1 32-7991
(10) [Additlio,alsecnriies].-A pension fund

or plan may take additional securities of
any nature further to secure the repayment
to the fund of any loan or investment, or
further to secure the sufficiency of any of
the securities in or upon which such fund
or plan is authorized to invest or lend any
of its funds.

(V132-800]
* (11) (Period to conorial.-W!ere, ol the
date the fiscal year of a pension fund ends
next following the 4th day of August, 1964,
the loans and investments of a pension fund
do not conform in whole or in part to the
provisions of this Regulation, they shall be
brought into conformity within five years
of the end of such fiscal year.

(19 32-800a]
(I ta) Where the Commission is of the

oliinion that five years has been insufficient
to bring any loan or investment mentioned
in subsection 11 into conformity with the
provisions of this Regulation, it may extend
the time therefor to such date as it cotitiders

(V132-801]
(12) [Correspoaiding proviuions of desig-

noted provine].-Where the provisions oi
this section differ from the corresponding

Canadian Employment Benefits and Pension Guide Reports
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[Sec. 14(12)-continued]

provisions under the legislation of a desig-
nated province, the Commission may, in the
case of a plan having plan members in such
designated province, accept in whole or in
part such corresponding provisions.

[1 32-802]
15. [Profit sharing plan excepted]. - A

profit-sharing plan that has been accepted
ior registration by the Minister of National
Revenue for Canada before the 1st day of
.January, 1965 under the Inconm Tar Act
(Canada) and that provided at the time of
4uch acceptance that each member may
rake his entire interest in the plan in a cash
sum when he ceases to be an employee
whether by retirement or other termination
of employment may, with the approval of
the Commission, be excepted from the Act
and the regulations.

(g 32.803]
16. [Transfer of pension benefit credit].

- () A transfer of a pension benefit credit
arising from a deferred life annuity under
section 21 of the Act to the administrator.
insurer or trustee of another pension plan
or to a registered retirement savings plan,
or to an insurer on the winding-up of a
pension plan may be made only where the
transferee agrees to administer the amount
of deferred life annuity established by the
pension benefit credit transferred as a defer-
red life annuity under the Act.

V 32.C]
(2) [No cash or loans or asrignment

clause).-Except to the extent permitted by
subsection 4 of section 21 of the Act, no
policy or contract or benefit description
itsued by a transferee mentioned in sub-
section 1 to an employee shall contain any
cash or loans or assignment clause.

[V 32-80S]
17. (Disability].- For the purposes of

subsection 5 of section 21 of the Act, mental
or physical disability means a disability that
is likely to shorten considerably the life
expectancy of an employee or former
employee.

[ 32-806]
18. [Adminlstration of funds]. - (1)

Where the funds of a pension plan are not
administered by a government, they shall
be administered under the Government An-
oujties Act (Canada) or by a life insurance
company, a corporate trustee, individual
trustees or a society established under tht
i'cnsion Fund Societies Act (Canada).

[1 32-807]
(2) (Consr,,t for paynet ot ludsl.-Ex-

cept as provided in section 11, no funds
shall be paid out of a pension plan to an
employer unless consent of the Commission
is obtained.

[1, 32-808)
19. 'Plurality of members].- Where a

plurality of the members of a pension plan
is employed in a designated province, such
plan may be excepted, subject to agreement
with the designated province, from registra-
tion, audit and inspection under the Act,
and for the purpose of ascertaining where
the plurality of the members Is employed,
members not employed in Ontario or a
designated province shall not be counted.

(9 32-809]
20. [Designated provinces]. - The fo-

lowing provinces and territories of Canada
are desiqmted as provinces or territories,
as the case may be, in which there is in
force legislation substantially similar to the
Act:

1, The Province of Alberta.
2. The Province of Quebec.
3. The Northwest Territories and Yukon

Territory.
4. The Province of Saskatchewan,

ff[ 32-810]
21. [Excepted plans]. - The following

petision plans are excepted from the appli-
cation of the Act and the regulations:

I. Pension plans under which annual
retirement allowances are granted or
purportedly granted under section 239
of The MAaicipal Act or section 45 of
Tks Sehools Admanistration ,4q.

([ 32-811-33-300] Reserved

(The next page is 8081,]
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AMERICAN STOCK EXCHANGE, INC.,
New York , N.Y.

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE,
Now Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEn Sims: The American Stock Exchange, Inc. ("Amex") Is pleased to have
the opportunity to submit Its views concerning S. 2842, entitled "The Stock
holders Investment Act of 1973," which was Introduced by Senator Bentsen on
December 20, 1973.

On July 26, 1973, Paul Kolton, Chairman of the Amex, in testimony before
the Senate Subcommittee on Financial Markets, proposed consideration of a
legislative program designed to deal with the tendency of Institutional Investors
to concentrate their holdings in a relatively small number of Issues, and to help
win back the Individual Investor to the equity markets, In order to preserve
the efficiency and fairness of these markets. This program Included, among other
things (1) Increased disclosure by Institutions of their holdings and their trans-
actions, (2) limItations on the amount of stock of any particular company which
an Institution is permitted to hold, and (3) tax Incentives designed to encourage
risk-taking by individual Investors.

The first of these proposals-institutional disclosure-is the subject of legis-
lation currently under consideration by the Senate Subcommittee on Securities.
The second and third areas-limitations on institutional holdings and tax incen-
tives--are the subject of S. 2842.

The Amex generally supports the basic thrust of this legislation. It believes
that S. 2842, with certain modifications and additions suggested in this letter,
would be a significant step toward implementing a national policy designed to
strengthen the securities markets 'and to encourage individual investors to
participate in them to a greater extent, in order to facilitate the finiincing of
American business and improving the national economy.
Limiftations on. Pension Fund Investments

S. 2842 provides that a pension plan would not qualify for favorable tax treat-
ment unless the plan requires that the assets of the fund be held by a pension
manager whi) is subject to certain fnvestment restrictions. These restrictions
would limit a pension manager from (1) Investing more than 5% of the ag-
gregate discretionary pension assets under Its control in the securities of any
one company, and (2) using such discretionary assets to acquire more than
10% of any class of security of any one company.

These limitations would not apply retroactively, and pension managers would
not be required to dispose of current stockholdings in order to meet the limita-
tions. Pension managers--but not the funds themselves---exceeding the limita-
tions would be subject to penalty taxes, except where any excess holdings result
exclusively from market fluctuations. Further, the limitations would not qpply to
investments in companies with capital of under $25 million.

The Amex supports these provisions of the bill, since they would tend to
encourage institutions to spread their investments among a larger number of
companies and will help avoid the effects of a "two-tier" market, which has
focused great attention on institutionally favored stocks. The investment lim-
Itations imposed by the bill would also tend to protect beneficiaries of pension
plans from the risks involved in excessive concentration of pension investments.
Moreover, as one observer has noted, the percentage limitations on holdings and
purchases contained in S. 2842 would .only make legally binding on pension man-
agers a policy already followed in the best bank trust departments.
Venture Capital Pen8ion Funds

The bill provides that a pension fund manager may invest up to 1% of the
assets of any pension plan in companies with capital of less than $25 million,
without regard to any federal or state law imposing litubility for losses result-
ing from risky or speculative investments (other than prohibitions against
wrongful conduct, such as self-dealing or fraud). This provision Would, in the
words of Senator Bentsen's summary of the bill, "facilitate the flow of a lim-
ited amount of pension Investments to new or expanding comiCanies which
present greater than normal risks but offer the opportunity for greater than
normal returns." We note that the summary of the bill also imaks. it clear that
this "leeway clause" would not imply that investment in all companIea with less
thun $25 million capital are high-risk investments,
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The Amex supports this provision, for two principal reasons: First, it could
tend to reverse the trend of large institutional investors to concentrate on a
small number of major companies, and the market distortions which result from
this; and, second, it could assist smaller companies, including many whose secu-
rities are listed on the Amex, in obtaining needed capital.

We would suggest, however, that this provision be modified to permit an
additional exemption for up to 2% of pension fund assets invested in securities
of companies with capital of between $25 million and $50 million. It may be
noted, in this connection, that the median capitalization of companies whose
securities are listed on the Amex is approximately $26 million. Thus, while
enactment of the provision in its present form could help provide a flow of
capital to a number of Amex listed companies, a large number of medium-sized
companies would not benefit We believe the suggested modification could
benefit such companies, without unduly jeopardizing the safety of pension fund
assets.

If, for any reason, the Subcommittee on Financial Markets determines that
enactment of this provision is not feasible, we would recommend, as an alterna-
tive, that consideration be given to incorporating into the bill a change in the
definition of "prudence" recommended in the recently published report prepared
by Professor James A. Lorie for th." Department of the Treasury.1 In this re-
port Professor Lore suggests that "The riskiness of an asset should be judged
not in isolation but by the way its purchase would affect the riskiness of a
portfolio." Professor Lorie points out that such a change would lead to greater
portfolio diversification, with the result that "stocks in many small companies,
which would be deemed imprudent or excessively risky under current legal
standards, would be considered acceptable investments under more enlightened
modern standards."
Graduated Capital Gains Ta

S. 2842 would replace existing capital gains rates with graduated capital gains
rates which would decrease annually over a holding period of a capital asset,
so that the maximum rate would be about 14% for assets held 15 years.

The Amex generally supports a graduated capital gains tax, since it would not
only give tax relief to many holders who are, for all practical purposes, locked
in by the present capital gains rate, but would also at the same time actually in-
crease government revenues by unlocking these securities while providing addi-
tional liquidity to the market.

The Amex is, however, concerned about the possible negative impact of
certain features of the capital gains provisions contained in the bill.

First, the bill would extend the present holding period for capital gains from
six months to 12 months. This extension would be phased-in by means of a one-
month increase in the required holding period each year, until it reaches 12-
months for the taxable year beginning January 1, 1980.

Second, capital losses would be subject to the same sliding-scale treatment as
are capital gains over the holding period of the capital asset. Thus, only 20%
of the total loss realized on assets held over 15 years would be deductible againstcapital gains.

Third, S. 2842 would repeal the alternative tax which permits an investor to
apply a 25% tax rate to the first $50,000 of net long-term capital gain. This would
have the effect of immediately increasing the tax on the first $50,000 of capital
gains for many investors.

The Amex opposes these three provisions, which would seem to be inconsistent
with one of the stated purposes of S. 2842: to encourage individuals to invest
in securities; and furthermore, they would tend to actually decrease market
liquidity.

. In addition, the Amex urges the Subcommittee to restore the 25% maximum
rate which prevailed prior to 1970 on all long-term capital gains. In this regard,
an independent study conducted for the New York Stock Exchange found that
a reduction in the maximum tax rate from 35% to 25% would encourage capital
gains realizations and produce additional federal tax revenues of approximately
$1.8 billion.
Libes-alized capital loss treatment

S. 2842 would amend the Internal Revenue Code so as to increase from
$1,000 to $4,000 the amount of capital losses which an individual is permitted to
deduct annually against ordinary income. The Amex supports this provision,

'"Public Policy for American Capital Markets," February 7, 1974. (pp. 16-1).
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which appears to be fully justified by the fact that per capita disposable income
has increased approximately fourfold since 1942 when the $1,000 capital loss
deduction was enacted.
Provisions not included in S. 2842

The Amex recommends that two additional tax incentive provisions be in-
cluded in S. 2842.

The first would increase the dividend exclusion from personal income tax
from its present level of $100 to $20.Such a step seems realistic in view of cur-
rent inflationary trends, and, further, would demonstrate that as a matter of
public policy the Congress is prepared to encourage the small investor to partic-
ipate in the markets.

The second would provide that comlnissions paid by investors be treated in the
same way as other investment expenses, and not as par of the purchase or sale
price of a security, as they are treated under the present tax code. Such an
amendment would enable investors to deduct all of their commissions paid
against ordinary income (subject to tax rates up to 70%), rather tjban subtract-
ing these costs from capital gains subjectt to a 50% deduction and thus to tax
rates up to 35%).

We hope that these comments will be helpful to the -Subcommittee in its con-
sideration of these proposed legislative provisions.

Sincerely, NORMAN S. POSEs.

STATEMENT BY NORMAN B. TURE, PRESIDENT, NORMAN B. TunE, INo., ON BEHALF

op AMERICAN COUNCIL ON CAPITAL GAINS AND ESTATE TAXATION

GRADUATION OF TAX ON CAPITAL GAINS WITH LENGTH OF HOLDING PERIOD

In testifying before the Subcommittee on Financial Markets of the Committee
on Finance on September 24, 1973, I addressed the related questions of (1) the
impact of the present tax structure on individual saving and investment and (2)
the consequences of that tax impact on the efficiency of U.S. financial markets.
There is no need to burden the record of the Subcommittee's hearings with a full
restatement of my analysis and recommendations, but I should like to take the
liberty of briefly summarizing the principal elements of that analysis in this
testimony on behalf of the American Council on Capital Gains and Estate
Taxation.

Well developed and efficiently operating financial markets are essential for
the effective functioning of any advanced and diversified economy depending
largely on private enterprises for the conduct of business in free markets. One
of the major requirements for efficient performance by financial markets is wide-
spread and active participation by individual savers-investors. For some time
past, however, the major financial markets of the United States have been marked
by thin and dwindling participation by individuals and by.market results which
disproportionately reflect the portfolio management activities of a relatively
small number of large institutional investors.' Since the investment requirements
and strategies of these investors may well differ significantly from those of the
vast majority of individual savers, the market results may also differ significantlY
from those required for efficient allocation and use of the economy's production
capability and distort the consumption-saving choices of the private sector.

One of the factors contributing to the reluctance of individuals to investdirectly in corporate equities and impeding their participation in financial mar-

kets is the anti-saving bias of 'the existing tax system. The nature and sources
of this bias were described and illustrated in my testimony of September 24, 1973.
I respectfully call the attention of the Subcommittee as well to my study Tax
Policy, Capital Formation, and Productivity, prepared for the' Committee on
Taxation, National Association of Manufacturers (January 1978) and my testi-
mony to the Committee on Ways and Means, U.S. House of iRepresentatives,
February 5, 1973, for further exposition and illustration of the aniti-saving tax
bias, In very summary 'terms, that bias derives principally fron6 including in
the current year's income tax base the amount saved in the current year and in
subsequent years' tax base the returns to that saving. Since the amount saved is
the Capitalined value of the future returns on the saving, this Income tax treat-
ment taxes the same income flow twice. In contrast, income usedfoi consumption

1In every year since 1901, individuals have, on balance, reduced their holdings of corpo-
rate equities. YCf. The 1974Eonomic Report'of the President, p. 273.
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is taxed only initially, This basic tax discrimination against saving is greatly
increased by the separate taxation of corporate profits, by the taxation of capital
gains, by State income taxes, by State and local property taxes, and by Federal
estate and gift taxes and State inheritance taxes.

Tliere is a large inventory of constructive tax revisions which would reduce,
if not entirely eliminate, the present tax bias against saving and capital forma-
tion. (For a detailed inventory of such proposals, please refer to my NAM study
cited above and to my White Paper on Long Range Tax Policy and Balanced
(Irowth, prepared for the Special Committee on Long Range Tax Policy and
Balanced Growth of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States, October
1972). One major item in that inventory is revision of the tax treatment of capital
gains and losses.

The present tax treatment of capital gains and losses not only adds substan-
tially to the differentially heavy tax burden on saving but also significantly im-
pairs the efficient allocation of saving among alternative uses. In doing so, It
represents a serious impediment to effective operation of financial markets.

A capital gain, by definition, is the market's capitalization of an anticipated
increase in the earnings attributable to an asset or property. In the usual case,
the income out of which the saving necessary for the acquisition of the property
was made was taxed as it was accrued or realized, and the earnings of the prop-
erty similarly were taxed as they materialized. So, too, will the increase in the
future earnings of the asset be taxed as they are realized. Taxing currently the
capitalized value of these additional future earnings obviously is to impose a
surcharge on the taxes that will be paid when the future earnings come along.

Coming on top of the disproportionately heavy load of individual and corpora-
tion income taxes on saving, the tax on capital gains significantly increases the
cost of saving relative to consumption. And through the operation of the capital
markets, the increase in the relative cost of saving which results from taxing
capital gains leads to an across-the-board increase in the cost of saving and of
capital formation.

The significance of this tax-imposed increase in the cost of saving should not
be ignored. Had the tax system discriminated less harshly against saving and
capiital formation during the postwar period, the entire economy would have
benefitted from a more rapid increase in total production capacity, greater real
output, and a higher rate of advance in labor's productivity and real wage rate.

"If capital services had increased 50 percent more rapidly than the actual trend
rate" ... i.e., at an annual rate of 5.55 percent rather than 3.7 percent... "for
example, gross output of the business sector would have increased 4.19 percent
faster than its actual trend rate of growth and would have been 12.0 percent
greater than Its trend value for 1967. The marginal productivity of labor and the
real wage rate would have increased at an average annual rate of 2.79 percent,
compared with the trend rate of increase of 2.2 percent, and would have been 11.9
percent more than its trend value in 1967." 1 The anti-saving, anti-capital forma-
tion bias of our tax system, to which the present tax treatment of capital gains
contributes significantly, costs us all dearly.

But this is not the sole adverse effect of taxing capital gains. The tax is im-
po:sed on gains not as they accrue but only when they are realized by sale or ex-
change of the assets. The occasion for the tax is not merely the increase in value
but the transfer of the asset as well. Taxing capital gains not only increases the
relative cost of saving but also increases the cost of changing the composition of
the assets one owns. The interaction of these two effects of capital gains taxation
is to increase the difference between the expected returns on alternative invest-
inents required to make a shift in asset holdings worthwhile.

Unless it could be established that people are utterly unresponsive to changes
in transaction costs--a wholly unrealistic proposition, taxing capital gains must
reduce the frequency of transfers and impede prompt changes in the composition
of assets in response to changes in their relative values. In turn, this clearly im-
pedes the efficient functioning of the financial markets in providing valuations
of alternative uses of saving and in allocating saving optimunly.

,flax changes to ease'the existing discrimination against saving- will not, neces-
sa r ily, -of themselves, reverse the trends of the past few years in the securities
narkets nor assure the financial climate most conducive to vigorous, innovative
private enterprise. But constructive changes in the tax laws would surely make
an important contribution to a higher rate of private saving, particular by in-

2 Ture, Tao Policy, Capital Formation, and Produotivity, op. cit., p. 19.
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dividuals, to greater participation by them in the financial markets, and therefore
to more efficient functioning of those markets.

Constructive tax revisions are those which will reduce tax Interference In the
choices of businesses and households as to how they obtain and use their in-
come and wealth. Given the enormous demands for additional capital to be
faced in virtually every sector and by every industry in the economy of the com-
ing years, if the Nation is to maintain and advance productivity and living stand-
ards and to extend more fully the benefits of that advance to the poor, construc-
tive tax policy will have to give top priority to reducing the present tax bias
against saving. -

A good place to begin is to eliminate entirely the taxation of capital gains.
Few other advanced industrial nations apply their income taxes to capital gains.
To be sure, in the context of U.S. income tax history, this would be a drastic
step. But properly viewed, i.e., as a heavy tax surcharge on the returns to
saving and as an excise on shifting the allocation of saving, the taxation of
capital gains affords few benefits to Justify the cost it entails in terms of the
lost capital formation, lost productivity, and lost real output for the economy as
a whole.

In the current climate of opinion, realism requires recognition of the fact that
complete elimination of the present tax on capital gains must be viewed as a
long-range objective. In the interim, considerably less drastic changes can be
made which would mitigate the adverse effects of capital gains taxation.

One such change which has received careful attention would graduate the
tax on capital gains downwards with the length of time the capital assets had
been held. I was happy to have had the opportunity to respond last fall to
several inquiries from the Subcommittee concerning this proposal. The gist of
my replies was that a downward graduated tax on capital gains would raise
no significant compliance, enforcement, or administration problems and that it
would in all likelihood result in a substantial unlocking of long-held capital
assets. Moreover, implementation of the proposal would ver likely generate sub-
stantial additional tax revenues, although this effect would be far more pro-
nounced in the early period following adoption of the revised tax than
subsequently.

To the extent that the average effective rate of tax under the downward grad-
uated rate structure were less than at present, moreover, this revision would
somewhat mitigate the existing tax bias against saving, It should also induce
somewhat greater individual Investment in corporation securities and such other
capital assets of which an important attribute is the relative ease with which
they may be sold or exchanged. Hence, enactment of this proposal should con-
tribute to fuller participation by individuals in the financial markets and to
improved efficiency in the operation of these markets. Considerations of tax
neutrality, however, militate against confining the proposed tax treatment
solely to securities. All capital assets owned by individuals should be eligible,
except that downward graduation should not replace the existing "roll over"
treatment for gains on personal residences.

Quite different answers to the Subcommittee's questions are appropriate insofar
as corporate income taxpayers are concerned. For the corporate taxpayer, com-
pliance problems would often be substantial, particularly in cases In which
acquisitions, mergers, and reorganizations have occurred and the determination
of holding periods, other than more or less than six months as under present
law, would be difficult.

On substantive grounds, a far more serious problem would arise. Application
of downward graduation to corporate taxpayers would differentiate the net-of-
tax value of the capital assets owned by corporations on the basis of holding
period and accordingly it would distort the market's valuation of the corporation's
equity. Thus, if two corporations, A and B, held identical portfolios of capital
assets but A had held such assets much longer than B, the capitalized value of
the potential tax on the liquidation of A's portfolio would be less than that with
respect to B's. This difference in potential taxes would certainly be reflected,
other things being equal, in the market's valuation of the two company's stocks.
Yet these differing valuations would reflect no real difference between the com-
panies' pretax earning capacities, but merely differences in their status under
the downward graduated capital gains tax.

An additional substantive difficulty in applying the downward graduating sys-
tem to corporations stems from the fact that a substantial portion of the capital
gains realized by corporations result from the disposition of property used in
the corporation's trade or business and do not represent gains on portfolio trans-
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actions. Such property is generally disposed of when there is opportunity for
replacing it with more modern and productive production facilities. Such
replacements should not be impeded by tax considerations. Indeed, one of the
principal Justifications for the enactment of the tax treatment of gains and
losses upon the disposition of such property detailed in Sec. 1281 of the Internal
Revenue Code was to reduce tax barriers to such dispositions on a timely basis. In

\ many cases, such dispositions would take place, apart from tax coniderations,
some considerable time before the elapse of the holding period at which a step
down in the capital gains tax rate would occur under the proposal. And for a
significant amount of such property, the typical holding period under the present
tax provisions is short enough that the proposed downward graduation of the
capital gains tax rate with holding period would be of little benefit, if, Indeed,
-it did not increase tax. For some other types of property, e.g., timber and land,
the optimum time for their disposition as determined by sound business con-
f iderations is likely to differ materially from the holding period at which a
step down in the tax would be provided under the proposal. The downward grad.

tion of rates, therefore, might well induce retention of such property beyond
* 8 time when it would be most economic to dispose of it.

For corporate taxpayers, the price consideration should be to reduce existing
S°Ax deterrents to timely disposition and replacement of uneconomical or obsolete

production facilities and to avoid increasing tax barriers to modernization of
t and equipment. Given this consideration, a highly constructive interim

on would be to reduce the present rate of tax on all corporate capital gains,
ta fiat rate of 25 percent. Moreover, any such interim change should not

alt he existing Section 1231 determinations of gain or loss.
I should like to emphasize that these suggestions are offered as interim

measures, not as ultimate solutions. A complete overhaul of the tax system
to eliminate the tax discrimination against saving or to reduce it to a minimum
would eliminate automatically many of the current problems arising in the tax
treatment of capital gains. Pending any such thorough-going revision, inter-
mediate measures to reduce the weight of existing taxes on capital gains warrant
endorsement by the Congress. 0
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